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FRC Announces Its First
Summer Training Institute...

Parent education is receivine increasing
emphasis and attention as dramatic
changes in family life accentuate parents'
needs for current information and new
skills. Though many professionals
recognize the importance of designing
and implementing programs to meet the
needs of families, training in this matur-
ing field is limited.

In Chicago, on July 19, 20, and 21, the
Family Resource Coalition will expand its
technical assistance services by offering
twenty hours of training devoted to the
latest theories in parent education and to
practical service delivery methods.

The FRC Summer Training Institute is
designed for professionals who want to
learn about developments in prevention
services for families, and how to initiate
parent education classes and parent
support groups in their communities,
agencies, or schools.

In 1980, Harmon and Brim, the
authors of Learning to be Parents, wrote
of the need for a new analysis of the field
of parent education. They based their
attitude on the significant growth of
parent education programs during the
'70s, and a parallel increase in the
number of practitioners. They also
recognized that academicians had begun
to focus thcir attention on the theoretical
orientation of parent education programs
as well as program design, content, and
effectiveness. Those trends continue
today.

As a result, a new definition of parent
education has emerged in the '80s. No
longer viewed as an "expert" or pro-
fessional imparting child development
information to parents, often in a
didactic manner, parents now are seen as
active participants in the process with the
professional involved more as a resource.
Greater recognition is also given to
providing support to parents, not simply
information.

Nicholas Hobbs provides an excellent
new definition: "We view parent educa-
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tion as the process of enabling parents to
obtain information and skills useful to
them in performing the array of func-
tions broadly related to their parental
role. Parent education includes learning
opportunities relevant to childrearing
functions, to parents' executive function
(providing for the family, interacting
with other institutions), and to meeting
the personal needs of parents."

FRC's 1987 Summer Training Institute
curriculum will combine the latest
research and theory in the field with prac-
tical training in running groups for
parents. Six hours will be concerned with
the area of primary prevention, social
support networks and their positive
effects on mental health, recognizing
cultural variables, and the new role of the
professional.

Other sessions will cover practical train-
ing in methods for designing, implement-
ing, and evaluating parent education
groups. Additional training will be
offered in group process, peer support
theory, and the how-tos of operating
parent support groups.

The Institute will be held at DePaul
University's I.incoln Park campus, with
low-cost accommodations in new, air-
conditioned residence halls. Registration
fees arc $300 for FRC members, $175 rot
non-members; some scholarships are
available. The registration deadline is

June 26th, and attendance is limited to
1(X) participants.

Write or phone the 1-kC tot an
Institute brochure and plan to join tis in
Chicago for a most tinklift` 10111illtt

experience.



Preparing Pediatricians as Family Advocates:
Collaboration in the Community
1)) Dr. Peter A. Gorski, Linda Gilkerson, and Ida A. Cardone
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Parent and pediatric resident visit at Family Focus.

Pediatricians have many great advantages
as professionals offering support and
guidance along the path of child and family
development in modern society. As they
track and protect health from birth through-
out childhood, they acquire close knowledge
of a child's unique characteristics as well as
a family's individual nature and values. The
pediatrician learns about the child when
healthy and when coping with the stress of
illness, family problems, school pressures,
and broken hopes or dreams.

Thanks to modern advances,in the
prevention and management of many dread
diseases, physicians find that an imeasing
majority of their time and interest can he
devoted to parental concerns and child
development. Pediatricians are daily asked
questions about child care choices,
developmental programs, school
environments, and community services for
the special needs of children and parents.
hmilies are experiencing radical social
change, and the need for dependable,
knowledgeable guidance in these areas can
apptopriately fall to the pediatrician.

Ensconced within a local community, the
pediatrician is also privileged to have contact
with a ariety of community-based health,
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educational, recreational, and social service
agencies. After making diagnoses which
might respond well to intervention, the
physician needs to have agencies available
that can provide the highest quality services
to children and families.

Unfortunately, most pediatricians complete
medical school and residency training with
minimal formal education about children's
health (as distinguished from illness), child
development (normal or atypical patterns),
family systems, or community resources.
Reared in a pathological model, physicians
conceptually struggle to define and support
strengths and optimal directions within
individuals, families, and programs.

Personal experience, moreover, hardly fills
the void left by professional education in this
area; few young medical students or
pediatricians-in-training have children
themselves before they become responsible
for guiding families,

At the Evanston Hospital, through the
Department of Pediatrics at Northwestern
University School of Medicine, our staff is
attempting to better prepare pediatricians for
their broad opportunities on behalf of the
children and families in their future practices.

We have designed a supervised teaching

program through which trainees can obserse
quality community programs, learn bow to
identify high quality services, discover ways
for pediatricians and agencies to communicate
and coordinate for the mutual benefit of
families, and develop important insight into
the behavior of children io caring and learning
environments outside a hospital setting.

Description
All pediatric residents at Northwe'-tern

University spend a six-week block of time in
our Division of Behavioral and Develop-
mental Pediatrics. This is a relatively lengthy
period compared with other medical specialty
training, and enables us to introduce some
breadth and depth of clinical, theoretical,
hospital-based, and community centered
child development teaching. Our core faculty
includes physicians, educators, psychologists,
social workers, and physical, occupational,
and speech therapists.

During this six-week rotation, resident
physicians spend some time visiting several
community agencies. They talk with parents
and observe the normal activities of both
symptom-free children and those who exhibit
a broad range of developmental problems.
These agencies include the Family Focus
Parent Drop-in Center and Lincolnwood
Public School, both in Evanston, Illinois.
and the Lake McHenry Regional Parent-
infant Program in Lake Villa, Illinois.

Family Focus is a center for families with
children under four years of age. Their
program promotes optimal development of
children by enhancing parental confidence.
Parents have opportunities for informal
sharing as well as more structured activities
with attendant child care. Our residents
participate in center activities for two
morningsone in the children's room,
and the other in the parents' room,

Lincolnwood is a multi-ethnic, multi-racial
school serving 450 children from kindergarten
through fifth grade. After sitting in on one or
two classes, the residents meet with teachers
and administrators during t heir morning visit.

The Lake McHenry program is an
interdisciplinary, early intervention program
for children with learning and developmental
problems. Here, the residents participate and
observe during a team assessment and the
formulation of a treatment plan.

Illustrations
The scene is the infant section of the Family

Focus children's room. A rosy-checked
eight-month old is wailing and wiggling,



unmistakably making her displeasure known.
An accommodating young woman sprawled
on the floor next to the baby has been
crawled oser, drooled on, and is now
valiantly trying to decipher the baby's needs:
a bottle? a cuddle? a look into the floor-lesel
mirror? Mother is called from the adjoining
parents' room, and hcr presence and a
diaper change bring quick relief. This is a
common scenario in one of the most
acclaimed and duplicated drop-in centers in
the nation. What's unusual, however, is that
the wholeheartedly engaged infant aide is a
doctor, a second-year resident in pediatrics.

At Family Focus and Lincolnwood School,
residents meet in teams of two or three under
the supervision of staff from the Division of
Behavioral and Developmental Pediatrics
and/or from the participating agencies. The
three-hour visits follow a general course of
orientation, time as participant observer, and
a session of mutual feedback with all
concerned.

In a recent post-obsersation session at
Family Emus, the residents taught staff
about the differences between constipation,
obstipation, and encopresis. The center staff
then provided insight into child behaviors
observed by the residents. This led to a
discussion about training office receptionists
and nurses to play with children in the waiting
room in order to observe behavioral signs
that might reflect physiological conditions.

The scene shifts to a fifth grade advanced
math class. The teacher is challenging, fast-
paced, yet supportive. Her students arc
responsive, unafraid, and quick to volunteer
answers even at the risk of making an error.
The pediatric resident whispers to a staff
member that he, too, had been an advanced
math student. He relishes and identifies with
the excitement of the students.

In the post-observation feedback session
with (he school principal and social worker,
the discussion ranges broadly: What if this
teacher had not been supportive as well as
challenging? Might exhilaration turn into
stress? Could the competition that felt okay
today turn into sleepless nights and chi onic
daytime fatigue? Experiencing this class

pros ides an itnportant perspectise for the
beginning pediatrician who will see many
10-year old children in his, her practice.

Our final scene oecurs at Lake McHenry,
where the speech therapist and parent-infant
educator are finishing up an initial assessment
with the family of an infant with multiple
congenital anomalies and complex medieal
needs. Their assistant, a second year pediatric
resident, reaches out to comfort the little girl
as she struggles to maintain an upright
position in an adaptise chair. "Wouldn't it
be easier lisr her if she wasn't sitting?" asks
the resident. The therapist replies, "Actually,
haying her head at a 90-degree angle is best
for feeding. Sitting up helps her des elop
better head control." Soon the youngster
settles in and begins to take cereal by mouth,
an emerging skill for this very insolsed

Exposure to the skills and knowledge of
the developmental specialists of community-
based early intervention teams is one of the
primary goals of this part of the community

isit teaching module. The integrated
programming of a comprehensive inter-
disciplinary team rounds out the experience
of residents who are usually oriented to
individual hospital-based therapies for
handicapped children.

At the end of their six-hour sisit, spread
over two sessions, the residents sit down with
the staff and director to debrief and to
dialogue about relationships between
physicians and programs. At this point in
their training, residents are still focused on
diagnosis and treatment of acute medical
conditions. They now have a grossing
awareness, howeser, for the long-term needs
of families of atypically developing children.
Their on-site experience with parents,
children, and staff help% create a readiness
for collaboration which can later be applied
to private practice or pediatric subspecialty
careers-- especially neonatology, neurology,
and intensive care medicine.

In the original design for the ..onmmnity
experience, we planned to have the residents
conduct medical histories as part of the early
inters ention assessment and to give a talk to
the professionals or parents at each site. We
soon realized, howeser, that residents learned
more front the site visits if they stepped out
of the expert role. he pressure to know is
great during prokssional education; learning
in a relaxed setting, through assisting others
and talking informally, offers a unique
opportunity for professional exchange.

Meaning and Value
Through the comtnunity teaching program,

residents ean interact with ebiklren of all ages
but are not tinder in essute to diagnose I heir
ills or procribe for t bent. this I t ees the
resident to attend to the ptittmry goals ol the
curriculum: deselop a frames% 01 k kt the
systematic obsers Atm of chikiten, do cloy a
sense for the inlet act is e idiosynerasies itt
infants and children along the not mal

spectrum, and most importantly, cause
residents to explore and sustain their
subjectise reactions to childrena habit of
self-reflection that w ill prove useful in their
practice% as they deselop comprehensise
treatment plans.

As participant obsersers, residents has e an
opportunity to experience for themselses the
%cry broad range of ens ironmental challenges
and supports that can bear on the well-being
of their young patients. This further
encourages the resident pediatrician to
recapture aspects of his or her own childhood
history and, in the process, rekindle empathy
and enthusiasm for the challenges faced by
children of the 'Ms.

Faculty and trainees alike regard these
cotnmunhy participation visits as highlights of
the pediatric child development curriculum.
The young physician% rediscover their social
and professional contacts with the "real
world" outside acute care medicine. The
community agencies appreciate the direct
access to medical professionals and the
respect they receive from their physician
guests. All concerned seem to benefit as
historic 'alls become the foundation for
bridges 1' :tween dedicated individuals sets ing
their ce.,. son and special goal of achieving

We wish to acknowledge our sincerest
gratitude and admiration for the generosity
and dedication of the administration, staff,
and parents of Family Focus, Lincolnwood
School, and Lake McHenry Regional Parent
Infant Program. Thanks, too, for the warm
friendship and spirit of their children.

Peter A. Gorski, M.D., is a pediatrician
specializing in infant and early childhood
behavior and development. He is Chief nf the
Division of Behavioral and Developmental
Pediatrics at the Evanston Hospital and Director
of Behavioral and Developmental Research and
Training, Department of PediatricsNorthwestern
University Medical School, Cnicago,
Dr. Gorski is a memher of the Family Resource
Coalition's Honorary Advisory Committee.

Linda Gilkerson, Ph.D., an early cluldtwod
grecial educator, directs the Want Care Program
of the Evanston Hospital, a hospital-based
perinatal family support service nfkring
specialized services for first-time and experienced
parents, high-risk obstetric patients, and fwnilies
at risk for parenting problems. She also is on the
faculty of the Erikson Institute of Chicago and
on the Boards of Directors of the National Center
for Clinical Infant Programs and INTERA('T

Ida Anne Cardow, Ph.D., is a psychologist on
the staff of the Division of Behavioral and
Developmental Pediatrics at Ow Evanston
Hospital. She serves as l'oordinator of Thaining
and Clinical lkwhainu,ni of the Family
Administered Neonatal Assessment in the Infant
Care Program. She has a private practice in
Ihnnetka, Illinois, and is President-Elect of the
Minim 5socraiwn for Infant Mental Health.

Contact: Peter A. Gorski, Af The Evanston
Hospital, Behavioral and Dewlopmental
Pediatrics, Evanston, H. i'10201.
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Parent Educators Train Pediatric Residents
b) R. Ann)e Rothenberg

Tsso years ago, a sisit from the chief
pediatric resident of Stanford Unisersity's
Nledical School dramatically changed the
scope of our Child Rearing Education and
Counseling Program. He came to talk
about the frustration and embarrassment
eyperienced by residents during their training
when they had to adsise parents on behasioral
issues such as nursing. sleeping. playing,
discipline, parenting adjusttnents, and couple
adjustment..

Further, he felt their lack of training in
behasioral pediatrics kept many of the
residents from choosing general practice as a
future; instead they %sere selecting specialties
such as pediatric oncology, or research, or
academia.

Our parenting program had come to the
chief resident's attention, and speaking on
behalf of the residents, he asked if sse could
deselop a rotation that ssould teach them
about typical parental adjustments and
prepare them to gise useful ads ice to parents
on common child rearing questions.

Our reaction as parenting educators ssas
one of great enthusiasm. After fifteen years
of hearing about the frustration many
parents in our classes had experienced with
their pediatricians, as well as dealing ssith
our ossn pediatricians, here at last ssas an
opportunity to do somethmg significant. We
%sere being gisen the chance to completely
design a program to train pediatric residents
in %%hat sse had learned from st orking ssith
parent..

*hi do this, sse looked tirst at some of the
common problems that had been espressed
by parents about their pediatricians oser the
years. Some of the main ones \sere: 1 le

doesn't hase any idea ss hat it's like to be a
parent; he's only interested in my child, not
in me; his ads ice is totally unrealistic; it's
clear he hasn't spent much time raising his
children; his ads ice is based just on w hat he's
heard from his %sift:: he keeps telling us that
\\hat sse dO IS up to us but that's not enough;
he gets uncotnfortable ss hen I have more
than one question; he's so authoritarian that
he doesn't \sant to hear our ideas.

With all of this in mind. we des eloped a
plan for third (or last) year residents,
insohing them for four \seeks, fifteen holt' s
Per \seek. File Plan ssas based on rise
dimensions: practical readings, indisidual
sessions ssith parenting stall members, sisn.
to patenting classes, sttuctured home skits,
and time with children. (Many tesidents
especially those ssho aren't parents spend
cry little time ssith chiklren outside the

medical setting.)
Our plan included focusing on nos patent

adiust silents and the I irst year of life as the

The author (right) will' pediatric resident.

beginning topics, then mos ing on to
toddlers, and preschool children. We realized
that a total of sixty hours syas sery little time
for this training, but we felt it ssas a start.

What this looked like \sac that residents
syould spend their first sseek ssith us reading
about parental adjustment% and topics such
as infant crying and feeding, hearing those
issues discussed in a parenting class, and
learning how to listen to and ads ise parents
on the subject. In addition, they ssould sisit
a nes. family, talk to the mother about her
adjustment, and spend some time ssith sery
little babies, just playing and caring for
them. In the followir j week, the focus
ssould shift to three- to twehe-month olds,
and so On.
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Within six %seeks, the plan was approsed
by the Pediatric Depati mem Chairman and
[acuity members; our clinic director ssas
ssillmg to pay lot stall time lot a less ft ial
months.

I he rotatkin began in July, 1985. as a one-
on-one electise in Parenting and Rehm ioral
Pediatrics. he binning went %sell, and the
resklents %sett:. sery pleased with their

increased knowledge and comfort level with
parents and children. They were more at ease
with parents' questions, and felt that at last
they had some good advice to offer. They
also felt they were getting to know the
parents and their needs better. Word traselled
quickly among the residents, and all thirteen
third-year residents chose the Parenting
elective in thi., first year.

During the year, many of these residents
expressed the vies% that it ssas critical to
begin this training in the first year of
pediatric residency. They ssorked hard to
make this happen, and by August, 1986,
there was a new required rotation in place
for all first-year residents.

This year, all Stanford first-year residents
are taking the four-week rotation for 10-12
hours a \seek. It occurs during the same four
\seeks they work in the ssell-baby nursery and
start to see nes% families as clinic patients
from birth. This nes% rotation is considered
Lesel One, and it focuses entirely on nes%
parent adjustment and the fit st year of life.
Issues such as feeding, cryingicaltning,
sleeping, schedules, playing, and handling
babies arc cosesed in detail using the same
fise asenues of learning that were deseloped
the pres ions year for the third-year residents.

In addition, we obserse the first-year
residents with their patients and gise them
feedback about their manner 'approach to
the parents and babies. A special effort is
made to introduce Dr. T. Berry Brazehon's
ssork with new families into the residents'
repertoire through the use of his books and
videotapes.

A Lesel Two electise is offered to second-
and third-year residents that begins at the
children's one-year old stage and goes
through preschool. Most of the residents
take this elective and typically work with us
full-time for four weeks. We use many
resource% in this work, including reading% by
Brazehon, Fraiberg, Chess, Thomas and
Birch, Bromwich, Wolfson and DeLuca. Our
own textbook, Parentmuking:..1 Pructrea/
Handbook Pr Teaching Parent Classes
about Bahies and Tbddlers, has been %cry
useful as well.

Funding for the first tsso years of our
pediatric resident training program has come
through the Walter and Elise Haas Fund. We
will soon be meeting ssith the Pediatrics
Department to talk about their future
support.

Developing Competence
and Compassion

We have learned a grelt deal about \shy
parents feel so tnuch dissatisfaction with
their pediatricians. The physicians simply
has e not had the necessary child-rearing



training and hese problems being asked
questions they don't know how to answer.
They have picked up bits and pieces of
advice from other residents and facult., but
base not deseloped an understanding of
such issues as child rearing philosophies and
discipline approaches.

It is interesting to note that in our work
we base consistently found that most
residents begin the rotation in parenting and
behasioral pediatrics by assuming that there
are no good answers no really helpful
ads ice for parents' questions. Usually, by the
end of the first week, they have changed
their minds as they begin to use what they're
learning with their clinic patients and see
how helpful the parents find their guidance.
Some residents become remorseful about
much of their previous "guidance" to
patients, but this reaction has tended to be
replaced fairly quickly with a new sense of
compassion and competence.

The residents also find it helpful that their
new learning experience takes place in the
personal, educational, and counseling
environment of the Children's Health
Council. This modeling of individual caring
and attention to chents, which they report as
often lacking in formal medical school
training, enables them to work with patients
in a more personalized approach.

The residents report this training in
parenting and behavioral pediatrics to be
extremely useful. They can tell from patients'
reactions that they are being more helpful
and thus feel greater satisfaction in their
role. They are also learning to get feedback
from their patients on how well their ads ice
works. This is something we do routinely in
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parentine classes which improves our skills,
but getting feedback is much more rare for
pediatricians.

The pediatric residents also use this
opportunity to learn more about being
parents themselves. Most are not yet parents,
but listen well about what it's like to be a
parent. Those who are parents are relieved
to learn that they, their spouse, and their
children have much in common with other
families. They share their readings with their
spouses, and during staff sessions nu* raise
examples of their own children to work on
as they learn more useful ads ice about child
rearine.

Partly because of this training, many of
the residents are planning a different,
broader type of pediatric practice. One of
the most intriguing plans is that of a senior
resident who hopes to develop his and his

ife's pediatric practice at the site of a day
care center that would provide a program of
parenting classes and a parent resource
center (books, toys, etc.).

Recently, one of last year's senior residents
returned to sisit front his new practice in the
East. He reported that the parenting and
behasioral pediatrics course at the CHC had
been the "single most saluable experience"
in his training for what he needs in his general
pediatric practice. He has begun to realize
that it's the personal insolvement with his
patients that w ill enable hint to really enjoy
his practice rather than have it become
repetitive and tiresome over the years.

The work we are doing w ith the pediatric
residents has been sery rewarding. rite
residents are in the process of training, arid
quite open to accepting new ways of relating

44111111121kai1
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to their patients. We know that each 01 the
forty residents enrolled in the training will be
working with hundreds of families during
their careers, so our time with them is
exceptionally well spent.

We recently had the pleasure of watching
the evolution ot' a senior resident's skills as
he told us how he used to routinely handle
all his patients' discipline questions by saying
to the parents, "All you base to do is decide

ho's in chargeyou or your child." When
we sass him last week, he was asking the
parents questions, finding out what they had
tried, teaching them some basics of limit
setting, and working with them to deselop
some individual approaches based on their
child's age, temperament, and the parents'
personalities.

Contact: B. Annye Rothenberg, Ph.D.,
Children's Health Council, 700 Sand Hill
Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304. 415,- 326-5530.

B. Annye Rothenherg is a child/parent
pvchologist and founder/director of the Child
Rearing Education and Counseling Program at
Children's Health Council in Palo Alto. Her
Ph.D. from Cornell University is in child
development and child psychopathology. She is
the senior author of Parentmaking: A Practical
Handbook for Teaching Parent Classes about
Babies and Toddlers (Menlo Park. ('A: Banstcr
Press. 1982). and co-leader of a training program
for early parenting educators. A nnye also teaches
the Parenting Preschoole.-s series at CHC,
provide.s child rearing counseling to parents, and
consultation to mental health clinicians, nursery
schools, and day care centers.

CHC's Child Rearing Education and
Counseling Program is a member of the dimly
Resource Coahtum.

Doctor and toddler
get acquainted.
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Media

Interview Tips from a Talk Show Host
I)) Adrienne Kaplan Braun

Organizations like the Family Resource
Coalition are important to broadcasters
because they enable us to disseminate
valuable information to the public.

My public affairs talk show, "Insight,"
hich airs Sunday morning% on WCI.R-I'M

(101.9 at 7 AM) in Chicago is a case in point.
The main reason I schedule a show is to
offer my listeners an opportunity to learn
something, and I thoroughly research
potential guests before committing to an
interview. While I do my homework,
howeser, many talk show guests don't do
theirs, and the result is a one-time-only
appearance.

Your homework should start the moment
you decide you would make an interesting
guest. Begin by narrowing the options.
Identify which radio or TV station best suits
your needs. Call that station's Community
Affairs Department and ask about the
nature of their public affairs shows.

If a station presents programming for
senior citizens, it's a safe bet they would
reject a proposed show on acne. The host or
producer wants to book guests who will
discuss issues affecting a majority of his/her
audience, and will consider the issue itself as
a selling point.

Once you target the appropriate station,
you need to select the particular show that is
the best vehicle for your special interests.
Many stations present more than one public
affairs program, and most shows deal with
diserse issues.

Years ago, before the I.ederal
Communications Commission deregulated
radio, Community Affairs directors t out inely
"ascertained" leaders about the problems,
needs, and interests they perceised at the
local lesel. Because my parent company, the
Bonney ille Corporation, request% it, I still
interview community leaders, and use
"problems, needs, and interests" to plan my
public affairs programming.

lor example, if a majority of the leaders
say crime is a major concern, you can bet I
will schedule shows on crime during the nest
broadcast quarter. The needs list also helps
me schedule those shows that are produced
in my studio, so that "Insight" may deal
with crime one week and education the next.

On the other hand, many radio stations
don't ascertain community leaders and rely
instead on the judgment of their producers
or hosts. It's here, if you have done your
homework wellasking questions about the
audience and listening to the show that
your chances are increased for convincing a
producer/ host that your issues will benefit
their audience.
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Has ing chosen the station and program,
write to the producer/ host explaining why
your organization and/or issue would make
a good topic for their show. Send along
background material and biographies if you
teel additional information will help sell your
idea. Gk e the broadcaster a couple of weeks
to think about it, and then call. Hopefully,
you will have made a good presentation and
you or a representatise of your group will be
booked for an interview.

At this stage, it's important to select a
speaker who has had previous experience on
the airwaves, especially if you are trying to
book within a major market like Chicago.
As a host, it is not my job to instruct guests
about appearing on talk shows. It is my job,
however, to solicit information and
communicate it to my audience, so you must
be able to send me someone who can talk
without experiencing "mike fright." That
may sound callous, but major markets are
not a training ground. If you live in a major
market area, try your local university radio
station before you try mc. They can offer
you valuable experience.

You can become a good talk show guest
by preparing for the interview. Try typing up
a few sample questions and ask a friend to go
through the list with you by pretending
heishe is the host. Answer the questions as
though you were just visiting. "Insight" is
relaxed because I engage my guests in
friendly conversation rather than a question
and answer situation.

It's the host's job to put the guest at ease,
but hosts sary as much as guests. You can
help yourself in this situation by focusing on
the host, listening closely to the questions,
and answering to the best of your ability. If
you insist on "yes" and "no" answers
without elaborating, you will be classified as
that one-time-only guest I referred to earlier.

One television host I know prepares guests
for her show by asking them to talk about
themselves before the cameras start to roll.
She gets to know people individually that
way, and they get to know her, which makes
for a more personal and livelier amversation.
I find that technique works just as effectively
for radio. You might suggest such a
possibility to your interviewer when
scheduling a taping date. If you tel a point
can be explained better with anecdotes, use
them. I find the average listener craves
something to identify with rather than
simply listening to lectures from qualified
exp

In conclusion, not-for-profit
representatives accomplish three goals by
agreeing to be a talk show guest:
disseminating information to an audience
who may take advantage of their

organization's programs, drumming up
financial and moral support for the
organization, and helping the broadcaster
serve thc public.

The guest also transcends his/her job
as spokesperson to become "public
spokesperson." And since most radio
stations will make and save copies of the
show, it's permissible to ask for one to use at
fundraisers or to help you prepare for your
next interview.

We take our work seriously, and expect
you to do the same. After all, we both want
the same thingwe want the audience to
learn. But you are the teacher, and my
listening audience is your classroom.
Together, maybe we can make a positise
difference in someone's life.

0.1

Adrienne Kaplan is currently Community
Affair, Director of WCLR-FM. Slu. is haw and
producer of "Insight," a weekly public affairs
talk show news anchor, and reporter for the
station. She hos been Assignment Editor and
City Hall correspondent for WCI.R, as well as
news writer/producer for WGN-Tr and B(IN
Radio in Chicago. Adrienne has created award
winning public service campaigns and
documentaries, and is the immediate past
President of the Chicago Area Broadcast Puhlk.
Affairs Association.

Contact: Adrienne Kaplan, Community
Affairs Director, 14'CLR-141, 8833 Gross Point
Road, Skokie, IL 6(8)77, 312 /677-59(X).



Call for Help
by Peter Silvern

Editor's note: Dr. Halter's growing media
exposure b testimony to the fact that parents
want and need information to do their joh
as parents. and the media can and will
respond to this need. It is further testimony
to the change in the expert's role from that
of overseer to that of partner.

Empowerment is the key.
"1 never tell parents what to do,"

Lawrence Baiter says. Instead, he gives well-
researched information that he hopes will be
compatible with a parent's own value
system. With this approach, he also helps
them become independent decision makers
rather than !dying solely on the advice of
experts.
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Dr. Lawrence Batter, a professor of
Educational Psychology at New York
University, is also a psychoanalyst and long-
time veteran of helping troubled parents in
need of guidance.

"Today," Baiter says, "we are much more
aware of children's capabilities. Over the last
twenty years, we've come to see how sophis-
ticated children are and we attend to them in
different ways,"

The road to becoming successful as a
media psychologist began for Halter in the
early 1970s when radio station WC13S in New
York added "soft features" to their normal

hard news broadcasts. As part of the new
segment, Batter was brought on board to
create two-minute pieces on the subjects of
child psychology and child development.

In 1977, he became part of NYU's
"Sunrise Semester," a lecture-by-TV program
sponsored by the University. For this
program, Baiter created 46 half-hour lectures
on the subject of discipline.

"It was a very low budget operation," he
explains. Became of this, he had the
opportunity to participate in every facet of
production.

Around this same time, Baiter started
CHIPSChildren and Infant Parenting
Servicean NYU-based warmline service.
Families in the tri-state region can call and
leave a message concerning a particular
problem they may be having with their child.
Baiter discusses an appropriate response with
his doctoral students and then one of the
students contacts the parents and offers
them suggestions.

As publicity about CHIPS grew, Baiter
was invited to appear on news and talk
shows as a recognized expert in the field of
child psychology. Over time, he developed
his own soft-spoken style that puts parents at
ease when they speak with him on the air.

In offering information to the public,
Baiter restricts his advice to what he knows.
No medical information is volunteered, or
advice concerning children over 17 years of
age. He offers no therapy over the phone,
nor does he suggest what he calls "fringe
thoughts." Everything he talks about is
widely accepted practice in the field of child
psychology.

Baiter admits it is sometimes difficult to
give information and have parents use it. In
order for the message to get across, he feels,
it has to be non-threatening and, when pos-
sible, non-judgmental.

As his success anJ popularity increased,
Baiter was hired by WNBC-TV to moderate
a public affairs program entitled "Children
and All that Jazz." The change from
Educational TV to Public Affairs TV meant
an increase in budget, a staff, a pleasant
place to work, and national distribution.

Utilizing skills from his earlier venture in
television, Baiter was able to work as script
consultant, researcher, interviewer, and
moderator. There were twenty segments to
the show, and they ran a gamut of topics
from teen pregnancy, runaways, and cults to
children's rights and child abuse.

In 1982, he was given a chance to host a
call-in show at WABC radio in New York.
The station had recently changed its format
from an all-music to an all-talk show and the
management was looking for chatter to 1111
()Pen slots.

9

At the time, the only "psych" shows on
the air were those dealing with interpersonal
communication issues between adults. There
were no programs having to do with children
that he was aware of, and he contacted
WABC. They jumped at the chance to reach
a new audience, though they auditioned him
at 2 AM on Thursday morning.

"I thought no one would be out there, but
the lines just lit up."

The success of the program spawned a
five-hour call-in show for the tri-state arca.
In 1984, ABC Talk Radio esta5lished a two-
hour nationally broadcast version of his local
program. Now heard each weekend on
ninety stations, calls come in from locations
as diverse as Honolulu, Lubbock, Altoona,
and East Grand Forks, ND.

"I'm in a unique position compared to
other psychologists," Baiter says, estimating
his listening public in the hundreds of
thousands. "I'm able to hear contemporary
problems from large numbers of parents, so
I know the current issues." Some of those
issues are artificial insemination, surrogate
parenting, and adoption by single parents,
subjects that were not a large part of his
curriculum when Baiter attended school in
the early 1960s.

In giving his advice on how others might
want to go about establishing themselves as
media experts. Baiter is quick to point out
there is no sure-fire wayit has to do with
timing and opportunity, and the skills of the
expert. But he does have a few suggestions.

"A lot depends on the particular station
being asked. If they have a need or forum
for experts, that helps. Trying to convince a
station they need what you have to offer,"
he says, "can be more difficult."

Baiter suggests getting the attention of a
station/program manager, and pointing out
how one's expertise relates to the needs of
the community or reflects current affairs.
"It's important to let them know you exist,"
Baiter says. "Then, when you have an
exciting program or innovative resource, use
it as a press release. Invite them to visit, to
see what you're doing, and offer them
individuals from your membership who can
be interviewed as experts."

"If you wait to be asked to be
interviewed," Baiter says from experience,
"you'll wait forever. You have to take the
initiative,"

Contact: Dr, Lawrence Baiter, ABC1alk
Radio, 125 West l'od Avenue, New York,
NY l0023.

Dr. Bolter is a member of The Family Resource
Coahnim mut autimr it/ Dr. Halter's Child Sense,
putdished hy Simon and Schuster (/985).

Peter Silvern is a freehince journalist.
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Viewpoint

Why and What
You Should
Know about

PPDby Carol Dix

Nancy, 33, a happily married teacher.
keen to be starting a family, was hospitalized
in a psychiatric institution sixteen days after
ilk birth of her baby. The normally happy-
go-lucky Nancy was ranting and raving,
hallucinating, and suffering from delusion..
She had lost the ability to sk-ep or eat. After
days of watching thil. strange behavior, her
husband called their obstetrician who told
him to get her to a ho,,pit.al immediately. She
was going through an extreme postpartum
psychosis. Words they had never heard or
read.

Mary Anne. 28. a secretary, had been
shocked to find herself preimant again when
her first child was only nine months old. But
she and her husband reassured themselves
that in this way they would have their family
quickly, and she would enjoy the two
growing up together almost like twins. Three
months after the second baby's birth, Mary
Anne did not know what to do with herself.
She cried uncontrollably, was in the depths
of depression, her self-esteem at an all-time
low Often, though she kept this a secret, she
contemplated suicide. Her local doctor said
it was nothing: couldn't be the baby blues
because the birth was already long behind
her. Try and get out some more, was the
only advke he gave.

Lucy, 31, came round crying in the
recovery room after a U-section birth. She
wanted to lease the hospital alone. After
months of looking forward to having her
baby, she just couldn't see herself as a
mommy, now the moment had come. For six
months back home, Lucy described herself
as a basket case. Her husband took care of
the baby. When Lucy went back to work at
six months, finally Nome of the cloud began
to lift. With help she saw that some of her
problems were to do with her relationship
with her own mother. But there was no
denying the strength of that depression.

these are true stories, and I could find
hundreds more without effort. So why do
we as mothers, parents, professionals, or as
a society, know so little about what I call
PPD--an umbrella term to cover the variety
of syndromes including postpartum
depression, postpartum psychosis, and the
milder cases of difficult adjustment to
parenthood?

Statistics are high enough to merit our
attention. At its milder levels, symptoms of
PPD would include anxiety attacks,
sleeplessness, a general feeling of depression,
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and loss of joy in life. the 'baby blues', with
its chronic weepiness after delivery, is related
to PPD and at feet', as many as 80 percent of
new mothers.

At its more severe levels, 1 in 5(X) new
mothers are hospitalized for psychotic
episodes, or for severe postpartum
depression with suicidal tendencies. One in
ten experiences more moderate symptoms
that may be debilitating or lead to the
destruction of a marriage.

through major research tor my book,
The New Mother Syndrome: Coping with
Postpartum Stress and Depression
(Doubleday, 1985), I have learned how many
women are handicapped by unexpected.
unexplained symptoms of PPD. And how
little understanding, support, or treatment is
available.

What is PPD?
Hormonal changes are the direct cause of

the mood and personality disorders following
delivery. During pregnancy, reproductive
hormones increase rapidly to help protect
and support the fetus. Within thirty-six
hours after birth, progesterone and estrogen
and other major body hormones such as
thyroid and the adrenal corticoids flush out
of the body along ssith blood and fluid loss.
Indeed, what we consider 'normal' recovery
front childbirth has been described as hook.

We now know that when levels of the
body's hormones are lowered, it allects our
neuro-hormones or brain chemistry
which in turn affects moods. The 'baby
blues' reaction is a tnikl and usually self-
limiting response to hormonal loss. PPD
itself is stronger in its manikstations, but
equally linked to hormone, or biochemkal,
changes.

It is difficult to advise who is most prone to
PPD, as research is in its very earliest stages
(although the relationship between personality
disorders and childbirth has heen noticed
since 4th century BC and Hippocrates).
Anyone with a family history of manic
depression or depression should he on the

:;..

lookout for symptoms. Older mothers,
women who have experienced infertility
before get:ing pregnant, and women who arc
used to an active life, or ss h o have a lot
invested in being a 'perfect' mother, tend to
be susceptible.

Symptoms vary for the individual. but
postpartum psychosis reseals itself in the
first month following birth: postpartum
depression does not usually come on till after
the first monthoften not until the third,
fourth, or sixth month.

In the first two weeks to one month after
birth, symptoms to watch out for are: mania
and hyperactivity, insomnia, loss of appetite,
anxiety or panic attacks, hallucinations,
delusionary thinking. If symptoms persist and
become worse, don't expect them to go away
of their own accord, but seek professional
help. Antipsychotic or anti-anxiety
medication is usually prescribed. But any
woman going through PPD, I believe, needs
some form of support group help.

Postpartum depression after the first
month is characterized quite differently by
a withdrawn, depressed, often despairing
mood. The new mother may keep the shades
drawn, not get dressed, feel unable to cope
with the baby or herself, the extreme mood
is suicidal and should be treated seriously;
medication is advised. And, as before, I
believe in support group help.

Mood changes and severe personality
disturbances after birth, while chemically
based, can be aggravated by the lifestyle and
emotional upheavals experienced by any new
parent.

The New Mother Syndrome
I came into this whole line of research

!'ollowing the birth of my secom' daughter,
within two years of our first. At the fourth
month of caring for a toddler and an infant,

found myself in a deep depression that I
could only describe as feeling 'no joy in life'.
I had a husband, roof overhead, two fine
healthy daughters. In my early thirties, I was
a freelance writer, able in theory to continue
my work life based at home. And what was 1
really feeling? Thrrible thoughts such as,
"How did my life ever come to this? What
on earth made me think I'd want to be a
mother? How call I escape?"

When my own depression hit, I had
recently moved front England where post-
natal depression (as it is called there) was
ss idely discussed. It seemed that public
education and awareness were needed, and I
put the idea of writing about postpartum
depression to a mother and baby magazine
to which I regularly contributed. The editor
frowned and said, "Oh no, no one will want
to read about that. It's too depressing!"
Fortunately, perhaps, she then had a second
child, over age 40, and went into a
depression.

The article was given the go-ahead, and
I set about my research, approaching the



libraries and bookstores for relevant
material. First surprise. There was nothing
available.

My article was printed and brought in a
few letters. As a previously published writer,
I now put the idea to my editor at
Doubleday and was given a book contract.
Second surprise. Now that I had embarked
on a major study, I nc-ded to track down all
the professional experts in thc field. I could
not find any. I interviewed some
obstetricians who were members of the
American Society of Psychosomatic
Ob/Gyns, and they gave me some help. No
one felt postpartum depression or psychosis
was much of a problem at that point. And
I had times of doubt that I had invented a
new social issue and was now doing my best
to build up a case.

In London, however, I interviewed Dr.
Katharina Dalton, a renowned physician
who had published books and papers on
PMS and postnatal depression. Her book,
Depression After Childbirth (OUP, 1980),
had been the only work available until recent
times. Through Dalton. I contacted Dr.
James Hamilton in San Francisco. For mer.1 y
an associate clinical professor of psychiatry
at Stanford link ersity, Hamilton was
described as the 'founding father' of all
work on PPD in the U.S. His instant
response to my call was, "Thank heavens
someone is finally going to write this all up
and get the word out to the women of
America."

Hamilton became my resource and guiding
light. Five years ago, he and some fellow
doctors, all researching various elements of
PPD. set up an international organization for
the promotion of research and understanding.
They call it the Marce Society, named after
Louis Victor Marce, the 19th century French
doctor who is credited with first recognizing
the link between birth and mood disorders.

My research picked up momentum when a
brief letter was printed in Working Mother
magazine asking for women's experiences,
and I received over 300 responses. Then.
I contacted Jane Honikman, one of the
founders of PEP (Postpartum Education for
Parents) in Santa Barbara, who had written
papers on the emotional problems facing
new mothers. For years, PEP and particularly
the PEP Warmline. had been taking calls
from women in distress following birth, but
no one had understood about PPD or had
been able to offer helpful advice. Jane
recognized that PPD was the missing link.

With publication of The New Mother
Syndrome, I have been able to take the news
about PPD to the national airwases. Linking
up with women from support groups
specifically geared to the needs of PPD, ssc
have spread the word through television's
Phil Donahue, Oprah Winfrey, Hour
Magazine, AM Philadelphia, Good Morning
Boston, Kelly and Co. in Detroit, and NBC's
"1986", as well as seseral nationwide radio
talk shows.

All of us involsed in the campaign tor

PPD floss believe that we must reach out To
all professionals and the caring community
who work with pregnant couples and new
parents. We also have to help the growth ot
support groups that arc not afraid to talk
about some of the unwelcome side et fects of
becoming parents.

We arc addressing ourselves to the impact
of PPD on society as a whole. Lxtreine cases
can lead to infanticide or to maternal
suicide; more moderate cases can destros
families, lead to disorce, set women's Ike,
hack several years as they struggle with
symptoms they don't understand and lot
which they feel terrible guilt and shame.

PPD is not a curse or a mark ot failut e.
Women do not need to be ashamed or I eel
guilts. And thes must realim thes ate
certainls not alone.

Omni Dix, author of the Nev. Moho
Sndrome: Coping \skit Postpartum SI ros and
Depression (Doubleday, 1985), is also co-author
with Dr, Jonathan Scher of Is ers thing You Need
to Knoss about Pregnancy /Mal Press, 1985). A
Med lail and WOMen iSIM'S writer, Da has had
attic/es Published in Niolhef roditS. Wof king
Parents, Glamour, Redhook, Mademoiselle.
I adies Home Journal, Ness Woman. the Big
Apple Parents' Paper, and the Neu York Post,

Wrinne under her married name, Carol
maxwell Eady. She hav lwr first historical
novel, fler Royal Destin (Harmony/Crown,
1985). Carol is a member of the Family Resource

Contact her at 147 Alontaeue Street, Brooklyn,
NI 11201.

Self-Help Groups in the Treatment of Postpartum Stress
I Jane Honikman

Prior to the acceptance of the chiklbirth
education movement. a common concern
among the medical community was whether
or not to tell women about the pain
associated with labor and the complications
of delivery.

Today, I ant reminded of this when I hear
proNssionals question the wisdom of
mentioning the fact that being a parent has
its downsides. More specifically, I encountet
reluctance and denial about the painful
discussion of maternal mental illness. We
contMue to push for the myth that
motherhood is easy, beautiful, and always
sunny.

It is time to mature as a culture and accept
responsibility for the mental well-being of
parents in the sante way we have addressed
the essential need for prenatal check-ups,
well baby clinics, and father participation.

The growth and acceptance of
organizations that emphasize family mental
wellness, immediately alter birth, has been
gradual. The difficulty has been a lack of
substantive reading material that accurately
simplified such a complex issue for the
general public.

Ihe A'ets. Mother Syndrome has
accomplished the task with a careful balance
of medical explanation and personal stories.
rhe parent support movement now has the
documentation necessary to launch self-help,
giassroots groups to assist families suffering
Irom postpartlIM stress and depression.

Ilsery family is affected differently by the
birth of a baby. Regardless or how ready
parents may be for this change, the
iesponsibility and demands or caring for this
tiny new life twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, can be met's\ helming. Sharing
feelings and consersation in an atmosphere
ol recognition and support can help both
parents deal w ith litest)ic changes in positive
ways.

Professionals must work ss it h parents to
create solutions. While few examples of
existing postpartum groups can provide
adequate models, healtlt professionals and
parents alike can begin to formulate
responses to the need together. [he role of
parent support organizations in the
treatment of postpartum depression and
adjtIsttnent is a young and growing field,
ready for intervention and energetic support.

Toward that end, an Organizational
strategy meeting for self-help groups on

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

postpattum adjustment is scheduled tot the
weekend ol June 26-28, 1987, in Santa
Barbara, Calitornia. I he registration lee will
be $25, and we welcome anyone with an
interest in helping to promote public
:maleness, professional ins ols ement. or
start up ot new support groups.

Jane DontAman is co. foamier id Santa
Barbara's Mist/foram: Munition for Parents
tHIP1 which orgamwd a WW1111fIle and parent
discuswon groups in /977. She ha.s since become
Director 0./ the Birth Resource Center, a non-
profit group Mined at educating parents and the
public about pregnancy, birth, and early
parenting. Jane iv the national mordinator for
the campaign to disveminate information about
PM, and iv Imildine a resource bank QI
California obstetricians, psycliologists, and other
Pmfessimials with some knowledge itf PPD. She
has written a chapter On how to start a parents'
organization in the recently published Support
for Parents and Infants: A Manual for Parent
Organiiations and Professionals Ifrom Methuen,
inc., 29 H: 35th Street, New )Ork, NY 100011.
She is also a member of the Family Resource

Contact: Jane llonikman, Director, Birth
Resource Center, 225.5 Aindoe Road, Santa
Barbara, CA 93101, 805/682-7529.
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Kinships
"I have some love for y,,u," runs the

refrain of a parent-written theme song sung
in the second grade classroom of the P.R.
Yonge Laboratory School in Gainesville,
Florida. Esstoya Whitley is the teacher, and
the Adopt-A-Grandparent program she
created menty years ago for her students
and neat by cons alescent center residents
exudes lose, and tenderness, and mutual joy.

Elders ssalking and in wheelchairs
enthusiastically sisit the classroom every day,
and ses en and eight year olds go the
opposite ss ay, electrifying the nursing home
with their vitality. While elder reidents
spark the children's school day with stories,
songs, games, the sharing of lessons, crafts,
and celebrations, they also teach important
lessons about human relationships.

l'he children ss rite letters and poems to
their grandparents daily and hand deliver
them. l'heir reading, 1s thing, and verbal
proficiencies improse, as do their basic
learning skills. Most importantly, they learn
the deep satisfaction of solumarily assuming
the obligations of lose.

Benel its to the elderly are in new energy
les els, greater interest in daily activities,
lis eller cons ersat on, imptosed appetites, and
mote interest in their appearance. Arthritic
and es en blind patient., has e oscrcome
estreme handicaps in order to participate in
file Pleasures of their young friends' visits.

" toy" Whitle is as raised in the
mountains ol North Carolina, and her
philosophy of intergenerating is basic and
simple. "In iny family," slw says, "if your
grandparents died, you \sem out and got
ourself another pair. floss are children

going to learn anything about life if there
aren't older people around?"

Contact: Esstoya Whitley, P.K. Yonge
aboratory School, College of Fducat ion,
Ink ersity of Florida, Gainesville, Fl 32611,

904 '392-1554.

Family Support Projects
The positive effects of intergenerational

elationships on teenage parents who are at
isk of child abuse and neglect appear in east

coast and midwest programs.
In the Portland (Maine) Neighborhood

Foster Grandparent Primram, low-income
elders provide caring, in-home support to
pregnant and parenting teens over a two-year

period. The American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP) sponsors this pilot Parent
Aide Project among four others, and federal
funds pay the grandparents a stipend of $44
for their twenty-hour week. These projects
develop linkages among child welfare and
aging constituencies, and will develop
materials on recruiting, training, supervising,
and placing older volunteers.

Foster grandparents are introduced into
the life of the mother and her child during
pregnancy or shortly after birth. In some
cases, the grandparents work primarily with
parents, bringing simple companionship, and
offering advice on how to cope with the
stress of child-rearing. In other instances, the
older volunteers work directly with children
in activities that help stimulate learning and
build self-esteem, often giving mothers their
only respite time.

Contact: Nat Shed, Director, Portland
Neighborhood Foster Grandparent Program,
155 13rockett Street, Portland, ME 04102,
207/775-0105.

Ninety-five percent of the pregnant and
parenting teenagers who are involved in the
Harvey, Illinois Parents Too Soon Program
still live with their parents. Their mothers are
often overwhelmed by a combination of
family problems that include the teens and
their babies, the teens' siblings, financial and
housing concerns, and isolation. In self-
defense, they have formed their own support
group called MUST (Mothers United to Save
Themselves).

In monthly meetings, the parents/
grandparents take up the issues of privacy,
parenting rights, sexuality, goal setting,
communication, etc. In order to be successful
with their sons and daughters at home,
parents use MUST meetings for social events,
education, stress management, and sharing
information and resources. The support
group provides an opportunity to socialize
with others who share similar situations, and
to gather strength and validation for their
roles as parents/grandparents.

Contact: E. Jean Rogers, Program
Coordinator, Strength through Identity/
Parents Too Soon Program, 89 E. 154th
Street, Harvey, 11. 60426, 312/339-5010,
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Footlight Friends
The Full Circle Intergenerational Theater is

a multi-racial ensemble group of ten teenagers
and ten older adults, recruited from schools
and senior centers in the Philadelphia area.
In an intensive twelve-week training period,
the players learn improvisational theater
skills and an understanding of the probletns
that affect people as they move through
various life stages.

Performing in senior centers, high schools,
and community centers, the actors draw on
their own experiences and develop skits
sensitizing age groups to issues of common

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 1. 't

concern, and those that portray conflict
between generations. The actors are educators
as well as entertainers who provide
information while correcting myths.

The cast and director actively initiate a
dialogue between the age-mixed audience
and the players, often replaying a scene
using audience members and their
suggestions. The project staff also works
with teachers and agencies in follow-up
activities and training workshops.

Contact: Rosalie Minkin or Dr. Nancy
Henkin, Full Circle Theater, the Center for
Intergenerational Learning, Temple
University, 1601 N. Broad Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19122, 215/787-6708.

Growing Together in a Garden
Starting in the fall, third grade students

take a weekly walk from their school to a
community garden to meet their "garden
grandmothers." Their Roots and Shoots
Intergenerational School Garden program
involves a dozen senior volunteers, the
Roots, and 35 children who are the Shoots.
Linked to the school curriculum in science
education, the youngsters plan, plant, tend,
and harvest their garden under the guidance
of community volunteers who include a
cooperative extension farm advisor, an herb
specialist, entomologists, and environmental
educators. Their experience encourages
interest in botany, food sources, and con-
nects their urban lives to the natural world.

The program leaders have two purposes
for the intergenerational project: to share the
joy and knowledge of gardening, and to give
the children positive attitudes towards aging.
Getting to know each other, the seniors and
children read garden stories, write garden
poems, bake pumpkin bread, make bath
balms and garden salads, hold harvest parties
for their families, and enjoy craft projects.

Contact: Molly Brown, Coordinator,
Roots and Shoots Intergenerational School
Garden, 727 Holly Oak Drive, Palo Alto,
CA 94303, 415/494-0397.

11111161.....0
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Cross-Age Friendships
Project LON. (Joining Older and Younger)

is a hands-on intergenerational program
involving public and private elementary



schools, nursing homes, senior centers, and a
rehabilitation hospital. Now five years old,
.1.0.Y.'s special projects include a Teenage-
Elder Companionship Program, an
Alzheimer's Intergenerational Connection,
and a Pets and Pals F..:rry Friends Program.
Their unique pilot intergenerational summer
camp, co-sponsored with a local YMCA,
attracts a hundred 4th, 5th and 6th graders
and older adults in a five-day camping
experience. Camp J.O.Y. offers sports, arts
and crafts, day trips, nature study, music
and theater, special events, campfires, etc.

The organization's services include: inter-
generational workshops for teachers, activity
directors, and parents; tutoring programs in
local schools; aging awareness curriculum for
grades K-12; management of the Northern
California Intergenerational Network Resource
Center; publications; and technical assistance.

Contact: Hilari Hauptman, Director,
Project J.O.Y., 6421 Telegraph Avenue,
Oakland, CA 94609, 415/655-8945.

Training Practitioners
Professor Helene Block, Director of

Family Education at Oakton Community
College in Skokie, Illinois, builds
intergenerational emphasis into every facet
of her academic life. She believes children
need consistent relationships with
dependable, trustworthy older adults or they
develop negative, stereotypic views of aging.

To counteract the development of such
attitudes, she brings intergenerational
connections to her work with preschool
teachers, activity directors, and community
leaders. Her programs in Intergenerational
Preschool Techniques and Play and Creative
Expression teach older persons how to be
better grandparents, and teachers how to
teach children about older people. "They're
two helpless generations." Block says, "not
so much in terms of not being able to do for
themselves, but often being at the mercy of
other people's whims."

With this in mind, she urges the necessity
for meaningful, well-planned programs, and
for trained practitioners who can maintain
them in the long term. "Children bond
quickly," she says, "and elders don't need
disappointments."

Witnessing changing families and the effect
on children of mobility, separation from
grandparents, mothers who need to work,
and single parent households, Prof. Block
worries about the youngsters who she thinks
wiil be the victims. It's her feeling that
people yearn for a reconnection of the family,
and intergenerational programs that link
young and old arc a critically important part
in that process. "The bonding that takes
place," she says, "is as profound and deep as
any relationship human beings can share."

Contact: Prof. Helene Block, Oakion
Commtmity College, 7701 Lincoln Avenue,
#214. Skokie, II. 60077, 312 /635-16(X).

a

Generations Together

Intergenerational Child Care
Maintaining contact between young and

old, and keeping older persons involved in the
community were basic ideas in the creation
of the Elverita Lewis Foundation's Inter-
generational Child Care Centers. By staffing
its preschools with part-time, paid older
paraprofessionals who assist credentialed
teachers, elder aides participate in in-service
training, educational workshops, and can
work up to twenty hours a week.

Children from 2 1/2 to 6 years attend the
Centers. Priority is given to abused or
neglected children, then to youngsters of
single parents who work, are in job training,
or looking for work, and who could not
otherwise afford child care. The Centers offer
a variety of parent education opportunities,
and arc a placement resource for community
agencies.

Children benefit from the unhurried,
experienced ambience the older people pro-
vide, and the elders find a work commitment
teaching youngsters helps them develop new
friendships and interests, keeping them vital.

Contact: Elverita Lewis Foundation,
Airport Park Plaza, Suite 144, 255 N. El
Cielo Road, Palm Springs, CA 92262,
619/ 397-4552.

Lifelong Learning
The Teaching-Learning Communities

(T-LC) concept welcomes older adults into
schools to serve as instructors and role
models, and to share their wisdom,
experience, and talents with students.
Introduced in the Ann Arbor, Michigan,
school system in 1971, adaptations of the
program have been used throughout the
United States and seven other countries.

Youngsters are apprenticed to "grand-
persons" in projects that develop skills
including fine arts, creative writing, photo-
graphy, carpentry, storytelling, sewing, etc.
Working in small groups, five to twelve-year
old students spend one-two hours a week
working on projects that connect school and
life experiences to the processes of human
development and learning.

Completion of the project under the
guidance of the volunteers builds the students'
self-esteem and helps them develop sensitivity
toward others. Involvement in the community
helps the elders shed feelings of uselessness
and encourages their valuable participation.

Contact: Carol H. Tice, New Age, Inc.
(see Resource File).

I J

Housing Alternative
Homesharing for Seniors in Seattle,

Washington, has taken 8,000 inquiries about
their service since 1979, and placed more than
1500 people in homesharing arrangements.
The project matches shared housing clients
and offers them a variety of housing options:
one-to-one peer matches between older
homeowners and tenants, intergenerational
home-sharing involving an elderly
householder sharing his/her home with
younger persons or vice versa, or home-
sharing barter involving an exchange of
services (shopping, cleaning, meal
preparation, yard work) for room and board.

Serving elderly householders, tenants,
and/or handicapped persons who need to
cut expenses yet maintain security for
independent living, Homesharing for Seniors
responds to inquiries, does intake screening
and interviews, makes referrals, arranges
placement matches, and offers follow-up.

For information on the model and its
progress, contact: Elizabeth Treadwell,
Homesharing for Seniors, 1601 Second
Avenue, Suite 800, Seattle, WA 98101.

Caring and Sharing
For many children who arrive home before

their parents return from work, a telephone
conversation with someone familiar can he
very reassuring. Fite idea for the Friendly
listener Intergenerational Program (FLIP)
originated with a school principal in Madison,
Wisconsin. Coordinated by RSVP (Retired
Senior Volunteer Program) of Dane County,
carefully screened older volunteers are paired
with third to fifth grade latchkey children
from seven elementary schools for a daily
telephone safety check-in call. The youngsters
know they have a friend to chat with as well
as a contact for emergencies. Parents are
comforted knowing there is a responsible
adult available if problems arise. Four times
each year, everyone gets together for a festive
potluck supper, and frequently, young
students visit with their older friends at home.

Day-long Folk Fairs arc another RSVP
activity in which older people share their
cultural heritage and lifetime hobbies with
children. These events are organized in
schools and community centers where local
crafts people set up booths to demonstrate
their special talents. Students can see and
learn to tie fishing flies, tat and quilt, churn
butter, print on a press, carve wood, spin
wool, and make corn husk dolls, yodel, or
practice Polish and Chinese papercutting.

Elders often agree to teach 6-week
apprenticeship programs, tutor students, work
On oral histories or teach seminars on aging.

Contact: Mary Stamstad, Director, RSVP,
540 W. Olin Avenue, Room #137, Madison,
WI 53715, 0)8/256-5596.
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Why Training for
Intergenerational Programs
by Sally Newman

I have done many worthy things in my life,
but working with these children is the most
wonderful thing I have ever done. I would
not be here if I didn't have the sensitive
training that helped me to understand how
important I could be to these youngsters
who have so &de and need so much.

A 70 year-old retired engineer who works
with profoundly handicapped children in a
school volunteer model.

There are lessons to be learned, problems
to be solved. There are empty laps and empty
moments to t'ill. There are understandings
and friendships to be developed. There are
connections to be made.

l'hese are some of the needs of children,
youth, and the elderly being addressed by
a variety of intergenerational programs
emerging in the United States.

In some model programs, we sec older
people comforting young children in child
care settings, helping 4th graders to read,
assisting high school students in a physics lab,
demonstrating weaving in a school assembly,
problem solving with at-risk youth in a
temporary shelter, or conducting parenting
sessions with teenage parents.

In other models we see teenagers visiting
homebound frail elderly, conducting crafts
activities in nursing homes, collaborating with
older people in the refurbishing of senior
citizen centers or community gardens, or
participating in intergenerational drama or
music presentations.

Intergenerational programs are appearing
and disappearing in small towns, rural areas,
and urban settings. Those that remain and
flourish share a variety of characteristics that
contribute to their maintenance. One
fundamental component affecting endurance
is the traini.ig provided as part of the
program 'design.

Object of Training
Intergenerational programs are unique in

that they connect diverse groups of people
who have probably not worked together
previously, who know little about each other
or about the persons they will serve.

These programs involve older and younger
persons as both providers and recipients of
service. They involve volunteer% and
proNssionals working together to create an
environment that can enrich the lives of all
who participate. They involve different
systems collaborating in an effort to bring
quality and cost effective service to their
constit uencies.

The training element, therefore, needs to
recognize and respond to the diversity of the
program's partieipants and to be sensitive to
their changing needs as the program develops.
We hope the following brief guidelines will
help s ippon efforts to create effective
trairang components that can result in
tvdsitive intergenerational connections.

The What, Who, and When
Training is a process of providing

participants with the knowledge and skills
that enable them to maintain involvement in,
and benefit from, their program experiences.

Intergenerational programs bring together
a diverse population who will become the
"worker/participants" providing service to
the "recipient/participants." The worker/
participants represent the professional and
volunteer staff (e.g., teachers and older
volunteers in schools, or aetivity directors
and young volunteers in nursing homes).
They form resource teams to create an
environment in which the younger and older
"recipient/participants" can benefit from
intergenerational connections. To this end,
all "worker/participants" need to be
involved la the training.

Training should occur as pre-service
orientation before persons become involved
in the program, and as in-service as an
ongoing experience during the period of time
that participants are actively involved in the
program. Optimally, in-service activities
should occur during hours of the day when
the program is not in session, and as
frequently as is necessary to promote
effective teams of "worker/participants."

Procedures
Training should contain a variety of

experiences, both formal and informal.
Formal experiences involve scheduled
workshops that include large and small
group discussions, media presentations, role
play, and simulation activities and lectures.
The informal kind include spontaneous one-
on-one small group meetings to plan,
dkuss, and evaluate some aspect of the
program's development or implementation.
The procedure for ea,:h training experience
should be determined by the content to be
covered,
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Content
The selection of specific content for each

training experience is governed by the needs of
the "worker/participants" in relationship to
each stage 'of the program's impkmentation.
The overall training content, however,

should include instructional
materials and.experiences that
enable the participants to:

understand the program goals and
objectives, and their own roles and
responsibilities in realizing them

learn about the children, youth, or older
persons to whom they are resources

integrate their own skills into the program
develop new skills that will enhance their

ability to work effectively as a team
discuss and solve problems together
develop colleagual relationships
create a cohesive environment

Some Anticipated Outcomes
We have addressed some ot' the elements

that should be considered in preparing an
effective training component for inter-
generational programs. Upon completion of
the training, we can realistically anticipate
the following outcomes:

better communication and effective
collaboration among the "worker/
participants" (professionals and volunteers)

sustained commitment from the
professionals and the volunteers

enhanced skills for the volunteers and the
professional staff

more creative programming
improved service to the "recipient/

participants" (those persons who are served
by the worker/participant team)

a more smoothly run program
more community support
In summary, effective training components

can result in successful programs in which
meaningful, multigenerational connections
are made that contribute to the quality of
life for all the participants.

Sally Newman, Ph.D., is a senior researcher at
the University of Pittsburgh Center for Social
and Urban Research. She is Executive Director of
Generations Together, a center program whose
purpose is to develop intergenerational program
models, to provide technical assistance to groups
and agencies interested in creating inter-
generational programs, to research the impact of
these programs, and to disseminate information
on their development and outcomes locally and
internationally. Dr. Newman is the founder of
Generations Together and has co-authored
papers and articles that report on various aspects
of intergenerational programs.
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A"famtly"of
grandmothers

Among gutted buildings and empty lots
strewn with bricks and lost possessions, the
Little Sisters of the Assumption nurture the
will to survive.

This Catholic order, established in Paris in
1865, began its work among the poor and
changing ethnic neighborhoods of New
York's East Harlem in 1958.

Problems of poverty, urban decay, and a
sense of impotence face the residents of East
Harlem, a situation shared by tens of
thousands across the country, kept at arm's
length from sharing in the American dream.
Self-esteem is hard to gain, healthy
environments for raising children are rare,
families are headed by single mothers on
shoestring budgets, language is a major
barrier to assimilation, and Welfare provides
basics but not the substantive necessities of a
decent life. These families are often paralyzed
by a lack of control over their own lives.

The Little Sisters' mission is based on the
belief that "good health is measured not
only in physical terms, but also emotional,
social, and spiritual well-being." Their goal
is to integrate the individual and family into
a community network of supportive peers,
and to help each person gain a sense of
independence and self-worth.

Working to achieve this enormous task,
the Little Sisters maintain several programs
like the Home Health Agency, in which
nurses, aides, physical therapists, and other
health care professionals are available for
in-home care and consultation.

The Family Life Program offers the same
level of professional care, but is geared to
the emotional and psychological well-being
of the community.

The third of these social services is the
Grandmother Program, which matches older
women from the community with young
families in need of various kinds of assistance.

From Generation to Generation

by Peter Silvern

Whereas many intergenerational programs
focus on bringing together the elderly and
the very young, the Little Sisters have made
a special tri-generational effort to include the
parents of young children, who are
themselves in need of help, understanding,
and a guiding influence.

Women between the ages of 45 and 65 are
recruited from the primarily Hispanic and
black community to participate in a three-
month training program. They are usually
30-year veterans of the community, mothers
themselves, and culturally similar to their
neighbors in need. The program itself plays
heavily on the traditionally esteemed role of
the grandmother in black and Hispanic
families. Their studies include child develop-
ment, first aid, basic behavioral diagnostic
skills, and the necessary consciousness
raising that will allow the older women to
offer their assistance to burdened families
without dominating them.

The grandmothers have also managed to
establish a support group for themselves.
Often, they are unable to separate themselves
from the hardships experienced by their
young families, and some kind of support
system is essential. The training process,
therefore, not only teaches the grandmothers
how to help families most effectively, but
emphasizes personal coping skills as well.

After training, the grandmothers arc
introduced to a family in need. Play sessions
between the grandmother and the children of
the family take place first within the center.
This not only provides an opportunity for
the grandmother and children to become
acquainted, but it offers the parents, some-
times for the first time, a chance to see their
children responding to others. Play
opportunities also give the grandmothers a
chance to further refine their own behavioral
diagnostic skills under thc watchful eye of a
child development specialist.

If all gocs well, the grandmother and family
take the giant step of meeting in the family's
home, and this is where most of the learning
and sharing takes place.

As a trusting, caring relationship grows
(and it almost always does), the grandmothers
are able to pass along an array of life skills
to the younger women that they work on
together. Unlike other state or federal relief
programs, those who are the recipients of
assistance from the Grandmother Program
are required to be active participants in their
own development.

The older women are then able to
encourage the young mothers to seek out
additional programs run by the Little Sisters
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that offer recreational activities, sewing and
language classes, health education, and help
in obtaining a GED. Over time, the relation-
ship between the grandmother and young
mother becomes less of a parental one and
more of one human being caring for another.

Currently, half a dozen grandmothers work
in the program with 12-14 families at any one
time, which means extensive outreach and
home visiting. The grandmothers also have
contact with other families via the playroom
while mothers attend groups of their own.

Gail Gordon, who is a child development
specialist and Coordinator of the Grand-
mother's Program, says that while the number
of families may seem small, it allows for
work on a very intimate and intense level.

At the beginning, the Sisters received a
four-year start-up grant from the Ford
Foundation. By the time they needed new
funding, the program had shifted from one
of aid after-the-fact to one of prevention.
Recognizing this effort and its positive results,
the city of New York has taken over as
primary funder, contributing $100,000 a year
toward the Grandmother Program's budget
of $150,000. The remainder is made up of
monies from private foundations, banking
establishments, and anonymous gifts. The
Little Sisters' total budget in 1986 for all
services, programs, outreach activities,
classes, and training programs was $500,000;
ninety-two percent of this went into airect
service.

"This (Grandmother) program is a way
for young motherssome of whom had bad
experiences as children, others who don't
remember what it was like to be children to
have a friend," explains Sister Maureen
O'Keefe, LSA, a social worker with Little
Sisters. "The surrogate grandmother is
someone who has already raised a family
and knows what it's like. Most importantly,
the program keeps families and mothers
from being isolated."

Contact: Gail Gordon, Coordinator,
Grandmother Program, Lille Sisters of the
Assumption, 426 E. 119th Street, New York,
New York 10035. Gail is a member of the
Family Resource Coalition.

Peter Silveri: is a freelance journalist.
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Trtetail
Beyond the Model Project: A Systems
Approach to !ntergenerational Programming
by Nancy Z. Henkin

Youth visiting homebound elders... Elders
providing support to vuln.n-able teens...
Young and old engaging in innovative arts
activities...These arc just a few of the many
intergenerational programs that have been
emerging throughout the country.

The beneEts of intergenerational programs
have been well documented. For the
individual, they provide exposure and contact
across ages, a more holistic view of life, and
access to the resources and skills of people
of all ages. For families and communities,
intergenerational programs strengthen
informal support systems, provide for the
transmission of skills and experiences from
one generation to another, and foster
feelings of interdependence and reciprocity.
For the human services system, cooperative
efforts between organizations serving youth
and the elderly can result in a larger pool of
human and financial resources to meet the
needs of both groups.

Most of the intergenerational programs
currently in existence are model projects
created by individuals who believe strongly
in the value of linking generations. However,
these projects are often limited in the
number of people they reach, and are viable
only as long as the program developers
continue to accept personal responsibility for
them.

Program developers are usually teachers,
activities directors, or other direct service
personnel who work in relative isolation
from the larger system of which they are a
part. Thus, access to significant funding
sources and power to influence ongoing
program priorities are limited.

Increasing the Capacity of Systems
The time has come to move beyond the

model project to meet the needs of different
age groups through collaborative problem
solving and program development. Efforts
to bring together systems that represent
different populations have been successfully
initiated in various parts of the country.
Both the Northern California
Intergenerational Program Network and the
Delaware Valley Intergenerational Network
are examples of this approach.

The Northern California Intergenerational
Program Network (NCP1N), created in 1983
and funded by the Luke B. Hancock
Foundation, connects existing programs and
provides technical assistance to organizations
interested in developing programs. Five
smaller regional networks haw resulted, each
one initiated by a different agency with a
specific program focus (e.g., community

education about intergenerational child care,
the development of a manual on
intergenerational activities in nursing
homes). NCIPN staff provide resources to
the regional groups to further stimulate the
creation of new cross-age programs.

The Delaware Valley Intergenerational
Network (DELVIN), established in 1985, was
designed to bring together representatives
from a wide variety of systems, including
youth and aging services, communiiy.'
voluntary organizations, religious
institutions, child care, and education. Five
county task forces and subcommittees are
working on projects of service, child care,
education, and culture/arts. Staff members
from the Center for Intergenerational
Learning at Temple University in Philadelphia
facilitate networking, publish a quarterly
newsletter, and provide technical assistance
and training to organizations interested in
developing programs. DELV1N is funded by
the Philadelphia Foundatic and ARCO
Chemical Company.

Other examples of the systems approach
include efforts to link the aging network
with child care systems, school systems, or
child welfare organizations in specific
geographic areas.

Achieving the Goal
In order to implement a systems

approach, a number of steps must be
undertaken.

Public awareness must be raised about the
benefits of intergeocrational programming.
Use of local media and presentations at
meetings of umbrella organizations or
interagency groups are effective strategies.

A needs asszssment should be conducted
to ensure that the programs to be developed
are needs-based. Projects are more likely to
become integrated into a functioning system
if they respond directly to identified gaps in
service.

When attempting collaborative program
development efforts, it is essential that the
benefits to each system arc clearly understood.
It is also important that individuals from
different systems talk a common language,
share common goals, and understand how
each other's systems operate.

An emphasis must be placed on long-term
versus short-term program development
issues. Multi-year planning is required rather
than viewing projects as one-year
demonst rat ions.

Although the systems intervention
approach has proven very successful, there
are problems inherent in the process itself;
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RSVP of Dane County

turf issues and the role of an external
catalyst are two of the most difficult
challenges. Turt' issues are often not
confronted early in the program
development process. They remain
unresolved due to a lack of understanding of
how different systems function, and because
of the competitive climate that exists
between organizatioas serving different
populations.

A second problem concerns the role of the
outside catalyst. Often an external
organization (e.g., Area Agency on Aging,
Congressional offices, universities)
spearheads the effort to bring systems
together. The degree to which this outside
catalyst is involved varies depending on the
scope of the program planned and the skill
level of the program developers. Since
"ownership" must be felt by key leaders,
finding a balance between direct intervention
and indirect facilitation is often quite
difficult.

Despite the barriers, the benefits of the
systems approach arc far more significant
than the possible problems. Community
entities can learn to function collaboratively
and work effectively toward meeting
people's needs. Emphasis on long-range
planning, leadership development and raising
community awareness can result in efforts
that enhance the quality of life for both
youth and elders.

Nano' Z. Henkin, Ph.D., is the Director af the
Center for Intergenerational Learning at nmple
University's Institute on Aging. She also serm
on the Mayor's Commission on Aging in
Philadelphia and is an adjunctfaculty nwmber in
the Colkge af Education at Temple. Dr. Henkin
consults with organications throughout the
country on &sues related to intergenerationul
program development.



Resource Organizations

New Age, Inc.
1212 Roosevelt, Ann Arbor. MI 48104, 3131663 9891
Carol H. Tice. President

NA promotes the Teaching-Learning
Communities model, and offers
consultation and technical assistance on
implementing intergenerational programs.
NA does consulting work, provides

irriculum development, program
evaluation, and research services.
Developing A Curriculum of Caring, a
guidebook for establishing teaching/learning
programs in schools.
What We Have, a docudrama on the
Teaching-Learning Communities school
programs.

Clearinghouse on inter-
generational Programs and Issues
RSVP of Dane County. Inc.. 540 W Olin Ave..
Madison, WI 53715, 6081256-5596
Mary Stamstad. Director

CIPI publishes an informative newsletter
twice a year, incorporating write-ups on
established and new program approaches,
plus discussions of issues relating to
intergenerating and aging. Clearinghouse
information service is available on request.
Intergenerational Clearinghouse News on
Programs and Issues (newsletter)

National Council on ihe Aging, Inc.
600 Maryland Ave., S.W. West WIN. #100.
Washington. DC 20024, 2021479.1200
Catherine Ventura-Merkel. Program Associate

NCOA is a national membership organization
for professionals who are involved in all
issues affecting the quality of life for older
Americans. Resource for information.
training, technical assistance, advocacy,
publications, and research.
Intergenerational Programs: A Catalog of
Profiles (1984, 136 pp.)
Community Planning for Intergenerational
Programming (1983. 47 pp.)
Perspective on Aging Special issue:
Creating intergenerational Opportunities
(Nov./Dec., 1986)

Generations Together
University of Pittsburgh. 811 William Pitt Union.
Pittsburgh, PA 15260. 4121648.7150
Sally Newman. Ph.D.. Director

Part of the University's Center for Social
and Urban Research. GT creates, promotes,
and oversees a variety of intergenerational
programs, and researches their impact on
participants. They provide technical assist-
ance through workshops, publications.
teaching, consultation, and presentations.
Publications Catalog
The Best of You...The Best of Me,
a 28-minute videotape demonstrates the
importance of bringing young and old
together for their mutual Ix lefit by
highlighting six different Intergenerational
programs in Pennsylvania. Produced jointly
by GT and the Center for Intergenerational
Learning at Temple University as a training
and technical assistance tool.
G's Exchange, a newsletter of Information
on Intergenerational programs.

Center for Underctanding Aging
Framingham State College. Framingham, MA
01701. 617/626.4979. Fan Pratt, Director

CUA promotes greater understanding of
aging through education and the media.
Services include publications, a resource
center, r.:onference presentations, and
consulting for intergenerational programs
nationwide.

ACTION
806 Connecticut Ave . NW.. Washington, DC 20525.
800/424-8667, Ray Tohada. Program Specialist

ACTION is a federal agency overseeing two
pro; ams that engage in intergenerational
activities io hundreds of projects
throughout the country.
Foster Grandparent Program FGP involves
more than 19,000 low-income seniors who
provide companionship and guidance to
mentally, physically, and emotionally
handicapped children and children who are
abused and neglected, or in the juvenile
justice system.
Retired Senior Volunteer Program RSVP's
300,000 volunteers serve in schools, day
care centers, community and senior
centers, citizen advocacy organizations.
etc., many involving work with children.

Center for intorgenerational
Learning
Temple University Institute on Aging. 1601 N.
Broad St.. Philadelphia, PA 19122. 215/787-6970
Nancy Z. Nankin. Ph.D., Director

CIL develops educational, service, and arts
programs as demonstration projects for
e!ders and children. They provide training
and consultation in program development,
design written and audiovisual material.
and act as a resource on intergenerational
programs. The Center's projects include an
intergenerational theater group, and an
intergenerational tutoring program for those
with limited English skills.

Elvrita Lewis Foundation
Airport Park Plaza, Suite 144. 255 El Cielo Road.
Palm Springs. CA 92262. 619/397 4552. Shari Reville

ELF operates projects involving older
employees and volunteers, promoting the
independence of older persons and their
active involvement in the community. Under
a Small Grants Assistance Program, they
fund national and international projects that
emphr,size self-help, mutual help, hiring
older persons, and peer networking.
Bridging Generations: A Handbook for
intergenerational Child Care
Sourcebook see Resource Guides.

The Johnson Foundation
P 0 Box 547, Racine, WI 53401. 4141639.3211
Susan Poulsen Krogh. Public Information

Limited copies of a Wingspread Report
titled, Linking the Generations:
Intergenerational Programs, written by
Carol H. Tice, are still avLilable on request.
Based on a 1982 conference, the report is a
rationale for encouraging Interaction
between children and older adults, and
gives resources and recommendations by
conferees to support the development of
intergenerational programs

Generations United
cro Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 440
First Street. N.W.. Suite 310. Washington, DC 20001.
2021638-2952

GU is a national coalition of non-profit
organizations stressing the interdependence
of children, ycuth, families, and the elderly.
The coalition will define and support key
public policy issues that impact on the well-
being of people of all ages; raise public
awareness of the common issues faced by
members of all generations; combat
negative and erroneous information that
promotes intergenerational competition and
conflict, and develop and disseminate
information on programs which effectively
increase cooperation and understanding
between the generations. The National
Council on the Aging and the Child Welfare
League of America are co-chairs.

The American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP)
1909 K Street, N W., Washington. DC 20049,
202/728.4818

AARP is the nation's largest organization of
over-50 Americans, retired or not, numbering
more than 20 million members. Publications
are available on subjects of volunteerism
and their intergenerational Parent Aide
Project. See program description on p. 12
and Resource Guides below.

Resource Guides

Intergenerational Programs; A Resource for
Community Renewal
Kathlyn Thorp, Editor (1985, 59 pp.)
Issue papers exploring model intergenera-
tionai programs, strategies for program
development, and forging links with existing
systems in the larger context of community
renewal and well-being. Order from:
Wisconsin Positive Youth Development
Initiative, Inc.. 30 W. Mifflin Street, Suite
1010, Madison, WI 53702, 608/255-6351,

A Guide to Intergenerational Programs
by Mary Brugger Murphy (1984, 77 pp.)
Descriptions of the content, impact, and
characteristics of intergenerational
programs in place throughout the country.
Order from: National Association of State
Units on Aging, 600 Maryland Avenue, SW.
West Wing - #208, Washington, DC 20024,
202/484-7182.

Growing Together An Intergenerational
Sourcebook
Written, edited, and compiled by Karen A.
Struntz, American Association of Retired
Persons, and Shari Reville. the Elverita
Lewis Foundation (1985, 96 pp.)
Articles on research and program
development plus descriptions of a wide
variety of intergenerational projects
reflecting the three major areas of
involvement: service with elders, by elders,
and to elders.
United States Intergenerational Activities
Directory (1985, 71 pp.) An addendum to
Growing Together.
Contact Information on resource agencies
in each state. Order from the Elverlta Lewis
Foundation.
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Starting a Film Library
The following suggestions are offered as

guidelines in setting up a film library. Careful
purchasing, previewing, and use of film and
equipment can provide a meaningful and
valuable addition to a parent resource
center's program.

Realistically, the first consideration is the
center's budget. If needed, there are any
number of ways funds can be obtained for
purchasing video equipment and good basic
films. A small grant of $2-3,((X) can be
applied for, a video appliance store might he
approached for a donation of equipment, or
creative fundraising activities could
accomplish the goal.

It is very important to purchase fine
equipment and I recommend consulting with
a reliable, local video equipment store. Plan
to spend approximately WOO for the video
recorder and monitor (TV screen). The
recorder should have at least four heads, a
pause function, etc. The monitor needs to
have at least a 19" screen, but a 26" screen is
even better for optimum viewing. I also
recommend one-half inch VHS video format
for film which is far less expensive than 16mm
and virtually maintenance free (with proper
care). Also, many new documentaries are
now available only in video.

I cannot emphasize strongly enough the
need for developing a careful screening
process for each film considered for purchase.
Never buy a film without previewing it in
advance! Most film distributors will send out
preview prints at no cost if your request is
on letterhead (make sure to specify one-half
inch VHS).

The cost of a 30-minute video cassette can
vary from $150 to $275. Distributors do not
usually rent video cassettes, but some
distributors offer a small discount if the
preview print is purchased.

A film library's collection should include a
broad array of topics focused on parenting
and other related issues, such as a new family,
child development, interpersonal relation-
ships, sex, drugs and A I DS, molestation,
stepfamilies, custodial issues at divorce,
aging parents, and death.

Perhaps the most important consideration
in selecting a film is its relevance. Because
we live in such a rapidly changing society,
I feel any film produced much before 1980
(with notable exceptions) will not effectively
address the needs of today's families; i.e.,
role and job sharing families, househusbands,
single parents, gay and lesbian parents,
step-parents and joint custodial parents to
mention but a few.

Also, is the film cross-cultural? Are the
adults and children depicted in realistic
situations using realistic language? Are their
roles egalitarian and non-sexist? Does the
film present an intergenerational approach to
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Reel to Reel
by David L. Giveans

Growing into Parenthood

family life? Are fathers an equal part of the
parenting team?

The length of a film is another important
consideration. It has been my experience that
documentaries averaging approximately 30
minutes in length arc the most effective
especially when they are shown at hour-long
meetings and classes.

Many films are accompanied by some form
of study guide which enhances their use by
providing background information, trigger
questions for pre- and post-viewing, and in
many cases a bibliography for follow-up
activities and reading.

I would also like to suggest that a center
establish a careful cataloging system for the
film library. In addition, all persons using
the films ought to be carefully instructed on
general care and maintenance. It should be
pointed out that duplication of videos is a
federal offense.

It is my pleasure to offer five current
parenting films for consideration which
incorporate most of the points presented in
this article.

A Family to Me (1986, 28 min., Producer and
distributor: Linda Harness). This film moves
viewers beyond the traditional nuclear family
and unveils portraits of four family structures:
househusbands, a single mother, a lesbian
.:ouple, and a joint custodial couple.

(*hanging Families (1986, 33 min., Producers:
Dr, Gavle Kimball and Dr. Brad Glanville). This
video uses family experts and representatives
to illustrate changing family forms, gender
roles, and more egalitarian attitudes.
Increasing numbers of ethnic, single parent,
stepfamily, and dual-career couples are
described, along with role-sharing father
involvement.
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Day One (1985, 31 mM., Producers: Betty
Bender and Tom C'oggins, New Horizons; 38-puge
manual in duded in price). This is a compre-
hensive vkleo presented in two parts exploring
and explaining the techniques of successful
parenting. Parents are introduced to what
babies can and will do in the first days and
weeks of their lives and are assured that
whatever they do, it is important for their
baby's development.

Crowing into Parenthood (1986, 29 min.,
Producer and distributor: VIDA Health
Communications: 10-page study guide). This is
more than a "birth film" as it addresses the
unspoken fears and trepidations of couples
nearing labor and delivery and describes the
capabilities of the developing fetus. Film
deals honestly and humorously with the
tremendous changes that are part of
adapting to life with a new baby.

Seasons of Caring (1986, 40 min., Producer:
Pierce Atkins, AC('H; 225-page study guide
available for purchase). Documentary delves
into the stresses and challenges of raising a
child with a chronic illness or disabling
condition. Types of family support are
discussed as three families learn to adjust
and eventually triumph. Film examines why
mutual respect between families and
professionals is crucial to the family's well
being. Father's role emphasized in this film.

When ordering these films for preview,
please indicate I recommended them. I am
constantly looking for new films and would
greatly appreciate hearing from readers with
their recommendations.

Film Distributors

Linda Harness
808 S. 10th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55404
612/341-9875
Dr. (iayle Kimball
I)epartment of Ethnic/Women's Studies
California State University, Chico, CA 95929
916/895-5249
New Horizons for Learning
P.O. BOA 51150, Seattle, WA 98115
206/524-1710
VIDA Health Communications
335 Huron Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138
617/868-4311
ACCH
36: Wisconsin Avenue, NW,
Wa:.aington, DC 20016
202/244-1801

David 1.. Giveans, noted authority on fathering
issues, has himself produced a documentary film,
"Men in Early Childhood Education" (1982). He
is the publisher of Nurturing News: The Quarterly
fiy. Nurturing Men, and in addition to his lectures
and media appearances, he has published
extensively. His exhibit booth, "The Fathers'
Exchange," is increasingly present at parenting
and educational maferences. David coordinates
film theaters as well. Contact: 187 Caselli
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94114, 415/861 0847



FRC Networking

We're interrupting this
ewsletter for good reason...

The Family Resource Coalition will launch
a four-page ADVERTISING SECTION

411111Amor in its September issue.

If your business or organization is geared
to families, the FRC Report can help you
reach a focused, responsive audience.Ir

Liu

Write or call Linda Turner
for an information packet:

The Family Resource Coalition
230 N. Michigan Avenue

Suite 1625
Chicago. Illinois 60601

31217264750

Make sure
these resources
are being used in
your community!

A special
combination
of tools for
developing
and maintaining
family resource
programs.

BUILDING
STRONG

ONS

Build in quality

Gain community support
Design effective programs

FAMILY RESOURCE MOVEMENT

changing
Changing Responses

Assure accountability
Educate new audiences

Review program models

f I

Evaluation strategies
for

1ParallY Hamra° RI:grains

ORDER YOURS TODAY
Use the yellow Insert order form.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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YOU WON'T FIND ANOTHER
TRAINING EXPERIENCE

LIKE THIS ONE!

Plan to join us
in Chicago for FRC's

Summer Training Institute
July 19, 20, and 21, 1987

PARENT EDUCATION:
NEW THEORIES

NEW TECHNIQUtS
Review r3search and theory on prevention services for families

Become familiar with new concepts in service delivery
methods; social support networks, cultural compatibility,
working with a non-deficit model, and building on the
strengths of families
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Voices and Issues:
A Celebration of Hispanic Diversity

As my own children begin to unfold, to
spin off and away from the warm huddle of
our family to find their own center and
frontiers, they will no doubt redefine what
it means to be Latino, an Hispanic in the
United States, in their time and place. They
become the repository, as I have been, of an
ancient history which will profoundly
affect, propel, and energize them.

Who are we? Someone recently said
Latinos is what we call ourselves en familia;
Hispanics is what others call us. Our roots
are singular, and finding a name for
ourselves is an old process. Take Romans,
Visigoths, Moors, Sephardic Jews, and
scores of Western European tribes and let
them percolate, intermarry, loving, hating,
fighting, building for a few centuries on the
lberic Peninsula. Then in the fifteenth cen-
tury, when that amalgamated civilization
begins to coalesce around a common
language, culture, and religion, send them
to colonize the Americas. Through the rip
and tear of colonization, they intermarry
with even more ancient civilizations the
Incas, .tainos, Aztecs, Pueblos, Mayas,
and all the other native American tribes
mistakenly called Indians.

Take this incredible amalgamation of
culture, language, religion, and race, and
add to it the race, cultures, languages, and
religions of the African tribes brought to
the Americas and the Caribbean, and you
begin to understand what it means to be a
l.atino. We are the inheritors of ancient and
proud roots, now learning to live under one
banner, hound by profound and visceral
commonalities, yet fragmented by our
various recent histories.

What does it mean to be a Latino in the
United States? For one thing, we are not
immigrants in the strict sense; that is, the
bulk of us did not come to the United
States; the United States came to us. Our
roots in this country are as old as those of
the Native Americans who were here to
greet the rest. When the Mayflower landed
at Plymouth Rock, Santa Fe, New Mexico
.% as already a thrk ing capital with a well

For more on this special issue, see back page

established economy and educational
system. The majority of Hispanics in this
country are native born, but we are often
strangers in our own lands.

Are we a protected minority? Certainly a
numerical minority and assuredly protected
by federal statute. But most importantly,
we are a minority because of the conditions
created by the melting pot view of the
world. This view does not value diversity
but rather seeks to melt our variety into a
uniform people. Hispanics for the most
part repudiate this optic, recognizing there
are certain core elements vital to our sense
of self and of community which will
ultimately be indigestible to the melting pot

our racial variety, our language, our
culture.

As someone has said, we are bilingual,
bicultural, and by ourselves. And hence the
dilemma of Hispanics in the United States.
How do we and our children control this
ancient process in a way that does not crip-
ple, does not impair, and does not make us
less than we are? How do we retain our
assets, how do we contribute to society at
large in a synergy that makes us all more?

In an important way, this issue of the
FRC Report is reason for hope. I am thrilled
that we have brought together some of the
best and the brightest of our thinkers, prac-
titioners, and advocates who, despite our
differences, are a new breed of Hispanics
laboring to create our own history. They
present a remarkable mix of ethnicity,
gender, geography, and experience.

These arc our voices, a small celebration
of Hispanic diversity and the anthem of
"unity without uniformity" that we wish to
contribute to society. Some of these revela-
tions may dishearten the reader, others may
startle. Our hope is that they will also move
and provoke change. We invite members of
the Family Resource Coalition to join us in
this dream to make the world safe for our
own diversity, and to celebrate with us what
it means to be Hispanic here and now.

Mario J. f randa, Glow Editor
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Some Facts in Understanding
by Jose Hernindez

Complex and enduring values are seldom
researched, especially if they differ from
conventional behavior. This partly explains
the literature void on Latino families in
American demography. In addition, study
methods remain rudimentary, including the
identification of Latinos in public data.
A factual summary can thus provide only a
primitive guide to more sufficient answers.

In 1985, some 4 million Latino families had
an average of 3.9 members, totalling more
than 15 million persons, according to official
sources.' Sixty percent were of Mexican or
Chicano origin, 15 percent were Puerto Rican,
and a quarter included mainly Cubans,
Colombians, Dominicans, and Ecuadorians,
among thc Central and South American
nationalities.'

An enormous variety of family experience
has emerged from these origins and from the
diversity of times and ways in which Latinos
have entered the United States. Sixty percent
of Latino families live in California. Texas,
and other southwestern states acquired in the
U.S..var with Mexico, some 140 years ago.
SC;sequent migration brought over a million
Latinos to the greater Chicago area and the
midwest.

Another million Latinos now live in
Florida. One Latino family in five lives in the
Boston-Washington, DC metropolitan
corridor.' In 1985, Latino families were said
to number 630,000 in the New York City area
alone.' Nevertheless, about 15 percent of the
nation's Latino families still live in small cities
and towns, close to the agricultural and
mining areas in which Latino labor has been
traditional.'

Today, however, nearly half of Latino
householders have an urban manual job in
factories, transportation, and personal
services.' Often insecure, monotonous,
low-paid, and dead-end, the jobs allotted to
I.atinos in the urban labor market make
providing for families a strenuous obligation.

Moving into a clerical job through post-
secondary training offers the most promising
alternative for the 45 percent of l.atinos wht
graduate from high school. Limited
educational and employment opportunities
beyond that level explain why only 11 percent
of Latino fami.:. are supported by a
prokssional, managerial, or technical worker.

During the past twenty years, American
industry has either found cheaper labor in
foreign nation% or replaced many wor kers
with machines, creating an enormous factory
job decline. A% a result, persons responsible
for nearly one million I.atino families were
not working in 1985. The job demise means
poverty for one in four Latino t amilies and
severe deprivation for some tsso million
1.atino children.'

Latino Families
rkien)24
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In addition, the earnings of Latino workers
lag behind advances by other groups. In 1981,
for example, Latino families averaged 28
percent less income than other families; by
1984, the gap had widened to 31 percent.'

For Latinos, age is added to race and
ethnicity in discrimination. Younger by six
years on average, Latinos earn less than other
workers in comparable situations!.

More than half of Latino householders
have not graduated from high school. Along
with the bleak employment situation, this
means continued high fertility, as currently
evident in the teenage parenting trend.

Latinos native to the United States far
outnumber Latino immigrants. But the
ongoing entry of teenagers and young adults
strongly contributes to Latino population
growth. And, it further strengthens the
youthening trend, so different from the
general aging of American society.

For such reasons, the U.S. Census Bureau
projections show that at least 20 percent of
American children in the next century will he
of Latino origin.' This prediction is already
visible in neighborhoods shared with older
groups. The school enrollment is much more
Latino than the adult population residents, a
situation that complicates educational policy
formation.

l.atinos come from different nationalities
and varied physical appearances which show
the blending of American Indian, European,
and African origins, over generations. In a
society that so sharply divides its families
between white and black, little acceptance
remains for people perceived as neither, both,
or other. Being identified in a residual way
produces much confusion in growing up and
stress in finding one's place in the Arno kan
5%orld.

Faced with this and many other problems,
most Latinos turn to their families as a source
of identity and strength. For example, Puerto
Ricans just above the "poverty line" typically
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belong to households in which two or more
earners join modest incomes to make a family
solvent. When families must rely on a single
worker, women succeed as well as men, often
performing a second and unpaid job as
householder and parent.

Networks of support explain why more
families are eligible for than actually receive
public assistanceand how so many manage
to survive without a money income.'

Such facts serve to illustrate the complex
and enduring values initially mentioned as
seldom researched. Hopefully, an understand-
ing of I.atino families will stimulate greater
knowledge of this unstudied reality.

Except 113, 4. and 7: U.S. BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS. Current Population Reports issued by
the U.S. Government Printing Office.
1. Series 13-20. No. 411, Household and Family

Characteristics. March 1985.
2. Series P-20, No. 403, Persons of Spanish Origin

in the United States. March 1985.
3. 1980 Census of Population, Supplementary

Report PC8031-7. Persons of Spanish Origin by
State. 1980.

4. STRATEGY RESEARCH CORPORATION, New
York Hispanic Market Product Usage Study.
1985 report available from WXTX-Channel 41.
Secaucus, NJ 07094.

5 Series P.20, No. 396, Persons of Spanish Origin
in the United States. March 1982.

6 Series P.25. No. 995. Projections of the Hispanic
Population: 1983 to 2080 1986.

7 JOSE HERNANDEZ. Puerto Rican Youth
Imployment Maplewood, NJ: Waterfront Press.
1983 Pp 39.45, 70.79. 89.114, 138.40

Ilertuhukz, Ph.D., is currently a
Professor of Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter
(*ollege tti New )ork. Formerly Professor of
Socioloky at the tIniversity of Wisconsin-
Alilwoukee, he also served as Research Director
at the I atom Institute in Chicago. Author of
several books and articles, Hernandez:
specializes in Me study of the link between
education and work aiming urban youth. Ile is
best known as an advocate for improvements in
social tesearch on I alums in Om (hided States,

Contact; Professor his(' iiernjltde:.. MOHO'
695 Para% Avenue, New Fork, l(1021.
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Invisibility in the Data, Invisibility in the Policy:
The Latino Family and Public Policy
by Harry Pat: him and Louis DeSipio

Statistical visibility has long been recognized
as the key to policy visibility. Yet, too often,
federal and state social welfare data are not
collected or published in a manner that allows
for analysis of the salient characteristics of the
Latino family or the distinctive character of
Latino subgroups, e.g., Mexican-American,
Cuban-American, and Puerto Rican (Moore
and Pachon, 1985).

Thus, policy makers attempting to craft
public programs to reach and serve the I.atino
family are often forced to work in a vacuum.
The result can be seen in many Nderal social
welfare policies which have the implicit
assumption that Latino families in poverty
share the characteristics of either the Black
family or the White family.

The Bi-racial Approach to the
Study of Family Poverty

Three recent examples demonstrate the
bi-racial perspective in the collection and
dissemination of data on poverty.

The first example is the Congressional
Research Service's study Children in Poverty
(1985a). Of fifty statistical examinations in the
CRS study, 41 depicted child poverty as a
White versus Black or White versus non-White
phenomenon. Only five tables compared
Hispanic poverty to poverty among Whites
and Blacks. Such factors as education, under-
employment, wages of parents, and the extent
to which children were aided by non-cash
benefits went unexamined for Hispanics while
they were examined for White and Black
children. Based on the CRS study, a
Congressional staff member would not know
what causes and perpetuates poverty among
Hispanic children.

A hi-racial perspective also clouds the
Census Bureau data on Hispanic families. The
announcement by the Census Bureau of an
overall decline in the poverty rate in 1985, for
example, was only part of the story. Subse-
quent analysis by the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities highlights that in 1985, more
than 4(X),(XX) additional Hispanics MI below
the poverty line. By the end of 1985, the
Hispanic poverty rate stood at 29.0 percent,
the second highest in history. The overall
poverty rate declined because poverty among
Blacks and Whites declined at a more rapid
rate than the increase among Hispanics (198().

The public interest sector has been guilty as
well. The Children's Defense Fund, for
example, prepared a comprehensive examina-
tkm of' the impact of family conditions on
chiklren in the United States, the title of the
studyBlack and II 'hay ('hildren in A merwa:
Kev Nets (1985) suggests its weakness as a

resource for policy makers examining the
Hispanic family. Interestingly, from a
methodological perspective, the inclusion of
Hispanics in the White category narrows the
gap between Blacks and Whites and minimizes
the socio-economic differences between them.

It must be underscored that the Children's
Defense Fund is not alone in this dilemma. In
fact, CDT and community-based groups
across the country have been laboring to
increase the statistical and policy visibility ot'
lispanics.
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Salient Characteristics
of the Latino Family

These studies were not chosen because they
are extreme. Instaad, they are representative
of mainstream policy analysis on race and
family structure. Their omission of analysis of
the Hispanic family might be justified if the
Hispanic family had no unique characteristics,
but the emerging body of academic study and
applied research suggests otherwise.

Under political pressure, the Congressional
Research Service performed a follow-up study
to its Children in Poverty; specifically
examining available data on the Hispanic
community (1985b). Hispanic Children in
Poverty documented that:

The Hispanic community has the largest
proportion of children relative to its total
population (37.30/o), compared to that of
Whites (25.3%) and Blacks (33.3%).

Hispanic children have the highest
poverty rate among children in the states of
New York, New Jersey, Texas, and New
Mexico.

I.atino children in families headed by a
tnale are more likely to be poor than Black or
White children in male-headed households
(27.3%, compared with 23.6% and 11.9%).

0
Id

A Research Agenda
If future social welfare programs are based

in part on existing programs, policy makers
must become aware of the essential ways in
which Latino families are different from Anglo
and Black families, as well as the degree to
which existing programs arc meeting the needs
of the Latino community. While the unique
characteristics of the Hispanic family are
beginning to enter the popular debate, the
issue of how programs meet Latino needs
remains largely unstudied.

Although this client-beneficiary analysis is
the next step, the available federal and state
data may again present problems. In spite of
specific federal legislation which mandates the
collection of statistical data on the Hispanic
community (PL 94-311, the Roybal Act), the
client-beneficiary data of federal and state
social programs often fail to include a
Hispanic indicator.

Moreover, if' Hispanic data are present,
there is often no means for determining
Latino subgroup characteristics. A clear
priority is to identify those programs with
reliable Hispanic data. Assessments of
whether coverage ot' the Hispanic population
is equitable or not will then be possible.

Conclusions and Future Directions
For policymakers, then, the initial challenge

is to improve and disseminate both general
demographic studies and client-beneficiary
data on the Hispanic community. Once the
demographics of the I Itspanic family arc
understood and the success of existing social
programs in meeting the needs of the I lispanic
community are known, Ilispanic-specific
social welfare policies can be designed that
will reach this population in an equitable
manner.

CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES
Hispanic Poverty Rises in 1985, Sefs Several
New Records. Likely to Surpass Black Poverty
in 1990. New Study Says Washington, DC 1986

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND Black and Whae
Children in America. Key Facts Washington. DC
1985

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE Children
in Poverty. Washington. DC 1985a

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE Hispanic
Children in Poverty Washington, DC. 1985b

MOORE. JOAN and HARRY PACHON Hispanics
in the United States Englewood Cliffs. NJ
Prentice-Hall. Inc , 1985.

Harry P. Pachón ts the A'ennan Professor of
Political Studies at Pitzer 'ollege and the
Executive Director of the National Assiwialion
of Latino (.flected and Appointed Qlficials.

I outs DeSipio is a Research Associate al the
"VALE() EdUcation hind.

Contact: Ham Paclu;n, Otrector, .National
A s.sociation of I alum Elected Om, iiils, :08
Street, S.L., iislunkinn. 2000.1
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Civil Rtghts and Hispanic Families
h) Norma S. 01116

\\ hen I \sits 5 ounget, local polumans alwaYs
111,1101d out house as one ot the stops in their
Limillmtuts lot office. W III sis brothers and
',Nets In .11 110111e and 48 ing
Maths, on? holisehOld lepley.:111ed a si/eahle
and ,1111.1k1i%e sonny blo, k. welt. a I lispaoic

Limits. sMed. \Ve matteted.
ppoistinmels peicent ol I lispanks Ill

mullat %. ale mune limit 11.ti. citi/ens. One
in fifteen posons in the t is I hspanic,
aceol ding to the most tecent census. By the
seat 21)(10, IlispanleS ate e \peeled 10 increase
to almost 9.4 peteent ot the total U.S.
population, a tremendous gain trom the 6.4
petient counted in the 1980 census.
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!lisp:into are a young and grossing two*,
characteri/ed by large tamilies. According to
the 1980 census, the Ilispanic birth rate has
not declined oser the last twenty yems, even
though the birth rates for Whites and Blacks
hase dropped. the median age for tlispanics
is 23.2 years, compared to the national
median age of 30.n years,

I he Hispanic taunts has special legal needs
not encountered by White families, because
of its socio-economic status or its language
and ethnic background. In this article, I will
discuss some of these cis il rights issues that

trom the speeial needs of the I lispanic
t

I) )
Id U

Language Needs
Most Hispanics speak English. But it is

estimated that of more than 1.7 million
school-age children in the United States who
come from a Spanish-language background,
about one-fourth cannot communicate
effectively in English and require assistance in
Spanish. Projection% indicate that by the year
2((X) there will be more than 2.6 million
school-age children who come from a
Spanish-language background.

The greatest educational harm to these
Hispanic children is the false assumption that
they are fully English proficient, when in fact
the children have only developed a superficial
command of the English language. In many
states, the language needs of Hispanic
children are grossly underestimated, resulting
in the placement of children in all-English
classrooms where they do not fully
comprehend the language of instruction.

The role of the Hispanic family in the
provision of adequate education to children is
simple and clear. Most school districts rely on
home language surveys to determine whether
school-age children require additional English
language support. Parents should answer
these home language surseys truthfully and
without delay.

Parents have also sersed as advocates for
their children who hase suffered discrimina-
tion at school because of their language back-
ground. Challenging school administrators
who punish children tor speaking Spanish,
parents have objected to placement ot their
children in slow-learning groups or their
retention in grade solely because of language
difkrences.

Several state and federal laws apply to the
provision of education to language-minority
children. For more information, parents
should inquire with the local district; if there
are still questions, tires slniuld contact a local
commuMty organi/ation for support. Hie
U.S. Department of Fducation maintains
several offices across the country; these
offices are empowered to rem s c and
insestigate complaints regarding inadequate
educational progtatns fur langnage-tilinority
children.

There ate also fedet al laws that piotect
adults skin) are Spanish-speaking. Acc(miding
to the guidelines issued by Mc I-qual
Employment Opportultil
employers cannot getwrally inipose Fnglish-
only rules in the workplase unless thete is
some compelling necessits lot the lute.
Further, the emploser cannot dictate what
language the emplosees should use during the
employees' breaks or oss n time. (.0111plailits
concerning disci iminaloi ) pi act lies by
etnplosers may be Nought ho the closest
111..0C office.

inally, many cities, counties, and local
iurisdictions are tequired by federal lass to
offer bilingual ballots ot bilingual assistance
to qualified soters who ate not fluent in the
English language. I (it mole inbrrmation as to



whether bilingual assistance is required in
your local elections, please check with the
Secretary of State's office in your state.

Hispanics have adopted the language issues
as symbolic of their growing strength. Twenty
years ago, only one state in the U.S. passed
laws funding bilingual education; now, the
majority of states fund such pmgrams.
Twenty years ago, Spanish-speaking adults
simply did not iote; now, they receise the
assistance they need to vote.

Twenty years ago, children suffered
humiliation and physical punishment if they
uttered so much as one word in Spanish; now,
the districts are penalized with threats of loss
of funds if they deny the children of Spanish-
language background access to all the
programs in the district. Considering the type
of treatment they received twenty years ago, it
is no wonder the majority of Hispanics feel
strongly about language issues.

Immigration
Contrary to public conception, the maioray

of Hispanics are not immigrants. In fact, as
mentioned earlier, three-fourths of Ilispanics
are born in the United States. Howes er, the
extended Hispanic family typically includes
some relatives who are new immigrants. tor
these family members, it makes sense to
become acquainted with the new immigration
legislation.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act
of 1986 (IRCA) makes it illegal for employers
to knowingly hire, or employ, individuals who
arc not authorized to work in the United
States. The employers' sanctions apply only
to persons hired after Nos ember 6, 1986, the
datc on which ilu iRCA li;tislation was sipicil
into law. Persons who were already employed
as of that date are "grandfathered" under the
bill and need not produce proof of legal
immigration status.

Workers can lose their "grandfather" status
if they quit or are fired for a uon-discrimina-
tory reason. II' an employer threatens to lire a
worker, the employee should contact the local
union, community organization, or a lawyer
immediately.. The new IRCA legislation
includes important cis il rights protections that
can help workers keep their jobs es en if they
do not hase any immigration documents.

the new itnmigiation bill also provides for
anmesty or legalization I or a large group 01
persons. An undocumented in& klual ss Ito
has resided m the I .5. since January 5, 1982,
nifty be eligible lot the legalization prop am ii
he she can demonstiate, among other things,
continuous I esidence and the ability to
support him het sell.

I loweser, it is not tecommended that
undocumented pet sons appli tin ect b to the
lederal Immigration and Nat ut alization
Seri Ice. INS has not Of fered ans satisl act ory
;milt anct,; about is hat it will do if the
applicant is Iound ineligible. It is possible that
an applicant, liming been found ineligible lot
amnesty, will then lace deportation proceedings.

e, `573,7Ti7IWW:210341%

Therefore, it is more advisable that
applicant% first consult with a private
community agency or with an attorney to
determine the chances of qualifying for
legalization. A list of "qualified designated
entities"groups with track records for
assisting immigrantsis available from most
church groups. Further, the local bar
associations have Iists of attorneys who
specialize in immigration law.

In the event that an employer discriminates
against a worker because of citizenship or
immigration status, a complaint can be filed
with the EEOC or the newly established anti-
discrimination arm of the U.S. Department of
Justice in Washington, DC. Copies of charges
of discrimination should be sent to the
American Civil Liberties Union or to the
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund (MALDEF).

Larry Perez.
age 6

Government Funded Services
lhe most recent census data show the

income of Hispanis was 66 percent of the
income of Whites. Hispanic women who were
employed full-time had the lowest income of
any of the major population groups. Hispanic
males and females were less likely than Whites
to hold professional or management jobs. In
short, Hispanics are almost twice as likely as
Whites to be poor. This imposerished
condition makes it doubly important that
I I ispanics tube rull access to certain
government-funded programs to which, as
taxpayers, they contribute. Chief among these
are public education, health care, and
unemploytnent compensation.

Public education is usually the most
expensise of the state-sponsored seri ices.
Ilispanics are entitled to the same quality ol
education as any other population group.
11116.3 the federal and state civil tights laws,
iipanics cannot be excluded front public

education programs nor segregated into
isolated programs or facilities. In 1981, the

Supreme Court ruled that undocumented
chikhen had the right, undet the 11.5.
Constitution, to attend the public schools.
I beret ore, the schools may pass no
requirement that would exelude the
undocumented students,

Access to tiublic-sponsored health care is
also crucial to the Hispanic family. Typically.
public hospitals have participated in the
federal Hill-Burton funding program at some
point. Under the terms of the program, the
hospital or clinic is obligated to offer indigent
health care at free or reduced cost. Notices or
signs regarding the Hill-Burton program are
usually posted in the waiting rooms where the
public can see them. Several undocumented
persons hove successfully challenged hospital
districts that exclude them even though they
are residents in the district. For more
information regarding indigent health care,
one should contact the local legal aid office.

Certain types of non-citizens are entitled to
unemployment compensation and workers'
compensation. The classifications are too
numerous to discuss in this article, but for
more information, you should contact your
local union or community organization.

Emerging Issues
As greater public attention is brought to

issues affecting the Hispanic family, Hispanics
and their friends will have more opportunities
to advocate for fair and equitable treatment.
In particular, the media has focused on the
high dropout rate for Hispanic youngsters, as
high as 50 percent nationally and over 80
percent in some major cities.

Hispanic advocates have long understood
that the dropout rate for Hispanic children is
as much a "push out" rate as anything else.

hey are beginning to focus their energies on
effecting systemic changes to make public
education a more hospitable environment for
the education of Hispanic children. But much
remains to be changed in this and other
emerging arenas.

With increased voter registration rates,
Hispanics will be able to identify the localities
where unfair election schemes have presented
Hispanic candidates from winning their
elections. In the workplace. Hispanics will
continue to pursue greater job opportunities.

In sum, the Hispanic family will continue
to contribute greatly to the American society.
As the family understands and begins to avail
itself of its rights, it will also begin to share
more fully in the benefits of our society. We
are I lispanic. We matter.
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Bilingualism: An Important Imperative
by Abdin Noboa

Rational discussions about bilingualism
become difficult due to the politics and
emotionalism surrounding the topic. In fact,
the undercurrents are so strong in this country
that the nation seldom looks back into history
or across its borders to better understand the
phenomenon of second language acquisition.
It is not only an old issue, but one for which
excellent precedents exist all over the world.
Imagine, for instance, that there arc over
10,000 languages across the world which
consists of nearly 150 nations. Bilingualism is
rampant, globally.

What advocates of bilingual education arc
saying is that while non-native speakers learn
English, they can also learn science and math
in their respective languages. A student need
not arrest the learning of subject areas while
learning English. Furthermore, students
would not forget their native tongues to only
haltingly learn them later in high school or
college.

This is not to argue against the learning of
English, but to affirm the fact that a second
language is a national asset. It is also in
conformity with the research that knowledge
of a second language is not detrimental, but a
decided cognitive advantage.

The most recent report (1986) by the
Government Accounting Office (GAO)
supports bilingual education. During President
Carter's administration, the Commission on
Foreign Language and International Studies
concluded that "Americans' incompetence in
foreign language is nothing short of
scandalous." Today, even Secretary Bennett
agrees that every American should learn
another language.

Ironically, although no one in government
seems to he directly against foreign language
instruction, state legislatures do not spend
money for it, nor does thc Federal
government. Meanwhile, as support for
language instruction proceeds front one side
of the mouth, the other side advocates
"English only" laws.

There is a subtle but sinister message here.
Since bilingual education programs are a
diminishing breed, the push for excellence in
this country too often transforms into a
homogeni/ed system that does not recognile
diversity.

As America finds itself in a shrinking
orld, it tnust rapidly move assay front the

concept that it is well educated while only
speaking one language. The irony is that this
nation has the fourth largest Spanish-speaking
population in the world!

Priorities tnust be realigned as the country
tries to strengthen major segtnents of its
population. This country can become stronger
because of diversity, the country can
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approach these differences by embracing them
without fear. Teachers should not be afraid of
learning more, but of teaching less. Let us
applaud students who have a built-in linguistic
advantage. Rather than frighten and
discourage them for what they don't know,
we must support them for that which they do
know. A second language is an obvious asset,
not a detriment.

Miguel A. Cervantes

We express ourselves through language. If
children cannot speak the language they
know, we deny them thc right to read. And
the "right to be," as one scholar aptly put it,
is more important than the "right to read." A
form of cultural subjugation and disintegration
is to lock people in their native language
through the denial of speech. This practice
limits personal freedom and the capacity to
learn.

Language transmits culture. And we need
to understand ourselves culturally. Our sense
of peoplehood, our sense of self is greatly
determined through language usage and
societal attitudes toward the same. This is not
something to be shunned, but to be celebrated
and preserved.

Often ignored in discussions about
bilingualism is the importance a dual language
system has on the family. For migrant or
immigrant families it provides the opportunity
to incorporate the English language without

fear of losing the native tongue. English
acquisition need not be at the expense of
one's principal language of communication
and basic cultural heritage. For the non-
English speaker, English should not be
perceived as an "instead or' language, but as
a language "in addition to" a native tongue.
English must not be allowed to become a
unitary substitute language, but the backbone
to an even richer cultural repertoire to
enhance pluralism.

There also has to be a relationship between
the school and the home. Education cannot
succeed independent of the homc environment.
English "only" instruction oftentimes becomes
a divisive force between the two. Language
instruction, not unlike the rest of education,
should not be conducted in "isolation to" or
"independent of" the family network. In
some instances, language becomes an
impediment to parental involvement in the
progress of schooling. For these fatnilies,
schooling not only becomes as distant and
foreign as the language in which it is being
conducted, but a place where the family
doesn't belong and is, therefore, not wanted.

Language cannot be allowed to become an
obstacle between a child and his parents,
between parents and schools, or between
families and the wider society. On the
contrary, language and the facility to use the
same in multilingual settings can become the
bond that unites disenfranchised groups with
the rest of society.

English only attitudes and policies arc
divisive, not inclusive. They do not assist the
present isolation and disconnection faced by
Hispanics today. It is high time we set the
issue of bilingualism in a broader context, a
means by which our local and global
communities can truly become integrated.

Dr, Abdin Noboa is Vice President for Research
and Evaluation at QUEST International, a
nonprofit organization working in adolescent
development and substance abuse. He received his
Ph.D. from the University of California at
Berkeley, and a Master's degree from Harvard
University. Dr. Noboa's professional commitment
has been to research and advocacy to immel the
education of disenfranchised youth. He has been
Superintendent of Research, Evaluation, and
Planning for the New Haven, Connecticut SMool
District, Director of Research for the l.atino
Institute in Chicago, and a Senior Associate with
the National Institute of Education in
Kashington, DC. An active volunteer, he was a
charter member of the Board of Trustees of the
National Puerto Rican Coalition and the National
Hispanic Higher Education ( oalition. He has
been awarded honors by the National Science
Fmndation, Harvard University, and the Iiird
limndation.

Contam Noboa, Ph. n.
Vice President for ResearM and Evaluation,
QUEST International Center, 537 Jones Road,
Granville, OH 43023.
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Latino Families and Health
Jose 0. Arrom

The prospects for sharing full and healthy
lives are not shared equally by minority
Americans. Differences, often striking, exist
in death, disability, and well-being between
our ethnic/racial groups. Though blame is
often put on the victims . or their culture and
lifestylespoverty and socio-economic factors
remain critical.

Health status studies on Latinos and their
families frequently fail to reflect these factors
clearly. The literature has been slow in evolving
from ethnographies of folk beliefs and
practices to studies of methodological and
epidemiological sophistication. Important data
bases such as the Hispanic Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey remain to be
analyzed and published. Where public data or
vital statistics exist, they are seldom available
on a timely basis for working with local
communities.

Latinos and their health status cannot be
lumped together as a whole because of great
internal diversity due to socio-economic class
status, regional origin, immigration experience.
and levels of acculturation and integration
into American society. Puerto Ricans and
Mexican Americans must be differentiated,
even ssithin the sante neighborhoods. Globally,
Puerto Ricans are characterized as having
poorer health and socio-ecoromic status
compared to Mexican Americans and non-
Hispanic Whites. Mexican Americans must
also be differentiated by place of birth, ssith
those U.S.-horn or raised having poorer health
status if they have loss er economic status.
Mexican immigrants appear to be healthier,
with lower levels of mental illness, maternal
and infant mortality. I hose persons who has e
adopted American lifestyles are less healthy,
although age and selectise immigration may
he contOunders here.

Until recently, ssith the proliferation of
antibiotics, immunizations, and sanitation
systems, communicable (or infectious) diseases
has e lost their importance as health status
indicators. Being immigrants from
underdeveloped nations, howeser, Latinos are
characterized by a higher burden of parasites
and tuberculosis. Puerto Rican children lime
higher rates of .cspiratory disease. AIDS is a

rapidly spreading disease, being transmitted
by intravenous needle sharers into the general
Latino comr.-.unity. Sexual styles are critical in
the spread of AIDS and also permit the
transmission of viruses which are risk factors
for cervical cancer, for which Latinos have
higher incident rates.

The most prevalent chronic diseases in the
general population are cardiovascular, cancer,
diabetes, and liver cirrhosis (for males).
Though incidence rates of cardiovascular
disease and cancer are lower among Latinos,
the mortality rates arc often higher since
Latinos have low levels of knowledge of risk
factors, disease signs, and self-care practices.

Important risk factors are: obesity,
hypertension, lack of exercise, and high levels
of culturally acceptable alcohol consumption
among men. Smoking as a risk factor depends
on national origin and seems to increase with
acculturation. Mexican Americans have a 3:1
or 4:1 relative risk for diabetes compared to
Whites and Blacks. Asthma and allergies have
a high prevalence rate among Latinos of
Caribbean origin, and have implications for
school performance.

The primary cause of death and disability
among Latinos under age 45 is from injuries.
Risk factors are: alcohol, a culture of violence
which appears to be class-related. firearms
availability, poor housing, and marginal
employment where there is often criminal
neglect of safety.

Homicide rates are high, the source of excess
deaths among Latinos, and equal to similar
Black populations. Suicide rates are very loss.
Gang violence is prevalent in the major urban
centers. It is almost impossible to get good
measures of family violence, due to reporting
issues, but rates are not equal within 1.atino
subgroups. Little is known statistically about
family siolence and child abuse and neglect.
Accidents are high in rural areas.

It is difficult to characterize the mental
health ot Latinos. The most important recent
study, the Ecological Catchment Area survey,
brings us the first true epidemiological picture
of Mexican Americans, warning us to clearly
differentiate immigration from acculturation.
these are indications that migration selects a
more robust population, compared to the
nat is c horn (seeond generations). Extended
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Whf,
kinship networks are critical for the
reinforcement of health and arc a major
positive force in the maintenance of mental
health among Latino families. Rates of
alcoholism and substance abuse disorders are
high, most significant among the native born
and the most acculturated.

While Latino fertility is the highest among
minority populations, it is not correlated to
high rates of infant mortality. Teenage
pregnancy is rising among Latinos but again
does not relate directly to infant mortality.
Infant mortality is not perceived as a
significant issue in most Latino communities.
Pregnancy is not perceived as an illness, and,
along with lack of insurance, may contribute
to delayed prenatal care which, in turn, delays
access to the WIC Nutrition program, a
significant contributor to normal birth weight.

Health and human services providers must
take greater responsibility for health education
and promotion, beyond the realm of
traditional settings such as hospitals and
medical clinics. The l.atino family and its
extended networks are generally health-
producing and can be utilized to advantage in
these efforts.

There is much yet to be accomplished in
improving the health status of Latino families
and their access to health care. Extended
research needs to be encouraged, and the
issues of medical irdigency, language barriers
involved in the effective use of service systems,
and problems related to legal immigration
status must be addressed as well in order to
build the health of 1.atino families.
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The Right to an Adequate Education:
Implications for Family Support Programs
and Educational Reform
by Gloria G. Rodriguez

Each individual has a right to an adequate
education and the rewards society offers.
Unfortunately, too many low-income
Ilispanics are not becoming productise
contributing members of society due to
disproportionately high academic failure.

Nationally, the dropout rate for }hispanic
youth is between 40 and 50 percent. In the
Mexican-American population, 38 percent of
the children lis e in poverty and the statistics
are even higher for Puerto Rican families.
These conditions affect the development of
self-esteem, potential, and employability.

Children living in poverty and in cultural
transition are more likely to be victims of their
environment. The parents' self-esteem and
hopefulness deteriorate as does their ability to
prepare their children for academic success in
the traditional school system.

All too often, certain language skills, values,
and other coping mechanisms stressed in the
home are related to survival in their immediate
environment rather than the skills ensuring
success in the broader social context.

Upon entering school, many Hispanic
children experience "culture %hock," finding
they cannot relate to the teacher, culturally or
linguistically, and that the curriculum and
methodology do not fit their cognitive and
learning style. The child's self-esteem and
sense of belonging are No threatened that
he, she simply gises up, lags behind, and
uhinmtely drops out of school at the 8th or
91 h grade level.

I hoe is an abyss between the Hispanic
home and culture, and the public education
system. Some studies suggest that Hispanic
parents sttess cooperation, respect lot
authority. sensais it y, and warm human
telations, %shows the dominant culture tends
to salue indis idual achiesement, competition,
and inquiry. Further, parents, are not part of
the educational piocess and the school and
home become conflicting institutions.

hus the pt oblons are identified, but w hat
about the solutions? Some may he found in
ads ocating for the home and school to ssork
together, each doing its part in inculcating
skills the child needs to succeed. Hut each
party must 1..t1'ect serious changes on behalf of
the child.

(ienerally, parents want the best for Ilia
children, and they can acquire or tegain a
teaching role, change altitudes, become more
hopeful and learn actisities that will foster
growth and development among their children.
Fducation can be instoimental in breaking the
cycle or poserty.

Parents are the children's first and tnost
important teachers and must become ins olved
in the child's education, especially during the
formative years. They must instill a love for
learning, provide a stimulating and enriching
ens ii onment, and prepare the child
linguistically with basic readiness skills.
Parents need to help the child build self-
confidence, aspire to succeed academically,
and help hitn/ her to assimilate as needed into
the dominant society while retaining those
positive values that he/she brings from the
home environment.

While some parents do this naturally,
others are not cognizant of their teaching
role, remaining unaware of how to interact
positively with their children in ways that lead
to academic success. Parent education and
family support programs such as AVANCE
(see program description, p. 10), help parents
gain knowledge in child growth and develop-
ment, acquire effective child management
skills, expose thetn to community resources to
mitigate stress, and st igthen their social
support networks.

Family support intervention is vital during
the early years for first-time parents. If we as
a nation truly care about improving the
condition of Hispanics, the family must he
considered as an important resource for
creating change.

!There is a high potential for increasing
parental efficacy, sdf-confidence, and
selr-esteem through this type of intervention.
Many graduates of AVANCE's parenting
program are now pursuing English as a
second language classes, high school and/or
college location, or employment training.
This action, in turn, reinforces the value of an
education in the home for the child.

Schools play an important role in pros iding
adult education in es ery community. They
should also welcome parent insolvement and
stress that parents are partners in the
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educational process. Contracts between
teachers/ principals and parents, and between
teachers and students, indicating one's roles
and responsibilities will enhance a child's
educational process. I. posure to a sandy of
cal eer options with !hispanic t ole models %%ill
also encourage the child to aspire to higher
educational goals.

Additionally, it is the responsibility of'
teachers to understand, tespect, and accept
the child's language, culture, and cognitise
and learning style. Children work best in
groups when teachers demonstrate warm
personal relations, support, and
encoutagement, and w hen they gise clear
instructions. Only alter the children has e met
with success in their native language utilizing
their preferred cognitive and learning style,
should they be exposed to the learning style
and language or the dominant society.

Research on this approach has shown that
children do better in achievement tests, do
better in math, have a higher self-esteem, and
lower absenteeism. Practitioners have the
opportunity to imbue all public education
with these important principles which we have
learned on the road to educating Hispanic
children.

Fundamental changes need to occur in the
educational, social, and political systems it'
one is to achieve equity and fairness.
Educational reform and the strengthening of
parental knowledge and family social support
are feasible, logical, doable solutions to the
problems of high dropout, illiteracy, and the
debilitating conditions associated with poverty
that so many minorities and individuals are
experiencing.
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Family Resource Programs in the
Hispanic Community
The Lessons Learned
from Family Place
by Joe Citro

How do you establish a family resource
program in the Hispanic community? That
was the question confronting the Board and
staff of Family Place in Washington, DC,
more than six years ago. As envisioned by its
founder, Dr. Ann Barnett. and supporters
from the Church of the Savior, Family Place
was to be a community center providing
daily enrichment activities, social services,
and parenting education to pregnant women
and parents of children under three.

In moving this concept into reality, sve
learned what works. Borrovving an old idea
from a much higher authority, I now share
with you ten commandments, or guidelines,
for family resource programs in Hispanic
communities.

I. Know the community you plan to serve.
Before a single service is given, you should

become an expert on the community's
history, key leaders, needs and strengths,
major service programs, and the national
background of the Hispanic groups that
populate it. Go to your local Planning Board
they have an amazing amount of
information. Also, read the census reports
(though not completely accurate, they are
helpful) and any other publications that
provide data on the community.

Visit other agencies, churches, and long-
time community residents; listen for the
needs they identify. Use these opportunities
to explain the planned program and develop
ties to other institutions and individuals. The
first few months at Family Place were spent
visiting, and the spirit of cooperation that
was engendered is still basic to the program's
effectiveness.

Information gathering will help you identify
specific Hispanic national groups the
program will serve, as \sell as the diversity of
their needs. For example, immigration
consulting might be of great import to
Central Americans but is useless for l'uerto
Ricans who are American citizens. I eat n as
much as you can about each country's
history, culture, and customs.

2. Re-create the feeling of fiunilv and
home.

Hispanics are strangers in this count r,
whether they are native born or recent
immigrants. They are not home, nor do thes
Nel at home here. Mostly, they feel
unwelcome. For the first time in their lives
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they are not surrounded by friends and
relatives, and they yearn for "el calor de la
familia" the warmth of the family. Family,
of course is a primordial value in the
Hispanic culture. The program's success will
depend on your ability to create anew the
feelings of family and home. Family Place
works because at its heart is a home where
people relate like family, receive and give
support, and feel warmed and welcomed.

3. The program belongs to the participants
and as such demands their contributions.

All of us take more care of what is ours,
and what is our own demands the best from
us. Participants need to know that the
program is theirs and prospers only with
their care.

At Family Place, participants not only
share responsibility for daily chores, but also
assist in fundraising and program develop-
ment through the Participants' Council.
Duly elected, the officers of the Participants'
Council enunciate program concerns, serve
as consultants for new ideas emanating from
program staff, and sponsor fundraising
efforts. In this \Nay, program ownership is
confirmed, self-esteem is increased, and the
need to contribute is affirmed.

4. Social services are an important
program component.

Disenfranchised communities rely heavily
on social services. For many Hispanic Families
struggling to find their way in a new country,
culture, and language, social services are
bridges to the unknown. Family Place offers
direct assistance for concrete needs, crisis
intervention to resolve family conflict, and
information and referral to other service
agencies.
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5. The provision of social services should
lead to the identification of systemic issues
affecting families and help participants to
address them.

The mission of family resource programs
in the Hispanic community is necessarily
broader than resolving daily service needs. It
must advocate to change the dysfunctions
present in the service system that impact on
families. Program must attack a problem at
its source and not be content to treat only its
symptoms.

To illustrate the point, many pregnant
women had considerable childbirth difficulty
at Washington's public hospital because
there were no Spanish-speaking personnel in
the delivery room. Since the majority of
women at Family Place were to deliver for
their first time, the absence of Spanish-
speaking staff presented a clear danger to
both mother and child.

Rather than have the staff address this
issue, we prepared a young mother to present
it to a citywide health forum. She described
her own experience in that delivery room
and captivated the audience. The publicity
generated by her story forced the hospital to
hire sufficient Spanish-speaking staff.

6. Groups are a tool for teaching and for
personal development.

Hispanics generally enjoy talking in the
camaraderie of a group atmosphere. The
challenge in initiating groups is to establish a
spirit of trust. We accomplished this by
building on the premise that Hispanics
frequently turn to family for help, and
broadened the concept of family to include
Family Place participants and staff. Groups
are also empowering in that they give
program participants the opportunity to
provide support as well as receive it.

7. Staff need to be bilingual and bicultural.
Staff's role in a family resource program

is enormous, and like Midas, they turn the
program design into gold. They set the
ambience, provide services, organile groups,
teach parenting, and serve as role models.
Only by knowing the participants' language
and culture, however, can they till these roles.

8. The broader Hispanic community
should he called upon to assist the program.

Since the program belongs to the
conummity, the comtnunity is responsible to
stessard it. Three avenues for involving the
community-at-large are support for the
program: volunteering to assist with the
service program, serving as Board metnbers,
and raising funds. The program should strive
to be a model of the community helping
itself. Try to involve Hispanic media,
businesses, membership organizations, and
unions. continued on p
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LAZA FAMILY SUPPORT
CENTER is a strong advoeacy
voice for Hispanic and other

minority families in Los Angeles, with a long
history of comprehensive service delivery.
They currently operate two major programs:
Latino Foster Care and Adoption
Recruitment, and Child Abuse and Neglect
Treatment and Prevention.

Funded by the State of California Depart-
ment of Adoptions, the recruitment program
promotes public awareness about the urgent
need for Latino foster care homes and
adoptive parents through TV, radio, and the
press. The staff also works with adoption and
foster care agencies, and offers technical
assistance to Hispanic voluntary foster care
and adoptive parent groups. Given the
importance of providing love and care within
the children's own cultural heritage, the
Center extends its efforts to include American
Indian and Black children as well.

Pla 1.11'S child abuse treatment and prevention
program assists families in learning about and
understanding effective child care and family
relationships in order to prevent problems.
The program provides support services in
personal and group counseling, referral, court
advocacy, and consultation and training
sessions for professionals emphasizing
appropriate bicultural techniques that aid
Hispanic families in the pi es ention of child
abuse.

The Plaza Center has also developed
Familias Unidas Latinas, a bilingual,
bicultural model program for parents. In a
group setting, parents meet to discuss ways of

Iwo
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resolving specific family problems and receive
peer support for coping with stressful
situations that may lead to child abuse and
neglect. The goal is to maintain harmony
within the family, recognizing cultural and
linguistic values as sources of positive
reinforcen.ent.

Contact: Geraldine Zapata, Project
Director, Plaza Family Support Center, 4018
City Terrace Drive, Los Angeles, CA 9(X)63,
213/268-3219.

AVANCE EDUCAITONAL
PROGRAMS FOR PARENTS
AND CHILDREN serves

predominantly low-income Hispanic families
in San Antonio, Texas. Working out of three
sites, Avance provides four direct service
programs of support and education to
primarily Mexican-American parents and
children who are considered high-risk.

Originally conceived as a parent education
program focused on preventing academic
failure, fourteen-year-old Avance has
expanded to meet the complex and inter-
related needs of Nmilies including child abuse
prevention and economic development. The
program has grown from $50,(XX) to over
$7(X),(XX), from serving 35 parents to serving
more than a thousand. There is a paid
program staff of 30, many of whom are
graduates of Avance programs. A three-year
research and es aluation project is underway.
funded by the Carnegie Foundation.

'The Parent-Child Education Program
engages parents and their under four-year old
children in a nine-month curriculum of
weekly bilingual meetings that familiarize
parents with the basic social, emotional,

physical, and cognitive needs of their young
children. Serving approximately 120 parents
and 150 children monthly, participants are
recruited directly ti-om the community on a
door-to-door basis by Avance staff.

The Educational and Economic Develop-
ment Program fosters economic stability and
educational advancement through adult basic
education classes (ESI. and GED), and college
placement.

For families confirmed as child abuse and
neglect cases, the Homebound Parenting
Education Program becomes an individ-
ualized support system through weekly home
visits. Parents and children receive treatment
services concurrently, helping to ease
isolation, relieve stress, and teach parent
education.

The fourth program gives special emphasis
to teen sexuality and the prevention of
adolescent pregnancy. Parents are organized
as a prevention resource to help in reducing
the incidence of teenage premarital sexual
activity.

Contact: Gloria (i. Rodriguez, Executis c
Director, Asance, 1226 NW 18th Street, San
Antonio, TX 78207,512/734-7924. (FRC)
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ACER is an acronym for Hispanic
American Career Educational .

Resources; in Spanish, its meaning
is to take action, which signifies their role in
the New York Hispanic community. Since
1975, this city-wide community service agency
has helped Hispanic adults and adolescents in
the area of education and careers through a
variety of vocational skills training and
counseling programs. In 1979, HACER
created the Hispanic Women's Center, a
program funded by the Carnegie Corporation
of New York, aA a vehicle for carrying out
activities specifically targeted to women. Since
1980, HACER has pioneered microcomputer
training and become a vigorous advocate of
child care at the loeal, state, and national
levels.

Addressing teenage pregnancy prevention
through a demonstration project called Las
Madrinas (Godmothers), HACER pairs
Hispanic adolescents with Hispanic
professional women. Initiated in 1985 through
funding from the New York Community
Trust and the Greater New York Fund, these
mentor relationships have opened a new
world of possibilities to youngsters with
limited career aspirations. The Madrinas
include lawyers, physicians, and women in
other professions. In one-on-one and group
sessions, the adolescents get frank and
spontaneous answers to some of their most
urgent questions, from anxieties about
sexuality to concerns about managing careers,
fatnily, and their homework assignments.

Another HACER operation, Parents in
Action, was inaugurated in June, 1987. This
Comprehensive Employment Opportunity
Support Center (CEOS() is part of an
initiative by Governor Mario Cuomo to
increase the employability and long-term
economic well-being of AFDC recipients with
children under six years of age. Parents in
Action is funded under a subcontract with the
National Puerto Rican Forum, which received
a major grant for such centers from the New
York State Department of Social Services.
More than 100 volunteer participants, mostly
immigrants frotn the Dominican Republic, are
signed up for the center's first free 21-week
cycle. After testing and assessment
procedures, participants will be individually
coached in job-seeking and interviewing and
offered vocational training in child care,
home care for the elderly or infirm, or data
entry, Instruction in English as a second
language is integrated into the entire program.
Counseling is also included to ease the
transition from home to employment, and an
on-site child care facility pros ides the mothers
with important support features.

Contact: Dr. Norma Stanton, Director,
11ACER; 1 he I lipanic Women's Center, 611
Hi oadway, New York, NY 10012,
212 254-1444.



COSSMHO is the Washington-
based, nonprofit National
Coalition of Hispanic Health and

Human Services Organizations. Now thirteen
years old, COSSMHO has become a multi-
disciplinary, cross-eultural (Mexican-
American, Puerto Rican, Cuban, and Latino
American), national membership network
involving more than 508 agencies and
organizations.

Working jointly with local Hispanic-serving
agencies that conduct program operations,
culture-specific services and training are
provided to Hispanic families, youth,
children, and the elderly.

An example is Concerned Parents, a
national demonstration project deseloped in
1983, targeted at five sites (Boston,
Albuquerque, I.os Angeles, Miami, and San
Antonio). Parents and extended family
members were organized and trained as major
prevention resources in reducing the incidence
and prevalence of adolescent pregnancy,
sexual activity, and associated health and
social risks. Five different service providers
tailored indisidual programs to their particular
sites, based on extensive focus group research
conducted initially.

COSSMHO's Project Hope, operating at
eight sites, (New Mexico, New Jersey,
Arizona, Connecticut, Texas, Nevada,
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California, and Utah) assists community-based
agencies in developing and implementing
model programs for runaways and for
physically/sexually abused youth. As part of
its community child abuse prevention strategy,
the La Familia Counseling Center in.
Sacramento, CA, produced a group of
bilingual materials. The items included a
videotape and study guide for service
providers to aid them in understanding the
cultural considerations that could affect
Hispanic families impacted by child abuse,
and The Child Abuse Bilingual Services
Directory.

COSSMHO also offers career development
and leadership training activities; their film
series titled, Hispanics in Health Careers,
motivates and encourages young people to
enter health-related protCssions.

The organization's most recent actisities
include programs for nationwide Hispanic
AIDS education, risk reduction for diabetes,
and the establishment of a consortium to
encourage research on Hispanic health issues.
Materials for non-Hispanic health pros iders
working in Hispanic communities are currently
being field tested.

Contact: Helen Muilot, Director,
Concerned Parents Program, COSSM110,
1030 15th Street, N.W. Suite 1053,
Washington, DC 20005, 202/371-2100.

CEDEN's nonprofit sets ice,
research, and development center
in Austin, Texas, provides

educational and human sers ices to
low-income families. Their main Austin
service area is primarily Mexican-American.
Approximately 24(ro of the households are
headed by women, 350o of its children are
born to teenage mothers, and 250i) of its
mothers are single.

One of the first bilingual infant stimulation
programs in the U.S., CEDEN began in 1979
with 80 families and now serves over 10,500
persons each year.

CEDEN has been replicated in three Texas
locations. Their Parent-Child Program consists
of weekly home visits and monthly group
sessions for families of children from birth to
two years of age at entry, emphasizing health,
nutrition, and infant stimulation to prevent
and reverse infant deselopmental delays.

The Family Development Program pros ides
the wsistance of emergency tood, clothing,
and other resources to needy families,
building family self-sufficiency through social
work services. Classes in patenting and family
life skills, m)cial suppint grimps, and special
groups for teenage parents and families in
crisis arc used to present chikl abuse and
neglect through the Pro-l.amily Prop am.
Research and es aluation are conducted on
CEDEN plogratns and related topics of child
development, patent education, and program
processes.

5.1,
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Paola Calderon. age 8

Through its Materials and Media Program,
CEDEN has produced an illustrated infant
deselopment album available in Spanish or
English. Appropriate for multi-cultural
audiences, My Baby Book / Libro de mi
belie; involves parents in child deselopment
activities as they note their baby's growth and
achievements.

Other publications and tapes marketed by
CEDEN are: The Toy Alaking Booklet for
Parents; .4 Training Manual fOr Home
Visitors; Health and Nutrition Packets for
outreach workers and parent educators; the
Eva/whom Manual and Instrumentc; and
Slide 7ape Presentations in English and
Spanish on nutrition, accident prey ention.
and infant des elopment.

Contact: Emily Vargas Adams, Exectitise
Director, CLDEN Family Resource Centel,
1631 Fast Second Street, Bldg. A-11, Austin,
IX 78702, 512 477-9017. (FRC)
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AMILY FOCUS WEST TOWN in
Chicago helps its Hispanic families
cope with problems of big city life,

the school system, health care, child rearing,
changing family roles, and language
deficiency.

Center programming includes prenatal,
parenting, and child development classes,
problem-focused workshops on family
relationships, child abuse, toilet training, etc.,
and typing, sewing, dressmaking, and English
as a second language.

Discussion and rap groups, alien to many
Hispanic families, are often introduced
through traditional craft classes where
conversation and handcrafts go on
simultaneously. Group leaders are able to pick
up on parent concerns, and discussions are
organized for information and support.

'The Children's Room at West Town's
storefront center plays a basic child care role,
enabling parents to join activities, and also
acts as an informal classroom. Because 75
percent of the participants lack English
language facility, staff members use every
opportunity to help the children learn and
speak English. Preparing youngsters for their
first school experience also includes screening
for learning difficulties and a variety of health
problems. Great emphasis is placed on
working with parents on school-related issues,
often a major problem area for immigrant
parents and their children.

Many families who attend West Town also
use the services of other community agencies.
Intortnal networking avoids duplication of
services and encourages inter-agency
assistance and interaction. The March of
Dimes, for instance, funds the center's
Mother Visitor Program, sthich has a
prevention of birth defects focus.

Families, in all their essential elements, are
served at West Town. While 240 families
participated in 1986, countless extended
family members mere also involved. Grand-
mothers. for example, mho literally raise the
children while their parents work, are crucial
to family functioning and become a %chicle
for passing parent education on to the family.
The staff recognizes the importance of sside
flexibility in the midst of structured planning
to keep their population committed.

A drop-in component has developed over
the years, with a grossing ins olvement of
fathers. Beginning with English and parent ing
classes, many Mell now drop in and stay,
creating a familial atmosphere. A fathers'
pimp has attracted I Iispanic men from all
areas of Chicago.

West To"n is one of ses en !amity Tocus
cent ens in men opolitan Chicago. A ten-year
okl nonprofit family support agency, hunil
Tt)cus is it model lot hundreds of family
esource programs wound the country.

Contact: Blatica 1 . Ahnonte, Director,
I ant il I twits West loss n, 1450 Chicago Asc.,
Chicago, II 60622, 312 226-0154. (FRC)
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Funding

The Survival of Family Support Programs:
A Funder's Perspective

baivur
Families Facing the Future is a program jointly funded by the
federal government and the Howard Heinz Endowment, aimed
at preventing developmental delays in growing children.

by Margaret M. Petruska

Most providers of children's services have
experienced firsthand the changing role of the
Nderal government and the redirection of
federal priorities. I, too, have seen the
repercussions of shrinking government dollars
as my career has moved from an administrator
of a private preschool program for emotionally
disturbed children, to a government funder of
children's programs, to my current role as a
program officer of the Howard Heinz
Endowment.

The picture looks bleak for children's
programs, particularly in the prevention field.
In 1982, Pittsburgh was selected as one of
fifteen sites when the Washington-based
Urbal Institute launched a national project to
examine the effects of government spending
cuts on local nonprofits. The study system-
atically looked at the impact of cutbacks on
health care, family aid, and other human
services, and mirrors what I believe is
happening to nonprofit agencies across the
count ry.

The study revealed the following character-
istics of the Pittsburgh nonprofit sector: the
sector comprised approximately 1I(X) human
service agencies which had expenditures of
$600 million in 1982; most of the agencies
were small (due perhaps to the prominence of
neighborhood-focused organizations which
reflect the community's ethnic diversity); the
agencies %sere also relatively young, most

having been created since 1960.
Government funding had been the largest

single source of support for these organiza-
tions, supplying more than half of their total
income. Service Nes, dues, and charges
provided the second largest funding source.
Private giving from individuals, corpora-
tions, and foundations ranked third,
accounting for about 17 percent of total
nonprofit income.

Pittsburgh agencies replaced some of the
government losses by turning to other sources
of support. Most of the substitution came not
from private charity but from heavier reliance
on dues, fees, and other charges for services.
In contrast to national trends, Pittsburgh
agencies faced sharp losses in United Way and
corporate stipport, reflecting the impact of
the recession on the local economy.

In addition to seeking alternative funding,
many agencies responded by reducing staff
levels, increasing staff workloads, instituting
management reforms, and expanding their
reliance on volunteers. Even so, 50 percent of
the agencies studied found it necessary to
eliminate specific services or programs, while
10 percent tightened eligibility requirements
for service, or reduced the number of clients
serv ed.

In conclusion, if we look at the funding
picture over the last five years, and look
ahead to the next five years, and if your city
is like Pittsburgh, your human service agencies
are in considerable fiscal and programmatic
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strain. You have been forced to reduce your
activity, seek alternative sources of funding,
limit your staff size, and alter some of your
internal operations.

While some of these consequences may be
positiveimproving your agency's produc-
tivity and strengthening your fiscal base
others, such as increased pressure on your
personnel and a growing reliance on fees and
charges, raise concern about the outlook for
future funding and stability, and the delivery
of services to the very poorour nation's
children.

A Renaissance for Children:
A Local Example

Despite this gloomy picture, I truly believe
there are.some promising signs ahead and
some specific ways in which you can secure
your own survival.

To illustrate this, I offer another Pittsburgh
examplethe change that has taken place
within our local Children and Youth Services
agency, which is charged with the mandate to
protect children from child abuse, to deal
with dependent, neglected children, and to
reunite children in foster care with their
natural families.

If your Children and Youth Services agency
is anything like ours, it is experiencing
tremendous stress. There are numerous
pressures to provide services and diminished
resources available. Staff morale is low. There
is high staff turnover, and there are negative
relationships with other agencies. Newspaper
headlines continue to publicize the agency's
failures.

However, last year in Pittsburgh, a task
force recommended the following changes
which arc already beginning to take place: the
establishment of district offices throughout
the county that act as family treatment centers,
whose workers are trained as family specialists
so that they can carry out the intensive family
services; each office will have a demonstration
project that reinforces intensive family
approaches; the bulk of the attention and
services should be devoted to keeping children
in their own homes or returning them to their
own homes as quickly as possible; every effort
will be made to keep all children from a
family together.

My point in sharing these recommendations
is to illustrate the number of titres the word
"family" is mentioned. The report also calls
for a "renaissance for children" with the full
support of decision-makers at all levels ol'
government and community to serve the
needs of children and youth.

The outcome ot' this report is promising.
Based on its recommendations and the
concern of the community and top level
funders, the agency is in a process of' renoval.



There is a new Executive Director, staff has e
been trained in family therapy, the shelter for
children has been disbanded, and youngsters
are now being cared for in less institutional
ways. There is a sense of excitement about
working for the agency, and staff have begun
to bring the focus back to the family.

This report sets a new standard of treatment
for children in our city, and its recommenda-
tions have served to charge the community in
very exciting ways, including the
establishment of a Commission for Children,
composed of representatises from county and
civic gosernment. the juvenile justice system,
private providers, business, education,
foundations, and religious leadershipall
attempting to advocate for and build a
constituency for these children.

The Role of Private Foundations
in the Funding Gap

First, in terms of helping to till the gap,
foundations are more likely to be aware of
the needs of the specific communities in
which they operate. Most do not give
operating support, but rather provide seed
money for "start-up" or demonstration
projects.

Second, foundations are in a position to be
more creative and innosative than government-
funded programs. They can offer a more
objective forum to discuss current issues in the
delis cry of human services. They can afford
to take risks. Foundations tend to focus on
presentive sersices, while government programs
tend to be more reactive and crisis-oriented.

Third, foundations can play an advocacy
role in galvanizing the community by
encouraging those IA ho are responsible to talk
to each other and move toward greater
integration of their efforts.

In term% of dollar amounts contributed,
however, foundations represent only one
small part of the pris ate sector. They can't fill
the gap left by reduction of public support for
children's and family services. Agencies need
to look to others to help with the funding
shortagethe public has dollars. According
to the American Association of Fund-raising
Counsel, 86 percent of all Americans give to
one or more charitable organizations.
Indisidual donations account for 90 percent
of all charitable giving in America the
remaining 10 percent comes from foundations
and corporations.

The Agency's Role and
Responsibility

Look internally at your own health as an
organization. Determine ssho and where ou
are, %%here you %sant to be. and %%hat you
need to get there. What is your Board
composition? Does it hase any fundraising
clout? Is it broad-based, includitig
representatises from the business and
corporate, legal, and political conuntinib.?

Has e you deseloped a long-range plan? In
other ssords, ss hat product are Nou selling?

Can you demonstrate public demand and
support for your services? What makes your
particular service crucial to the health of your
community? The competition is getitng
tougher, the criteria more explicit, and
grantors more discerning.

My experience with many children's
agencies is that they become very turf
conscious and don't want to give up the
children and families they serve. Duplication
of services and unfamiliarity %kith other
agencies working in the same field exist in
mans communities. Have you thought of
merging %sills another organization? Can you
form new and creative partnerships? Can you
find new ways of delis ering services? C'an you
form a consortium to address a particular
problem?

lave you analyzed your internal financial
situation? Has e you cut unnecessary
expenses? Are you making money with the
money you have? Have you tried sharing
costs with other organizations? Sound
financial management not only saves money,
it also tells potential donors that you will use
their contributions wisely.

A publication entitled "Discover Total
Resources, A Guide for Nonprofits,"
produced by Mellon Bank, suggests the
following examples of cost sharing
possibilities: joint purchase of goods,
equipment, and services; shared office space;
group purchase of medical and other
insurance. For example, Louise Child Care
Center in Pittsburgh acts as a bulk purchasing
agency for more than 55 child care providers,
at an average savings of 15-30 percent.

Look at membership dues. People buy
memberships because they believe in an
organization and want to help further its
goals. Members are a form of collateral for
attracting other "investors from the
community." Grantmakers like to knoss you
base strong community support. Members are
also prime prospects for personal donations.

lowever, memberships must be sold. Sharpen
your selling skills and develop a creative
marketing plan.

I.00k at earned income. There's no rule
that says nonprofits can't make money, only
that the money must be used for charitable
purposes. Services are marketable. So are
program-related products. Many of you
already sell subscriptions to your newsletter.
rhe possibilities are limited only by your
creativity, skills, and management abilities.

A program-related business can be a
moneymaker for nonprofits. Possibilities
include the tnanufacture and sale of products,
and the sale of products purchased for resale.
Perhaps the best-known example is Goods+, ill
Industries, which teaches handicapped persons
to refurbish donated household goods, and
helps support itself through sale of the items
in it% resale stores. Other well-known money-
makers are Girl Scout cookies, UNICIT
cards and gifts, art and wildlife posters and
olendars, hospital giftshops, ticket sales,
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community and celebrity cookbooks.
Nonprofits are also venturing into non-
traditional businesses as wella local agency
in the Pittsburgh area recently purchased a
Mr. Donut franchise.

Use people as resources. Another way for
individuals to help each other and strengthen
your agency at the same time is through
volunteerism. Approximately 23 million
Americans contribute at least five hours a
week of their time and talents to support the
nonprofit sector. The effort to increase the
number of volunteers in your agency needs to
be organized. Careful recruitment, training,
and a sensitivity towards the individual talents
of each volunteer are important
considerations. Volunteers need to feel useful
and responsible.

In summary, I would like to conclude with
two overriding themes:

You need to be creative and think big. As
"Discover Total Resources" states, resources
are not only financial, but include people,
goods, and services. The health of your
organization rests with how successful you are
in developing these relationships. "Dare to be
different, creative, and strategic. Appeal to
self-interests. Demonstrate support from those
you serve. Be assertive and ask. Share ideas
and resources. Tell your stors. Believe in
yourself."

I f ever there ssas a force to impact the
future of nonprofit programming and
development, it's the current trend of
collaboration. Sharing, coalescing, trading,
collaborating by all these names,
togetherness is the key to success for the
fbture. I.unders and other sources are
increasingly looking for cooperative solutions
to community needs. These take many forms,
from basic nemorking and information
sharing, to shared grants, goods and services,
and sophisticated government/private/
community partnerships." Your survival
depends on new ways of' thinking about
asking for money to ensure the survival of'
your family support programs.

Margaret M. Petru.ska, MS11; is a Progratn
().1ficer with the Howard Hemz Endowment. She
is involved in the fiinding of a variety (if human
service programs, particularly those that focu.s
on families and children, a priority fitr the
Endowment. Future grams will emphasize the
creation Qt new prevention services for at-risk
children and promote early childhood develop-
ment in Pittsburgh and western Pennsylvania.

Through her personal interests and career in
tlw care and treatment of children, Margaret has
been a program administrator, child therapist,
private and public funder, and program
evaluator. She has designed and developed state-
wide programs, legislation, and a coalition in her
ellorts to aid nwntally retarded adults, and
at-risk, abused, and handicapped children.

Margaret is a member FF/ the tinnily Resource

('ontact: Margaret M. Petruska, Prmrani
Officer, Howard Heinz Endowment, Suite 1417,
301 Filth Avenue, Pittsburgh, P,1 15222,
412/J91-5122.
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Learning About Parenting: Learning to Care
by Harriet Heath, Sara Scattergood,
and Sandra Meyer

Six-month old Susie is fussing as her mother
unwraps her outer clothing. "Why Oo you
think she's crying?" the mother a.,ks a group
of second graders who surround her in a
public school classroom.

"She doesn't like to be all bundled up, she
can't move." "She's hungry." "She wants to
be changed." Watching the baby nuzzle
against her mother's breast, the children call
out, "She's rooting; she's so hungry."

As the mother settles down to nurse her
baby, she poses questions to the students:
"Why didn't Susie say, 'I'm hung! .?" "How
did Susie tell me she was hungry?" Through
the students' responses, the class begins to
learn about how infants communicate their
needs.

The teacher extends the discussion by
asking, "How is Susie's mother teaching her
infant that she can communicate her needs?"
And "How did Susie's mother know how to
do this?" The students recognize that parents
hase to learn as well as children.

This classroom visit is part of the Learning
About Parenting: 1.earning to Care (k.AP)
curriculum, a program of Education for
Parenting (1: for 1').

The goal of LAP is to sensitize students to
the joys and responsibilities of parenting/
wring for another while teaching skills and
giving them information for assuming these
roles effectively and with satisfaction.

Adults in America receive little or no
training for their responsibilities as parents.
Yet, as one inner city teacher noted, "My
students are more apt to be parents before
they need to know where the Tropic of
Capricorn is."

Learning about Parenting offers a partial
-olution to the problems of student-age
parenting and child abuse that persade our
society. 13y reaching students before they
become sexually active, LAP imparts the clear
message that parenting takes time, energy,
thought, and skill. This knowledge helps
young people conclude that by becoming
parents before they are physically, emotionally,
or financially ready, there may be adverse
effect% on their own lives and that of their
child's.

Young students who elect to become parent%
oken ens ision a doll-like baby. Because they
are ignorant of the stages of human develop-
ment, they don't think about the grubby,
willful toddler to come and how they will
cope with change..kenagers who are aware
of the commitment and responsibilities of
child-rearing are more likely to delay having
chiklrett until they are able to care for them
properly.

Many adults who abuse their children are
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A Curriculum
for Kindergarten
Through Eighth Grade
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ill-prepared for what to expect in their
children's development; they make
unreasonable demands and possess only
minimal skills for dealing with the child's
behavior. Though students may not remember
all the details, LAP plants the idea that
infants do grow and change, that infants are
not adults, and that there are many ways of
guiding and directing an infant's behavior.

Readers may not he aware of how
frequently student% express the wish that their
peers were more caring. The attitudes,
information, and skills used when parenting
and learned when studying 1.AP can be
applied to all relationships. We find students
are doing so with their parents, siblings,
younger children, and peers.

Curriculum: What's Taught
Parenting/caring is taught as a planning

doing reflecting process conducted within a
warm, loving relationship. Before contact
ss ith the parent and the infant or younger
child, students plan how to make the visit
pleasant, and try to predict what their young
visitor will be able to do. During the visit,
they. make observations on what the infant
does and how the adult facilitates the infant's
activities. Following the visit, they reflect on
the accuracy of their predictions and
effectiveness of their plans. They may even
start planning for the next visit based on their
experience.

In the opening vignette, the second giaders
were learning the important role of the
parent. Other parts of the curriculum
implement the goals using other kinds of
experiences. In the fifth grade, kir instance,
students gather up the books they have made
for their friends in the class for students with
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special needs. One book is about baseball,
another about hockey, and a third is a fantasy.
The fifth graders have chosen the topics
thoughtfully, mindful of the interests and
capacities of their special friends. The stories
have also been carefully worded to fit the
vocabularies of their future owners. Now with
pride and excitement, the fifth graders bring
the books to share and enjoy together with
the children they had not known before the
program began, though both classes were in
the same building.

'The seventh grade class is reporting on their
observations. During the preceding week,
each student had been assigned to work with
either a 5- or 6-month old infant or a 10-to
11-month old in playing with a ball. Once the
infant became interested in the ball, the
student hid it under a blanket while the baby
watched. Different-aged infants reacted
differently. Students reported that the younger
ones turned away, interested in some other
object. The older infants, however,
remembered where the ball was hidden and
resolutely pulled the blanket off to continue
this exciting game. "Object constancy," the
students laughed. "It's just as Piaget
describes."

Using the students' observations of infant
behavior, the teacher pursues the implications
by asking, "Do parents remain the same or
do they change as their infants change?" "If
you were a parent, how would your planning
for and behavior towards the 10-month old
differ from plans and behavior you might use
with the 6-month old'?"

The curriculum is based on current
developmental theory (reviewed by Drs. Sally
l'rovence and Stanley Greenspan) and has
been extensively tested in classrooms. The first
author analyzed the attitudes, information,
and skills parents use. Working together, the
three authors with master teachers,
experimented to determine how and when the
various concepts could be presented most
advantageously. What they found was no
surprise to any teacher: very young students
need to have concepts and skills presented in
concrete form; older students can deal with
more theoretical presentations.

Information about child development
expands from students' observations of
concrete differences among infant% (some
walk, some don't), tin ough more abstract
learning (infants can't talk so they cry to
express their hunger) to recognizing
differences in thinking styles (6-tnonth old%
don't retnembei an (+leo hidden, II) month
olds do).

Implementing Curriculum
Requests tot the ptogram come Itom

leachers, phncipals, mud patents who has e
learned about it dining in-sets ice



presentations, through media attention, and
by word-of-mouth.

Training includes a visual presentation
describing how the curriculum is implemented.
Teachers who express interest in incorporating
the program into their classroom participate
in at least four training workshops which
present the child development theory and
teaching methods used.

Liaison staff members from LI for P work
with teachers on a one-to-one basis in the
schools, supply materials, bring visiting
parents and children to the classroom, model
how to teach the curriculum, offer support,
stimulate additional teachers to become
involved, and write a newsletter circulating
teachers' ideas, comments, and anecdotes
about the program.

The Organization of the Curriculum
The LAP curriculum is composed of two

parts, each with four units. Part I, Getting to
Know, is for students kindergarten through
third grades; Part II, Learning About,is for
students fourth through eighth grades.

In each Part there is a unit on pregnancy,
newborns and their parents, infants and their
parents, toddlers and theirs, and suggested
experiences in which students care for younger
children.

The written curriculum includes: student
workbooks for each of the eight units; a
Handbook for teachers presenting a brief
review of the importance of including
parenting in the curriculum, how the
curriculum evolved, the developmental theory
followed, and how specific parent skills can
be taught; and a revised Idea Book that ss ill

be available in the winter of 1988, which
encourage% teacher% to be imaginative in
fitting LAI, and its philosophy in to existing
curriculum planning and in des eloping other
experience% in the classroom.

The whole program provides marvelous
opportunities to reinforce academic skills,
thus minimizing the amount of additional
resources or time used. Younger students
practice reading through the use of experience
charts. Students of all ages are encouraged to
read to younger children. Opportunities for
writing are numerous; students like to
describe themselves and their experiences at
earlier stages. They also enjoy reporting
interviews with their parents about what it
was like being a first-time parent or how their
parents coped with them as 2-year olds.

Mathematics is incorporated in the
program. A simple problem: Is a baby's
length the same whether measured in inches
or centimeters? A more complex one: Five
6-month olds are visiting in the school; what
is their average height and weight?

Background
Started in 1978 to test whether or not

parenting could be taught in schools,
Education for Parenting is now a nonprofit
organization.

Currently, LAP is being used under the
direction of the Education for Parenting Staff
in three private and eight public schools in the
Philadelphia area, in a conununity youth
project, plus two major satellite programs on
the east coast. There are more than 2,000
children involved in the programs, along with
75 teachers, and 60 parents. Populations
include low income and welfare families,
inner city, suburban, and rural children. LAP
has also been adapted to non-academic
settings. Inquiries about the program have
come from all parts of the United States and
Canada.

Conclusion
Bringing live babies and parents into the

classroom is a powerful teaching tool. The

I
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visit allows students to experience the
parenting process as one of planning, doing,
and reflecting. Through their observations and
questioning, students come to understand the
development process and the vital role of
parents, and learn how to nurture/care for
another.

In summary, outcomes ,some of which we
have experienced and some of which we
predict) of introducing Learning About
Parenting in schools are:

Students transfer attitudes, knowledge,
and skills learned in the classroom into their
current life experiences.

A warmer and more friendly climate
created in the school supports students,
encouraging them to feel more adequate to
use their full intellectual capacities to observe,
problem solve, read, write, and calculate.

Students become more caring of their
family members and peers.

As they become aware of the problems
and responsibilities in nurturing babies, fewer
students will choose to become student-aged
parents.

Students using problem-solving techniques
will become more thoughtful and knowledge-
able so that, as parents, they can choose
among options in dealing with very young
children.

A sixth grade student tells it best: "I just
think Learning about Parenting is a great
program. It's a great way to teach young kids
how to be parents. I think it has helped
me ....If I hadn't taken Parenting, I
wouldn't have understood my siblings as well.
When my sister cries at dinner she is a royal
pain, except I know what to do most of the
time to calm her down. At least I know she is
going through a stage and might need some-
thing like a transitional object, such as a
'security doll'. I am able to understand her
more and feel what she feels so I can figure
out what she wants."

Harriet Heath, Ph.D., is the Director ol
Curriculum. Training and Evaluation for
Education for Parenting. She is also the Parent
Educator at the Parent Center of Thorne School,
Bryn Mawr College, and author of a parents'
manual, Parents Planning, written to help
parents in their decision-making responsilulties.

Sara Scattergood, A.B., is the Executive
Director of Education for Parentmg. She has .10
years of experience teaching, training teachers,
and writing curricula In additum to coordinating
E for P's program, she is currently serving on
the Philadelphia Mayor's Public/ Private
Ebrce on !Want Atonality.

Sandra Meyer, B.S. in Ed., is Program
Director of E for P Stu, mordoudes liaison staff
to expand programs into a large urban school
system, and networks with other mmmunity
organizations that also emphasize the importance
of Parenting in the development of children.

Both Mucation .for Parenting and the Parent
Center are members of die tinnily Resource
Coalition,

Contact: Harriet Heath, Ph.D., Education for
Parenting, 31 Coulter Atv., Philadelphia. Pt
19144. 215/4.18-1255.
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Musings about Group Leadership:
The Quiet Member
by Ted Bowman

Involvement of all group members is a
goal for many parent group leaders. Setting
the goal, even wishing deeply that all will
participate, does not, however, make it
happen. Full participation by all parents, it
seems, is easier said than done. There is
always the quiet member who regularly
attends but says little or nothing. There is,
more often than many leaders would like to
admit, the pregnant pause following the
leading question. 'there are those parents
who give you or their fellow group members
so little that you wonder what they are
getting.

For even the most skilled and dynamic
parent group leader, active involvement of
all the participants does not happen easily or
consistently. It is the nature of group process
that each group is different. Hence the
dynamics of participation can vary with each
group, if not each session.

Join me in some musings about the quiet
member. I.et's think together about such
persons, their behaviors, their impact on
group process AND on us. Let's think about
some responses that can be helpful to all
group members, including the quiet ones.

The goal of active involvement for all
participants, if by that We mean that

everyone talks, may be an inappropriate
goal. There are various learning styk one
of which is a quiet method. The quiet
member, seen in a grocery store or on a
street corner two or three years after
participating in a group, who exclaim% about
the significant impact of the group
experience, has convinced many veteran
leaders that this is true.

Some people, it seems, learn by listening
and reflecting. They may need and choose to
take time to digest ideas before applying
them. Their actions, over time, speak louder
than their words during the group. In
contrast to those who are talkative and
opinionated, these quiet ones can he
perceived as inactive. Rather, they are active
in a different way.

A distinction between active and passis e
quiet members may be useful. Active quiet
members are those persons whose eyes follow
the conversations, whose face and body
reflect responses to the discussion, whose
participation is full except for verbal
interaction.

Passive quiet members, on the other hand,
are those persons whose behavior gives you
little if any clue of participation or
responsiveness to the group process.
Checking in with such persons will often
reveal that they may be out of place. That is,
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they may best learn one-to-one, not in a
group, or they are so preoccupied, perhaps
even depressed, about stresses in their life
that they have difficulty focusing on the
group.

Douglas Powell has provocatively described
modes of parent participation ranging from
the prospective parent (looking ahead to
what will be faced next) to the collaborative
parent (our favorite because of their willing-
ness and ability to enter into the give and
take of group process), to a parent so
stressed that their ability to offer much to
others is blocked by their preoccupation. For
either the prospective or the highly stressed
parent, participation in a group process may
not be advisable or useful. Both may be quiet
members because their needs and desires are
out of sync with the group.'

For these and other participants, clarity
about norms of participation can help. Parent
group leaders frequently operate with
assumptions that are not shared by group
members. For example, leaders may assume
that everyone will talk; members may
assume that everyone wili listen. Leaders
may assume that the best kind of participant
is an initiator; members may not speak until
called upon. Some people are oriented to be
responsive to the needs of others to such an
extreme degree that they will never speak if
they perceive that someone else might need
or desire the time.

Because people learn in different ways, it
is important for the group leader to describe
expectations of participants, or, better still,
for the group to create shared expectations.
Otherwise, confusion about expectations and
differing assumptions will result. .the issue is
not one of correct choices of norms. The
issue is claritv of norms. Decide in advance
if you are willing to have parents participate
quietly. II you do, their behavior will be
much less irritating.

Discussion about the power of silence can
also be useful. Many people think that
talkative individuals are the most influential
group members. They get their ideas or
feelings out. 1 hey frequently are in the thick
of the discussion. 1 hey may challenge others
with their positions. Yes, ss ords and their
expression do have power and influence.

Silence, in addition, has tremendous effect.
Group leaders and members' attention can
be distracted by quiet members. They pique
our curiosity. they challenge us and our
skills of ins ols ement. It often takes more
energy to pull a quiet member into a
discussion than to slow or stop a talkative
(me. hirther, the group get% little from quiet
ones apart from their physical presence.
Information, support, or resources from
them or tor them may not be communicated.
Significant contributions to the quiet ones
may not receive acknowkdgement.

It is important to alert group members to
the power of silence, lo do so can aid group
process; it can also be a teachable moment



about parent-child interaction. Silence
between parent and child is a powerful tool
of interaction and can have negative or
positive consequences. Discussion of the
power of silence can be useful for all parents.
You may want to observe your own comfort
with silence. When group leaders relax and
welcome the silence, group members are
more active. Group leaders who rush to fill
the silence create an expectation that leaders
will always talk, instead of waiting for others
to join in. It becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy.

In addition, mention of reciprocit) and
altruism may' be useful. Irving Yalom
identifies altruism as one of the curative
factors in group process. While his orientation
is therapy groups, his point is still important.
There is something useful for us in aiding
others; we do get better by knowing that vve
have something useful to offer. Fostering
shared responsibility reciprocity, if you will
as an overt ingredient in the group process
can make your job easier and contribute to
member satisfaction and growth. Practice of
give and take in the group process can also
model similar behavior at home.

Another variable affecting participation is
personal preoccupations. Group leak', often
assume that people are present %%hen they
arrive. To the contrary, many group members
have not yet arrived even though they are
physically there. They may be lingering %kith
a child they have dropped off. They may be
preoccupied vs. ith an argument svith a child
or partner. A relative may he sick. They may
ha:c run of 1 the road on the way to the
group. I hey may be preparing for the next
es cot.

Presuming that people are present and
rating to go is a dangerous assumption.
Quiet members may not be svith you, but
somess bete else. lo begin your groups by
alloys ing people to check-in or to simply
acknoss ledge that people come from other
places and to guide them in a letting-go
eseicise can enhance the group process
signiticantly. Personal preoccupations %sill
almost alsvays distract ft om the group
process, Oen for the most dynainic leader or
in the most creative curriculum.

Use ot questioning skills may drays out the
quieter members. Cme of the seductive trap%
t'or the group leader is to do too much
talking. Concern about content and the desire
to share it in a %say that is trserlii to group
members can result in more talking than
listening and more talking than questioning.
Auerbach points out that parents learn best
when they participate in creating the
response. ' Ins itinst people to share their
experiences or asking for their suggestion%
not only engages the group but affirms them
as resources to one another.

Members sv ill often remain quiet il the
leader's tendency is to quickly provide
information in response to questions rather
than turning to the group. Dependency on

experts can be fostered by the experts
themselves unless carefully avoided. Think
of methods that invite you to volunteer less
or invite more from group members.

Finally, checking out the desired response
sought by the parent may encourage active
participation. Group members share stories,
information, or situations for differing
reasons. Sometime% it is simply a desire to
talk, especially with other adults. Sometimes
it is a desire for understandingthat is, to
find out it' others know and can empathize
vvith what is being said. Still others want
suggestions, alternatives, or input in response.

For the former two kinds of parents
those wanting to be heard or to be
understoodoffering problem solving will
probably drive them up the wall. Similarly,
to simply listen and provide understanding
to the person desiring input is to offer too
little. Checking with participants about what
they want in response to sharing is to be
respectful of them and increases the
likelihood for the desired result. As with our
own children, we too quickly offer problem
solving when listening is all that is wanted.

The pause that refreshes the group leader
is standing back and reflecting about a group
process concern. It' you feel stuck and can't
see the forest for the trees, consult with a
colleague. Gather with other parent group
leaders for mutual development. Listen to
yourself on tape.' Use a variety of methods to
enrich your group leadership. Musing about
the quiet member is only one step.
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Service Delivery,

9. Establish a broad base of funding.
in addition to turning to the Hispanic

community itself for support, reach out to
churches, private membership organizations,
corporations, and the numerous foundations
in your area. Almost everyone is interested
in improving family life, so try to make
donors feel like friends of the family and
partners in the program's work. Family
Place publishes a professionally printed
program newsletter, The Family Alhum,
which is sent to all donors quarterly.

10. Celebrate!
The "fiesta" is a gift from Hispanics to

the world. Family Place celebrates every
holiday of the year. Celebrations diminish
loneliness, generate joy, and help participants
share in the unity of Family Place. Each
country's special holidays can be celebrated
along with American holidays.

If I could add an eleventh commandment,
it svould be: Try it, you'll love it. All
statistics indicate that Hispanics have,
proportionately, a greater number of families
with children than any other major group in
this country. They need the contributions a
family resource program can make, and I
guarantee they %sill return a hundredfold
what you give.

I recall the dialogue from the mov ie
Norte when a young Guatemalan inunigrant
looks at her brother and says, "We have no
home. We cannot remain in our country
because there we can be killed. We cannot
remain in this country because we are hated
and ridiculed. Maybe only in heaven will %se
finally find our home." My proloundest
hope is that family resource programs can be
heaven on earth lot Hispanic families,

Joe Citro received a .Master's degree in social
work from Fordham University in /976. tor
appro.vimately twenty years, he has worked in
the Black and Hispanic communities of New
Jersey, Washington, DC, and New York. He has
also been a lecturer at Catholic University in the
graduate school of social work. In 1980, Joe
hecame the first program director of the tamily
Place in Washingwn, DC, and remained in that
position until 1986. He continues to serve as a
meniber of the Board. During his tenure, Family
Place was chosen one of the top twenty agencies
in the capital area, received the Award fOr
Outstanding Community Advocacy, and
presented testimony to the House Select
Committee on Children, )'outh, and Families.
Joe was also honored as one of the top ten
Providers of .Service to Washington's Hispanic
community. Currently, Joe is employed by time
Children's Aid Societv as the Manhattan Slit'
supervisor of a court-based service program for
troubled families.

timilv Place is a member of the tamily
Resource l'oalitum.

l'ontact: Joe ( 'aro, Children's Aid Society of
S;etv )Ork, Room 10-23, 60 1 afavette Street,
'sew orA, ,\) 10013.
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FRC Networking

Moving Beyond the Dream:
FRC Tackles a National Agenda
by Linda Lipton

'the Family Resource Coalition celebrated
its fifth anniversary by hosting a dynamic
national conference in September, 1986. The
oserwhelming positive response from those
who attended reaffirmed: the need for focus-
ing the nation on prevention services for
families; the vitality of the family resource
movement; and the importance of the
Coalition's work. As one attendee stated,
"The momentum of the family resoue
mosement is definitively a force which will be
felt throughout the country...and one which
must be nourished and expanded in the
months and years ahead."

To nourish and expand the family resource
movement continues to be the major objective
of the FRC. The Coalition has emerged in
1987 as an established national organization
representing family resource programs in all
fifty states and Canada. Members also include
those interested in the development of these
programs such as funders, policy makers,
researchers, and indisiduals from a wide
variety of health, education, and social service
professions.

Only a dream several years ago, FRC is
now able to undertake major initiatis es
that will help to strengthen family resource
practitioners from coast to coast.

Stimulating Program Development
Expanding the number of family resource

programs available to American families is a
top priority for FRC. Projects are now
underway to help spur the development of
these local services.

1. Low Income Families Project. The
Family Resource Coalition has recently
received two-year funding from several private
foundations to conduct a descriptise study of
family resource programs serving low-income
1 amilies. While many parents feel mem hehned
by their responsibilities, this situation is great Is
exaggerated for familiex living in Posert.
Children are deprived 01 basic physical needs
and find t hemsels es in a parent-child
relationship that is under ses ere stress,

1.amily resource pt ograms are attempting
to ameliorate the negatis c effects poserty can
have on the ability to parent. I hese pi ogi anis
serving low-income families genet ally tall into
two categories: home-based pi ograms mos id-
ing one-to-one MI% ices through a home isnot,
and center-based piograms Ahich tend 10

work with parents in groups. I.R('s studs is
limited to the center- and gtoup-based models
that primarily serve adult parents, as scant
information about their design and operation
is currently as ailable. With the increasing
recognition of the needs of homeless and

incarcerated parents, information on these
programs will also be included.

FRC's initial hypotheses are that the
programs successfully attracting low-income
families: 1) have developed parent education
techniques specific to this audience; 2) provide
opportunities for informal social and peer
support; 3) offer services in addition to parent
education; and 4) are culturally compatible
with the groups they serve.

The descriptive study will place particular
emphasis on how these concepts arc translated
into program design and service delivery. A
concluding chapter of the study will summarize
these findings, describing how the programs
are the same and how they differ, examining
why similarities and differences occur, and
discussing issues of program replication and
evaluation.

2. Providing Professional Training. The
concept of parent education has changed
dramatically over the past decade. Based on
the growing body of knowledge generated by
research in child development, new theories of
parent education and methods of service
delivery have been developed.

Specific formal academic training and
credentials are not yet available. In addition,
family resource programs arc relatively new
and are stalled by people from many
different disciplines, including social work,
cm Is clnklhotid education, home economics,
imd a satiety ot medical fields.

A sot s es iiInducted by 1.RC resealed that
mans professionals are looking for assistance
in oidet to design and implement parent
education lt ogrmns and parent support
PI ()ups. 1 he I coots 101 iillormation on
Hain* oppoi Mimics !ix:eked by the
Coalition on a tegulai basis confirm this
!Wing

I his past fills, the I RC Meted it% hist
Summer I rammg Institute at DePaul
t ink ersit y in Chicago. Registration ss as
limited to 1(X), and not all those ssho wanted
to attend could be accommodated. I herefoic,
it is our hope to plan regional !raining
experiences around the country on a regular
basis.
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Educating Many Publics about the
Family Resource Movement

FRC sees its responsibility as being a key
information center for a wide variety of
audiences. Conferences, clearinghouse
expansion, and literature dissemination will be
primary vehicles for FRC in meeting the
thousands of information requests it now
receives annually.

1. FRC Second National Conference,
October, 1988. In a new and developing field
such as the family resource movement,
opportunities to meet with colleagues, share
problems and successes, and strategize for the
future are imperative. In addition to
stimulating interest among those new to the
field, well-planned and highly publicized
conferences are instrumental in promoting
extensive media coverage and fueling public
debate on the needs of parents and children.

FRC is committed to organizing a national
conference for those in the family resource
movement on a biannual basis, with our next
event now planned for October, 1988 (see
opposite page for details).

2. National Database Expansion and
Refinement. The Family Resource Coalition
maintains the only national clearinghouse of
information on family resource programs.
This database serves three major functions: it
is the source t'or the MC's national parent
referral service; it provides a body of data for
research; and it enables the Coalition to link
programs and provide technical assistance.

During 1987 and 1988, FRC is conducting
a systematic outrozh campaign to locate
additional prevention programs working with
families. Hospitals, Army bases, libraries,
public schools, mental health centers, and
hundreds of other location types are being
contacted to determine whether they provide
family resource services. By conducting this
broad nationwide search. FRC expects to
increase information sharing among
programs, assist program designers, and
ultimately facilitate optinann services t'or
parents and children.



3. Disseminating and Updating FRC
Literature Resources. During its first five
years, FRC developed a core library of written
and audiovisual materials describing the work
of family resource programs. Continued
dissemination and periodic revision of these
items is a key part of the Coalition's current
agenda:

A 15-minute video illustrating the diversity
of American families and the ways family
resource programs meet their needs for
support and information.

The Family Resource Program Builder:
Blueprints for Designing and Operating
Programs for Parents.

Building Strong Foundations: Evaluation
Strategies for Family Resource Programs.

Working with Teen Parents: A Survey of
Promiying Approaches.

Conference
The Family Resource Coalition

enthusiastically announces its second
annual conference, October 6-9, 1988, in
Chicago, at the Palmer House. The focus
of this special event is on building a
national agenda for families. We
anticipate another very exciting and
powerful opportunity to network, refine
skills, plan actions, share ideas, and
generally build impetus for the goals of
the family resource movement.

In the next few months, the Conference
Planning Committee will be making initial
decisions for the program balancing
content, designing format, recruiting
keynote speakers, and organizing various
elements of the meeting.

Proposals
At this time, we want t 3 encourage

submission of proposals for workshops
and panels from members and supporters
who would like to share information and
experiences during the conference.
Categories for presentation will include:

Family Resource Program Models
Specific program descriptions that
contain information on services provided,
populations served, sources of funding.
settings, program auspices and
affiliations, unique delivery systems and
techniques.

Practice, Theory, and
Applied Research
Discussion of service design and delivery
Issues having practical application for
practitioners. For example, strategies for
building parental self .esteem, empowering
parents, respecting ethnic variables,
developing program components from
specific research.

Within the above areas of concentration,
wo are soliciting presentations relating to
one or more of the following population
groups:

The FRC Report, a 20-page periodical,
offering practical and theoretical information
on families and family resource programs.

Programs to Strengthen Families: A
Resource Guide (published in cooperation
with the Family Support Project of the Yale
Bush Center in Child Development and Social
Policy in 1983), containing specific program
profiles (now under revision).

In the coming months and years, FRC will
be adding to and refining an agenda that is
national in scope and aimed at strengthening
families across the country. 1-1aVng shaped a
totally new organization from the dreams of
its founders, FRC will now take the lead in
making prevention services a reality for
American families.

Call for
Papers

-4110

Adolescent parents
Extended families
Adoptive and foster parents
Fathers
Families with adolescents
Families with school.age children
Incarcerated parents
Single parents
Working parents
Low-income families
Prenatal and perinatal parents
Special needs families
Step and blended families
Others

Program Operation and Management
Administrative processes such as fund .
raising, program development, and public
relations applicable to varied program
models.

Linda Lipton, J.D., has been an advocate on
child and family policy issues for 13 years. She
was FRC's founding Executive Director, serving
from 1982 until August, 1987. Ms. Lipton has been
a staff attorney for the Children's Defense Fund,
specializing in education law and institutio..al
treatment issues; Director of the Better
Government Association's Illinois Child Advocacy
Project, concerning day care, foster care, and
public school policies; a lecturer at Northwestern
University School of Law; and a consultant and
public speaker for numerous government and
nonprofit groups across the country. Following
her recent move to Atlanta, she has initiated a
national consulting practice on family policy and
nonprofit management and planning issues.

Contact: Lipton & Associates, 384 The Fans
Court, Atlanta, GA 30307, 404/378-2687.

Advocacy and Public Awarness
Reports on parent advocacy actions at
local, state, and national levels, plus
descriptions of effective techniques and
processes for promoting public awareness
of issues impacting today's families.

Evaluation of Family Rsourc
Programs
Discussion of methods, rationale, outcome,
and issues related to current findings.

Requirements
for Prsntation Proposals

To be evaluated, all proposals must
reach the Coalition by November 20, 1987.
Each proposal must include: name of
presenter(s), presenter(s)' title, work and
home addresses, phone numbers, and
appropriate presentation category. An
attached abstract of 250 words or less
should indicate what subject/material will
be covered In a specific, concise manner.
Proposals should be designed to fit a
90minute time frame.

FRC will not combine presentations
without permission of those submitting
them; however, you may create your own
groupings of presenters. Please note:
presenters are responsible for their own
registration tees and other expenses, and
will need to provide their own audiovisual
equipment (rentals are available from the
hotel). Determinations on proposals will
be made by February, 1988, and
notifications by mail will follow.

Proposals should be mailed directly to:
Conference Coordinator, Family Resource
Coalition, 230 North Michigan Avenue,
011625, Chicago, IL 60601, 312/726-4750.

We want this gathering to reflect the
compelling needs and broad-ranging
interests of our members. Whether or not
you submit a proposal. we Invite and
encourage your suggestions and
recommendations.
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About this issue
Almandra Garodo, age 8

Editor's Note: Guest Editor Mario J. Aranda
is an educator in the most exciting sense
supplying information, urging investigation,
challenging assumptions. The FRC wishes to
acknowledge, with great appreciation, his
guidance in producing this vecial fiums issue
on Hispank families.

As a noted expert in intercultural
communications, Mario Aranda is a populat
speaker and lecturer, and has been a consultant
to the Ford Foundation and a variety of clients
in the private sector including the Children's
Television Network, the American Institute
for Research, and Dick and Bert Advertising.

Mr. Aranda is the former Executive Director
of the Latino Institute in Chicago, an
organization exerting national influence on
Hispanic research, advocacy, and training. He
also served as the Illinois State Director of
Bilingual Education. Named among the
country's RX) most influential Hispanics by
Hispanic Business Magazine, Mr. Aranda has
often appeared in the media. He has hosted a
weekly radio interview show on minority
issues, and is actively involved in public life
through Executive Committee membership
with Chicago United, as a trustee of DePaul
University, as Secretary to the Executive Com-
mittee of the Chicago World's Fair Authority,
and the national board of the Mexican
American I.egal Defense and Education Fund
(MALDEF). Mr. Aranda is a graduate of
Brigham Young University and the University
of Utah, and has taught at both Loyola
University of Chicago and DePaul University.

Currently, Mr. Aranda is President of
Aranda/Bechily, Inc., a communications
group specializing in the Hispanic market.

Contact: Mario J. Aranda, Aranda/ Bechily,
Inc., 203 N. l.aSalle Street, Suite 25(X),
Chicago, IL 60601.

Family Resource Coalition
Suite 1625
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Hu, Illustrations: I he drawings sshich appear
in this issue offer a unique, child's eye
perspective on Hispanic families. they were
originally collected in a hther's Day Drawing
Contest sponsored by WSNS-TV, Channel 44,
a Spanish language television station serving
the greater Chicago area. 'Me entries, drawn
by children age 3 through 12, were made
available to the Coalition through the
generosity of WSNS and its General Manager,
Josi: I.amas.

Ilwse national organization.s can be
contacted for further information and access
to the broader Hispanic community.

Aspira of America, Inc.
1112 16th Street, N.W. Suite 2900
Washington, D.C. 20036, 202/835-3600

Congressional Hispanic Caucus
House Annex 2 Room 557
Washington, DC 20515, 202/226-3430
Consortium of National Hispanic Organizations
c/o COSSMHO
1030 15th Street, N.W. Suite 1053
Washington, DC 20005, 202/371-21(10

Cuban National Planning Council
300 S.W. 12th Avenue 3rd Floor
Miami, FL 33130, 305/642-3484
Hispanic Policy Development Project
250 Park Avenue South Room 5000A
New York, NY 10013, 212/529-9323

League of United Latin American Citizens
400 First Street, N.W. -- Suite 721
Washington, DC 20001, 202/628-8516

National Council of La Rant
20 F Street, N.W. 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20001, 202/628-9600
National Puerto Rican Coalition. Inc.
17(X) K Street, N.W. Suite 500
Washington, DC 20006, 202/223-3915

Free copies of A Guide to Hispanic
Organications, published by Philip Morris in
1985, are available from the FRC. Send
request and $1 postage.
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In the past decade, family resource
programs have emerged in many com-
munities around the nation. Representing
a new form of service provision to
families, these programs share common
aims of supporting families within their
communities, and strengthening parents'
capacity to care for their children.

In a few states, state government itself
has fostered these programs. Illinois's
Ounce of Prevention was a pioneer in
family resource pro-
gramming and has
established a net-
work of more than
forty such pro-
grams. Maryland's
Family Support
Center initiative
grew from state
government's active
leadership.

M issouri's Parents
as Teachers pro-
gram and Connec-
ticut's Family Edu-
cation and Support
program are two
other initiatives de-
veloped and spon-
sored by state
government.

More typically,

fundraising to replace one combination
of time-limited grants with another. For
state policy-makers, family resource pro-
grams offer an opportunity to reach
families before crises and breakdown
necessitate far more extensive and expen-
sive services.

Most importantly, in becoming part of
the major public service systems, family
resource programs are more likely to
have an effect on the vast public

resources already
devoted to families

for child welfare,
mental health, in-
come maintenance,
child care, public
health, and educa-
tion so that these
other programs are
more effective in
supporting family
functioning.

For all these rea-
sons, the challenge
for local and nation-
al leaders of family
resource programs
in the years ahead is
to move these pro-
grams toward a

more central role in
policy. Doing so will require an

understanding of the factors that have
impeded this development to date,
awareness of the ways in which family
resource programs can address state
policy goals, and strategies for introduc-
ing family resource programs and prin-
ciples into state policy deliberations.

Barriers to State Policy Development
Around Family Resource Programs

There are several reasons why family
resource programs have not yet played a
major role in state policy.

As noted above, family resource pro-
( 'ononued on p.2

Family Resource
Programs

and State Policy:

A Challenge for the
Next Five Years

by Frank Farrow

though, family
resource programs have developed in
local communities without state govern-
ment help and usually with little financial
support. In most ways, this .,,es,:stts a
strength: family resource programs
develop not because of a bureaucracy's
decision, but because parents and neigh-
borhood groups want the type of support
they provide.

In the longer term, however, there is
much to be gained by including family
resource programs among state govern-
ment priorities. For family resource pro-
grams themselves, stable public financing
could alleviate the need for constant

state



State Policy,

grants hase emetged s imrents, colnumnity
organizations, churches, day care centers,
and concerned professionals haw tried to do
something about the difficulties families tut:
today. This has meant that these programs
base deseloped outside of the usual
processes for state agencies' program and
budget deselopment. It has also usually
meant that fatnily resource program leaders
do not come from a state agency back-
ground, and thus hase not gone first to that
arena for support. For family resource
programs to play a policy role, these leaders
will base to gain more knoss ledge of and
access to the program and budget decisions
of state government.

Philosophically, family resource programs
differ from many of the human sers ice
programs that states already administer or
support. Most state human services are
problem-oriented. They come into play only
after a family or a child has experienced an
identifiable problem, usually in a ses ere
form. This is particularly true of state mental
health, child welfare, family sersice, and
income support programs, all of which have
mandates to serve families in crisis. (State
public education and, to a lesser extent,
public health programs base a more
universal, less problem-oriented mandate.)

Family resource programs, of course,
operate from a different philosophical base.
Rather than focusing exclusively on families
ssith problems, they seek to be available to
all families. The y. vies% support not as some-
thing required only by families in trouble,
but by. all rn'amilies at one time or another.
The y. build on families' strengths, and ate
interested in increasing parents' capabilities
to care for their children so as to present
problems from occurrihg.

These differences in philosophy about
sers ices to families will base to he reconciled
if family resource programs are to he
supported and provided hy states on a ssider
scale. What is required is state policy-makers'
recognition that early support for families
can head off some of the later crises that
traditional human service programs must
address.

rhe operational reasons that family
resource programs base not become strongly
established in state policy involse difficulty in
documenting the programs' accomplishments.
In most cases, programs ssere not es aluated
closely during their early years. Nlt..ns has e
had fess enough dollars for program
administration, let alone for the costs of
esaluation. In addition, there are inherent
difficulties in es aluating the cotnplex ty pes at
behavior change for sshich family resource
progratns strise, i.e., improsements in
parental capacity and self-esteem, in parent-

child interaction, and in children's ssell-being.
In the absence of well-tested program

tnodels and measurable outcomes, state
human service officials may be hesitant to
aggressively promote family resource
programs. New state initiatives must usually
undergo exhaustive examination by program
administrators, budget officials, and
legislators. Many state officials, even those
ssho believe in the effectiveness of family
resource programs, may be unssilling to
subject family resource programs to this
scrutiny until more conclusise outcome data
are available.

These barriers to state policy support for
family resource programs appear formidable.
Yet, as s ,:ral states has e demonstrated,
they can be overcome. One state's experience
provides useful examples or hos% this can be
accomplished.

Family resource programs are
potentially the leading edge for
demonstrating the effectiveness

of a new type of public
responsibility for assisting

families.

Maryland's Family Support
Center Initiative

The State ol Nlaryland's laniil Support
C'enter initialise is in its third year. It ssas
begun as a partnership bets+ ecn the Nlary
Department or flu man Resriurces, tsso
pHs ate foundations, and NO (nal local
communities to P105 ide it nes% Pe III
support for young parents. I he pi ogt ant
began ssith funding al $400,000 in .1(0, I98c,
and had gt ifs% n to a total of SI.3 million hs
.1(6, 1987. State appropi Litton, lot the
prograin had incteased i o S8011,01)0;
foundation funding bad trims n to S500,000
as three more foundation pat mos joined the
effort.

Maryland's pm ogt am 1.1'.0 it community
drop-in center model. Nlost centers are
targeted to tidolescent inot hers and lathets,
but increasingly set se parents in their early
menties as %sell. (one of Maryland's Fitst
family support centers ssasn't tat geted
teen parents, but seises all patent.,
children under the age of three. !his ssas
done to ensure that the Slate's III ogram did
not lose sight or the fact that I amity support
concepts can apply to all fainilies.)

Itt deseloping and ptomoting Mat yland's
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program, state officials deliberately adopted
a different philosophy than that %%inch guided
other state-financed programs. "Family
support centers represent our conviction that
state gosernment, in partnership ssith local
communities and parents themselses, and
prisate philanthropy must be out front in
assisting Young families," says Ruth
Massinga, Secretary of the Department of
Human Resources. "We know \slut( happens
if we ssait for many of these young parents
to discos er, years from nos+, that they
cannot care for their children. We're going
beyond the State's traditional social sers ice
role and tiying to provide critical assistance,
noss, to ensure that parents %sill feel more
confident and Use improsed skilk in raising
then child."

Respintsibilits fat desehping and os er-
seeing Mat yland's Hinny Support initiative
rests 'Anti I riends ol the Isamil, Inc., a non-
profit intermediary organization established
for this purpose by the State and the local
foundations. Nis organization guides
program des elopment in each new family
support center, assuring core service and
staffing standards are met. The indisidual
centers, hossever, are administered in specific
neighborhoods by community-based
organizations, including an inner-city church,
a cotnmunity development corporation, a
housing authority, a community action
agency, a local school system, and a
traditional private social service agency.

knoss ing that the drop-in center model
was experitnental, Friends of the Family
ensured that a comprchensise evaluation
began %shit the program's inception. "All of
the funders, including the state legislature,
knoss that this program represents a new
approach, especially in the use of public
dollars," says Rosalie Strectt, Friends of the

executise director. "An important
part of their continued support is their
confidence that the program's results are
being ssell-docutnented."

Nlaryland's experience indicates that the
hart iers to making family resource progratns
a salued, highly visible part of state human
sets ice programming can be overcome. State
officials can take a leadership role in
conjunction \skit local community activists.
A state's human sers ice philosophy can he
expanded to include active support of a
family's ability to care for its children, rather
than ssaiting until childrearing abilities fail.
'states can esen osercome the lack of %sell-
pros en program models if new ent tires are
clearly defined and accompanied hy a careful
esaluation.

Success in other states also points to the
feasibility of publicly suppotted family
assistance programs, esen if soniev hat
different approaches than Maryland's are
taken. For cxatnple, Maryland based its
initiatise in its social sers ice system. Other
states might choose to des clop family
resource programs in the education system



(as in Missouri's Parents as Teachers
program) or in the public health system,
where the "deficit model" of serving families
is not so firmly entrenched. Maryland
targeted its programs primarily to adolescent
parents, knowing that these young families
are at-risk in many ways, with the long-term
goal of expanding service availability to a
wider range of families. Other state-
supported programs, such as Connecticut's
Parent Education and Support Initiative,
have begun by serving all young parents.

Thus, there are differing ways in which
states can introduce family resource
principles and programs into their human
service policy. Regardless of the specific
choices a state makes, however, certain
factors will he important to the process.

Key Factors in Developing
State Public Policy on
Family Resource Services

I. States will have to re-examine the
philosophy and premises that underlie their
services to families and children. At issue is
whether state governments are willing to take
a more pro-active role in promoting the
development of healthy families and in
promoting the abilities of families to care
for their children. In most states, this will
represent a major policy shift. However, there
are programmatic and political indications
that many states are willing to consider this
shift. In the past two years, a number of
governors have avowed their intention to
improve conditions for families. It now
becomes the responsibility of family resource
programs to show state governments they are
an important vehicle for achieving this goal.

As states invest in family resource
programs, these should not be seen only as
services to be "added on" to existing state
services. Instead, family resource advocates
and state officials should assess which current
state programs could better incorporate the
principles of family resource programs. For
example, school home visiting programs,
visiting nurse programs, day care centers
all of w hich are already well supported by
public fundscould incorporate family
resource program elements by virtue of
expanded training and supplemental funding.
Introducing family resource practices into
state policy in this way as Ms the need for
a new, wholly separate initiative hich
may be impossible in some states.

2. Proponents ot famils resource plogianis
shoukl consider altering the usual pattern ol
program developnient to ensure that state
government suppot t is as ailable It om the
beginning. At issue bete is how to get states
to take an active role in testing and
developing famils resource programs.

One strategy is to involve state ol Ficials
personally in program des ekipment. In most
successful family resource pi ograms,
leadership has been pros ided by several kes

l.amils resource ads ocat es

should seek to gain state decision-makers'
commitment early on, so that the impetus
for these services emerges from within state
government as well as without.

A strategy that seems particularly efNctive
at this early stage of development of family
resource programs is to proiaote them
through joint public-private efforts. The
advantage of a public-private partnership is
that financial responsibility and credit for
the new initiative are shared. This strategy
also helps ensure that family resource
programs arc not viewed as "just another
state program" but instead are seen as part
of a new and different response to the needs
of families.

Finally, developing family resource
programs in a way that incorporates them
wi,hin state policy will require broadening
their advocacy base. Family resource

IOIR"iistmit#140010421

... the challenge for local and
national leaders of family

resource programs in the years

ahead is to move these
programs toward a more
central role in state polka

programs have the rare capacity to pull
together advocacy and professional
coalitions which reach across the traditional
categorical fields to include mental health,
public health, early childhood education,
child abuse and neglect, teen pregnancy
services, and family services advocates.
A strategy of program development that
marshals the clout of all of these fields has
an increased chance of securing a place for
family resource programs within the state
policy agenda.

3. Program outcomes must be evaluated
and documented. Initial state support of
family resource programs can result from
organi/ing strong advocacy support and
making a lwrsuasive case for the potential
benefit 5 of these programs. However,
expansion of these programs into the
mainstream of public services will require
better documentation of program outcomes.
Shot I- and long-term research on family
resource programs must be increased, and
program evaluation should be included in all
publicly supported efforts. Evaluation is
particularly important in order to assess
sers ice impact on those families most often
deemed at risk by the public sector.

J

4. The long-term implications of family
resource programs for state policy must be
given systematic consideration. Introducing
family resource programs more centrally into
state policy has pitfalls as well as benefits.
For example, few of the ideal program
relationships between family resource
programs and existing mental health, child
welfare, adolescent pregnancy, and public
assistance systems have been established.
Under pressure to serve families of concern
to public agencies, family resource programs
designed for all families can be overwhelmed
by seriously disturbed families.

Another danger exists in promising more
than family resource programs can deliver.
The growing and overdue enthusiasm of
public officials for prevention programs
should not be allowed to "set up" family
resource programs with expectations for
reducing family difficulties that no program
could fulfill.

In light of these possibilities, the timing
and strategy by which these programs are
advanced into the public policy area is
critical. At the local, state, and national
levels, family resource program proponents
must create forums in which program
operators and state officials can jointly
consider the policy implications of these
programs.

Conclusion
Family resource programs are potentially

the leading edge for demonstrating the
effectiveness of a new type of public
responsibility for assisting families. In
philosophy and practice, they point toward
an approach to families that promotes good
child-rearing before problems occur. They
can be productive in terms of both the
human and fiscal outcomes sought by state
government. In the next few years, a careful
advancement of family resource programs
into the policy agendas of state government
could have major long-term consequences
for the nation's human service programs.

Frank Farrow is Director of Children's and
himily Services at the Center for the Study of
Social Policy in Washington, DC. From 1984 to
January, 1987, he was Executive Director of the
Social Services Administration in Maryland's
Department of Human Resources. He is a
member of the Board of Directors of the Family
Resource Coalition.

Contact: Frank Farrow, Center foe the Study
of Social Policy. 236 Massachusetts Ave., NE,
N405, Iiiishington, DC 20002, 202/546.5062.
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Evaluation

Life in a Parent Support Program:
Research Perspectives
by Douglas R. Powell

Most evaluations of parent education and
support programs have been designed to
determine whether there is any proof of a
program's effectiveness rather than to
illuminate program processes. The focus of
program research has been on outcomes, with
little investigation of the ways in which
programs function or how parents differ in
their program participation.

The emphasis on outcome research is
understandable. Funding agencies want to
know whether limited financial resources are
being used wisely. Fortunately, there is a
growing body of research suggesting positive
effects of educational and support programs
for parents (for a recent review, see Powell,
1986). However, most existing outcome studies
do not provide information that helps
program designers make decisions about the
kinds of strategies that will work with
different types of parents. For this we need
research on program processes.

In this article, I wish to makc the case for
process research by providing illustrations of
the kinds of findings that can come from
studies of how programs operate. My premise
is that advances in the design and delivery of
parent programs require research knowledge
on how programs work. Decisions about
matching program content and structure to
the needs and characteristics of parents should
be guided by research findings.

The illustrations offered in this article come
from a series of investigations my colleagues
and I carried out with a long-term educational
support program for parents of very young
children.' Our evaluation goal was one of
illumination: We wanted to systematically
examine the ways in which parents participated
in the program over time. What types of
conversations occurred in program meetings?
What parent characteristics were related to
different patterns of program involvement?
What factors were associated with parents'
early termination of program participation?

This article offers a brief summary of some
of our findings. For each major finding noted
here, I base inchided the reference to the
orignial report of the research procedures and

Inn, evaluation mak was carried out with
enormisis 4111 by Donna Cahill Soluvey Julie
Kuinat.h. Diane McCallum and Jcianne Watson
lisenstadt I he highly dedicated and competent
program stall included Christine Boesen.
Madeleine Schroeder. Eleanor LaRny. Janet Trost
Mitti Ihrhm. Ruth Verdi': Terri Zwitch. Karen
Boyd. and Mary Miller
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Research shows that "kitchen talk", like this informal exchange, can be an
important part of family resource programs. Photo: Rogers Park Family Notwork, an
affiliate of Family Focus.

results. Interested readers are encouraged to
consult these resources for study details.

The focus of the research was the Child
and Family Neighborhood Program ((ENP),
which I established in 1978 while at The
Merrill-Palmer Institute in Detroit. Deseloped
in cooperation with the Wayne-Westland
Community Schools, the program was !mated
in a low-income, suburban Detroit neighbor-
hood. Parents (mostly mothers) were recruited
for participation when their babies were under
6 months of age.

I he core of the progratn was a small, long-
term discussion group of 5-10 mothers who met
I ss ke s eekly for two hours. Paraprofessionals
who were trained in child development and
group pr ocesses took responsibility for the
meetings, most of which were characterired
by brief staff presentations and considerable
discussion among participants. No determined
set of topics or structured curriculum was
used by the group; rather, discussions focused
on topics of interest to group members.

I he program was housed in a duplex
renovated for program purposes. Children
accompanied parents to the program, and a
preschool sk as located on the premises for

'I

older siblings. Individual consultations were
available through home visits for parents
desiring staff involvement with social service
or medical issues. A public health nurse and
community outreach worker carried out most
of these individual sessions. The program was
funded initially by a grant from W. K. Kellogg
Foundation. In 1981, administrative
responsibility for the program transferred to
tit_ YWCA of Western Wayne County. (For a
detailed program description, see Powell, 1987.)

The Value of "Kitchen Talk"
Most group- or center-based program%

include a break tirile that provides an int ormal
setting for conversation w ithout the guidance
or ins olvement of the staff. In the CI-NP,
much of the infornml break titne was spent in
the kitchen, with mothers standing 01 sitting
around a large table. In contrast, the formal
meeting segments occurred in a his ing rirotn,
with chairs arranged in a large circle.

(her a 12-month period in the (1.NP, there
was a steady epansion of break time and a
corresponding decrease in the formal meeting
time. For etiunple, in OIL rit st quarter an



average ot 18 mmutes was spent in the mid-
session break and an average of 58 minutes in
the formal meeting. By the third quarter, an
average of 29 minutes was spent in the break
and an average of 44 minutes in the formal
meeting. It appeared that mothers desired the
informal "kitchen talk."

Given this pattern, an important question is
whether the informal interaction in the kitchen
played a positive role in the program. If a
goal of a parent program is to provide
individuals with new insight and ideas about
children and parenthood, then it is useltil to
know whether the informal exchange of ideas
among peers simply reinforces the status quo
or offers perspectives that extend and perhaps
challenge existing knowledge and beliefs.

Our structured observations of 101 group
sessions over a one-year period suggest that
the informal "kitchen talk" was not wasted
time. It was as stimulating as staff-directed
conversations in the formal setting. Non-
routine conversationthat is, exploration of
a topic in detail and/or in an atypical manner
occurred in 55 percent of the discussion
sequences in the formal setting, and in 49
percent of discussion sequences in the
informal kitchen setting. Further, the informal
"kitchen talk" was a complement to the more
formal group discussions; conversations about
individual babies occurred with greater
frequency in the informal setting than in the
formal setting.

We cannot assume the frequency or content
of non-routine conversations in the informal
setting would have occurred without the stall-
directed formal meeting segment. Discussions
in the formal meeting may have been a
stimulus for conversations during the kitchen
break time. It does, appear, however, that the
informal conversations were an important
element of the group's experience. It seems
worthwhile, then, for parent discussion
groups to permit both adequate time and
comfortable physical surroundings for
informal conversations controlled by parents.
(For study details, see Powell and Eisenstadt,
in press.)

The Social Context of Parenthood
Our structured observation of group

meetings uncovered another interesting
pattern: discussion of parent-child topics
declined in both the formal and informal
settings over time. Decreasing from 44 percent
in the first quarter to 18 percent in the fourth
quarter in the formal setting, there was a
similar decrease in the discussion of parenting
in the informal setting.

What replaced the decreasing discussion of
patent-child topics? Conversations about the
larger social env ironment extended family,
marital relations, careers, jobs, neighborhood,
crime, community sen ices, housing, and the
like increased in frequency of occurrence in
both the formal and informal settings during a
12-month period. Discussion of topics t elated
to sell (e.g., birth eontrol, weight control,

hobbies) also increased as did topics related to
the business of the parent group.

This finding points to the need for parent
education materials on the social context of
parenting. While parent education curricula
traditionally have dealt with child development
and management topics, in the CFNP group
(where parents' interests and needs determine
the issues), there was a clear movement toward
discussion of what Bronfenbrenner (1978) has
called the "conditions of parenthood." Topics
such as work-family interferences, managing
relations with child care providers, and the
impact of the child on a marriage need to be
included in model parent programs concerned
with the "whole parent."

There also needs to be adequate preparation
of program staff in dealing with topics related
to the context of parenthood. If the topical
shifts we experienced in the CFNIP occur in
other long-term programs, it seems necessary
for staff training programs to include
significant attention to the larger contexts in
which parents function. (For study details, see
Powell and Eisenstadt, in press.)

The Benefits of Social Comparison
Experienced workers in parent group

programs are aware that the opportunity for
social comparison is a key reason parents join
and participate in group sessions. It is
common for parents to indicate that a major
benefit of program involvement is "learning
that others have experiences similar to mine."
Hence, we were not surprised to discover that
parents in the CFNP eagerly reported their
child-rearing experiences to fellow group
members. However, our research pointed to
an unanticipated but important "outcome" of
this type of verbal behavior in a group
meeting.

In our longitudinal examination of
processes of program participants, we learned
that the reporting of personal experiences
what we called narrative behaviorwas
,ignificantly related to subsequent feelings of
closeness to group members. Specifically.
participants who described their experiences
with child rearing and parenthood in the innial
months of group life were more likely to
report a sense or being well-connected to
other group members by six nanults or group
involvement. (I-or study details. see Eisenstadt
and Powell, 1987.)

Increasingly, a primary goal of parent
programs is to foster supportive personal
relations among program participants. Out
data provide empirical support for the
program practice of encouraging parents to
report their experiences with parenting tasks
and issues. One "outcome" of such
discussions seems to he the development of
ties among program peers.

The Role of Environmental Stress
Not all parents respond in similar ways to

the satne parent program. A challenge facing
es aluator is to identify parent characteristics

that are predictive of patterns of program
utilization. This type of information can help
program designers organize content and
structure so they match the needs and
characteristics of parents. Our study of
participation patterns revealed that
environmental stress was a major predictor of
program involvement.

Not surprisingly, mothers experiencing acute
environmental stress (including life event stress
and everyday stress) received more individual
consultation from staff members and had
lower levels of attendance at group meetings
than mothers with no acute stress. The striking
finding is that mothers with acute stress
exhibited a delayed integration into the group
that followed, by about six months, the
pattern of mothers without acute stress.
Mothers without acute stress engaged in
narrative behavior (see above) in the early
months of group participation that was
significantly related to close interpersonal ties
with group members at six months.

For mothers with acute stress, both group
attendance and verbal participation were low
in the initial months ot' program involvement.
However, narrative behavior at six months of
program participation was related to close
interpersonal ties with group members at
twelve months of program participation.
Moreover, for the acute stress mothers there
was a positive relationship between individual
consultation with staff and verbal participation
in the group. Apparently staff help within a
one-to-one context contributed to increased
talk in the group.

It appears, then, that mothers experiencing
acute environmental stress are able to make
use of a peer group format, but their
involvement will come about slowly and most
likely will require individual consultation for
assistance with more pressing problems.
Perhaps the introduction of individuals
experiencing high levels of stress to a peer
group format should be postponed until
critical environmental problems are stabilized
to the point where the more diffuse resources
of a group can be tapped.

Who Terminates Early?
Most program workers are curious about

the reasons why some parents terminate their
involvement in a program sooner than
anticipated. In our study of the CENP, we
attempted to identify characteristics or short-
term (less than 6 months) versus long-term
(more than one year) participants. Compared
to long-tertn participants, the short-term
participants were found to have less
ins olvement in the community, a Nwer
number of nearby friends and relatives, and
less instrumental help from their own parents.
'they also were likely to have only one child,
cc hereas long-term participants often had
more children. (For study details, see Powell.
1984.) 'nese findings support the idea that
supportive family ties tnay be an important

,,,oppmed o,t p
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Funding

A Halloween Fundraiser Benefits
New Orleans Parenting Center

'3 0

by Peter Si Ivern

Fundraising can be, as any nonprofit agency
knows, the most important activity undertaken
to stay afloat. Though special events such as
garage sales and auctions flourish as a short-
term answer to financial woes, the profits
don't compare with those of a successful
hellzapoppin' spectacular.

Five years ago, The Parenting Center (TPC)
of New Orleans initiated a fundraising event
that combined a safe alternative to Halloween
on the city streets with a need to call attention
to their parent education services.

TPC is a department of the 153-bed
Children's Hospital complex located near the
Mississippi River. A resource, support, and
referral center for families with children from
birth to adolescence, TPC is a vital part of
Louisiana's most comprehensive medical
facility for children.

The TPC fundraiser, originally called
SPOOKTACULAR, was a nighttime esent
assisted by the Junior League and aided by
five years of in-kind contributions from
Children's Hospital. SPOOKTACULAR is a
fine example ot the effectiveness gained by
repeating the same special event year after
Near. By building on their experience, TPC
has created a solid foundation of recognition,
funding, and volunteers.

In the beginning, SPOOKTACUI.AR was
a modest event. Held on the Children's
Hospital grounds, TPC invited area residents
to bring their children for an evening of fun.
They offered rides, games, and activities for
children from toddler to six year% of age. TPC,
keeping with tradition, even erected a variety
of trick-or-treat housefronts so children had
doorbells to ring.

A% each successive year proved more enjoy-
able for families and more profitable to TPC,
the event's popularity drew larger and larger
audiences, bigger donations, and an increasing
number of solunteers. SPOOKTACULAR
became TPC's major fundraiser and the place
to be on Halloween night.
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I.or several years, SPOOKTACULAR has
been a 1200-ticket sold-out event. Feeling the
time was ripe to take some risk, TPC has
expanded the depth and scope of the
production in 1987 by joining forces with their
nextdoor neighbor, the Audubon Park Zoo.
SPOOKTACULAR will be transformed into
BOO AT THE ZOO, with anticipated sales of
4,0(X) tickets. Profits from food, games, and
day-of-ticket sales will be split between TPC
and their zoo friends.

The adventurous expansion of this
Halloween treat would remain not much
more than a good idea without the aid of
scores of volunteers. Drawn from every facet
of New Orleans's diverse culture, 150-200
people will participate. Representing service
organizations which include local business
people, sororities and fraternities, and a high
school senior class, they will provide the
support for planning, entertainment, publicity,
soliciting funds for and cleaning up after the
event.

BOO AT THE ZOO promises a night of
unabashed fun for families with children
through the age of twelve. Beginning at dusk,
there will be a special pre-event party for the
patrons, and then die general public will join
the festivities in a swirl ot' costumes and lights.
This year, families will enjoy sixteen Trick-or-
Treat Houses, game booths, stagecoach rides,
a spook house, food and beverages,
magicians, jugglers, puppeteers, music and art
activities, and a spookride through designated
parts of the zoo.

The bottom line of course will be the
success of the event as a money-maker. For
1985 and 1986, the figures looked like this:

1985 1986

Underv, riters S10,875 S12,375
Patrons 8,380 8,935

Ticket sales 3,382 3,958
Food, games 1,711

_______
2,594

TOTA1 S24.348 S27,862

iev, esPenses -1,947 -4,11110*

PRO1.1 1 $22,431 $23 ,862

in, luding a 2 war supph of shirts

Week% prior to the 1987 11(X) Al 1.111.
ZOO, [PC has already banked $30010 as
a result of underw filers' and patron
contributions. TPC anticipates a $5,1810
increase in profit despite grossing expenses
for their expanded event.

the success of the underw riter and patron
catnpaign is key to the generally optimistic
slew of this year's Halloween night. Asking
lor contributions of $300-1,000 11'C offered

underwriters a choice of incentives, from
sponsoring up to twenty children from the
donor's choice of charities to attend the event,
to displaying the name of their business on a
Trick-or-Treat House, or placing the donor's
natne on a headstone in the "cemetery." For
individual patrons, TPC created contribution
categories of Great Pumpkin, Witch and
Warlock, or Ghostbuster, all of which included
free tickets to the evening's celebration.

By the time this article appears, BOO
AT THE ZOO will have taken place. 'Fite
organizers and volunteers will hase met at
The Parenting Center to assess what worked
and what did not, and the planning tbr 1988
will begin almost immediately. In May, a
rigorous schedule of meetings will determine,
among other things, the type of stationery
and invitations to be used, what the sponsor
packets will include, the decorations,
fundraising strategies, etc.

TPC has a simple message to bring to the
greater New Orleans community. They are
founded on the principle that parenting is not
instinctive, and many facets of parent
education are needed by families in a
changing society. In order to be effective in
their program delivery and meet rising costs,
events like BOO AT THE ZOO, with its
ability to raise needed funds, assumes primary
importance.

But there is more that TPC stands to gain
beyond the immediate benefit of income.
BOO AT THE ZOO offers an event unlike
anything else the children of New Orleans can
attend, and links a continuously growing
number of families to The Parenting Center's
programs. The children's anticipation for next
year's spectacular is an added bonus, and
may only be eclipsed by their parents'
enthusiasm for solunteering, contributing.
and encouraging others to participate in
another first-rate celebration.

(.ontact: Donna .Vetvton, Otrector, The
ParentuiR Center at Cluldren's Hospital, 200
llenry Clay Avenue, .%'ew Orleans, 1.A 70118,
.504/895-3574.

TPC is a member ol the 1 amtiv Resource Coalition.

Peter Stivo-n cc a journalist and plarwrnda.



Pulling Together My Kids and Me
A Workshop Series for Parents in a Shelter for the Homeless

h) Nano Johns and Catherine Harvtl

A new and grossing segment of America's
hotneless population is emerging. Less
obvious than the park and alley dwellers who
have become so visible, entire families are
living temporarily in shelters. The Department
of Human Services in Philadelphia, for
example, estimates that on any given day,
350-400 families (including nearly 1,200
children) are without a home.

The reasons for their homelessness vary.
Some are victims of abuse, others suffer
chronic or sporadic joblessness, while many
are forced to compete for a shrinking pool of
low-income housing.

In 1985, Gary Deckert, Director of the
Salvation Army's Red Shield Residence, a
shelter formerly servine only single, homeless
men, met with us at Philadelphia Parenting
Associates to discuss the changing population
he was being called upon to serve. Describing
families with newborns and young children
who now lived in the shelter facility, he spoke
of his frustration with trying to effectively
meet their needs.

The effects of homelessness on children, he
noted, were serious and a source of great
concern to the staff and parents. While lising
in the shelter, children had more tantrums,
became more aggressise, started to wet the
bed, had problems sleeping, and became more
dependent on comfort measures, such as
thumb sucking, clinging to blankets, etc. In
addition, these changes were occurring when
parents were already feeling oserwhelmed
with the demands of daily lis ing, and needed
their children to be more cooperative and less
demanding.

Mr. Deckert ss as also concerned about how
his staff, many of IA hom had little or no
experience ss it h clii Idi en, were managing w ith
this new set of circumstances. they tended to
label parents as being too easy or too harsh,
and were uncertain about how to inters me
when a parent lost his or her perspectise with
a child.

Afier our discussions, Mr. Deckert decided
to allocate funds Iron) his operating budget to
have us consult with his staff. Together we
created a program Ns ith three components: a
series of workshops fot parents, a program to
care for the children while their parents
attended the workshops, and in-sen ice
training for the residence staff.

The series of workshops haw set eral goals:
to bring the parents' expectations of their
children closer to what is realistic for their
ages, to discuss the special concerns of caring
for children under the difficult circumstances

of a temporary shelter, and to strengthen the
participants' self-esteem by affirming positise
parenting behaviors.

The series consist% of four workshops, each
a structured hour of group activities, with
fifteen additional minutes at either end for
informal or individual work with parents. The
content is presented through exercises, games,
and small group discussions focused on eliciting
the parents' ideas about child development
and management. Parents quickly become
engaged in peer support and education, often
relating their own experiences both as children
and as parents.

The content for each session is introduced
differently. In the first meeting, we use large
photos of children exhibiting a variety of
behaviors. Parents guess the ages of the
children as a vehicle for discussing age-
appropriate behas ion. In the second session,
parents work in pairs on a communication
exercise dealing with giving and receising
instructions. During the third session, parents
are asked to respond to the question, "When
are you most likely to get angry ss ith your
kids?" Their answers give us a basis for fully
discussing angry feelings and how parents can
and do cope with them. In the final session,
we use a listing of community resources to air
concerns, questions, and share experiences of
asking for and using help.

Attendance at the first meeting is
compulsory; subsequent sessions are left to
the parents' discretion. To keep them ins ols cd,
we offer incentives of gifts and small pri/es.
Parents who attend three or more meetings
are awarded passes to the ioo and a local
children's museum.

Many parents, we discos ererl, fear "the
system" that might place their children in
foster care. Therefore, establishing a bond of
trust between the parents and the tacilitators
is an implicit goal and fundamental to the
success of the program.

'Hie childcare component is a critical part
of the program for families. It permits parents
to attend the meetings without distraction,
gis es them a short break from child care, and
even more importantly offers them a planned,
positive separation from their childrenoften
for the first time. Caregivers also use the
opportunity to observe the children, taking
note of any developmental delays or other
problems.

Tsso or three workshops \kith the Resklence
staff are held during the year. The goals of
these sessions are to keep them informed
about the work being done with the parents,
increase their knowledge of child des elopment ,
and to enhance their ability to interact with

(`

parents in helpful and constructive ways.
These staff workshops are designed to build

on actual s1tuations from the shelter, and
include group problem-solving exercises, as
well as role playing and small group activities.

Conclusion
There have been many opportunities to

affirm and support parents in the Red Shield
Residence. Their frequent comments that they
feel "good" and "better," and their increasing
ease and honesty in group discussions attest to
the fact that they have identified some of their
strengths as parents. In having acknowledged
their strengths, there is a willingness to discuss
their tremendous areas of need and
uncertainty.

At the end of each workshop session,
parents are asked to complete the phrases,
"I learned..." and "I feel...." One parent,
barely able to read or write, responded by
saying "I learned me and my kids have a lot
of love to share."

Her awareness, gained under painful
circumstances, reinforces our belief about the
normal needs of shelter families and the
possibilities of a prevention oriented approach
to meeting those needs.

Natici Mins. Ph.D.. co.founder and
Presulent of Philadelphia Parenting AssociareA,
an organization providing eduaition, training.
and consultation services to professionals who
worA is ith parents of young duldren. Dr. Johns
Ivas also launder and Director of the Pamily
t'enter ol Franklin Maternity Hospital 0Ormerly
lhioth Maternity (enter). She has written several
books and articles and served as specialist.
advisor, and consultant to public and priVate
edumuinial systems. She has 0150 worked in

aiul South America on child and Winds
issues.

C'atherine Harvey, co-tounder of
Philadelphia Parenwig Assonates. She mmlucts
workshops, seminars, and program developnwnt
servims in hospitals, clUkh.are programs, social
service agencies, and enudowe assistance
programs. Als. Harvey was fOrmerly associated
with Franklin Maternity Hospital and the
Pennsylvania Department of Public tVellaie. She
is the author of several books and articles.

Contact: Nancy Johns, Ph.D., Philadelphia
Parenting ssociato, 229 IC Upsal Street,
Phihulelphia, P.1 /WM 2l. / 438-7234.

Philadelphia Parenting Associates is a member
01 the taniily Resourtv Coalition.
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Village and Family: Strengthening
the Bond Through 'Caring

by Don Shircel

The American Indian people are a family
tinnily is really what a tribe is all about. ,4
tribe is a collection of families in which every-
one has accepted duties and obligations to
different people, and people operate in that
kind of context. The Indian family is in a lot of
trouble, and that means that Indian people as
a whole are in a lot of trouble because a tribe
simply cannot withstand the thsimegration of
its families. The family is the tribe, and it is
this kind of relationship that keeps people
going. Gerald Thomas Wilkinson (Cherokee)

Executive Dirwor of The National Indian
Youth Council, Albuquerque, NM

Wilkinson proposed that the most striking
thing about many present day Indian com-
munities is that the people in the community
rarely run them. In his presentation to the
Board of Directors of the Family Service
Association of America, he pointed out that:

In a small tribal community people are
interdependent; everyone ha.s a function and
everyone has a role to play, and that's what
keeps the people together and forms a
community. When outsiders run things,
suddenly no one in the Indian community has
any function or role because everything is
controlled by outsiders. .4s a result people
tend to he worth little or nothing to each
other. (Wilkinson, 1980)

This situation, along with the cultural bond
that integrates the Native community and
Native family into a single system, necessitates
an approach to the delivery of social sers ices
that focuses on empowering both the
community and the family at the same time.

rite ice has gone out on the Yukon. In a
small isolated sillage, a woman and her
husband are finishing their supper of duck
soup. The phone rings, and a girl's soice on
the other end is hesitant, hut she announces
proudly that she's made a pot of duck soup
and was wondering if her older friend ssoul0
like to conic over for some. "Duck soup? I'd
lose to. How nice of you to ask." With a nod
and a smile to her husband, the woman puts
on her jacket, walks out the door and down
the road for a second supper of duck soup.
The days are longer now, and before the
evening is user, she and the young girl will
have shared lots of talking, lots of soup, and
an esening with friends at village Bingo.
Hospitalired after a suicide attempt, this is the
first time the girl's motivated herself to cook

WILKINSON. J T. Social Casework Journal ot
Contemporary Social Work (October 1980). 451.4

or leave her cabin since returning to the
village. Tomorrow the two women plan to get
together, do sonie sewing, talk, and probably
have duck soup.

The older woman is the primary link of a
village-based family service delivery system
being developed by the Tanana Chiefs
Conference (TCC), a consortium of 43 Native
villages in Alaska's Interior region. The system
utilires local volunteers and natural helpers
who are trained as members of a Village
Response Team to develop and coordinate
social services for village families experiencing
problems. The Tanana Chiefs Conference
developed the concept as a result of a child
welfare survey in which an overwhelming
majority of village respondents identified a
need to directly involve village residents in the
provision of services to families.

The system is designed for each Village
Response Team (VRT) to consist of respected
local individuals who are selected upon the
recommendation of their village council. VRT
members work in conjunction with the Family
Service Specialist from the Tanana Chiefs
Conference field office serving their area.
rhrough this Family Service Specialist, VRT
members receive information and referral
services, technical assistance, and are
suppolted by weekly telephone conferencing.

Fitch VR I member accepts a caseload that
includes one or more families experiencing
problems. The VRT member regularly visits
her his assigned family to talk about concerns
and to provide needed support. These visits
are discussed each week over the telephone by
the VRT member with the TCC Family
Sersice Specialist. Where necessary, specific
professional consultation is available to the
V RT member to help her ;him prepare
counseling strategies.

A centrali/ed Project Case Manager
arranges prossional consultantships, case
staffings, and coordinates the technical
logistics of case teleconferences. Os er the
course of a year, the TCC Family Sers ice
Specialist meets with the respectise Village
Response 'learns to formalls resiess cases and
to address VRT training needs. A project
budget allows VRTs to attend other training
opportunities they kel are needed by the team.

The Village Response ream concept gress
out of a recognition that it is simians
inipossible for existing, centrally based social
sers ice agencies to pros ide adequate or limels
response to the I0,(XX) people scattered
throughout 235,0(X) square miles and 43
villages in Central Alaska, an area
substantially larger than the state of Texas.
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At forty below in the dark of winter, it feels
warm and secure to be with family and close
to the hearth of home. A mother and child
are staying at a women's shelter in a large city
hundreds of miles from the family and friends
of their village. Shelter staff insist that they
not return home until the perpetrators are
apprehended. The troopers haven't been able
to complete the child sexual abuse
investigation because they're understaffed,
and weather conditions don't allow for them
to fly out to the trapline where one of the
alleged perpetrators is said to be.

The multiple abuse of the six-year old child
has shocked the community and will leave
permanent scars on the victitn for tile. Mother
has received some services from the shelter
staff to better understand her responsibilities
and the skills necessary in parenting and
protecting her child. Both mother and child
have received counseling from the Indian
Health Service psychologist working along
with the State Division of Family and Youth
Services who took emergency custody of the
child. All parties are concerned with the
safety and well-being of the child, and
question the psychologist's recommendation
that they be allowed to return to the village.
The psychologist agrees that the sporadic
village contacts of the itinerant mental health
professional and the State Social Services field
staff are not sufficient assurances for the
child's safety and well-being. The village
council is contacted by the VRT case manager
and together they form a Response Team
establishing commitments from the village
public safety officer, school personnel, uncles,
aunts, friends, and council members, to
regularly monitor the household and pros ide
ongoing support to family members in their
efforts to maintain a secure environment for
the child. The indisidual commitinents are
formalind into a comprehensise written
service agreement, signed by all participants
and subtnitted to the Disision of Family and
Youth tiers ices IA ho accepts the plan. The
mother and child board a small plane w hich
carries them back to their illage.

With the exception ol it handl ul ol held
ot flees minimally stalled bs itinerant
per sonnet, most si)cial sers ice professionals
ale centered in the region's only in ban aim
soinetimes 300 to 400 air miles assay 110M the
illages thes set se. Dkance, accessibility,

cosh, and weather cause problems identifying
tioubkd lannhes, delis cong sei s ices, and

klhig tolloss -up.
Cont routed b the additional tact that most

prolesional social ssorkers k nos% little about
the realities ot Alaskan village life, many
agencies has e begun to appreciate the more
culturally appropriate, mote cost-effective
attributes of the sillage-based resources that
are being identified through the VRI project.
kven without formal training, villagers are
better at client identification since they live in
the village, better at case histories since they



have grown up with clients, and better at
follow-up since they can monitor on a daily
basis. Utilizing traditional cultural values ot
self-help and self-sufficiency in their
approaches to family problems, VRIs are
proving their abilities to quickly mobilize
existing village resources.

Photo Courtnay oI

Ies the thst salthon Mil. I he snow and I inn
of prey ions seasons have rolled a hole
through the plywood boatd that leads I rout
Jerry's door to the pound, allow my linn
maneuver his wheelchan into the nhimst I cam
of v illage life. Jet f's Aunt Dom stops by
regularly to help hint keep the place up and
tries to motivate tutu to do 'note lot hunsell.
"Aren't you going to get me cot lee? I'm you!
aunt. You're always supposed to neat youi
guests with respect. Cat ova thete and pm on
a pot or cot fee while I help snail:hien this
place up!" Jerry's been drinking a lot since
the accident. lie doesn't go out, and mostly
spends his time with triends who citine ()vet
to party at lus house. Dota's asked the VR
program tot advice baause Jet ry's health is
deterith ming and she's at raid he'll hurt
himsell if he goes on this way.

there's a second wheelchair in town today.
It belongs to someone from an Independent
Irving agency 200 miles away from the road-
connected village Jerry lives in. He met with
Jerry and later talked with the village council
chief. Dora, the health aide, and the VRT
progiam staff who called the meeting. They
all listened as the visitor laid out his plan on
what must be done. Someone will need to
purchase lumber and material. The ramp
must be torn out and replaced by one with
railings and a specific grade according to
tederal guidelines. Ramps need to be installed
around the village to allow Jerry access.
Alcohol counseling should be provided by the
area mental health agency. When Jerry
demonstrates an effort to stop drinking,
homemaker services should be arranged. Once
he's maintained his sobriety, services of the
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation might
be considered to provide career counseling
and job training. Adaptive sporting equipment
should be purchased by someone so Jerry can
participate in some sort of recreational
activity.

I MIR

L

Photo: Judy McReyrsoids

Afterward, the VRT went over to Jerry's
house.4 talked, drank coffee, and came up
With sonic plans of their own. The meeting
broke up alto about an hour. the Village

ouncil Chiel returned that evening, and as
he hammeted the last nail into the plywood
patch that now covers the hole in Jerry's
Loup, he dniught, "Nlaybe I could take Jet ry
out on the lake tor eravlinu. I :ook!
die legs oft an old arm chair, strap it to the
seat of the boat, and get help to carry hint
thisv n the bank ...and they're looking for
someone to man the phone at the council
ol l ice for a kw hours a day. I vs onder if
lells'd be inleresled."

I he members ot the Village Response
teams currently being developed in Alaska's
interim i egularly demonstrate village ingenuity
and the influence of traditional Native values
in then %sot k with families. Self-sufficiency,
community cooperation, caring, sharing, and
tespect tor elders are qualities valued by many
Native paple and apparent in the composite
case vignettes ()I the Village Response I win

I.

The leaves have turned and it's getting
colder again. Erik, the cook for the Elders
Nutrition project, called the VRT project
director last week to say he was going, so
families and relatives would have to make
sure their elders were eating well. The elders
know where Erik went. They understand.
They appreciate his efforts and the respect he
shows. Daughters, sons, and grandchildren
stopped coming over to Erik's kitchen to pick
up the foil-covered dishes of food.

The small village on the Lower Yukon is
one of many in the region that participates in
a laterally funded Indian Elder Nutrition
program. Cooking facilities, fish, and game
are contributed loeally to stretch their share of
the $80,000 received annually by the VRT
project to provide social services to 43 villages
and nutritious meals to elders in 17 villages.
An abundance of Yukon River salmon,
beaver, muskrat, ducks, and geese supplement
the food budget and provide the project with
a varied menu. Tomorrow, and for some time
throughout the winter, the elders will eat well-
balanced meals with big pieces of moose meat
in each dish. At one-third less fat and one-
third more protein per pound than any store-
bought red meat, it will truly be nutritious.
Tomorrow, the daughters, sons, and
grandchildren vvill stop by Erik's kitchen to
pick up the foil-covered dishes of food again
and deliver them to their elders. Erik came
back today. He "got" a moose and he's busy'
cooking.

Cognizant of the categorical statistics of the
incidence and severity of problems that are
used by others to describe the condition of
modern day Indian life, the Village Response
'teams go about their daily routines of
"helping" with an entirely different
perspective. The services they provide are
family-centered because, to them, Indian
people are a Family.

People often assume that Indian tribes and
people are going to disappear themselves or
will he .ffirced to disappear because they are
unable to deal with poverty, and that being
poor is sonwhow Syl10101110145 WIlh being an

n difficult to iiaciermand how aus
notion began, because a tribe Is certainly
nothing less than a lng organizatum
that 15 designed to help people meet the
psychological, ynritual and economic needs
of us members. (Wilkinson, 19801

Don Slorwl ts the Ihrector of the liontly
Seriitt''. neparlim'nt pl the limona Chiejv
( ft/et-owe and o del; mlvocate for family-
«offered cervwe pmerattonom F,, Aative/ Rural
..1/aska. He tires juvi outvide of linrhanAs with
Ins wife and three children and has spent the last
\even year, involved with comminuty-based
prouom development and administration

Contact: Don Slurcel, !Omuta Owls
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Adoptionfir
IInfertility

One ca.4t. of every five couples of child-
bearing age in the U.S. has a fertility
problem. Questions about how long is too
long in having a baby, when and how to seek
medical counseling and/or treatment, and
what kind of help is available are often
difficult areas to research. Studies and
specialists suggest that infertility is a major.
lifelong loss, and most couples can benefit
from grief counseling before initiating an
adoption plan.

RESOLVE, Inc. is a thirteen-year old
nationally recognized, nonprofit membership
organization offering services at both the
national level and through 47 state and
regional volunteer-run chapters. Members
have access to infertility counseling,
referrals to specialists, medical fact sheets.
a newsletter, a parent network, and
publications for laypeople and clinicians.
Local efforts focus on support groups.
referrals, adoption information, and
programs on medical and emotional issues.
5 Water Street, Arlington, MA 02174,
617/643-2424.

Infertility insights is a community-based
program developed by Barbara Bache-Wiig
in cooperation with the Waukesha, WI
County Technical College and the Waukesha
YWCA. Growing out of her Adoption Insights
course, taught continuously over the past
seventeen years. this 10-week curriculum
helps couples deal with the weighty issues
of infertility before moving on to the
possibilities of adoption. The course is a
combination of information provided by
infertility specialists balanced with
supportive classroom discussion. In a
process 01 learning and exploring, couples
integrate what they have learned, look at
their opt ,ons, and move toward making
informed decisions about pursuing
adoption or remaining child free. 1100 Grant
Street. Waukesha, WI 53186, 414/547-9014.

Infertility: How Couples Can Cope by
Linda P. Salzer G.K Had. 1986. 298 pp . $7.95
paperback)
A sensitive guide for couples dealing with
the day-by-day social and emotional
pressures of infertility. Offering constructive
advice from years of counseling and her own
infertility experience. Salzer helps couples
look beyond the medical appointments, sex
on schedule, and marriage problems to
explore each stage in their struggle to have
a child
In Pursuit of Pregnancy by Joan
Liebmann-Smith (Newmarket Press. 1987.
224 pp . $11.95 hardcover)

Three real-life couples' experiences are
used to provide an in-depth view of what
couples may face in their quest for a family.
How to cope with hostile feelings toward
pregnant friends, repeated miscarriages.
and the need for re-evaluation of medical
treatment are covered, as well as an
exploration of how men and women differ
in their approaches to infertility.
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tie Building an
Adoptive bunny

Lois Gilman, author of our introduction to
adoption article, states that in contemplating
adoption, couples need two kinds of
resources: the kind that will help them build
their family, and those that provide
continuing information and support over the
long range. The following examples of
national organizations, parent support
groups and networks. group models, and
suggested readings can generate both
information and guidance.

Families Adopting Children Everywhere
(FACE) is an adoptive parent support group
that provides information on both domestic
and foreign adoptions. They are a volunteer
organization and services are free. Their
12-hour, 6-week course, Family Building
Through Adoption, looks at the considera-
tions in deciding to adopt, types of
adoptions available, and concerns following
adoption. Offered in Maryland and northern
Virginia, it is the prototype for information-
on-adoption courses around the country.
The course booklet for parents at $4 and an
instructor's manual at $3 are among FACE
publications. They also produce a bi-
monthly newsletter. FACE. Box 28058,
Northwood Station, Baltimore, MD 21239.
301/256-1410.

OURS, Inc., a Minneapolis-based adoptive
family support organization numbers more
than 9,000 families and supportive
professionals as members. They provide:
information on adoption and how to adopt
to prospective parents; specialized book
resources for adults, Korean, Indian, and
South American adopted children; a family-to-family.helpline; and publish the only bi-
monthly magazine that focuses on the
issues of parenting adopted children. OURS
supports Adoptive Parent Support Groups
across the country with financial and
technical assistance. Local group activities
focus on educating the public on the broad
issues of adoption, preparing prospective
adoptive parents through parenting classes.
supporting families in crisis, cultural
activities for multi-ethnic families, and
legislative advocacy, OURS. Inc.. 3307
Highway 100 North, Suite 203, Minneapolis,
MN 55422, 6121535-4829.

The National Resource Center for
Special Needs Adoption is a division of
Spaulding for Children, a 19-year old agency
serving mainly teenagers and school-age
children. The Center provides training and
consultation services to colleagues.
adoption practitioners, policy-makers, and
advocates rather than direct service to
families. Designed to improve the quality
and availability of adoption and post-
adoption services for special needs children
and their families. the Center publishez
books on adoption issues, and will refer
parents to community agencies and health
professionals with expertise in special
needs adoption. P.O. Box #337, Chelsea. MI
48118. 313/475-8693.

ti

Child Welfare League of America, Inc.
has set standards for child welfare services
for 67 years. It is a privately supported
organization of 500 member agencies and
1.000 affiliates across the U.S. and Canada,
devoting its efforts to helping deprived,
neglected. and abused children and their
families. Affecting policies on issues that
include adoption, foster care, child abuse,
day care, and adolescent pregnancy. CWLA
provides consultation, training programs and
conferences, conducts research, publishes
books and pamphlets, and advocates
legislatively on behalf of children. Their
1988 catalogue offers clinicians a choice of
books and monographs from CWLA and
other publishers. The CWLA Library
Information Service offers a large variety of
films, slide shows, and cassette tapes on
various issues of adoption for adoptive
parent groups. parelit education, and staff
training. Child Welfare League of America.
Inc.. 440 First Street, NW, Suite 310,
Washington. DC 20001, 202/638-2952.

North American Council on Adoptable
Children (NACAC) is a nonprofit
U.S.-Canadian coalition of organizations
and individuals serving children and
families through foster-care and adoption
advocacy. NACAC coordinates National
Adoption Week, holds an annual national
conference, and is a clearinghouse for
adoptive parent support groups nation-wide.
Their particular emphasis is on placing
waiting children in need of permanent
adoption. Many of the youngsters have
physical or mental disabilities, some have
been caught in the foster-care system, are
school-age. Black, Native American, or
Hispanic. Member groups act as local
resource; state adoption practices, offer
parent group referral, advocate at the state
and national levels, and promote Adoption
Week. P.O. Box 14808, Minneapolis. MN
55414, 612/625-0330.

International Concerns Committee for
Children assists homeless children in their
own countries or through intercountry
adoption programs. They are a nonprofit
organization whose activities include an
information service on adoptable domestic
and foreign children, an overseas orphanage
sponsorship program, and publication of an
annual Report on Foreign Adoption. The
Report publishes articles on iasues such as:
questions for parents considering foreign
adoption, stresses of intercountry adoption
and how children adjust, plus a book and
newsletter resource section, legislative
updates. and country-by-country lists of
adoption programs. The Report also gives
information on availability of children, costs
and basic requirements for adoption, and
lists single parent groups and regional
home-study and postplacement services.
ICCC also publishes Adoption Listing
Service and Family Register to try and
match waiting children with prospective



families. Anna Marie Merrill. 911 Cypress
Drive. Boulder, CO 80303, 303/494-8333.

Adoption Exchanges operate for those
families who want to adopt older or special
needs children. There are local, state,
regional, and national adoption exchanges
working toward matching waiting children
with waiting families. Some exchanges use
photolisting books and biographical
material to promote match-ups. Others carry
out their recruitment activities through
newspaper ads or TV features. The National
Adoption Center uses a computer to
facilitate matches Through its National
Adoption Exchange, a resource for any
child who could be permanently placed with
the help of national recruitment, children
can be listed with both a state exchange as
well as the National Adoption Exchange.
and families who have completed a home
study can register themselves with the
Exchange. Several thousand children are
served annually The Center also offers
gcmeral information on adoption, publishes
a bibliography of books on adoption for
children and youth, and a newsletter 1218
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. PA 19107.
215/925-0200.

Family Su tiding Associates, Inc.,
serving the greater Washington. DC area.
presents a variety of adoption-related work-
shops for pre- and post-adoptive parents.
adolescent adoptees, interested
professionals, and adoption agency staff
members. These workshops are frequently
contracted for by agencies. and content is
planned cooperatively as an integral part of
the adoption process. The emphasis is on
infoimation giving, helping people gain
knowledge about and understanding for the
complexities of adoption in the early stages
when weighing options is critical. Offering
an accurate look at post-adoption issues, the
workshops also enable parents to view child
development progress realistically, and to
handle problems in ways that promote
positive self-esteem for the children
Marlene Ross and Joyce Kaser, 11419 Rokeby
Avenue, Kensington. MD 20895. 3011942-1218.

The Adoptive Parents' Education
Program offers a series of seven classes to
parents adopting newborns. All aspects of
practical, skill-building infant care are
covered in three classes for couples and
singles seriously considering adoption
and/or are in the process of applying for
certification. The emotional and sorjal
aspects of adoption comprise the last four
classes. Now in its tenth year, this program
Is offered year-long in a hospital setting.
Also available: Adoption Adventure, an
audio cassette of songs about adoption
that explore the feelings of birthparents.
adoptive parents, and adoptees: a color
videotape, The Adoption Experience
Perceptive Health Care for the

Relinquishing Mother; and a bi-monthly
newsletter. Beth Lockhart, P.O. Box 32114,
Phoenix, AZ 85064, 602/957-2896 .

The Parenting Centr of the 92nd
Street Y has offered its Is Adoption tot
You? workshop for the past nine years, and
the audience keeps growing. In the first of
three two-hour sessions, an overview
presents information on the legal aspects
of independent, agency, and foreign
adopt;on; in the second session, adoptive
pareets describe their own experiences and
discuss how they reached their decision to
adopt. the route they chose, and the
emotional impact of the process: the third
meeting addresses what happens after the
adoption. Another workshop series
welcomes adoptive parents and deals with
some of the practical and social issues of
having adopted. A third workshop focuses
on infertility problems and examines issues
relating to anyone having difficulty
conceiving or carrying a child to term one
meeting is a medical overview, and the
second looks at the psychological impact.
emotional consequences, and options for
resolution. Fretta Reitzes. Director, 1395
Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10128,
212/427-6000.

The Family Center of the Alexandria
Community Y is in its second decade of
helping families with their parenting
concerns. Information seminars, emotional
support, and parenting resources are
provided through the Center for Women and
Families. For the past two years, the Center
has run a four-week class for couples who
are preparing to adopt. Structured like a
preparation for childbirth course, emotional
and practical issues are covered for groups
of eleven couples in a year-round cycle.
A Support Group for Mothers Who Adopt is
offered as a follow-up. A basic drop-in
mode. it offers child care as an additive
during its ten-week format. Used as a
helpful transition, parents tend to move on
afterward to other Center seminars which
cover a variety of family issues for both
biologic and adoptive families. Glory Fox
Dierker. Director, 418 S. Washington St..
Alexandria, VA 22314. 703/768-0038.

Our Child: Preparation for Parenting In
Adoption builds on the fact that many
expectant couples need and want to prepare
for their parenthood through various
classes, groups, and books. Adoptive
parents, too, have need for preparation and
the opportunity to gain basic child care
skills and confidence In their ability to
parent. Carol Hallenbach, a prepared
childbirth educator and public health nurse,
has developed such a program to help
parents who are building their families
through adoption. Baby basics are taught
as well as adoption language, adoptive

miming, dealing with society's attitudes
about adoption, and the differences
between biologic and adoptive families.
Moro than fifty similar adoptive education
programs based on Our Child are offered in
many cities across the country. Carol can
bo contacted for referrals. A comprehensive
Instructor's Guide Is available for those
who want to initiate a program of their own.
800 Maple Glen Lane, Wayne, FA 19087,
2151964-1837.

Parenting Resourcs' staff members,
from backgrounds in psychology, psychiatry,
social work, and education, have developed
a range of classes in parenting skills, life
skills, and adoption education. As
professional trainers, they present work-
shops for federal and state agencies,
county social service departments, teach at
conferences, and provide in-service training
for hospital staff members. Their
workshops for the lay public as well as
professional audiences include subjects of
general parenting, illness, adoption and
fostercare related issues, and abuse. View-
ing adoption as a lifelong process, and
education as a powerful factor in maintain-
ing family health, their program involves
classes, support groups, search assistance.
family systems counseling with licensed
therapists, and information resourcing.
Sharon Kaplan, Executive Director, is co-
author of Cooperative Adoption, a how-to
manual detailing the options in creating
open/cooperative adoptions. 250 El Camino
Real, Suite 111, Tustin, CA 92680,
714/669-8100.

Suggested Reading

The Adoption Resource look by Lois
Gilman (Harper & Row, revised edition. 1987. 345
pp . $18.95 hardcover, $8 95 paperback)

Within the adoption community, this book
is considered essential reading for anyone
contemplating adoption. Both a comprehen-
sive overview and an information resource,
it provides a framework for exploring
adoption alternatives, arranging for, and
carrying out a successful adoption. Mother
of two adopted children, Ms. Gilman is
author also of The New York Parents' Book
and reporter-researcher for Time magazine.
Her own experience in building an adoptive
family years ago prompted this practical
and warmly helpful guide that anticipates
the questions and information needs of
prospective parents. The book explores
options of foreign and domestic adoptions,
procedures for agency and independent
adoptions, home studies, and legal Issues,
as well as concerns that relate to inter-
country adoption, special needs children,
and the long-term family issues of raising
an adopted child. An extensive state-by-
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Adoption

state directory lists parent groups,
agencies, intercountry adoption groups. and
Oublic service offices. Additional contacts
and sources of practical information are
scattered throughout, along with important
questions to consider and vignettes of
adopters' experiences.

Adoption: An Annotated Bibliography
and Guide by Lois Ruskai Melina (Garland
Publishing. Inc., 1987, 292 pp.. $34 hardcover)

Adoption practice and philosophy have
changed greatly in recent years, and a
growing body of literature reflects those
changes. The subject of adoption is now
relevant in many fields such as psychiatry,
medicine, sociology, law, psychology, social
work, child development, and education. This
bibliography is a comprehensive overview of
adoption literature and brings together
books, articles, and even unpublished
works from all these disciplines. Resources
for children are included as well as
information on educational, training, and
audio visual materials.

Handbook tor Single Adoptive Parents
by Hope Marindin (Washington Committee f or
Single Adoptive Parents. 1985)

This introductory resource for single
persons considering adoption has articles
on the process and practicalities of
becoming a single parent. some research
on singles as parents, and helpful personal
experiences. As an organization, the
Committee is a clearinghouse for singles
seeking agency and information contacts.
P.O. Box 15084, Chevy Chase, MD 20815.

Adopting th Older Child by Claudia L.
Jewett (The Harvard Common Press. 1978. 308
pp.. $8.95 softcover)

Lost and Found: The Adoption
Exprince by Betty Jean Lifton (Harper &
Row, revised edition. 1988. in press)

Open Adoption: A Caring Adoption by
Jeanne Warren Lindsay (Morning Glory Press.
1987, 252 pp $9 95 softcover)

Post-Adoption
Services

Unique needs arise from the special
circumstances of adoption. Children enter
adoptive families with their own genes,
their own experiences, their ties to another
family. Post-adoption services have grown
in number and scope to meet a variety of
individual and family needs In areas such
as talking with children about adoption,
sexuality, search assistance, child
development, ethnic and racial Identity, and
parenting special needs children.
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Truth Seekers in Adoption is a nonprofit
self-help, all volunteer gronp that offers
search assistance and support to adoption-
separated families. Monthly meetings
enabie members to learn from the search
experience of others, gaining perspective
and understanding that helps them prepare
for contact and reunion. Each member does
his or her own search, guided by volunteer
advisors. rruth Seekers are largely adult
adoptees, about 20 percent are birth
parents, and there are a smaller number of
adoptive parents helping their minor
children in a search. Some members are not
adoptees, but foster children seeking
birthparents; others search for family lost
through divorce or separation. The group
welcomes anyone to attend their meetings
who wants to learn about adoption from the
inside social workers, psychologists.
physicians, attorneys, the media, and
especially those who are considering
adoption or relinquishing a child to
adoption. Since its founding in 1973, more
than a thousand members have searched
for and located their birth families or birth
children who are now adults. Truth Seekers
also publishes a newsletter. P.O. Box 366.
Prospect Heights, IL 60070, 312/625-4476.

Children's Horne Society of Minnesota
is a statewide family social service agency
helping children and families since 1889.
As part of their overall adoption program.
they have developed extensive post-legal
adoption services. Counseling and educa-
tional services are designed to support and
strengthen families and prevent family crisis
and breakdown. For families who have
adopted children from Korea, a special
program offers culturally supportive teen
and preteen groups, counseling, and work-
shops for parents that include the services
of Korean speaking social workers. Post-
legal adoption resource booklets are avail-
able by mail: Understanding Adoption as a
Family-Building Option by Program Director
Marietta Spencer, and Understanding My
Child's Korean Origins by Hyun Sook Han.
Video and audio-visual materials, for rent or
purchase, can els, tle ordered. A curriculum
for teaching school children and adults
about adoption has beeii developed, as well
as material on the terminology of adoption.
2230 Como Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108,
612/646-6393.

The American Adoption Congress is an
international education network, promoting
openness in adoption. Established in 1978,
it provides a forum for search and support
groups in the U.S., Canada. and Mexico. The
Congress sponsors regional and national
conferences, publishes a newsletter,
provides speakers, and updates members
on legislative Issues. Their special services
include the International Soundex Reunion
Registry, which links adoptees with parents
and other family members who are searching
for each other. Inquirers will be referred to
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local member search organizations. RO.
Box 44040, L'Enf ant Plaza Station,
Washington, DC 20026, 505/296-2198.

Suggostod Muscling

After Adoption by Jean-Pierre
Bourguignon and Kenneth Watson (Illinois
Department of Children & Family Services, 1987.
35 pp.. no charge while supplies last)

This manual addresses itself to the
adoption worker, mental health practitioner,
education professional, and any other
person the adoptive family may turn to in
time of need. Identifying seven areas of
difficulty experienced by adoptive families,
the manual suggests how suitable
responses to these problems can help the
professional work more constructively with
families. In the instances where problems
are serious enough to warrant professional
help, the authors recommend a diagnostic
assessment that identifies the family's
strengths, and proposes a plan for clinical
intervention that will lead to stabilizing the
child within the family. Attn: Ms. Clemmons,
IDCFS, 100 W. Randolph St., 6th floor,
Chicago. IL 60601.

Raising Adopted Children by Lois
Ruskai Melina (Harper & Row. 1986. 274 pp..
$8.95 paperback).

Special conditions exist for those in
adoptive families, and it is critical for
adoptive parents and concerned profession-
als to understand how those conditions
differ from life in a biologic family. This
guidebook provides practical information
and reassuring advice through a balance of
current research in child development and
the mental health fields, and individual
family adoption experiences. It is primarily
a child care manual for adoptive parents.
divided into four parts: The Instant Family.
At Home with Adoption. The Adoptee Grows
Up. and Special Issues in Adoption. Mrs.
Melina is an adoptive parent, author of
Adoption: An Annotated Bibliography, and
editor/publisher of Adopted Child
newsletter, writing from the perspective of
her own family. Her book offers an
insightful view of children and parents, and
is a valuable resource guide to the progress
of the adoptive family life cycle.

Adopted Child is a monthly newsletter
edited and published by Lois R. Melina,
author of Raising Adopted sThildren and
Adoption: An Annotated Bibliography and
Guide. This four-page format highlights
feature articles on a variety of adoption
topics that are informative for laypeople as
well as professionals. The newsletter offers
another dimension for understanding the
dynamics of adoptive family life, the Issues
that concern parents and their adopted
children, and the practitioners Involved in
strengthening their family system. P.O. Box
9362, Moscow, ID 83843, 208/882-1181.



Empowering
Single-Parent
Families

by Robed Hughes, Jr.

When we think about parent education or
family support programs, personal contact
emerges as a critical feature. Many of us have
experienced the warmth and understanding of
sharing concerns and learning new ideas in
these surroundings.

While it is important to continue one-on-
one contact in helping families build their
support systems, we must also expand our
ability to reach out to them in ways that go
beyond personal contact.

A story shared by a colleague who sponsors
a support group for single parents helped me
to begin rethinking my work with families.
She recounted an effort to update the mailing
list for her program newsletter. While only
about 20-25 parents came to the support
group meetings, there were well over a
hundred names on the mailing list, indicating
many people had never attended a meeting.
Inquiring about dropping inactive names
from the list, she received many calls from
single parents saying, "Please don't take me
off your list. While I cannot come to your
meetings I look forward to hearing about
your activities and appreciate the ideas shared
in the newsletter."

This experience served as a reminder that a
newsletter could be a powerful source of
support, and encouraged me to seek additional
ways of providing support and educational
opportunities to single-parent families.

While the information age offers multiple
print, video, and computer technologies, these
methods do not necessarily carry the
"supportive" message that has been so
fundamental to family resource programs. In
fact, some would argue that it is impossible to
capture the essence of family resource
programs in these media approaches.

Principles of Family Support
Before we can effectively apply the

principles of family support, we must identify
them. While many ideas are embodied in the
family resource movement, empowerment and
transitional development emerge as essential.
Julian Rappaport (1981), a community
psychologist, has written that empowerment is
the attempt to "enhance the possibilities for
people to control their own lives" (p. 15).
Rappaport (1981) and Cochran (1986) have
identified these major assumptions of
emposserment: I) all families have strengths
and competencies; 2) parents have valid and
valuable information about their needs,
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values, and goals; 3) there are a variety of
ways to achieve healthy family lifestyles; and
4) growth is best accomplished through small
intimate social structures such as the family,
neighborhood, support groups, or church.

A second tenet of the family resource
movement has been the recognition of life
transitions as opportunities for growth and
development. Numerous family programs
have focused on the birth of a child, the
death of a family member, or other major life
change as a time to provide support,
encouragement, and new ideas for coping.

Both of these ideas can be applied beyond
the support group and family center. To
illustrate, I've chosen three programs for
families dealing with divorce and single
parenthood in which empowerment and
transitional development ideas are evident.

Print and Media Programs
Thinking About Divorce is a program for

those who are considering ending their
marriages, or have been recently separated.
Created by Dr. Warren F. Schumacher of the
University of Massachusetts Cooperative
Estension Service, this newsletter and

ideotape series is based on the idea that
people can take charge of I heit lives and
emerge as healthy persons.

Clearly, these materials are targeted to
people during a difficult transition esperience.
the program offers information and a series
of activities that Idioss the individual
opportunities to esploie his her (mit thinking
and decision making. Psychohigical
adjustment issues ate dealt %shit as well as
practical issues such as talking about
separation and divorce with children and
other family members, dealing with financial
matters, and developing new relationships.

Solo Parenting, a newsletter written by.
Dr. Patricia Nelson at the University of
Delaware Cooperative Extension Service, also
focuses on the transitional period, addtessing
the unique issues of never married, widowed,
and div orced single parents. Written in

concise and easily readable language, this
newsletter also provides a list of many
resources that parents can pursue for their
special concerns.

The University of Illinois Cooperative
Extension Service has recently published
Parenting on Your Own for new single
parents. This program seeks to empower
single parents as well as program facilitators
by providing a flexible program which can be
delivered through direct mail, mass media, or
support groups.

The program includes a fourteen-issue
newsletter series dealing with personal
adjustment, financial, and parenting
concerns. In all aspects of the materials an
effort is made to help families identify their
strengths and to encourage them to develop
positive coping strategies. Photographs and
quotes from single parents and children
illustrate and highlight each issue.

These brief illustrations demonstrate that
empowerment and transitional development
can be incorporated into print and video
technologies. By developing delivery formats
based on the principles of the family resource
movement, these methods are transformed
into more effective helping mechanisms.
Likewise, when family support programs can
utilize these delivery methods, their work is
expanded and enriched.
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Contact: Robert Hughes, Jr.. Ph.D.,
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Resources:
Thinking bout Divorce. Nine neweletters
(1 set free). Video: VHS $80. Dr. Warren F.
Schumacher, Division of Home Economics,
Skinner Hall, Amherst, MA 01003,
4131545.2313.

Selo Parenting. 35 newsletters, $10. Pat
Nelson, Ed.O., Delaware Cooperative
Extension, Townsend Hall, Newark, DE
19717.1303, 3021451.2538.

Pareneng on Your Own, Program handbook,
$15. 14 newsletters, $3.00. Robert Hughes, Jr
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 905 S. Goodwin,
Urbana, IL 61801, 217/244.2847.
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The Center for Early Adolescence
Helping Parents of 10-15 Year Olds

by Leah M. Lefstein

Anticipating that parents of newborn
infants may feel apprehensive and bewildeied,
nurses, physicians, hospitals, and social
service agencies proffer brochures, videotapes,
pamphlets, short courses, and other aids to
help prepare mothers and fathers for
parenthood's accompanying change and
responsibility. Learning how to cope with
feeding and diapering is only a part of the
information that parents receive. In addition,
they have relatively easy access to information
about infants' physical development, their
emotional needs, and ways to stimulate their
offspring's intellectual progress.

In contrast, as children approach the years
of early adolescence, ss hen they will experience
unprecedented physical, emotional, cognitive,
and social growth, their parents find fess
resources. Further, many parents of young
adolescents are too busy to seek information.
As their children have grown, so have parents'
responsibilities at work, in the community,
and in their extended families. Even mothers
who had not previously been employed
outside the home may be solely sustaining or
augmenting the family income at this time in
their children's lives. Fathers may work extra
hours or take on additional jobs to increase
their wages. Aging grandparents may need
attention, economic support, and care,
evoking parents' feeling that they are the
"sandssich" generation, wedged between
young and old human priorities.

Outside the family circle, ssorthy community
organi/ations and religious institutions may
also seek more time and energy front parent
solunteers. lil all, parents of young adolescents
often report that time is a precious
commodity ill their lives: coping with the
needs of a growing family and with their (mit
day-to-day responsibilities leaves few leisure
hours to pursue information about parenting.

l.ike parents of nessborn infants, parents of
10- to I5-year-olds want helpful reassurance
and practical techniques for coping. Just as
ness parents need time to adjust to the vagaries
of parenthood, parents of young adolescents
find that they and their youngsters also go
through an unsettling period of change.

Unlike new parents, however, parents of
voting teenagers are exposed to dire ssarnings
of impending harm that nmy befall their
chiklren frotn external influences they cannot
control. While new parents see favorable
media images of bouncing, cooing, bundles of
joy, parents of young adolescents ingest a
daily media diet of horror stories about young
teenagers' ins olventent in dangerous activities
gangs, drug abuse, sexual promiscuity.

school failure, vandalism, and accidents.
Further, parents of 10- to 15-yeur-olds Use

children who are close to (or who have esen
surpassed) their own sin, who can express
their opinions verbally, and who have grossing
mental agilitv. For the first time, their children
have begun to look like adults, and they base
achieved or are nearing the time when they
will have the physical capability to become
parents themselves.

Experiencing the vicissitudes of their young-
sters' early adolescence can be worrisome for
parents. They may worry about the "tyranny
of the peer group," fearing that their children
will fall prey to dangerous risk-taking
behavior. Concerned, too, about their
children's school achievement, parents often
feel cut off from academic involvement as
their children study more complex subjects,
interact with more teachers, and attend larger
schools, often at a greater distance from home.

Families with young adolescents may
experience temporary disequilibrium as young
people grow rapidly, establish close relation-
ships with peers, test the boundaries of their
parents' ant horitv, and des clop affinities for
clothing or music that is not to their parents'
taste. Hossever, this period is also a much
more positive time for families than popular
myths would base most parents anticipate.
Young adolescents are capable or taking on
greater family responsibility; they can be
delightfully insightful and humorous; thev can
eontribute acceptable solutions to familv
problems.

The Center as a National Resource
on Early Adolescence

Parents of young adolescents at e hungt
for infOrmanon that ss ill help them interpret
the changes that base occurred in their lamilies
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and give them skills to maintain family
equilibrium. The Center for Early Adolescence
(CEA) at the University of North Carolina
(Chapel Hill) has identified four topics that
are of special interest to these parents:

understanding early adolescence
learning to communicate effectively
talking about sexuality
coping with risk-taking behavior

These topics provide the framework for the
Center's new, revised parent education
curriculum, Living with 10- to LS-Year-Olds.

Living with 10- to 15-1'ear-Olds seeks to
help parents understand the physical, socio-
emotional, and intellectual changes that their
children undergo in early adolescence. In
addition, the curriculum takes a positise
approach to these years in the human life cycle,
helping parents to appreciate that their
children do not suddenly become monster-
strangers when puberty occurs. ". curriculutn
resiews the events of eady adolescc and
places them in the context in which parents
and young people nos% live.

Tlw curriculum also helps parents to
identify the ways that they learned about their
ossn sexuality, to express their hopes for their
children's sexual attitudes, and to find ways
to discuss sexual issues with their children.
A unit on communication skills assists parents
in listening to their young teenagers and in
resolsing conflicts without damaging their
children's fragile self-esteem. Finally, parents
examine the full spectrum of adolescent risk-
taking, understanding the reasons why young
adoles,:ents experiment with risky behaviors,
and learnng what they can doboth at home
and in their communitiesto ensure their
children's safety and security.

Like the first edition of Living with 10- to
15-Year-Olds, the ness edition is designed to
facilitate parent education in a sariety of local
settings, ranging from full-scale community
conferences to informal parent support groups,
using local resources. The new curriculum
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offers activities that enable teachers,
counselors, clergy, social service personnel,
and volunteers to help parents acquire reliable
information and learn useful skills. Along
with a variety of helpful booklets and
pamphlets, Living with 10- to 15-Year-Olds
includes planning and discussion guides,
flexible agendas, workshop designs for more
than 20 hours of group activities, handout
materials, a publicity kit, and reading lists for
parents, young people, and professionals.

In addition to the curriculum, the Center
has prepared other materials for parents and
for professionals who work with families.
Early Adolescence: 41'hat Parents Need to
Know is a handbook for parents that explains
the physical changes of puberty and the
concomitant social, cognitive, and emotional
changes, as well. A revision of this book, with
several additional chapters on topics that
parents have requested, is planned for 1988.

The Center also publishes Laurence
Steinberg's Understanding Families with
Young Adolescents, a book for family-service
workers which examines family development
as children and their parents progress through
comparable periods of marked growth and
change. A series of Center pamphlets for
parents also address a variety of schooling
topics: School Environments for Young
Adolescems, Curricidum and Instruction in
Junior High and Middle Schools, and Talking
with Young Adolescents about School. In
addition, the Center regularly updates and
publishes reading lists that are of interest to
parents in Resources on Parenting Young
Adolescents and Early Adolescent Sexuality.

For family-service professionals, the Center
offers further resources, training, and
information services. Early Adolescence: .4
Resource Directory is a comprehensise list of
organizations, agencies, journals, and other
periodicals that pros ides information about
the early adolescent age group across a variety
of disciplines. The Center's professional staff
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researchers, trainers, program developers,
and librariansregularly review and catalogue
research information about families; new
print materials for parent educators, parents,
and young people; and information about
successful youth- and family-serving programs.
Center staff also review new audiovisual
resources, maintaining a file of information
about the quality and accessibility of films,
videotapes, and filmstrips.

Recognizing the need for reliable resources
and easy parental access, the Center has also
undertaken a number of projects to help
institutions, such as schools, churches and
synagogues, voluntary organizations, and
businesses, transmit information to the
parents and guardians of 10- to 15-year-olds.
At regular intervals throughout the year,
Center staff trainers offer continuing
education programs for parent educators and
other youth- and family-serving professionals.

Further, the Center has collaborated with
diverse orga- .ations, such as a rural drug
abuse prevention coalition, an urban family
service agency, and a county-wide adolescent
pregnancy presention coalition, to develop
innos alive ways to reach parents of young
teenagers. These groups have been successful
in finding ways to contact busy parents of
young adolescents: at church and synagogue
meetings; through parent-teacher associations;
over the airwaves, on cable television and
radio call-in programs; in community college
and adult education courses; and in the
workplace, at brown-bag lunchtime seminars.

In collaboration with COSSMHO, the
national Hispanic health organization, and El
Centro, a human services agency in East Los
Angeles, the Center adapted and field-tested
Living with 10- to li-Year-Olds for use with
Mexican-American parents. This adapted
sersion, entitled Viviendo con Adolescentes de
10 a 15 Anos de Edad, is also available from
the Center. Later this year, COSSMHO will
complete work on a translation of the
curriculum.

Another current Center project employs
leadership education to promote better
services for young adolescents and their
parents in the state of Indiana. Collaborating
with a local director ss ho is affiliated with the
Children's Museum in Indianapolis, Centet
staff have designed a training program for 53
l.illy Endowment l.eadership Education
Program (LELEP) Fellows front 20 Indiana
cities and tow ns. All I ELEP are mid.
career youth- and family-sers ing professionals
flout education, academe, social work, the
health professions, the clergy, and youth w ork.
!rained to sus e as consultants to youth-
serving agencies, middle grade schools, parents,
and parent education programs, each I dims
completes a practicum in his or her communit.
using the skills developed in the program. In
1988, du: Center ss ill investigate other
potential replication sites-- states, regions, or
municipalities tot the leadership education
project.

The Center's interest in early adolescent
development, middle grade schooling, and
community services for young adolescents
enhances its ability to respond to the needs of
family-service professionals. A parent
questionnaire, developed in conjunction with

the Center's investigation of successful after-
school programs for young adolescents, has
helped several communities to determine
parents' concerns about their children's after-
school activities and needs. Similarly, the
Center's Middle Grade Assessment Program
helps schools to bring parents into a combined
eftbrt to determine ways to achiese greater
academic effectiveness and des elopmental
responsiveness.

Members 01 du. Center staff welcome request.%
for information anti inquiries about publications,
training, consulting, and other outreach activities.

tOr inlormatwn from the Ceiner'A
clearinghouse, contact: Susan Rosenzweig,
Information Services Director, Center for Early
Adolescence, Suite 223, C arr Mall,
CarrboroV(' 27510, 9/9/966-1148.

tor more mlormation about the Center itself,
its newsletter, t t11111110111.0%.11N, or Ns other
publications, contact.. Jean Chandler. Circulation
Alanatwr

tor information about I king ssith 10. to
16 Yeat Q., and other ( 'enter ;.>ainine
programs, contact: James .1. ConwaY, whl
Set-% Wes Alantfeer.

eah M. tefstein is Acting Director a; he
('enter lot harlf idolescenve. Co-author ry 3:00
to ti:00 I'M: Plogrants lot Young Adolesixtits, a
booA duo esamines and document% several
evcellent community program.s for 10- to 15-year
olds, %he is at present working on a new booA lot
parents that will appear in 1988. I.e./Stein and
1 eadership Education Project Coordinator Tara
M. Sanderrock, are also completing work on the
(enter's reviwd parent education curriculum.

flu. Center for Early Adolescence is a ineinber
of the himily Resource (*oalition,

Ora,Nings from Living With Your Teenager- stuu?s
IP/ Judith 0 Hoover. U of WiSconsul.Extension
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Sequencing: Having It All but Not All at
Once by Arlene Rossen Cardozo
(Atheneum Press, 1986, 330 pp., 516.95 hardcover)

A challenging question is presented in this
book: Must choosing to have both a career
and children necessarily mean not giving or
getting the best of either one? Cardozo,
author also of Women at Home (1976),
details how she sees sequencing as the
solution for a growing number of women
who want to experience it all. By developing
a three-stage system, she recommends that
women first complete their educations and
gain career experience; when they decide to
hear and mother young children, that they
leave full-time work; and in the third stage,
they develop innovative ways to reintegrate
career activities into their lives so that
mothering and working are not conflictual.
Breaking the myth of the Superwoman is a
central theme. Instead, Cardozo attempts to
create a new myth, that of a woman who is
able to combine the best of feminism with
the best of traditional mothering. Neither
housewives or "jobwives," Cardozo,
explains, these women are persons unto
themselves. The author's research included
300 women in various stages of sequencing:
those who were full-time careerwomen-
mothers, women who had either put aside
their careers to raise children or those who
had been full-time mothers from one to ten
years, and women who had reintegrated
careers after years of being distanced from
their work. Sequencing is for women and
men who are contemplating the possibilities
or are already in the process. It describes the
ramifications of such action and acts as a
guide for enhancing the mothering years,
and finally exploring career options in later
stages. Cardozo states that sequencing may
not he for everyoneit is a complex process
for both women and men, often involving a
change of values, priorities, and perspectives,
as well as making a strong commitment.

Staying Hom(' Instead by Christine 1)avidson
(1.exineton Press, 1986, 175 pp., S12,95 softeover)

The problem author Davidson sees today, is
that women of her generation, 30-to 40-year-
olds, are no longer being told there are
options to the career and mothering duality.
She points to the alternative choice and steps

in to help women determine whether and how
they can break out of the "working mom rat
rate" and survive financially. Although
Davidson is careful not to advocate staying
at home for all women, her aim is to offer
self-assurance and practical advice to those
who decide motherhood at home serves them
best. The body of Stving Home Instead is
devoted to carefully thinking through the
affordability of leaving work to raise a
family, saving money instead of spending it,
and creating ways to make money at home.
Davidson's view challenges the assumption
that the "new women" must straddle office
and home, and suggests there are infinite
life-style possibilities in balancing mothering
with how, when, and where to work. In the
last chapter, "How Many Kids Can Ron and
Nancy Care for in the White House
Basement?", Davidson turns to the political'
landscape and the unfulfilled promises of a
vocally pro-family administration. She
discusses current legislative plans, suggests
tax reform measures to help thcse who must
pay for childcare, and the need for
establishing regulatory agencies at the state
and federal levels. In her conclusion, the
author explores the changing roles and myths
about women as professionals and women as
mothers.

Time out for Motherhood by Lucy Scott and
Meredith Joan Angwin (Jeremy P Tarcher,
Inc., 1986, 253 pp., $15.95 hardcover)

Throughout her many years as psychologist
and former Director of the Parenthood Over
30 project, Lucy Scott has developed a
positive point of view on the issues of mother-
hood for career women. Both she and hcr
co-author are up front about their biasthey
are in favor of older mothers. Knowledge is
power, Scott and Angwin explain, and Time
Out aims to help working women evaluate
their career and mothering choices.
Acknowledging medical concerns, the need
for financial planning, and the impact of a
baby on a marriage, the authors also point
to over-thirty women who generally
experience greater security in relationships
and finances at this time of life. Scott and
Angwin conclude that women can indeed
have it all --a product is e career and children,
tooif they are willing to have realistic
expectations of themselves. The book
suggests careful consideration, however, and
provides a blend of reports, psychological
literature, anecdotes, and case studies to help
in that pursuit. Questions about health risks,
economics, relationships and partners, and
personal hopes and fears are all discussed as
elements in decisionmaking. In the final
chapter, "Beyond Guilt," Scott and Angwin
offer encouragement to the millions of
women facing the dilemma of "Shall I ssork
or shall I mother?" For those women who
do return to the workforce, the authors ti y
to anticipate the problems, and suggest ss s

to minimize the negative feelings.
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condition for parents in making good use of a
program (see also Unger and Wandersman, in
press; Kessen and Fein, 1975).

Concluding Comment
The brief sketches of process research

findings presented in this article are examples
of the type of evaluation work that can
inform decisions about program practices.
The development of a technical data base is
crucial to the field's future. Programs for
parents of young children can be strengthened
considerably through an understanding of life
in family support programs.
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Major New Books Document
Family Support Movement

FRC enthusiastically welcomes the publication of two significant
volumes on family support programs. They are the first to describe the
programs' twenty-year development, and to interpret their importance
and implications for families, human service practitioners, and our
society. These books represent a milestone in the evolution of the
family support movement, and will assuredly enhance its future growth.

America's Family Support Programs: Perspectives and
Prospects
Edited by Sharon 1.. Kagan, Douglas R. Powell, Bernice T.
Weissbourd, and Edward F. Zig ler.
t Me University Press, /98Z 384 pp., S30 hardcover!

Addressing such issues as the historical and social context of
current family support efforts, the range and benefits of the
programs, available research, and the challenge of funding, staffing,
and management, this solume chronicles past problems and
accomplishments and offers specific recommendations for the future.

CONTENTS: Fore%ord: Family Support: The Quiet Resolution
U. BRONFENBRENNER , Part I Introduction: The Promise and
Problems of Family Support Programs S.I.. KAGAN, A. SHEI LEY
II The Context for Family Support / 2. Social Support Systems:
Families and Social Policy R.M. MORONEI , 3. A Brief Histors of
Family Support Programs B.T . WEISSBOURD / 4. Head Start: A
Pioneer of Family Support E.E. ZlGLER and J. FREEDMAN / III
Types of Family Support Programs / 5. Family Beginnings: Infancs
and Support J.P. SHONKOFF / 6. Family Support and the
Prevention of Child Maltreatment J. CIARBARINO 7. Day Care as

Evaluating Family Programs
Edited by Heather B. Weiss and Francine Jacobs
(Aldine Press, 550 pp. estima(e, in press, amiable Apol. 1988.)

Esaluating Family Programs looks at two key evaluation issues ot'
famils support and education programs: what is knossu to date
about program effectiseness. and what strategies can be employed
to get int'ormation to strengthen these programs and to document
their effectiveness? The solume represents an effort to capture both
the fruits of past evaluation practice and the most current and
creatise thinking about future directions.

CONTENTS: Fore%ord: Rep. O. MII I.1-R Series Editor's Preface
J.K. WHITIAKER Preface: Introduction: Eamily Support and
Education Programs: Challenges and Opportunities 11.11. WEISS and
F.H. JACOBS I. The State of Knowledge About Program
Effectiseness I. Family Support and Education Programs: Working
Through Ecological theories or Human Des elopment 11.11. 5\1 Ns
2. The Eise- riered Approach to 1.saluation: Context and
Implementation 1..11..1Acolis 11. Measuring Child, Parent, and
Famib Outcomes Introduction to Section 3. Rethinking the
Assessment of Child-Eocused Outcomes P. 11A1. SI-R-CRAN1 and
J.P. SlIoNKt)11 4. I's aluatmg Parent-Chikl Interaction Outcomes
of Eamily Support and Education Programs G.A. HOWEIGAN
5. Measuring Parent Outcomes in Eamily Program Evaluation
C.C. UP'slICR 6. Aleasuring Eamils Ssstems Outcomes
D. K. WAI Pak and R.W. CRot K1 R 7. Measures of Stress and
Coping in Families M.W. IsR At 55 8. Social Support:
Conceptualiiation and Measuiement P D. t. 1 EARY III. Es alualion
Experiences: Case Studies from tlw Field Introduction to the
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a Family Support System D.R. POWELI / 8. Family Support and
Education in Early Childhood Programs H. WEISS 9. Home-
School Linkages: History's I.egacy and the Family Support
Movement S.I.. KAGAN / 10. Parent Involvement: Support for
Families of Children with Special Needs R. W1EGERINK and
M. COMFORT / 11. Ness. Directions for Parent Education
L.P. WANDERSMAN ; 12. Parent-to-Parent Support Groups:
Advocates for Social Change P. PIZZO / IV. Program Development
and Implementation / 13. Design, Staffing, and Funding of Family
Support Programs B.T. WEISSBOURD / 14. Innovative Funding and
Private/Public Partnerships S. MUENCHOW / 15. Ethnicity and
Family Support S. JENKINS / 15. Cultural Diversity in Family
Support: Black Families K. WILLIAMS / V. Research and Evaluation

17. Methodological and Conceptual Issues in Research
D.R. POWELL / 18. Outcome Evaluation of Family Support
Programs: Research Design Alternatives to True Experiments
V. SEITZ / 19. Problems for the Experimenting Society in the
Interface between Evaluation and Service Providers D.T. CAMPBELL
/ 20. Evaluating Family Support Programs E.F. "ZIGLER AND
J. FREEDMAN ! VI. Summary and Recommendations / 21. Past
Accomplishments: Future Challenges S.1.. KAGAN, D.R. POWELL.
B. I. WEISSBOURD, and E.F. Z1(iLER.

Section , 9. Lessons from the Es aluation of the Brookline Early
Education Project T. TIVNAN 10. Common Design and
Methodological Problems Encountered in Evaluating Family Support
Services: Illustrations from the Prenatal/Early Infancy Project
1). OLDS 11. Toward an Understanding of the Program Variable in
Comprehensise Parent Support Programs D.R. 12. The
Es aluation Experience or the Avarice Parent-Child Education
Program G.G. RODRIGUEZ and C.P. CORTEZ 13. Prose to Me
I hat Meld Makes a Difference A. El tWOOD 14. roward
1 xperimental haluation of the Family, Infant, and Preschool
Program Esaluation I. DUNS-I and C.M. TRIVET-IT 15. The
(. toss-Protect Esaluation or the Child Sufsis al / Eair Start
Initialise: A ( ase Studs of Action Research IL BoND and
R. HAI 1'1 RN 16. 1 he Child Welfare I eague of America's
Adolescent Parenting Project S.11. MI1.1 FR 17. Studying
( 'omplexits: I he Case of the Child and Family Resource Program
M.J. NAU IA and K. r 1 18. Using an Impact I's aluation
Model with loo-Early Childbearing Progiams 1).K. WA1 K1 R and
A.A1. \111c111 I 1 R. ('urrent Issues in Theory and Policy
Introduction to Section 19. Cost Analses in Family Suppoit
Programs K.R. W11111 20. rhe Possibilities and Limitations of
Aleta-Analysis in Understanding Family Program Impact
P. HAUSER-cRAM 21. Program for Racialls arid Ethnicalls Diseise
American Eamilles: Some Critical Issues DI. SI R

22. Ecological Perspectis es on Change in Eamilies It. DYM
Conclusimis (0 the Volume: 1 esson, in Context L I I. rAcons and
11.11 W 1 155 Appendix A: Research Instruments and Mir Souices
Appendix Glossars of Research and Program 1-saluation let ms,
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Strengthening Stepfamilies
tt 1.inda Albert

" lo marr a second time represents a
triumph of hope oser experience," Samuel
Johnson once said. It doesn't haxe to be
that way! With the resources axailable
today, stepfamilies can reach their poten-
tial for a full and rewarding life.

We'e all heard the statistics. One-half
of all chiklren born in the 1970s will live
with a divorced of Vbklowed parent. Since
80 percent of disorced persons remarry,
most of these children will become step-
children before they reach adulthood.
Approximately one out of five children
is a stepchild, and around 9,000 new
stepfamilies are formed each week. This
means by 1990, if present trends continue,
the stepfamily will be the most common
family structure!

has e been involved in the issues of
stepfamilies ever since I w as remarried
myself, in 1972. At that time, there was
little information or help available to
remarried parents. I nes er thought of
myself, my three children, and my new
spouse as a stepfamily. I imagined that we
were just like any other nuclear family,
onl I had a new husband and my kids had
a new father figure. I didn't expect to face
any special issues or tensions because of
our changed family situation.

I low naise this sounds in 1988! In 1972,
ho. ;ver, people didn't talk about step-
fan Aies the w ay they do now. I here were
almost no books on the subject, the Step
family Association of America hadn't been
born yet, and Oprah Winfrey was a teen-
ager. Rarel did the media say anything--
especially anything realistic and helpful
to stepfamilies.

Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, I111
stepfamily didn't survive. When things got
rough, I had no knowledge of the special
needs of the stepfamily situation, and I
had no skills for integrating my children
and my husband into one stable family
unit. I failed to create a family structure
strong enough to withstand the many
storms that shook our home, and in the
end we fell apart.
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'J' NOT TsiRiLLED

AtOu T BEiNG CALLED

YouR "STEP NERD'i

For families remarrying today, the story
is quite different. There are resources
everywhere books, magazine articles,
journals, television specials, rap groups,
training programs which can help ease
the transition from one family form to
another. Stepfamilies especially rely on the
many helpful practitioners who ease the
family along the sometimes rocky road of'
remarriage.

lo be of help, the practitioner must
belie\ e that a family is a family is a family.
No family should be considered "broken"
01 lesser in any way, be it a nuclear,
tenni ied, adoptise, or foster family. It's
the hoine atmosphere, the quality of the
interactions anuntg family members and
lum the adults and kids perceive them-
sek es and each other that determine the
quillit of the famib life.

The Stepfamily Program
In order to help other families avoid

the problems I faced, I teamed up with
I.instein, a stepfamily specialist

and author of the award-winning book,
liteSuVinnily: 1.ming and Learn-
ing. together we compiled a training
program titled Strengthening Stepfamilies,
ss hich includes readings, recordings, and
activities practitioners can use with step-
families in order to teach the skills and
strategies needed to insure a healthy, high
quality family. We structured the program
to correspond to the rise tnain tasks all
stepfamilies face. (.,mttmted



Stepfamilies,

Task 1: Understanding the Realities
of the Stepfamily Structure

Nere are no two ways about it, step-
families hase a unique structure. Esery
member in a stepfamily has experienced loss
of one kind or another, such as loss of spouse,
loss of daily c(mtact with both parents,
pet haps esen loss of former neighborhood,
school, or workplace it' a mose is involved.

We must also lace the ex-spouse and non-
tesidential parent, who can be friend or foe,
helpful or hurtful. Children generally must
tnoye back and forth between two homes.
I he parent-child bonds in a stepfamily are
pre existing, and are often stronger than the
adult couple bond, causing all kinds of
complications and conflicts. The clash of
different backgrounds, daily living habits,
prekrences, and traditions can interfere with
smooth day-to-day Using. The lack of legal
relationships between stepparents and step-
children often hinder the bonding process of a
new stepfamily.

Task 2: Strengthening
the Couple Relationship

The couple is the key to stability in the
stepfamily. Though many remarryine parents
think that their first concern should be their
children's adjustment, much research suggests
that the initial thrust should go into deseloping
a strong, enduring marital relationship. It's
not easy to form these marital bonds when
the couple has no time alone before children
anise in the family.

Dealing with former spouses and coming to
terms with our partner's previous love life
requires tremendous emotional fortitude.

Negotiating difkring lifestyle patterns (hat
es olved in pre> ions relationships and changing
old patterns of self-defeating or dyst unctional
behavior require tremendous time and energy.
Yet, if the stepfamily is to stir> ise, the adult
partners must learn to balance intimacy and
romance with family responsibility and
personal needs.

Task 3: Establishing Effective
Relationships with Stepchildren

There are almost no role models and
mentors to guide the stepparent in the difficult
job of forming a relationship with the step-
children. Should he or she be an additional
parent figure for the child? A friend?
A confidant? A mentor? A role model for
adulthood? Some combination of all of
these? Each stepparent will have to decide
what role(%) are appropriate in the given
situation.

We do know that et fective stepparents are
those who can empathim with a child, are not
defensise, critical or judgmental, can show
affection and acceptance, are open to change,
hase a strong sense of personal identity,
befit:se in the child's abilities, and allow the
child to be responsible for him or herself.

In the book, Quahry Parenting, \Ilich I
%%rote with Michael Popkin, we found there
were four skills that all parents can learn in
order to make interactions meaningful and
relationships close and caring: sharing,
encouraging, teaching, and playing. We ads Ise
stepparents to concentrate on these skills in
:he early days of the new stepfamily and to
lease the task of discipline mainly to the
biological parent. In time, as the stepparent-
stepchild bonds strengthen, discipline tasks
can be %hated.

Guidlins for Helping Childrn Adjust to a Stepparnt
Recognize the Importance of the other biological parent and respect children's
right and need to love that parent. Support the time they spend with their other
family and Invite that parent and other family members to milestone ceremonies
recitals, play-offs, graduations. At such events, focus only on the children and
put aside unfinished emotional business between adults present.
Never speak negatively of the other parent in front of the children; control any
resentment you may feel.
As a stepparent, acknowledge the strong bond between your new spouse and his or
her children. So children won't feel left out, avoid monopolizing your mate's time.
Plan "alone time" with your stepchildren so you can get to know one another
better. Invite them to do things with you don't pressure them or make demands.
Understand that family life cannot always be happy. When conflict arises,
it doesn't mean that your family is failing or that your stepchildren hate you.
Don't expect "Instant love": allow time for relationships to develop.
Concentrate on learning to accept, respect, and like your stepchildren.
Reject fairy-tale myths and unrealistic media portrayals of stepfamilies.
Forgive yourself for being imperfect. Realize that you learn when you make
mistakes. So does your spouse, and so do the children!
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Task 4: Helping Children Adjust to
Their Changed Family

Children like the security of sameness and
tontine. All the changes that they experience
during the transitions from nuclear family to
single patent family to stepfamily can seem
maw hi:lining. While the wedding is a day of
delight for the remarrying couple, it is often
a day of doom and depression for children.
I-antasies of their original parents re-uniting
are shattered. They are faced with more
changes, more adjustments, all of which are
outside of their control. They may feel loyalty
conflicts between the new stepparent and the
biological parent. There may be new siblings
to usurp their former place as oldest. youngest,
or only child. All these changes will take
time, and parents will need patience and
perseserance in encouraging their children
to make the adjustments.

Sharing quality time together can help ease
the transition and speed up the adjustment
process. When we'se laughed and shared and
cheered together, we are more likely to feel
bonded and comfortable with one another.
Research for Qualio. Parenting uncosered
nine Factors that help create those special
moments:

Parents spend time alone with each chikl
The child is the center of attention
I he whole family does sonic acti> ities
together
Kids can count on traditions
Parents put kids' needs first
Parents show they cute
Kids feel grown-ilp
Eseryone is relaxed
Parents make some eset da at:mines tun.

Incorporating these factors into daily step-
tamily (mix ities will help es cry one !eel doser
and create a happiet, healthier steptamily.

Task 5: Pinpointing the
Developmental Stages in the
Stepfamily Life Cycle

It helps to lime a map handy when 5%e
liasel unknown paths. Maps present Its twin
getting sidetracked from out main destination.
and help us piepate tot whateser pit talk or
pleasures lie ahead. Stepfamilies need a map
that identities typical deselopmental stages
and makes the joultle\ frolll stage to stage as
easy as possible.

Ihe first stage m the steptamily Journey h
fantasy, when we're in the grip of the grand
illusion that ollr (mance will blossom into
happily (nen after. Unfortunately, like all good
lantasks. this one fades when teality steps in.

Me second stage is colittisiOil, st hen we ask
ourselses, -What are we doing in a step-
family?" llnexpected problems shatter the
lantily, and we are us ens helmed by the st
of day-to-day living. If (he confusion is great,
it may be a good time to seek help, (nen il

All graphics reprinted by permission of
American Guidance Service. copyright 1986.
Circle Pines, MN 55014



the situation has 1101 Nel Icadied
plopottions.

the ifind stage sse afl cials time, when the
pain and disappointment ot crises threatens to
hi ing an end to the new tatnily unless some
Immediate tneasures are taken. At this point,
stepfamilies often seek professional help-- but
it lila) be too late. Remarried parents who
know ahead of time about these stages oflen
w he's seek out help before Ons crisis stage.
the! eh asetting many difficulties.

Alto much %sot k on eser\one's part, the
stability stage is leached. I his is where
es ei None comes together and achieses a sense
of "us", Of "Our family". I he famil is nos%
truly merging, creating 11s Mill siNle and
establishing us own traditions, while at the
same time remaining open to change.

Finally the commitment stage is reached.
where the calm afier many storms allows one
to relax, reflect, and enjoy the pleasures that
come front creating a warm, losing family. Of
course issues and conflicts will continue to
surface, hut the family has deseloped effectise
ways to communicate and negotiate in order
to sok e the problems before they e,.calate into
major headaches.

Leading a Stepfamily Group
When leading stepfamily discussion groups,

it's helpfal to remind participains of the
difference betiseen discussion and therapy.
Thc point of being together is not to spend an
hour helping o te person solse a personal
problem or family crisis: rather the purpose is
to focus on the issue presented, gathering
ideas and sharing solutions or problem% as a
group.

Discussions are more meaningful when
participants hase the chance to see how the
topic under discussion relates to their own
lives. The group leader can encourage such an
analysis and yet not turn the group into a
therapy session. The Strengthening
Stepfamilies program uses question% and
activities that relate to each of the major
stepfamily tasks. for example, participants
might he asked to identify the losses each of
their children has experienced, or to complete
a check-list assessing whether oi not an
emotional disorce has been achiesed.

After discussing the question or doing tlw
actisity, it is helpful to have participants take
a moment of IMO to comment on how this
particular issue relates to their own stepfamily,
and how the ideas generated by the group
might help them to change.

Dealing with Emotions
We need to help folks deal with the feelings

that come up around typical stepfamily
dilemmas such as conflicting needs, money
struggles, stepsibling risalry, and the pain of
cra/y time. Discussion on these issues can
%park emotional release in group participants,
and the catharsis that comes ftom Iteely
expressing and senfing these feelings is one of
the greatest gifts we can gise to our chellls.

Stepfamily
Crest Ott

Everyone in your stepfamily
retains a history of living in
another !amity Because of this,

it is important to focus on activities
and experiences your stepfamily now
shares. In this activity you will
begin to develop a family Identity
by creating a crestdepicting your
stepfamily's common history.

Here's How
Have each person make a list of happy
times the entire stepfamily has shared
Then scatter to search the home (particu-
larly through personal mementos) for
objects that symbolize one or two of those
good times For example, a shell may rep-
resent a trip to the beach.
When each person has chosen a symbol.
sit facing each other and invite family
members to share their lists and symbols.
explaining why a particular object was
chosen. (Helpful hint Spend plenty of time
talking about the happy times and looking
at each person's mementos This process
is as important as the finished crest.)
Then, together. select those symbols that
have the most meaning for your whole
steplamily

Next,on construction paper, reproduce
the sample design provided (or a family-
created original!). Complete your step-
family crest by drawing one selected sym-
bol in each section.

A Step Further
Once the stepfamily crest has been
designed, have T-shirts printed with the
design.

Use the crest to make rubber stamps for
personalizing stationery and books.

Distribute photocopies to members of
your extended family.

From strengthening Stepfamilies

I he Stepfamily program uses taped ignettes
for this purpose and we'se been told by
school couhselors that the idea works well
with student gioups. Once the signettes hase
been used to discharge feelings, role-playing
and biainstorming sessions can follow. Most
youngstets lose the chance to be on stage and
plas out a role, unprostsing how they would
do things dit

Involving the Whole Family
I he li tta! piece ot the puzile is to ins olse

the entire steplamily in actisities to enhance
coininunication and understanding. 1 he
family is a unit, and by working and learning
together, eseryone becomes a significant
member of the group and feels committed to
the process of making it succeed.

As tatnilies become more at ease with
sharing feelings, making plans, playing
together, talking, and listening, they can
idles late areas or steplatnily shess. Most
important, the skins families des clop will
improse self-esteem as each person's sense of
belonging of being unique and special
within the faultily increases.

When suggesting actis hies for clients to do
at home. make sure the actis flies are relatis els

RFS"! COPY AvaliABLE

simple, require little advance preparation, and
do not require a great deal of time. The
activities used in Strengthening Stepf undies
focus on five general areas: Getting to Know
You, Creating Good Times, Learning to
Communicate, Building Cooperation, and
Handling the Hard Stuff. Some are pure fun,
others can generate heavy emotions. It's hest
to proceed from the sakr, easier actisities to
the more risky.

I.ike snowflakes, esery stepfamily is special.
Through the help that we can provide, step-
families can gross to reap the many rich
rewards that a happy, unique home can bring.

Or. Linda Allier( writes the nutiotudly
syndietned newspaper column, "Changing
families." In addition to Strengthening
Stepfamilies (American Guidance Servic(), she
has authored or co-authored Coping %%jib K ids,
Coping with Kids and School, Coping with Kid
and Vaeuvion (Ballanlim9, and Qualo Parenting
(Random House). She travels extensively oczosi
the country, presenting workshops JOr parents
and professionals, and talking ahout firmly
issues on 71 and radio,

ontaet: 5238 Bon Vivant Drive, it74,
I 33603, 813/ 23?-8126. Dr. Albert is a member

id- the tatmli. Retouree C'oahtton.
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Helping Fathers Learn the
New Paternal Role
h) 'Ronald F. Loan!

Contemporary fathers are, in increasing
numbers, becoming more invoked in the daily
routines of child rearing. The signs of this
change are eserywhere. from time use studies
that show significant increases in the amount
01 time men spend in child care (Pleck, 1981)
to the increased sisibility of men carrsing
infants in Snug li Packs or pushing strollers
in the shopping mall.

Vet, most of today's generation of fathers
are deseloping the nurturing role without
has ing had role models in their own fathers,
and fess hase had the opportunity to learn
child care along the way, either through
experiences in babysitting or in home
economics classes. Thus, it should comi as
no surprise that many fathers experienc.
awkwardness and stress in their pioneering
new role.

the Fatherhood Project at Boston Unisersits
has been offering a course for such fathers.
Simply called The Fatherhood Course, it meets
one esening a week for eight weeks, and
teaches fathers communication skills
particularly learning to listen and respond to
their children's feelings and to express their
own feelings in a constructise manner. In
addition, it teaches fathers about child
deselopment (stages and norms) and child
management. The course uses a skill-training
format, in which fathers role-play the
particular skills in their own Emits situations,
with sideotape used to pros ide instant
feedback. Each father also receises a
workbook containing exercises that can
be done at home with his children.

this approach to fostering fathers'
communication skills comes from: 1) the
cognitise social development literature
(Newberger. 1977) which describes how social
perspectise-taking develops through a stepwise
sequence; and 2) the literature on the
characteristics of effectise relationships in
counseling (Rogers, 1957) and parenting
(Gordon. 1970) which highlight the importance
ol empathy. Both literatures are utili/ed to
help fathers learn to take their child's
perspectise with increasing degrees or empathic
sensitisity, and to balance their child's and
their own perspectise on particular issues.

Instruction in child development takes a
nosel approach, looking at the literature [nom
the perspectise of the father's role. Thus,
lather% learn about the important issues with

This article is partially reprinted by permission
trom Leyart. R F 119881. Education for Fatherhood
In P Bronstein and C P Cowan ieds Fathethond
Today Men's Changing Role in the Faintly New
York John Wiley & Sons
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regarc. to the cognitise. social, emotional, and
moral deselopment of their children, such as
how fathers may act as "gatekeepers" for
their sons' and daughters' sex role attitude%
and behasions.

The program is designed to fit men's
traditional learning styles. It is not held out as
counseling, and men are not required to talk
about their feelings. Instead, it is offered as
an educational program with an opportunits
to deselop skills. When men first walk into
the room, hardware is immediately in
es idence in the form of sideo equipment,
which may pros ide a sense of familiarity, in
terms of their traditional relationship to
machines. Furthermore, they are told that
we will teach them to be better fathers in a
manner comfortable to them, in much the
same ways they might hase learned to plas
a sport, such as football or tennis.

Structure and Content
The course is usually co-taught bs the

author (a father) and an adsanced doctoral
student in counseling psschology ss ho has had
training in parent-child interaction and in
leading structured groups (who mils ot mas
not he a lather himself).

I he first half o1 the :muse focuses on
listening and I esponding to chikhen, beginning
with a session on non el hal paiental hellas hits
that can facilitate communication, such as
stasing at esc-les el with the child and
maintaining an open-hod post ui e. In the nest
session, latheis tear n about listentng and
responding rellectisels to the content of .1
child's message. In the thild sessiol . lath ie!.
learn about listening and responding
empathicalls to a child's feelings. the foul di
session is des ()led to nes iess. integiation, and
practice.

In the second hall of the coui se, father.
work on speaking for themselses, beginning
with a session on increasing their awareness ol
the thoughts and feelings that emerge while
interacting with their children. Next conies a
session on learning to express thoughts and
feelings in a non-delensise, open mannet. In
the segment on acceptance, the fathers
examine their own personal sensitisities, in
order to become more accepting of then
child's feelings and hehasior. The final session
is des oted to termination and includes a
graduation celemony. the outline lot the
Coln se is detailed in the 1 eader's (iuide
(1 es ant and Dole, 1981a).

the program includes didactic and
experiential components. A ts pical lomat lot
a session is as follows: innothenon and

0

definition of the particular skill to be covered
in a brief lecture; 2) demonstration of the skill
using videotaped and live examples, usually
role-plays between the two instructors; 3)
discrimination training, in which the
instructors role-play parent-child situations,
demonstrating varying degrees of skillfulness
and with the fathers rating and discussing the
role-playing examples; 4) practice of the skill
in role-play exercises, using videotape for
immediate feedback; and 5) consolidating and
transferring the skill to the interaction with
their children, through homework
assignments from the Father's Workbook
(1.es ant and Doyle, 1981b).

Fathers are expected to spend one hour per
week on homework, including readings,
paper-and-pencil exercises which progress
from asking fathers to discriminate between
good and poor responses to asking them to
formulate their own good responses, and
mteractional exercises. Homework exercises
are discussed in class each week.

I he in-class role-plays in which the fathers
participate sense seseral important functions.
I hey are draw n from the discussion of the
ores ious week's homework, in particular
from the interactional exercises betwen father
and child. It is not uncommon that seseral
fathers will hase experienced difficulties in
carrying out these exercises with their
children, and it is also likely that these
difficulties will reflect long-term problems in
the father-child relationship.

13> selecting the rvle-plays in this manner.
seseral purposes are sensed. For one thing,
difficulties are attended to, so that hurdles are
osercome and motisation remain% high. It is
highly possible in such short-term structured
groups tbr unsatisfactory experiences with the
hotness ot k to lead to discouragement, which
can be expressed either in the form ot
(flipping Mit or the group or participating
at ii pseudointitual lesel.

I in another, by focusing on the longer
tel issues as thes hase emerged during (he
lioniewoik, an optimal balance between salets
and depth is achiesed. Ostensihls we are
ssoi-king on the lathers' difficulties in learning
the skills-- but III the process, the fathers
enact the di! I milties in their telationships with
their childien, which then become as ailable



for modification. An additional benefit of
focusing on such longer term issues is that
a climate of engagement and genuineness is
created in the group.

In addition, the role-plays are performed
in two different ways. At times we have the
father role-play himself, while another
participant plays the child. In these cases, the
goal is to have the father learn the skill, and
apply them to his interaction with his child.
At other times the father role-plays his child.
In these instances the intent is to help the
father deselop an appreciation of the child',
point of siess, and also to learn how his child
experiences him. This latter learning can be
quite profound in helping fathers modify theii
approach to their children.

The fathers who participate in the course
come from all walk% of life, from laborer to
plumber to lawyer to stockbroker. Fheir ages
have ranged from the late 20s to the mid-50s,
with their children's ages ranging front early
infancy to young adulthood. About half the
men are married and half disorced, with a
few of them remarried and working out a
"reconstituted" family. Those who are
divorced hase custody arrangements ranging
from visitation to joint custody to sole custod .

Though the men are successful in the
workplace and fulfill the "good provider"
role, they experience dissatisfaction w ith their
relationships with their children. Some speak
with sadness of the distance in their
relationships with their own fathers, or
articulate a desire to avoid making some of
the mistakes with their children that their
fathers made with them. Others feel inadequate
with their children and marvel at how well
their 55 hes "do it." Some are very
uncomfortable with feelings, both their own
and their children's. Others get caught in the
anger trap and become ensnared in
unproductive repetitive patterns of testing and
punishment.

Many assume that they know hos% to
cominunicate with their children. Iwo fathers
in particular who thought their communication
skills were adequate, were shocked to see
videotaped replays of role-playing sessions.
One saw himself towering over his child, the
other talking from behind a newspaper.
Another noted, "The idea that being a father
is a learned skill never occurred to inc."

Evaluation Information
the Fatherhood Course has been evaluated

(Levant and Doyle, 1983). Experiment group
fathers, their wives, and one of their childien
were compared to control group families
before and after training on seseral paper and
pencil measures. Fathers' communication skills
were assessed using the Sensitivity to Children
Scale (in which fathers are presented with
signettes of children's behasior and are asked
to respond with written statements about
what they would say if the child depicted weie
theit tiss n) and the Porter Acceptance Scale (a
imiltiple choice instrument).

Fathers' and mothers' siews of their actual
and ideal families were assessed using the
Family Concept Test, a multiple choice test
which gises measures of family satisfaction
(correlation between the parents' real and
ideal family concepts) and family congruence
(correlations between husbands' and wives'
real or ideal family concepts). Children's
perceptions of their fathers were assessed also
using the Kinetic Family Drawing Test in
which the child %sits asked to draw a picture
of his, her family doing something together.

The esaluation found that training resulted
in an improsement of fathers' communication

specifically a significant increase in
overall sensitivity, a significant reduction in
the use of undesirable responses, a trend
toward increased use of desirable responses,
and a trend toward increased acceptance of
the child's expression of feelings. In addition,
a complex pattern of findings of fathers' and
mothers' real and ideal family concept%
suggested that, as a result of the course,
fathers underwent a cognitive restructuring,
changing their siews of the ideal family.

Changes were also seen in children's
perceptions of their fathers, with significantly
more experimental than control group children
perceising positise changes in their
relationships. A telling example was the change
in one boy's pre- and post-course Kinetic
Family Drawing. Before the course began, the
child drew a picture of a roller coaster with
the tracks filling 90 percent of the page. At
the sery top was a tiny little car. In the front
seat was the boy, legs and arms akimbo, in
the next seat was Nlom, and then Dad, and in
the last seat was his brother, who appeared to
be falling out of the car. After the course was
ON ci, the boy drew a picture of a spaceship
running diagonally across the page in which
the cockpit filled about 40 percent of the
page. Seated at the controls wa% Dad, next to
hnn, Mont. At opposite sides, looking out the
window, were he and his brother. From a
clinical perspective, this sequence of pictuies
suggests a remarkable transformation of
family structure and emotional climate.

New and Ongoing Work
When the Fatherhood Project opened its

door in September, 1983, the focus was on
tnen's roles in the family, and the only
workshop offered was the Fatherhood Course.
Since then we have expanded, in recognition
both of the stress and complexity of modern
family life, and of the important interface
between the family and the workplace. We
now offer two new sets of services: 1) skills-
training programs for lathers, single parents
of both sexes, step-parents and their spouses,
dual-earner co-parents, disorced parents with
joint custody, and couples making the
transition to parenthood; and 2) consultation
programs for industries focusing on the
working parent. including "lunch-time"
seminars and the design of parental benefits
policies.

Evaluative research for the skills-training
programs is ongoing (Haffey and Levant,
1984; Levant and Doyle, 1983; Levant and
Nelson, 1984; Levant and Tarshis, 1984), a
survey focusing on the corporate view of the
working parent is nearing completion, and
market research designed to facilitate parents'
participation has been completed (Levant, 1987).
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Networking: Creating the Cluster
b) Ruth Nicholson

Networking: interconnecting for
purposes qf exchanging information
and mutual guidance

Since its origin in 1979, the Florida Family
Resource Coalition has listed networking as its
primary goal. The Coalition was born when
leaders of the family support movement
throughout the state decided to link up with
each other to share information and help
solse mutual problems.

Why? Because it was already apparent, on
the local level, that professionals in the same
city never connected. In fact, they often met
for the first time at conferences in another city.

The group decided to start small, to devise
a workable way to network with other family
support professionals in the same geographic
region, and chose the Orlando area to begin.
A brainstorming session was scheduled, and
out of this meeting the probleM was defined:
how to connect professionals who represent a
broad range of interests in a widespread
geographical area to meet and share
information about the family support field?

We chose a cluster meeting format, and
decided that three or four reasonably short
meeting per year were the way to go. The
cluster meetings would be held in Orlando,
and they had to be innosative, informatise,
and create synergismin other words, they
had to be worth the trip!

Next came the question of who to invite.
After all, the field of family support includes
education, medicine, mental health, lass
enforcement, the judicial and legal systems,
human and social services, community
leadership, and business and industry.

The first step was to create a list of names
that dress from all these fields. Yes, we wanted
individual names, not agencies; our goal was
to connect people, not agencies. Why?
Because most people ins olsed in family
suppoll Wilkes temain involved es en when
they change employers.

A computer became essential. We made
phone calls to key people asking for names
and addresses of those with kindred interesh,
and as the list began to grow, so did our
computer skills. Soon the list contained nantes
limn three surrounding counties in addition
to Orlando,

It was now time to decide on a date, time,
and place. We chose I.riday, hoping it would
be a good day to encourage bus y. people to
try something new We scheduled the meeting
front 12:00 to 1:30 I'M, agreeing to start and
stop exactly on time. This would encourage
those on a tight schedule to try to come
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again. The location had to be accessible, have
parking, and attract interest. The Orlando
Chamber of Commerce scented to meet all
the criteria.

The invitation was another challenge. Our
group decided on a memo from five "movers
and shakers" representing human services,
education, business and industry, the legal
system, and a local hospital. Each of them
promised to make a five-minute presentation
on their focus of the family support
movement. Attendees were asked to bring a
brown-bag lunch and flyers or handouts
regarding their programs.

The big day came and several local
enthusiasts arrived early. The organizers
brought their computer printout of the list
and taped it to a wall. The guests were asked
to proof their own names and add other
names. We also had a table set up tor
handouts and tlyers.

lhe meeting was successful front the
moment it began. Oser fifty attendees learned
about the goals of the cluster: to network, to
share resources, and to build relationships. As
the group ate their lunch, the rise key
presenters began the program. they were
asked to intioduce themsels es and take one
minute to share new trends in their field, or
information about current programs.

44,0

The energy level grew with each person's
comments. At 1:30, the group was asked to
mark their calendars for a date three months
away. As we adjourned, the room was abuzz
and people jumped up from their chairs to
link together. "I've always wanted to meet
you." "I didn't know you had that program,
how do I refer'?" "I thought that program
didn't exist." "Let's talk about your idea." "I
have resources that could help your program."

Thc long-term success of the Orlando group
continues. Relationships have formed, referrals
have increased, and problems are more clearly
identified. Funding sources scent impressed
with the linkage of support systems among
providers in the area.

Other benefits include non-duplication of
services, greater referral knowledge, and better
program development. Membership in the
state and national FRC has increased.
Relationships have grown into trusting
friendships.

Our cluster model has worked: ten other
groups haw used our model sfatesside. We'se

also had teleconferences with cluster kadems
to talk about and plan how the model could
work in their areas.

Our only costs base been that of minimal
staff coordination and postage. These hint,
been underwritten by the Parent Resout cc



Center and Valencia Community College.
ther the past six years, sse'se had to make

a fess modifications. We do rotate the meeting
location to albs% family support professionals
to visit each other's facilities. Locations haw
included the Parent Resource Center, a
children's psychiatric hospital, an alcohol
treatment facility, a community college, a
technical school, and other agencies.

The coordinator at the Parent Resource
C'enter assumes responsibility for scheduling
the meeting date and mailing the invitations.
She also inputs new names and keeps the
computer list up-to-date. A representative
from the meeting phice assumes the role of
host, arranges for room set-up, welcomes
attendees, and keeps the meetine moving. The
model keeps the work to a minimum and
encourages the host to be creative. Thus, the
gatherings hase remained innovative by
adding optional tours of facilities, pre% iess ing
new films, or even adding lunch.

An average of fifty people attend the
meetings. About one-third of the networkers
are new at each meeting, and they arrive eager
to connect. Another third of the group are
the regulars who haw never missed a meeting.
They come with a list of needs and are anxious
to meet ness folks. The last one-third of the
group is composed Of individuals who attend
one or two meetings a year. These are
individuals with very busy schedules who like
to connect but are sometimes unable to do so.

At the last meeting, the group included an
aide to a state representative with a concern
for legislative issues pertaining to families, a
psychologist new tc .he Orlando area looking
for referrals, and .1i ad agency director
wanting to coord sate sers ices to families ssho
were coping with grief and loss issues.

The cluster meetings have become the
primary place for family support people to
link with each other. Once connections are
made, much networking takes place oser the
phone and through smaller targeted meetings.
The cluster mailing list is often requested by
other groups, and is ssillingly shared for a
minimal cost.

Networking Success Stories
An instructor had concerns about a

particular family enrolled in a parent-child
class. The child, 2 years old, sus sloss to
speak and often acted out; the mother was
showing signs of depression. After class, the
mother cried about the stresses at home
including a relative with alcohol problems,
financial stress, and her concern about her
child. The instructor, who had participated in
cluster meetings, had referral recommendations
to ofter. Over the next several months, the
family obtained a sariety of services, including
minor surgery which corrected the child's
hearing loss due to fluid in the ears. The
mother and father attended Al-Anon meetings
and received consumer credit counseling. A
year later, this mom had renewed energy and

leading a play group; the then-3-year old
ssas more scriml and relating well to peers.
The networking at the cluster meeting enabled
the instructor to make quick, appropriate
referrals, and the family benefited.

A second example grew out of a meeting
that ss as held to deselop a comprehensive
listing of sers ices available to families in the
Orlando area. This was to be a major project
ssith considerable cost involsed. The next
%seek, a cluster meeting ssas held and the idea
ot the directory ss as shared. "Wait," said a
oice in the back, "a book already exists, let's

work together." There ssas no need to
re-ins ent the ss heel. The committee met again
ssith a nos member coordinating the existing
directory, adding information to the index
only. Time, money, and energy ssere saved by
the cluster meeting.

Another success story insolves the Parent
Resource Center, Inc. (PRO which wanted to
bring T. Berry Bramiton, M.D., to Orlando.
The PRC realind it needed the resources,
coordination, and marketing skills of others.
Networking brought Valencia Community
College, Orlando Regional Medical Center,
and the Florida Consortium of New Born
Intervention Programs together. The four
groups ssorked together combining espertise
and resources. Dr. Bram Iton came to Orlando,

Helpful Hints for Establishing a Cluster

1 Keep it simple.

2. Resist the temptation for dues, reports, and local membership only.
This creates work and eliminates people.

3. Use a computer.

4. Keep the focus positive and upbeat.

5. Invite people, not agencies.

6. Change the location. This can be an opportunity to see a new facility
or program.

7. Prepare a large table for handouts and flyers.

8. Make it fun.

April 9-10, 1987. More than 400 prof( ,sionals
received training and over 400 parents enjoyed
a special evening presentation. Enough profit
was reali/ed to plan for another special event
in 1990. Each of the coordinating sponsors
had specialized talents that, combined with
others, resulted in a huge success.Other
benefits included great public relations for
each agency, including television interviews
and newspaper articles and the self-confidence
that this group could do it again.

In another case, the idea for the Central
Florida Parent Fair, a special one-day event
tilled with workshops for parents and children,
was the dream of a regular meeting attendee.
The agency she worked for had neither facilities
nor budget to coordinate a large event. These
facts did not discourage her; rather it helped
her realize she needed cooperation from as
many agencies and people as possible. A
planning meeting determined the program and
budget for the event. The core group began
making phone calls; the University of Central
Florida provided space; presenters donated
their time; print money for the flyer was
found; sessions were videotaped by volunteers;
and the Council for Exceptional Children
student chapter planned children's activities
under the supervision of university prokssors.
A local day care center provided hands-on
materials, and coffee and donuts were donated
by local businesses. The day was so successful
that the event is planned again for 1988.

Netssorking empowers people by increasing
their energy and expanding their resources.
Networking gives people the courage to
attempt and accomplish seemingly impossible
tasks. Money, people, and time are essential
elements for successful program development.
The cluster model provides an easy, low-cost
method for bringing a wide variety of talented
people together for maximum benefit.

Founding members of the Orlando Cluster
include: Joanne Clark, Executive Director,
Parent Resource C'enter, Inc.; Sue Foreman,
Founder, Parent Resource Center; Ruth
Nicholson, Manager, Community Education,
Valencia Comtnunity College; Jayne Roberts,
Coordinator, College of Exceptional Service,
Parent Resource Center.

Ruth Nicludson is currently Manager of
Community Edumthm/ Program Director of the
t'enter for Emily Education at Valencia
Community Colley in Orlando, Florida. Ruth
has been active in the family support movement
for the last ten years. She is a Board member of
ilte Parent Resource Center, Mc., and former
Prmident of the florida Family Resource
Coalition. Ruth has also been a consultant on
both the state and national levels in developing
community-based parenting programs.

Contact: Ruth Nicholson, Valencia Community
College, P.O. Box 3028, Orlando, FL 32802,
305/ 299-5000 ext. 3265.
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With the Family-Community Resource Center,
Tenants Set the Agenda

by Geoff Wilkinson, Tess Browne,
Charlotte Dickson, and Phoebe Soares

It's hard to be poor. I alwuys say that you
have to go to heaven, because you can't go to
hell if you're poor. If you're poor, .you have
hell right here on earth. tilren worried
about coming home every day and just getting
a meal, when I'm worried about getting my
kids to school, and whether I have day care or
whether I have a place over my head or how
to pay the rent, sometimes I don't have the
feeling that I have a lot of power. Thats why
I see the role of the Committee as lwlping
people feel that they have power. It's hard for
low income people to organize, hut once
people get out and realize that there's a lot of
things that they c.an get involved with, it helps,
and it gives them a lot of knowledge. It's the
working together, it's having that camaraderie,
having somebody out tlwre to provide some
support.

rHELMA HYArr, President of the Committee
for Boston Public Housing and resident of the
Ciallivan Boulevard housing development.

For more than %ix years, the Committee for
Boston Public Housing (CBPH) has helped to
empower low-income families to improve their
lives and communities. Funded through a
collaboration of public agencies and private
foundations, the CBPH works with tenants
in public housing developments in Boston,
Massachusetts, helping to make quality family
and community services available through a
combination of grassroots organizing, program
development, casework, and advocacy at the
local, city, and state levels.

The project's major focus is to assist tenants
address the needs of families with young
children. In addition to helping develop child
care and parent education programs, the
CBPH also helps create and improve a variety
of economic, social, educational, recreational,
transportation, and heidth sers ices.

The CBPII operates tvvo major programs.
One is the Washington-Beech Community
Daycare Center, vs Inch serves 32 children and
their families with full-day preschool child
care, a model on-siw kindergarten program
run in collaboration svith the Boston public
school system, and it u trierotis parent support
and education activities.

-The second prt)gram, the Family-Community
Resource Center, places Resource Coordiiiators
in eleven public housink, developments to
organize tenant committees, develop child and
family services, and assist individuals V. ith
education, employment, and vocational
training referrals. Resource Coordinators vs ork
with Education, Employnwnt, and Training
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Coordinators at several sites, and are backed
up by a centml administrative, research, and
technical support staff.

Background
The Committee for Boston Public Housing

was founded as a private, non-protit
organization in 1981, when the Boston Housing
Authority (BHA) was under court-ordered
receivership to restore humane livine conditions
to family developments across the city. The
Committee ran a successful demonstration
project through 1984, helping to establish
democratic tenant organizations in live
developments and aiding tenants to improve
public safety, physical housing conditions,
and basic services such as pest control.

The Family-Community Resource Center
(FCRC) was initiated in September, 1984, to
locus on social service needs in public housing.
It began work in five developments, including
four of the original CBPH sites. One hundred
fifty needs assessments were conducted at each
site and in April, 1985, results were published
in Beyond the Safety Net: Families in Boston
Housing Authority Developments. This
comprehensive report helped define the agenda
for project activities. The FCRC expanded
rapidly through its first two years, and now
works in almost half of the BHA family
developments.

Nearly tvs o-thirds of the families in I:CRC
sites have children under age 18, and 80
percent of these are headed by single %%omen.
Racial and ethnic compositions vary among
developments, but overall, 58 percent of
residents are black, 22 percent are white, 17
percent are Latino, and 3 percent are Asian
or Native American. Poverty and
unemployment are widespread; more than
half of the fatnilies live on welfare payments
and some 74 percent have incomes under
$10,000 per year. Despite the FCRC"s solid
achievements with tenants, there are still
serious needs for a variety of programs and
services.

As the result of a long-range plan adopted
by the CBPH in 1987, public housing tenants
nosy comprise a majority of the organization's
25-member Board of Directors, which also
includes community leaders, representatives of
service agencies and educational institutions,
and two BHA representatives. There arc
tensions and opportunities inherent in this
structure, for different actors on the Board
have both competing and complementary
interests. However, at the Board level and in
local operations, the CBPH is often effective
precisely because tenants are partners in
making basic decisions about services for their
communities.
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Strengthening Family Resources
In improving opportunities for child and

family development, the FCRC starts with
parents at the community level. The project
recognizes that healthy, happy child
development depends in large measure on
effective parenting, and that effective parents
need intact self-esteem, adult social supports,
opportunities for personal growth and
expression, and fundamental economic and
social security. Achieving these goals requires
access to quality social and community
services which are typically lacking in Boston
public housing developments.

The theoretical risk in "starting with the
parent" is failing to address the needs of the
child, but most parents in public housing, like
parents everywhere, have their children's
needs most at heart. ?ersonal goals for
enhanced education, employment, and relief
from welfare dependency are invariably tied
to parental concerns that children grow up in
safety and comfort, with opportunities for
personal development that were often
unavailable to the parents themselves. Most
of the programs that tenants develop with
FCRC assistance provide either direct services
to children or teens, or indirect services
critical to child and family welfare.

In most developments, the FCRC is working
on early childhood care and education
programs, or other projects which embrace
emerging definitions of' "family support"
throughout the United States. The Washington-
Beech Community Daycare Center is the
clearest example, but the project has also
developed two afterschool childcare programs
and is currently developing another daycare
center and two additional afterschool
programs. All of these have strong links to
local tenant organizations and solid programs
of parent involvement.

Other examples of direct family support
activities include sponsorship of support
groups, workshops, and courses for adults
and teens; advocacy to save and improve
Head Start programs; development of tot lots
and playgrounds; and, in cooperation with a
neighborhood coalition, establishment of a
Women Infants and Children (WI(') program
office. Participation in a major advocacy
campaign in 1987 also helped to %sin $2 million
in state funds to renovate basements for use
as childcare centers in public housing.

The I:CRC also goes beyond common
definitions of family support. Recent
campaigns resulted in the allocation of over
$4.6 nUllion in city funds for the renovation
of gyms and community centers in tsso
developments. 'Imams are already cooperating



with city officials to ensure that the centers
ssill include space for childcare and education
programs. The project has also organized
residents to improve local bus sers ice to their
communities, has assisted in developing
numerous recreational activities, and helped to
get a city-funded teen outreach program
operating in fise sites. In seseral deselopments.
FCRC is helping to secure space from the BlIA
for a variety of child, family, and community
programs. All of these achievements help
strengthen families and ,:ommunities by
increasing available resources. Sometimes, dies
are important prerequisites for des eloping
more traditional family support programs.

Methods
There is no one formula for helping to

empower public housing residents, but in all
des elopments. effectise stork depends on
continual "door knocking" direct, door-to-
door contact with residents in their homes.
This is true for grassroots organizing and
program development with groups of tenants,
as well as for individually oriented education
and employment referral work. Successful
efforts overall depend on a number of
variables, but in all cases, on-going, home-
based outreach is fundamentally important,
along with follow-up recruitment, training,
and support.

The I:CRC is invited into public housing
development% by the boards of locally elected
tenant organizations, whose members have
heard about the project's efforts in other sites.
The first few months of work in a nes%
development include negotiating mutual
responsibilities between the I:CRC and the
local tenant organization, cooperatively hiring
staff, and conducting comprehensis e
assessments of local needs and resources.

Education and employment referral ssork
usually begins quickly, while ssork on social
services invokes analyzing the results of
door-to-door needs assessments, holding
community meetings to set priorities, and
organizing tenant service committees. these
committees form the bases for FCRC
grassroots organizing and program
des elopment efforts, and staff spend
considerable time preparing and supptirting
indis idual members in their different roles
and responsibilities.

I he FCRC usually helps local tenant
committees begin with programs or es ents that
can y ield quick successes and help to build
'imp skills, confidence, and trust in
cooperat sc action. Over time, the %sink
becomes more complex, typically ins oh ing
associations with cutside agencies and [undo.
to establish new childc,tre programs or other
services. lenants learn from their s ictories and
mistakes, des elop new skills, and deepen and
develop relationships that sustain them
through work that is ofien difficult and
draining.

In all des eloptnents, as sarious needs ate
met, more emerge as priorities. I he tendency,

therefore, is for staff and tenants not only to
initiate more demanding programs, but to
take on an increasing number of projects
simultaneously. This is true because as nos
programs are being des eloped, older ones
must he monitored and maintained. I lard-
ss on sictories are often unclear and
implementation and administratise tasks can
drag on for tnonths or become permanent
structural responsibilities. Eisen %%hen outside
agencies are persuaded or compelled to assign
their ()IA n staff for nos ly des eloped services,
Resource Coordinators and tenant leaders
must ensure that programs operate as
planned.

Washington Beech children gather for a victory
photo after mayor of Boston promises youth
workers and new teen center for their housing
development.

SelfHelp and
Community Empowerment

Across the city, the [-CRC's method
emphasizes broad tenant participation and a
self-help approach which links individual and
family development with community
empowerment. Rather than trying to "do
for" public housing tenants, it helps tenants
to do for themselves, assisting them to define
their own needs and priorities and invols ing
them in all aspects of program planning,
implementation, and monitoring.

According to Heather Weiss, Director of
the Harsard Family Research Project and a
CHNI Board member:

"One of the major things t fiat distinguishes
the FCRC is its definition and working out of
\shill empowerment means. What many
programs mean by emposserment is pros iding
parents, usually indisiduals, ssith information
about child des elopment, parenting.
community resources, etc., so they can he
better parents. It's %co much an indisidualized
eoncept of empowerment. The I:CRC does
some of this, but has a collectise notion of
emposserment Underlying what it does. I he
combination of effoi is to empower indis iduals
and groups of public housing tenants is crucial

P^-,

if there is going to be continued growth and
meaningful effort to improve services."

The empowerment process fosters enhanced
dignity and self-esteem. It involves individuals
and communities in defining themselves as
equally worthy and important as others in
society. It strengthens existing relationships
and des clops new ones which break down
isolation and form the bases of participation
in community work. It yields a sense of "I
can" and "we can" based on experience with
winning change through cooperative action.
Through the empowerment process, Nople
learn skills that can never be taken away,
regardless of whether particular programs and
services are discontinued over time. These
skills are instrumental in improving tenant
organization capacities for effective work, and
they help individuals in their personal lives.

Challenges Ahead
With limited staff resources, the FCRC is

carefully evaluating how it can best balance its
responsibilities in key related areas. First, it
must continue to help tenants initiate new
services and organize campaigns, and at the
same time help to sustain the fruits of past
successful efforts. Second, people move in
and out of committee work for various
personal and family reasons. This requires
conaant recruitment, training, and support of
new leaders, as well as creating ways to enable
experienced leaders to continue giving of
themselves as their time allows. Third, the
project's operational and organizational
structures are still evolving. For example, at
the Board level, a new Tenant Coordinating
Committee is being organized. Through this
forum, residents from all the FCRC
developments can share concerns and assume
increasing ownership and control over
organizational policy.

The FCRC has just entered its second
phase of three-year funding from its major
foundation supporters and the city of Boston.
It has developed a comprehensive working
definition of family support which assists
public housing residents to define their own
needs and to pursue them collectisely. It is
also a model worth exploring for other
organizations and communities working with
loss-income families. By assisting groups to
des elop needed services, FCRC also helps to
increase individual skills and improve self-
esteem. In the words of one active parent, "I
gained the insight that to be in a low-income
area does not mean you must settle for
second best. I think more of myself nom,.
I lime lots more pride."

Geoff Wilkinson is Program Developer for the
family-Community Resource Center IFCRCI.
Marie-Therew Brown, Charlotte Dickson, and
Phoebe Soare.s are ECK' Resource Coordinators.

Contact: Geoff Wilkinson, Cotnmittee for
Boston Public Housing, 24 Bellflower Street,
#215, Dorchester, .11.1 02125, 6I7/282-04M.

rh 1-TRC iv a metnher of the Fatmly
Resource Coalition.
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From Career to Parenthood
and Back to Work Again
by Dawn S. (;ruen

"Lift was wonderful until my first day back
at work; the baby hao been sleeping through
the night, eating well, and was generally
content. Now my babysitter is quitting and
my life is in chaos!"

Not an untypical statement for a new parent
returning to the work force Wier a maternity
leave. Though most parents try to plan well
tbr their childcare, including backup
caregivers, there is a feeling of uneasiness that
even the best made plans may go awry.

It is precisely this constant sense of another
life beyond work the pull between family
and jobthat makes the new parent returning
to the worksite a different person han the
one who left.

Most new parents are unprepared for the
dramatic changes in their personal and work
lives after the birth of a child. The shift from
competent career person to novice caretaker
can be jarring. What can one do to be better
prepared? How can employers and employees
manage the transition more efficiently? The
focus of this article is to help both employers
and employees understand more about the
work re-entry process of new parents
following maternity: paternity leaves.

Impact of the Working Parent
on the Workforce

In 1970, 50 percent of women between the
ages of 25 and 40 worked outside the home;
in 1980. the number rose to 63 percent. The
projection is that by 1995, 80 percent of
%%omen in this age gtoup will be employed,
and 90 percent of them will be mothers of
children under the age of IS.

I his means that for a company employing
1(XX) people of whom 60 percent are female,
approximately 360 of that 6(X) will require a
maternity leave during their time of
employment.

Obviously, the more progressise and aware
companies will begin to understand they need
to address the transitional issues affecting new
parents returning to work. The impact of
childcare needs, for example, is beginning to
be met by the implementation of daycare
referral, childcare subsidies, and on-site
daycare.

The challenge of childcare is onls part of
balancing the family and work concern,
however. A Bureau of National Anirs report
in 1986 found that 77 percent of women and
73 percent of tnen handled famils problems
on the job, and that the younger the age of
the child, the more stress was experienced by
the parent. It was determined that twice as
much time was consumed on the job with

problems of young children than with family
concerns for aging parents.

in order to keep their trained staff
member% on the job after maternity leases,
many corporations are beginning to recognize
they must participate more activels in helping
parents resolve their balancing concerns.

Some beliese there may be a labor shortage
in 1990 and women will be es en more in
demand; therefore, the companies with the
most progressive family support policies
will have a better chance of keeping their
employees. The primary motivation for facing
these issues includes: competition in recruiting
the best workers, decreasing absenteeism and
tardiness, cost of retraining new workers, and
maintaining high morale through a supportive
environment w hich, in turn, increases
productivity.

What are the Transitional Issues
for New Parents?

Federal and state laws now protect the
rights of pregnant women by ensuring they
are not deprised of their jobs, salary les el,
or seniority if they take maternity leave.
However, the implementation ot' maternity
leave policies differs from company to
company throughout the nation. Maternity
leases vary from six weeks to six months, with
an aserage length of three months. Eour out
of seven women return to work within four
months, primarily for economic reasons or
fear of jeopardizing their jobs.

Some companies have increased their
maternity/paternity benefits in the last tis e
years, and others are changing their
promotion and seniority policies to as okl
discriminating against those who take such
leaves.

Beyond the economic concerns of maternity
paternity leave, there are emotional concerns
sshich impact the returning worker. Many new
parents encounter a variety of emotionally
trying situations, unknown in their pre\ iously
predictable, stable lives.

Guilt is one of the most difficult and
pervasive of these issues for new parents who
often feel a great loss at missing time with
their child and not witnessing landmark tit si
es ents. Other concerns build up around the
impact of childcare on the youngster's
development and ss hether the child may
become too attached to the substitute
provider.

Frequently, new parents also experience a
change in %alties and priorities that can
become troubling and add to the confusion of
the former and new self. Perfornince on the
job may not change, but commitment to
overtime and extended Ira\ el can feel
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burdensome. Negative feelings at work can
create more irritability at home, which
increases the sense of distress and affects the
marital relationship.

Role overload is the most consistent
complaint of new parents: too much to do in
too little time. 'The more difficult and
complex the work assignment, the more stress
on the employee, creating demands which
may come to feel unmanageable. Stress
impacts all parts of the work and family life,
and has a definite negative correlation to
productis ity.

oo
0

Transitional Issues for Supervisors
Experts agree that the relationship between

a supers isor and an employee can contribute
to the stress les el and productis it y of the
worker. If the worker perceives the supers isor
as supportisc and empathetic, the relationship
is more likely to create a loyalty to the job
and increase productivity. If the supervisor
gis es no credence to fatnily work conflicts,
the worker tend% to bear the stress in ways
that may impede her/his performance.

Mid-level managers are often caught in the
middle between the company's policy to
maintain strict budget and production
demands and trying to help indisidual
employees with their family concerns. Overall
company polic needs to support middle
irmagement to resolse work family conflicts
rather than deny their impact on the worksite.

Managers appear to be less aware of the



everyday crises of the working parent, and
tend to pay more attention to the extreme
concerns of substance abuse or sesere marital
discord. 'the result is that they may be less
sensitise to childcare concerns, sleep
deprisation, or ssorry over sick children,
sshich are less obvious but affect ssork
performance on a more frequent basis.

It appears that women talk to theii
supervisors less than men do about their
ssorking parent concerns, probably out of a
kar of jeopardizing their jobs. On the other
hand, the fear of getting too insolved in
family affairs keeps managers from querying
their obviously distressed employees.
Therefore, unresolved issues impact stress
levels and continue to impede job
performance.

help the nos parent realistically anticipate
areas of potential concern and work tossard
pre\ enting problems.

Ness parents also need to think about their
social support network and ssho could
pros ide the much needed emotional, physical.
and domestic help if and sshen they are
needed.

Because pregnancy and the postpartum
time are \cry emotional and unpiedictable in
nature, it is helpful to have trusted friends to
consult with about questions in a variety of
areas. Gaining perspectives about stages of
parenting, child development, and one's job
can be useful before making crucial decisions
such as sshen and hos% to return to ssork.

Former coping mechanisms often seem less
effective after the culture shock of childbirth.

Helping the Employee
he adjustment issues of combining nes%

pat enthood ssith career can he eased ss ith
mime education and preparation for the
chtinge. I spet Is in the field can help the
employee anticipate and plan ahead for the
te-entt v process. I his can be accomplished
luough both indisidual and group sessions

eith patents as \sell as a written information
packet distributed prior to maternity lease.

Ness parents should receive consultation
dining pregnancy (before maternity lease
lakes place) to assess their needs and
expectations, and to help promote a sariety of
potential options lot the postpaitum period.
Ntany nos patents gel caught in their
expedations o being "superparent" and
"doing it all." Disappointment in theinselses
and guilt oser not managing as \sell as they
had expected can nartoss their perspect is e and
keep them IR MI being flexible ssith dictum:Is es
during this time period.

Prior to a mateinity lease, the employee
should be helped to assess job demands,
schedule flexibility, deadlines, and tias ci
requirements. I his type of esaluation can

I earning flexibility and constructise coping
skills to deal ssith the nos stressors, change in
identity, and normal transitional adjustments
can be useful at this time. Being more
problem-tbcused appears to resolse ssork
family conflicts more eflectisely.

Ness parents are often surprised by a
change in their pr.or.t.es: pre\ ions coneerns
feel Iris ial and nos issues become paramoutu.
Perspective questions can help esaluate \\hat
is most important during this transitional
time. Asking "What's the ssorst that can
happen if the house doesn't get sleaned," 01

!loss will my career he affected if I choose
to ssork part time or not accept a promotion,"
can help one to decide hos% to approach a
particular issue. I hulking of childrearing
years in relation to one's total ssorking life
and prioritizing ss hat is most itnportant in
each situation %sill help the nes% patent be
most elfectise both as a parent and as an
employee.

Hie nos patent also needs to undo stand
the dilference in role requirements bets\ een
ssot k and home, and to gise hiin herself
some break time to shill gears and roles l!offig
!loin one lo the other,

r

Helping the Employer
Oserall company policy needs to support

supervisors and middle managers to s alue
ssork family issues and to understand the
impact of this transitional time for their
employees. Similar methods to those used
ss ith employees-- small group training,
con%ultation, and information packets could
facilitate this process.

Other suggestions include:
Learning about employee needs and

concerns directly by conducting an assessment
through surveys, focus groups, task forces, or
question and anssser boxes.

Training direct supers isors in the
developmental changes they can expect from
parents returning to isork after a maternal.
pattrnal leave.

Establishing contingency plan% that allow
time away for new parent employees and
create a cooperative ssork group that accepts
the need to periodically ewer for one another.

Pros iding ssorking parent seminars and
discussions enabling employees to problem
solve with each other about their ssork family
balancing concerns.

Understanding nes% parenthood as a
natural change in the life cycle and offering
counseling and resource help positively rather
than as a definition of problem.

Establishing an oserall company policy
to support the reality of ssorking parents' Uses
by helping mid-line managers ssork with the
conflicts they see their employees encountering.

Summary
Perhaps the "bottom line" needs to reflect

that just as ssork is an economic necessity tbr
most nes% parents, their employability is of
major importance to business and industry.

hus, ssork and family life issues ssill
continue to affect a grossing population of
parent ssorkers and their employers.
Companies that face and prepare for the
realistic concerns of pregnant and pariliting
employees can increase their ability to recruit
and keep capable workers, reduce absenteeism,
contain costs, and bond the ssorker with the
company. Ness parents entering and returning
to the ssorkforce can he aided significantly by
an awareness that mainttaning a healthy
balance betsseen family life and ssork tile is
eseryone's concern.

Dawn S. Gruen, .5/S ti: is (1 family Therapist
and Consultant woo/I.:me Iii adjusonent asues
tor new and workine parents. She is the developer
of Transitions, Personalized Sen'tee for
bulivaluak and Businesses. (Wenn:: seminars
and mnsultation jot balancint; wonA and film*.
Dawn is the author of monneraphs und iournal
and newsletter articles on the same sulvect
matter. She ran be reached at 222 Hrurta, Suite
1,10. Seattle, Iii 98109, 201)/281-Th1Q

Dawn is tl member ol the 1 amity Pesoierw
C'oahtuin.

Mustramms Dora We( lurkm. 90/0 Hest
tdiorewood Drive. 5420, %fewer Nand, 11:.I 98(140
Orientally Uteri in Babies and lobs, published lit
l'ennt. Press.
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Parent Evaluations
Monitor Program
Effectiveness

by, Carol R. Keyes

The Pace University Parent Center (PUPQ,
one of three programs within the Child Study
Centers of Pace University, opened in
October, 1982, to support the increasing
number of families moving into downtown
New York City. The center was designed as a
place where parents could explore common
problems in an encouraging social setting,
discuss child development and parenting
based on current research, and practice
parenting skills together in a supportive
environment.

As part of the design, parent education
meetings %sere ol fered to help parents find
their own style of child-rearing, one that
made them feel comfortable as parents,
partners (if they had one), and persons, hut
did not fly in the face of child development.

From the first week of operation, PUPC
staff asked parents to complete two brief
evaluations of each session they attended to
help us monitor the program's responsiseness.
The dual purpose of this article is to describe
that formative evaluation process in which the
parent participant% gave continuous feedback
on thc group process and the use of the
program material in their own lives, and to
describe some features of the parent education
program attended by middle and upper
income families.

While there has been no comparison group,
the evaluation format is one that other groups
could adapt to ensure that programs arc
working for parents. After a brief description
of the program, the article will describe the
rationale, form, and some of the strengths
and limitations of this evaluation process,
based upon our experience with it.

If

Description of the PUPC Program
During the first three years, the program

consisted of several daytime series for parents
and infants, parents and toddlers, a course
for students, and occasional evening seminars
for adults. The daytime series, which were
evaluated, offered parents and infants and
parents and toddlers the opportunity to have
fun together with activities and experiences to
enhance their learning and interaction. Each
series consisted of two-hour morning meetings
held once a week for ten weeks. The sessions
took place in one roomparents and
children, students, and leader all together;
each meeting consisted of discussion time as
well as play time.

The parent/infant series focused primarily
on parent needs. The parent/toddler sessions
ins olved play with sand, water, and playdough
followed by a discussion of the value of each
and strategies for their use. Early Childhood
majors, enrolled in an infant, toddler
development course, supported children's play
while parents and a parent leader held their
discussion in the satne room. Meetings varied
in format; sometimes they began with parents'
experiences, and at other times content was
presented first.

Parents chose the topics they wanted to
discuss at the first meeting. We determined
the order in which we would talk about the
topics and actually kept to that order, %seek
by %seek, unless someone had a crisis, i.e., a
sleepless night, regression in some aspect of
deselopment they thought they'd completed,
etc., in sshich case we talked about that first.
Some of the topics parents chose for discussion
%Acre: changing from life without a baby to
life with a baby; schedules; working; shared
parenting with dads; grandparents; titne for
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personal needs; parental expectations;
non-verbal communication; setting limits;
holidays and vacations; development; play;
discipline; toilet training; weaning; sleeping;
and having another baby.

The Families Who Attended the
First Three Years of the Program

There were sixty-one parents who used the
center from the fall of 1982 to the summer of
1985. Approximately seventy percent were
Caucasian, sixteen percent Asian, five percent
Black, and four percent Hispanic. Parents
ranged from 25 to 50 years old, with a median
age of 35 for mothers and 36 for fathers.

All the parents had graduated high school.
Seventy-six percent had gone on to college,
with fifty-six percent having graduate degrees.
Thirty-two percent of the families were dual
career couples with diverse occupations.
Among our participants were hankers,
teachers, an economist, riggers, a theman,
potters, homemakers, architects,
choreographers, postal ssorkers, and
pediatricians. Their incomes ranged hom
$25,0(X) to $100,000 a year, ss it h an as erage
income of $46,000.

Thirty families started \shit us the first year.
Of that original thirty, fourteen attended the
second year as well, and seven the third year,
in addition to the new families vs ho enrolled.
Sixty-one percent ot the families started ss hen
their children ssere infants, sshile thirts -nine
percent began when their children %sere
toddlers.

l'arents attended a sarying number of
sessions. How many depended on the age of
the children, whether they were staying in the
area, etc. For exatnple, 25 families atterded
only one series of ten weeks, sshile II fatnilies



attended four series, or forty weeks. and 4
families attended seven series. Of the families
who were with us through the summer ot'
1985, 22 continued in our nursery school, 4
continued in the parent center, and several
considered returning with their second baby.

The Evaluation Process
We were aware that in research

communities, formal evaluations used a large
sample or comparison group and often
involved an external person as evaluator. But
because we were evaluating one program and
looking for immediate response from its
participants, we deliberately chose a tbrmative
evaluation style. With this method, we could
look at the program as it developed to see if it
was being implemented as designed, highlight
its strengths, identify areas for improvement,
look at the overall process, keep tabs on the
leader, and address the parents' perceptions
of its value. Based on this evaluation, the
program could be modified in terms of form,
implementation, and expansion.

Focusing on the weekly sessions, we created
two evaluation forms, each with two questions;
one form was distributed at the beginning of
the session and another at the end.
Purposefully, the questions were kept short,
open-ended, and easy to completeall basic
to keeping parents interested and cooperative.

Beginning with the second meeting, each
parent was given a 5" x 8" form as they entered.
had coffee, and got settled. The questions
asked:

I. Since our last meeting, were you able to
use our discussion, presentations, etc., to help
you in your parenting role? Yes No

2. Did our sessions help you:
a. make a decision differently?
h. do something differently than you

would have before?
c. share information with someone?
d. other?

Please describe briefly.
the second evaluation, distributed at the

end of the session, focused on the group
r..ocess and asked:

I. Is there anything about the way the
group operates that is particularly effective?
No Yes (if yes, please describe)

2. Anything about the group that is
ineffective? No Yes (if yes, please describe)

Completing these forms every week was
strictly voluntary, but parents were diligent
in filling them out. At the beginning of the
program and during each new series, we
explained to parents how the es aluat ions
would help us make sure we were meeting
their needs.

For example, early in the program
development a number of evaluations on the
group process noted that the sessions had
wandered i'rom topic to topic. As a result ot
sharing these comments, the parents took it
upon themsels es to keep the group on focus.
When a parent stray.ed from the topic, parent,
either brought the conversation hack on target

or found out whether it was important to help
a particular parent work through a troubling
issue.

Frequently, new parents es idenced low self-
esteem initially, and took a nonactive role
based on their lack of experience as parents.
The regularity of feedback therefore, ss as very
important to the parents' progress, helping
them build confidence week by week rather
than waiting for an evaluation at the end of
the ten-week series.

What the Evaluation Told Us
Feedback from the weekly forms showed

that peer interaction, conversations with
professionals, and play with their children
helped parents develop self-confidence about
their role and allowed them to reflect on
behavioral changes they had implemented.

Many careet parents, for instance, had not
realized until the group experience that their
management and job abilities could be applied
to home and family. They found themselves
bored with parenthood. Without enough new
parent information, they were unable to plan
their days to include household chores, time
with their child, or time for themselves. Highly
educated and income producing, it was
apparent that like all new parents, they needed
a common body of content on child
development, home management, and
activities for children.

tr
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Parents completed the evaluations over a
period of three years, at which time they were
categori/ed some described the group
process that the parents favored, and some
eported changes in behavior, language, or

communication.
Most Parents found it effective to work on

a specific pre-planned topic each week with
opportunities to discuss problems and issues
in depth. Within the group, they learned to
speak more ft eely, share their feelings,
information, and knowledge, and gain
spoil taneit y.

Parents also teported a variety of changes
in behas lot and attitude: using positive

p:1j

language with children or speaking in a
different tone; incorporating play and reading
time into the daily routine; developing new
approaches to discipline; communicating more
confidently with partners and peers; choosing
toyslbooks/games and activities based on
knowledge of child development; reeogniling
their experiences were not unique; tnanaging
stressful periods and feelings of isolation; and
gaining comfort with individual parenting
styles.

Thoughts on the Evaluation Process
For the staff, the evaluation process worked

well. We believe it did in part because of our
ability to communicate our earnestness in
wanting feedback, giving parents examples of
the value of their responses, and our use of
parents' comments to actually modify, change,
and develop sessions. This type of evaluation
can be successful if individuals are comitted to
it and parents know that they are.

After the program's first three years, other
leaders were not as committed, and the
process has not continued as effectively. Some
leaders had difficulty with the evaluation
process itself. Others said they would rather
have parents evaluate out loud as a group.
While that is certainly an option, and was
possible during our sessions, we felt there
were additional gains to be made through
anonymous recording and self-reflection.
Some parents allowed themselves to say what
they might not have said out loud, and to
think about how the meetings had helped
them in their own process with the program.

In reviewing the evaluations of the first
three years, the parent center seems to have
mei its goals in terms of providing a supportive
environment where parents could learn about
child-rearing, practice their skills, and talk
with peers. Parents have found our group
structure suitable, and reported thoughtful
changes in their way of parenting.

Our basic goal continues to be the
enhancement of parents' abilities, not as
experts but as facilitators and partners,
helping them to define child-rearing styles that
support their children and gain recognition
for themselves as parents, as partners, and as
individuals.

Carol R. Nem, PhD, is an Associate
Professor Qf Early (*hildhood Education, and
Director of the Child Study Centers at Pace
University us well av chairperson ol the National
Coalition for Campu.s Child ('are, Inc. Stu' IsIts
the parent coordinator and leader at the tune this
evaluation took place.

Contact; Carol 8. KOVS, Director, Child
Study Centers, Pace University, Pace Plaza,
New York, NY l0038, 212/488-134.i.

Carol Keyes tv a member of the tinnily
Resource Coalition.
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A Hospital-Based Parenting
Program
by Susan Coady, Judith Smiley,
and Susan Brooks

A common adult response to a small baby
is a feeling of intense responsibility and
protectiseness. At Riverside Methodist Hospital
in Columbus, Ohio, where more than 4,(XX)
babies are born each year, an equally strong
feeling of commitment to the future of these
children and their families led to the
doelopment of a comprehensise parenting
program.

At the Elizabeth Blackwell Center (LBC),
a Women's Health Center housed syithin the
larger hospital, we have designed a parenting
program that begins yy hen couples are
considering pregnancy. It includes birth
education classes, a post-birth reunion class.
and parenting education and support that
continues through a lifetime of parenting.

The concept of a hospital-based parenting
program is as resolutionary today as the
inception of birth education programs ssas iii
the 1950s. We anticipate, hosseser, that in the
future, "prepared parenting" will become the
expectation of couples just as "prepared
childbirth" has now become standard for
much of the population.

In this article, sse will describe the
philosophy of our program, highlights of its
planning and impletnentation, the program as
it e\ists today, and OUT es aluation strategies.

Philosophy
I.rom the beginning, the philosophy 01 the

program seemed to already exist in the minds
of its designers. In our discussions about \shin
ssas important lor nos parents, yse shared the
belief that parents should be nurtured and
empossered through support and education.

14
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We \sere also in agreement that the process of
parents learning from each other and through
the support of professionals \sits as important
to parents as acquiring specific skills.

Early in the design state of our project, sse
adopted the follossing philosophy statement.
"We cherish and beliese in children, their
parents, and the family that they become.
We believe that wholeness and health in the
individual and the family can be facilitated
through self-understanding, education, and
support. We behest: that continued
insolsement in a supportke learning
ensironment during the parenting years \sill
benefit child, parent, and society." I his stated
philosophy helped us remain focused as sse
mosed ahead ssith our design.

Designing the Program
Program exploration and desekipment at

EBC aksays begins \sill' listening. I het elore,
in order to assess interest in par:ming
education and support groups, a questionnaire
sy as mailed to 1080 former hospital mateifill
patients asking about their source of patenting
information, \stun patenting topics ssonkl
he of interest to them, and It they \sere
comfortable \snit their knoss ledge 01 dukl
do elopment and parenting.

I here ssas a 19 percent response tate; -18
percent of the respondents \sell: first time
parents and forty percent ol the tespondents
indicated that they needed mote 'Mot 'Damon
on parenting. Specifically, they \Yoe inlet ested
in positke discipline, understanding childten's
emotions and do elopmental lo els, and
learning hos% to enhance child and patent
self-esteem.

Concurrently, a group 01 patenting
prolessionals assessed the as iilabilit y 01 sut:h
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information for nos parents in our community.
rho found that preparation for parenting
during pregnancy and support for nos parents
xyas yery scarce. What did exist %%as not
provided at a central location and lacked a
common philosophy. An interest and need
existed!

Our next step syas to recruit ads kors to help
us design a top-notch program. We \stinted to
secure a strong group of hospital staff
members and community parenting
professionals and, additionally, to inyoke
national leaders in the field. The resulting
group of consultants, the Parenting Ads isory
Committee (PAC), pros ided much of the
expertise and support for this project.
Membership included hospital physicians,
nurses, and administrators, and a dist:Ise
group of community leaders in disciplines
related to parent education.

A contract formalized the relationship
bemeen the consultants and the hospital;
many of the consultants ssho \sere not
affiliated ssith the hospital receised consulting
fees for their sery ices. Working together, the
consultants found that although they had a
common belief in the philosophy and a
commitment to the parenting program, each
had a personal style and hulk idual orientation
to incorporate into the shole. Negotiation,
compromise, and acceptance of individual
strengths \sere required. This group met twice
each month, and close bonds do eloped
among group members.

o expand our knoss ledge of the field and
to ensure depth and quality for the program,
consultants who \sere nationally recognized
experts on parenting \sere invited and met
ssith us to discuss our plans and to offer their
Misdom about boss they ssould design such a
prognum. In addition, each of these
consultants made a presentation to the
conununity, sponsored by Riserside Methodist
I lospital, sthich sersed both to inform the
community and to show the hospital's
commitment to parent education. The
consultants ssho participated ss ith us Were
I. Berry Brazelton, NI.D., Clinical ProNssor
of Pediatric. at Ilaryard Nledical School and
authot; Virginia Satir, family therapist,
teacher and author; Dorothy Briggs, author
and expert in the study of self-esteem; and
Susan Luddington. Ph.D., author and
pm olcssor of \later nal and Child I leahh. 1-ach
specialist mak significant contributions to
our tvograin and encomaged us to [nose
busy atil.

A sN fullest,. of silo we learned from these
Pt olessionals tollosss:

(hir goal is 10 enipl)550, not merely to
intor iii. Ptocess lathe! than product is to be
emphasiied.

I here ate teachable moments- - time.
\shell patents ate mote sidling Iii k.arn 01
listen. I itnes ol nansit ion open the lamily
system to change.

Self-esteem is the basis for a healthy
childhood and adulthood. It shoukl be

()



embers visit a new mother and baby.

encouraged in ness parents through
unconditional acceptance and nurturing.

The family should be the focus of our
program; all family members should be
included. Changes in marriage that occur %shit
the addition of a nos family member should
be addressed and support provided.

Working and single parents need special
consideration; we need to meet parents at a
time that is convenient for all.

Resisiting parents' own upbringing is
important. Parents ssho lose themsels es as
unique, whole beings can nurture children
rather than use them to till gaps in their ossn
deselopment.

Portray parenting as a joy. Emphasiie
the strengths that parents posses..

..:ep careful records; document needs
and eval:late the program.

Ready or not, the "birthing" of the Program
for Parenting took place in September, 1987.
Two important components of the program
ssere developed front existing services:

I. Through our Family and Birth Education
Program, the following classes are ofkred:
Couples to Families, Lamaze, Early Pregnancy
Workshop, Pregnancy Exercise Program,
Preparation for Breast Feeding, Cesarean
Birth, Grandparent Program, and Prospectise
Sib line Program.

2. The Women's Health program features:
telephone and individual consultations \\Mt
nurses and social workers, educational classes,
support groups, and a resourve center.

It was a natural transition to des elop
parenting sersices from these existing
programs. Fhe following are nos% olfered:

The Family and Birth Education Pt oglant
continues to respond to increasing numbers ol
participants.

Family Homecoming Services pro\ ides a
special pleasure for new parents by olio ing
assistance %shit childcare, housekeeping, and
errands.

Parenting Warm line pro\ ides contact
with a health professional \sho is ont y. a
phone call assay.

Individual Parenting Consultations offer
opportunities to discuss issues of concern; this
prolessional 'MA ice is pros ided \sit hout chatge
(although donations ate encouraged).

I.ducational Gatherings for Patents oiler
classes that range front lirst considering
parenting through the des elopmental stages ot
childhood. They include cognitise, emotional,
and des elopmental aspects ot patenting.

Support Groups ins ite paktits to shale
their (is\ n parenting Instill) as %sell as then
current parenting questions.

Parenting Resource ( entel makes books.
articles, tact sheets, and tapes as aildble to
parents.

Implementation of the Program
No obstacles were encountered dui ing the

initial stage of implementation: I) Since
program implementation ss as to be canted out
primarily by the stafl of the 1.BC, the initial

ssork of the Parenting Ads isory (ommittee
ssas finished, and regular meetings ot
group ended. Many of the community
consultants %sere reluctant to "let go" and
resisted moving into the implementation stage.
2) Members of the medical staff ssho \sere not
in\ olsed in the planning stage of the program
became somess hat resistant to the changes and
the proposed programs that would affect
them. We became aware of the necessity for
planning transitions and for including all
insolsed professionals front the beginning.

We have made progress in resolsing both 01
these concerns. For example, we held a one-
day retreat for the PAC and EBC staff to
facilitate the transition, exchange information,
and to plan the next step which was the
des elopment of a parenting team consisting 01
a nurse consultant, an educator, and a social
ssorker. Parent Ad\ isory Committee members
\sere gis en the opportunity to choose hos%
they ssould like to remain in\ olved, and an
Ad Hoc Committee, linking the parenting
program staff and the physicians, ssas formed
to increase communication and to resolve
issues that arise during the implementation of
the proeram.

The administration of the program requites
multidimensional strategies. Initially, emphasis
ss as directed to ;raining staff, marketing the
program, and implementing the \ arious
program compor mts. For example, one
consultant agreed to be a master teacher for
trainees and provides inservice training sessions
for birth education teachers using the
philosophy 01 the new parenting program.
This pros ided a much-needed link betsseen
nos parents and our plans for their
continuing support.

Announcement of the program \sits made
in the EBC quarterly calendar which is
distributed to 80,000 fatuities in targeted areas
of the city. A parenting fact sheet ssas also
des eloped for the hospital's new parents and
for the community. One component of our
program, the teen pregnancy sersice, ssas
expanded through the implementation or a
prenatal and a postnatal support group.

I's aluation of the current programs \sill
gise us direction for !mime course offerings.
We continue 10 investigate other sources of
ideas and support for our program. Within
the past six months, sse !lase been pHs ileged
to receise three community funded grants to
expand out ssoik.

Evaluation
1-rom the outset,,the group of professionals

planning this parenting program \sere
concerned \shit es aluation strategies. here
Acre many questions that we ssanted
es aluation to answer, related to marketing,
program, the needs ot our population. and a
burning desite to document our success in
helping families duting this transition. At this
time, our dreams for the type of es aluation
that sse \\ ould like to conduct far exceed our
ability and teadiness to conduct il.

fry I

Flosses er, sse discovered that a less complex
es aluation plan would meet our immediate
needs. Our current evaluation package consists
of two short questionnaires that are given to
each parenting class participant. The first
questionnaire relates to the content of the
class in which they have just participated,
whit open-ended statements about what they
liked and didn't like, what they learned in the
class, and what other topics they would like
to discuss. The remainder of this
questionnaire is devoted to marketing and
asks where they learned about our classes,
their other contacts with the hospital, and
personal demographic information.

the second questionnaire is geared to the
participants' current feelings idiom parenthood
and their general parental ass areness. 1 he

Likert scale questionnaire consists of thirty
NI a t einem s, each about some aspect of being zt
parent, and is handed out before e ac. I1 c.ass
begins. I f the class is part of a series that has
three or more sessions, the questionnaire is
administeted at the end of the series to
ascertain any changes in parents' feelings. We
are just beginning to analym the data and it
appears the questionnaires has e generated
helpful information.

Conclusion
We are more than half-way through the

second year of program development. During
the first year we identified and refined a
philosophical approach that would best
represent the hospital's mission. The first year
also served to alert the community that the
hospital was committed to developing a
parenting program.

During this second year, the transition front
ideas to actual programming is pi oving to be
exciting and successful. We have established
parenting consultants, educational classes,
and support services. We have begun to form
important linkages with the hospitars medical
professionals who are involved. We has e
provided the birth education staff with
information about the philosophy of our
program. We have asked participants to
es aluate the classes and we look to their
responses to help us grow. We are upheld by a
forward-looking adtninist ration, a dedicated
staff, and the encouragement of paren1s 55ho
slims their appreciation by participating. We
anticipate an exciting future in parenting
education!

Susan ('nadi; PhD, is a lacultv member in the
Department of 1-amilv Relations and Human
Development at Ohio State University Judah
Smiley RN, B.SN, is the manager ol nursing and
parenting mordinator at the 1 Susan
Brooks, AMA, 11 the manager id Munition and
administration at the EBC.

Contact: Judith Smiley, 1 he rh:abeth
Blackwell Riverside Akdoulist Hospital,
3535 Olentangy River Road, l'olunilms, 011
43214, 1514/261-5153.

ihe hhcaheth IhlaiA tivil C'enti'r
Program for Parenting is a meinher 01 the
/amity Resource Coalition.
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More Program Building Resources
Note: Our publication, The Family
Resource Program Buildr, contains an
annotated listing of almost 100 resources
for those who wish to start programs for
parents as well as curricula and materials
to use in facilitating groups for parents.
A supplement to that Sharing Resources
section appears below, describing materials
that we have recently discovered or are new
to the field.

The Effective Black Parenting Program
is based on skill-building and designed
specifically for Black families. The result of
more than a decade of research and field
testing, the program was developed by the
Center for the Improvement of Child Caring
(CICC).

The objectives of the program are to
foster family communication, wholesome
Black identity, axtended family values, child
growth and development, and healthy self. -
esteem. Developed for parents of 2-12 year
old children, the curriculum consists of
fifteen 3-hour training sessions taught on a
weekly basis. Parents follow each session
with the aid of a manual and complete
weekly homework assignments. Beginning
by helping parents clarify the life goals they
have for their children, the program orients
the parents to those characteristics in their
children that need to be nurtured and
cultivated so the youngsters will have a
better chance for attaining the goals. The
focus is on the role of the parent as a
model for teaching love and understanding,
self-discipline, pride in Blackness, good
health habits, and good school skills and
study habits.

The Effective Black Parenting Program
was designed for agencies, schools, and
other community institutions, and is taught
by instructors who have been trained and
certified by CICC. The Center will also make
contractual arrangements to train agency
and school district personnel as instructors.
A similar program for Hispanic families is
being developed by CICC. Black Parenting..
Strategies for Training, a publication that
includes, among other things. guidelines for
implementing parenting programs in Black
communities and specific strategies for
making programs culturally relevant, is also
available.

Contact: CICC. 11331 Ventura Blvd.. Suite
103. Studio City, CA 91604. 818/980-0903.

The Home.School Partnership Project
of Wheelock College has recently completed
its instructional kit. Building Home-School
Partnerships with America's Changing
Families.

The materials were developed to help
leaders run workshops for parents and
school personnel. Thirteen original case
studies tell examples of conflict between
home and school from the points of view of
parents and school staff. Individuals were
interviewed and their stories written so that
readers could experience the feelings and
understand the position of each person

involved. The cases describe stories of
children (preschool to twelfth grade) in both
regular education and special education
programs. All of the cases have been
successfully piloted with audiences of
parents, school personnel. and/or pre-
service students. An accompanying Leader's
Guide contains suggested discussion
questions and workshop exercises for each
case.

Two types of "how-to" handouts have
been developed for workshop or course
participants. One type identifies and
describes specific skills which are essential
to good personal communicatiOnS such as
listening, receiving negative information,
and delivering negative information. The
second type focuses on structural or
systematic ways of supporting parent-
professional interaction such as structures
for effective transitions, improving parent-
teacher conferences, and structures to
support teachers.

The kit also includes a set of slides with
an accompanying cassette that describe
changes in American family life during the
past several decades, highlighting shifts in
family structure, maternal work patterns,
and family poverty. There are also ten
"promising practices" which outline
effective strategies that school personnel
have developed to handle difficult home-
school issues, and a comprehensive
annotated bibliography.

Contact: Home-School Partnership
Project. Wheelock College, 200 The
Riverway. Boston, MA 02215, 6171 734-5200
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Siblings Wknout Rivalry is a group
workshop kit developed by Adele Faber and
Elaine Mazlish, the authors of How to Talk
So Kids Will Listen and Listen So Kids Will
Talk. The program is composed of six
11/2-2 hour sessions, covering topics that
include: helping siblings deal with their
feelings about each other; effective
alternatives to making comparisons of
siblings; siblings in roles; when the kids
fight; helping children deal with problems
they can't work out by themselves; and a
final review. The group workshop kit also
includes a Leader's Guide, six audio-
cassettes, participant's workbook, and a
copy of Siblings Without Rivalry.

The program provides a complete
framework for each meeting, and the
authors conduct each session on tape.
Group members follow along using their
workbooks, which are coordinated with the
tapes. As each new skill is presented, group
participants have a chance to discuss tneir
reactions with each other and to
consolidate their new learning by doing
practice exercises in their workbooks.
Participants also have opportunities to
role-play common problem situations with
the group.

A group workshop kit based on How to
Talk So Kids Will Listen is also available

Contact: Negotiation Institute, Inc., 230
Park Avenue, New York. NY 10169.
212/986-5555

PI
Ci

The Next STEP is a program designed
for graduates of STEP and STEP/TEEN
courses. Through this curriculum, parents
take an in-depth look at themselves and at
the beliefs and attitudes that shape their
parenting styles. The program is designed
to help parents learn how to apply STEP
concepts and skills more effectively; to gain
new information and skills that will help
them improve relationships with their
children; to share and receive help with
their individual parenting concerns in a
problem-solving group: to discover ways of
building their own and their children's self-
esteem; and to examine how lifestyle
beliefs may be affecting their parenting.

Each session of The Next STEP includes
the problem-solving group, a peer experience
in which every parent has an opportunity to
present the group with a problem they may
be havinn at home. Group members then
follow a specnic seven-step sequence of
problem-solving to help one another find
solutions. In the eyes of many parents. the
opportunity to share ideas and concerns in
a supportive atmosphere has made the
problem-solving group the most useful
feature of this program.

The complete program consists of The
Next STEP kit and The Next STEP video.
A course can be led using The Next Step kit
alone, however. The kit includes the
Leader's Guide, an instructional manual
presenting detailed session plans; a parent
handbook titled The Effective Parent, which
is the basic text for the course; and three
audio-cassettes which illustrate typical
parent-child interactions and demonstrate
ways of applying skills taught in the course.
The kit also contains two wall charts
outlining discussion guidelines and the
steps of group problem-solving, and
publicity aids to help promote the program.

The Next STEP video comes with its own
Leader's Manual. The video has three
segments: Parenting with STEP, which
explains and illustrates the program's basic
concepts; The Problem-Solving Group,
which describes and illustrates that
process: and The Family Meeting-Making it
Work, which offers guidelines for
conducting family meetings.

Contact: American Guidance Service.
Publisher's Building. Circle Pines. MN
55014. 612/786-4343.

The Nurturing Program is a home-
based program for parents and young
children from birth to 5 years cf age. The
Nurturing philosophy of raising healthy
children identifies five major learning
principles:

1. The family is a system. Tc change the
system, all members must be involved.

2. Appropriate und inappropriate
parenting exist on a continuum. All families
experience healthy and unhealthy
interactions to some degree.

3. Adults and children learn on two
levels: the cognitive (knowledge) level and
the affective (feelings) level. To be effective,
education/intervention must engage the
learner on both levels.

4. Adults who feel good about themselves
as either men or women stand a better
chance of being nurturing parents A maim
program goal is to help women and men, as



well as girls and boys increase their positive
self-esteem and self-concept.

5. All families, given a choice, would
rather display happy, healthy interactions
than abusive, problem interactions.

The program is based on forty-five
individua:. home-based sessions, each
session lasting approximately 11'2 hours. In
the first 45 minutes of each session,
parents and children engage in family
activities: for the remainder of each session.
activities are designed primarily for parents.
Ar) Activities Manual outlines each of the 45
weekly sessions with specific goals,
objectives. and procedures. The program is
carried out through discussion, role-playing,
puppets, filmstrips, resource materials,
games, art, and music. (All of these
materials are available from the distributor.
Family Development Resource, Inc.) The
printed resource materials tor parents are
at the fifth grade reading level. All of the
home-based sessions can be adapted for
group meetings with parents and children
2' 2 years and older.

A group-based program for parents and
4-12 year old children is also available.

Contact: Family Development Resources.
Ind., 767 Second Avenue, Eau Claire. WI
54703. 7131833-0904.

WE is a newsletter for nurturing support
groups created by Jean Ills ley Clarke, the
author of Self-Esteem: A Family Affair and
Self Esteem: A Family Affair Leader Guide.
Published six times a year. the newsletter is
written especially for people who are
running or belong to a support group. It
features a suggested format, how to begin
a group, activities for meetings, and
suggestions for closing. WE also provides
information on group dynamics. The
articles contain specific examples and
suggestions to help build and maintain
successful groups.

Contact: WE. 16535 9th Avenue N..
Plymouth, MN 55447.

Families: A Practical Series in Family
Lite is a 12-session videotape program for
parent groups. Using a live studio audience
of parents, the videotapes present the
;nteraction between the parents and Fred
Schott. a training professional. Four major
topics are covered in the twelve sessions:
Helping my Children Feel Good about
Themselves (4 sessions). Discipline: Making
Them Mind Me (3 sessions). Teens: Those
Strange and Wonderful Creatures (3
sessions). and Communication: The Family
Super Glue (2 sessions).

Families is accompanied by a Leader's
Guide containing step-by-step instructions
for introductory and group exercises.
discussion questions and answers, and
handouts that can be copied for
participants. The Guide offers learning
options depending on the size of the group
and time available for each session. It also
suggests ways to use professionals as
resource people. Included with the tapes
and the Guide is the Families Promo Pak.
containing materials to assist in publicizing
the program.

Contact: EML Enterprises. Inc., 1404 N
Avenue, P.O. Box 7167, Omaha, NE 68107.
4021731-8581.

=1= Reel to Reel
by David L. Giveans
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Family Issues Films for the Practitioner

The concept of family continues to
change and become more complex. The
following list of films will form a significant
nucleus of information for family resource
practitioners and centers.

Parents and Children (1979, 24 min.,
16mm/video, producers: Norman and Gladys
Baxley, Research Press). Includes
meaningful discussion of discipline.
Encourages parents to teach children
through the proper use of behavioral
methods. An overview of reinforcement
principles is presented in clear, nontechnical
language.

Parents with Careers (1985, 32 min.,
video, producer and distributor: Parents
with Careers). Offers a unique. thought
provoking series of six "trigger" vignettes
dramatizing issues relevant to working and
parenting. Comprehensive leader's guide
available.

In th Middle: A Portrait of
Mainstreaming in the Schools (1987, 28
min., 16mm/video, producer: Bea Gold.
Fanlight Productions). Film documents the
worries and joys shared by the parents, .
teachers, and classmates of a four-year old
with spina bifida during her first year in
Head Start. Many problems typical of
mainstreaming are confronted.

Hunger Versus Lov (1987, 37 min., video,
producer: Geoff Parr. The Glendon
Association). This probing documentary
explores the damaging effect on children of
parental behavior motivated by emotional
hunger. Interviews and group discussions
with concerned parents illustrates the subtle
differences between destructive and
nurturing behaviors.

Joint Custody: A New Kind of Family
(1987, 85 min., 16mm/video. producer:
Josephine Dean Productions, New Day
Films). This three-part film explores the
difficulties and rewards of co-parenting as
an increasingly popular custody choice and
how children adapt to living in two homes.

Stepdancing: Portrait of a Remarried
Family (198Z 16mm/video, producers:
Robert Lang and Deborah Magidson. Pyramid
Film & Video). An honest, true story of one
blended family. A candid, encouraging
glimpse of the challenges and joys of living
with two families in two homes. Film speaks
on many levels to children and adults alike.

Handle with Care (1986. 25 min., video,
producers: Susan Levine and Sara Freedman,
Real to Reel Productions). A positive
presentation offering resources and
techniques for raising and defusing the issue
of child sexual abuse among the two groups
crucial to the welfare of children their
parents and their daycare providers.

Sex and the American Teenager (1985,
32 milt, 16mm/video, producer: Terry Meurer,
Pyramid =dm and Video). In an honest. non-
threatening way. film dramatizes the

communication barriers existing between
adolescent boys and girls, and between
teens and their parents. Encourages
parents to listen and hear what their
children are saying and asking.

Taking Charge: Teens Speak Out About
Sexuality and girth Control (1986, 21 min.,
producer: Dave Iverson, Fanlight
Productions). Examination of myths and
misconceptions teens hold about birth
control and sexuality, and the complex
realities they confront in seeking to deal
with Me newest aspect of their lives.

The Pitch of Oriel (1986. 30 min., video,
producer: Eric Stange, Fanlight Productions).
A look at the emotional process of grieving
through intimate interviews with four
bereaved men and women of varying ages.
Helpful for individuals, family frields. and
health care workers as well.

My Mother/My Father (1984, 33 min.,
16mm/video, producer: James V. Bosch,
Terra Nova Films, Inc.). Depicts four
families, each faced with the need to provide
care for an aging parent. Families openly
discuss changes, questions, stresses, and
rewards of caring for senior parents.

Too Little, Too Late (198Z 48 min., video.
producer: Micki Dickoff, Fanlight
Productions). A program about families of
AIDS patients. Several of these families
share their pain and frustration regarding
society's reactions to persons with AIDS
as well as the solace they have derived from
having been able to help their loved one to
a peaceful death.

Film Distributors
Fanlight Productions
47 Halifax Street
Boston, MA 02130
617/524-0980

New Day Film;
22 Riverview Drive
Wayne. NJ l',(470
2011633.0212

Parents with Careers
2513 Oakenshield Drive
Rockville. MD 20854
800/443.2671

Pyramid Film and Video
Box 1048
Santa Monica CA 90406
213/828.7577

Reallo-Reel Productions
P.O. Box 169
W. Somerville, MA 02144
617/666-8956

Research Press
2612 N. Mattis Avenue
Champaign, IL 61821
217/352.3273

Terra Nova Films
9848 S. Winchester
Chicago, IL 60643
312/386-6150

The Glendon Association
2049 Century Park East
43000
Los Angeles. CA 90067
213/552.0431

David L Giveans. noted authority on non-sexist
education, parenting, and fathering issues, is the
publisher of the quarterly, Nurturing Today For
Self and Family Growth. In addition to writing.
lecturing. and media appearances, his company.
The Fathers' Exchange. is now coordinating on
site commercial exhibits and video film festivals
for educatonal and parenting conferences For
further information, write 187 Caselli Ave San
Francisco, CA 94114. 415/861-0847
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Putting Families on the Political Agenda

Mat) Brandon

Bs 1990, in the Middle ot the next
Pt esident's first term in of rice, more than half
ol all children uncle! 6 ss ill has e ssorking
motheis. In 80 percent of tss o-parent famihes,
both imrents ss ill be ssorking. Projections also
indicate that the :damming imserts rate among
children ss ill continue to iise; currentls, more
than 25 percent of all children spend part of
their childhood in 'likens circumstances.
1 hese statistics illost rate dramatic changes
taking place in American families.

1 hese clhinges also alter the focus of
Pt esident ial debate as the sselfare of children
and families emerge as a significant theme tor
candidate\ in 1988. Recent polls unearthed a
strong and grossing public desire for
goseimnent act itm on a %side range of
children's issues, including the improsement
of public schools. pros 'skin for early child-
hood education (especially fOr poor children),
and expanding the ins eslmenl itt immuni/ation
programs.

Democratic pollster Peter D. Ilan points to
:1 recent poll in %%Inch soters ieflected as much
concern about children's issues as they did
toss ard foreign polies and the farm crisis.
Se\ e:it percent of the respondents said the
next President should Iris e the plight of
children more attention; not es en the trade
issue shossed greatet soter concern. More
than 60 percent of those inters lensed in a
December 1987, New )orA "nines CBS poll
agreed the go\ eminent should ensure that
qualits day care and alterschool programs tor
children are asailable.

'Isso strong indicatotS 01 ecincern stc111
trout a recent I ouis I larris study sTrich
les eared oserssliehning support for
gos eminent to pi Os ide mole das care wt.\ ices
toi child! en 01 poor, ssorking mothers (88
percent firs or), and for gos oilmen! \upported
health care tot children ss Ito currentls lack
such cos erage (90 percent fas or).

(. hearts. there is a grossing consensus to
expand and support tile ci Iort. or go\ eminent
and Niro institutions and organi/ations to
locus on these needs and to support parents.
Ihis concern buttressed, in the Harris
wilful, lot example, ssith a si otig sillingness
lot higher taxes I-5 percent Iasi)! to
tinder %suite pi ograms and et Forts ssith sit ong
pie5ention onentations.

A Ink, 1987, publication Flom the National
s, echoes

Pt (musing state-deseloped programs ss etc
identified, ssit h the help ol patents, that
focused on pies onion suategies. Ins estment
m such basic pi otedions pleselinse health

gOod ttlltt Inoll pnogt,tttis, complehensise
li enatal ,..ate, and Lund\ It:source piogiams
node, scot e the ,osal cue, bx polies-

ADVOCACY 0"-F'

lelig"../a=1,

Aote: :in advocacy column is being
established with this edition of the TR(
Report. The new section will he used to
provide information on pertinent advocacy
issues and to encourage a dialogue among
members lie urge you to share both our
experiences and hleas about advocaci; and
what types bl efforts have or have not
imrlted for .1.011 at the community, state,
or national level. Please address your
correspondence to Afar). Brandon at the
FRC office.

,411

makers that earls pre\ ention efforts ssork,
sits e mones, and can be the kes to sound and
effectise policies.

All this heightened interest in families
indicates that the time is right lor parents and
the family resource programs that support
them to get ins olved in public polies and
ads ocacs efforts. Fhe tmils resource
mos ement has helped to raise the national
consciousness about the needs of lamihes, and
nos% is an adsantageous time to publicim our
success stories. Our piograms roster a climate
that support\ interdependence, at firms
parenting as a s ital responsibilits, and salues
the indisidual and the lamas in the context of
the communus.

I his is the moment for spirited dialogue on
the important issues that concern families,
and \chat the gos aliment could be doing
about them. Iii is is the time to take a personal
stake in the political process of the 1988
Presidential campaign and the policies that
\sill es ols e as a result.

Current Is, there ate excellent opportunities
rot parents and famils resource ads ocates to
gel ills ohs ed 1,, supporting seseral leder al

Hie Act for Better Child (are Senices
(S. 1885; II.R. 3660), recently introduced
into both the I. .S. !louse and Senate, \could
authori/e $2.5 billion sear through 1992
to help suites:

Make clukl care inore affordable tor loss
income families;

Increase the number 01 child care facilities
and the number of cruahfied das care stall
mailable to all lamiliex;

Impose the qualits or child cale
mailable to td/ Families, and Cool &tate
resources and child calk. sets ie0.

A secohd %Auld care bill, deseloped lb child
des elopment pss etiologist 1 dssiucl
focuses on the mote than Ike million children
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\\Ito dails return to empts house\ atter school.
I hese latch-kes children represent user 50
percent ol the child care problems, according
to Zigler. I hi% MIL 'the Nos School ('hild
Demonstration Projects Act of 1987 (S. 1995,
!Lk. 3841), ssould fund a pilot program for
"tull-sers ice schools- incorporating both
teaching and child care lac:Hines ssithin the
school building.

Ihese bills represent the first seriotts
Congressional et fort in sixteen sears to create
comprehensise federal child care programs
and policie\ and to establish national standards

Itirlsaitcte. si..etbiretaurtirt;.g.saltllditteigAr(1)irC

testimony and pros iding rot' public examination
of the bill.

Another major federal initialise. lhe
Parental and Medical Lease Act (S. 249,
II.R. 925). ssould grant parents up to 18
\seeks ssithin ans 24-month period tor unpaid
lease from their jobs to care for noshorn,
nos l adopted. or sick children. Hie bill
prox ides tor job-protected medical lease as
%sell. stipulating that an employee mas take
up to 26 %seeks unpaid lease oser ans
I2-month period t'or medically certified
disabilities. This proposed measure, sshich
cos ems employers ssith 15 or more employees,
has attracted ssidespread support in Congress,
and recogni/es the need for parents to build
healthy relationships ssith their children as
\sell as to help reconcile ssork and famils
responsibilities.

Ads ocates can get copies of S. 1885.
S. 249, and S. 1995 b ssriting: U.S. Senate
Document ROOM. 1'.S. Senate, Washington,
DC 20510.

Copies of I I.R. 3660, H.R. 925, and H.R.
3841 can be obtained Irom: t S. Ilouse of
Representatis es Document Room, L'.S. House
of Representatives, Washington, DC 20515.

I. parents in sour programs to \crib. their
Senators and Congressional representans es
asking their position on these bills and
encouraging them to sign on as co-sponsors.
Clear, Colleise letters to the editols 01 (tails
papers spelling out the need tor federal
support a taniiIN issues ale another excellent
\sirs to expand patent adsocaes. Parents can
be a peisuasis e cafalyq Ion %Mang': beca'ke
dies. perhaps better than airs one else,
undo stand the issues,

Alan. Brandon is Director, family Resource
Issues for KIDS PEPP (Public tducati(In and
Pioln:1 Project) in (Immo, a punt protect fq the
Ounce ol Provntion hind and family l
I (innerly a %toff assistant to S. Senatm
Simon. she supervised all casework and
on edinwtion, lanid.y and women's issues.

( 'wooer: %fart. Brandon. clo family Resourtv
2.10 N .thelintan ..1wmie. Suite 162.s.

huovo, II hoh01, P2/726.4 750.



Plan to attend the Family Resource Coalition's Second National Conference

A National Resource -A National Priority

October 6,-9, 1988 Meet with leaders in the field; learn about new approaches, initiatives, and

The Palmer House programs; network with colleagues; strategize with others to build a national
agenda for families.

Chicago

Keynote Speakers:

108 Workshops
Focused on:

Half-Day Focus
Sessions on:

Seminars on:

Plus:

Edward F. Zig ler, Sterling Professor of
Psychology. Yale University

Bernice Weissbourd, President of the
Family Resource Coalition

T. Berry Braze lton, M.D., clinical
Professor of Pediatrics. Harvard Medical School

Advocacy
Program Models
Administration and Management

Family Support for
Low Income Families

State Initiatives for Family Support
Family Support in the Workplace

Ethics and Values
Generational Issues
Ethnicity and Cultural Diversity
Empowering Single Parent Families
Family Preservation

Anna Quindlen, syndicated columnist.
the New York Times

William Julius Wilson, Professor
of Sociology. University of Chicago. author of
The Truly Disadvantaged

Rep. George Miller and key national
and regional political figures

Theory and Practice
Curriculum
Evaluation

Child Care and Family Support
Family Support for Special Needs Families
Public Schools and Family Support
Resources for Teen Parents

Home-Based Family Supports
Networking Community Resources
Enabling and Empowering Families
Forging Parent/Professional Partnerships

with Special Needs Families

Video Film Theater Exhibits/Books/Materials Program Showcase

For more information, contact:
The Family Resource Coalition, 230 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1625, Chicago, IL 60601

312/726-4750.



New Executive Director Welcomed

It is a great pleasure to inform FR(
members that Gail Christopher assumed the
position 01 Executise Director of the I amils
Resource Coalition on March 14. 1988.

Gail's background in programs for families
includes actisities in both the public and
pris ate sector, locally and nationally. She is
founder and Executise Director of
E.A.A1.1.1 .I.E.S., Inc., an Illinois not-for-
profit organi/ation sAhich provid,s
motisational naining and support sers ices
tot fatuities at risk due to poverts and
ens ironmcntal stress. She has designed
innosatise and effective support programs
such as rhe Famils Deselopment Institute
(1.1)I) and the Women's Self-Employment
Project (WSEP). Fhe 11)1 sers ices second
generation public aid recipients and public
housing residents. the WSEP program is a
unique training and support program which
enables low-income women, some of m,horn
are public aid recipients, to deselop micro-
businesses. Me training materials she has
deseloped for these programs effeetis els
demonstrate her prescntion, health-oriented
approach to families.

As at. independent consultant. (iail has
pros ided sers ices on program des elopment
and training to the Illinois Deparnnent of
Public Aid, the Ada S. Mc Kinles Communits

Ser.\ ices Organi/ation, the Women lanplosed
Institute, Howard Area Coimnunity Center,
and Chicago's public and archdiocesan school
s sterns. I ler work outside Chicago included
the Ct., poration for 1.nterprise Deselopmem
and Kenilwoith Parkside Resident
Management Corporation in Washington,
DC, the People ( ale 1 oundation in
Sommers ille, NJ, and the Women's
Economic Agenda Project in California.

In 1987, (tail was selected as a Fellow tor
I eadership (tieater Chicago, an experiential
deselopment progiam designed to enhance
the skills al recogniied leaders. Het other
awards include the Ki//ie Award for
outstanding leadership and role modeling tor
Black women, and in 1981, she was recoginied
as an Outstanding Woman of America. She
has receised a Nlartha Holden Jennings
scholarship award, a Chautauqua scholarship
award, and a National Roars Club award for
orators. Gail is the inother of two children,
aged 14 and 7.

Gail has an emensise background in
working \kith the media. She has hosted her
own weekls radio program and is frequentl a
guest on local radio and telesision talk shows.
Alost recently, she was featured itt a national
public ielesision documentary. "Crisis on
Federal Street."

Gail brings special expertise to the FRC in
deselopine support programs for families with
children with disabilities, as well as for loss-
income families. While she has broad
experience with these special groups, she is a
forceinl spokesperson tor support sers ices for
all families. We uselcome her and feel she is
uniquels qualified to represent us in our
expanding role as a national orgain/ation.

°pm:ad ii41104-0-vti
Bernice Weissbourd, President
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Parents take Priority in Family -
Centered Care

Special issue

by Elizabeth S. Jeppson

Families hare the central role in caring
for their own members, and the vial qf
poky should be to enable familWto carry
out their responsibilities to nurture their
children and encourage their most etfecuve
development. (Hobbs, Perrin & lreys,
1983)

Since 1986, the Association for the
Care of Children's Health (ACCH), s ith
support from the Office of Maternal and
Child Health, has worked with a broad
range of parents and professionals across
the country to articulate and define the
concepts of family-centered care. Our
work has been based on the belief that
families have the pivotal role in the lives
of their children, and that professionals
should strive to support families in their
natural caregiving roles by building on
their unique strengths as individuals and
as families.

Although the context of our discus-
sions about family-centered care has
been the health care system, it is our
belief that the principles of family-
centered care apply to all settings edu-
cation, early intervention, mental
health, and social service as well as child
health care anywhere that parents and
professionals work together on behalf of
children and families.

Following are the eight major com-
ponents that have been identified as the
key elements of a family-centered ap-
proach to care. Although each element is
presented and discussed separately, it is
equally important to consider them as a
whole. Together, they constitute a new
philosophy of care that challenaes many
of our entrenched attitudes and calls for
new approaches in clinical practice.

\ s you read the elements, think about
y our own setting or practice. Are there

ays in which your approach to families
,:ould become more family-centered?
What barriers, either personal or organi-
rational, can you identify to implement-
ing a family-centered approach to care?
What benefits can you see for yourself
and for the families you work with in
practicing this new r:. of care?

The Elements of
Family-Centered Care

Reccgnition that the family is the
constant in the child's life while service
systems and personnel within those systems
fluctuate.

This is the most Lruclal component of
tamily-eente B.:cause ultimate
responsibility tor maoaging a child's health,
developmental, social. and emotional needs
hes Y.ith the fantil . systems of care must
enable lamilie . ,0 ;unction as primary
decision-makers. :aregivers, !cachet, and
ads ocates for their children.



1-amthes are the durable thread in the life
of a handicapped child. Public agencies and
private agencies are transitory, dropping in
and out based upon the condition. the
complication, or the chronological age of
the child. (Freedman. 1986)

Recognizing and respecting the pivotal
role that families play in the lives ot their
children means that professionals must
learn to %tittle the parents' judgment, to
rtispect their priorities for their ow n
children, and most importantly to ensure
their efforts are designed to support, not
supplant the family in its caregiving role.

Facilitation of parent/professional
collaboration at all levels of health care:

care of an individual child
program development,
implementation and evaluation
policy formation .

The formation of a true and equal
partnership between parents and
professionals at all levels of care is the
driving force in family-centered care.
Developing these relationships, howeer.
often requires new skills.

For a number of years, the attitudes of
professionals working with families have
seemed to say, "Tell us what your problem
is, and we '1/fLy it." The professionals were,
in a sense, in control. We professionals
need to change our orientation. ;re need
to reframe that question to ask simply,
"How can we help you?" We need to begin
to view our work with families as a
partnership in which we are the consultants
but the families are in charge, and it is on
the care of their child that we are m fact
consulting them." (Barnard, 1985)

In order to be more effective consultants to
families, professionals must develop more
opportunities, both formal and informal, to
learn about the perspectives of families and to
work together with parents as equals at all
levels of care.

ISharing of unbiased and complete
information with parents about their child's
care on an ongoing basis in an appropriate
and supportive manner.

The sharing of information between
parents and professionals is an integral part
ot family-centered care and the cornerstone
of parent/ professional collaboration. In order
to participate fully in the decision-making
process, parents must have complete and read
access to information not only information
specific to the child's special needs, but
also information about community resources,
support groups, and the pros and cons of
treatment choice- Professionals must become
sensitive to the ways in which information is
presented, and ensure that the type and
amount of information conveyed truly reflects
the family's concerns.

Impkmentation of appropriate policies
and programs that are comprehensive and
provide emotional and financial support to
meet the needs of families.

The support needs of families are diserse
and vaned and change over ume. Franslating
I:unity-centered care into practice means
developing programs and serices that address
the full range of these needs, that support
existing family strengths and balance the
demands of care. lot) often, the development
ot comprehensive programs and community
support services have not kept pace with
ads ances in medical technology or with the
shift from institution and hospital care to
home and community care. Among the vital
support services that must be available to
families caring for children with special needs
are in-home health care services, care
management services, respite care, parent-to-
parent support, family resource libraries or
parent information centers, equipment loan
or exchange programs, and transportation
assistance.

Illitecognition of family strengths and
individuality and respect for different
methods of coping.

Family-centered care reflects a balanced
iew of the child and family. and considers

the family's strengths and resources as well
as needs.

This approach also requires that
professionals develop sensitivity in relating to
families whose values, customs, and lifestyles
may be different from their own. As one
mother states, "I have to provide for my
children in the context of my family, and my
values, and my ideals, and my lifestyle."
(Kramer, 1987) In practicing family-centered
care, professionals must accept and support
each family's individuality.

NUnderstanding and incorporating the
developmental needs of infants, children, and
adolescents and their families into health care
delivery systems.

Family-centered care goes beyond the
child's identified special needs, to recognize
and promote healthy family functioning and
to encourage the child and family to fulfill
"normal" doelopmental needs.

Regardless of handicapping conditions, our
children have the same needs us able-bodied
children. Handicaps...do not cripple their
innate desire to grow to develop, to he
accepted, to belong, to he loved and to
love. Their need to .feel whole Ls no less than
that of children without handicaps.
(Downey, 1986)

Fncouraging the famil to meet and
support all aspects of the child's des elopment
is an important part of family-centered care.

WEncouragement and facilitation of parent-
to-parent support.

II hat parents offer other parents, through
literature, friendship, and organized peer
support, is respect with empathyand
without Hie burden of clinwal assessment
a precious resource fOr lannhes in crisis.
(Oster, 1985)

Parents are a tremendous suppon to
other parents and to professionals. 1-hey
are a resource that we hme astly
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anderused. Sometimes professionals v,ho
offer support to families may feel in
,:ompetition with parent support groups.
Parent-to-parent support should be seen as
omplementing rather than competing with

the type of support and services offered h
professionals.

III1Assurance that the design of health care
delivery systems is flexible, accessible, tind
responsive to families.

.Vo one program, service, or approach is
appropriate for every family. him:Iv-centered
care seeks to provide a range of options to
_families, seeking their input in the design of
programs and allowing them to he decision-
makers about when and in what wais they
want to receive services. As one health
professional has stated. our goal should be
"to design our systems of care so that parents
can get on and off the train depending on
their needs." (Freedman, 1986)

The development of a family-centered
approach to care reflects the evolution of
our knowledge about children and families.
.As we have learned to listen openly to
families and to form partnerships with
parents, the practices we promote and the
programs and policies we develop have
changed and improved. It is hoped that the
above eight principles of family-centered
care will be helpful guideposts in our
continuing efforts to improve the quality of
care for all children and their families.
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1), Linda Gilkerson

Recent Is, I came across a newspaper article
about Slesen Hats kings, the well-known
astrophssicist who has A1.S, or I on Gehrig's
disease, tie i severels disabled. Phssicalls,
that is. lie commented that he was lucky to
hat e chosen a career that is primarily menial
stork, that he had a wonderfully supportit e
wile and famils, and that his colleagues hat e
been unfailingly helpful. "Fortunately." he
said, "my disability hasn't been a serious
handicap."

Ms guess is that, at some point in our Ines
each of us has wondered about what it means
to be disabled. Maybe we hate a friend wlw
had polio, or a neighbor who has a child with
a hearing loss, or a high school classmate who
was injured in Vietnam, or a cousin who has
cerebral palss, or an officemate whose new
bah was born with spina bifida.

Perhaps we hat e noticed the feelings that
come up for us when we are with someone
ts ith a disabilitywhen we stalk past a
woman putting her wheelchair in the backseat
of her car, st hen we enter an diet ator where
set et al deal adults are ins olted in a sign-
language cont ersation, when we watch the
Special ( )1y mpics on TV, or when we check
out al the col ner tnai kct and the owner's son
who has Dm% n Ss ndrome carries Out OW bags.

Because we lit e in a society that has rigid
standapls tor appearance and performance
and that places a high talue on independence,
it is 11,11d tot us to imagine that the Ines of
pet sons \stilt disabilities can be full and
satists inv. In fact. in the literature on famils
admstment to a child with disabilities, the
most common framework for disability is that
of a nap: esent. Is it possible that there are
othet was s to think about ts hat a disabilits
weans to an indisidual, to his or her Limits,
and to societs at large?

I et's start bs considering the dilference in
meaning between the words disabilirs and
handicap. Traditionally, disabilits refers to
actual diagnosed medical condition, while
handicap refers to the extent to which it
impairs somene's functioning.

I he degree to sk hich a disabilits handicaps
an indisidual depends on mans factors. 11111
0949) pros ides a was to understand a crisis
that is s er helpl ul in explaining hots the
sante disabilits can at fed people in such

At ,
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different ways. He calls the model the ABCX
Model. In this framework, A is the strMor
et ent, 13 is the resources that an individual
family have to bring to bear on the crisis, C' is
the personal meaning that the individual;
family gives to the etent, and X is the resulting
letel of crisis. Let's use Steven Hawkings's
experience to see how this model applies.

A, the stressor event is ALS disease. Among
the resources (B) he has to bring to bear on
the situation are strong support from his
family and his colleagues, the type of work he
does, and his previous accomplishments and
stature in the field. The personal meaning he
gives the event (C') is, to paraphrase his wife,
"Steven doesn't give in to his disability and
we don't siive in to him." In other words, his
interpretation of his condition is that it is one
that can bc handled. The resulting level of
crisis (X) for this individual with ALS disease
is mediated by the considerable resources he
has, and by the personal meaning that hc
attributes to the disease ("I can handle this").
Another individual with the same condition
who has fewer resources and:or who siews
the disability in a different way would hat e a
say different outcome.

It is surprising for Us to realize how
influential the meaning that an individual
tikes to their disability is to their ultimate
functioning in the world. In fact, the
rehabilitation literature suggests that the
personal meaning assigned is the most
powerful predictor of long-term adjustment
to disability, more powerful even than foe
type of disability one has or the severity of
the condition. 'Thus, host an indisidual feels
about him herself is one of the most
important aspects tr his her adjustment to
disability.

In looking at ollf own belief's about
disability, what has been our contact with
persons who hat e physical or mental
differences? What feelings do these
experiences cvoke in us? Can we learn to
separate host ste feel about a disabilits from
the indisidual who has the cotidition? Are we
\snug to re-es aluate our S iews iii light of
what persons with disabilities hate to teach us?

" The deaf are not ready set to function in
the hearing world" ate words that fore\ er
changed Oallaudet College and caused a st hole

nation to re-examine its beliefs about persons
with hearing impairments. Intuitively, all of us
lay persons and professionals in the field
understood the depth ot the students' feelings
and the correctness of their position. Perhaps
it is the hearing world that has not been ready
to live with persons who arc different front
ourselves. Are we ready to listen?

Adults with disabilities often say it is the
attitudinal, rather than the architectural
barriers that arc the hardest to ot ercome.
Now that P.L. 99-457 greatly expands the
possibility ot' services for young disabled
children and their families, it's time to take
the next step: to re-examine our views of
disability, to tackle the attitudinal barriers,
and to develop a framework that empowers
families to love their children unconditionally,
and enables children to reach their fullest
potential.

Children can learn to live with a disability.
But they cannot live well without the
conviction that their parents find them utterly
loveable.... If the parents, knowunz about his
(the child's) deject love him now he tun
believe that others will low him in the fitture.

this conviction, he can live wt,// todat
and have faith about the years to come.
(Bettelheim, 1972)

What framework ssould empower children
and families to have the cons iction Bettelheim
speaks of? I posed this question to my friend
Marsha Saxton, a counselor of persons with
disabilities, an author (198;) about women's
issues and disability, and an adult with a
physical handicap. She said that such a oew
view would acknowledge that disability
involves a loss of some capacity, that it is

usually accompanied by some objective
hardships, and that it is an equally valid, fully
human lifestyle.

We know that a child's self-esteem develops
both from withinthe child's own sense of
competenceand from without the
approval he receives front others. Because
cultural beliefs affect how families feel, and
how families feel affects children, we are
compelled to Irqk again at society's beliefs
about disabilityto look again within
ourselses.
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Supporting and
Strengthening
Families:
New Visions,
New Directions
1) Carl 3. Duns!

It isn't often that ss e has e a broad-brushed
opportunits to rethink and reshape the
direction of family support set.% ices. Public

aw (P.1) 99-457 pros ides one such
opportunity if we approach implementation
with new visions and new directions of what
family support can and ought to he.

RI_ 99-457, passed and enacted into law
by Congress on October 8, 1986, re-authori/ed
the Education of the Handicapped Act and
amended the Act to include an earls
intervention discretionary program to meet
the special needs of handicapped infants and
toddlers and their families.

The Act is a watershed piece of legislation
in a number of respects, not least of which is
the emphasis given to family-tOcused
assessment and intersention. Whether or not
policy makers and program builders take full
adsantage of the Act as a way of supporting
and strengthening family functioning (I lobbs,
et al., 1984) depends upon how we ultimately
decide to interpret and implement this exciting
piece of legislation.

Whether or not the earls inters ent ion
program is indeed a family support initianse
or is simply a traditional child-focused effort
dressed in parent clothing is a question that
must be answered before impletnentation
proceeds any further. To answer this question,
I performed a content analysis of the various
federal documents that describe the meaning
and intent of the Act. I also identified all
non-repeated statements pertaining to child of
famils needs to determine the major focus (st
the early inters ention program. Fhe sarious
needs statements found in these docuinents
could be grouped into three categories. 1 he
statements. are shown in the lable.

I he first set of statements reflects a
traditional child-focused perspectise ot earls
inters ent ion. I he emphasis is on meeting onls
the child's needs, most often using educational
or therapeutic inters entions implemented bs
professionals or paraprofessionals. In its most
extreme and nart ow -focused form, this
approach siolates nearls all the principles that
underlie family support initiati% es (I )obbs, et
al., 1984) and effectise helping. (Donst, 198";
Duns( & 1risene, 1988a)

I he second set of statements reflects a
n.ui ow-Rh:used fainih ins sitscnient pet spectise
ol earls inters ention. I he needs of I amilies are
taken into considetation, but onls those !elated
to enhancing the des elopment ol then cluldten.

This perspective is typically operationalired as
some form of "parent training."

The third set of statements reflects a broad-
based, family-focused perspective of early
intervention. In this approach, the needs of
the children, other family members, and the
family unit itself are addressed as part of the
intersention effons, based upon the
assumptions and presuppositions that haw
increasingls been recognired as the essential
ingredients of family support programs.
(Kagan, Powell, Weissbourd, & Zigler, 1987)

Although it appears that a broad-based,
family-focused approach holds the greatest
promise for prosiding new visions and
directions for \',it5 to support and strengthen
family functioning. I have been perplexed bs
the many negative reactions to zalls for
adoption of this particular perspectise of calls
inters ention. 'File arguments against adoption
of a broad-based approach have included,
fhere are not enough resources to provide
sers ices to all people in all areas," "Staff don't
has e the time to address all family needs,"
"We can't he es erything to everybody," and
similar comments. I understand why people
make these statements, though I generally
rind their concerns unfounded.

I.irst, the Act does not state that early
inters ention programs should pros ide all
resources to all people. The las% is explicit in
stating that early intersention programs should
asnst lam:lies to access needed resources. This
requires nothing more than increased
awareness of the informal and formal
resources and supports that are asailable or
can be created to meet family needs.
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Second, if one assumes a broad-based,
family-focused perspective of early
intervention, the operatise word MAW gets
translated into practices that enable and
empower families to eltectisehy ident4 their
need% and mobilire resources to meet those
needs. (Dunst, Triseue, & Deal, 1988) Doing
for families, rather than families becoming
more capable of doing for themsels es, is
explicitly avoided because it represents a torm
of non-contintlent help.ng mat creates
dependencies (Dunst, 1987) and is ethicalls
indefensible. (Skinner, 1978)

Third, proponents of the narrow -I ocused
family-invohement perspectise of earls
intervention fail to recogniie an important
determinant of human behasior, winds, those
needs and desires people consalet impottant
and to which t he ss ill des ote then ntne and
energy. (Dunst. et al., 1988) If fannhes and
indisidual famils members idennfs needs
other than those related to enhancing then
children's developinent as most hum tant and
pressing, they will not likels des ote time and
energy to carrying out child-les el inters entions.
This relationship is so iinportiffit, and as
implications so far-reaching, that it is worth
taking time to briefly resiew the research that
bears upon this principle of human beim% ior.

In seseral studies conducted in our own
program (Dunst, Leet & Trivette, 1988;
Dunst, 'ance & Cooper, 1986), we has e found
that the inadequacy of resources unrelated to
child deselopment interfered with the time,
energy, and personal commitment of parents
to follow through with implementation of
child-lesel inters entions. Kolobe (1981) as well,

TABLE Statements Reflecting Dinerent Pers.r- and Or.entat,ens or toe Ea:, 'n!eon'.on P:eg-am

Narrow-Focused Traditional
Child-Focused PerspecWe

Family Inveivemant
Perspective

Broad-Based
Family-Fecused Perspective

Early intervention services are
designed to meet a handicapped
infant's or toddle, s
developmental needs

99 860 P 7 FHA Sec
21 ICI

Part H focuses excluive.y on
meeting the needs 0! infanfs 3A0
toodier5 with handicaps
134 CFR Part 303

Case management include-.
coordination or early interyenboo
services with other services
that the infant of tondier needs
.HR cln-860 I) Ni

672

,

Enhance the capacity of families
to meet the special needs of their
infants and toddlers with
handicaps
IEHA Sec. 671 lal

A statement of the family
strengths and needs retating to
enhancing the development of the
family s handicapped infant or
foodler INA Sec 677 [dl f21

A timely comprehensive multi
disciplinary evaluation of Me
functioning of each handicapped
infant and toddler and Me
needs of the families to
appropriately assist in the
decelopment or the harm anned
mfant 0, ioddin,

HA Sec b71' ic, ii ,

Provide early intervention services
necessary to meet the Special needs
of hanMcaPPed infants and toddlers
and their families tHR 99-860 p 61

Each handicaoried infant or toddler
and the infant or toddler s family
shall receive a multidiscinlinary
assessment of unioue needs and
the identification of services
appropriate to meet such neeas
E HA Sec 577 la l i fl

the ind,vidualilen vamov support
P4,1, 4 IF SP1 chan ne e..aluated
ano the family provided a review

at 6 month inte,va's I or more
often where anprooriate based on
.0,1,11 and toddler and tamm, needs!
;HA Sec 677 161

A statement of the specific eariy
nter.ention services necessar,. to

meet the unidUe (Wed', of Me Infant
or toddler and the +army
,f HA Sec 677 WI iai

Case management ,,erva
coo,dinkIli'm and mo.htortod

di-Aery Of cetyli to, that tho Lbag
0".1mi'y ner'ds I 3.1 Pitt i ht
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found that parent adtterence to itnplementation
of chikl-lesel physical theraps prescription,
was related to the parents' personal assessment
of the importance and %attic of the therapeutic
regimens.

In one of the most instructise studies
examining the relationship between needs and
intersention efficacy, Glenn Affleck (personal
communication) found that the positise
influences of intersentions with families of
neonatal intensise care unit graduates were
greatest when intersentions matched
identified needs. In contrast, intelsentions
unrelated to famils-identified needs had no
effects and in sotne cases negatise impacts.
( ollectis cly. the results of these studies indicate
that needs influence behasior and steel it in
certain directions. and that inlet-sent:0ns will
has e the greatest impact if they are tesponsise
to what is 11101 important to a I.:mils at ans
particular point in time. therefore. the failure
to address the broader-based needs of families
will almost certainls diminish the effects of
efforts to upport and strengthen famils
functioning.

Hie resolution of sshether or nor to adopt
a broad or nat toss -focused approach to call\
inters ention can occur 110111 another
perspectise as well. Carol Irisette and I
plInq & !melte. 1987, 1988b) has e deseloped
a model that desetibes the direct and indirect
influences of social suppint and tesotuces on
parent. lamils, and child tunctioning. I he
model, which is designed a, an inters ention
!rattles% ork, is shown m the figure.

Nceording to this model, social suppolt and
00010.` ittluetic e the health and well-being

oliecipients 01 aid and assistancemo suppot
itt combinantnt ss ith the other behasiiii cate-
gories influence child behas tot and deselop

ment. For example, child care (instrumental
support) prosided to a parent of a young hand-
icapped child would afford the opportunity to
rest and rejuvenate oneself. This would be
expected to influence one's physical and
emotional health, which in turn would likels
influence interactions among family members.
including those with the child, and the
particular interactive styles used by the parent
would be expected to affect child behasior.

In our model, prosision of resources and
support pros ide opportunities to get needs
met, which in turn set the Occasion for posit is e
transactions among people who strengthen
famils functioning and promote child
deselopment. (Dunst, ei al., 1988; Hobbs.
et al., 1984) This broad-based perspectise not
onls addresses all family needs but, as a result.
has the effects central to the mote nari ow -
focus perspectise of early intersention.

lo what extent the early intersention
pri)gram under RI.. 9,, 457 becomes a fanuls
support initialise depends upon how we decide
to interpret and implement the sarious
pros isions of the lass. I Use argued tor a
broad-based, famils -focused interpretation It

is onls this perspectise that is likels to pros ide
new skims and new directions consistent %kith
ss hat sse know about (he determinants and
influences or needs, support, and resources,
and how the uniqUe relationships among these
optitnalls influence family functioning.

"e nta nes er again hase the opportunits
to so signilicantls shape the direction of
sers ices to families of young handicapped
childt en. We has e a human obligation to
seriousls eonxider how our decisions about the
meaning and intent of P.I . 99-457 influence
inlet ention eltorts. I he failure to do so will
most es ;taint\ be a wasted opportututs.

'-)
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When a child is born with special needs,
parents can be faced with tremendous
problems. If the disabling condition is
diagnosai immediately, the impact is quick,
pointed, and profound. On the other hand,
some problems can only be identified after
months or years, dragging on undefined,
keeping parents in limbo with questions and
doubts. Whether the diagnosis is immediate
or delayed, parents are crowded by emotions
of confusion, fear, and heartache.

In my own case, my daughter, Jane, who
just celebrated her eighteenth birthday, was a
perfectly healthy and beautiful baby at birth.
Within her first year of life, howeser, she
developed a number of problems that were
hard to define but es entually led to recognition
of the fact that she was developmentally
delayed. Eighteen years ago, developmental
delay did not translate into "This child and
her family need help!"

.Foday, all kinds of supports exist for parents
who will reach out for them. These traumatic
periods can be very destructise for a family,
and the sooner parents can begin to alto iate
some of their feelings of anxiety, anger, and
guilt, the sooner they will be able to proside
their child with love and acceptance. This
article focuses on the reactions of parents on
learning that their child has a disability, and
on ways in which they can face both the
disappointment and the challenge.

Denial is one of the most common
reactions. Every parent looks forward to
having a healthy baby, and discovering this is
not the case, can't believe this great
disappointment is happening to them and to
their family. Denial often turns to anger
which can spread to the husband-wife
relationship, come between parents and
grandparents, or be directed at medical
personnel who has e worked with them and
their child. Sometimes, in the beginning, the
anger is so intense it touches everyone
involved and colors almost all interactions. At
this point, parents also go through an intense
period of grieving and loss.

Another common experience for parents is
the sense of losing control oser their lives.
.rhey find themselves becoming fearful, and
apprehension for what the future holds can
cause parents to lose their perspectise
completely. For some parents, a lack of
information pushes them to imagine the worst
possible prospect with a totally bleak
attitude. Many parents Use told me, how es er,
early warnings that their chilLI would be unable
to walk. talk, read, or write were unfounded,
and ultimately the child was able to accomplish
these things and more.

Parents of(di feel a great deal of guilt about
their child's condition, and concern about
whether they caused the problem. hese guilt
feelings may he manifested as spiritual ot
ieligious interpretations of blame and
punishnwnt, and can be aggrasaled by hos%
others respond to the birth of a child with a
disability: "You must be %cry specialOod
has pen you this tt tar; "You will not be
pen any mote to bear than you can handle."

Family Bonds: The Binding Force
hy Patricia McGid. Smith

While these comments are meant to be
supportise, they can have the opposite effect
and exacerbate the parents' feelings of guilt.

Sometimes parents go through a period of
total confusion, compounded by stress, when
faced with new terminology and information
regarding the disabling condition of their
child. Professionals seem to be speaking a
foreign language, and parents often led they
are unable to communicate feelings about
their child's disability to friends and family.
Needing information but being unable to
absorb or make sense of it can cause
emotional overload.

Another source of difficulty for parents is
the feelings of powerlessness they experience.
It is so difficult to differentiate between the
things they have the power to change and
thos they cannot. Parents may find it
difficult to develop a positise attitude toward
the work they must do to overcome then
child's problems, and feeling powerless dris es
many parents to become oser-involved,
turning them into a SuperMom or SuperDad
who is going to "fix what is broken."

The disappointment that a child is not
perfect challenges the egos of mark patents as
well as their value systems. The birth ot a
child with a disability is a jolt to their
expectations, and there has to be a
considerable realignment of expectations
before they earl cope with the child's pi oblems
successfully.

I think the greatest difficulty that can occur
is rejection of the child. Parents base tokl me
they not only rejected their child. but the
whole idea that the child was handicapped.
lite most serious form ol rejection is a
"death wish." When a child is in critical
condition or severely invoked, that "death
wish" is not at all uncommon, although it
may be hard to admit and understand those
feelings al a later point.

The emotional roller coaster I have described
happens to a greater or lesser degree for all
families when they discoser their child has
special needs. These feelings can drastically
alter the normal routines of family life, and
the changes can harm all members of the
family especially the child w ith the disability.
Not all families suffer intense disruption of
their lis es, but it is lair to say that normally,
this type of crisis w ill cause substantial change
that can either strengthen the family's life or
undermine it.

Taking constructise action and adapting
posnise attitudes can help to alles tate some of
the stress. I hope parents will feel tree to lake
what they can use from my MIggestiom. and
that the professionals who work with them
will gain greater understanding and insight for
hiking shared the reading.

6 r AMILY nrsourwt coALITION KPORT +968 NO .?

Stabilizing the Family
Parents need to know from the very

beginning that they will sunk e this upheas al,
that they can and will "make it" despite
doubts about the burden being too heasy.
.fhere are programs, schools, and recreational
activities, neighbors and advocates, and all
nlanner of people who will enter their lises to
help with the problems. Isolation can be
dangerous, and it is extremely important for
parents to understand they arc not alone, to
recogniie and value the assistance of a whole
cadre of people who are ready., willing, and
able to help if parents will just make their
needs known.

It can be oserwhelming to meet the time
and energy commitments that a special-needs
child requires. Each family member can
contribute in some way and should be included
in the child's care. The support of relatises
outside the immediate circle of family and
friends can be a great help if they base an
understanding of the child's needs, and a
powerful emotional reinforcement to both
parents and children.

Husbands and wises need special empathy
for each other as they go through troubled
times. Many fathers have confided reluctance
to express their own concerns or emotional
stress tor fear of further burdening their mate
or appearing weak. Wises. often feel guilty for'
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leaning heavily on their husbands. What
esols es is a discrepancy, an interruption in the
honest feelings which are normally the same
for both parties. It can be sery strengthening,
therefore, for couples to share all their
feelings.

Parents need to recognize that they are and
w ill he their child's teacher, adsocate, friend,
and parent all rolled into one. It is enormously
important that parents learn early on that they
needn't feel intimidated by the professionals
who treat their child. They have the right and
obligation to be a part of their child's
planning team, and can be involved in esery
aspect of the decision-making process.
Though they may lack information or feel
insecure' in this role at first, they need to
become active, knowledgeable participants.
Asking questions can he the first step.

It is also important that as many programs
and as much work as possible involsing the
handicapped child be conducted in the family
home or as near to the home as practical. Ihe
basic question is, "When each objective is
being resiessed, can the activitiy he performed
in the home setting?" Planning meetings for
the child can be held at home, as well as play
therapy. occupational and physical therapies,
and other des elopmental actisities. file goal is
to integrate as many of these actisities as
possible into the child's normal life cycle.

Cao"
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Some Practical Advice
There are a number of resources in almost

every community that can be helpful to
parents; members of the clergy, another
parent of a child with a handicap or a support
group of "helping parents," an adsocacy
organization, a state or federal program/
agency, etc. Also, finding sources of current
and factual information can be saluable in
helping to dispel fears and myths about a
child's disabling condition or special needs.

A "recipe for living" that has assisted me
the most in my life has been to identify
feelings that are painful. When they occur, I
base made a commitment that says, "I will
reach out and contact someone." Call, write,
get in the car, but contact a real person who
ss ill talk and share the pain. Pain that is
disided is not nearly so hard to bear as pain
e \perienced in isolation. Sometimes
professional counseling is needed, and parents
shouldn't feel reluctant to seek it.

I have learned that bitterness and anger can
drain energy and initiative. I.etting go of these
feelings has a constructive effect and will help
parents maintain a positise attitude and
outlook.

Staying in touch with reality and living one
day at a time can keep parents from taking
on tnore than they can handle. A s ery ise
person once counseled me by saying, "Plan

n

for the future, learn from the past, but live
for the day." The statement taught me that
keeping things in perspective helps in dealing
with fear, and fear of the future in particular.
Getting rid of the "what ifs" and "what
thens" can keep the reality of each day
manageable.

Parents' well-being is enormously important.
They need to learn to be good to themselves,
to enjoy life to the fullest, to let laughter
release tension and lift spirits; that reaching
out for emotional support, being honest about
feelings, setting priorities, avoiding self-pity
and becoming judgmental, using empathy and
understanding to deal with problems, keeping
home routines on schedule, recognizing their
limitations, and taking time to smell the roses,
will all make important differences in how
they accept and deal with the challenges of
raising a child with special needs.

In conclusion, I would remind parents that
one of the most important things to
understand is that their child with a disability
may be different from other children, but he
or she is not less valuable, less important, or
less in need of love and parenting. Remetnber,
the child comes first, the disabling condition
second.

Sometimes parents will find it hard to
believe, but they may come to view their
experiences and problems as having
strengthened them and their family. We all
have choices in the ways we respond to the
difficulties we undergo. I have learned many
lessons as the parent of a child with a disability,
and I recognize that our whole family has
emerged stronger and wiser from our trials.

Photo Ma S McKinley Community Services
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Parent-To-Parent
Support:

A Federal Program

El
I Martha Ziegler

Fhe I-ducation of the 1 landicapped Act ot
1983. RI.. 98-199, established a giant piogi am
to support organiied patent-to parent
information and naining :Lois Mes for patents
of children %%Mt special needs. As specified in
the las., the purposes of these pi ogiams is to
enable parents -to participate more effectiYely
\stilt professionals in meeting the educanonal
needs of handicapped chiklren." 1 he Patent
lraining .and Intolination (P111 Piolects
conduct ssorkshops, publish nos sleneis,
respond to inquiries by mail and telephone,
and offer ottiet patent-to patent suppoit
sers ice..

1.rom self ...to disabk.d chikl to spouse
and family nieniheis .0 othet 1,111111'es \snit
similarly handicapped chikli en to the lalgei
society: I his es olunon, desci tiled so eloquently
by Perske and Wolf ensbergei 09-'3', is familia'
to est:1-y parent \slit) ha. 11111111,11e1N

ad\ ()caw On behalf ol disabled childten and
their families.

calefs of Ihe 5(1 l' erne!. Use
pet sonally 11105 ed 1111.01101 1111'. 001111101E V.

parents of children sith disabilities and as
adS0Cates for Nbet patents. they hme In.lught
about map'''. changes in the lay s goy erning the
education ot handicapped cluldien. In addition
to guarantees ot rights and appropriateness of
educational progiams, these no\ mandates
also required a nos roll: tor parents.

Nlost parents, aceustonied to using bake
sales and selling hristmas cards to keep small
prisate programs alise, ssete unprepaied for
this Iles\ lesel ot responsibility and meaningful
participation. Nlote experienced paients began
to deselop %says of meeting the nes\ needs for
information and skills. Parent leaders htok set
another step in then ossn esolution toYsard
the larger conmiunity by forming coalitions
that represented the ss hole range ot
handicapping conditions lathe! than
separating into indisidual categot les of
disability groups.

Peggy Piiro's book. Parent to Parent
(1983). deset lbs.s in detail the dynamic
operation ol peer support foi pare" is \kith a
sanety ol special problems in letiong chikhen:
racial and geogiaphical isolation: %sail

the death of a chikl: and teal mg a chikl \stilt
.1 handicapping condititm. In a loressord to
ihe book, Di. lieniamin Spock touches the
pidse ol the patent coalition mosemmt ss hen
he makes the lolliming obsersanon:

8 E'.011.0-11 I l'hlAt 1 or4 i vtittt

Me parents of children it'll/7 disabilities
realized that riA much as anything else they
desperately needed the companittnship
other parents with sunilar problems, in order
not only to share knowledge ol how to help
their children hut to otercome the
WAS(' of inlertoruy and isolation, ol -helm
dillerent." 7he hh'ssed ellse rfeeephintl'
they recenvil gave them lhe iipmnistil
enerfj IteCOVITy WeAle the iithiT probh'Ins,

I he -optimism and enei gy that 11.1sc

blossomed front that -blessed sense ot
acceptance" has e shaped the st)le tit
adsocacy that characterims the tiaining and
information programs operated hy paieni
coalitions. I1 is easy to underestimate the
oosser of the energies liberated by the sudden
discosery of peer acceptance alto the
desastaling exper-ence of isolation and feeling
of dif ferentness.

1-xpert ob+erYers lime noted the yalues tor
children syhich accrue from this liberation of
their parents. As lona ago as 1968
pre-RI.. 94-142 daysthen Secretary of
111-W William .1. Cohen ysrote:

The programs of the Department of'
Health, Education and Itellare are designed
to strengthen indilidual and family life....
I he need "Or involvement hy parents and
family members is particularly great in publle
programs whkh verve clUldren and youth..
I am COtirint.ed that many more parents want
to become involved, mutt to have a voice in
the progrwtts that allect the liver of their
children. And I am convinced that they ird/
hove a great deal to contrthute once the doors
air opened to them.

mailable peer group that shares similar needs
and experiences.

the training ssorkshops and other actis ities
conducted by local PTI programs are helping
to proYide support serY ices to indis idual
parents that may he as important as
information and opportunities for skill
deselopment. I eaders of parent coalition+
%soils to meet a sariety of changing needs:
peet support, knoss ledge of the lass,
communication and negotiation skills.
!mining effectis e parent professional
partnerships, tor instance.

Ihe framers of . 94-142 \sere careful to
include language in the statute itself ensuring
patent participation 111 seseral key roles. The
lass pros ides an indisidual parental role in
planning and monitoring each child's
educational program; it also pros ides foi
parent participation in each state's planning
and implementation of special education
policy. lb perform these roles mandated by.
lass, parents of children ssith handic..tri.:mg
conditions must acquire highly specialiied
information and skills. In addition to learning
the procedures necessary for protecting the
rights of their children, parents also need to
deselop those skills that foster strong
partnerships betsseen themsels es and
educators, health care prol-:ssionals, and
others concerned ssith the sselfare of children
\skit disabilities.

All of the fifty projects %sot k tossard
changing expectations about people ssith
handicapping conditions. I-rom the mild and
leMporar to the niost sesere and multiple
disabilities, these groups piomote a shin in
emphasis front the sseaknesses and limitation-.
of people ssith disabilities to their abilities and
potential count thutions as ciniens and
taxpay ers. Adis 'ties encom age change toss aid
these more positise expectaiions tot parents
t hemsels es as \Yell as among teachei s,
principals. and othei protessionals.

From the point of siess ol the tilLilS dual
grossing child ssith special needs, application
of this theme means designing and dells ering
educational programs that \sill prepare that
child to lixe an adult life characteri/ed by
independence, product's ity. and integration
into the community.

Iltough the l' l Center., paretlh Ilase an
open loi thu ill 55 hichillie can 11 ed 1.1101,..
Ihelf fear, and unceitainties among
nonthreatening, accepting peers. I ot example,
as imperatise as mainsneaming is. it is not
akaYs accomplished ss ghoul cost. .\s a
handicapped child is integt tiled into legulai
school programs, not only does the child
sacrifice Ilk' sarni piotectioll 01 a handicapped
peel gioup, but patents also lose a i eadds
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Ten Nears ago, when mN oldest son was born,
neser thought I might one daN describe nb self

as the narent of a child with special needs.
Now I hase two children with disabilities and
my life is far different from the one I had
ens istoned. For me, being the parent of
children with special needs has been a process
of becoming. As part of this process I !lase
struggled to deselop nb own equilibrium,
balancing nb needs against those of nr
children and separating nib sense of ss ho I am
front the fact of nb children's disaMities.

NIN first son, Ari, has a mild learning di.-
abilitN and a sensor) integration dysfunction.
These dlsabilities are not serious enough to
label him to a "special needs" child, but the
tensions created within hint radiate OLIMard
to affect all hi. relationships.

While it took me a long time to realize Ari's
particulai needs, it wasn't hard to see that
Das id, born four Nears later, ssas not the
perfectly normal baby I wished hint to be.
Within a week of his birth we learned he had

sariety of eye muscle disorders. Although
no one mentioned the possibility of underlying
congenital abnormalities, it was soon clear
that Das id was not progressing at a normal
rate. Es en though a diagnosis of sesere central
hypotonia wasn't reached for more than a
year, st,e alreatls knew Das id sk as indeed a
child ss ith spejal needs.

A serN important aspect of lib beconiing
the parent of two children with special needs
has been the energy I expend on relationships
with all the people who come into iit lite
because of the childi en's disabilities. I call
these people "the professionals." I hen
specialties include medicine, clinical treatment.
therapeutic sers ices, social work. and
education. Professional. come with their own
treatment priorities and personal .t les, and it
is wiN task to negotiate a N. iable ielationship
with each one of them.

Working with professionals isn't alssas
easN. Although outright contlicts or clashes
base been rare, there are ahiny times when I
teel we are !nosing in difterent directions, and
that our goals address sery different aspects of
the child's lite. For example, I find that manN
professionals slew the child as it lie \Acre an
isolated being, ignoring his place in the lire of
the fantra. Vet all tra personal and professional
experience tells me that lamilies f unction as
unit.. When one member is remosed ft om the
mainstream 01 familN life and treated as
though his needs arc somehov, sepal ate hom
and unrelated to those of the lest 01 the
lannIN, the familN .N stem risks a bieakdossn.
As a patent, I must assure that each member
01 the lannIN leceises the attention he or she
requires. and that no one set of needs
05 cm helms the needs 01 rights of orheis,

I his might mean neglecting a child's special
needs tor a shoit while. Deciding how at d
ss ben to do this i equit es continual te-es al aat ion
ot ins own and niN lamilN's sakies and lllestN Ie.
Flits is a set N personal task. but it can be

(.1radance bora pt otessionals helps me
assess ins goals and expectations tot ins
familN without undeiminmg the integruN 01
the famra ssstem

The
Parent / Professional

Relationship:
Complex

Connections,
Intricate Bonds
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by Madelyn Anne Iris

Fess pi otcssionals seem to understand how
to work side bN side with parents to des clop a
long-term, compiehensisc plan for the child's
treatment 01 cat e. Instead, thes focus their
attention exclusisels on the single domain of
their expertise, ignoring other aspects of the
child's needs such as his personal growth and
his psNcho-social deselopment. As the mother,
I see the totaiuN of the child. I look at my
childt en for then present needs but I must also
concern inN self with thcir 1uture, rato
adulthood. Nly goals include helping rib chil-
dren function just a little bit better tomorrow,
but always with an eNe to what this itoprose-
men( might mean for their Ike,. in general.

.Although the professionals I tube met are
always well-trained in hos% to greet parents,
how to ask questions and conduct an
inters iew, theN rareIN are comfortable relating
to parents as real people with Ike. of then
own. It both amuses and annoN. Inc when I
read reports or medical charts and see inN self
referred to as "the mother" or "toothei." I its

depersonalization creates a barrier to real
communication and sharing. I liTe to think
I cons eN a sense of personal stN le in all inN
intetactions, and I beliese prof essional. must
interpret this st le and respond to it lust as
t lies would with persons t.le Meer out side the

Madelm Anne Iris is the mother of two sons:
Ari, now 10, and David, who ts 6. She is married
to Mark and works us a consultant in qualitative
research and evaluation. Dr. Iris is also a Visiting
Scholar in the Department of Anthropology at
Northwestern University and teaches courses. on
public policy, aging, and disability ctudies.

Contact her at: 7425 N. Washtenaw Ave..
Chicago, II. 60645.

clinical or treatment setting. Seeing beyond the
label of "parent of a child with special needs"
and recognizing my right to act in an individual
and autonomous fashion is an essential factor
in establkhing a relationship based on mutual
respect and equality.

Equally important is the knowledge that my
children, regardless of their disabilities, are
individuals unto themselves. Too often the
child's unique psychological and emotional
character is ignored. Professionals must fit
themselses to the chat acter of each child just
as they fit their treatment to his special needs.
To do less is to suggest that the child is only
an object to he manipulated, handled, and
examined.

I find the parent; professional relationship
fraught with risk, and especially challenging in
my struggle to maintain a sense of' balance. No
matter how successful I believri my children to
be, or how normal they appea-, the sers ices
and treatment provided by professionals Nene
as a sisible manifestation of my children's
special needs. The very presence of the
professional emphasizes our vulnerability.

Also, it is easy to become oserly depe dent
on professionals. They have specialized
knowledge I need to properly care for and
nurture my children, and at times seem much
more capable of understanding and interacting
with inN children than I do. It is also all too
easy to transfer my frustrations, anger, and
fears about my child's condition or disabilit
onto the parent, professional relationship.
Then, if my child fails to progress, I can
explain this as a failure of the professional and
thus avoid the reality of the child's condition.
While such negative feelings are obviously
detrimental to a good working relationship, at
times they seem inescapable.

While tinged with intimacy and caring, the
parent professional relationship is also based
on a contractual agreement to pr-vide services
in a professional and ethical manner. While I
always seek those professionals who express a
real soncern for the child and for the family
as a whole. I also look for people who will
not fail to pros ide the promised services. This
position may seem contradictory, or at least at
odds with all that I have expressed, but the
fact merely highlights the confusion and
difficulties I face in building relationships with
proressionals.

lanalIN, the parent professional relationship
re:AIN needs to be siewed as a unique type of
bond. When I engage a professional to work
with one of ins children, whether it be a pra-
sician, educator, or therapist, I am offering that
piofessional a special gift the opportunity to
share in the life of my child and nty familN.

Linderstanding the complex connections
and the intricate bonds that link families and
pi ofessionals togethei should Ile an impottant
goal for all those who serse families ol children
with special needs. Nly most successful
relationships tube been with professionals
who are not afraid to work closels with Ira
children and ins% and thus ate able to tespond
to out unique set of needs and indisidual
lifestyle, incorporating our family's choices
into their own goals tor children.
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"I thought about Noah and lww we would
never get over hint. Ile's an affliction here
to may, One that continual& unfOlds."

Josh Greenfield, in his painfully knowing
story, rl Child Called Noah, reveals the terrible
ambivalence he feels as a father regarding his
autistic son. This "affliction" is the greatest
lose of his life and also his fiercest enemy.
Coming to terms with those bittersweet feelings
is Josh Greenfield's greatest challenge. A; a
man, his cherished ideals for a son have been
irreparably shattered. He must noss reconcile
conflicting conceptions of his role as a father
and find new sallies and expectations that
incorporate and encourage his child's full
gross th and deidopment. In sum, he inust
redefine himself as a father!

Special Needs
Children,

Special Needs
Fathers

by James May

What is that experience like for a man?
'..1is is that so demanding and difficult? What
are the feelings associated with such a radical
change? We must begin by examining the
%says men relate to their children, how these
proterns have changed in the past few years,
and \shin these changes mean for a family
struggling to cope ssith the stresses and joys
of raising a child with special needs.

The special bond betsseen father and child
produces measurable positise effects upon
children in regard to their self-esteem, sexual
identity, cognitise gross th, curiosits, and social
skills. (Pruett, 1987) Men are increasingls
discovering the mans joys of active ins ols e-
ment in their children's Uses, and current
literature illuminates dads as superb caretakers
full of siarmth, support, sensitisity, and lose.

!his involsement can be sorels tested, hoss-
es el, si hen a child has a disability or chronic

fhe dreams men bring to a child's life
ltneage, ego fulfillment, athletic and soca-

tional achieseinent are threatened. Sonic
!nen, unable to come to terms ssith the per-
ceised loss phssicalls lease the tamily. Some
research indicates that the father, present in the
iminediate family Or 1101, WI, the tone for the
acceptance of tlw child and the attitude each
parent and the extended famils brings to the
child's life. (Price-Bonham and Addison,
ItP8) Ilms, acceptance of his chikl and the
toles he can plas in the chikl's life are of
utmost import:wee. I ather's denial limits the
int ant's and famils's emotional and phs swat
\sell-being.

A man's abilits to he an acme part of his
child's lite depends upon presious tole
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conditionine. Men traditionally hase been
providers, problem-solvers, protectors,
competitors, and controllers. They glory in
being self-sufficient, in charge, and strong.
A special needs child. howeser, can render a
man depressed, weak, guilty, powerlessand
wry angry. A father's seliesteem is often
lossered, particulariy if the child is his firstborn,
a namesake, and male. (Cummings, 1976)
"That 1 can't control the disability still leases
me confused...that I can't seem to do
anything just (Irises me crazy," bessailed one
father at a men's support group.

Realistic expectations for the child must he
descloped. This child is not the child dad
hoped for; consequently, he must also isIirk
through his own grief issues, particularly

tlt
aro,
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denial, anger, and depression. It is crucial that
he accept the child's diagnosis as early as
possible, so the child may benefit front
remedial therapy and early intervention.
(Meyer, Vadasy, Fessell, and Schell, 1985) Too
often such services haw been offered durine a
father's ssorking hours. Mothers, therefore.
become the resident "expert" about the
child's needs, learning style, and habits.

Fathers of special needs children perceise
fess support systems in their environment and
commonly report feelings of isolation and
loneliness. Parent support programs, sshile
in\ iting insolsement of couples, are generalls
held during the day and heasily dominated hs
%%omen. the fess men ss ho do attend frequently
feel uncomfortable and out of place.

The ssorkplace offers little encouragement;
many men find it ass kusard to share personal
concerns with their peers, and a special needs
child just cannot "compete" \\ ith success
stories told around the lunch table. i think of
the tsso men usho discosered the \sere both
parents of special needs children, but only
alter rise sears or usorking side by side!

For a man to embrace his child's personal
betterment, he must be gi\en a chalice to
explore his (mil feelings in a support is
ens ironment. "It's not as if \se don't feel
things, it's a matter of not knousing %%bat \se
are feeling," commented a dad during a
support plograM. NIen hase been taught "en:
feelings are to be hidden. Painful emotions
mas be camouflaged bs addictise hails jot
(e.g.., \\sem or abuse of alcoluil) aiht
outssard denial ("I'm just fine," " I he kid is
doing great").

'
..

Can use encourage men to willingly engage
in their children's lives in responsible, caretak-
ing ways? In his book, The Nurturing littlwr
(1987), Kyle Pruett states that "One of the
most tenacious obstacles to a man's discosery
and sponsorship of his own nurturing capaci-
ties is the early and often reinforced lesson
that the economic security of his family is his
most sacred, possibly only, legitimate
domain." The effect of adhering to
"culturally defined ideas of manliness"
remoses a man from his innate capacity to
bond and nurture his child.

To counteract such fiction, increased
attention on the part of professionals should
he focused on programs to benefit the needs
of men. Early intervention centers, schools,
and hospitals must all direct additional energy
tossard ins ohs ing fathers Viith their children.
Some excellent examples exist: Sponsor a
"Pops 'n rots" night, a special classroom
%%here dads participate in activities ssith their
children; if appropriate, take children to
father's ssork environment and let them
experience firsthand what dad does everyday;
in\ ite dads into the therapy, classroom, and
das care centers; develop flexible scheduling
that encourages men to attend an Mil, idual-
ized Education Plan; when calling home to
talk us ith mom, also ask for dad; continue to
seek increased numbers of men in the field of
special education.

Programs of particular value are those that
encourage men to IN: each other's best
resources, and recognize the power of men
assisting and supporting other men. Fathers'
programs facilitate men dealing ssith their
Pain as \sell as sharitig the lose and joy they
base for their special kids. .Fhe positi \ e results
ot father involsement are endless. Family
fatigue, stress, isolation, and depression for
all family members are lessened. (Markossitz,
1983) Famihes begin to rebalance themsels es
imi applopriate healthy usz* s. OtIr challenge
then as parents and professionals- - is to
dispute old mythologies and open ness doors
so that each father may embrace the irreplace-
able u alue he has for his special needs child.
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hy Shirley Cohen

Respite care what does that mean! I Ins is
still a commou reaction in 1988, mote than ten
sears since respite care pi ()grams began
appearing mound the county). Respite care
refers to temporal.s care gis en to an mdisidual
who has a disabilits, or who is dependent 1 or
oilier leasons, so that the Nun:Its caregiso
film experience an inters al of It:het.

Respite cale ',Mice. ale a direct outgi ttss th
or the demands of parents of children with
sesde disabilities. In the mid-1970s ss hen
institutions began dosing their doois to
children, and some addict; who had been
lising iii illntlIti011s ele Nein hOlne, parents
made it deal to professionals that the) needed
help in caring for their children. Some paients
started iespite care ptogiains, and went about
raising !none) to continue to operate them. It
was parent soices, too. that sold legislators in
man ). states on the idea of uosei ninent suppoit
of iespite care progrknk.

W1h do families need tespite Nate sets ices,
and how do thes head it tiom these sets ices?
A parent tells Li, hi I stOI

"t1 still Cluistopher is labeled 'inentalls
retarded' and ai listic. Chits was exnelnels
hyperactise stb.it he .sas soungei .. At times,
because ot son's tt iLl, uncontiolled
behas tot, I feh I ss011ifi lose ins mind .

W1Ihout solne !diet f rom lum at legulat
Intelsat.. I simpls would Hot haNe iiisised.
In tact I think of respite caie as a Iodine to
saints...." (C. ihifoi ma Institute on Human
Sers ices 1982, pp. 4-5:

Numei oils studies ol espite .aie P ogionf.
C011ohoiale this colicepi tif et 5 ice hicime.

11) gis hg pawn!, oppoi mimics to lest,
recupet ate. and spend nine \kith 0101 spouses
and other childien. I espite cat e imploses

f unctioning, helps normalue !Junks,
;nisi reduces the likelihood that amilies still
attempt to obtain out ot;home placement, to,
chikhen undo age 18. (( ohen md W
198 5)

Models of Respite Care
Respite cat e mas take dithlent toims.

with Me most basic distinction being whethel
sersices ate deliseted in the famils home. Ill
the home of the Laic pi lit dei, tn at i set \ tee

cento. Respite ale pros ided in the lamil)
home is much like has ing a babssitto, but
one who has knowledge ;Ind skills telt. sant to
the Nate of childien with disabilities. Home
health aides til;t) be Nailed upon to Nos ide
in home sets ices when a Nhild has spestal
health cwt. needs.

Sonic parents prefer out-of-home sers ices
so the can just remain at home to rest, relax,
and renew their energies. Respite care delisered
in the home of a pros ider can respond to this
rived and hase additional benefits as well. An
on-going rdationship may be formed between
the Iwo families insolsed, resulting in a sense
of support and security. l'his model of wt.\ ice
mas be implemented using paid pros iders,
solunteers, or parent eooperatises.

()the! out-of-home models include drop-in
Neuters. weekend and holiday camps, and
testdetitial facilities (group homes) established
expiessh to pros ide respite care.

40

The Current Service Picture
In lhe 19-o, and earls '80,, respite care

was (Olen thought or and pros ided as an
isolated sox ice. loda), respite care is seen as
one component of a comprehensise system Of
sei s ices needed to support families. I's ci ) state
now has at least the beginnings of such a
suPPolt progratn for families of children with
disabilities, although onl) about halt" of the
states lime well-des eloped s),,,teins. Sow::
states ot fer onls a limited range or set-Nice.,
and pros ide them to just a small peRentage
ol the lamilies who need them.

Sers ices frequentls included in lainih sup-
Poo programs are: respite ewe, case manage-
ment, parent education and counseling,
adaptise aids and equipment, transportation.
home modifications, homemaker home health
aide sers ices, and attendant care. 1 hese
set s iles are of ten pros ided at no cost or on a
sliding tee scale basis. I ilteen states now oiler
cash assistance or ouchers in lieu of or in
combination with direct wt.\ ices to families ol
children with sesere

While some tespite cat e programs ate
()pet ated bs parent cooperatis es or tin ough
the use ol solunteers_ most programs recruit
and train paid respIte care workers. !raining
Pt ograins implemented lk agencies that
opelate tespite Cale ptttgrattls ma) tangs. !tom
one dm to thirts or mote hours plus cum ses
in lust aid and In good lespite cate
progiams, lot mal twining is supplemented bs

detailed information about indisidual children
pros kled by their parents.

The two major resersations that families
usine respite care have voiced about this sers ice
are its limited availabilih and the quality or
skill of respite care workers. The form ; prob-
lem can onh he addressed b an expansion of
sersice availability, with an increase in sers ices
particularly to those families whose functionine
is seriously threatened by an imbalance
between care demands and famih resources.
l'he second problem must be addressed th
better matchinr, of respite care workers to
family styles and needs, and b) the use of
professionally trained persons as respite care
pros iders for children with complex care needs.

Some families do not use respite care
because the service models mailable to them
don't fit their needs. They may want out-of-
home Nen ices but only in-home care may be
orrered. Huey Witty want more opportunity to
participate in the selection of respite care
ss orkers for their child than is allowed by the
agency pros iding respite care in their area.
Clearh, states must mose toward ensuring
a broad range of respite care options that
encourage families to choose and shape the
sers ices the) need.

The Federal Role
In the late 1970s, the Administration on

Deselopmental Disabilities sersed a. a catalyst
in the area of respite care, funding seseral
"Projects of National Signif leaflet:" on this
subject. Howes er, lederal initialises since that
time hase been minimal. Ville II of he
Children's .1ust ice and Assistance Act of 1986
authoriled the Departtnent ot I lealth and
II uman Sers ices to make demonstration grants
to states to establish respite care p ograms for
children with disabilities or chronic illness.
Congress did appropriate funds for riseal Near
1988, but the Department of 1 health and
human Sers ices has not mask these funds

asailable to the states.
1 he most saluable role the lederal gos ern-

ment could play in this arena is to rechannel
the Medicaid funds now used to support
institutional programs for indisiduals with
sesere disabilities into home and communih
ers lies. Stich a rechanneling of fedo al
monies would allow for the allocation of
sufficient, diserse Iespile care sets tees to make
a real diflerence for families in all parts ot the

'liked States.
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New Perspectives
on Financing
Health Care:

by Julianne Beckett

II1Privato Health Insurance Issues
Prisate health insurance is mailable to

chikken either through an employer-based
group health policy or through self-purchase by
the family. Group policies are a less expensive
option: unfortunately. howeser, their costs are
on the rise due to copayments and deductibles.
NIost policies today are written so that 80
percent of the cost is carried by the employer
and 20 percent is carried by the employee.

Before buying insurance, parents shoukl ask
fol specifics about what the plan cosers. Are
home health care benefits mailable? Are there
restrictions on providers? Does the family
lime access to an indisiduali/ed case manage-
ment system ssithin the insurance program or
through an outside entity? Are there prior
authoriiations needed for certain sers ices?

In most states, a large group policy holder
.::1111101 eschlde a "condition" bom an
insurance policy. I hey can, hosseser, place a
time and or dollar amount to be met before
the policy becomes actise. Is there major
medical co\ erage and \stun is the cap or dollar
amount insurance \sill pay? It should be noted
that once the cap is reached, the insurance
company has no obligation to continue
pas ment. I herefore, it is important to plan for
a secondary payor, perhaps by purchasing an
extended cos erage policy. Catastrophic or
chionic illness can use up dollars %Cry quickly,
especially if extended long-term care is
necessary. I or this teason, caution should be
exem eked in the purchase of such insurance.

"Si:II-insured" plans haw been created bs
employ els to sase money. With few exceptions,
these plans hinit eoserage and this often makes
thetn unable to handle long-term, extended
eine costs.

()ne prOS ision that Congress has imple-
molted to present employees from losing their
jobs because ot oser-utilimtion of health bene-
fits has been the COBRA lass (P.L. 99-472).
Companies %skit more than Rs enty employees
must coser \sorkers under their health
insurance policies I or at least eighteen months
should the employee lose his her job.
Ahlunigh the premium may be slightly higher
undo these circumstances, the employee can
use this protected time to become re-employed
and meet a pre-existing condition clause in
another employer's polic> .

lath maintenance oigani/ations and
prospectise payment options are also mailable
to pro\ ide hetdth care access at a reduced cost.
Hos\ oil, unless pro\ idet lists include
physiclan. \sail the specialty needed by then
child, the family may lime problems gaining
access to those specialists.

A Brief Ovensiew
leis-hOt.OnuStsal for thelfiniilie a seriously

ill child hillisd.lbernselveitiOaftonied With
malort,physiiihOhissiiiiillitilijOd little
knoWledgeof.howthcie bills will be paid.
Their private health insurance may provide
only limited coverage; or, if they have no.

Public Programs Paying
for Health Services
Low-income families base become eligible

for the government supported Fide XIX
Medicaid program, established in 1964. In
most states eligibility comes through the Aid
to Families of Dependent Children qualitica-
tions or eligibility to the Supplemenuil
Security Income Program.

In 1982, it ssas recognired that a significant
number of children ss ho \sere dependent upon
high-tech medical care ss ere being forced to
live in hospitals because their homes and
alternative institutions \sere not stalled to
meet 'Title XIX requirement.. The goseinment
came to realim that this unnecessary hospital
care was not only inappropriate, but also sers
expensise. As a result, the Health Care
Financing Administration developed seseral
options a state can use to better serse these
children at costs equal to or less than that of
institutional care.

The first of these ssas the "medically needs"
program. Persons ssith an income oser the
eligibility guidelines can use medieal costs to
reduce their income to a lesel that ssould
make them eligible for the state's Nledicaid
package.

rhe second option, the '2176 Waiser"
programs, allossed states to \sake the child's
deemed income from their parents and thus
lease the child IA ith no assets, making 111111 het

eligible for Medicaid. If institutionali/ed tot
longer than thirty day., a child is automatically
eligible for Medicaid (20 I.5C 14). Hosseser,
if a child should return home, a part of his
parents' income is "dee tied" his, and theretoie
excludes hint from Medicaid. I his "deeming"
rule is ss abed under most of the 21'76 \sal\ ci
programs. States can apply to the federal
offices for appro\ al of either a "model"
\saber program or a "home and community
based" \tither program. Again, the child has
to be eligible for NIedicaid it institunonali/ed,
and the cost for care at home must be equal
to or less than the cost pros ided him her in
the institution.

Atiothei option is that states may choose to
incorporate thi. population into their Medicaid
program through an amendment to then
current state Medicaid plan.

In the area of access to health care sei s
Congress has extended Medicaid bend its to
loss-income \s omen and ss omen ins ols ed iii
high-risk pregnancs and their r )1 fspring. Hies
lime also determined that states can pay
case numagement and payment tot health
care pro\ ision under the states Medicaid
program.
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private insurance, they may nead to turn to a
public payment progrant. In dist litter cases,
OM Mien lurtivii.ich 400* kf,) *Ply
,to, or, *see haviog madkapplicatipit:ron be
overwhelmed* coltpkapeotisasp011tiel
that seem to limit the degree of Oewirage..

The follOwing is a brief discussion-of some
of the issues related to this all too common
dilemma.

MOther Special State Programs
It is generally agreed that at best these

methods of payment for physician and hospital
charges are less than satisfactory. and a
number of states have implemented special
payment programs (e.g., high-risk insurance
pools). When a person has been denied heidth
insurance coserage by social companies on
the premium is extremely high, states hase
opted to pn o\ ide high-risk insurance cos ered
hy a tax on insureis or pro\ iders, rhis spreads
the tisk act oss the state's population and
!educes the use of Medicaid and other ssellare
pu ograms. state insurance commissioner's
(% trice can pros ide further inrormation about
sshether funds like this exist in your state.

I'areia. of children \snit special health came
needs should make bso local contact,: die
Social Security office to check their eligibility
for Supplemental Security Income, and the
Department ot I-Inman Sen. ice's (Social
Sers ices) to insestigate \shirt programs are
mailable and sshether state supplemental
assistance could pros ide further help. In
addition, there at e stale lesel pro,:mils that
also pros ide NO-% ices tor childrer s. :It special
health care needs.

All families ssith special needs children need
to he apprised of sets ice options. To\sard that
goal, the National Maternal and Child I lealth
Resource Centel is preparing a guide tor
families in the area of health care financing
that parents can obtain in the near future.

Jo/ramie IlecAeit is Associate Director lor
( onsumer Affairs tor the 'Vanonal llaternal and
(*MN Health Resource Center (see Resourn.
servoni which operate\ a hotline tor parents and
providers on Nation!! (megrims and other areas
id techmerd asClitUnCe 0/9-335.906,i. .1 s the
parent at a ventilator-ask/Steil she ha\
!wc 'rm. an espert in the .freld tmancutl.! for
hddren \tali special health care neals.

Contact: Julianne Beckett, \'atronal Afaternal
and (hilt! Health Resource (enter, (.f illeve cit
/ etc, 406 Br, /1///1;., C hivr.rsat Boca, '11wa
( at, 11 52242. 3/9 -.W. 9046.
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The tollowiniz materud has been eseerpted and
edited from 1-ducation and I raminii at the
\tentall. Retarded on preSs/

A Life Span
Perspective

1) Ann P. 'Inrnhull

brequeritly. I hase charactet 'zed parenthood
of a child ssith a disability as being a
marathon tallier than a sprint. l'he real issue
tor families in presenting institutionalization,
achiesing community integration, and meeting
the special needs of their disabled yt/Ungsters
is to t emain intact ()set time, meet the

elopmental needs of the child oser time,
and des clop the kinds of relationships that
remain resilient and vat mei' 11111e.

lith, in taking a long-range siess of I:tinily
lite, I pi opase that early inters en! ion
practitioners oinceptualize comprehensisc
family -centeied support in terms of the kinds
ol set.' ices that \sill propel the family to finish
the marathon. We need to think s cry carefully
about the espectations ol the ens ironments in
sshich families \sill function. identify critical
skills tor success, support families to deselop
those skills early, and enable families to be
successlul at each stage of the fife span.

sCouki like to shrue a preliminary and
tentanse list to mai athon skill areas that I reel

could compiise a commehensbe family
suppoi t pioglatii.

Meet Basic Needs
I irst and tot emosi. basic lanuk needs for

lood, shekel, health. and scs.urity must be
met before Itkusing on other important areas
of I amily lile. We must recognize this is part
of our mission and can be accotnplished
through a combination ol early intei s elitism
support and assistame lioni other agencies in
a coordinated and collaboranse fashion.

Learn Self.Awareness
Nian lamihes has e 1101 had an oppoi tunny

to reflect on \slim then needs and strengths
are, and may not he able to atticulate then
s alms, coping snategies, le mces, piesqlre
points, and toys. I amilies b.ast take time to
esplor e I eelings, optIons, and pt clet owes to
leant about Ihemselses.

Identity mg needs is the linchpin ol the
pioblem-sols mg process, and lanufics go
iluough that piocess tune and time again osei

the years as they and their child change and
face tress c.m..I lienges. Learning self-assareness
earl y. can be a majoi catalyst foi long-term
success ssith problem-solsing.

Love a Child Unconditionally
'There is a phenomenon that occurs for sonic

parents during the early intersention years
%%hen they Mil in lose \snit 55110 their child
'night become someday, if only they work
hard enough to help the chiki master
sufficient objectises to be less disabled and
more normal. A challenge for us to consider
in conceptualizing family support is how to
help parents present the heartache and
detachment of not being able to lose children
ssith a disability unconditionally for ssho
they are, just as they arc.

I beliese a major component of uncondi-
tional love for all people, including people ssith
disabilities, is for family members to deselop
a philosophy about the value of people that is
not contingent on achievement, normalcy.
success, talent, auractiseness, or progress.

Establish Relationships
Relationships are absolutely sital for family

members and their children with disabilities to
wasimi/e their access to assistance, emotional
support, and general ssell-being. Unfortunately,
many- families find it easier to remain isolated
in order to present the risk of embarrassment
oi rejection. As families and professionals
plan for community integration, perhaps the
greatest social security sse can offer special
needs fatnilies is helping people in their
community to kilos% them, care about them,
commit to their welfare, and generally he
open to helping them meet their needs and
maximize their strengths.

Experience and Benefit
from Emotions

I and every parent I has e knoss n find has mg
a child N it h a disability to be an extremely
emotional experience. These emotions don't
just occur shortly after diagnosis. hut exist oset
the full life span. Concepts such as chtonic
sorross suggest that some of the feelings of
sadness and disappointment remain episodic
oser time.

bamilics or children ssith disabilities often
find themselses isolated because less other
people are prepared to share their emotions.
bamilies desperately need to hase their
emotions listened to and salidated, and they.
need to kilos% hos\ to channel theit emotional
energy into construct is e outcomes.

One of the big gaps in support services is
helping families learn to esperience and benefit
from emotions. Professionals nuist learn the
humanness of emotion related to disabilit
hemsels es before they ate able to support
families to dt, ,he saine.

Take Charge
taking charge ol a child's education and

deselopment ins ols es skills such as problem-
sok mg, collaboration, home-teaching, and

community organization. These skills also
include the ability to commit to goals based
on one's values, as ssell as the tenacity to
osercome problems. I think the capacity for
sustained effort is one of the key marathon

skilits.Ttk ing charge of one's life is also taking
charge of attitudes or perspectives about one's
life circumstances. Refraining the situation to
focus on positive benefits includes learning to
compare oneself to others and to be thankful
for one's own condition, finding humor in
situations, thinking how things could be
worse, and identifying the contributions a
child \kith disabilities can make to family life.

Anticipate the Future and
Learn Transitional Planning

Some model programs are assisting families
in making thc transition from the neonatal
intensive care unit to home, from early
intervention to preschool, from preschool to
kindergarten, etc.. Future planning for
transition, I believe, involves about three-
quarters generic skills and one-quarter specific
skills at a given transitonal period. My hope
for family snpport in early intervention is to
teach families the generic future planning
skilk they can apply at every life span
transition, and then the particular skills they'll
need within the next couple of years.

Establish Balance
lquailie need continual encouragement to

think broadly about the priority needs of each
family member, and to learn skills for juggling
time and attention in order to establish equity
ssithin the !amity. While the education of a
child \kith a disability is a critical concern, so,
too. are meeting the economic needs,
sociali/ation, spiritual, general housekeeping,
and countless other responsibilities of families.
Fncouraging balance can also lead to the
recognititm of need for child care helpeis and
respite care sers ices; time away insols ing
breaks in responsibility can be essential in
finishing the marathon.

Hie skills I base suggested are illustratise,
not definitise. fhey represent, however, a
springboard for considering how early
intersention can be a launching pad to
marathon family living.

Ann P TUrnhull. is Professor in the
Department of Special Education us well as
l'o-Ihrector 01 The Beach Center on famthes
and Disalnlitv at the t'niversity of Kansas, She is
currentiv corn/ileum; a one-year Kennedy Public
Policy kellowOup in Mental Retardation, and
duront dos tone has worked in the
Department of Edwation and malt the Select
(Mmnittee tOr Children, )Outh, and lionthec of
the House of Representatives. Dr. Turnbull's
recent books are Families, Professionals. and
Neeptistnality: A Special Partnership (Charles
1 . %ferrill Publishme C0.1 and 0.00hillis and t he
Famils: A Guide to Adulthood t Paul f I. Brookes
Publishme Co.). Slte is the mother tt/ a oune
adult son with a developmental disability

C'ontact: Ann Ihrnbull, Bureaus of Chdd
Research, I. ersitv of A ancos, I awrenir, KS
66045, 90.864.4295.
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Pascal Lows Trohams i.s Director of the
National Early Childhood Technical Assistance
System (NEC/ TAS) at the Frank Porter Graham
Child Decelopnumt Center, the Untlersits of
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Associate Professor of Education.

Contact: Pascal L. Trohanis. Director,
VEC r.A 5, CLI 08040, 500 NCNB Plaza,
Chapel Hill, 'sr 2'599.
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Networking in New York State:
A Green Thumb Experience

by Lisa Grippo-Gardner and Catharine McHugh

Outreaching and networking are no longer
buzz words of the '80s. In New York State
and throughout the country, we increasingly
use these techniques to share knowledge and
develop our awareness of appropriate and
as ailable services. Particularly in serving
minority families, these efforts have played an
integral part in the success of many agency's
SCEs ice delivery systems.

Two agenciesthe NYS Commission on
Quality of Care for the Mentally Disabled and
the NYS Developmental Disabilities Planning
Councilserv'ne disabled populations in the
New York State Capital district, wanted to
improve outreach activities to minority
communities. We recognized the importance
of the cultural differences and socio-economic
conditions of each separate minority group,
and learned that nothing permeates family life
more than ethnic identity. We also became
aware of the significance of serving the whole
family rather than attempting to provide one
item on a laundry list of needed services, and,
most importantly, discovered that information
must he provided locally where minority
families feel at home.

Through our individual outreach efforts
and experiences, we were able to jointly tbrm
a network of agencies. It is our hope that
others will benefit from the tips %se have to
offer about how our network began and
blossomed.

Plowing the Soil
Families are clearly the essential resource in

developing and maintaining quality care and
services for the disabled. In recent years,
families have created advocacy groups that are
concerned about accessing services for their
disabled family members and monitoring their
quality. To help families accomplish this com-
plex task, the NYS Commission has provided
on-going advocacy training and technical
assistance to more than 2,0(X) families.

During this period of outreach, the Com-
mission became keenly aware that minority
families, particularly those who are Spanish-
speaking, were under-represented in the
family group movement throughout the state.
In the C'apital District area, for example,
there was a growing population of Hispanics,
numbering close to I0,0(X), who lacked
services because there %sere too fess Spanish-
speaking social sers ice and health workers to
deal with their needs. Clearly a minority
netssork was needed in this upstate urban and
rural region to let families knoss about a
sariety of services that %sere available to them
and to their disabled family members.

statess ide training conference sponsored
by the Commission brought a wide range of
sers ice providers, outreach ssorkers, and

tvivocates together to focus on better serving
the needs of minority families. As a result of
this conference, the way was paved to structure
a minority network.

A Seed is Planted and Sprouts
We began with fewer than twenty names of

individuals representing a broad brush of
agencies and organizations, from a two-person
United Tenants Office to the NYS Department
of Health employing thousands ot' profes-
sionals. Our first meeting was an introduction
and sharing of information about the services
we provided. The diversity of the group was
mind-boggling at first, but we soon
discovered we served the same families and
encountered many of the same difficulties.
Despite our varying sizes, resources, and
purposes, we felt like jigsaw pieces quickly
fitting together to form a picture. We also
identified others to invite to future meetings,
hoping to complete the puzzle.

By our second meeting, the original group
of seventeen had grown to forty-two
representatives. Some of the additional
members had been identified through specific
outreach visits to agencies or by other
participants, and brought special expertise
that strengthened the group. For example,
four Hispanic women from different
organizations \sere looking for a broad-based
support group to bring some of their ideas to
fruition. They represented very different
Spanish cultures and helped us in identifying
specific outreach techniques that ssorked best
for these Latino communities.

Also nos to the group ss ere persons familiar
with the Black community in the Capital
District area who had worked diligently in
outreach efforts designed to strengthen
Headstart programs and services to the elderly.
They invited members of the network to join
them in a grassroots task force to improse
services to Blacks in their locality. We
sselconied these nes% participants and, inspired
b their ideas. \sere determined to des clop
some group-wide goals. The one single tie
that bound us ,toget her ssas that all members

interested in pros iding direct Mimi-nation
to minority communities about the sers ices
and programs available to them.

c-)

The idea of an information fair surfaced as
a project that could include all of our diversity
while providing help to minority communities
as individual agencies. To enable people to get
information locally, we decided on several
fairs in different locations. Groups worked on
the fairs in their own communities but shared
information with all the network members.

In undertaking such a project as a network,
we !earned the following:

Identify an activity that all network
members can benefit from, but not all need to
be directly involved in.

Use existing and available materials,
mailing lists, sites, technical expertise (i.e.,
printing and graphics designers or individuals'
knowledge of different ethnic groups) to
accomplish the activity, avoiding the need to
come up with new resources.

Plug into activities that are already
scheduled, adding your focus to a special
segment of the activity and leaving the overall
planning and implementation work to the
original coordinators.

Report back to the network members on
the strengths and weaknesses of the activity
(especially if they were not directly involved)
to give them the benefit of your experiences.

Watering the Garden
Building on successful experiences, the

network was eager for a larger project and
has undertaken work on a statewide minority
training series designed to develop a better
awareness of individual ethnic groups in
New York State. Different formats and
presentations will be offered at different sites,
and each will include a wide range of family
sers ice providers, organizations, and agencies.

The minority network is thris ing with a
minimum of care because the need for its
existence is very real, and the activities it
undertakes arc simple ones which gross out of
its members' experiences and knowledge. Our
network has continued to grow, encompassing
New York City ssith the addition of 4(X)
agencies, organizations and individuals.
Networks are not artificially created or
complex; they can expand the potential of
agencies and individuals with existing resources
and funding. Agencies, organizations, and
groups in New York State are tending their
gardens a little better now because of the
network. We hope minority families will reap
the harvest.

1 isa Gripfw-Gar(lner, %El in Education
Psychology/Special Education, is currently a
consultant .Thr Catholic Charities Developmenwl
Disabilities Services in Albany, New )Ork.

(Wtharine McHugh, Special Education,
is Coordinator of ThainingN'I'S Commission on
Quality of Care for the Mentally Disabled.

Both Cut/wine and LIM are members of the
Pesource (

Contacts: l isu Gardner, Catholic Charities
Devehunnental Disabilities Services, 98
Shngerland St., Albany, .11 12202: ('atharine
McHugh, ,Niew )Ork State Commission on
Quality of Cure, 99 Ii itshtni!(on Ave.. ..11bany,
.V ) 12210-2895, 518/473. 7869.
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Serving a very low-income population in the
Bronx, the Family Partnership Program
(FPP) responds to the special needs of families
caring for children with significant develop-
mental disabilities at home. The program
helps families make use of existing resources,
and/or enables them to overcome the limita-
tions of inadequate or incomplete services.

Two major strategies are used to strengthen
the caregiving capacities of families: a resource
credit system and service advocacy. The
emphasis throughout is on flexibility and
partnershipthe program makes resources
available to families, and the families decide
how best to use those resources.

Through resource credit, FPP makes support
monies available to families at one of three
levels of credit: $100, $200, or $300 per
month, with assignment to a level based on
individual assessment of the severity of the
child's dysfunction, family income, family
caregiving capacity, and availability of
assistance from other sources.

Family guides assist families in developing a
6-12 month plan for the use of their resource
credit funds. These may include in-home or
out-of-home respite, transportation, special
food and clothing, as well as home modifica-
tions and equipment. When asked to do so,
guides can assist families in finding a supplier
of goods and services or help to negotiate
prices. The resource credit approach provides
families with substantial discretion in selecting
support services, and then helps arrange a form
of payment with the family and the provider.

The advoca,y and service coordination
component of the project offers assistance to
families in obtaining access to services for
which they're eligible. Family guides provide
information about existing programs and
services and then help with applications for
Medicaid-financed home care, identification
of out-of-home respite programs, arrange-
ments for educational programs, location of
health and rehabilitation services, and assist
with housing problems.

FPP has played a strong role in strengthen-
ing inadequate service coordination among
Bronx agencies by promoting information
sharing, convening meetings of service
pros iders and families to enhance communi-
cation, and preparing a consumer guide to
service resources through an interagncy effort.

In its first year, FPP served 140 families.
Financial aid was provided to 80 families, and
60 others received advocacy and coordination
services. ('ore program staff are a director,
two family guides, and an administrative
assistant. The service program operates on an
annual budget of $280,000 of which $138,000
is reserved for financial support.

Contact: ,:1cKaig, Director, The
Family Partnership Program. 1180 Rev. James A.
Polite Ave., Bronx, !V) 10459. 212/542-0030.
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Parents Helping Parents (PHP) is a
free-standing, nonprofit resource center
for families of children with birth defects,
acquired disabilities through sports or
vehicular accidents, chronic or terminal
illnesses. A 12-year old volunteer group of
p:rents, professionals, and lay counselors,
PHP also services parents of learning dis-
abled children, the nearly drowned, intensive
care nursery high risk and preemie babies,
and parents who have lost children through
miscarriage, stillbirth, or neonatal death.

The organization offers families emotional
support, information, peer counseling,
direction, training in advocacy and
communication skills, a stress outlet, time,
and attention. Psychosocial support is
provided to parents by parents experienced
in raising a special child. Operating on the
premise that there is no substitute for
"someone who has been there," hundreds
of trained parents whose children have a
variety of handicapping conditions are
matched with parents of children with
similar disabilities through the Visiting
Parent Program. PHP also operates a
program for the siblings of all special needs
children, and produces a newsletter and
other publications for professionals and
parent groups.

PHP believes that parents of special
needs children must be well informed about
their ..hildren's rights, understand how to
advocate for them, be aware of available
programs and services, know how to access
the systems of support, as oid being socially
isolated, and be kr owledgeable about their
child's abilities and strengths.

PHP is also committed to training
professionals toward bet ter ways of
communicating and working wit h families
of handicapped youngsters, and educating
the public about the on-going emotional,
social, and financial needs of these families.

Contact: Horene Poyadae, Director,
Parents lielping Parents, 535 Race St., Suite 220,
San .lose, CA 95126, 408/288-50m
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Parents Reaching Out (PRO) was born
six years ago out of the frustration of a group
of parents in the Albuquerque area who had
young children with developmental disabilities.
Feeling unsupported, impotent, and discour-
aged with New Mexico's lack of services and
systems, these parents determined that major
changes in policy and attitude were needed
and set about making them happen.

Pra;.: iatically, PRO realized that if New
Mexi. :,as to serve its children with
disab' . appropriately, families would have
to be recognized as the ultimate caregivers
and decision-makers for their children. It
meant organizing diverse groups of parents all
over the state, getting professional training in
the health and education fields, learning
about the funding priorities of agencies and
institutions, and dealing with attitudes toward
disabled children and their families and the
role of parents in making policy.

PRO is active throughout the state with
families who are ethnically and economically
diverse, and often geographically isolated.
They provide peer support, act as advocates,
develop information services, educate the
public and professionals about children with
handicaps, secure services, and promote early
diagnosis and identification. PRO has created
major legislative changes for their population,
sponsored conferences, and continually
expanded their state activities and regional
groups.

PRO parents have led the efforts to create
a Medically Fragile Children's Program, lower
the school age to three for children with
handicaps, and developed a high-risk health
insurance pool. Hundreds of families have
received PRO's advocacy training in order to
work with their legislators, school personnel,
and those who write policy.

Through their Family Support Project,
PRO provides help to parents who choose to
keep a handicapped child at home. Training
in case management and financial planning
aids families directly; PRO also assists
communities to develop respite care programs,
helps form local parent support groups, and
networks existing ones.

Contact: Sally [itneuren. Director. Parents
Reaching Out, 1127 University NE, Albuquerque.
.V.t1 87102, 505/842-9045.



Profound deafness, when it occurs before
language and speech are acquired, is more
than simply not being able to hear. It can be a
barrier to communication, isolating a person
from the surrounding world. Most deaf
children are born to hearing parents who
often see their parenting role with an
overwhelming sense of inadequacy.

Providing supportive programs and services
for these parents is an integrai part of thc
Lexington School for the Deaf in New

their parents with this challenge, and the school
offers continual support and encouragement
to parents.

The deaf adolescent from a hearing family
must integrate as role models both his/her
parents as well as deaf adults. Parents arc
acquainted with adult deaf role models,
community and governmental agencies
v,orking with deaf adults, and are also helped
to understand the implications of deafness on
adolescent development.

La'
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York City, a multi-faceted agency serving 425
hearing impaired children from birth to 21
and their families. Parent programs at
Lexington sensitively address the stages of
anger, grief, mourning, and denial that parents
experience over their children's newly
diagnosed deafness. School-related activities
also help hearing parents learn about the deaf
community which their child will likely join, a
culture that has a language (American Sign),
social clubs, newspapers, colleges, folklore.
and ct toms that parallel those of ethnic
minority groups.

Infant Center staff see babies up to age
three, and primarily assist parents through
diagnosis and adjustment, helping them gain
information, skills, and emotional strength to
nurture their hearing impaired infant.
Activities include individual infant:parent
sessions, group parent meetings on coping and
language/communication, play groups, and
family socials.

The preschool parent program fosters a
"parent as parent, parent as teacher" model.
Parents participate in monthly visitation day
in their child's classroom, meetings on deafaess
and child des elopment, family counseling,
mothers' and fathers' counseling groups, and
library and telecommunications loaner
programs.

1 eat ning to read, and then reading to learn.
is important to all chiklren, but especiall for
the elementary school-age deaf child. !slost
deaf chiklren need a great deal ol help from

4..0001
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Traditional parent programs have three
major goals: participation, educa, on, and
training. Lexington has also developed parent
programs which serve the wide spectrum of
ethnic and culturally diverse families in the
student body. The Hispanic Resource Team
and the Black Deaf Children/Families Project
focus on the bilingual, bi-cultural needs of
students and their families.

Lexington School is a community of learners
that includes the families of its students. An
active. crcative parent education program
educates, enables, and empowers parents to
accept their deaf children and to advocate for
their optimal development.

Contact: Jean Steins, Parent Educator, or
Oscar Cohen, Superintendent, at the Lexington
School for the Deaf, 30th Avenue and 75th Street.
Jackson Heights, NY 11370. 718/899-8800 01
3030 (TM. It.tt(

The Family Exchange Center (FEC),
located in a large neighborhood public school
owned by Variety Pre-Schooler's Workshop
(YPSW), offers a nontraditional approach of
help to families of children 0-16 in special
education classes or with special needs.

The Center provides respite, recreation,
information, counseling, and mutual aid.
Parents share responsibility sith the profes-
sional staff, identifying their oss n needs and
program preferences. Together they develop,

leA

provide, and monitor services. The FEC
system of support is different from
conventional professicnal offerings because it
views parents as collaborators and members
rather than as patients or clients.

Established in 1983, the FEC rationale
emerged from experience with families in the
VPSW, a special education program for very
young children with learning, language, and
behavior problems started in 1966. Although
early intervention gave the children the
education they needed, it did not address
the plight of their parents whose well-being
affected the outcome for their handicapped
youngsters. With rare exception, develop-
mentally disabled children are born into
families who can not be expected to have
the specialized knowledge, skills, or support
systems to deal with their child's special
needs, nor the community resources most
other families take for granted. Despite stress
and the difficulties involved in developing
good parenting skills, most families do not
seek professional counseling.

These observations prompted the organi-
zation of a new model of service. The ITC',
with its combination of traditional counseling,
programs to meet articulated parental needs,
and mutual aid network, put a competence-
enhancing community resource in place.

From a practical point of view, FEC is a
place with year-round afterschool, afternoon,
and Sunday prcgrams which include
recreational, spectator, and social activities
for the entire family, each of its members, or
children only. Parents select and lit their
family needs into a menu of services and
activities provided by the Center and its staff.
Annual evaluations examine parental satisfac-
tion, identifying changing needs, priorities,
and preferences.

FEC builds programs based on the following
assumptions: Parents arc the most indispens-
able family program planners; like all
families, those with disabled children differ
greatly in their personal adjustment, function-
ing, and nurturing capabilities; periodic family
dysfunction and parental confusion and
anxiety can be normal reactions to child care
burdens.

Thc FEC answers the commonly stated
parental need for respite, information,
comfort, and consolation. It creates an
informal social network, and provides
opportunities for family members to simply
enjoy one another's company and to make
nos friends. An expanded dialogue between
tle staff and parents often prompts troubled
but hesitant parents to seek appropriate
professional services.

these respite programs give parents relief
from child care. The children benefit from
both mainstreamed programs shared with their
siblings and the children of staff members.
The community also benefits, from cost-
effective prevention and families cc ho balance
self-reliance with community resources.

Contact: Judith Bloch. Executlye Dtrector.
lariety Pre-Schooler's li'ork.shop, 4 7 Humphrey
Drtve. Syosset. .V1 11791, 51A/921-717f
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In the past, large segregated
institutions were the main
form of residential care for
Ohioans with developmentally
disabling conditions.
Eventually, a variety of
community-based group and
cluster-care programs
emerged, but none of these
options necessarily included
the most fundamental part of
the individual's livesthe
involsement with their already
established informal system of
family members and friends.

Ohio's pilot Family
Consortium Program
(FCP), unique in the nation, is
a family-developed, family-centered, and
family-driven program model. It not only
assumes family/friends' involvement is
important it is dependent upon them. The
family/friends four consortium which serves
as the administrative body that manages
certified homes in which people with develop-
mentally disabling conditions reside. The
residents, along with the consortium members,
choose their new home and the people who
will become their roommates. A maximum of
three can live in a home; the amount of staff
support is determined in the Consortium's
budget sshich is based on their needs.

Consortium members families as well as
residents, ss hen appropriateare responsible
for selecting and carrying out personnel
functions and overseeing programming of
the homes. The state funds supporting this
project reimburse the consortium for the
direct services of the staff. Other operating
costs are absorbed by the consortium and
could include buying/leasing,' renting a home,
purchasing insurance, food, furnishings, etc.

Current participants range from age 8 to 43
and involve a sariety of capabilities. Three of
the four homes in the pilot project house adult
women; the fourth is a residence for children
with multiple handicapping conditions.

This alternative is not meant to meet
eseryone's needs. It is particularly for families
ssho Use the desire to utilize a Bing situation
for their son or daughter that maintains the
family as an integral unit while alloss ing the
individual to gross and gain needed autonomy
and independence. In order to achiese this,
families voluntarily put themsels es in the
sometimes difficult situation of administering
a home, supers king employees, managing state
funds, negotiating with other parents, and
acting as on-call crisis intervention person.

There isn't anything mystkal that (Irises
the parents pioneering this project; host es er,
as one said, "Only a parent ssho has been
haunted by the uncertainty of a special child's
hiture cat k nos., the joy of being a part of
t his progt am."

( 'ontact: ick t Uroth, du. Ohm Department
cl Menwl Retwdatum and Developmental
Dlsaluhtu'c. 30 E. Broad St., 11201, ( olunthu,
011 43266 0415. 614/644-7747.11.1
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Each year, 350,000 premature and critically

ill newborns are cared for in Neonatal
Intensive Care Units across the United States.
As technical support of these infants
progresses, routine hospital systems arc often
inadequate to meet the emotional needs of
their parents. Thrust into dramatic medical
situations, parent, can be easily overwhelmed
by shattered expectations, lack of information,
and the financial impact of the baby's care.
As a result, parent support groups have been
formed across the country, growing from 12
in 1979 to 350 currently.

One of these groups is Parent-to-Parent
(Pt P) at Children's Hospital of Orange County.
which has served parents since 1979. From
that time to the present, the goal has been to
offer emotional support to new parents and
to provide additional resources as needed. PIP
has always enjoyed complete support from
physicians, nurses, and social workers, and is
a vital link in the hospital/medical team.

While health care providers who work with
ill newborns and their families offer help and
encouragement, no one understands the hard-
ships as well as someone who has experienced
them. Direct one-to-one support, therefore, is
provided by fifty trained "graduate" parent
Nolunteers ssho have sun, ived similar life crises.
Both in the hospital setting and at home after
discharge, support can be continued for as
long as needed through telephone and
personal contact, with the aim being a healthy
baby within a stable, intact family.

A group coordinator is z.vailable at the
hospital tsso days per %seek to meet ssith staff
and administer to the needs of parents. Parent
meetings, a nest stetter, and library sers ices are
also mailable. I.unding is provided by grants
and donations.

PtP is part of the local Infam-Parent
Support Network of Orange County, and is
also a member of the international Parent
Care, Inc., organization.

( ontact: Linda S«nt, PO. Box 5700, ()ramie,
C..1 92667. 714/997-3000, ext. 8521.
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Looking at the current family-centered
Project DAKOTA (PD), it's important to
understand that a complete transformation of
service delivery philosophy and practice took
place to bring the program to its present state.

PD was funded in 1983 as a demonstration
model to provide direct early intervention
services to children, birth to four, whose
disabilities ranged from mild to severe. In
their original school-type model, youngsters
with similar disabilities were bussed to
segregated, sheltered special education class-
rooms in large school buildings where staff
provided center-based services. Families were
required to deal with a constantly changing
group of professionals, and staff was troubled
by problems with bussing and their inability
to break down service delivery to reach into
community settings.

Re-examining thcir goals and mission, their
values, resources, and team structure, PD
developed a new transdisciplinary team that
took a wholistic view of the child. Professionals
blended their expertise so that active teaching
and learning across disciplines occurred;
parcnts took on a leadership role and became
vital members of the team; assessment and
planning became collective efforts; and
implementation was carried out primarily by
one staff person through active consultation
with other disciplines.

Services are custom-tailored to the needs of
an individual family. Natural settings and
community resources are used in program-
ming, including neighborhood playmates,
nursery school and tot programs, day care,
extended family, and other settings used by
non-delayed peers. Three times a year, a team
assessment determines the child's progress and
what future focus still best enhance overall
development. Each team, composed of a
teacher, a speech clinician, an occupational
therapist, and a half-time paraprofessional,
provided services to 25-30 families on a
consistent, long-term basis.

DAKOTA is currently moving into yet a
further phase of development in turning over
its services to local public school systems as
they assume responsibility for serving children
with special needs from birth. Several
DAKOTA publications are available which
may be helpful to early intervention
programs.

Contact: Linda kjerland, Director, Project
DAKOTA Outreach, 680 O'Neill Dr., Ealmn,
MN 55121, 612/454-2732.

The Family, Infant and Preschool
Program (LAPP) offers home-, center-, and
community-based support services to
handicapped, disabled, and des elopmentally
at-risk children and their families. Its primary
mission is to provide services in ways that
strengthen family functioning and enhance the
family's ability to raise their child with
disabilities at home.

A philosophy knossn as Proactive
Lmposserment through Part netships (I'LP)



guides FIPP's intervention, research, and
training efforts. The PEP philosophy is put
into :,ractice in FIPP's intervention sen ices
anr: demonstration and outreach projects
wnich include assessment, planning, and
intervention.

Once a year the family meets vs ith a
transdisciplinary team of an educator, speech
therapist, social worker, psycholoaist, nurse,
staff pediatrician, and physical therapist for
an assessment planning session. The family's
case coordinator facilitates this session
through pre-planning meetinas vs ith both the
family and the team members, and an
individualized family support plan is written
as a follow-up. Althoueh one day a year is
devoted especially to assessment and planning,
modifications are made throuuhout the year
to reflect the family's chaneine needs, goals,
and resources.

In addition to assessine the child's strengths
and needs, three aspects of the family are also
assessed: the family's needs and goals, its
functioning style, and its social support and
other resources.

Throuah clinical experience and research,
FIPP has found that interventions are more
effective when they address needs identified
by the families rather than those identified by
the professionals. Families often identify
needs that arc not directly related to the child
(e.g., transportation, employment) but vs hich,
if they remain unmet, interfere with their
ability to tend to certain child needs. There is
a distinction between needs and concerns
when assessing families. Concerns are
conditions that lead to a recognition that the
difference between what is and what ought to
be is sufficiently disparate to warrant
attention; needs are conditions that lead to a
recognition of sv hat resources are needed to
reduce this disparity.

In many instances, families do not explicitly
specify their needs but rather share their
concerns (e.g., vs orries, interests, and
aspirations). Families are helped to "translate"
concerns into needs through an assessment of
the family's functionine style (intrafamil
resources), their social support network, and
other extrafamily resources.

In assessinu the family's style of hinctioning,
FIPP identifies their strengths and capabilities
and how they are used to mobilize resources
to meet their needs. Often, families has e
difficulty stating their strengths, and staff
assists in this process by listening and
observing.
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FIPP also assesses the family's extrafarnily
resources with special emphasis on their social
support network. This process generally starts
with the family generating a list of sources of
social support, moving from those sources
closest to the family (e.g., relations, friends,
neighbors, co-ss orkers) onto more formal
support systems (e.g., social organizations,
professionals). A family-identified need or
project is then used to explore how resources
existing within the family or their social
support nets\ ork could be used to meet their
need. Often this includes consideration of
previously untapped resources. The process of
assessment, planning, and intervention are
interwoven and ongoing.

The goal of the intervention is to support
families in ways th,a enable them to become
more competent, independent, and self-
sustaining in their abilities to mobilize their
social network to get needs met and obtain
desired goals. FIPP has found this is the best
ssay to assure that child needs are met.

The process of empowering and strenuthen-
ing families occurs in every interaction that
the professional has with the family. It occurs
by seeking i..nd respecting the family's
perception of the strengths and needs of the
child and the rest of the family, by honoring
the needs and goals identified by the family,
and by building on the family's strengths and
recognizing the family's decision-making role.

In addition to direct services to families,
Fl PP operates demonstration projects,
pro\ ides training, and conducts an extensive
research program. Feedback from these
activ ities is used to modify and refine service
delivery efforts.

Contact; Jean Gowen, Associate Director,
Family, Infant and Preschool Program, liestern
Carolina Center, 300 Enola Rd., Morganton, .\(
28655-4608. 704/433-2731. 11 RC

66 The professionals should use their talents and emertise to help the family survive
and hinction, to renew its strength and ,loster its colu,sion. For it will be the family
that trill provide Ow long-term help required hy the disable infant. The family's
daily decisions, routines, and relationships will translate into the support, du, therapy,
the special education, the recreational elThrts, and all the other aspects of ilte best
possible quality of life.for flu, disabled child. "

C. Eerelt Koop, Se.D.
Surgeon (ieneral of die ttuted States

Rarely a day passes without a news item
about child careits scarcity, quality, or
affordability for the working family. However,
rarely a day passes with any comment about
employed parents whose needs for quality
child care are compounded by the fact that
their children have handicaps.

Though children with disabilities are being
provided with child care through a varict) of
arrangements, one program in Seattle,
Washington, serves as a model for child care
in a typical early childhood environment.

Since 1980, Northwest Center Child
Development (NCCD) Program has operated
a mainstreamed early childhood program for
approximately 125 children and their families.
On a daily basis, 90 children, half of whom
have handicaps ranging from mild to severe,
and half of whom are typically developing,
learn and play together. Ranging in age from
four months to five years, the children are
grouped in "family units" with infants and
toddlers to three years being accommodated
in smallest groupings, and children who are
3-5 years grouped in slightly larger units.

Comprehensive services at NCCD include
special education, early childhood education,
pediatric occupational/physical therapies,
nutritional counseling, nursing services, family
counseling, physician referral, and full day
child care. Children with handicaps receive
their special education and therapies in th nat-
ural environment of the classroom, delivered
by the appropriate therapist and educator.

The NCCD philosophy is best described as
providing a supportive relationship to parents
and accepting their individual parenting styles.
All staff members view their respective roles as
strengthening the family unit and accommo-
dating the child's unique needs for specialized
services with the parent's need for child care.
As a result of this program pHlosophy, staff'
and children are engaged in experiences that
allow for the greatest potential growth of each
child.

Though the progcam was developed with the
assistance of a three-year federal grant from
the Department of Education, Handicapped
Children's Early Education Program, and svas
initially supported by the funds, the program
now sustains itself through ten different fund-
ing sources, including parent tuition for child
care and state funds for children sv ith

Recent legislation, designated PI. 99-457,
mandates states to provide coordinated services
to children with special needs by 1990. The
intent of the law includes provision of those
services in children with special needs along
vs ith children who are typically developing.

If a program's success can be measured bv
its waiting list and community reputation, then
Northwest Center has been successful in
showing that mainstreaming and child care
can play complementary roles and meet the
demand for quality child care for all children.

Contact: Linda Gil, Program Director,
Vorthwest C'enter Child Develoment Program,
2919 first Avenue Ifect. Seattle, 11:.1 98/19,
206/286-2322. 01 ILL
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Editor's Note: There are outstanding resources of all kinds to assist families and professionals as they care for children with special needs.
The following are just a few examples.

National Organizations

The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive, Reston. VA 22091-1589
703/620-3660

CEC is a membership organization for
special education professionals who serve
special needs children in almost 1,000 local
chapters, student associations, federations,
and special education divisions. Members
benefit from periodicals, special ERIC and
CEC information services, conferences, and
conventions. Catalog of professional
products and services available.

National Maternal and Child Health
Resource Center
College of Law Building. University of Iowa.
Iowa City, IA 52252, 319/335-9046

The Center promotes the expansion and
improvement of maternal and child health
services including services for children with
special health care needs. Center activities
include provision of technical assistance,
development of training materials, and
information dissemination. Their block grant
also has seed money for Special Projects of
Regional and National Significance
(SPRANS grants) such as demonstration
projects, training programs, genetic disease
and hemophilia programs.

March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation
1275 Mamaroneck Avenue. White Plains. NY 10605.
914/428-7100

Thr. March of Dimes' prevention focus is on
the more than 3,000 conditions collectively
termed birth defects and their causes
whether that be genetic. behavioral, or
environmental. Through their volunteers
and programs in more than 250 chapters
nationwide, MD promotes healthy pregnancy
and birth through research, medical services,
and education. Catalog of Public Health
Education Materials includes publications,
educational kits, and audiovisuals for
students, adults of childbearing age, and
pregnant women. Instructive fact sheets
available. Contact local March of Dimes
chapter.

Association for the Care of
Children's Health
3615 Wisconsin Ave., N' V, Washington. DC 20016,
202/244-1801

ACCH is an international membership
organization of health professionals and
parents that promotes the well-being of
children and their families in all health care
settings. ACCH develops publications and
media, and provides consultation services
to help implement a family-centered
approach to care. Informative publications:
Family-Centered Care for Children with
Special Health Care Needs; Parent Resource
Directory; Guidelines for Developing
Community Networks; the ACCH Network
Newsletter, and a variety of parent-focused
pamphlets. Audio visual materials include:
Seasons of Caring and the newly issued
Family-Centered Care.

Sibling Information Network
Connecticut's University Affiliated Program on
Disabilities, 991 Main St., Suite 3A, East Hartford.
CT 06108 . 203/282-7050

Clearinghouse of information, ideas,
projects, literature, arid research regarding
siblings and other issues related to the
needs of families of persons with disabilities.
SIN is a membership organization whose
major activity is a quarterly newsletter.
Articles and information deal with sibling
issues that are written by and directed to
family members and the professionals who
work with families. Their new publication,
Kaleidoscope, is aimed specifically at
family members and explores a variety of
issues across the life span of families who
have members with disabilities.

The National Information Center for
Handicapped Children and Youth
Box 1492, Washington, DC 20013. 703/893-6061

NICHCY is a free information service that
assists parents, educators, caregivers, etc.,
on a broad range of topics concerning
needs of children and youth with handicaps.
Specializing in areas of education, they also
make referrals to organizations and
resources available at local, state, or
national level. Strong emphasis on parent
groups, networks, and connections. NICHCY
publishes educational fact sheets on
specific disabilities, a newsletter, and
articles on current research and practices.
They also offer technical assistance to
parent and professional groups, and
recruitment materials that encourage career
involvement in fields of special education.

The Center on Human Policy
Syracuse University, 724 Comstock Ave.,
Syracuse. NY 13244-4230. 315/423-3851

Through its Community Integration Project
and Research and Training Center on
Community Integration, CHP has developed
a variety of reports (available at minimal
cost) and resources focused on integrating
people with severe disabilities into
community life, and dealing with services
and supports to children and families. Write
for full list of publications.

Mental Health Law Project
El Advocacy Program. 2021 L St., NW
#800. Washington. DC 20036. 202/467-5730

A national public-interest organization
promoting broader availability of
comprehensive early intervention programs
for infants and toddlers. MHLP has worked
with parents and providers in one state to
organize an advocacy coalition, and
currently coordinates an advocacy network
to get statewide, family-centered,
interdisciplinary El systems in place to
benefit from Title I of P.L. 99-45/ funding.

Federation for
Children with Special Needs
312 Stuart St . Boston, MA 02116. 617/482 2915

A coalition of parent groups representing
children with a variety of disabilities, the
Federation operates and coordinates
information, advocacy, and training entities.
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Their TAPP project funnels technical
assistance to parent centers nationwide
through four regional centers which in turn,
help parents to participate more eftectively
with professionals in meeting the education
needs of their handicapped children. The
Federation's CAPP project encourages
parent involvement in the health care of
their children, and promotes parent/health
professional partnerships, a system of
information access, and peer support.
Publications list available; brochure
regarding other activities.

The Association for Retarded Citizens
2501 Avenue J. Arlington, TX 76006
817/640-0204

A thirty-three year-old volunteur organization
that works to improve the quality of life for
all persons with mental retardation. The
ARC goals are based on research,
employment training, family support,
prevention, advocacy, information and
community services, and programs of public
education on all aspects of mental
retardation. Publication list available.

The National Information System for
Health Related Services
University of South Carolina, 1244 Blossom St..
Columbia, SC 29208. 803/777-4435 or
1-800-922-9234

NIS operates a computerized, toll-free
information system on tertiary or specialized
services available for children with develop-
mental disabilities or chronic illnesses, and
for infants with life-threatening conditions.
Currently serving all 50 states, trained
counselors work with each caller to provide
appropriate local referrals for medical,
educational, and health-related services,
plus contacts for parent support groups
and parent training centers. There are also
key agency listings by state on vocational
rehabilitation, adoption, disabled child
protection, and hospitals with neo-natal,
cancer, and cardiac specialties.

National Lekotek Center
2100 Ridge Ave.. Evanston, IL 60204. 312/328-0001

Lekotek is a worldwide system of learning
and resource centers for children who have
handicaps or special needs and their
families. Based on play techniques that
affect a child's learning capacity, both
conventional and specially adapted toys are
used to meet the developmental level of the
child, and become the tools for growth.
Trained Lekotek leaders model and
demonstrate new play strategies to parents
and children in monthly meetings;
appropriate toys are selected and loaned to
the family for reinforcement at home.
Lekotek's Compuplay Center serves children
who have physical, mental, behavioral,
sensory, or emotional disabilities. Special
software and adaptive equipment enable
these children to create, explore, make
decisions, play, and communicate using
computers. In-service training for
professionals is also available. Helpful
publications: A Guide to Toys that Develop
Skills, and Planning Books for Making
Adapted Toys for Children, Especially Those
with Handicaps.



The Kids on the Block, Inc.
9385-C Gerwig Lane, Columbia. MD 21046,
1-800-368-KIDS or 301/290-9095

This educational company sells an
innovative puppet program used to dispel
myths and misconceptions children and
adults have about disabilities, to further
appreciation for people's differences, and
to open communication and understanding
about sensitive social issues suet as
teenage pregnancy prevention, drug abuse,
peer pressure, AIDS, and divorce. K on the B
was developed to help non-disabled children
deal with handicapped children being
mainstreamed into regular classrooms. A
further application of the puppets and their
more than 24 topics have been developed
into scripted programs, used internationally
by rehabilitation centers, hospitals, school
districts, and community service groups.

Clearinghouse on the Handicapped
U.S. Dept. of Education. Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services. Room 3132,
Switzer Building, Washington. DC 20202.
2021732-1244

Responds to information inquiries,
especially in the areas of Federal funding
for programs serving disabled people,
Federal legislation affecting the
handicapped community, am, Federal
programs for the disabled. Send for their
publications list that includes a Pocket
Guide to Federal Help for Individuals with
Disabilities, and the OSERS newsletter.
Also available from the Government Printing
Office: Directory of National Information
Sources on Handicapping Conditions and
Related Services.

Parent Care, Inc.
1011/2 S. Union St., Alexandria, VA 22314
703/836-4678

An international, nonprofit volunteer
organization composed of professionals
and parents dedicated to improving the
newborn intensive care experience for
babies, families, and professional caregivers.
PC serves as an educational forum through
conferences and seminars, a quarterly
newsletter, and as a computerized referral
source for parents and health care
professionals.

Publications & Audio Visuals

Enabling and Empowering Families:
Principles and Guidelines for Practice
by Carl Dunst, Carol Trivette, and Angela
Deal, (Brookline Books. 1988. 219 pp., $22.95
hardcover)
Recent Federal legislation (Pl. 99-457)

requires that early intervention programs
use a family systems model. This book was
specifically written for early intervention
practitioners who are being asked to take
on expanded roles in their work with
handicapped and at-risk children and their
families, but who have not had extensive
training in family systems assessment and
intervention procedures. A blend of theory
and practice, the boc.t proposes tested
principles and operating guidelines to enable
professionals to help families identify their
needs, locate the formal and informal
resources and supports to meet them, and
develop decision-making and problem-
solving abilities to access resources. The
focus is on building the family's capabilities
to cope more effectively on its own.

In Time and With Love: Caring for the
Special Needs Baby by Marilyn Segal
(Newmarket Press. 1988, 192 pp., $21.95, hardcover
& $12.95 paperback)
This book was written for parents whose
baby is handicapped, developmentally
delayed, or constitutionally difficult.
Material was drawn from the experience
and expertise of 24 families with special
needs babies who participated in an
interview study at Nova University's Family
Center. Helping parents understand and
deal with their feelings, this guidebook also
provides accurate parenting information
and practical suggestions. Above all, it
presents an honest picture of what it's like
to live with a problem baby. The well-known
author is a developmental psychologist
specializing in early childhood who is also
the parent of a handicapped child.

Respite Care: Principles, Programs and
Policies by Shirley Cohen and Rachel D.
Warren, (Pro-Ed, 1985. 228 pp., paperback)
The purpose of this book is to help families
of the severely disabled by presenting the
case for respite care, and to mobilize the
people who can take action to expand the
scope of such services. Written for
professionals in developmental disabilities
as well as newcomers to the field, and
those who are interested in family support.
Among many helpful overview and practical
chapters, the appendix is essentially a step-
by-step procedural guide for establishing
respite care programs.

Parenting Your Premature Baby Series
Valencia Community College, P.O. Box 3028.
Orlando,FL 32802. 3051299-5000
A series of fifteen four-page newsletters
aimed at reassuring parents about daily life
with a high-risk child. Each issue contains
articles on parenting, a medical problem
common to preemies, a reading list, child
development information, and a list of
resources. Can be purchased as an
individual series at $20, or in bulk orders.
Write for complementary copy.

The Exceptional Parent, 605 Commonwealth
Ave., Boston, MA 02215, 617/536-8961
Published eight times yearly, EP magazine
is a practical guide and product Information
source for parents of disabled children.
Feature articles, editorials, book reviews,
and a family Ilfe section appear regularly.
A recent issue Included material on how
supported employment works, why persons
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with disabilities can and should work at real
jobs, ways in which p;ofessionals
undervalue parents' knowledge, and toy
ideas for younger children. Their book, The
Disabled Child and the Family: An
Exceptional Parent Reader, is a compilation
of outstanding articles (softcover).

Coordinating Council for Handicapped
Children 20 E. Jackson Blvd., #900, Chicago, IL
60604, 312/939-3513

A coalition of parent and professional
organizations that informs and activates
parents regarding the special education
rights of their children with handicaps.
Publications: How to Organize an Effective
Parent/Advocacy Group and Move
Bureauaacies; How to Get Services by
Being Assertive; pamphlets and fact sheets
on special education rights, tax benefits,
and specialized services.

Young Adult institute, 460 W. 34th St., New
York, NY 10001, 212/563-7474

Children with Special Needs is a training
system providing information and support
for families and professionals. There are six
half-hour tapes for each of the following
topics: Parent Issues, Family Issues,
Therapeutic Issues, Developmental
Milestones, Transitional Issues, and
Professional Issues. Guest interviews are
used in a format that also includes personal
vignettes. Accompanying guide provides
additional activities and resources. 1/2" or
3/4" tapes: $45 each/rental, $75 each/
purchase and shipping. Brochure available.

On Becoming a Special ParentA Mini
Support Group in a Book by Marcia
Routberg (Parent/Professional Publications,
P.O. Box 59730, Chicago, IL 60645, 1986. 131 pp.,
$7 paperback)
The author leveloped this handbook of
practical how-tos, hints, and advice based
on her own needs as parent of a child with
cerebral palsy. Her suggestions cover
emotional issues, as well as guidance
through the maze of special education and
therapy, dealing with medical people and
hospitals. The book includes a special
needs glossary, and could be helpful to
professionals in gaining insight to special
needs families.

Ways (First Publications. Inc., P.O. Box 5072.
Evanston, IL 60204)
A magazine published quarterly, Ways deals
with issues of mental disability with a long-
term focus on intGgrating special needs
people into the community. Recent issues
included articles on supported employment,
accessing information sources, a guide to
psychiatric medication, self-sufficlency
trusts, a Q and A page, and book reviews.
Both parents and professiort?Is can henclit
from broad-ranging variety of material.

Alternatives, A Family Guide to Legal
and Financial Planning for the Disabled
(First Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 5072. Evanston. IL
60204, 1983, 194 pp., $18.95 ppd. paperback)
Chapters on wills, guardianship, trusts.
government benefits, taxes, and insurance
comprehensively cover and explain complex
legal and government requirements for
families as they study the options and
make plans for the future.
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Message from
FRC's President

by Bernice Weissbourd

There is much to learn rrom this issue of
the FRC Report. In its pages we are privileged
to share feelings poignantly expressed by
parents of special needs children. We hear the
discerning questions of professionals. We note
the gaps that exist when the professionals'
focus on the child limits his/her understanding
of the parent. We think in broader dimensions
about the power of unconditional love between
parent and child. We are reinforced in our
knowledge of the effect of community
attitudes on families' lives. Throughout, we
have a vague but pervasive feeling that perhaps
we have never futly understood either the
anguish or the strength of the mother and
father and siblings who comprise the family
of special needs children.

The stories of special needs families in this
Report underscore what is common to all
families the child's need to be cared for,
the parents' requirements for acceptance,
information and social support, the
vulnerability of families in the face of pain
and disappointment, and the unknown and
unexpected resources they can muster to deal
with crisis. We are reminded of the barriers
society puts in their path.

The Report leads us to think of the special
values cherished by those in the family
resource movement. We speak of them often.
They include caring for others and recognizing
our interdependence, a concern for the well-
being of ail families, and a commitment to
ensuring all children get the kind of start that

will maximize their potential from birth. We
function on the premise that parents' self-
esteem largely determines their ability to
encourage a good sense of self in children. We
believe that children cannot be seen as separate
and distinct from the family, nor the family as
separate and distinct from the community in
which it lives. And we translate these beliefs
to meet the needs of individual families in
their particular culture.

As we read this Report, our particular role
emerges in clear outline. It is to assure that
families of children with disabilities have the
opportunity to develop the relationships that
all families need in order to thrive, relationships
that provide both emotional and concrete
support. It is to assure that communities and
professionals care about special needs families,
and build on their strengths. It is to use our
talents and experience to assist families to
provide the best possible quality of life for
their children with disabilities. It is to act as
advocates in a community to assure that
special needs families do not feel isolated or
rejected. hut are an integral part of an
environment that enhances their capacities to
raise their children as they see fit.

I think this Family Resource Coalition
Report is not only informative, it is inspiring.
It vividly reveals that as we shape our
responses to special needs families, we
inevitably build better communities, and as
we integrate special needs families into our
programs we enrich the lives of all families.

Acknowledgement: This FRC Report is a significant departure in format and focus it is four
pages longer than usual and carries a single theme. We have been privileged to draw on the
expertise of member/specialists in the field of special needs families, and want to thank Linda
Gilkerson, Vicki Grosh, Elizabeth Jeppson, and Eleanor Szanton for their guidance and
involvement.
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The Secret Is Out: Parents Have Rmer

"Now let's take a look at the future. Even
as it grows daily, our family resource move-
ment continues to be one of the country's
best kept secrets." Those were the words of
Professor Edward Zigler as he addressed the
Family &source Coalition's first national
conference in 1986.

"We must work closely with the media," he
continued, "in educating the public about the
magnitude, significance, and overall promise
of this movement."

We heeded his message. The Coalition's
second national conference in Chicago,
October 6-9, drew extensive media coverage
and served as a powerful means of public
education. Several national broadcast and
prim media representatives covered the entire
conference and then carried the "good news"
about the family support movement into the
homes and hearts of people across the nation.

The country's best kept secret is out. More
than 1,300 people, representing 47 states and
4 foreign countries came together to affirm
that fact, to validate one another, and to
celebrate.

The conference keynote speakers delivered
inspiring and thought provoking messages.
William Julius Wilson, author of The Truly
Disadvanwged, movingly addressed thc issues
of social isolation and economic deprivation
facing families in inner city neighborhoods.

Dr. Berry Brazelton urged us to channel
our energy as advocates, articulating the fact
that the United States is the "last civilized
nation, other than South Africa, that is not
dealing with the problems facing its families."

Our power as parents was eloquently
characterized by Anna Quindlen, NY Times
syndicated columnist, who spoke about the
effect parents have on children: "Ours is not
the only influence, but it is the earliest, the
most ubiquitous, and potentially the most
pernicious. We are the only parents they will
have."

As parents arc a core ingredient of families,
it was appropriate that they were a central
focus of our conference in two special areas.
First, the Coalition commissioned the Gallup
Organization to survey parents across the
nation about their attitudes and feelings.
Results released during several press
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conferences revealed that more than 90
percent believed there should be more
tolerance for the diversity and changing face
of the nation's families; 80 percent felt the
quality of life for parents and families has
deteriorated in the past ten years; and 80
percent were willing to pay higher taxes to
support programs that would address family
concerns.

Second, the FRC proudly announced the
kick-off of its new division, PARENT
ACTION, a national advocacy voice for
parents. The conference welcomed 500
charter members into PARENT ACTION
and unveiled the Coalition's commitment to
work with the nation's civic and corporate
leaders at state and national levels.

The conference previewed the future of the
family support movement in America. We are
building a supportive network of practitioners,
program providers, friends, and family advo-
cates within each of our nation's states, and
internationally as well. This harmonious net-
work is made up of local leaders and people
within communities whose priorities and
creative solutions to problems are determined
by the realities of their daily environments.

The Family Resource Coalition amplifies
and nurtures this network. As your national
voice, we are challenged to hear the individual
notes being played and to respond to local
programs and individual states as they look to
us for help and guidance. We must hear the
discordant notes, too, and work for greater
balance on family issues in public policy and
in the corporate and private sectors.

For now, we invite you to reflect with us on
the beautiful symphony created during the
conference. It represents the artistry of
thousands of people involved in the family
support movement, working together to help
millions of families in America and yes,
around the world as well.

'

Guil C Christopher
Executive Director

ed/
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THE MATURING FAMILY SUPPORT MOVEMENT:
SHAPING PRACTICE AND POLICY FOR THE '90s

by Bernice Weissbourd

acerpts from the speech delivered
to the Family Resource Coalition's national
conference, October 1988

We are all together here because we care
about families. In fact, this is a very special
type of family reunion. Durin2 the next few
days, we will catch up on news of family
members, se will strengthen old ties and
make new bonds. Somc of us will drag out
the family album and marvel over how we've
all changed. A few snapshots of Bread-
winner Bob and Homemaker Alice and
their two children remain, but the album is
crammed with new photos...pictures of
Janet and Marshall, divorced, but sharing
custody of their two sons; nAen, who is
raising his daughter alone; Karen, whose
three children see their father only at Christ-
mas; Jane, a single woman with an adopted
daughter, and Diane who accidentally be-
came pregnant and decided to raise her son
alone. And there's a new American portrait
of the "blended" family with six-year-old
Andrew, his two parents, his two step-
parents, four sets of grandparents, his sis-
ter, two stepbrothers, and an older step-
sister. Tina, who just had a baby.

The excitement generated by our reunion
weekend is special. lo paraphrase Ann
Richardson's keynote address at the Demo-
cratic Cons ention, "We has e been discos-
ered!" Family issues are being addressed by
both presidential candidates, by lawmakers,
by the national media. Children are "in,"
families are "in," family values are "in."
So, we better watch "out!"

Of course, we shoukl all he &lighted that
family issues have been given such a high
priority on es eryone's agenda. Indeed, a
close look at the combined speeches ot all
this year's pre-primary candidates might
cons ince us that we are fixing in the era of
"family %attics." However, as with any issue
that becomes suddenly fashionable, we must
temper our excitement over "family alues"
with realistic caution.

We lime tbught too much rhetoric and red
tape to be lulled and comforted by a paid
political ads ertisement showing a candidate
tossing his grandchild in the air xs hit(' a dk-
embodied voice espouses "family values" in
the background.

We have seen too much funding disappear
and too many vital pi ograms anish. We
have worked too hard to keep essential \Cr-
iceC in our communities to allow ourselses

to form easy alliances with those who say
they know "exactly how we feel."

Awareness has changed so that
every act for children, every

piece of legislation recognizes
that children are part of families
and that it is within families that

children grow and thrive
or don't.

We know too many individuals broken by
a public assistance system to accept facile
solutions from those who have never waited
in any lines.

In a recent New York Times article, Sena-
tor Daniel Moynihan gave us some statistics:
"At any given moment, a'uout one child in
four is born poor. Over time, upward of
one in three will be on welfare at some
point. One in two will live in a single-
parent, female-headed household." These
figures don't surprise us, but they should
still anger us, sadden us, and shame us. We
are the first nation in history in which
children are the poorest group.

In a short time the election will be over.
the political advertisements and television
commercials will vanish. But these children
skill not. And \ye will have to work very hard
to avoid entering the "post-family values"
era. We can do that by working with and
within families, teaching the world what
family %attics meant before beimg reduced
to a campaign phrase.

And we are the ones to do that job because
through the Family Resource Coalition we
have made a difference.

There is acceptance and recognition now
that the focus of services to children and
families should be on prevention, that using
our talents to meet a crisis is not enough. The
figures of cost-effectiveness that every SI
invested in earlx childhood education saves
$4 in later costs for special education, grade
retention, and reinstating school drop-outs;
that pre-natal care cost $1500 while low birth
weight babies cost SIM) per dayare seen
on newspaper front pages all across the
country. We are effecting change in the ap-
proach to human services so that state child
welfare systems and public school systems
are re-orienting their focus to prevention
and the early years. We should be proud.

We lime made a difference.
loew proclaim to be "child-sax ers" any

longer. Awareness has changed so thzu es ery
act for children, es ery piece of legislation
recogni/es that children are part of families
and that it is within families that children
grow and thrise or don't.
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We have made a difference.
The cliche about pulling oneself up by

one's boctstraps has taken its rightful place
among t'ae myths of our day. Mothers and
fathers are usually the .:rsons who best and
most naturally can embody commitment to
a particular child, especially in the first years
of life, but they cannot do it alone. Parents
need all the help they can get. The strongest
as well as the most fragile family requires a
vital network of social supports.

The traditional role of the state has been
to regard the family as a private unit and to
become involved in family life only when
certain urgent problems are brought to its
attention. Today the state is assuming a new
role, that of supporting and strengthening
all families.

We have made a difference.
We have developed programs from coast

to coast that work, that support families to
make better lives for themselves and prompt
parents to say they couldn't have made it
without

We have made a difference.
Parenthood has regained its status, and

the importance of being a parent has re-
gained its value. The function of parents who
hold the destiny of the next aeneration in
their hands can no longer be underestimated.

Arid we have made a difference in other
ways by heralding a sense of community
because it's riot only that a child is insepar-
able from the family in w hich he Uses, but
that the lives of families are determined by
the community in which they live and the
cultural tradition from hwa.c_ t-ey come.

And we have made a difference because,
having sounded the alarm about growing in-
equities of our society, we are paying atten-
tion to programs in low income communities.

And we has e made a difference because
we stressed public education on policy issues
and have supported legislation on day care
and parental lease. We have worked inter-
dependent iy ssith others on these issues, and
know that building coalitions strengthens us.

I am not naive enough to think that what
I has e spoken about is already accomplished.
We have not yet b!-organiied all our systems
of human sers ices to focus on prevention.
There arc still people who believe that
family pHs acy is threatened by family sup-
port, who fear public intrusion into family
matters and mistake interdependence for
interference.

Our gosernments federal, state and
has e not seen funding for family

surport programs (or day care) as a high
priority. Corporations, with a few exceptions,
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have not adjusted their policies or proarai...,
to meet the family needs of their employees.
Many child care workers' salaries still re-
main at the lesel of parking lot attendants
and zookeepers.

But we have come a long way, and we're
on the move; we have momentum and are
challenged by the tasks ahead. It is a time
when our issues arc on the tip of everyone's
tongue and we must use the moment wisely.

So, where are we heading?
First, we are going to take the concept of

deficit-oriented prevention one step further,
to that of well-being which means providing
an environment that promotes the optimal
development of children and meets their es-
sential needs through support of the family
and maintenance of a viable community.
Since we cannot predict who mieht exper-
ience problems as they grow, everyone be-
comes the target populationregardless of
race, economic status, ethnicity, ability, or
disability. A belief in well-being makes claims
on the society to assure a base-line of good
beginnings for all children because it is their
right, not just because problems are pre-
vented or a right start is cost effective.

Second, we are going to work with state
departments of human services. Assuming
that states believe as we do that families have
primary responsibility for the child, they
have a compelling interest in helping fami-
lies function better, particularly in the early
childrearing years. This implies universal
services beginning with the availability of a
family resource program in every commun-
ity, just like parks, libraries, and hospitals.

Third, we are going to work with child
care centers to help them become family-
centered. From fifteen years' history of
family resource programs and a 25 year his-
tory of Head Start and parent-child centers,
we can bring important experience to bear
on the child care system. Child care centers
should be places where parents and pro-
gram providers share their expertise for the
benefit of the children.

Fourth, because family support programs
are growing and changing, it is essential to
safeguard their quality. There is immediate
need to train and re-train staff, to provide
well-defined in-service support, and to de-
velop quality pre-service education that will
provide personnel for the field. Family sup-
port practitioners have come from diverse
fields in education, psychology, health, and
social work. Trying to determine what the
ness family practitioner entering the field
will need to know is a challenge.

HMI, %se %sill be encouraging legislation
to support the expansion of family resource
programs across the nation, to support res-
earch on program effectiveness, and to
assemble a comprehensive national data
base on family resource programs.

Sixth, since their inception, family support

We are going to take the
concept of deficit-oriented

prevention one step further to
that of well-being, which means
providing an environment that

promotes the optimal
development of children and

meets their essential needs
through support of the family
and maintenance of a viable

community.
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programs have focused primarily on families
who have young children. However, the
need for family support does not end vi hen
children reach puberty, nor does the need
exist solely in families where there are chil-
dren. Growing momentum for intergenera-
tional support across the life cycle is appro-
priate. Still in its formative stages, this com-
mitment marks a broadening, a natural out-
growth of the principles of family support.

The next item has a star rather than a
number. It's the realization of a dream.
When the Family Resource Coalition was
first organized, one of our goals was "to
empower parents to speak out on their own
behalf." Tomorrow will be the official an-
nouncement of PARENT ACTION, estab-
lished as a division of the Family Resource
Coalition, extending our sphere of influence
to a Washington office. Through PARENT
ACTION, thousands of parents can unify
their voices, and they will be heard.

PARENT ACTION will be spear-headed
by three honorary co-chairmen: Dr. T. Berry
Brazelton, a pediatrician you all know and
wish was taking care of your children; Susan
DeConcini, wife of Senator DeConcini of
Arizona and founder of the Senate daycare
center; and Stevie Wonder, musician, re-
cording artist, and father of three.

Finally, we will strengthen our public
education efforts, and we will build on the
information in our Gallup Poll.

So, we have made a difference and have a
bright and challenging future. Our work is cut
out tor us. We can be proud, but we cannot
be satisfied. Our programs have proven them-
selves essential to the families and to the com-
munities they serve.

We need to be able to use the tools and re-
sources of government to empower our pro-
grams, to dignify our families, to give support
to our family care centers, to guarantee quality
health care, to help us insure that everyone,
from birth, has an equal chance at a quality
life. We knoss there are programs that work.
It is time to make sure those programs thrive
and multiply, and to support the research
which will inform their development.

So, we reiterate our salues.
We believe that we cannot exist each unto

ourselves, that commitment and a sense of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE loa

obligation to the welfare of others, to the
community, and to the nation are ingredients
of being human.

We believe that our obligation as members
of the community and nation include caring
about the next generation. If we care about
our own children, we need to care about all
children bec ause all will be citizens of this
country.

We believe that parents want to be good
parents. When a child is born, each new
mothcr and father begin their most important
life's work, and it is our job to ensure those
parents have the concrete and emotional sup-
port to be the best parents they can be.

Our values are not old and worn out truths.
They arc the foundation on which we build.
They are what enable us to come together
here, as a family within a family, without los-
ing any of our individual spirit, our private
integrity. And these values are what we must
share by word and deed with our country's
leaders. They are now speakina our language.
Let us help them define the terms.

In establishing links with institutions, in
embracing support across the life span, and in
conceptualizing short and iong-term training,
the family support movement is moving
beyond its original programmatic vision.
Family support is becoming a leading-edge
social movement, having impact far beyond
the programs it encompasses. Perhaps not fully
prepared or fully understanding the significance
of its role, it is reshaping the dialogue around
how human services can best be rendered and
adding another dimension to the dialogue.
Family support may well help to redefine gov-
ernmental support in a way that extends ser-
vices to all, not only the most in need. There
can be no doubt that family support efforts
will help redefine America's notions of inde-
pendence and interdependence, as well as its
vision of social responsibility for children and
families.

Bernice H'eissbourd is president and founder of
Family PPcus, a not-for-profit organization
providing programs for prospective parents and
parents with children through age three. She is a
contributing editor for Parents magazine, co-
author of Creating Drop-in Centers (1979),
Infants: Their Social Environments (1981), and
America's Family Support Programs (1987), and
writes journal articles and book chapters on early
childhood and the family support movement.
Bernice serves on numerous national boards
including the National Center for Clinical Want
Programs, Child Care Action Campaign, and the
Mental Hem% .7 Law Project. She is currently
president of ilte American Orthopsvchiatric
Association, former vice-president of the
National Association for the Education of }bung
Children, and was appointed by Congress to the
recently formed National Committee on Children.
She was an honorary Commissioner to
International Year of tIte Child, and has received
numerous awards from professional and child
advocacy groups.

Bernice is founder and president of the Family
Resource Coalition.
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Child Abuse Prevention:

A Challenge for Family Support Programs

by Deborah Daro

Every year over two million children are
reported victims of child abuse and neglut.
For many of them, the physical and emotional
injuries resulting from these behaviors will
seriously impede their normal development.
While a child's initial years should be a time
to establish trusting relationships in the context
of a supportive family, the victims of' maltreat-
ment often find little comfort in what society
has identified as their primary caretaker
institution.

The underlying causes of maltreatment are
complex and not easily remediated. In some
instances, the difficulties may lie in a parent's
lack of knowledge regarding child development
or basic child care techniques. In other in-
stances, parents may lack the emotional ca-
pacity to differentiate between their own needs
and those of their children. Other cases result
from otherwise well-meaning parents being
overwhelmed by the stress of poverty and the
limited options it affords its victims. In still
other families, the cause of maltreatment lies
in a combination of all these factors.

Even thoughtful, comprehensive services
designed to reduce the likelihood of future
maltreatment succeed with only one-third of
those families who have established serious
and chronic maltreatment patterns. While no
one would seriously argue that it's too late to
offer help to these families, the problem of
significantly reducing the scope of our nation's
child abuse requires offering assistance to
families before maltreatment begins. It is in
this battlethat of child abuse prevention
where family focused intervention faces one
of its most important challenges.

In October 1985, the National Committee
for Prevention of Child Abuse (NCPCA)
adopted a plan to reduce child abuse by 20
percent in 1990. The elements of this plan
include making the public fully aware of the
problem of child abuse; involving the public
fully in efforts to prevent child abuse; creating
an environment less conducive to maltreat-
ment; improving the field's knowledge about
cost-effective methods of preventing child
abuse; and ensuring the availability of key
prevention services in every community across
the country.

Family Resource Coalition menthers have
played and must continue to play a major role
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in realizing each of these objectives. The com-
munity-based structure of FRC programs
creates an environment in which friends and
neighbors can share collective responsibility
for the well-being of children. Without first
having to identify themselves as being inade-
quate in some way, families can have access
to the education and support they need to
safely rear their children.

While FRC members offer excellent oppor-
tunities to raise awareness of the problem and
to involve the public in preventing child abuse,
t!:cir strongest contribution lies in the nature
of the prevention services they provide. Much
of what we know about the individual causes
of child maltreatment suggests that direct inter-
ventions with parents, preferably as close to
the birth of their first child as possible, are
excellent strategies for reducing levels of phys-
ical abuse, neglect, and emotional maltreat-
ment. Programs that can offer information
and education in specific parenting skills such
as basic child care and infant stimulation,
child development and disciplihe, and provide
access to local support services and linkages to
other new parents address a number of the
barriers that stand between parents with good
intentions and parents who arc effective.

What does the empirical evidence say about
the ability of these programs to strengthen par-
ents and redme the likelihood of abuse and
neglect through early intervention? On bal-
ance, the evidence is quite promising; both
home-based and center-based programs have
demonstrated a wide range of positive client
outcomes. Specific gains have included im-
proved mother-infant bonding and maternal
capacity to respond to the child's emotional
needs; demonstrated ability to care for the
child's physical and developmental needs;
fewer subsequent pregnancies; more consistent
use of health care services and job training
opportunities; and lower welfare use, higher
school completion rates, and higher employ-
ment rates.'

The latest national incidence study commis-
sioned by the Federal National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect reports the number
of child maltreatment victims rose 66 percent
between 1980 and 1986, and underscores the
need for expanded therapeutic, educational,
and support sersices for families.

Unfortunately, the future expansion of
family-based services will occur in a context
of limited resources and changing family and
social dynamics. Given these parameters, the
work of FRC members is even more critical
than it has been in the past. Both home visitor
programs and center-based education and sup-
port groups need to be established, thereby
providing a network of services for parents
with different personal skills and needs. Local
hospitals, school districts, churches, recrea-
tional centers, housing associations, day care
collectives, and civic organizations must all be
engaged in supporting parentseither directly
through the development and implementation
of specific programs, or indirectly through
contributing volunteers or funding existing
efforts.

Prevention advocates must also continue
taking stock of their progress, noting the
number of families they serve and the changes
their efforts produce. Improving the effective-
ness and efficiency of new parent programs
will depend upon those involved having the
courage to learn from both their successes
and their failures.

Carefully crafted family-based services will
not eliminate all child abuse. Child abuse and
neglect will continue to exist in our society as
long as there are families with fewer personal
and environmental resources than they need
to adequately raise their children. The imple-
mentation of quality parenting programs
throughout all communities can make a size-
able dent in those maltreatment episodes that
result from a parent's lack of knowledge,
skills, or support. Further, their prevention at-
titude offers the most empirically and theoret-
ically sound approach open to policy-makers
and program administrators committed to
stopping the hurt before it begins.
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' A more comprehensive discussion of these
gains can be found in Intervening with New
Parents: An Effective Play to Prevent Child
Abuse, available for $3 from NCPCA.

Deborah Daro, DSK: is Director of the
National Center on Child Abuse Prevention
Research, a program of the NCPCA. For more
information, contact her at 332 S. Michigan
AvenueSuite 950, Chicago, II. 60604,
312/663-3520.

The National Committee for the Prevention of
Child Abuse is a member of the family Resource
Coalition.



PARENT

"I want to empower young parents to get
in there and get what they need," said Dr. T.
Berry Braze hon, renossned pediatrician and
author speaking at the press conference called
to announce the formation of PARENT
ACTION. "I want to fight for parent power.
We have every sign we need that our culture is
in grave danger and it's because we're not
paying enough attention to strengthening our
families."

Dr. Braze lton is an honorary co-chair of
PARENT ACTION, as is Susan De Concini,
who spearheaded the successful effort to open
a daycare center at thc U.S. Senate, and Stevie
Wonder, well-known musician, recording star,
and social activist.

PARENT ACTION, a division of the Family
Resource Coalition (FRC), hopes to help focus
the energy and concerns of the 35 million
families in the United States with children
under 18. This new organization is the natural
outgrowth of a long-term FRC goal and com-
mitment to organize a national voice for
America's parents to speak out on behalf of
their families. A national advisory board is
forming, and PARENT ACTION will soon
undertake a nationwide membership drive.

Political observers suggest the timing is
right to draw parents into the political process,
coalescing their efforts around issues that
affect them as parents. FRC will review the
100th C'ongress's record on family policies and
issue legislative challenges to the incoming
Congress.

Much activity accompanied the kickoff of
PARENT ACTION. Coordinated with this
announcement, results of an FRC-commissioned
Gallup poll were released during a
Washington, DC press conference in early
October. The poll reflects responses of 500
families across the country who participated
in an in-depth telephone survey.

Virtually all parents surveyed (93N) agree
there needs to be much more understanding
and acceptance of the diversity that character-
izes modern American families. Few parents
(33N believe society values children highly:
less than one-quarter think parenting is valued.
-IWo out of three parents say family life has
deteriorated over the last ten years, and the
assessment is pessimistic for finding affordable
housing and for protecting children from drug
abuse and crime. Encouragingly, and parallel-
ing other recent polls, a large majority of
parents (over 80%) favor paying more taxes
to support gosernment programs that ssoukl
reduce crime and violence, fight drugs, and
improse public schools.

The Voice for America's Parents
by Mary Brandon

The need for a national parent advocacy
ehicle is clearly illustrated by society's slow
recognition of and response to the changing
realities facing today's families. Many parents
are stressed, isolated, and unable to find either
resources or effective solutions to their con-
cerns. Parents are often discouraged and frus-
trated Ns hen public and business leaders fail to
consider the implications their decisions hold
for families.

Although several national organizations ad-
vocate for and highlight the needs of children,
there has not been an organized voice for ar-
ticulating the concerns of American parents.
PARENT ACTION will help to fill that void
and raise the public consciousness about the
contribution that family support prograins can
make to the development of strong families.

The ability of dynamic national advocacy
groups to effect change is compelling. Such
organizations as the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP), the model for
PARENT ACTION, and the Sierra Club tes-
tify to the power that thousands of unified
voices have in changing public policy. Policy-
makers on local, state, and national levels
listen.

PARENT ACTION's missionto help
parents constructively address their parenting
needswill be carried out through public
education, community outreach, public policy
initiatives, and media relations.

Public education efforts will
provide information on emerging private
and public policy issues that affect families
work with public and private institutions to
help foster cooperative employer/employee
relations that recognize the needs of both
groups
advise the business community on family
issues and the positive effect that attention
to these issues will have for business

Community outreach initiatives include
conducting a grassroots membership
campaign to inform parents and other
interested individuals of opportunities that
PARENT ACTION provides for education
and outreach
regularly canvassing parents to identify
policies and issues of concern
establishing a network of local and state
parent organizations for the purpose of
communicating with decision makers
designing and distributing an advocacy and
outreach training curriculum for local and
state parent groups
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Public policy goals are to
regularly monitor legislative, judicial, and
corporate activities that affect families and
inform PARENT ACTION's membership
advocate for policy and appropriation
changes at the local, state, and national
levels that will help strengthen families and
reflect the realities of families' needs

Media relations projects will
update national and local media about issues
of concern to parents, as well as respond to
the media's requests for information
assist state and local parent groups to
communicate effectively with the media

As a division of FRC, PARENT ACTION
can offer its membership
information on parenting issues and on
local resources and support programs
technical services to parents and the public
regarding parenting concerns

PARENT ACTION is based in two loca-
tions: Washington, DC and Chicago, Illinois.
The Washington office is responsible for gov-
ernment relations and the Chicago office will
handle the development of education pro-
grams and membership services. Ongoing
policy and program goals are determined by a
steering committee. The organization is
supported through annual membership dues
of $5, public and private foundation support,
and private donations.

During FRC's national conference in 1986,
Edward Zigler, Director of the Bush Center in
Child Development and Social Policy said ,
"There is a critical need to put together a
broad-based, truly effective advocacy or
lobbying group whose central goals are a
better life for children and families. If all the
family support programs in this nation shared
a common vision, they could eventually be
unified into that potent political force that has
so long been missing."

With the formation of PARENT ACTION,
America's parents can begin to shape that
unified voice and vision of empowerment.

Mary Brandon Is Director, tinnily Resource
Issues for KIDS PEPP (Puhlw Edumtion and
Policy Project), a joint project of the Ounce of
Prevention Fund and Family Foots. Mary was
formerly a staff amistant to U.S. Senator Paul
Simon, superyisine casework on education,
family, and WOMen% issues.
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Family Ministry
in Southern Baptist Churches:

What One Denomination is Doing

by Diana Garland

Family ministry comes in many forms. A
pastor of a large suburban church preaches a
sermon on the responsibility of all adults, not
just parents, for the nurture and care of the
congregation's children. He is preparing his
church for a new cross-generational emphasis
in church programming.

In a small rural community, a church deacon
organizes a network of people within the
church to provide respite care to parents of a
chronically ill child. The parents need time
alone together and with their other children,
and in this way the church demonstrates its
support and carc for a family in crisis.

In another church, a staff member leads a
13-week Sunday night seminar on parentine
skills. In a church-sposored family services
agency, a social worker provides crisis services
for a mother overwhelmed with the responsi-
bilities of single parenting. She involves the
children in a church after-school program,
refers the mother to a Tough love group in the
same church, and works directly with the
entire family in counseling.

Each of these examples represents "family
ministry" s%hich includes any attempt made
by a representative of a church or church
agency to develor and strengthen the relation-
ship bemeen falay members. The family
minister may be a paid staff member of the
church, a professional employed by a church
agency, or a volunteering church member.
Under the rubric of family ministry can be
found a dizzying array of programs and ser-
vices for families. Some arc offered by large
churches and agencies with a sizeable profes-
sionally trained staff; others are offered by
volunteers whose only qualification is their
concern for children and their families.

Denominations vary in their emphases and
in the methods they choose to provide family
ministry. As the largest Protestant denomina-
tion, the Southern Baptist Convention with its
14,0(X),000 members and 37,000 churches
offers a representative display of the kinds of
services that are called family ministry.

reating and Providing
Family Support

As a case manager in an emergency shelter
for homeless families in Louisville, Kentucky,
Donna Trabue works every day with families
in crisis. At the end of her workday. Donna's
involvement with families has only begun
because she also serves as a part-time member
of the staff of Baptist Tabernacle, an inner
city church with an average attendance of 100
persons. Don:la's church staff role is Minister
of Social Work. Baptist Tabernacle provides
traditional social ministries such as a clothing
center, emergency food and financial assist-
ance, and transportation.

The heart of Baptist Tabernacle's n;inistries,
however, are support groups, and Donna
creates and maintains many of those serving
church members and community residents.
There are groups for teen parents, a Tough love
group for parents of troubled and tumbling
adolescents, and a single parents group. Donna
also oversees the Rebound program for com-
munity youth, a Saturday evening program
featuring recreation, informal worship, and
seminars on sexuality and decision making.
Rebound also includes a program called
Straight Talk, in which adolescents learn peer
counseling skills so that they can help one
another.

Donna organizes Lhurch Family Life Em-
phasis programs as well. The most recent pro-
gram included four Sunday evening sessions
on the topic "Supporting Families in Crisis"
with classes for all ages in the church. In addi-
tion to her oversight of program% and groups,
Donna counsels with families who are experi-
encing crisisa runaway child, a suicide
attempt, family violence, unemployment.

In a much larger church in the suburbs of
the same city, Malcolm Mar ler serves full-time
as the Minister of Pastoral Care. His church,
St. Matthews Baptist Church, has 1500 mem-
bers. Malcolm provides counseling to congre-
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gational families in crisis, but he limits this
counseling to an average of two hours each
day. The church has a counseling center, and
Malcolm considers his most critical responsi-
bility is to train and equip church members to
minister to one another and to their commun-
ity. Malcolm heads a "Stephen Ministry"
program, a derivative of a national program
in which church members are involved in 50
hours of pastoral care training. This prepara-
tion enables them to provide support and
counsel to church and community members
the elderly who are restricted to their homes,
the bereaved, the family in crisis.

Malcolm's church also offers the "second
family" program, a non-legal adoption plan
for anyone who wants to have or be an adop-
tive family. For example, single parents can
ask to be "adopted" by older adults who will
provide grandparentine for their children.
Participants sign a "second family covenant"
promising encouragement and acceptance of
one,another as family for a one-year period.
St. Matthews also offers support groups and a
range of services for parents of young adoles-
cents, blended families, unemployed persons,
and families coping with Alzheimer's disease.

Mike Stedham serves as Family Life Minister
of First Baptist Church of Abilene, Texas, a
large church with a separate building housing
its Ministry of Counseling and Enrichment.
Mike supervises the three full-time and seven
part-time staff members of this center. The
staff includes specialists in play therapy, family
therapy, counseling with adolescents, and drug
and alcohol counseling, who provide both
preventive and counseling services.

Like Donna and Malcolm, Mike considers
the heart of his ministry is to provide educa-
tional and support groups for church mem-
bers and community residents. The center
staff is particularly concerned with maintaining
a "strong ministry presence" in the lives of
families in which parents are age 40 and under.
In order to develop and maintain a ministry
relationship with families from the beginning,
the church offers each couple a premarital en-
richment program and a counseling session
for a "1000 mile check-up" sometime during
the first year of marriage.

Mike says, "We have found if you get a
strong enrichment program going in your
church, you won't have as many counseling
cases. Our caseload front the church has gone
down as we have developed the enrichment
ministry." About one-third of the center's
budget comes from the church and the other
two-thirds from counseling and program fees,
gifts, and endowments. Counseling services
are offered on the basis of a sliding fee scale
with a discount to church members.

Mike and his staff also equip lay teams to
provide services such as grief ministry, parent-
ing groups, and support services for those ex-
periencing job transitions. And, in addition to
the work he does in his own church and com-
munity, Mike has served as a consultant to
fifty other churches in his geographic region,



talking with staff members about the needs of
individual families and helping churches to
establish their own family ministry proarams.

Denominational Resources
Despite the varying sizes and locations of

these three churches and the differing profes-
sional backgrounds of their ministers, they
clearly share a common commitment to
family ministry expressed through:

(I) equipping lay church members to
provide needed family support services;

(2) providing self-help, support, and
educational groups that address particular
family developmental needs and the special
circumstances that families face; and

(3) offerina professional family counseling
services to church members and community
residents, either free of charge or on a sliding
fee scale.

These and other churches in the Southern
Baptist Convention are supported in their
ministry by denominational agencies. The
Southern Baptist Convention's Family Minis-
try Department, an arm of the Baptist Sun-

day School Board, produces literature and
provides consultation to state organizations
and local churches. A staff of eighteen pro-
fessional personnel located in Nashv ille,
Tennessee, and a host of contract writers in
helping professions and church leadership
roles across the nation prepare resources for
the Family Ministry Department. Three guar-
terl) journals for parents are published which
contain educational materials: Living with
Presclwolers, l.iving with Children, and Liv-
ing with Teenagers. Recent articles have dealt
svith topics such as "Starting School on the
Right Foot" (preschoolers), "Hosv to 'fell if
your Child is Overstressed" (children), and
"Dealing with Runaways" (teenagers). Many
churches pros ide these journals to their mem-
bers without cost.

In October 1986, the Family Ministry De-
partment released an eleven-session training
program for parents entitled, Parenting by
Grace: Discipline and Spiritual Growth. Fhis

program integrates theological and Biblical
insights about parenting with the knowledge of
the social sciences on the topics of discipline
and physical, emotional, and spiritual devel-
opment. The Department, in cooperation with
local and state Baptist organizations, conducts
training conferences for lay persons and pro-
fessional church leaders across the country.
Through this training network, any church in
the denomination has access to trained leaders
for this and other family life education
programs.

In two years, 9,000 churches have offered
the course Parenting by Grace: Discipline and
Spiritual Growth; more than 75,000 parents
have been involved. The program has been so
successful that a follow-up is currently being
developed. This second program, Parenting
by Grace: Self-Esteem, will contain thirteen
sessions and focus on building self-esteem in
preschoolers, children, and adolescents. The
program also contains considerable content
and guidance for developing parenting net-
works and supportive relationships for chil-
dren with other adults (senior adults, single
adults, other parents) to supplement parents'
roles with their children.

Churches are being encouraged to sec nur-
turing children as the responsibility of the en-
tire church family, and it is hoped that adults
who are not parents themselves will get in-
volved in Parenting by Grace. These parent-
ing programs arc supported by the Baptist
Television Network, which sponsors a monthly
television show entitled, "Ministering to Fami-
lies Today." This show has produced vignettes
which illustrate the principles of discipline and
communicating with children that are taught
in the parenting program; churches can order
these on videotape to use in their parenting
courses.

The Family Ministry Department also pub-
lishes leadership materials for clergy and for
church family ministry committees, such as:
The Church handy Life Committee and keys
to Effective Handy Ministry. The newsletter,
The Family Much, aims to keep fainil
ministers in local churches abreast of av ailable
resource,,
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For research and information purposes, the
Department maintains a computer tiling sys-
tem of articles in professional journals, popu-
lar magazines, and religious periodicals, as
well as newspapers, books, and unpublished
papers which relate to family life. Denomina-
tional employees and church staff members
located all across the country, often in remote
areas, can request a search on particular
topics related to a specific aspect of family life
and subsequently receive a listing of relevant
books and articles, including copies of
materials not readily available to them.

Although family ministry is not the primary
focus of other Southern Baptist agencies, a
variety of denominational offices conduct
programs that have an impact on the lives of
parents and children. The Woman's Missionary
Union, a national organization for women
located in Birmingham, Alabama, trains lay
persons to provide parent education programs
for families in which child abuse has occurred.
They are also developing referral networks
with court systems to support this program.
The Home Mission Board, a national board
of the Southern Baptist Convention with
offices in Atlanta, Georgia, sponsors a variety
of ministries with special population groups.
For example, they provide training for lay
persons to minister to the spouses and chil-
dren of persons in prison.

Southern Baptists also support services to
children and families in crisis; nineteen state
Baptist organizations provide child welfare
services. Beginning as orphans' homes after
the Civil War, services today include residential
care and temporary shelters for children whose
families are in turmoil, residential treatment
for troubled children, foster care, maternity
and adoption services, programs for children
with disabilities, and family counseling. Some
state Baptist organizations are opening region-
al family resource centers that will provide
preventive family services and counseling for
families in crisis. Each state organization
operates autonomously, developing programs
to fit particular needs and situations.

Finally, Southern Baptists are concerned
about families worldwide. In Third World
countries, Baptists support hospitals, agricul-
tural consultants, schools, disaster relief, and
feeding programs.

For additional information about denomin-
ational materials, write the Family Ministry
Department, Baptist Sunday School Board,
127 Ninth Ave. North, Nashville, TN, 37234.

Diana Garland, Ph.D., is Associate Professor
of Social Work at the Carver School of Church
Social if 'ark. She and Diane Pancoast are
currently editing a book entitled Church and
Families (Waco: Word Publishers), which will
provide a theoretical and theological basis for
family ministry and examples of innovative
.lamily ministry programs. Dr. Garland Is a
member of the Family Resource Coalition.

Contact her at: The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, 2825 Lexington Road,
Louisville, KY 40280, 502/897-4607.
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Parent-Child Centers:

by Ann Dunn

Travel brochures beckon tourils to come to
beautiful Vermont. The rugged beauty of the
mountains in contrast with family farms of
rolling meadows and wooded hills make this
countryside the feature attraction of northern
New England to thousands of vacationers
each year. For those of us who live and work
in Vermont and have a commitment to build
our lives and communities here, there is much
more to value and nurture than is evident to
the passing tourist.

Families, roots, and communities are strong
in Vermont. But like many remote areas, the
rural brand of poverty, isolation, and scarcity
of resources makes maintaining that most val-
uable resource the familya precious and
fragile one to preserve. At the same time, one
of our very best Vermont resources is people.
Working together in all kinds of networks,
people are helping one another through crea-
tive programs connecting children and parents
in ways that can strengthen and enhance edu-
cational and supportive opportunities within
the communities themselves. One such effort,
the Lamoille Family Center in Morrisville, is
representative of ten parent-child centers
throughout the state that make up the
Vermont Parent-Child Center Network. These
centers provide support, education, and
information to families with young children in
a community-based grassroots environment.

The Lamoille Family Center (LFC) was
founded twehe years ago by community citi-
zens who believed the county needed a local
resource that could help to prevent child
abuse and neglect through parent education
and support. Local control was an important
issue from the beginning and remains so
today, ensuring local needs and concerns are
addressed. Through a host of programs pro-
viding a continuum of services prebirth
through age 18, children and parents arc
helped to an awareness of the possibilities for
healthier relationships and positive family lives.

The philosophy behind the Family Center is
simple: a belief that being a parent, no matter
what one's income or education, is difficult
and often isolating; that parents need educa-
tion and deserve to have information about
child care and development readily available;
and that parents can both learn from and
support each other as they grow along with
their children.

Serving the increasing needs of a rural county
of thirteen towns, I.FC has established a cen-
trally located agency, housed in a homelike
setting, out of which programs and services
radiate to local communities. l.ike the other
nine parent-child centers throughout the state,
the Family anter provides a particular focus
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on services prebirth to age three. Additional
programs reflect and address the unique char-
acteristics, resources, and needs of families in
the local community. LFC currently serves an
average of 450 family members each month.

Center Programs and Services

The staff and board of the Lamoille Family
Center believe that it is important to be seen
as a resource for any family with children in
our county. As a result, many of the programs
offered through the center are not qualified
by risk, abuse, or neglect, but are primary pre-
vention programs. Two of these are Home-
town Playgroups and the Parent-to-Parent
Program.

Hometown Playgroups provide weekly,
center-based playgroups in three communities
for 95 preschool-age children and : ,eir care-
givers to enjoy quality playtime together. Not
only do the children benefit from develop-
mentally appropriate activities and socializa-
tion opportunities, but parents have a contin-
uing reason to get out and be with other
adults, and to meet and become friends with
other parents from their community.

Parent-to-Parent also provides a nrirnary
prevention approach to new parents who are
contacted in the maternity unit at the local
community hospital, in childbirth education
classes, or through local public health nurses.
Parent-to-Parent invites pnrents with new
babies and toddlers to regular parenting
groups and/or to receive weekly homevisits by
another parent who is trained and supervised
to be a supportive resource.

Of course, specialized programs also exist
as early intervention services to families. Our
In-Home Parent Educator provides intensive
homevisiting to families where abuse or neglect
has been documented. Family Center Play-
groups provide activities in a licensed facilit
to twenty children who are at risk for devel-
opmental delays or who may be living in at-
risk situations. A new grant will also enable
the Family Center, in collaboration with the
Early Essential Education staff of both school
districts in the county, to provide weekly
homevisits and f)laygroups to children and
their parents who arc not eligible for EEE ser-
vices but who have special needs.

Other early intervention programs include
LINK Lamoille Interagency Network for
Kidsand the Family Mediation Program.
LINK was designed by an Interagency Advis-
ory Board which oversees the ITC staff as
they provide case coordination, family aswss-

ment, and resource and rtferral to families
with unmanageable adolescents.

Family Mediation that takes place between
parents and their 12-18 year old children is a
key resource for most of these families. Trained
community volunteers work in teams of two
under the supervision of a skilled mediation
program coordinator to help families resolve
issues and improve their relationships. LFC
also works in local schools teaching mediation
skills to students and staff.

Listening Partners, a federally funded
research project of the University of Vermont,
has also been a vital part of our services for the
past two years. Hosted by the Family Center,
Listening Partners is developing a model for
reaching out to voiceless, powerless women
and their young children. Based on the work
of Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule,
Pibmen's Ways of Knowing (Basic Books,
1986), the project seeks to help isolated
women discover the power of their own
minds, to begin to view themselves and their
children as individuals with their own
thoughts and ideas, and having the ability to
solve problems and make decisions.

Other services at thc Center include Lamoille
County Friends, a big sister/bia brother type
of program, and a host of peer support groups.
Parenting courses are offered reeularly along
with workshops on topics of interest to
fantilies.

NI aking it Work
Tying such an array of services together,

given the financial constraints that all small
agencies live with, requires attention to some
very specific elements. One of the most
important of these is collaboration. Many of
the programs now available at the Family
Center are the direct result of collaborative
efforts involving numerous community and
agency people. Focusing on our common
interests rather than on our differences has
resulted in co-grant writing, the development
of mutually beneficial contracts, the creation
of nes% resources that benefit many area
agencies, and the creation of a positive feeling
of direction and professional support within
human services throughout Lamoille County.

Strong local networks have not only im-
proved the delivery of existing services but
certainly generated a feeling of pride and spirit
within the county. A particularly exciting out-
come of this collaborative spirit is a highly
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successful community effort to create inter-
generational services with a developmental
focus by bringing together the services of the
Family Center, a day care center for the frail
elderly, and a newly developed childcare center
all on one site.

Another element for success is paying close
attention to public relations locally. Letting
the community knov, as often as possible what
we're doing, being in thc papers every week,
and talking with local legislators are all shal
components in maintaining a high profile. A
positive, upbeat image as a supportive resource
helps to make people feel comfortable about
coming to the Center.

Creativity in providing decentralized services
is another critical element in rural areas like
Lamoille County. Transportation is not the
only issue here. There is a real need to meet
people as close to home as possible because it
feels right and is connected to their sense of
community.

As with so many grassroots resource: the
Lamoille Family Center does a lot with a small
budget thanks to the support and involvement
of many community volunteers and a skilled,
dedicated staff. Of the $200,000 budget for
1988-89 only 12.5 percent comes from direct
state support through an appropriation from
the legislature. All other monies come through
grant writing, contracts developed with state
agencies for services, local support from area
towns, and private donors. Less than one
percent comes from client fees.

Vermonters pride themselves on self-reliance
and hard work. They are used to adversity and
have a good deal of experience in making the
best of tough times. The times have certainly
been tough for families and there is much yet
to be done in developing adequate support for
programs that can make a difference. The
commitment of the state legislature to parent-
child centers is a good start, and the amount
of service made possible through centers like
Lamoille is posserful testament to the commit-
ment of local communities. It is in this spirit
that the Lamoille Family Center and parent-
child centers throughout the state will con-
tinue to sork to create a strong, coordinated
system of services for families with young
children.

Ann Dunn has been Executive Director itt the
C'enter .Thr two and u hall years.

Prior to that tone, she was a consultant to a
tnental hafith agency and developed comminute-
based progranzs. C'ontact her at tlw Lmninlle
Family Center, PO Pox 274,Morri.xille, ti
0566/, 802/888-5229.

Is a memlwr ol the Family Resource
C'oahtion.

by Ted J. Mable

The State of Vermont's Parent-Child Center
initiative is in its seccnd year. It began as a
partnership between eight family supp-rt
prorrams that offered similar services to
families in ten of the fourteen counties of the
state. While each center program remains
unique, the primary emphasis is on serving
the pre-birth to age three population. Services
consist o combination of core programs
which include: child care, parent education,
parent-swport groups, drop-'n programs, play
groups, home-based services, resource and
referral, and community development.

Rather than lobbying local legislators
separately to obtain state funding for their
individual programs, the eight directors
combined their efforts during the 1987
legislative session and formed the Parent-
Child Association Network.

Under the leadership of the director of the
Addison County Parent-Child Centerthe
"flagship" and model for other programs
throughout the statethe Network was
successful in obtaining an appropriation of
$360,000 from the Vermont Legislature to
support the development and maintenance
of their parent-child centers. Having monies
designated as a line item in the state budget
is unique and critical to this state initiative.

The purpose of the state funding is to

provide prevention and individualized
early intervention services to parents of
children pre-birth to age three
iirovide services to decrease social,
efnotional, and educational hardships
assoclated with a lack of early
intervention and support
decrease the cost of later specialized
services.

Parent-child center programs have attracted
a wide variety of people with many different
needs. Mor,: than three of every four persons
using the centers are female with an average
age of 22 years. A majority (60 percent) have
graduated front high school and nearly half
(47 percent) are not employed. The primary
reason families seek out parent-child center
services is to ot-rain training and support in
parenting skills.

The responsibility for administering the
parent-child center appropriation was assigned
to the Vermont Agency of Human Services'
(AHS) !laming Division. Its director works
ss ith the Parent-Child Center N.;twork to:

I. Clarify the role of parent-child centers
in the social service delivery system. Because
the center concept is relatively new, it will be
important in the future to explain their mission
in order to obtain local community support to
fund a center that addresses the needs of all
children and families.
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2. Develop comprehensive services by
maximizing the resources of the State General
Fund appropriation. The FY87 appropriation
of $360,000 was distributed to the eight centers
on a formula basis. Approximately one-third
of the appropriation was spent on administra-
tive costs (e.g., salaries, rent, telephone, and
supplies), and the remaining two-thirds was
used to develop one or more of the program
areas offered by the centers. Presently, AHS
is working with the Network to develop a
peer-program evaluation system. Their plan-
ning addresses community priorities so that
future General Fund Grants would help each
center offer services in the eight core program
areas.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness cf parent-child
centers. As services are still being developed, it
is an appropriate time for the Network, with
assistance from the AHS Planning Division, to
design an evaluation system that would system-
atically measure the effectiveness of the centers'
services, and identify the resources required to
carry out such an evaluation. Apple Computer,
Inc. donated both equipment and staff training
time to each center to help achieve this goal
of standardized reporting to the state.

The Future of Parent-Child Centers
in Vermont

There arc many organizations in the state
providing services to children and their fami-
lies (e.g., schools, YMCAs, youth service
bureaus, child care centers) which address a
specific problem or need of a child and/or
family. In contrast, parent-child centers are
unique in that they provide a wide range of
prevention services to the entire family, espe-
cially families with children under the age of
three years. Their ability to deliver prevention
services to these families may provide the state
with a rare opportunity to minimize parent-
child crises (such as child abuse and neglect)
and to maximize overall family independence.

In the 1988 legislative session, the Legislature
added $50,000 to extend parent-child center
services into tee o more counties. It is hoped
that se ithin one or two years increased
appropriations will assure a center can be
designated for each of the fourteen counties
in the state. The Agency of Human Services
ens isions that the parent-child centers will
become the public/private partner to assist
AHS in the development of community-based
programs to meet the needs of all families in
the local community.

Ted J. Mal* is Director of Planning for die
l'ermont Agency of Human Services. A cope of
an AHS report entitled Parent-Child Centers in
Vermont, 1988 cun be obtained by contacting:
Ted J. Mable, Director of Planning, 103 S. Main
St., ilaterbury, 05676, 802/241-222Z

Mr. Mahle is a member of the Family Resource
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Preventing the First Pregnancy:
A New Role for Teen Parent Programs
I Saundra Lightfoot

For more than six years, The Ounce of Pre-
vention Fund has served thousands of Illinois
families with a wide range of support programs.
We have learned a great deal about family
support and teen pregnancy along the way.

The Ounce began its work in 1982 with the
goal of promoting positive change in individu-
als, families, and communities in order to pre-
vent problems that lead to repeated cycles of
family dysfunction. The problems go along
with poverty and chronic welfare dependency
and include child abuse and neglect, low birth-
weight babies, delayed development in chil-
dren, and teenage pregnancy.

Using a combination of private and public
funds to design, implement, and monitor family
support programs, the goal remains the same
today. Our first models were in six Illinois
communities where families were considered
at risk for developing the problems we hoped
to prevent. By 1983, we were directing
twenty-two additional community-based pro-
grams for adolescent parents whose own youth
put their children at special risk of being
neglected and abused. The following year, we
funded fourteen new programs for the specific
purpose of reducing the number of first-time
pregnancies.

We still believe that helping teen parents and
other families give their children a healthy start
is essential to promoting positive change. But
in the past few years, we have put increased
emphasis on primary pregnancy prevention
programs. Today, almost 85 percent of the
100,000 Illinois residents we serve are taking
part in Ounce-funded programs to prevent
first pregnancies.

The Trend of the '80s
Our move into teen pregnancy prevention

programs that include younger children reflects
a national trend. We recently spoke with Sharon
Rodine, director of the National Organization
on Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting
(NOAPP), a membership-based network of
service professionals and government officials.
She said that in the last few years service
providers, policy makers, funders, and the
general public have come to realize that we've
been doing too little too late to prevent teen
pregnancies. Rodinc also said there is a grow-
ing awareness around the country that suc-
cessful long-term prevention starts early, and
that programs are beginning to focus on atid-
dle, elementary, and even preschool children.

The Ounce began to consider ways to reach
younger children and preteens as we monitored
our support groups for adolescent parents.
Teen parents told us their younger brothers
and sisters wanted to be part of a group that
was as caring as the one their older siblings
belonged to.

Those requests made us look at our program
possibilities. We realized that young people

were maturing earlier than in the pastthat
girls of today reach puberty at the average age
of 11 years, and that boys and girls are facing
decisions and peer pressure at an earlier age
than they did a generation ago. In addition,
child development specialists on our staff
noted that the end of the 6-11 year old latency
period was a good time to talk about sexuality
with children as they begin to face the issues
on a personal level.

Learning from Models
As we started to design primary pregnancy

prevention programs, we dress on our experi-
ence ssith family support and teen parent
groups. In 1983, five research associates began
gathering qualitative data from our demonstra-
tion programs around the state. These programs
varied in location, the types of agencies in
which the programs operated, and the partici-
pants' racial and cultural backgrounds. How-
ever, when we sat down to analyze what par-
ticipants and staff had told us, we discovered
some common elements in all the responses.

We found, for instance, that positive change
grew out of a helping relationship. Staff told
us they didn't feel like teachers; that they were,
instead, creating opportunities for growth. Some
participants had learned to withdraw from re-
lationships as a defense against chronic disap-
pointment. Group facilitators often spent
hours, weeks, and sometimes months, helping
young women develop trust in the program.

The critical importance of relationships was
underscored by an OPF study funded by the
Woods Charitable Fund in the fall of 1987. The
final report, appropriately titled "A Room
Full of your Sisters," consisted of in-depth
follow-up interviews with twenty-four former
participants of' programs the Ounce adminis-
tered for Illinois's Parents Too Soon initiative.
Several of the women taking part in the study
used family terms to describe the OPF/PTS
experience. One participant said, "It lets you
know you're not alone.... It's like a room
full of your sisters." Another described the
program "like a home away from home. You
have sisters and then you have like a mother,
godmother, watching over you...."

Beginning a Helping Relationship
Our earlier programs showed us that rela-

tionships leading to positive change enable
participants to help themselves. Enablement is
a key concept that Yvonne Jeffries, an Ounce
consultant, stresses in home visitor training
sessions. She urges service providers to avoid
the "home visiting quicksand" that comes
from "overidentifying, rescuing, and promising
more than can be delivered." Jeffries explains
our enabling philosophy as the "bag" in the
serice provider's bag of tricks.

Though the thirty-one primary pregnancy
prevention programs funded by the Ounce use
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Junior high boys discuss their changing
bodies as part of the primary prevention
program at Family FocusLawndale in
Chicago.

varied strategies to meet their communities'
needs, all the programs emphasize the helping
relationship. Other insights we gained from
our experience with parent support groups
have led us to suggest that primary pregnancy
prevention programs must:

Address total needs. Wc learned from our
young mothers that giving out information
about contraceptives was not enough to pre-
vent second pregnancies. In the words of Joy
Dryfoos, a member of our national advisory
committee, "A young woman needs both the
capacity and desire to prevent early childbear-
ing. She must feel that having a baby when
she is very young will produce negative conse-
quences that affect her own life. She must feel
there are possibilities for her that childbearing
ss ill put out of Irr reach."

The first st 5 in giving young teens expecta-
tions for the future is to enable them to feel
important. Parent support groups celebrate
es ery achievement from avoiding a second
pregnancy to earning a high school diploma.
The same principle guides primary prevention
programs. For instance, a "Do You Know
How Good You Are?" assembly at Cuba
Junior-Senior High School in central Illinois
made a point of recognizing students who
needed a pat on the back. One award went
to a boy who had a "friendly hello."

Presenting options for the future is :Aso im-
portant. For many participants, the world be-
yond their immediate neighborhood exists only
on TV. Trips to sports and musical events,
picnics, and tours of local businesses open



V Peer Power members from Chopin School
perform at a Prevention Showcase, part of
the Chicago Public Schools' primary
prevention for girls.

participants' eyes to the opportunities that can
be available to them.

Aim for long-term involvement. Our experi-
ence with pregnant and parenting teens teaches
us that programs must offer sustained sup-
port; our typical teen parent groups engage
mothers for a tvs o-year period.

One highly regarded primary pregnancy pre-
vention program reaches boys and girls as
young as six. Exeie Seifer is area director of the
Chicago Commons' Mile Square Community
Center in the Henry Horner public housing
development. Seifer believes that helping chil-
dren with homessork and offering recrerdion
in an after-school program builds a trusting
relationship so that several years later, tile
child and parent trust staff ss hen they talk
about responsible sexual behavior.

Involve the commtmity. The most successful
parent support groups in Illinois have drawn
broad community support. In Granite City,
the Variety Club of nearby St. Louis donated a
van that transports parents from a widespread
arca to weekly support meetings. In Spring-
field, three churches donate space, transporta-
tion, and food for teen parent support
groups. Cooperation of this kind educates the
community about teen parent programs and
lets participants knoss that people care about
t hem.

Many primary pregnancy prevention pro-
jects reach broad segments of the community.
f-specially notable is the annual Salute to Ieens
week in Moline and nearby cities vs hich in-
volves direct participation for I.5,()0) students,

parents, and other community members.
Mayors' proclamations, tie-ins svith local busi-
nesses, and media coverage drum up commu-
nity-wide support for programs that celebrate
teens and help to prevent teen pregnancy,
drug abuse, and similar problems.

Reach the participants' families. The Ounce
is grounded in a prevention approach that re-
cognizes and builds on the strengths of fami-
lies. Visiting a pregnant or parenting teen in
her home, we try to win the family's support
as well as gain a better understanding of the
participant and her family's cultural back-
ground. We encourage teen parents to plan
holiday dinners and other communal events
for their families that reflect and affirm the
family's history and culture.

Provide a range of services. We learned in
our earliest family support demonstration
programs that we would need many strategies
to reach our goal of promoting change. In
on-going primary pregnancy prevention pro-
grams, such as Peer Power in the Chicago
Public Schools, we offer 6th, 7th, and 8th
graders a variety of activities that include-act-
ing in plays, learning to sew, and playing a
musical instrument.

The most comprehensive prevention pro-
gram under the Ounce umbrella is the Center
for Successful Chld Development (CSCD),
co-sponsored by the Chicago Urban League.
Families from six buildings of the Robert
Taylor Homes public housing development on
Chicago's south side are taking part in a de-
monstration program to provide continuous
service to children who will enter the Bee-
thoven Elementary School. Services at CSCD
include family advocates who make home
isits; a family drop-in center; Head Start;

special programs for teen mothers; and health
care for pregnant women and their young
children.

It is our hope that CSCD can help to give
children a strong start that will lead to school
success and expectations for a bright future.
As our experience tells us, that kind of hope
is the best safeguard against adolescent
pregnancy.

Examples of Primary Pregnancy
Prevention Programs

School-Based (Chicago public school sys-
tem/junior high). The Ounce of Prevention
Fund initiated the School-Age Pregnancy Pre-
vention Program (SAPP) in 1984. Designed to
provide information, support, and resources
for young adolescents considered at-risk for
early pregnancy, the strategy is to enhance the
teens' self-esteem and ability to make positive
decisions. Peer Power for girls and ADAM
(Awareness and Development for Adolescent
Males) nosy reach 700 boys and girls in eigh-
teen schools. SAPP also sponsors junior and
senior Prevention lairs where organizations
pros ide information on health and communi-
ty serv ices.
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Health-based. (Health clinics in three Chi-
cago High Schools). Toward Teen Health is a
comprehensive school-based program admin-
istered by The Ounce of Prevention Fund
helping adolescents attain and maintain
wellness.

Open five days a week during school hours,
each clinic has a fully stalled medical facility.
Parents must give their consent for a student
to receive any service (except emergency care)
such as: sports and routine physicals; immuni-
zations; pregnancy testing; prenatal, and post-
partum examinations; counseling on family
planning (including pregnancy prevention
methods and abstinence); dispensing birth
control devices; and professional counseling
for nutrition, mental health, sexuality,
substance abuse, and family and personal
relationship issues.

Church-Based. The McHenry Youth Service
Bureau (YSB) has developed primary preven-
tion services in elementary and high schools,
as well as churches providing programs that
educate and train parents, teachers, and other
significant adults in primary prevention issues.

Their church-based model called OCTOPUS
(Open Communication Regarding Teenagers
or Parents Understanding of Sexuality) pro-
vides a forum for family discussion in a
church setting to improve communication
skills, convey factual information, and
cultivate the decision-making process.

Community-Based. The Lawndale Family
Focus Drop-in Center is one of six commun-
ity-based centers administered by Family
Focus, Inc. Operating since 1983, the Lawn-
dale center serves an economically deprived
community with a high rate ot' infant mortal-
ity, teenage pregnancy, early school drop-out,
substance abuse, and unemployment.

Lawndale has developed comprehensive ser-
vices to meet the needs of pregnant and par-
enting teens, in addition to an expanding pri-
mary prevention program for non-parenting
youth in 5th through 12th grades.

The junior high youth participate in a variety
of afterschool activities that include tutoring,
arts and crafts, modern dance, sports, field
trips, and weekly group sessions. The goal is
to enhance family functioning and communi-
cation and promote sexual abstinence and
responsibility among participants; home visits
are an essential part of the program.

.Sain.dra Lightfoot, clinic manager fOr The
Ounce of Prevention hind's Toward Teen Health
program, was formerly a primary preivntion
program specialist in the Ounce's Parents Tho
Soon Program.

The author wishes to thank Dr. Judith Musick,
Portia Kennel, and Carol Brusslan for ideas
incorporated into this article.

For .further information about The Ounce of
Prevention hind and its program.s, contact their
offims at 188 14: Randolph St.. Suite 2200,
Chicago, IL 60601, 312/853-6080.

The Ounce of Prevention is a member of the
tanitly Resource Coalition.
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"We just have a chat and a cuppa tea
when the mums come in. It's what they really
need, then, isn't itsomeone to listen?"

This typically British understatement belies
the fact that there is a substantial family sup-
port movement emerging in Great Britain. It
is evident in the increasing number of pro-
grams that recognize the needs of all parents
for support and encouragement in their role
as nurturers. These programs address a wide
range of parents' needs. They are located in a
variety of settings. They involve professional
staff front many disciplines as well as parent
volunteers. Taken as a whole, they call to
mind the "quiet revolution" that occurred in
the United States in the late l970s.

In Britain there is an assumption that "up-
bringing is a private matter," and this belief
forms the basis of national policy regarding
families. For example, Britain provides fami-
lies with financial allowances for every child
ostensibly to allow one parent to be at home
full-time. Because it's assumed that women
will care for children at home, Britain offers
day care facilities for less than 2 percent of all
the young children under five years of age. To
a much greater extent than in the United
States, there is the expectation that child rear-
ing will be managed completely within

Modern Britain, however, is a multi-cultural,
multi-racial society that presents many chal-
lenges to this idea of family privacy and self-
sufficiency. With a population of 55 million
(6.4 percent are under five years of age),
Britain has much of the same geographic,
social, and economic diversity as the United
States. Successful British family support pro-
grams reflect this diversity.

During my recent year-long stay in Britain, I
was most excited by the possibilities for family
support initiatives within the extensive social
support system and the National Health Ser-
vice (NHS). Local governments in the Liver-
pool area, for example, sponsor a variety of
family support activities. One program, Par-
ent School Partnership, provides space and
staff for family support activities in thc city's
nursery schools. These small centers arc be-
coming parents' first link with the formal ed-
ucation system. Their location within the
school building also allows for a natural inter-
change of skills and information between
teat.hers and family support staff.

Another local government program, The
Under Fives Centre in the small city of Sea-
combe, has gone beyond its mandate to sers e
families who arc at risk for abuse by redefin-
ing itself as a resource for all parents in the
COITIMIlnity. It began by enlisting public and
private child care programs in a collectke ef-
fort to identify and respond to families' devel-
opmental needs. It promoted a philosophy of
support for parents and facilitated the sharing
of staff, training resources, and organirational
skills needed to implement the philosophy.

Currently this consortium provides a range
or support and education activities as basic
entitlements. In addition to drop-in sessions
and parent-child activities, these entitlements
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include a group for parents who care for hand-
icapped and chronically ill children at home
(complete with transportation and trained
caregivers for the children); a group for
unemployed men who are primary caregivers
for their young children; and a group for par-
c:nts who have adopted hi-racial children.

The University of Nottingham Hospital's
pediatric unit demonstrates how the family
support philosophy can be integrated into the
NHS. This unit goes beyond the national
mandate that hospitals must provide accom-
modations for parents who want to stay with
their sick children and considers family mem-
bers as an essential part of the hospital pro-
gram. Traditional staffing patterns have been
adapted to respond to the presence and par-
ticipation of family members, including
a decrease in the number of nurses and the
creation or a new staff position for develop-
mental work with families. Hospital protocol
has been revised allowing many levels of par-
ent involvemcnt from bathing children to
administering medication. Alterations in the
physical plant also support parents' participa-
tion by providing cooking and laundry facili-
ties and space for siblings to play.

Nottingham has demonstrated that the con-
cept of parents working in partnership with
professional staff can be successfully trans-
lated into routine operating poky. And per-
haps more importantly, it has begun to define
the potential in parents and in members of the
health care team for mutually enhancing their
respective roles.

Also within the NHS, a major shift in focm
has occurred in the role of the I lealth Visitor,
a specially trained nurse who regularly visits
a// families with babies under one year of age.
Until recently, the Health Visitor came as an

1
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Mum and children
on their way to a play
group in the village
of Greasby, Northern
England.

"expert" to monitor the baby's growth and
development; current training for Health Visi-
tors emphasizes their role vis-a-vis parents.
Although work with babies at risk for abuse
remains a priot::y. Health Visitors in many
parts of Britain arc establishing parent-infant
groups and working more closely with pro-
grams such as The Under Fives Centre and
Nottingham Hospital as a way of addressing
the needs of a greater number of parents.

Viewed from my perspective as consultant
and trainer, I was surprised at how little em-
phasis these and other successful British pro-
grams place on conceptualizing their work.
They attribute their use of an informal style
of working with parents to intuition and com-
mon sense, rarely differentiating that style
front the specialized techniques they use or
from the knowledge base they've developed.

Despite the lack of a conceptual base, the
family support movement in Britain is more
than "just a chat and a cuppa tea." It has
made practical advancm in restoring parents'
rights to participate fully in public programs
for young children. These advances, while still
small in number, are changing the power rela-
tionships between parents and professionals
and have implications for families on both
sides of the Atlantic.

Catheritw Harvey, .1/.514: i.s vice-prestdent of
Philadelphia Parenting .4ssociates,PEKs. She
conducts workshops, seminars, and program
elewlopment services for hospitals ana social
agencies as well as employee as.ststance and hild
(wry progratn.s. Ms. Harvey ts a founding member
of the himily Resource Coalition.

for more information about public and private
programs in Britain and other European
muntries, contact her at NIA, 127 Birch Avenue.
Bala Cynwyd. P.1 /9004. 2/5/668-86/n.



by Robert W Chamberlin, M.D.

Similar shifts in family composition and
function as well as changes in the economy are
taking place in the United States and Western
Europe. Response to these changes has been
very different, however. In this country, instead
of a coordinated, comprehensive, non-deficit
oriented, community-wide approach, ours is
fragmented with a drop-in center here, a home
visitors program there, and an occasional
company that has been willing to include paid
pregnancy and child care leave as a benefit.

Since most of these countries do better than
we in preventing low birth-weight babies and
developmentally impaired children, I was curi-
ous to see how they organized and coordinated
their health and social services. The opportuni-
ty to do this was provided by a World Health
Organization fellowship which allowed me to
spend six weeks visiting three Scandinavian
countries (Denmark, Finland, and Sweden).
Here is what 1 found.

Basic Benefits Provided
Income and Joh Protection
These include universal sickness, disability,

and unemployment insurance; basic and sup-
plemental retirement pensions; free tuition for
academic and vocational training; and job re-
training and assistance with relocation for those
displaced from jobs by a changing economy.

Mothers has e up to a year of paid maternity
leave and the benefit can be split between
mother and lather in Sweden. Mothers of
young children have the option o taking
longer unpaid lease, or working six hours a day
until the youngest child reaches six years of age.

Financial Assistance
A yearly cash allowance is pros ided for each

child up to age 16; additional amounts are
added if a child is handicapped, a parent is
single, or there are rise or more children in
thc

For dis orced mothers, child support is
provided by the local cmninunity 55 ilia then
assumes the responsibility of collecting from
the father.

Promoting Healthy Families and Children
in Scandinavia

Subsidized housing is provided for low
income families and temporary living quarters
are made available for up to a year to mothers
with young children leaving an unstable living
condition. This is one of the only programs
that is means tested.

Preventive and Sick Care Services
In all these countries, a nationwide network

of maternal child health services is provided in
neighborhood health centers and/or through
home visiting nurses. Content includes parent
education and counseling, immunization,
monitoring of growth and development, pre-
ventive dental care, prenatal and postnatal
care, and family planning. Free primary health
care includes outpatient visits, x-rays and
laboratory tests, prescribed pharmaceuticals,
and transportation to and from rural areas to
the centers. A nominal fee of $7-8 per day is
paid by the patient for in-patient hospital care.

Programs for Children and Youth
There is a neighborhood network of high

quality subsidized day care and preschool pro-
grams available on a priority basis for work-
ing mothers, full-time students, single parents,
and for children in need of special services
because of handicaps, developmental delays
and/or stressful living conditions. Center pro-
grams are neighborhood-based and directed by
teachers with three years' training in early
childhood education. Roughly one-third of
the cost is provided by the federal government,
one-third by the local government, and one-
third by the parents. There are few, if any day
care programs in business settings; it's believed
that children should get to know other neigh-
borhood children who they will eventually
join at school.

Family day care mothers receive short-term
training, are provided educational materials,
and are limited to having no more than four
children in their care at any one time including
their own. Their programs are monitored for
health, safety, and educational content.

After-school programs for children 7-10
are usually available in center-based day care
settings. Youth clubs run by the municipal
ecreation department are available for older

children and include instruction in bike and
car repair, sports, music and dance, and crafts.

Parent Drop-in Centers
In Sweden, there is also an extensise

network of "open day care centers" where
non-working mothers in the area can drop by
for coffee or participate in scheduled activities
while their children are cared for nearby. -lhe
centers have been especially helpful in breaking
down the isolation of new ly arrived immigrants
front places such as Furkey, Bangladesh, or
even neighboring Finland.

1 I q

Other Family Support Services
Local or county social service departments

provide family and child counseling services
as well as trained "home helps" to assist with
household and child care in times of family
crisis. Low income mothers with stressful
living circumstances are provided one or two
weeks of paid vacation at a local resort with
or without their children.

When asked how they can justify spending
so much money on human services, providers
and consumers are likely to respond with one
or more of the following statements: Families
should not be penalized economically for hav-
ing children; high quality services should be
accessible to all community residents regardless
of the type of problem, geographical location,
or income level; and a major emphasis should
be on prevention.

Costs and Benefits
Benefits are largely paid for by local, county,

and federal taxes with some user fees added.
The average middle class family pays about
50 percent of its income in taxes. The econo-
mies of these countries are based on a pre-
dominantly free enterprise system in which
85-95 percent of companies are privately
owned and, according to recent articles in the
Wall Street Journal, are thriving. In spite of
the taxes, citizens of these countries enjoy
some of the highest standards of living in the
Western world.

When compared to the United States, all
these countries have significantly lower rates
for births of low-weight babies, perinatal and
infant mortality, induced abortion, adolescent
pregnancy, and child abuse. That these low
rates are not artifacts related to the differences
in size and ethnic diversity is apparcnt when
one sees that they arc also lower than the rates
of small ethnically homogeneous states like
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.

While it is unlikely that the United States
will ever adopt such an extensive system of
benefits, we can learn from etese countries
about what basic services are necessary to
achieve these results and how programs can
be coordinated on a community-wide basis.

Dr. Robert Chamberlin is the Medical Director
of the Child Development Program for the
Bureau of Special Medical Services, DiviAion of
Public Health in the State of New Hampshire. lie
mcently organized u ivnference on "Community-
wide Approaches to Promoting the Health and
Developtnent of Families and Children." Tine
published proceedings of thi.s conference will he
available after October 1988. Dr. Chamberlin is
a member of the Family Resource Coalition.

Contact him at: Bureau of Special Medical
Service8, 6 Hazen Drtve, #8282, Concord, NI1
03301, 603/271.4495.
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Wisconsin
Community

Forums
Focus

on
Families

by Carol Huber

It is mid-morning of a crisp March day.
Inside their rural courthouse, twenty people,
coffee cups in hands, eagerly discuss the plight
of a young couple expectina their first child.
This is not coffee break gossip. Rather thc
group of parents, nurses, teachers, corrections
officer, minister, mental health worker, child
care provider, physician assistant, and local
newspaper reporter arc suggesting the kinds of
services that the young couple will need in
preparing for childbirth*and parenting. The
group leader encourages the discussion by ask-
ing questions: Where is parenting taught?
What options are available to a young couple
without health insurance? Who receives pre-
natal home visits from the public health nurse?
Who makes referrals to pt blic health?

Most of those attending are health and
human service professionals who work in the
area. Others are ordinary citizens who wear
no special hat but are concerned about families
in their community and curious about this
widely advertised public meeting. The Center
for Public Representation (('PR) in Madison,
Wisconsin is sponsoring this forum as part of
its community-based Maternal and Child
Health Project. The purpose is to enhance
awareness about family health issues, identify
and address needs, and bring local concerns
to the attention of state policymakers.

These community representatis es are engaged
in a simple but important information sharing
exercise. Their discussions raise issues and
problems related to education, community
support, and material needs; all of these are
listed on newsprint taped to the walls. It be-
comes obvious that the resources available to
families in this community are greater than
many in attendance first thought, but the
group agrees there are critical gaps in the
system.

At the other end of the large assembly room
another group is immersed in lively discussion
about the need for high quality nutrition for
moms-to-be. Several participants are aware of
a rural health clinic in the area that offers the
WIC program but note there arc long ssaiting
lists for services. The facilitator clarifies that
pregnant women are top priority for WIC. A
minister in the group is intrigued; he didn't
know there was a program providing food
and nutrition education in the county. Per-
haps his congregation can help alleviate the
waiting list problem with a special collection.
His offer is sincere. This is a program he'll
refer people to in the future.

Seventeen similar Maternal and Child Health
forums were held in twelve Wisconsin com-
munities during 1985-86, and CPR asked the
same question at each one. What are the most
important needs or issues facing families in
this community? The overwhelming response
was that families wanted help with parenting
skills and strengthening the family unit. Both
parents and human service professionals
pointed to the lack cf community-based parent
education and information programs.

Other priority issues were the lack of eco-
nomic resources and access to health care,
family violence, substance abuse, teen preg-
nancy prevention, and the need for more child
care resources.

Although the format differed from place to
place, depending on the wishes of local plan-
ning committees, the essential elements for all
forums were a needs identifieation exercise
and workshops on maternal and child health
issues. Workshop topics included parenting,
adolescents, health care financing, child care,
genetics, and coalition building.

As a result of the forums, family-focused
community coalitions developed or were
strengthened in six counties. These coalitions
functioned as information exchanges, catalysts
for needed services, and continuing forums
for discussion of family issues. Several coali-
tions engaged in joint fundraising to meet
needs identified as a result of the forums or
took other cooperatise steps. But the most
significant accompkhnient of these grassroots
groups has been on-going communication,
identification o' agencies and individuals
interested in families, and heightened sensi-
tivity to the needs of families.

This project resulted from cooperative
efforts on the part of the Wisconsin Maternal
and Child Health Coalition, the Wisconsin
Division of I lealth, and the Center for Public
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Representation. In 1983, these organizations
recognized that despite a great deal of interest
and discussion at the state level about design,
availability, and coordination of services, an
essential perspectivethat of local communi-
tieswas missing. The Center for Public
Representation adapted the community forum
model to provide that perspective. The project
was funded by the U.S. Public Health Service,
foundation grants, and the resources of CPR.

Problems identified by forum attendees
were widely reported in each community, and
appropriate statewide agencies were notified
in order to facilitate a match of needs and
resources. Issues with a legal aspect and those
related to health care financing and access
were further explored by CPR staff, often
working with the state Division of Health or
Bureau for Children with Physical Needs.
Other members of the Wisconsin Maternal
and Child Health Coalition incorporated the
forum findings in their own priorities.

e Center for Public Representation is aTh

not-for-profit, public interest law firm engaged
in demystifying the law, serving un- or under-
represented groups, and providing training
and information for the legal profession and
consumers. The C'enter has focused on critical
issues for families through a number of pro-
jects including the Wisconsin Children's Audit
Project, the Community Based Maternal and
Child Health Project, and the Project on
Families in the Changing Health Care Market-
place. The Project staff included Carol Huber,
Director: Gay M. Gross, MPA; and Catherine
I.. Gaylord, J.D. Ms. Gross was the primary
liaison with the local communities.

'Further information regarding the Center
or the Project are available from the Center
for Public Representation, 520 University
Avenue, Madison, WI 53703, 608/251-4008.
Although federal funding for the Project
has ended, CPR hopes community family
forums will cominue to be convened in other
localities. To help communities plan and
organize their forums, the Project prepared
a detailed workbook describing data collec-
tion, needs assessment tools, step-by-step
guides, etc. Active Communities/ Healthy
Families is available for $9 from C'PR at the
above address. Please allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery.



The FRC Report will publish part two of this article in the next issue

States and Families:
A New Window of
Opportunity for
Family Support and
Education Programs

by Heather IL Weiss
and Patricia Seppanen*

Recognition of the problems of young chil-
dren and their families is now widespread, and
as a result states are rapidly puttine family sup-
port and education programs high on the pub-
lic agenda. By assuming some responsibility
for promoting the development of strong fam-
ilies, states are recognizing both the impor-
tance of the family in human development
and the necessity for more public support to
strengthen it.

This new state interest poses substantial
challenges, both in planning new programs
and in institutionalizing existing ones. Many
of the latter have grown up outside of tradi-
tional social service and education agencies.
These grassroots, often struggling programs
now find themselves being considered for
admission into the more stable mainstream of
state-supported human and educational ser-
vices. This can be a mixed blessing insofar as
state-supported programs can be bureaucratic,
standardized, categorical, and inflexible
qualities that family support and education
programs have worked to avoid. Both new
and existing programs must neeotiate a way
to reap the benefits of broader public support
and funding, while maintaining the special
ways of relating to families that distinguish
them from traditional, child-oriented programs

the very qualities that contribute to their
appeal and effectiveness.

The family support mos ement is thus at a
major transition point. It is a critical time for
all concerned with program pros ision to think
through, and become involved in, shaping
their state's interest and efforts. It is to facili-
tate this involvement that we have written this
two-part article. The first part examines some
of the factors and arguments that are putting
family support programs on the public agenda.
The second part will examine the specific
choices and issues that planners in fke pioneer-
ing states have confronted in formulating and
implementing their programs.

Why the New Interest in Programs
to Strengthen Families?

First, policy-makers are looking more
holistically and comprehensively at policy and
sers ices for families in the early years. Studies
by numerous state policy and planning organi-
zations and state commissions on children,
youth, and lamilies-- especially those regarded
as "at risk" -- point to the need for early

preventive interventions to forestall problems
in adolescence and adulthood.

Their analyses of the causes of certain
family- and child-related social problems tie
inadequate family functioning to inadequate
social and community support. Therefore,
these studies and reports argue that there is a
need for both new approaches and for the
adaptation of existing, more traditional pro-
grams to make them more suppot tive of fam-
ilies. Many also argue that preventive pro-
grams need to be coordinated with existing
services.

These reports typically culminate with the
specific recommendation that the state create
or support family support and education pro-
grams that are different from, but intimately
dependent upon, the pros ision of quality child
care, early childhood services, income supports,
and child welfare services. Family support
prourams, therefore, are emerging as a distinct
set of services and helping strategies which
may be either freestanding or used to enrich
diverse existing child- and family-serving
programs. Th ise arguments mean that those
advocatine for more family support programs
now face a difficult challenge: they must argue
for a share of scarce state resources and dif-
ferentiate themselves from existine services at
the same time they support advocates of other
services and attempt to coordinate service
delivery with them.

A second factor driving state policy-makers'
interest has been the small but growing body
of research that documents the effectiveness
(Weiss & Jacobs, 1988) and cost-effectiveness
(Barnett and Escobar, 1987) of preventive,
family-oriented early intervention programs.
Cost-effectiveness and research-based argu-
ments made in favor of family support pro-
grams need to be carefully crafted to avoid
creating overly inflated expectations about
what these programs can accomplish. While
there is some promising evidence, over-selling
can bring backlash and disillusionment.

Further, the existing research does not give
specific direction to those charged with dev,ii-
oping such programs. State planners are thus
working with scarce evaluation-based informa-
tion about h-ow to build effective progr:tms.
The choices they must make in designing new
systems of state programs would he greatly
enhanced by "nitty-gritty" program informa-
tion and practice knowledge provided by
veteran state and local program directors. The
challenge now is to develop mechanisms to
collect this practice knowledge and convey it
to policy planners.

The third factor driving states' interest in
strengthening families derives front the fact
that family support programs reinforce the
value that Ameraans place on the family and
its child rearing role. These programs attempt
to achiese the aims often expressed by con-
servatives: strengthening and promoting ssell-
functioning, independent, self-supporting
families in strong communities. Yet they are
also in accord with the more liberal persped is e
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that governmental efferts to promote extra-
familial and community support are appropri-
ate and critical for effective family functioninu.

Arguing for these programs from a values
perspective can be tricky, however. In the
future, advocates will face the challenge of
avoiding two pitfalls successfully minimized so
far: the first is the danger of seiting off divisive
doctrinal struggles about what the content
and values underlying programs should be.
The second is vulnerability to charges that the
state is dictating how to parent. Several of the
pioneering states have avoided these problems
by allowing for considerable local discretion
in program development.

Finally, increased state interest and involve-
ment in these programs reflects the changing
role of state government in provision of service
to children and families, and the emergence of
a group of state policy entrepreneurs in educa-
tion and the human services (Weiss, 1988:
Hausman, Gerlach, & Weiss, 1987). During
the 1960s and 1970s, the role of the state was
defined almost exclusively as one of manage-
ment of federally sponsored social programs
(Elazar, 1981). But now, the state role has
broadened to include governance: making as
well as implementing policies. Increased state
responsibility has fostered a diverse group of
legislators, governors, and public administra-
tors in education and human services who
conceive of their role and that of state
government as entrepreneurial and pro-active
rather than strictly managerial and reactive.

These state policy entrepreneurs need input
from family support practitioners and advo-
cates to formulate and implement initiatives
that are responsive to both state and local
needs and that produce or reinforce hiuh
quality programs. Table One describes the
basic characteristics of state initiatives currently
being studied by the Harvard Family Research
Project. In part two of this article, we will
describe the specific choices and issues these
pioneering states have faced in developing
their programs.

7iible One pp. 16-17

* rhe authors would like to thank Kristine
Puopolo for her editorial assistance.

Heather B. Weiss, Ed.D., is Director Qf the
Harvard Faintly Research Project at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. She is a co-editor
with Francine Jacobs Ql the book Es aluating
Family Programs (1988). She is a member of the
Board Qf Directors of the Family Re,ource
Coalition.

Patricia Seppanen, Ed.D., is a Senior Re-
searcher at the Harvard limuly Research Project
involved in a study of community schools a.,
centers for lamely support and education services.
Both Dr. tiCiss and Dr. Seppanen are involved in
a three-year study of state-sponsored .lamtly
support and education programs.

C'ontac I: Harvard kandly Research Prolect,
Harvard Graduate School of Education, 1 oaf:-
fellow 2anthridge, .1./.4 02138, 6/7/495
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STATE MINNESOTA MISSOURI

PROGRAM Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE) Parents As Teachers (PAT)

STARTING DATE 1275 1985

SITES Schools, housing projects, neighborhood centers.
jails. hospitals. Native American reservations

Schools. homes

PHILOSOPHY/GOALS Parents are the child's first teachers
enhance parents' sense of self-worth
help parents optimize their children's physical.
social, and intellectual development

Parents are the child's first and primary teachers
provide information and educational guidance
to enhance the child's social. physical.
and intellectual development
help reduce the stresses and promote the
pleasures of parenting

16

SERVICES parent education and group discussions
home visits
developmental pre-school activities
advocacy and crisis intervention
newsletters
drop-in centers
toy and book lending
special services for particular populations
(Southeast Asian immigrants, single parents)

minimum of four home visits a year
(individualized to meet each family's needs)
health examinations and screening for children

PARTICIPANTS Parents with children 0-6 (special efforts to
recruit low-income and stressed families)

All parents with children 0-4 are eligible

ROLE OF PARENTS Parents make up the majority on local advisory
councils and are represented on the State
Advisory Task Force

Parents may serve on local advisory boards

STAFF Varies, but can include early childhood educators.
child development and family life specialists.
nurses, and consumer home economists.
Certification being formalized: currently licensed
under the Division of Vocational and Technical
Education

Full-time and part-time parent educators

BUDGET In 1988. $18 3 million (excluding other sources)
40% from the State Department of Education.
and 60% from local levy

In 1987. the State Depalinent of Education
allocated $11.4 million for PAT across the state

EVALUATION Sevey. zystematic evaluations and one
summake evaluation, the state is currently
woi king n.it a state-wide client tracking form and
further sommative evaluations
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Following a formative evaluation judged unhelpful
by state staff, a private research firm performed
an outcome evaluation, examining the program's
impact on children's cognitive and social
development, and on parent knowledge and
attitudes in the school system



KENTUCKY CONNECTICUT MARYLAND

Parent Child Education Program (PACE) Parent Education and Support Centers Family Support Centers

1986 1986 1986

School districts Agencies around the stale in a local-state partner-
ship effort. Sponsors include local community
service agencies. mental health services. Catholic
Charities, youth and family services, a town, and
a YMCA.

Sites around the state

break the intergenerational cycle of illiteracy
and poverty
improve the educational future of mothers
and children

To support families and strengthen the
fundamental family processes that contribute to
the healthy growth and development of children
and youth.

promote positive development
increase community-based prevention resources
to assist parents
increase community linkages between parents
and local resources
increase technical assistance and training to
schools and other agencies working with
parents

To develop community-based support services
that

prevent unwanted pregnancies among
adolescents
assist adolescent parents to become better
parents
assure the healthy growth and development of
children of adolescent parents
help adolescent parents remain in the
mainstream by completing school and preparing
for employment

GED tutoring for mothers
pre-school program for 3- and 4-year-olds
based on the High/Scope developmental
model
joint parent-child activities (emphasis on
behavior management and observation)
support group for mothers on self-esteem
and competence

Each center must provide
parent education and parent training services
parent support services (groups, drop-in
programs. parent-child activities)
information and coordination of services
technical assistance. consultation. and training
services (for other community agencies)

A core set including
services to enhance parenting skills
health care and family planning
diagnostic and assessment services for parent
and child
temporary child care
peer support activities
educational opportunities including GED
job preparation and skill development

Parents over age 25 who have not completed
high school. their 3. and 4-year-old children

All parents of children 0-17 with priority given to
those groups in the community that are under-
served. Selection for programs is "nonevaluative
and not based on any negative criteria." The
underserved include teen and single parents.
low-income parents. two-worker families, parents
with limited English proficiency. etc.

Teen parents at sites funded around the state.
eventually there will be efforts to make
opportunities available for centers for other
parents.

Parents receive GED preparation. support, and
motivation to gain parenting and career
development skills

To participate in the program and in its planning.
governing, and operation

To participate in the program and strengthen their
parenting skills, their own development, and that
of their child. Intake interviews are set up to
review family strengths and "positive elements
are examined and highlighted." Participants are
used to seeking services in crisis development to
prepare for employment.

Each site has one adult educator, one
pre-school teacher. and one aide: teachers are
employees of the school system and receive
equal compensation. aides are hired by PACE.

Those provided by sponsor with the skills to
provide the required services

Those necessary to provide core services:
backgrounds of staff vary by local program

Initially, the Kentucky Department of Education
awarded $300.000 for six pilot programs: in
1987 the KDE increased funding by $900.000 to
$1.2 million.

$300.000. State Department of Children and
youth Services

$1 million. State Department and Human
Resources Foundation Grants

In the process of developing an evaluation tool Formative evaluation to monitor overall program
implementation and outcome evaluation at
selected sites is being conducted by an outside
research organization

Ongoing formative evaluation and client
monitoring to include descriptive data on client
status: program utilization data. profiles of
participants: intervention plans: and program.
participant, and community satisfaction ratings.
An outcome evaluation is being planned.
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Running Parent Education Groups:
Goals and Techniques

by Nancy Samalin

My experience as the mother of two sons
born a year apart, forced me to confront thc
fact that, for me, beiniz a parent was the most
difficult, frustrating job in the world. A teacher
for fourteen years, 1 wanted to be an accept-
ing, nurturing parent, but to my astonishment
and dismay, I discovered that I was completely
unprepared to cope with two children, that I
had a terrible temper and little self-control,
that I was critical, talked too much, and
nagged a lot.

Desperate to find better ways to communi-
cate with my sons, I joined a mothers' work-
shop led by Dr. Alice Ginott, psychologist and
widow of Dr. Haim Ginott, author of Between
Parent and OW and Between Parent and
Teenager. Through these workshops I began to
understand the crucial effect my words were
having on my children. Over time I learned to
hear my sons differently, and as a conse-
quence our home life changed dramatically.

Seeing what a difference skills and informa-
tion could make, I wanted to share that valu-
able knowledge with other parents. After
returning to school for an advanced degree,
I founded the Parent Guidance Workshops in
New York City, and for twelve years have
worked with thousands of parents in groups.

My goal was and is to help parents become
more aware of the way they talk, see the effect
of their words, and beizin to respond in new
ways. The model for the parent groups is an
educational one, based on the belief that pro-
viding participants with information, choices,
and concrete alternatis es to nagging, yelling,
arguing, pleading, bribing, threatening, pun-
ishing, and criticizing can be really helpful in
strengthening a parent-child relationship. B.
communicating in new ways, it is possible to
promote cooperation instead of resentment, to
express anger without hurting or insulting, and
to set limits on behavior while responding
empathically to feelings.

The group approach is a therapeutic one in
which the focus is on the here and now, on
practical strategies, and on group problem-
solving and mutual support. Parents are asked
to write down actual exchanges between them-
selves and their children, and these dialogues
are discussed in the weekly workshop. Parents
are encouraged to really hear themselves in con-
flict with their children, and then the process
of finding alternative ways to cope can begin.

In the balance of this article, I would like to
articulate a number of specific objectives that
form the basis of the workshops. They include
my personal goals as a leader and those I hope
parents will achieve for themselves.

/I would like each parent who attends the
group to feel welcome and accepted, and to
experience me as an ally, not as an expert. I
try to make sure that participants perceive me
first as being on their side rather than their
child's side.

41 would like each parent to experience the
group as a safe place where they can talk freely
about what troubles them without fear of
being judged negatively by me or by the group.

11 would like to provide parents with an
increased awareness of the effect their words
have on their children, and that the way they
say something will influence the child's
response.

In an introductory workshop consisting
of five or more sessions, specific skills are
discussed that touch on the following areas:
encouraging cooperation, acknowledging
feelings when a child is upset or complaining,
diminishing sibling rivalry, expressing anger
without hurting or insulting, setting limits
without guilt or punishment, enhancing self-
esteem, and praising effectively. These tech-
niques and skills are taught through discussion,
anecdotes, actual dialogues from Loving Your
Child is Not Enough, handouts, and personal
examples.

11 want to make the sessions fun and enter-
taining whenever possible. Although some
have their serious, sad, and moving moments,
1 believe the sessions need to be kept lively
and maintained at a high energy level. Dr.
Ruth Westheimer quoted the.Tahmid in a
speech to professionals by saying, "A lesson
taught with humor is a lesson retained."

11 believe it's useful to emphasize the fact
that while much of the course information
may not bc difficult to understand, it's not
easy to put into practice. Because many par-
ents are extremely quick to criticize themselves,
it's helpful to reiterate how hard it is not to
react on automatic when a kid is pushing
your buttons
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By discouraging parents from being too hard
on themselves, we may indirectly encourage
them to be less hard on their children. We can
remind them that they will always get another
chance to respond (sooner than they'd like,
perhaps), and help them figure out what to do
differently the next time.

'1As parent educators, we need to model the
skills we teach. That means refraining from
being judgmental and helping parents under-
stand we are not experts who have the answers
to what is right or wrong, good or bad. These
wordsright, wrong, good, bad, always, never
together with the word "should" encourage
dependency on the leader and decrease parental
self-esteem and self-confidence.

lelt's important to take every opportunity to
acknowledge a parent's feelings and to be
aware of the difference between feelings and
actions. For example, the parent of a 10-year
old boy reported, "Last week I felt like dis-
membering him limb by limb, he made me
so furious." My reply was, "Yes, but you
didn't." Or when a mother said, "My four-
year old wouldn't stop whining, and I wanted
to shake her until she shut up," a helpful reply
might be, "Listening to a kid whine is like
chalk scratching on a blackboard. Have any
of you ever felt like that?"

Parents who can draw the line between
feeling and doing need to be supported and
encouraged. Most people don't understand
the potential for child abuse until they become
parents themselves. If parents can enjoy their
kids for five minutes more a day and hassle
them for five minutes less, they have achieved
at least limited success.

i/Finally, if parents get nothing else from a
workshop, I would like them to feel they're
not alone. ("You mean my kid is not the only
one who does that?") This is probably the
most fundamental service a parenting group
can offer to diminish parental anger, sell
blame, and guilt.

The above arc personal opinions based on
an admittedly subjective approach and indi-
vidual style. I would appreciate hearing your
comments, reactions, and experiences with
parent education groups; your successes
and/or problems could be helpful to all of
us in the field.

Nancy Swnalin, M.S., is the jimnder and
director of Parent Guidwice ti 'orkshops. Articles
about her work in child discipline have appeared
in many publications and she has been a frequent
guest on radio and televison. Her book, I oving
your Child is not Fnough: Positise Discipline
that Works (written with Afartha Monaghan
Jahlow, Viking Penguin, 1987), is based on
hundreds of workshop.s and real-lik dialogue.s.
Mrs. &mann is on the adjunct faculty of Bank
Street College. She can be ciintacted at: 180
Riverside DriveNew Ywk, NY 10024,
212/787-8883.

.Mrs. Sainalin js a member of the Family
Resource Coalition.
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Participation in a parent group does not
necessarily mean that the group is the best or
only resource for its members. Referral out of
the group can, in some instances, be the most
helpful service you can offer. By so doing, you
assist persons in matching their needs and
schedules with resources available and perti-
nent to them. Your parent group is but one
option.

Trying to fit everyone in by being all things
to all people can detract from the usefulness
of the group, can be harmful to persons need-
ing a different resource, and suggests grandi-
osity by the group leader. Some perspective on
referral and building skills in that area may
help group leaders consider the process as an
integral part of their work.

Readiness for Referral...
Know Community Resources

Parent educator attitudes about referral
could probably be measured by the amount of
preparation for referral done before the group
begins. Trying to respond to a group member
who is disruptive to the group process and in
need of referral, without knowledge of com-
munity resources, creates unnecessary tension
for the group leader, the group, and the person
being referred out of the group. It can also
suggest insensitivity to the person in stress.

Information about resources and the proce-
dure of referral can make difficult situations
go much more smoothly. Before the group
begins, check out what services are available,
at what cost, w ith how long a wait, in which
location. Who is eligible? What is the reputa-
tion? (Ask for references, and check with
local professional associations or respected
leaders.)

Over time, build relationships with individ-
uals or agencies ss here quality work can be
assured. Familiarity with persons, however, is
not enough. A therapist, for example, may do
terrific work, but it' most of your group mem-
bers could not afford the service, are ineligible
for insurance reimbursement, or must wait six
weeks for an appointment, then the referral
may be of limited value. It is important, there-
fore, to know procedures and rules of entry.
In addition, build a base of multiple referral
places, and give people choices it' possible.

Make Referral a Sign of Health,
not an Experience of Rejection

For example, saying something like, "Let's
help (name) think through this dilemma
maybe we can he useful now or help identify
other resources," will probably be better than,
"Hey, you'll has e to deal w ith that some other
place." Fmphasize that the parent group is
there to help get support and help wherever it
might he found.

One of the life experiences that is most
frustrating is w hen we 'eel stuck, w hen our
options seem limited. A group can he a most
creathe place tor generating choices, ideas,
and options for group members. Refer ral is
an actis it ol enlarging options lot group
member s.

Musings about
Group Leadership:

Referral Out of a
Group

by Ted Bowman

Emphasize Matchmaking
The best resource is one that matches per-

sons with needed or desired services. By em-
phasizing this attitude the tone of referral
shifts from "rrom" to "to". Exclusion is super-
ceded by matchmakin. This requires knowl-
edge of community resources and a willing-
ness to aid the person in making the new con-
nection. This may mean being present as the
person makes the initial phone call, offering
support as different help is sought. A note or
a phone call to the referring person or agency
about w hat the parent is seeking may be
beneficial. Some group members may be w ill-

ing to accompany a member to the referral
place, if desired. lk cautious, however, of
taking over. The more the person can do for
her/himself the more likely the referral will
stick. Empowerment is a central parent edu-
cation axiom.

Assessment before Referral
Disruptive behavior in and of itself is not

cause for referral. \\C all have our quiet, ss ith-
draw ing days, our strong opinions expressed
foreclUlly, our own protective denial of reali-
ties so obvious to others, and, of course, our
readiness or 1101 to deal with certain issues. It
is w hen these or other behasiors persist that

referral should be considered. At a minimum,
assessment for referral involves two steps.
One is the balance of group needs and indi-
vidual needs. The second has to do with a
person's ability to fully utilize the group
experience.

When someone is preoccupied with stressors
personal, relational, or survivalshe/he
may have great difficulty participating in the
group process. To enter into a mutual help
process, which most parent groups are, pre-
sumes ability to engage into the give, not just
take, of information, problem-solving, and
support. Persons in significant stress find this
difficult, if not impossible. The clues for the
group leader can include preoccupation with
some particular relationship or issue; inability
to make movement or progress in spite of
suggestions and support from the group; or
excessive depression, anger, or indifference.
Such behavior suggests difficulty in using the
wealth the group offers. Furthermore, such
behavior will distract the group and the leader
from its purposethat of parent education.

If uncertain about referral out of a group,
consult with colleagues in your program or at
potential referral sites. Check your perceptions
and conclusions with others.

Give Referral Credibility
Most groups include persons who have

utilized various human services. Encourage
them to share stories of se( king and getting
needed help. In this way, the fear of the
unknown that inhibits some from taking the
step toward other services can be addressed.
Furthermore, group members can give credi-
bility to particular resources or help-seeking
generally. Peer endorsement will often carry
more weight than that of the group leader.

Include Referral when your Group
is Ending

Referral out of a group typically refers to
actions taken as the group continues. Consider
mention of other resources and ways to access
those resources as part of your ending process
also. Some members want and may need link-
age with another service after your group is
finished.

Referral, done with care and respect, can
enrich the person referred, models choice-
making for all group members, can enhance
the group process, and demonstrates effective
leadership.

Ted Bowman is A csociate Director i).1. Commu-
nity C'are Resourms of the Wilder Pbundation in
St. PaulVinne.sota. Community Care Resources
at Wilder is a mental health consultation and
training unit, engaged in preventive and
innovatisw work. Additionally. "li,d teaches in the
Home Economies Education Department at the
University Of Minnesota and is a frequent
trainer, consultant, and speaker. He is also a
member of The honily Resource Coalition.

Contact: Ted Bowman, ssociate Director,
Community C'are Recourivs, The Wilder
dation, 919 Lafond Avenue, St. Paul. .11,\, 55104,
612 /642-4060.
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Programmatic Responses for
Families at Risk

by Irene Beck

As Americans continue to reach for
upward mobility, a more focused look
around reveals that not everyone is mak-
ing it. According to the House of Repre-
sentatives' Select Committee on Children.
Youth and Families, many families have
been left behind.

"Median family income has continued
to grow since 1970. albeit more slowly
than in earlier years and at widely differ-
ent rates for different groups. At the same
time, the group of families with children
that is at the bottom of the income distri-
bution is markedly worse off now than the
corresponding group was (in 1970)."
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Consider these changes indicated by the
Select Committee:

Between 1973 and 1984, the average
(adjusted) income for families with
children has declined by 9 percent.
Health care costs and the price of high-
er education have far outpaced infla-
tion in the 1980s.
Child care costs. the newest major ex-
pense for families, now consume nearly
10 percent of the average family's
income and 20 percent of the income of
poor families.
The number of families in poverty has

grown; 2 out of 5 families average less
than $17,500 annually from all income
sources (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1986).

And these families have become poorer.
By 1986. the bottom 40% of all families
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received only 15 c7c. of total national earn-
ings (Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1986).

What do these numbers mean to par-
ents? In human terms. they mean that life
is more of a struggle and family life is a
greater challenge.

Recent years have brought more than
economic changes. Unprecedented num-
bers of single parents are raising children,
and two parents are working to maintain a
standard of living no longer possible on
one income. Many are raising their chil-
dren isolated from supportive relatives.

Children are coming home from school
to loneliness, facing early pressure to
perform, peer pressure to conform,and
societal pressure to form early decisions
that will shape the rest of their lives.

Families in low-income circumstances
face additional burdens. Parents are dis-
tressed by poverty and what it does not
buy. They know the frustrations of surviv-
ing when pitted against underemployment
or no work at all. They've wound their way
through formidable mazes of social ser-
vices. And whether it is in the city or the
country, they feel the separation from
others who care and share their concerns.

Children raised in poverty are at high
risk for street pressures to come by easy
money. for dropping out of school, or
for young and single parenthood. Lisbeth
Schorr (1988) states. "Poverty is the great-
est risk factor of all."

At a time when one child out of every
live is raised in poverty, and when only
one out of every four young black men has
earnings adequate to support a family of
three above the poverty line (Children's
Defense Fund. 1988), there is a growing
concern that families need more effective
support systems. that they can not manage
alone. cuinnued,m p 2
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Over the past two decades, numerous
community-based programs have been estab-
lished to meet the needs of at risk families.
These programs provide services to families
that empower and strengthen adults in their
roles as parents. nurturers, and providers.
The program goals focus on enhancing the
capacity of parents in their child-rearing
roles: creating settings in which parents are
encouraged to act on their own behalf and
become advocates for change: and provide
parents with a community resource (Weiss-
bourd & Kagan. 1989).

Longitudinal studies of these programs
have indicated both short and long term
effects (Halpern & Weiss, 1988). The
findings showed that participating children
demonstrated increased performance and
social adjustment. The research also indica-
ted modest but growing data demonstrating
improved life courses for participating moth-
ers and better long term parent-child
relationships.

Today. both pri%ate and public sectors
show increased interest in programs support-
ing low-income families. There is growing
concern about government expenditures for
crisis oriented treatment and the lack of
attention paid to prevention of the problems
which precipitate the crises.

The rising costs of problems ranging from
remediatine unprepared workers to LIR: social
costs of infant mortality are the focus of
widespread concern. In response to this
concern, several states have recently
provided funding for publicly supported
programs for low-income families.

FRC Completes Two-Year Study of
Programs Serving at Risk Families

The Famil> Resource Coalition has under-
taken a stud> of thriving group and center-
based family resource and support programs
serving low -income families.

In order to capture the elements of success.
FRC made on-site visits to the programs. In
addition to collecting written materials, a
staff member interviewed each program's
director and staff, met with parent partici-
pants. and observed ongoing activities.

The stud> 's on-site observations indicate
that families in low -income situations are
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often only one crisis away from joblessness
or homelessness. While some families are
overwhelmed by such stress, lose hope, or
give up. the study showed that the majority
persistently work and struggle to make ends
meet, to provide a safe, healthy, secure,
stimulating environment for their children.

Although some researchers have noted that
consistent participation is problematic for
poor families. FRC saw a different picture
emerging from the organizations it studied.
Parents did indeed attend, changes were
happening within their families, and pro-
grams were succeeding in meeting partici-
pants' needs.

Some of the most striking impressions
came directly from the parents. They talked
about money. and the stresses that arise when
there isn't enough to make ends meet. They
often reported that while seeking services
designed to assist them, they have been
treated more like a number than as an indi-
vidual. While parents may persist in trying to
get resources for themselves and their chil-
dren, they rarely get recognition for their
eft' rts and are often prevented from succeed-
ing. They talked about wanting to control
their lives and change the things that make
life so hard. They anted good jobs. and the:.
wanted to be able to provide what their fami-
lies needed.

What Have Family Resource and
Support Programs Been Able to Do?

They offer parents new tools for their
struggles. They provide substantial support-
ive resources: information, skill develop-
ment. emotional sustenance, connections to
the wider communit>. partnerships in advo-
cating for their needs, and an empowered
sense of competence and self worth.

Because lack of income is a constant
plague. programs may offer job training
and referral services to increase partici-
pants' income. Other programs may pro-
vide emergency shelter, food, and clothing.

Most low-income parents rarely have
opportunities for relaxation and recreation:
just surviving is a struggle. Family resource
and support programs offer them opportuni-
ties for pleasure as well as nurturance which
they might not otherwise receivesupport
that is vital to their continued growth.

The isolation that many parents spoke of
was shared by the program directors. Most
programs have risen from grassroots begin-
nings and flourished within their communit>
with little or no knowledge about other pro-
grams or the nationwide movement.

Responding to that expressed sense of
isolation. FRC brought staff and parent
representatives from ten programs together
for a meeting in fall 1988. Parents shared
their similar experiences, and contributed
ideas about what %as important about their
own programs. Program directors shared
problems and successes, and the frustration
of wearing too man> hats due to lack of
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funding and necessary resources. They
sought this opportunity to provide a forum
for building an ongoing network with other
program providers.

The results of these exciting. energizing
meetings and visits will be published as a
book in fall 1989. Designed for the general
public and policymakers as well as program
providers. FRC will describe public policy
implications and make recommendations for
future action.

Beyond the book's publication. FRC will
continue its commitment to families who
face the challenge of poverty. FRC plans to

design a training and support program for
practitioners interested in offering family
support programs to low-income families:
publish guidelines and a handbook for
developing such programs:
launch a collaborative effort %.%,ith other
national organizations with a similar
focus: and
convene a national colloquium of decision
makers and program administrators to
discuss the current situation, and the poten-
tial benefits and challenges related
to such a program initiative.
Change is all around us in the family re-

source and support program movement. As
public polic> makers are betzinning to explore
ways to support these grassroots programs.
academic and program leaders have planned
a colloquium for spring 1989. At that time.
representatives of states from all across the
nation will gather to look at models and
investigate 1,ays to integrate them into our
more traditional service deliver> systems.

The Family Resource Coalition seeks to
foster the grow th and continued deelopment
of this moement and to enhance families'
strengths. particularly those most vulnerable
to the burdens of poverty. Our children are
tomorrow Their families hold their future.
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Programs
that Work

In preparing material for our forthcoming
book on the issues of serving families in
low -income circumstances. FRC staff mem-
bers made site visits to group and center-
based programs around the country. The
brief descriptions that follow are a window
on what we observed and experienced, and
what we heard in conversations with parents
and staff.

Individuals working in the fields of edu-
cation. juvenile justice. social welfare, and
child protection came to realize that available
services did not adequately address the pre-
carious nature of life for families in low in-
come circumstances. not their real needs.
stresses, or concerns. Typically, these ser-
vices were judged to be too little, too late, too
problem focused, too fragmented. and lack-
ing in appreciation for family potential and
strengths and for parents and children as a
family unit.

As a result, program entrepreneurs set out
to find ways to fill the gaps on a community-
based level, and subsequently developed
programs that are either free-standing. a
component of a larger agency. or an element
of a public school. They are widely diverse
in approach. based on particular community
needs, but share a belief in prevention and
empowerment of families by promoting their
strengths.

Certain guiding prineiples are common in
the programs:

they invest substantial resources in out-
reach. aimed at recruitment and maintain-
ing attendance:
they offe- a range of learning opportuni-
ties in an accepting. culturally sensitive
atmosphere:
they are geared to promoting strengths and
capabilities, personal grow th. and empo-
v.erment in an individualized fashion: and
they remain available to families over an
extended period of time.
Our sketches are intended to emphasize the

imentive and unique ways programs work
toward achieving their goak. and to suggest a
variety of possibilities for responding effec-
tkely to families.

ILocated in a transient, low-income
community, the Webster Avenue F'amily
Resource Center (WAFRC) is an oasis. It
occupies two storefront bays in an ethnically
mixed section of Rochester. New York, and
offers a variety of educational. social, and
support services to families: parent educa-
tion groups, life skills counseling, respite
child care. monthly potlucks. home visiting.
and broad volunteer opportunities.

Outreach at WAFRC is a high art. its
systems layered to identify new-to-the-
neighborhood families and to connect with
those who are isolated. Once a year. the
Center canvasses the community with the
help of parent volunteers who go door to
door gathering information about who lives
in each home. and leaving materials about
the Center and its programs. Volunteers then
make follow-up home visits specifically
aimed at isolated families to acquaint them
\ ith local services and resources.

In addition to home visiting, volunteers
handle the center's library, act as the recep-
tionist. and assist in chikl care and as group
leaders for parent education programs. What
began as a program necessity to overcome
limited staff has blossomed into a full-
fledged, substantive program component
involving over 30 percent of the participants.
Vohnteering has become an intentional
means of increasing parents' self-esteem
and building both a feeling of neighborhood
and a sense of ownership in the program.

Decisions on programming rely on feed-
back from parents about what they like, don't
like, or want. and that information is used in
a "learning loop." It is a real strength that the
staff can refine and revise the programming
as well as redirect their energies. WAFRC's
ability to remain flexible allows for change
that reflects what is useful and beneficial for
parents.=

Throughout the seven cities that make up
the Greater Hampton Road area of Virginia.
as many as fifteen Pride in Parenting (PIP)
groups function simultaneously. Unlike the
other programs described, PIP is not center-
based, but offers its structured parent educa-
tion programs out in the community. Each
one is led by a highly trained, paid facilitator
who meets weekly with ten parents and their
children for eight sessions to discuss a wide
range of topics carefully organized in a stan-
dardized curriculum.

Demand for the classes is great, and they
are hosted by military family centers, city
recreation department sites. health clinics.
and churches, for example. The programs
depend on outside referral sources to locate
potential participants. and the director
devotes substantial time to cultivating and
maintaining, smooth, collaborative relation-
ships which are critical to that process.

Groups are set up by geographic location
to make transportation easier and to foster
networking among the participants. At the
first meeting.. parents receive a baby book in
which they record information about their
child's development and store photos taken
during each meeting. Every week, parents
are given an age appropriate toy to take home
following group discussion on how babies
play and learn from it.

Group facilitators call each parent between
meetings to remind them of scheduled
classes. Parents report these calls stimulate
their interest, and facilitators feel the phone
contacts contribute significantly to the very
high (90 percent) rate of attendance and
completion.

The short-term structure of PIP makes it
unique in our study. The program is cur-
rently assessing its capacity to develop
follow-up groups which parents have
requested. and there is consideration that
lengthier contact could solidify gains made
by parents in the eight-week groups...7.:

Family Services (FS). a traditional clini-
cal intervention organization. recognized a
need for early preventive services and formed
a separate entity to provide them. Its model
relies on intensively trained volunteer perina-
tal coaches who are available to help first-
time parents in Oakland County. Michigan.

Referrals are made primarily by health
clinics offering prenatal care: many of the
families are considered high risk. Coaches
are assigned to interested families beginning
v. ith the third trimester of pregnancy. and
maintain their contact through the baby's first
year. They work with one family at a time.
t'ollov.ing an estahlkhed. though flexible

-)1

format for the number and duration of visits.
Coaches visit families at home, give emo-
tional support. provide a wealth of informa-
tion, and assist families in linking with other
community resources. They are a special
friend. Parents have said, "I know she cares
about meshe visits me and doesn't even
get paid."

Initial concerns voiced by professional
staff over the advisability of using volunteers
to work with high risk families has grown
into prais: :Ind approval as coaches prove
their effectiveness. The ongoing supervision
and guidance of professional clinic coordina-
tors helps to assure the volunteers can capa-
bly respond to vulnerable families.=

Gntrnue.l. p 4
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111 .Appalachian culture is unique. Very fam-
ily oriented. Very threatened by outsiders.-

Every Monday. in a downtown Newark.
Ohio church, a group of women and their
children (infants to teens) gather for a full-
day program known as Mothers Group.

Initiated in 1976. the program is overseen
by the Family Counseling Services. The
women who attend are white, low-income
parents. most of whom live in public housing
projects and have had, at most a high school
education. The majority come to the group
without goals or aspirations. feeling power-
less about themselves and their children. The
Mothers' Group program is designed to plant
the concept and nurture the idea that they can
gain some control over their lives.

The program itself includes the following
components: quality child care including a
developmental assessment of and an individ-

sariA;
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ual plan for each child: structured morning
programs for mothers focused on some
aspect of child rearing, self-esteem, nutri-
tion, health, homemaking. or relationship
building: a group lunchtime preparation and
visit between parents and their children: a
socializing lunchtime for mothers: and after-
noon informal discussions while mothers
participate in a craft activity or project.

Mothers' Group meets some very basic
needs such as transportation, child care.
food, and companionship. No fees are
charged except 25-50t for meals. Mothers
can use the group until they no longer feel a
need for it, and most attend for one to three
years. What results is a supportive system
that truly allows for individual needs and
growth, developing into jobs. GEDs. and
even college diplomas.=

Many young enlisted families are con-
fronted with unusual situations as a
consequence of military life. Reassignments
mean inevitable dislocation and adaptation
for families, and frequently the problems are
made more intense by difficult separations
when husbands are absent on duty for two
weeks to a year. Often distant from their
natural support systems for the first time,
these families are just beginning to develop
their living skills. Their low income
circumstances are stretched thin by the
expenses of relocation and housing. and
though two paycheck income may be the
norm for ci%.ilian families. wives find few
opportunities for employment on the base.

Family support and resource programs
can play a crucial role in helping military
families cope v. ith these stresses. and the
Armed Forces YMCA in Hawaii is an out-
standing example. Their roster of social
outreach efforts. enrichment programs for
children, childbirth and parent education
support groups. mediation services, work-
shops, and programs for foreign born
spouses is both comprehensive and specific
their goal :s to keep these vulnerable
families healthy. strong. and together.

A dynamic aspect of the Hawaii program
is its ability to draw on the strengths of the
community it serves. Peer support is a major
factor in the success of programsone wife
helping another in Waiting Wives, home
visitors to new mothers who are themselves
experienced parents. Playmornings for par-
ents and children that promote socialization,
or the Only for Kids group that brings chil-
dren together in craft projects to build friend-
ships. Military w ives who are employed in
these programs have a unique, empathetic
understanding of the issues, and this type of
outreach. peer to peer. has enhanced pro-
gram participation.=

Parents speak animatedly with visitors
about what participation in the AVANCE
Educational Programs means to them and
their families, and how they intend to finish
their education and break the cycle of hous-
ing project life forever. Their powerful
"sense of hope" is being realized through a
clear understanding of how to use their new
skills to moe their families up and out.

Over a 15-year period. AVANCE, in San
Antonio, has worked to improve the educa-
tional outcomes and earning power of low -
income families. Targeting Hispanic. third
generation public housing parents. MANCE
has developed a highly structured, experien-
tial method of teaching. The basic program
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format involves fifteen parents in a compre-
hensive 9-month parent training class that
meets once a week for three hours. This
block of time includes one hour for mak-
ing a developmentally appropriate toy, an
hour lecture or discussion with the teacher
(a former participant). and an hour presenta-
tion on community services or a videotape
feedback session. An AVANCE worker \isits
each family at home twice a month. initially
to teach parents how to use the toys they
made, and again to videotape mother and
child playing w ith the toy.

Two features enhance this distinctive
model: first. it provides parents with a vari-
ety of ways to learnby using their hands.

c:
t..

listening and discussing in a group or on a
one-to-one basis at home, by volunteering
in the center's child care setting. practicing
with their children, or watching themselves
on tape. And second, there are rewards for
participatingenjoying a new toy at home,
having one's picture hung in the classroon.
acknowledging good attendance or getting
an extra toy for perfect attendance. a huge
graduation ceremony, field trips, and
family panics.

MANCE parents hae a high rate of
course completion, and many return to
study for a GED or vocational training._



Originated in 1974, the Parent Child
Education Center of Canton, Ohio. is
located in and supported through the public
school district's facility for adult vocational
education. Great emphasis is placed on
creating an appealing en% ironment for both
children and parents. The light, colorfully
decorated child care room with classical
music playing in the background literally
beckons children and parents alike to come
in and enjoy it. Across the hall, an equally
attractive setting has been created with com-
fortable furniture arrangements and accesso-
ries that set a welcoming tone for parents.

The center combines stimulating preschool
and parent-child experiences with supportive
educational discussion groups for parents.
The unique format of the program integrates

Emiere families from Central .America.
lacking funds, language. and housing. have
found help and caring at Washington. DC's
Family Place (FP). Founded in 1981 with
the aid of a mission group from Church of
the Saviour. FP has used their continued
support primarily for women and children
from El Sakador who are close to homeless-
ness, without a green card. and, in many
cases. pregnant.

Much of FP's work is crisis-oriented as
they assist families to meet their most basic
needs for food, shelter, and regular income.
But the staff has dedicated their creative ener-
gies to ensuring the birth of healthy. normal
weight babies and finding affordable, transi-
tional housing for the refugees.

Toward that end. FP has close working rela-
tionships w ith neighboring health services
for prenatal care: parent groups that discuss
birth preparation and w hat to expect at the
hospital: free breakfast and lunch meals tbr
the women and their children: maternity and
infant clothes, baby supplies and equipment:
and staff who will serve as the mother's birth
coach if she has need. Of the ninety FP
babies born in 1987-88. all were v.ithin
normal birth-weight range.

Having a safe, stable home to bring a new
baby into is another priority for the FP staff.
Given the significant housing barriers the
families face, this task is a true challenge.
However. w ith the commitment of the church
mission and their friends. FP is able to house
families in thirty neighboring apartment
units. Families can remain in this sheltered
environment for up to nine months, a span of
time that often gkes them the needed stabil-
ity and security to bring other pressing fam-
ily needs under control, in addition to
bearing a normal birthweight baby.

the flexibility and parent-directed choices
of a drop-in center with curriculum-based
guided learning organized thematically in 15-
week segments cycled throughout the year.

While parents are encouraged to use the
center at least once or twice a week. they are
free to determine their own level of participa-
tion. Monthly potluck socials and periodic
evening workshops for working parents and
spouses augment the regular programming.

Currently. the program is facing an excit-
ing yet demanding task of opening three new
centers within the school system. The major
difficulty is in finding qualified staff who
comply with the school district's require-
ments for certified teachers and who are also
capable of performing in the role of family
workers.-=

illIn metropolitan Detroit. Michigan. eight
Neighborhood Family Resource Centers
operate in diverse sites, sponsored by a vari-
ety of institutional auspices. State funds.
administered by Wayne State University's
Center for Urban Studies, support the essen-
tially autonomous groups. The program
brings six to ten parents and their children
together for three hours twice a week
throughout the school year. A formal curric-
ulum that includes a broad range of topics is
used at all sites. tailored to particular groups.

A light meal is the enjoyable opener for
each meeting. Breakfast or lunch is prepared
and served jointly by parents and staff as a
special time for socializing and solidifying a
sense of group belonging. Graciously han-
dled and treated like a mini event, these
opportunities also stimulate discussion on
food buying. preparation, and nutrition.

Before moving into their adult meeting.
parents spend 45 minutes in the playroom

ith their children, infants through age 5,
and the staff. Through the parent-child
activities, parents discover ideas for use at
home, observe how staff members manage
and talk with children, and have a chance to
practice new behaviors they have discussed
in adult group sessions. Staff view this rime
as a valuable program piece which allows
them to observe the interaction and then offer
encouragement and feedback to parents.

Parents make a substantial time commit-
ment in order to participate. and they benefit
from repeated opportunities to bring up and
re-work issues, and to integrate and incorpo-
rate new ideas. skills, and beha% iors. Strong
bonds are formed by both adults and chil-
dren, and neighborhood friendships and
networks carry over well beyond the group
meetings.=
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Contact Information

Armed Services YMCA
810 Richards St.. Suite 719
Honolulu. H.A 96813
808;524-5600
Martha Burchell. Director

AVANCE Educational Services
301 S. Frio St., No. 378
San Antonio. TX 78207
512'270-4630
Carmen Cortez, Program Director

Family Center of Oakland
Family Services
132 Franklin Blvd.
Pontiac. MI 48053
30/858-766
Mitzi Witcher. Director

The Family Place, Inc.
3309 16th St.. NW
Washington. DC 20010
202. 265-0149
Maria Elena Orrego. Director

Greater Hampton Roads Pride
in Parenting
317 Chapel St.
Norfolk. VA 23504
804;627-6866
Sue Gibson, Executive Director

Mothers' Group of Family Counseling
126 W. Church St.
Newark, OH 43005
614 349-7066
Carol Higgins. Coordinator

Neighborhood Family Resource Center
5050 Cass St.
Detroit. MI 48202
313/577-8346
Charlene Firestone. Director

Parent-Child Education Center
of Canton City Schools
1153 Third St.. SE
Canton. 01-I -14707
216/454-6877
.Aurelia Zoretich, Director

Webster Avenue Family Resource
Center
283 Webster Ave.
Rochester, NY 14609
716/654-8673
Carolyn Micklem. Director

All the programs listed are members of the
Family Resource Coalition.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT_

EDUCATION:

Unite on

:SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Curriculum

:TRAINING f for Parents
by Barbara Smith

For years research has show n a correlation
between family problems in the homes of
children and drug and alcohol abuse, crimi-
nal activity, teen pregnancy. and school
failure later in life. For this reason. Dr.
James Sall, Director of the Bureau of Sub-
stance Abuse of the City of Detroit Health
Department (CDHD). became interested in
parent education as a Ione-ranee strategy to
reduce substance abuse and other social
problems. As a result of his interest. CDHD
gave the Council on Early Childhood at
Wayne State University a four-month grant to
develop a civwide parent education and
family support program. In this way. the
Detroit Family Project began in June 1988.

The initial goal of the project was to
develop a parent education curriculum for all
families in Detroit. a plan for implementing
such a program. and a community-wide
coalition in support of parent education. This
project was to be specific to the needs of
Detroit parents, culturally sensitive to all
groups. and appropriate for those with lim-
ited reading ability. The curriculum was
to include materials for parents. eroup
leaders and their trainers, and cover all the
topics about which Detroit parents needed
information.

Community leaders in parent education.
child development, and family relations
were to be involved in the project through a
variety of committees. Each committee was
to make recommendations for the content
and methods of one area of the curriculum as
well as the implementation plan. Staff was
assiened to recruit and provide support to the
committees. write up the committees recom-
mendations, and develop the curriculum and
implementation plan based on these
recommendations.

Broad Based Coalition
Approximately sesenty community leaders

affiliated with social service agencies. public
and parochial schools. city and state depart-
ments, mental health organizations. churches,
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the Department of Social Services, the
courts, universities, and ethnic organIzations
were recruited to serve on seven committees.
These committees were Child Deve:opment:
Core Parenting Skills: Cultural and Social
Context; Education; Family Management:
Special Problems; and Training.

Each participant was expected to atzend
3-4 meetings scheduled from late June to
early August 1988. Committee members
were asked to serve on a volunteer basis:
committee chairs were given a stipend for
their service. About 90 percent of those
contacted agreed to serve, and all were posi-
tive about the importance of this project for
the community.

The committees generated excellent rec-
ommendations with a great deal of signifi-
cant content. The recommendations for
philosophy, methods, and implementation
were extremely consistent across all the
committees; the content recommendations
were specific to each committee and related
to the assigned topic.

Recommendations
The key recommendation of all the

committees was that the program must
respect and appreciate all parents through a
positive. nondeficit approach. All commit-
tees recommended participatory. experiential
learning methods including skill practice and
home activities. They also advised usine
videotapes of Detroit family scenarios as
discussion starters.

The recommendations for implementation
emphasized the use of small groups in neigh-
borhoods; flexibility in place. schedule.
length. and format of these groups to maxi-
mize participation; involving the w hole
family, especially the men in the groups: a
major media/PR campaign as well as com-
munity outreach to encourage participation:
culturally sensitive leadership and materials;
non-judgmental. empathetic group leaders:
transportation. child care. youth programs.
and meals. It was also recommended that the

1
,

program be offered at no cost. with incen-
tives or rewards for participation.

The final step in the process was to outline
and write the curriculum and the implemen-
tation plan. Throughout the project, the
committees had pushed for a comprehensive.
ideal, and inclusise curriculum and program.
The end result was a recommendation for
seven curriculum manuals for group leaders
with accompanying materials for parents:
The Parent as a Person.' The Person as a
Parent: Km and lintr Baby; You and limr
Toddler; You and lintr 3 to 5-Year-Ohl; You
and lintr 6 to 8-li,ar-Old: You and Ybur 9 to
11-Year-Old: You and Your 12 to 14-Year-Old:
and lint and Your 15 to 18-Year-Old: as well
as a Training Manual for group leaders. Each
manual, covering from eight to twenty topics.
would include goals and objectives, key
information, learning activities, home activi-
ties, handouts and worksheets, cultural adap-
tations for the four major ethnic minorities in
Detroit (Afro-American. Arabic. Hispanic.
and Native American). a resource list, and
suggestions for ekaluation.

A Summing Up
Due to the limited contract time and the com-

prehensive nature of the curriculum recom-
mendations, it was impossible to develop and
write the entire curriculum within the four-
month period. As an interim solution. thc
training manual was written while a variety
of curriculum materials were reviewed.
evaluated, and recommended for each of the
other manuals. The implementation plan
recommends further curriculum develop-
ment including a culturally sensitive overlay
for each of the four major ethnic groups.
concurrent with me start-up of a pilot pro-
gram. This pilot program would field test
group leaders' training and some parent
groups before implementing the project
throughout the city.

Committee members were universally
committed to the concept of a parent educa-
tion curriculum for the city of Detroit. Con-
sequently. no turf issues arose during the
design process and the group was able to
reach remarkable consensus. New alliances
were formed across service systems, and real

coalition grew out of the meetings.

Barbara Smith, Coordinator of the Detroit
Family Project. has a Master's degree in applied
sociology from Hit.sne State University and a
variety of experiences in cooperanve preschool
teaclung and directing. child care advocacy,
parent education and cupport groups, communit.t
organizbig, and ..t,oup facilitathm.

The commiuer recommendations. curriculum
outline, and framing manual are atadable nos%
for the cost of copsing and postage. To obtain
copies. contact Charlene Firestone. itho is
the director of the Comu-il on Earl.% Childhood.
Ceater for Urban Studies. 242 MacKenzie
Hall. Rayne State Outersitt. Detroit. All 48202
She is also a member of the Famils Resource
Coalitum.



The Pllowing article has been excerpted
from material presented in a very popular
session at FRC 's recent national conference.

by Carolyn Micklem

chose the title "Stone Soup- because
it reflects what we often do. which is to
produce our wonderful, nourishing programs
by starting with stones. You know that story
about the soldiers w ho finally reach a village
after a long march through hostile territory?
"Oh. thank God." they say. "now we can
eat.- They go door to door asking for food.
but the villagers have had hard years and
reply there is barely enough food for their
families. Desperate. one soldier who is a
good strategist says. "I've got it, let's make
stone soup!" He tells the villagers to bring a
big stone pot and he'll teach them to make a
tasty soup out of stones. Someone brings
wood for a tire. then water and a pot. and
when it's boiling, the soldier sniffs and says.
"It smells so good. wouldn't it be wonderful
if tke had a piece of meat? One villager offers
a small piece of meat. and others bring a
few potatoes. carrots. and cabbages. In two
hours, a lovely aroma wafts through the
village. People come out of their houses and
end up having a wonderful party out of this
soup made of stones.

As supporters of family resource pro-
grams. we somehow have to get people to
give meat and potatoes and carrots for our
pot. By way of introduction, over the past
seven years Webster Atenue Family
Resource Center (WAFRC) developed a
conceptual framework that has worked well
for us. We have moved tw ice. each time into
larger quarters. and our staff has grown from
two to eleven people. We serve 250 families a
year. between 450 and 550 people, a mixed
group in a low-income neighborhood.

I'm tackling this fundraising topic because
we've had some success at making stone
soup. and I'm willing to share the recipe.
The first thing you need is a product you
believe in. one that you ...an talk and write
about wholeheartedly. Next, you have to have
a fundraising plan. It consists of two parts:
what you're going to do. and how you're
going to get the money to do it. You need to
be very clear on the plan and it helps to
approach it as the best of business doesby
lay ing out a three-year plan. starting with
goals and objectives. Do you hate objectives?
Initially. I did, but I hat e come to respect
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them because they force you to be really
clear about what you intend to make happen.

Once your goals and objectives are Fixed.
develop the performance plan specifying all
the activities that fall under each objective.
Next to the activity, indicate who will carry
out each one so you can see the implications
of this objective for staffing the rest of the
program.

Fundraising proposals derive from your
program work plans. and the care you take in
thinking them through w ill pay off many
times. As we carry out a grant, we go back
over these plans again and again to find out
exactly what we said we'd do.

Now draft the budget needed CO fuel what
you say you'll do. Five years ago. we costed
out every component of our center. That
effort remains a blueprint for ty ing objectives
to work plan to staffing to costs. Also three
years ago, we made a chart of our major
budget categories, personnel being the larg-
est. We Created a form listing each of the
major grants. and put the percentage the
grant paid in each category: for example. 20
percent of the director's time. This taught us
to write the costs of major budget items into
a number of grants. always che,:king to see
that we didn't go over 100 percent!

The next step is deciding what to sell to
whom. This involves researching local foun-
dations. (My recommendation is to forget
national foundations: we've only gotten funds
from two, one because a friend sat on the
Board, another because we tracked the direc-
tor to his cornfield.) Libraries have founda-
tion sections and some even hake foundation
directories. Newspapers are also a good
source since foundations issue press releases
telling how charitable they've been. Many
publish annual reports detailing who and
what they've funded and for how much.

Having chosen a funder. make sure you
adhere to their format. Most funders need to
process your information quickly: if the
program material isn't presented in the for-
mat they're used to. they may not read it at
all. Be clear and concise, and don't promise
more than you can deliver. Make an appen-
dix to include things you consider important
that they may not have asked for: letters of
support. favorable newspaper articles, addi-
tional information. File all the ingredients for
your proposal soup carefully: standard parts
like program descriptions can be recycled.

Carolyn Micklem is one of the founders of
the Webster Avenue Family Resource Center.
Mother of three and soon-to-be grandmother,
she believes there should be a resource center
in every neighborhood! WAFRC is a member
of the Family Resource Coalition.

Contact: Carolyn Micklem, Director.
Webster Avenue Family Resource C'enter, 283
Webster Avenue, Roche.ster, New York 14609,
716/654-8673. Handouts from the original
conference session are available.
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Selling the Plan
Creating the plan and writing the proposal

are two parts of the challenge: marketing it is
another. Our experience points these
major ingredients in selling your ideas:
You: Your own belief in the program. your
enthusiasm, and commitment will carry you
through all the weekends spent hammering
out the proposals and dealing with the rejec-
ticns. Don't be afraid to say, "I'm a vision-
ary, that's wiiy I'm doing this work." People
give money to people, not pieces of paper.
You may intrigue a funder on paper, but
when you move in for the sale, it's going to
be your credibility and the way you come
across that makes the difference.
*Your Board: If you're very lucky. you can
attract members who have knowledge of
fundraising. good connections. and enthusi-
asm for the program. Most programs have
enthusiastic people who are willing to help
out but lack knowledge and the confidence
that goes with it. You must, therefore, be a
spark plug. arrange for Board training, and
hold their hands while they gain enough
experience to become effective. You have to
be willing to share power with the Board.
You can't control all the sales activity. Fail-
ure to gain their participation means a much
greater load of responsibility for the total life
of your program. And that's called burnout!
IConnections: People tend to give money to
people they know or to whom they have some
connection. Since most of us lack entrée to
those who control the money. we need the
help of people who do. That should be the
Board, that can be volunteers, that can be
human service and local government person-
nel who know and respect your program.
0Good press: There is something about
print that conveys authority. Our most suc-
cessful fundraising appeals have contained
favorable current news articles about the
Center.

Site visits: In our experience, the single
most important sales strategy, after connec-
tions, is getting a potential funder to visit our
program. Your space, the way it looks and
feels, will make a big difference.

IILetters of support: Our first forty-page
proposal contained twenty pages of support
letters from human service providers, city
officials, psychiatrists, neighborhood princi-
pals. and clergypeople whose judgment
was respected. And of course. simple testi-
monials from parents about how the program
makes a difference in their lives can be very
powerful.

The role of fundraiser in small family
support programs is truly challenging
because it is generally carried out by the
person who runs the organization. That
means we set the tone, supervise the staff.
tend to the garbage, do all the networking,
and make soup out of stones. As one in that
position, I wish you great success and good
connections.
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FRC plans a series of articles on home-based
services: this first one gives an overvietv of
home visiting ffir idmilies in low-income
circionstances.

FANNIES AT

Home Visiting Programs for
Low-Income Families

by Barbara Hanna Wasik
and Richard N. Roberts

Poverty is a complex social issue asso-
ciated with a multitude of conditions includ-
ing unemployment, illness, delinquency.
alcohol and drug abuse, single parenthood.
high infant mortality, and school failure. At
various times in our society reformists have
called for an inerease in attention to the poor.
We heard that call at the end of the nineteenth
century in response to the large number of
poor families living in urban situations. We
saw the attention during the Great Depres-
sion, and again in the 1960s under the Great
Society.

The home has often been viewed as an
appropriate setting for providing services to
the poor. One of the earliest pioneers in the
field of home care was Florence Nightingale
who wrote in 1867. when describing the need
to provide nursing care in the home, "Never
think that you have done anything effectual in
nursing in London till you nurse, not only the
sick poor in workhouses, but those at home."
(Quoted in Monteiro. 1985)

Possibly the strongest impetus for home
visiting for the poor developed in the early
1890s when the U.S. saw an increase in the
number of immigrant families and individu-
als living in congested urban settings. Immi-
gration was associated with many difficulties
for children, especially school problems.
delinquency, and intergenerational conflict
(Levine and Levine. 1970). as well as illness
and infectious disease (Buhler-Wilkerson.
1985).

During this time. settlement houses devel-
oped in New York, Boston. and Philadelphia
to address the needs of the urban poor. Set-
tlement house workers recognized the need
for close contact between homes and schools
and called on the families of "children who
presented special problems of an educa-
tional, social. or medical nature" (Levine
and Levine. 1970. p. 128). Some of these
workers became known as school visitors or
visiting teachers and were the forerunners of
the school social worker.

At the same time. philanthropists. con-
cerned with the prevalence of illness among
the urban poor. hired trained nurses to pro-
vide home care and teach families ways to
remain healthy (Buhler-Wilkerson. 1985).
The same conditions that influenced the
development of visiting nurses and teachers
also promoted the visiting social v,orker who
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was closely connected to both the medical
and legal professions and assisted both
through casework in the homes of the poor.

During the past few years. we hae again
seen a greater interest in home-based ser-
vices. This interest is related to the growing
number of children living in poerty as well
as increases in child abuse. school dropouts.
teenage pregnancies. low birth weight
infants, and infant mortality. Increasingly.
home visiting is being viewed as a way ot
alleviating or preventing these concerns by
providing, for example. health care and child
care information and by enhancing parenting
skills. By visiting in the home, one reduces
many of the barriers to services, and thus
reaches individuals who would not otherwise
access services.

Home Visiting Survey
Concern with providing care for the poor

at home is substantiated by the results of a
recent survey of home visiting programs
throughout the country. A significant number
of programs identified low income as the
most important characteristic of the families
they serve (Roberts & Wasik. 1989: Wasik
& Roberts. 1989). In this article we %kill use
information from the survey to compare the
characteristics of home visiting programs
serving low-income families with other
home visiting programs.

The survey itself was designed in obtain
data that included information on public and
private programs: educational, health, and
social service programs: child and parent
characteristics: coordination of services:
credentials for hiring home visitors: their
training and supervision: and the priority
services provided by programs.

Because no single coordinating group or
comprehensive list of home visiting programs
in the U.S. existed. we contacted state and
federal health, education, and social service
agencies, as well as public and private groups
for the names of programs providing home
visiting to families. A mailing list of oer
4.500 programs was ultimately doeloped.
and a survey was sent to each. We received
1.904 completed sur.eys. for a 48 percent
return rate.

In the survey, programs were asked to
identify the charac,:ristics that best de-

1

scribed the parents in their program. The
choices were general population: teenage:
single: low income: maltreating (abusive
neglectful): immigrant or non-U.S. citizen:
drug abuse 'alcoholism: specific ethnic
groups: or parents of physically handicapped
or low birthweight children. If a parent group
was not included, the program was asked to
supply the parent characteristics. (The largest
write-in group was parents of developmen-
tally delayed children.) We found that 579
programs identified low income as the most
salient characteristic of their parents. while
I.325 programs selected one of the other
program characteristics.

In Table 1. data are presented showing the
distribution by agency affiliation of those
programs reporting low income as the most
important characteristic of parents. and all
those not identify ing low income as the most
important parent ,:haracteristic. Head Start.
Home Start programs make up close to half
of the sample reporting home visiting ser-
vices to low -income families. Public health
agencies and public education institutions are
also heavily invoked. followed by private
social service programs.

We then compared programs on child
characteristics: these data are shown in Table
2. Programs serving low-income families
more frequently served children as 3, 4 or 5-
year olds. rather than as infants or toddlers.
In other programs. over 40 percent serve the
birth to 3-ycar old group. compared to 19
percent in programs for low income. Sum-
ming across all programs primarily focused
on low-income families, one sees that only
about half of them reach children in infancy,
while over 85 percent of other home visiting
programs include infants and toddlers.

In looking at child characteristics, also
seen in Table 2. children are primarily
served in these low-income families because
of their economic status or risk of school
failure. not because of other specific handi-
capping conditions. Other programs are
more likely' to serve children who are abused
or neglected or physically' handicapped. Data
from both programs primarily serving low-
income families and other programs showed
a similar percentage serving developmentally
delayed children.

Programs were also asked to rank order 19
separate family services according to their



importance. These services were classified
under fil.e headings: coordination manage-
ment: direct assistance to parents: psycholog-
ical support and .:ounseling: parenting: and
physical care. Within these broad categories.
the programs did not differ significantly from
each other. When we looked at individual
services, all programs reported a priority on
providing parenting skills and enhancing
child development in comparison to their
other services.

We found. however, that programs working
primarily with ptwerty families were more
likely to be involed in coordinating medical
services and providing child development
.1:agnostic services, and family and child
advocacy. Programs serving other group;
were less likely to provide transportation.
job training, health care. and nutritional
set-% ices.

In describing their educational criteria for

hiring home visitors. 60 percent of programs
serving low-income families reported that
they required less than a bachelor's degree
for employment: only 25 percent of all other
programs reported a minimum educational
requirement below the bachelor's level. This
difference is most likely related to the philos-
ophy of recruiting home visitors from the
target population adopted by many programs
serving low-income families.

Summary and Conclusions
Home visiting in the U.S. in the late 1980s

has many similarities with its roots in the
(890s. Services for poor families remain a
strong priority and the traditional involve-
ment of public education, public health, and
social services continues to be strong. Cur-
rently. the Head Start Home Start programs
provide almost half of all home visiting
ser ices to families where low income is

Table 1; Agency Affiliation of Home Visitinc Programs Focused Pnmar ly on Low-Income
Families in Comparison with Other Programs

EDUCATION SOC. SERVICE HEALTH HEAD START/

Pri Pub Pr1. Pun HOME START.

Programs Low
income = Most
important
parent
characteristic

Other
Programs

Pri Pub

27 63

0,0 4.7 10.9
^

N 126 303

3'o 9.5 23 0

34 21 21 154 259
- - _ -

5.9 3.6 3 6 26 6 44.7
- - ^ _

254 149 87
- -

365
. _

36

19 2 11.3 6.6 276 2.7

Table 2: Differences in Child Characteristics for Programs Focused Pirnarily on
Low-Income Families in Comparison with Other Programs

AGE OF CHILD / / / /
/

/
' ,,.'" ,... ,z./

/, q)
. 4 , .:-. / .c-

/ '1 / -/ 4t / 'z) / oi / ciz> / 4.-k/ / ci ,' ,/ !:::: ,

Low Income ! 16 1718.7 1 44.7 1.0 i 0.3 I 13.1 I 0.9 i 14.2

All Other i 2.9 ! 40.4 8 3 ! 1.1 l 1.7 1 25 6 1 2.7 16 6

CHILD
CHARACTERISTICS tb

, , ,
,/ / 4 / ' P .4,

Q.,

4.,- / q / 4r., , ,k , co/ ; et/ ...- / r
-C.' '. Ci) / / k

,cz j7) ,/ qc-, / 6 / / .e,0 0
, v... , ....

.' / .C..' .4,
.: '6) ' gs / / C.) I/e -<s Z

'-' ' T ,/ i/ / 0) Q. / 02
O , o d* .

/ 0

Low ncome 28 0 , 5.7 1 5.4 ! 21.6 0 5 5.7 I 6 7 17 7 5.6'

All Otrer 17 2 7.5 i 14 6 8 8 0 8 15.9 5 1 17 7 5 5 1

reported as the primary parent characteris-
tic. influencing the fact that many of these
families are served when their children are
between the ages of 3 and 6.

The existing evidence supporting early
intervention for infants and young children
from low-income families, however, calls for
rethinking of the timing for the initiation of
services. We need to reach these families
earlier-during pregnancy. at the time of a
child's birth, during infancy, and during the
child's very early years. Thes..: early years
are times of stress and vulnerability, espe-
cially for the first-time parent. These are also
times when the child's development can be
enhanced in a way that can prevent later
problems. As we implement home visiting
programs for children and their families, we
need to combine our intervention efforts w ith
stron evaluation components so that we can
continue to increase our knowledge about the
goals home visiting can best accomplish.
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The Effectiveness of Family Support Programs:
Evidence from the Parent Services Project Evaluation
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In the past decade. primary prevention has
increasingly become a focus for mental
health service providers and policy makers
intent on finding cost-effective means to curb
a crisis in the nation's mental health, educa-
tional, and penal systems. Social problems
as diverse as family violence, drug abuse.
chronic unemployment, and mental illness
are seen to hase underlying roots in family
systems plagued by poverty, high stress, and
social isolation. The problems of child abuse
and neglect alone hase reached crisis propor-
tions with incidence estimates ranging as
high as 1.9 million cases per year in the U.S.
(Straus. 1980).

Numerous studies hase shown that pos -
erty. unemployment. stress, and isolation are
antecedents to family violence (Gelardo and
Sanford, 1937). Other risk factors include
psychological symptoms of the parents.
specifically depression. anxiety. hostility.
and dependency. as well as previous history
of abuse and neglect. Thus, child victims
often become adult perpetrators in the cycle
of family violence.

Mounting es idence suggests that pros id-
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ing families ith much needed social sup-
port, especially during the crucial years of a
child's early development, is an effective
intervention to stop the deselopment of
child abuse and neglect ( Dunst. et al.. 1985:
Garbarino, 1987: Germain. 1985: Tracy and
Whittaker. 1987). Since early child abuse is
correlated with later jusenile delinquency
(McCord. 1983), early preventive efforts
could also ameliorate later crises in adoles-
cence and adulthood. The old adage. "An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure." is certainly true in the context of
family dysfunction.

Lisbeth Schorr (1988) calls this pattern
in high risk families "the cycle of disadsan-
tage." and rev iesss the characteristics of suc-
cessful presentise programs to break this
cycle. She says. -the programs that succeed
in helping families in the shadows are inten-
sive. comprehensive, and flexible (Schorr.
1988: 259).

Head Start is one of the founding models
of early intersention in high risk families.
but Ed Zigler (1986) say s that the family
resource mosement has advanced beyond this
deficit model to emphasize family strengths
rather than weaknesses. According to Zigler.

_I :3 6

"The primary goal of all family support
programs is the creation of a sense of self-
worth w ithin each participant" (1986:
10-111.

The Parent Sers ices Project (PSP) in Fair-
fax. California is an innovative program
which exhibit: Schorr's characteristics and
operates with a primary goal of developing
parent self-esteem and empowerment. PSP is
a social support program sers ing a culturally
diserse group of low-income parents with
children in state-funded child care centers in
three counties in the San Francisco Bay area.
PSP's philosophy is that healthy parents rear
healthy children. Therefore, if parents ean
be helped to des elop their ow n potential as
healthy Iluman beings, they ss create a
better deselopmental environment for their
children.

PSP achieses its primary goals by provid-
ing supportise sers ices to parents in a child
care setting. .Actis ities are planned and
implemented by the parents and staff. They
range from family outings and parent-only
social esents to educational and cultural
esents to respite and sick child care. Parent
empowerment is developed through parent
leadership and "ownership" of the program.
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Rigorous Evaluative Efforts are
Critical for Sustaining Preventive
Programs and Proving Their
Effectiveness

PSP. like many family support programs,
is dependent on time limited grants from the
private sector. and is currently funded by
the Marin Community Foundation and the
Zellerbach Family Fund. Public sector funds
would provide more stable financing for such
programs, but securing these scarce funds
has proven a very difficult task. Legislators
and policy makers have been reluctant to
provide public funding without objective
evaluations that prove preventive programs
really work and are cost-effective. Objective
evaluations of family resource programs.
therefore, are crucial to secure funding and
improve program development.

Because funding is so scarce, evaluations
of family support programs usually consist of
summarizing service utilization records and
devising simple assessments of client satis-
faction with services (Weiss and Hite. 1986).
Outcome evaluations guided by analytic
theory are rare.

For this reason, the Parent Services Pro-
ject Evaluation is unique. Funded by grants
from the San Francisco Foundation and
Marin Community Foundation, it is an out-
come evaluation that bridges the gap between
analytical and applied research in the field
of social support. As a prospective study, it
evaluates the impact of the PSP program on
parents' lives over time. Because of its exper-
imental design. the PSP Evaluation is able to
assess the impact of the PSP program while
controlling for other variables such as culture
and time, which also have important effects
on psychological outcomes. Finally, because
of its scope. the PSP Evaluation substantially
contributes to the analytical literature on
social support.

Hypothesis Testing in PSP
Evaluation

PSP provides supportive activities to par-
ents based on the stress-buffer model of
social support. This theory basically states
that stress makes people vulnerable to the
development of psychological symptoms.
Social support buffers this stress by helping
people to cope and adapt. thereby reducing
symptom development. This model suggests
that social support is most beneficial when
stress levels are high. Thus, it is an excellent
model to use with high-risk groups such as
low-income parents who tend to be very
stressed and socially isolated.

The PSP Evaluation is testing this model
by studying parents as they go through the
PSP program and comparing them with a
matched control group of low-income par-
ents from other state-funded child care cen-
ters. Our full sample of parents (N=255)
were administered questionnaires when their
children entered the centers and then again
fifteen months later. A smaller group of these

550
0.1
0

50

Entry 15 months 30 months

Control Group Full Sample Cohort 1

400./Wvevovo,Wv..,*"....".
PSP Group Full Sample Cohort 1

parents (which we call Cohort I: N=70) was
followed up with a third interview fifteen
months later when most children had gradu-
ated from the centers. Measures of social
support. stress, and symptom levels were
obtained at each time period.

The PSP Evaluation found that indeed.
PSP parents constituted a high-risk group for
the development of psycholoeical symptoms
and family dysfunction at the time of their
entry into the program. Because of their
initial high stress and low social support
scores, we were not surprised to find that
both PSP and the control groups were dem-
onstrating high levels of symptoms at the
time of the first interview. As can be seen in
the graph. both groups scored well above 55
on the Global Symptom Index (GSI) of the
Brief Symptom Inventory. Since the average
score for the non-patient adult population is
standardized at 50, and a score of 64 repre-
sents a diagnosable psychiatric case, these
scores demonstrate high risk. Thus, the first
assumption behind the PSP modelthat the
target group was at high risk for symptom
developmentwas confirmed.

By the second interview. the PSP parents
showed significant reductions in stress and
symptom levels, even though their informal
social support networks also decreased in
size. The control parents. however, lost even
more people from their support networks
duriu this initial period, and demonstrated
only slight reductions in stress and symp-
toms. The fact that the control parents had
slight reductions in symptoms even with
larg.e losses of social support attests to the

1 9 1--)t)

fact that access to child care itself is a crucial
support to parents. which can reduce symp-
toms in the short term. The significant s!.mp-
tom reductions demonstrated by the PSP
group. however, can only be attributed to the
increased levels of support provided by the
PSP program itself. PSP has proven to have
significant positive effects on the lives of the
parents in the short term.

In the long term. PSP's impact is even
greater. This is demonstrated by the stabil-
ization and prevention of further symptom
development in the PSP group during the
last fifteen months of the study. (This is the
smaller group labeled "Cohort 1" in the
graph.) The control group lost all of the
short-term benefits provided by access to
child care arrangements and increased dra-
matically in symptoms during the final phase
of the study. Control parents also lost much
of their support and increased in stress dur-
ing this period, while the PSP group had
very slight reductions in stress and support.

1Given the positive relationships
that have been jbund in numer-
ous studies between depression.
anxiety, hostility, and child abuse,
the beneficial effects of PSP
may extend well into the next
generation.

C,mr:nued p
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When the symptom dimension scores are
examined in the Cohort 1 group over the 30-
month interval of the study (see chart labeled
"Cohort 1: Time 3-), these results are even
more impressive. The PSP group decreased.
while the control group increased on the
three global scores and all of tbe nine symp-
tom dimensions of the Brief Symptom Inven-
tory. Significant differences were found in
the number of symptoms reported. and the
distress experienced from each symptom
(PSDI), as well as the Global Symptom
Index (GSI). In addition, the differences
between the PSP and control groups were
significant on the symptom dimensions of
depression. anxiety, hostility. phobia. para-
noia, and obsessive-compulske behavior.
Given the positive relationships that have
been found in numerous studies (Gelardo and
Sanford. 1987) between depression. anxiety.
hostility, and child abuse. the beneficial
effects of PSP may extend well into the next
generation.

COHORT 1: TIME 3

4) SYMPTOMS
PSP CONTROL

Number of symptoms
PSDI
GSI

Obsessive compulsive
Depression

Anxiety
Hostility
Phobia

Paranoia

ALL DIFFERENCES
ARE SIGNIFICANT

The stress. support. and symptom patterns
of parents in the control group fit the stress-
buffer model; i.e., high stress and low sup-
port are shown to increase symptoms. The
PSP group deviates from the stress-buffer
model only because PSP provided the crucial
support lacking in the parents' own social
support networks. In other words. PSP aug-
mented the support networks of these par-
ents, thus preventing a significant increase
in symptoms.

The fact that the social support networks
of both groups decreased in size. however, is
problematic. While a tightening of the net-
work indicates that parents rely more on their
family members and close friends for support.
decreasing the breadth of the network
may have detrimental effects in the long
term. For example. family members may add
more stress than support in the lives of par-
ents. This is especially true for women, in
(heir multiple family roles, who are often
relied upon to meet most of the emotional
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needs of their families (Coy ne and DeLongis.
1986: Dressler, 1985). Further, families may
not be able to give all the ty pes of support
that a parent needs, particularly if financial
support is required of families already in
poverty circumstances.

For this reason, family support programs
should be careful to ensure continuity of
support prior to the time parents leave the
program. By facilitating the development of
self-help groups among alumni parents and
training them in the social skills necessary to
augment their own networks, parents can
capitalize on the benefits provided by family
resource programs.

Another consideration in ealuating a
program is determining whether it is cost
effective. That is, does spending money on
a primary prevention program such as PSP
save money in the long term? Paul Harder
(1985) conducted a cost benefit analysis of
the PSP program to determine the potential
savings if the state of California funded PSP
program; on a state-wide level. In his esti-
mates. PSP programs could have a net annual
saving, in 1985 dollars, of $400 per family
served. This figure is based on the minimal
cost per family in the PSP programS2 b
and the amount of 5615, estimated to be w hat
the state would have to spend in welfare.
social services, and judicial and penal costs
if family dysfunctions such as child and
spouse abuse, emotional stress. physical
illness, substance abuse, and child-care
related unemployment were not prevented
by programs like PSP.

Conclusion
The findings of this evaluation in conjunc-

tion with the Paul Harder study demonstrate
that PSP is both cost-effective and beneficial
to public health. PSP is effective in reducing
parents' symptom levels in the short-term
and preventing symptom development on a
longer term basis. This symptom reduction
promotes the development of parent empo-
werment and healthy family functioning.
both crucial to the healthy development of
children. Those children who have the bene-
fit of such an environment. especially dur-
ing their preschool years. are more likely
to develop into healthy adults and parents
themselves.

Thus, family resource programs like PSP
have the potential of breaking the cycle of
family violence and dysfunction so prealent
in this society. and creating positive out-
comes for future generations. Whether this
potential will be realized depends on the
extent to which social support levels can be
maintained by parents after they leave the
PSP program. Future research on the chil-
dren, and perhaps even the grandchildren
of PSP parents may determine the final out-
come of the Parent Services Project.

The extent to which programs like PSP
w ill have a major social impact depends on
whether they are funded and implemented on

1 0 0
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a national scale as a comprehenske preven-
tion strategy. Policy makers at the local,
state. and national levels have a choice: will
they invest now in relatively inexpensive
prevention programs that in Schorr's words
"break the cycle of disadvantage." or will
they continue to pay the "high cost of rotten
outcomes-?
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All About

by Betty Cohen

Whatever the questionwhen local
parents feel they are going "bananas" and
need either child rearing or child caring
assistance, or support to find and create
solutions to their family concernsthey can
call BANANAS. BANANAS provides free.
comprehensive information, referral, and
support serv ices to parents and child care
pro\ iders in northern Alameda County.
California. This heavily populated. diverse
urban area includes the cities of Alameda.
Albany, Berkeley, Emery ille. Piedmont.
and Oakland.

BANANAS' staff has responded to the
needs of families since 19-3 when we
answered a few calls each week at our desk
in the Berkeley YWCA. Last month, we
received over 4.000 calls from people asking
for information on anything and every thing
related to children and families! More than
200.000 calls have come in over the past
five years.

Our organization was founded by women
who believed that parents could and should
be the real experts when it came to rearing
their children. We also believed that if we
could provide parents with supportive, non-
judgmental information, tlky would make
000d decisions. This was an innovative
approach in the early 1970s when parenting
was less "in" and family life was still fairly
conventional (at least in the press). Ten
women with young childr-:n volunteered their
time for the first 21;2 years. We linked
families with one another to form coopera-
tive child care arrangements. all the while
keeping track of the political and legislative
climate. As the economy changed. and more
and more families needed other ty pes of
child care, we expanded our resources to
include all available options.

Our first grunt came from the San Fran-
cisco Foundation, and we quickly became a
forerunner in the child care information and
referral field. In fact, when the California
State Legislature decided to fund such

services in 1976. BANANAS was used as
one of three models in the state. There are
currently 72 other child care resource and
referral services throughout Californiathe
first state to recognize the cost-effectiveness
of these services as part of the child care
delivery system. BANANAS also receives
operating funds from United Way of the Bay
Area. private foundations, local government.
and individual donations.

Matching Parent Needs
with Service Solutions

Resource and referral services ideally are
able to connect local child care and family-
serving systems IA ith parents who have need
for them. They can also give immediate. up-
to-date information to policymakers about
what gaps exist in service delivery and what
changes are occurring in family needs. For
instance. years before Kramer vs. Kramer.
BANANAS was documenting a dramatic
increase in single father households simply
by noting the numbers of calls from fathers
who 1)ad custody of their children. This
awareness led us to offer special events and
support groups aimed at such parents.

In addition to providing parents with tefer-
rals to a variety of child care options (family
day care, center-based care, cooperatives.
shared baby sitters. one-family only child
care providers. exchanges. and playgroups).
BANANAS has a number of other services
for parents and providers. Our offerings
include workshops. discussion groups,
classes, and support groups for parents:
training for child care providers in start-up.
funding. and licensing: a pre-crisis warmline
for health and child development questions
from parents and providers: legislative infor-
mation and advocacy : an infant's and chil-
dren's clothing and equipment exchange:
and information on local children's services
and special classes. exhibits. and events
for families.

BANANAS publishes a variety of free
handouts on parenting and child care topics
as well as numerous for.sale publications:
our bi-monthly newsletter is sent to over
9.000 families.

Also, we are funded to help eligible low-
income parents pay for their children's care
while the parents are in training, in school,
looking for a job. or working. Parents in this
system choose the child care they want from
among the licensed child care options. Gov-
ernments (city, county. or state) provide
funds to organizations like BANANAS who
pay child care providers directly for their
services. This type of subsidized child care
is called an Alternative Payment Program
in California. In addition. we administer a
Respite Program which gives short-term.
small grants to parents who need emergency
assistance.

BANANAS always tries to play a role in
the expansion of child care services by offer-
ing a variety of technical assistance to new
and growing programs. For the past three
years, through a grant from the Bank of
America Foundation's Child Care Initiative
Project. we have recruited new family day
care providers in areas of our service terri-
tory where child care is in short supply. In
addition, we have developed materials for
parents and for child care providers in Span-
ish. Chinese. Vietnamese. and Laotian. One
special grant from the Junior League of
Oakland, East Bay, Inc. funds our staff to
develop new handouts on parenting issues
(such as "Dealing with Ones and Twos") and
some child caring handouts (on "Child Care
Issues for Expectant and First-Time Parents"
and "Suggestions on Hiring Limited-English
Speaking Babysitters"). We also offer a health
training videotape for child care providers
_ailed Health Child Care: Is it Reall. Magic?
(available for S49.95 from our office'.

The staff at BANANAS tries to answer
questions and write handouts on topics
requested by our varied constituency. For
more information on our services, please
w rite or call our office: send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope for our Publi-
cation List. BANAN.AS, 6501 Telegraph
Avenue, Oakland. CA 94609. 415 658-7101.

Bett Cohen, Executiw Director of8.1.\.-1.v.4.5.

ha an M. S.W. and operates the Itarmhne pr
parents and child care prothlers %tho cal; to
discuss their child (let elopment concern%.

ic a member ,Olte ReNource
Coalition.
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The Corporation as a Family Resource

by Dana E. Friedman

The family is in this year. I guess it's part
of a kinder, gentler nation. Not only is there
more government attention to families, but
companies have become intrigued as the
family changes and thus alters the composi-
tion and needs of the labor force. Largely
due to a decline in birth rates and the aging
of the baby boomers, the labor pool is
shrinking. This means that economic growth
cannot come from merely hiring more peo-
ple. as U.S. companies did in the past.
Growth will come more from getting the
most out of the people hired. and therefore
companies must be in sync with the needs
and expectations of today 's workers in order
to know how to recruit and retain a produc-
tive work force.

The recruitment efforts. benefit plans,
work schedules, and productivity incentives
designed for a male breadw inner will not
achieve the same objectises with today's
workers. More of them will be women and
minorities with a different set of needs that.
if unmet, will prevent them from working
productively.

A Boston University School of Social
Work study found that married mothers
spend eighty-five hours per week on work.
household chores, and child care. That's
more than two full-time jobs! How can com-
panies expect these women to work in the
same way. under the same conditions as the
married father who has a wife taking care of
home and hearth?

Despite several compelling reasons for a
change in corporate strategy. most companies
still believe in the need to keep work and
family issues separate. Rosabeth Moss
Kanter of Harvard Business School said that
capitalism treats the workers "as if" they had
no family, and workers may have reason to
act "as if" there were no workplace.

The denial of family considerations at the
workplace is selective. howeser. For years.
unions were able to bargain for a "family
wage." and basic benefits sought to protect
the solvency and future of the family. Being
a "family man" wasand still isa sign of
security. stability, and promotability. How -
ever, corporations don't think of women as
needing a family wage. or that "family
women" are promotable. But "family" is an
issue in family-owned businesses. and there
is still the notion of the "corporate family
(although the traditional corporate family is
a dying breed).

Another important change relates to the
corporate response to various kinds of family
needs. Although rarely publicized. compan-
ies hase always been supportise when
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employees face disasters and emergencies.
They rarely question the need for time off
when someone has a heart attack, or w hen
a family member has been in an accident.
Employees today, however, are askinc, for
consideration for their day-to-day famils
hassles. It appears that while corporations
may be unsung heroes for the tragedies of
life, they are loathe to address the dails
drudgeries of life.

There are many obstacles to creating a
more family-supportive workplace. Eco-
nomic constraints created by escalating
health care costs make companies reluctant
to augment their benefits package. Nlany
firms now favor hiring contingent workers
or "disposable workers" as a Los .-Inge!es
Times reporter calls themwho pros ide
temporary. leased. or part-time work with-
out benefits. Smaller firms balk at state reg-
ulations that increase the cost of pros iding
benefits and choose to offer none.

Attitudinal constraints pertain largely to
senior decision-makers who have not. gener-
ally, experienced work-family conflict. They
have created a oorporate culture that is not
conducive to expressing work and family
concerns. Without employee input or per-
sonal experience. corporate executis es
remain ignorant of family problems and
their impaci.

It may be that demographics. labor short-
ages, and the threat of government mandates
are sufficient to overcome these economic
and attitudinal obstacles. As companies
rethink the strategic plan for their human

resources, the family w ill be a cornerstone of
their analysis. They will consider a range of
family-supportive policies, programs. corpo-
rate contributions, and endorsements. They.
will eventually come to understand that the
corporate culture must change if employees
are to feel comfortable taking advantage of
the new policies and programs offered.

Several cultural myths must first be
debunked.

Myth: It's business as usual. There is
no such thing as business as usual anymore
since the business environment changes from
day to day. If not mergers and acquisitions.
it's layoffs. dow nsizing. or restructuring.
There might even be a new CEO who
changes tile w.* the company is run. Tech-
nology itself demands that the workplace
remain flexible.

Myth: Keep .our personal problems at
home. This was possible as long as someone
was at home. Now forty-six percent of the
work force is comprised of dual-earning or
single parents. Managers are struggling with
a way to accommodate employees' personal
problems. and also keep people working
efficiently and productively. This dilemma
relates to the next myth that needs exploring.

Myth: Give them an inch and they will-
take a mile. The presumption is that if the
company allows a little more time off for
family reasons, for instance. employees will
abuse the privilege and take lease whether
they have a family need or not. Research
indicates that an accommodating employer is
likely to be paid back with loyarty and higher
productivity because the employ ee is so
grateful for the flexibility and trust.

Myth: Fair means the same. Companies
are very concerned about equity among
workers, but they must realize that a diverse
workforce cannot adjust to a one-size-fits-all
benefits package. Therefore, there will be
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differences in the forms of compensation that
employees get, and if one employee does not
receive the same benefit as another, it is not
considered unfair or inequitable.

The natural by-product of flexibility is
discretion. If companies are developing
broad policies that pros ide leeway for the
supervisor, the effects of supervisor attitudes
and sensitivity to work and family issues will
greatly influence the work-family balance for
employees. The feedback from employee
surveys indicates that the> want supervisors
to be more sensitive to their family problems
and requests for assistance and support. The
most progressive firms in the nation are
beginning to offer supers isory training as
a way to change their cultures and create
an environment that is truly supportive of

How Most Companies Respond to
Family Needs

Most of the growth in corporate activity
regarding family needs is in the revision of
existing policies and the des elopment of new
services and benefits. About 4.000 compan-
ies offer some form of child care support and
about 200 firms have addressed elder care.
Despite media coverage that would suggest
otherwise, the on-site day care center is less
popular than other options. About 900 of the
4.000 employers offering child care support
do so by creating a child care center. Two-
thirds of these are sponsored by hospitals.
100 by government agencies. and the remain-
ing 200 have been initiated by corporations.
A handful of companies have responded to
the need for other services such as family
day care, after-school care.and infant care.

Companies also provide financial assis-
tance to help their employ ees afford these
services. The most prevalent form of
employer support for child care is a financ-
ing option called flexible benefits. By in-
cluding a dependent care option in a flex-
ible benefits plan. companies enable their
employees to use pre-tax dollars to purchase
child care and elder care services. Other
forms of financing include vouchers, dis-
counts at local services, and long-term care
insurance for elderly relatives.

Flexibility in scheduling is also offered by
companies to accommodate family needs.
Flextime. job sharing, and work-at-home
options are slowly grow ing. Parental lease
policies are under scrutiny to include fathers
and adoptive parents. Other leave is being
considered for aging relatis es and spouses.

The most innovatise responses from com-
panies come in the form of providing infor-
mation. They are helping their employees
reduce stress and find the care they need
through support of resource and referral

Further work by Barbara ago Jim Dale can be
found in The Working Woman Book (1985) and
The Joys of Motherhood 149871. published by
Andrews and McMeel. Ka^sas City. MO

services, counseling programs. expanded
employee assistance programs. worksite
seminars on a range of family issues, in-
house resource libraries, employee support
groups. caregiver fairs, and handbooks and
hotlines that provide general information
about problems or needs.

Supporting Change
There is a very critical role that agencies

offering family supportive counseling and
resources can have in helping companies
address family needs. Outlined below are
several ways to market your services to busi-
ness while providing assistance to workimg

Make your services relevant. Just as
companies need an education about commu-
nity services and the way they work, so do
service [mos iders need co understand the
corpor.00n. Preliminary research is critical
in order to assess the business community
and the ways in which your services could
help them. An important place to start would
be the employee assistance program and how
it is structured (in-house or contracted out).
EAPs are just beginning to expand beyond
alcohol and drug abuse counseling to include
family counseling. You could be helpful in
the design of this expansion or in providinc
services directly on contract.

The on site resource library is becoming
popular. A recommended iist of publications
and local resources presented in a self-
contained kit would be useful in the creation
of this library. You could create a mobile
resource unit with costs shared by several
companies. or organize a caregiver fair at a
company's worksite. You have substantive
expertise that can be invaluable to the design
of seminars, support groups, handbooks.
videos, and other educational efforts related
to family well-being and support services.

Actively market your services. The world
of social services is foreign to most corporate
decision-makers. They rarely know how to
access services, and consequently know less
about evaluating them. It is up to you to do
that for them. This can take two forms. One
is to market your agency's services by creat-
ing promotional material and sending it to
directors of human resources in local firms.
You can get yourself invited to give a one-
hour presentation to a work-family task force
or labor-management committee focused on
family issues. You could make a 10-minute
video about your services and send it to
companies as a wa> of introduction. You can
ask the current users of >our services to help
you get a foot in the door at their place of
employment.

Alternatively, you can market your ser-
vices along with other agencies in the com-
munity. Rather than compete with one
another, jointly produce a marketing strategy
and allow compnies to invite whomeser
they choose to the workplace. If >ou hac a
network, use it. You may get some joint

projects that will further strengthen your
collective effectiveness. Or you can help a
company sort through the maze of services
by creating a directory of local resources
(w hich should include a glossary of terms).

Continue the education process.
Althou2h there is movement in the business
community toward providing a more family
supportive work environment, the majority
of companies hase yet to respond. After ten
years of advocacy. we are still in an educa-
tion phase, and will be for quite some time.
The reason for this is that the biggest obsta-
cle tO increased company support to families
is attitudes. Cost plays a role, but that affects
more what they do than whether they do
anything at all. Your job, as someone knowl-
edgeable about the stresses facing workers
with family responsibilities, is to help them
understand the range of needs and the various
wa> s they can accommodate the changes
facing families and the labor force. This
would require less direct marketing than the
development of educational materials and
conferences on the status of families in your
community. They call this the soft sell.

Invite companies into public policy
debates. Companies are beginnin2 to realize
that their employees are not only affected by
work policies, but also by policies made in
Washington, DC. They have also learned that
w hat companies can and cannot do in
response to family needs often depends on
government mandates or government support
to community services. The greatest contri-
bution a company can make to improving
family supports is to share their insights into
the needs of working families at a Congres-
sional hearing. By sharing the results of a
community needs assessment they conducted
to determine company policy, a company can
provide a much-needed planning function for
community services.

It is often up to community agencies to
help companies see the value of participating
in public policy debates. Even if they don't
actively participate. you can advance their
education in the process. After all, who is
better prepared to help companies realize
w hat an important family resource the>
can be?

Dana Friedman is creating a national. non-
profit organization ttirli Ellen Galinsk, an FRC
B..ard member. called :he Families and nOrk
In,:aute This entit 'till conduct research in
business, government. and community efforts to
help people balance their work and family lives.
Dr Friedman previously spent six years at The
Conference Board in 2,'esv York sshere she initi-
ated the Kbrk and Fanuly information Center.
She has been a Riishington lobbyist Ibr child
care and children's issues, has si Krum and been
published svidels on matters related to Isorking
families and the. r emloyers. atul acted a., a
Si 'cal pohc. ad,i,or to a Variety ,Pfnational
and irate level task t'orccs. commi,won. and
councils.

Contact her a: lo I Summit R. 'ad .
itashington. V)," :11)51)
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Selling Motherhood
and Apple Pie:

Marketing
Parenting
Seminars

by Mary E. Lunge and Bonnie Michaels

Today's parents know there is more to child
rearing than on-the-job training and frantic
flips through Dr. Spock's revised edition.
They are willing to imest time and effort to
attend seminars. workshops, and classes to
improve their parenting skills. Both moms
and dads are eager to learn how they can
cope with work and family.

It is no secret either that we expect a labor
shortage. and savvy companies are preparing
for recruitment nightmares. They recognize
that by helping employ ees manage work and
family, they can attract and retain a quality
workforce. Employees who are satisfied with
their parenting skills have higher morale and
less absenteeism and tardiness, which results
in increased producti ity. All of this trans-
lates to opportunities for marketing parenting
seminars and groups to businesses concerned
with the well-being of their employees.

In promoting our 0 n Managing Work and
Family. Inc. seminars, we ha\ e found that
the marketing process requires careful plan-
ning. creativity. tenacity. and energy. Energy.
in the form of enthusiasm. is infectious. If
you believe in what you hip,: to sell, you can
turn a skeptical contact into an excited and
appreciative buy er.

Marketing Strategies
Marketing is more than selling. It is pric-

ing. publicity, positioning. and understand-
ing the niche your product or service tills.
Before you make an> sales pitch. know
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exactly what the benefits will be to the buy er
and to those who participate: then seek out
companies that could profit from your exper-
tise. Keep tuned to the economics and demo-
graphics of the area you intend to target.
Regularly reading the business pages of your
local newspaper can help you keep up to date
and find leads.

Here are a few questions to ask yourself as
you plan your marketing strategy:

What is the seminar about and who is it
for? Describe the potential audiences cultur-
ally. economically. educationally. Where do
they work, live. play'? The more accurately
you define the audiences. the easier it will be
to target your presentations.

Why might someone not want this semi-
nar? Is it too expenske. too long, inappro-
priate. or similar to something already
available? How can these obstacles be over-
come? If there is competition. how do the
fees and products compare?

Why should a company choose your
seminar over a similar one?

There are many effective strategies for
creating awareness about family-oriented
seminars:

Place articles in newspapers. magazines.
trade journals, and newsletters.

Speak at conventions. Kiwanis-type
civic service club meetings. or offer your
expertise for radio and TV talk shows.

Get to know people in the news media
who cover topics that can help you gain
recognition (e.g.. health, education, social
set vices. and business).

Create your own nev.s with interesting.
one-page news releases. Media mailing
labels are often available from state capitol
communication centers at minimal cost.

Get attention with high quality direct
mail. Attractive brochures. personalized
letters, calendars. etc.. can be produced
inexpensively'.

Exhibit at professional meetings and
conferences.

Once you have established credentials in
the area of parenting. managing work and
family, or whatever you choose, you will be
in a better position to sell your set-% ices.

Making the Sale
Before setting forth to sell to corporate

America. stop at the library and learn all you
can about the company' you intend to
approach. Read their annual report. Get a
feel for the corporate culture. Talk to a sec-
retary and identify who has the decision-
making power for giving the go-ahead to
your seminar. Then call-for an appointment.

This may be your only' chance to sell this
organization on your seminar, so be pre-
pared. Have clear descriptions of each
workshop written from a businessperson's
perspective. Use expressions they will recog-
nize. All professions has.e buzzwords: learn
a few that are applicable.

Show examples of >our work, neatly dis-

played and presented in a logical sequence.
Include sample evaluation sheets or testimo-
nials. Leave these and any other pertinent
materials with your business card.

Ask questions. listen carefully to the
answers, and then relate what you have to
sell to w hat the organization needs.

Inexperienced salespersons can neglect
to ask for the sale. Don't be afraid to say,
"When would you like to have this seminar
presented?"

Learning from Rejection
If you're rejected. don't take it personally.

It is the product. not you. being turned down.
You need to retain an upbeat attitude to
make a sales pitch to the next prospective
client.

Be sure to ask the reason for the rejection.
and probe until you are satisfied with the
answer. Use whatever information you gain
to impriwe your product.

If you sense an interest but do not get a
commitment, suggest a pilot program or
condensed version. This can lead to an
assignment later.

Before leaving the interview, ask for the
names of others who might be interested in
your seminar.

Be patient. Success does not come over-
night. Corporations can take weeks to make
a decision, and the more people involved, the
longer the decision takes.

Keeping Notes
You may have to try many different mar-

keting approaches to sell your product.
Keeping careful records of your efforts will
indicate what does and does not work. Keep
track of all the groups you talk to. their reac-
tions, and questions. Note the hoops you
jumped through to reach the person with the
decision-making power.

Assess response to your mailings. Doc-
ument what type of company responded.
which department the respondent was in
(personnel. human resources, corporate
communications), and what questions they
asked. U.,: this information to better focus
your next marketing attempt.

When orders come rolling in and business
is good. you may: be tempted to push market-
ing efforts aside. DON'T. If you let up, stop
makivig calls, send out fewer mailings, you
will soon notice that the telephone is silent
and the mailbox is empty'.

Man E. Longe and Bonnie Michaels are
partners at .Managing fibrk and Fwnily. Inc.. a
management consulting firm marketing T .-oducts

and +ert Ices that promote loyalr and productii-
it almml: employees with fiunily responsibdines.
Our of thew combated experience in manage-
ment. education, and health care. they created
the Employee Health and Famd.% Resource
Lthrar. a !idly packaged. specialized collection
of book., and videos for hospitals and businesses.

Contac:: Managing kirk and Family. Inc.. 9/2

Crain Street, Etanston, IL 60202, 312 864-0916.
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ADVOCACY i-7

On October 13. 1988. President Reagan
signed a major new federal initiative. the
Family Support Act of 1988 (P1.100-485).
which makes sweeping changes in the cur-
rent welfare system.

This article reviews the major features of
this new law, key implementation issues, and
briefly discusses the process role that farnily
support adocates can play in the develop-
ment of state welfare programs.

Background
For the past twenty years. members of

Congress have wrestled unsuccessfully with
revamping the nation's welfare system. an
effort sorely needed in the face of evidence
that much of the current system is harmful to
families. Congressional liberals and conser-
vatives reached rare concensus on the need
for a bill to reduce poor families' dependency
on welfare. They split. however. over how to
accomplish this task. Conservatives cited
current welfare employment disincentives
which discourage efforts toward family
self-sufficiency. and insisted on provisions
requiring states to enroll set percentages of
participants in employment programs. Liber-
als pushed for mandatory coserage for poor
two-parent families, expanded childcare and
health benefits, and argued for an increase in
the miserably low benefit levels. Not every-
one. of course. is happy with the result.

Nonetheless, both presidential campaigns.
recent state welfare reform initiatives, and
the press. in providing renewed attention to
the plight of poor families, were important
players in pushing Congressional negotiators
to shape an acceptable bill. Senator Daniel
Patrick Nloynihan (D-NY). a long-time
advocate for welfare reform, was the bill's
chief architect and negotiator.

A brief look at the welfare population will
help answer the question. who does the bill
intend to help? Welfare recipients. as family
support advocates know, are not a homogene-
ous group. In 1986. the nation's principal
welfare program. Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC). served eleven
million people. almost four million families
with nearly seven million children (sixty
percent of whom are under six years of age).
Ninety percent of the adults receiving AFDC
are women who are increasingly young and
single. Although nearly one-third leave the
welfare rolls within one year, more than one-
quarter of the adult recipients ha),,e been on
welfare for over five years.

Moy nihan's Family Support Act of 1988
targets those families most likely to stay for
years on the welfare rolls, and tnereby forces
states to develop ways to increase these fami-
lies' self-sufticiency. Thus, one critical com-
ponent of the law mandates states to spend at
least lifty-fise percent of their welfare money
on families who have been on welfare at least
thirty-six out of the preceding sixty months.

Congress Enacts Welfare Reform h Iary Brandon

Provisions
The central provision requires states to

dekelop programs which will mandate wel-
fare recipients with children as young as
three to participate in education, training.
and employment programs to the "extent
resources permit In addition, states also
have the option of requiring parents with
children as young as one year old to partici-
pate. Such measures are intended, in part. to
move welfare recipients off the rolls before
they become long-term dependents.

Employment and Training
By October 1. 1990. each state must estab-

lish and operate a welfare-to-work program
Job Opportunities and Basic Skill Training
Program (JOBS). States must also provide a
broad range of education and training to help
welfare recipients as they move toward self-
sufficiency. For example. parents under
twenty-five who have not completed their
high school education will be allowed to
pursue this in lieu of the work requirement.
The movement of welfare recipients into the
JOBS program w ill be gradual. By 1990.
states are required to enroll seven percent of
their welfare recipients in education and
training programs: twenty percent must
enroll by 1995.

Support Services
To help in the transition to work. parents

are assured of twelve months of continued
Medicaid eligibility for their families once
they are employed, and twelve months of day
care assistance (lack of adequate child care
constitutes good cause for exempting a state
from participating in the program). Many of
the child care provisions are positive in out-
line. and create new opportunities for adso-
cates. Parents will also be reimbursed for
transportation expenses.

Child Support
Congress has long recognized that the

federal government must help states ensure
that parents. ()sem helmingly fathers, sup-
port their children. This provision under-
scores a key welfare reform themeto secure
parental responsibility. The law also requires
employers to automatically deduct child
support payments from the paycheck of an
absent parent, even if the parent is not behind
on support payments.

AFDC-UP
Under the existing welfare system. twenty-

three states deny benefits to two-parent fami-
lies. The new Act cxtends welfare benefits to
these families and requires at least one par-
ent in such a family (which is about five
percent of all welfare families) to perform at
least sixteen hours oftOmmunity service
each week. This modified work force prok
sion will be phased in starting in 1994.

1

Teen Parent Options
States have the option to deny 1.),elfare

benefits to minor parents under eighteen
unless they live with a parent. legal guardian.
or in some adult-supervised, supportive
li ing arrangement. The assistance would
then be paid to the minor parent's parent or
guardian. There are exemptions to this provi-
sion, including cases in which staying at
home places the young parent at risk.

Federal draft regulations. which will more
clearly spell out parameters to guide welfare
reform, may be issued by the Department of
Health and Human Ser. ices (HHS ) as early
as Spring 1989 for public comment. The
legislation authorizes S3.34 billion to carry
out the program for the first fi),e years.
although Congress has not yet appropriated
any money.

Implications for Advocates
Advocates know that successful initiatives

are implemented slowly. beginning with
voluntary participation and careful attention
to multiple. interconnected needs of poor
families, especially poor teens w ith children.
We know that poor parents desire to support
and nurture their children, and that the wczy
in which health, job. education, and child
care programs are built will determine
how well these programs will support poor
families as they try to move f..om welfare
dependency.

.Almost every provision in this new law has
enough qualifications to leave the critical
implementation decisions to the states. In the
coming months, states will be developing and
submitting plans to HHS on different parts of
the Act. and family support advocates hze
role to play in helping state agencies shape
their response to these new opportunities. In
such areas as day care quality, method of
payment. licensing, literacy training, and
education and employ ment requirements.
family support advocates who work with
welfare families can bring concrete informa-
tion about poor families' needs to the varied
advisory councils and task forces that are
forming now in many states.

As Senator Moynihan has pointed out.
welfare policy is. in important ways. family
policy since it influences family formation.
family stability, and family sufficiency. By
helping to mold a humane state response to
the new law, we can help to make the Family
Support .Act more truly support our country's
poor families.

Mary Brandon is the director of Family
Re uzuree Issues !in. KIDS PEPP Edu-
cation and Policy Projec:i in Chicago. a joint
project of the Ounce qj Prevention Fuml and
F.wzily Ficus. Furinerl a staff assistant to US.
Senator Paul Swm m. she' supervised all casework
and etas insolied in education, fwnily, and
,e.nnen's istue.

°intact Mar. Brandon through the Fanu.'e
Roource Coalition. 230 N. Michigan Avenue.
Sutte 1625. Cluea;o, IL 60601, 312 726470
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New State initiatives for Family Support Connecticut

and Education Programs: Challenges and Opportunities ==== 1111:

Part Two

by Heather B. Weiss

The first of this two-part series on state
family support and education initiatives
described the impetus for action as well as
the characteristics of programs in five pio-
neering states. Three programs originated in
state departments of education (Minnesota.
Missouri. and Kentucky). and two in human
services (Maryland and Connecticut). These
initiatives began in a public policy climate of
relatively little state-level interest for broad-
ening the state's mandate to sponsor preven-
tive. community-based programs that would
deliver new ser ices in new types of partner-
ships with families.

The group of policy entrepreneurs who
saw the promise of such programs achieving
important goals in public education, social
service, health, and child welfare faced
difficult challenges in largely uncharted
territory. They had the less than straightfor-
ward job of taking diverse program ideas and
strategies which had mostly been developed
in small, innovative, grass roots, single-site
community service or research and demon-
stration programs. and creating a larger.
state-sponsored system of strong. effective.
yet community-responsive programs.

These policy entrepreneurs. who were
sometimes agency staff, sometimes legisla-
tors, built the teams and coalitions necessary
to get policymakers' attention and developed
the initial "selling document and road map"
(Tableman. 1986. p.338) necessary to launch
and guide the initiatives. As they built the
state system. continuously revising the road
map as new opportunities and problems
arose, the teams faced a number of impor-
tant considerations. They had to decide how
much the state sponsors should encourage
uniformity and standardization or allow local
flexibility and variation, and they had to
develop a state capacity to foster local pro-
gram growth and development, often with
scarce resources.

With respect to the seemingly simple but
fundamental questions of program definition
and accountability, the teams had to work out
a balance between state and local roles and
needs. These questions include who is to
deliver services: who will receive them:
what specific services are to be provided:
where the serices are to be administered
and delivered. how the program is to be sold
(e.g.. to promote early child development
and prevent school failure, to promote famil-
ial strength and self-sufficiency, or to prevent
abuse and neglecth and how to insure
accountability and assess effectiveness.

New state initiatives will face these same
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considerations and questions as well as some
new challenges and possibilities because the
policy climate has changed. Family support
and education now seem to be at the tip of
many policymakers' tongues as a preferred
solution, either full or contributory, to many
social problems. This creates both opportuni-
ties and dangers. The latter, in a worst-case
analysis. include rapid proliferation of poorly
developed programs that are oversold, under-
funded. and poorly matched to population
needs and characteristics, rigidly bureau-
cratic. and that lose both community input
and ownership and the capacity to implement
creative ways of working w ith parents. We
deliberately do not specify a "best case"
scenario here, because that is a job best done
by individual states in light of their needs.
resources, goals. and understanding of other
states' experiences.

The following discussion describes others'
past experiences while taking into account
the new opportunities afforded by broader
public interest.

Who Provides Services
Questions about which state agency or

agencies will sponsor and develop these
programs. and who they will fund to deliver
services at the local level, are among the first
to consider. Each of the five programs was
initiated by a single state agency, but they
vary in their specification of who is eligible
to be a local service provider. The three
programs sponsored by education depart-
ments provide funds to local school districts
to develop and administer services: the
human service initiatives fund a diverse set
of local agencies. some new and some previ-
ously existing. They also vary in their
emphasis on encouraging local interagency
collaboration in program sponsorship or
service delivery. Several actively encourage
collaboration and discourne duplication of
services through local needs assessment
procedures, favorable review of joint ap-
plications. and provisions for programs to
subcontract or co-program with local enti-
ties that have experience in providing needed
services.

Coordination and inter-agency initiatives
are currently more eident at the local than at
the state level. As more states become inter-
ested in programs but experience budget
problems which may limit innovation, it is
critically important for state agencies to get
beyond their "turf." They need to deelop
mechanisms for coordinated state planning
and joint funding as well as systems to facili-
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tate local inter-agency collaboration for
service development and delivery.

The issue of the state's role in building the
capacity. particularly human capacity. to
deliver services in a state-sponsored system
of programs should be considered early on.
Because lar2e numbers of people who are
trained or experienced in working with par-
ents and families to facilitate their develop-
ment are not available in many communities.
the five states have arranged immediate
training opportunities for the pilots and
grappled w ith longer term issues of staff
availability. qualifications, and credentials.
The scale and locus of state training efforts
vary, but each has set up on-going. inter-site
training sessions and facilitated peer support
and technical assistance among its programs.
The program networks that result provide a
steady channel of input to as well as from the
state. This channel is used to develop and
revise program guidelines and share the
evolving practice knowledge.

Recognizing longer term issues of labor
supply and capacity. some states are also
working with colleges and universities and
other providers to get assistance with training
and certification. In crafting requirements
for staff composition, states are trying to
balance two conflicting considerations: First
is their evolving sense of what staff skills and
expertise are necessary. which requires some
staff standards to ensure program quality.
Second is the reality of local labor supply
and pay scale. and recognition of a program's
need for flexibility in order to hire personnel
who can relate skillfully with parents and
families.

Who Receives Services
Family support and education programs

are "sold" in the political arena as program-
matic responses to the prevention or allevia-
tion of social problems that have visibility in
a state (e.g.. school failure or child abuse
and neglect). but this does not mean they are
always targeted to families considered at risk
for the problem. Our research suggests that
the decision about whether to mount the
initiatke as a universal or targeted service is
a difficult one involving complex tradeoffs.
't ne states offering universal ser ices are
influenced by arguments that all families
need support: that targeting may stigmatize
participants: and by their interpre:ation of the
agency's traditions and mandates (e.g.. provi-
sion of universal public education). Judg-
ments about the political context also
condition the decision in that uniersal pro-



grams are thought to generate the broad
legislative and constituent support consid-
ered necessary to mount and sustain a state
initiative.

Those states offering programs targeted
to certain groups or geographic areas are
influenced by the logic of allocating scarce
resources to those seen as most in need in
order to have the most impact on complex
and intractable social problems. They are
also influenced by the conviction that it is
important to develop population-specific
program models. An assessment of their
states political context indicates there is
legislative support for concentrating
resources on at-risk groups rather than
distributing them more broadly.

Instead of posing the universal or targeted
options as Opposites. new states should con-
sider a third alternativea combined strat-
egy. For example. the state might develop a
general universal program and, within it.
more intensive, differentiated services targe-
ted to families regarded as at risk. Several of
the pioneer states are evolving toward such a
strategy recognizing that while all families
need support. they do not necessarily all
respond to or benefit from the same ty pe of
program.

If this combination is not feasible, those
considering a targeted program should ask if
there are ways to frame the initiative that will
not preclude subsequent addition of other
groups. and who else presently targets the
group for what services? Those considering
a universal approach should ask whether it
w ill have the capacity and resources to reach
and effectively serve high-risk families? The
answers to either set of questions may lead to
consideration of joint. inter-agency planning
and possibly initiatives in order to maximize
resources and avoid service duplication and
fragmentation.

What Services Should be Provided,
and Where?

The question of what specific sers ices
local programs should provide obviously has
to be considered in conjunction w ith deci-
sions about program goals and participants.
in a state-sponsored initiarke intent on build-
ing a system of responsive. community-based
programs, questions about how much to
standardize programs and how much and in
what regard to encourage local flexibility and
,ariation are equally critical.

Oer time, each of the five states we exam-
ined hze specified a core set of ser ices the
local programs must pros ide kee Tahle I .

Part I. of this article in vol. 7, no. 3) to
achieve individual program and state system
goals. There is a variance, however, in how
precisely they specify the content of these
core services. Through their training mecha-
nisms. they work with local programs to
build and support their capacity to offer these
services. These states also try to build in
flexibility so that local programs decide such
issues as how, where, and when services are
delivered: have opportunities to develop and
adapt materials: and can tailor the core in
accord with local and participant needs and
resources.

How Programs are Sold
and Assessed

The states have used various kinds of infor-
mation and rationales to broaden the base of
public support. to sell the initiative in the
public policy arena. and in some ways condi-
tion the expectations about what the pro-
grams will accomplish. The information
includes studies showing the impact of fam-
ily factors on child development, evidence
from evaluations of family programs (Weiss
& Jacobs. l988),and cost studies illustrating
the savings from investments in early inter-
ventions. To broaden the base of supporters
to include businessmen, taxpayers. and oth-
ers. program advocates have argued that
public investment in these programs repre-
sents an ultimately cost-saving investment in
a future generation of tax-paying. productive
workers for the twenty-first century. So far.
legislators and others have not put together
the promises implicit or explicit in such
rationales with demands that programs dem-
onstrate that they can deliver on them. How-
ever, the climate is changing here, too. as
legislators in a few states have begun to talk
about if not allocate money for program
evaluation to test such promises.

As a rsult. it is increasingly important
that the selling rhetoric be in line with what
such programs can realistically deliver, and
that there are sufficient resources at both the
state and local levels to develop a strong
system of community-based programs. It is
conceivable, for example, that in some states
increasing the number of programs may be a
slow process because resources would other-
wise be spread too thin.

Family support and education programs
are a new type of service for states to spon-
sor. In order to validate them in the eyes of
public policymakers and address questions
about what types of programs are effectise
for different types of families, systematic

1
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formative and outcome evaluations are nec-
essary. All of the five pioneering states have
developed the former and have either con-
ducted (Missouri) or are planning the latter.
Such outcome assessments should help poli-
cymakers understand whether or not the state
system, not just individual programs, can be
implemented and be effective.

In sum, our research shows that there is no
blueprint for building a successful state
initiative. The apposite image is one of con-
tinuous problem-solving as a state builds a
new type of program system. These systems
not only require local programs to relate to
families in new ways, they may also require
state agencies to develop new ways of relating
to local programs and increasingly, to each
other.
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Beyond the Safety Net:
FRC Calls for Vision and Commitment
by Gail C. Christopher, Executive Director

A parent's capacity for parenting. a fami-
ly's ability to function, and a child's chances
for realizing his or her full potential are
intimately connected to environmental fac-
tors such as income, resources, and support
systems. The dynamic relationships between
children and their parents. as well as between
families and their communities, are influenced
to a great degree by economic realities. Our
social service, public welfare, child welfare,
emergency medical, and juvenile justice
systems were designed as safety nets to help
serve a few during times of acute need.

Bui sweeping changes in the economic and
social fabric of our society have eenerated
many more crises and millions of people
with heightened levels of need. Traditional
systems are overtaxed. There are holes in the
safety nets. and many children are falling
through. For some the results are fatal. For
many., many more, the results are survival.
but mere survival in communities that face
chronic stress, violence, deprivation, and
prognoses for failure.

We believe that all families, but particu-
larly families who cope with the ongoing
challenges of inadequate income levels,
jeserve access to the types of extended sup-
port and community-based resources pro-
vided by the unique programs described in
this FRC Report.

While diversity and creativity are hall-
marks of these programs. they are designed
to achieve the ambitious goals of optimal
child development and empowerment of
parents. These goals. as you have seen. are
accomplished through various activities and
services. For the sake of explanation. we
have grouped them as the three Rs of family
resource and support programs: Relation-
ships. Resources. and Referrals.

Relationships: Peer support groups. parent
classes, home visits by professionals or para-
professionals, warmlines. and recreational
outings are just a few activities that provide
opportunities for parents to form sustained

relationships that can generate new insights
and capacities.

Resources: New information and ongoing
support are the primary, vital resources
provided in settings that are available and
accessible to parents. Drop-in centers, toy
libraries, and program libraries are important
sources of books. tapes. toys. and materials
which assist parents in their individual learn-
ing process.

Referrals: Since family support progams
are primarily prevention programs, they
do not have the capacity. staff, or funding
resources to meet all the needs of the fami-
lies they serve. But family support programs
work thectively to help parents access re-
sources from other agencies when needed.
Parents learn how to advocate on their own
and their children's behalf, and how to work
throueh the complex bureaucratic systems
whic1T might otherwise be difficult -for them
to navigate.

This combination of opportunities for new.
generative, and validating relationships: ex-
posure to needed resources which empower
and enhance their capacities: and referral to
additional community resources constitutes
the basic service framework of family sup-
port programs.

Ultimately we are challenged to revisit
the safety net human service concept and
broaden our strategies to include prevention.
extended program support, and skills devel-
opment for families. We must provide oppor-
tunities and settings that promote optimal
personal development for both parents and
their children.

The Family Resource Coalition is commit-
ted to increasing the availability of family re-
source and support programs to communities
with the most acute levels of need. To this
end we will continue to work to identify gaps
where programmatic services are needed. to
support program providers, and to influence
public policies that impact upon the lives of
all families in America.
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Family Support and the Schools
1) Sharon 1.. Kagan and
Am Lons Holdeman

Though some may be wary. and others
weary, there is no doubt that United States'
education is in the midst of another wave of
reform. Dubbed "restructuring," the current
emphasis is on altering conventional gover-
nance and curricular patterns with the goal
of making education more accessible and
workable. Advocates of "restructuring"
encoltrage more involvement in school
decision-making by teachers and parents,
and more active involvement in learning
by children.

Such eftbrts, though seemingly remote
from school-based family support programs,
are critically important to their success.

Restructuring represents education's efforts
to alter the culture of schools and to unleash
the potential of those who know children best
--teachers and parents. Because restruc-
turing and school-based family support both
involve critical school changes that will
broaden constituent support and involve
parents and teachers in new ways, they have
the potential to be synergistic with, and
instructive to, one another.

In this article we detail how family support
programs, like restructuring, act as vehicles
for reforming the culture of schooling, and
chart thc challenges and opportunities asso-
ciated with such retbrm. To do this, we dis-
cuss the evolutionary nature of family-school
relationships and the unique characteristics
of the family support movement. We then
address challenges associated with school
reform and the implenientation of school-
based family support programs. and ofkr
examples of, and reasons for, their success.
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The Evolution of Family-School
Relationships

Debated for decades, the relationship
between families and schools in the United
States has changed dramatically over the
years. In Colonial times, schools and fami-
lies were quite separate. each having distinct
and clearly delineated roles. The school
instructed children in "the basics"reading,
writing, and arithmeticwhile family and
church were responsible for developing
moral character. By the early 19th century,
some parents and educators were distressed
by this s.eparation and formed organizations
to foster home-school cooperation. Along
with independent reformers, these groups
helped establish programs in music, art,
domestic science, school gardens. and kin-
dergartens. expanding the schools' role
beyond the basics. Such commitment to
children and families expanded conceptually
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in the 1930s ss ith the community school
movement. Though gaining only limited
practical acceptance then, the Illovernent
legitimated the family. not solely the child,
as the unit of service, predicting current
trends toward serving the chikl and the
family. and lay ing the base for current
school-based family support efforts.

Despite broad progress toward linking
fatuities and schools, tensions emerged over
the years. As education became "profes-
sionalized." school personnel questioned
parents intrusion into their domain.
Besieged by overloaded agendas and inade-
quate budgets, school boards' priorities
sometimes tbcused attention away from
parents and broad social concerns back
to basics. For example. in post-sputnik
America. science, math, and foreign lan-
guage predominated: serving parents was
temporarily back-hurnered.

However, in the last twentx -five years
schools' responsiveness to parents and com-
inanity has increased due to four distinct
forces: First, the force of mandate deinanded
more open access to schools. Be it parent
insolvement in Head Start, PL 94-142. or
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. schools were required
not simply to serve, but to insolve the
community

A second tbrce (Ails the change in our
national ethos toward an ecitlogical approach
to serving children. The United States
came to realize that children are not mass-
produced or shaped by one bureaucratic
turn or another, but are unique indis iduals.
extruded front the complex interaction of
home. family. church, community. and the
media. That children and their environments
influence each other pressed schools to
understand. and to partner ss ith. the family
and other institutions.

Third, schools began to realize that pre-
sention was more effectise than treatment to
address problems. Bu()yed by research that
extolled the benefits or early intervention.
states and schools refocused efforts on
younger children and on parenting programs.

The final incentive to imp roVe family
school relationships was the dramatic change
in young families' lives. Emerging from
different sources the linninization of pov-
erty. increased rates of divorce, single par-
ents. family mobility and instability. teen
pregnancy. ant more employed NA omen
daily life became more stressful for more
families in the 1980s. As this happened.
parents often rennive .1 from their families
and roots turned to peers and institutions
loi support. For litany-. the schools becante
conifortahle, supportive havens.

AN Ihese forces took hold, gradual changes
in the way schools interacted w ith parents
also emerged. In the '50s and early Us.
parents contributed to the basic Innctioning
()I the schools in modest. non-threateMog
ways. Schools maintained control (A bile
parents raised I unds. accompanied children
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on field trips, or assisted in classroom activi-
ties. By the mid-'60s, spurred by the spirit of
reform that characterized the period, parents
wanted to be more involved in decision-
making. Benign parent involvement was
converted into parent participation in key
decisions such as budget. personnel, and
curriculum. As such, parent participation
helped set the stage for the re-alignment of
parent-stalT roles that was to emerge more
peacefully in the family support movement
of the '80s.

During this era of parent participation, a
revitalized commitment to parenting educa-
tion took root, perhaps as a result of needing
well-informed parents to make decisions or a
growing recognition of the importance of
parent education to child outcome. Often
sponsored in conjunction with consumer
education, adult education, special educa-
tion. and:or Head Start, parent education
provided a forum for the enhancement of
educational. socational. and or parenting
skills.

This brief re iew demonstrates that sk hile
having different goals and strategies, positive
home-school interactions have evolved over
time. Today. families and schools recognize
each other's imp(irtance and their interdepen-
dence: the days tin- seeking a rationale fbr
home-schotil interaction are past. Now. fresh
approaches are necessary that both integrate
lessons from practice and theory and reflect
contemporary families' needs. Many schools
have found that family slipport efforts meet
this goal. As such, they represent the next
funnier in the evolution of home-school
partnerships.

Family Support Programs
Family support programs hase emerged

In tin many of the same traditions and forces
that brought closer home-m:11mi! interactions:
changing demographics and a more holistic
and pre\ cruise orientati(m. Yet family
support programs are different from. and
ty pically more comprehensive than. conven-
ti(mal parenting or home-school linkage
effbrts. Not always a part of schools. these
progrms are non-deficit in orientation and
unisersal in design. Excellent examples are
found in Missouri's Parents as Teachers and
Minnesota's Early Childhood Family Educa-
tion programs.

Because family support programs see
parents as competent adults, not "helpless

ictinis." parents and staff are equal part-
ners: relationships are non-hierarchical and
multi-directional. And finally. family sup-
port programs recognize that families, like
children. vary on every measurable charac-
teristic so that programs nmst he flexible
and indi idually tailored to meet families'
changing needs.

These program characteristic's universal
accessibility, non hierarchical parent-stall
relationships, and flexible programming
can pose interesting opportunities and chal-
lenges for schools. For example. the Ilexibil

1

ity needed to run family support programs
can fly in the fp-. of rigid school bureaucra-
cies. The resp( abilities accorded staff and
parents may require new job descriptions.,
new roles may need to he created and new
training launched. In some cases, parent
empowerment may increase so that schools
will need to reconsider their attitudes
and values toward parent-school relation-
ships. Schools may need to revamp plan-
ning and decision-making procedures
a change favored by advocates of school
"restructuring."

Making programs accessible to all parents
can pose a financial drain kw districts, par-
ticularly those unaccustomed to expending
resources on families. Though the temptation
is great to fund model programs on a trial
basis. or fund programs for a year with left-
oser or extra dollars. these programs need
stable funding commitments to he effective.

Can Family Support Programs
Thrive in Schools?

School-based family support programs
have been likened to tugboats because.
though small. each can move entities nmny
times their weight. As little tugs steer great
ocean liners out of congested harbors. family
support programs Carl guide schools toward
more effective home-school relations and
more effective education.

Clearly, the course is often difficult. As
we have seen these programs are not about
business as usual: they are harbingers of
innovation. Consequently, some programs.
dutugh located within a school building.
remain isoiated front mainstream school life,
being s loved as separate. ancillary. and
perhaps temporary. Where these programs
are transcending this ethos and hecoming
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Beyond Open House Night:

by Christiann Dean

Numerous studies have alerted schools and
families to the value of parent involvement
in children's educationa factor family
support programs have long recognized.
State Departments of Education and local
school boards are placing greater value on
communication with parents. Several
programs designed to foster parent involve-
ment in elementary schools have emerged
locally and nationwide. And an increasing
number of principals, steeped in the jargon
of educational reform, now espouse parent
involvement

While this growing recognition of parents'
important contribution to education repre-
sents a welcome trend, many schools' defini-
tion of parent involvement is limited to
traditional activities such as attendance at
open house nights and routine parent-teacher
conferences, monitoring of children's home-
work, and reinforcement of school discipline
policies. These tend to "involve- parents in
one-way communication from school to
home, rather than in a partnership where
each partner is recognized as having some-
thing valuable to contribute. When parent
involvement stretches to curriculum review,
policy suggestions, or classroom volun-
teering, many schools (or individual
teachers) become nervous.

Six years of work with the Cooperative
Communication Between Home and School
program (see Resource File) has revealed a
wide variation in attitudes and corresponding
school policies toward parent involvement.
While some teachers regard parent volun-
teers as "more trouble than they are worth,"
otht rs embrace parents as a means of
enhancing curriculum and bolstering Made-
quate staff-student ratios. Many principals
complain that "the parents who really need
to be here don't come, yet we see too much
of a handful of iroublemakers'.- Net an
increasing number see active decision-
making partnerships with parents as a
crucial aspect of school refOrm.

Parents often perceive indix idual principals
or teachers as capriciously deny ing then)
access to something they want (such as
information about their t.hild's records), or
restricting their involvement (for example.
in the choice of their child's teacher). If
restrictions to parent involvement are exam-

Institutional Change
Leading to

Greater
Parent Involvement

ined more closely, however, underlying
barriers within the school structure are usu-
ally discovered. For instance, employed
parents who request evening conference
times may be told that "teachers here don't
work at night.- In reality, teacher contract
provisions, building use decisions by the
school board, and an outdated understanding
of family life have converged into an inap-
propriately restrictive school policy that may
not be serving students, parents, teachers, or
administrators well.

When attempting to change such bureau-
cratic structures. it is important to realize
that they emerge out of the needs of a partic-
ular time and situation. Once in place. they
usually remain intact even when circum-
stances evolve. Schools expend great effort to
maintain the status quo. Policies regulating
parent involvement arc especially vulnerable
to such cumulative restrictions, both because
attitudes toward parent involvement are
shifting more quickly. than many schools
understand, and because parents lack an
advocate within the school structure (unlike
teachers, for example).

Changes in attit'Aes and resulting modifi
cations in policies can be initiated by parents.
teacher.. or administrators in a local school,
or go)w out of initiatives (accompanied b
funding) at a district or state level. Only
active, persistent endeavors hy these groups
leads to modifications of existing policies.

n

Usually combined or simultaneous efforts
from several of these groups are required.

In order to maximize these ventures, it is
helpful (or each group to clearly define what
they mean by parent involvement, and to
identify positive examples as well as barri-
ers. The following questions can help focal-
ize such an initiative:

What do I mean by parent involvement?
What does this school mean by parent
involvement?
What examples can I find in this school.
and in similar schools, of parents in
decision-making roles'?
What structural barriers exist to equal
partnership between parents and staff in
this school?
Who else has an interest in increasing
parents' role in this school (locally. region-
ally. statewide)? How can they help?

Once each group has gained clarity about
the aspects of parent involvement that matter
most to it, continuing discussion with each
other usually leads to a valuable exchange of
information, as well as to the possibility of
the kind of collaboration structural change
requires. Examples of changes that have
occurred as a result of the collaboration
fostered by the Cooperative Communication
Between Home and School program include
schools offering parent workshops in two
languages. the installation of a telephone in
the teachers' room to facilitate calls to par-
ents. and changes in parental input policies
regarding curriculum and teacher selection.

Christiann Dean is a _faculty member ol the
Department ol Human Development and handy

at Cornell University, arid a founding
niember oldie Cornell Empowerment Group.
Since 198l .she has directed training Jew Cornell
hunilv Matters Projeil. inc luding the devi.bp-
mem of the Cooperative Communn.ation between
Home and School program. Prior U, joining the
With% at Cornell, slw directed a model family
Inource center

Contact: Chrotrann Dean. Department of
Human Development and hionls Studws,
Cornell Cooperatt Eitenston, G-9 l MI'R

lthm-a, NY I485.?,
607 255-2531.

Contell Cotipennive Eimosion I a member tij
the bnmilv Rrsource Ciudaum.
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Parent Participation in Schools:
The School Development Program as a Model

h.), James P. Comer, M.D.

School learning is not an isolated cognitive
operation. It builds on preschool relation-
ships between parents and child which have
promoted a given level of development and
academic learning readiness. Desirable
parent-teacher interactions allow both to help
children continue to develop adequately in
schoolor to compensate for underdevelop-
mentand to help students meet the expecta-
tions of the school whether they are the same
cts or different from those of the home and
community. Good relationships between
home and school can serve to motivate stu-
dents to achieve at the level of their ability
in school.

Only a decade ago few educators sup-
ported a major role fOr parents in the pro-
gram of schools. While there is still much
resistance to significant parent participation.
there is an increasing realization that parents
represent an important resource. Even so,
there is a great deal of uncertainty about
how to involve parents in school programs.
Currently parents are being utilized in three
major ways: parent controlgove7nance
and fiscal; parents as helping handsfrom
teaching assistants to custodial duties; and
parents as disciplinarians.

It is our impression that parental control,
marginal and superficial contributions to the
program of a school, and disciplinarian roles
are not very useful. In fact, parental time and
talent can he w fed unless put to use in areas
where they can be most effective. Our v,ork
suggests that pLrents can be most effective in
ways that support the overall development of'
their children. This can he done best through
parental support of a school program that
they themselves help to (1,;termine through
meaningful collaboration with the school
staff. Given the nature of teaching and learn-
ing. this is a logical way of utilizing parents.

In this article. I will describe our Yale
Child Study Center school improvement
model and our experience with parental
involvement in two New Haven schools.
I will also discuss the implications of our
program fOr the school support of families
and vice versa. I will hegin with a discussion
of the evolution of our overall program
because effective parental involvement, like
any other component of school improve-
ment, can not he simply mandated or
imposed. Successful program components
grow out of a positive relationship process
that must be established and/or facilitated by
program kaders. Our parent participation
program i one of three major components of
an overall s.:hool improvement process.
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New Haven schoolchildren meet with Dr. James Corner,
Director of the School Development Program at Yale University.
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School Development Program
Evolution

Our program is a cooperative effort
between the Yale Child Study Center
(YCSC) and the New Haven School System
initiated in 1968. We began our work in two
schools in the inner city as a subsystem of the
total school system. Our Yale Child Study
Center team was directed by the author, a
child psychiatrist, and included a psycholo-
gist, a social worker, and a special education
teacher. Our strategy was to -live in" and
learn about schools and develop a sel f-
change and improvement process with the
school staff.

We worked with the kindergarten-fOurth
grades at the Martin Luther King. Jr. School
and the kindergarten-6th grades at Simeon
Baldwin School. Both schools were 99 per-
cent Black and almost all of the children
were poor. In 1969. they were 32 and 33 in
achievement among 33 schools: they were 19
and 18 months behind in language arts and
mathematics hy the fourth grade; their atten-
dance was among the worst in the city; and
there were very serious behavior problems
among the students.

Both schools improved, hut because of
policy disagreement we left the Baldwin
School and began work in the Brennan
School in 1976. A K-5 school, Brennan
served a housing project and had similar
problems. By 1979. King and Brennan
schools were at grade level, and by 1984
they tied for the 3rd and 4th highest level of
achievement on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
They were among the top in attendance in the
city and there were no serious behavior
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problems in the schools. These outcomes
occurred with no change in the socioeco-
nomic makeup of these communities.

Our model, called the School Develop-
ment Program, is now being utilized in nine
school districts and more than 100 schools
across the country. But back in 1968, we
weren't sure we would survive the first year.
Prior to our involvement there was parent.
staff, and student anger and apathy. Our
project was established with good intent hut
carried out in a way that resulted in Made-
quate parental inflte. The subsequent
school chaos led ft.-..a to an angry parental
reaction and tlien to meaningful engagement
between parents and staff.

The conflict caused us to quickly realize
that there was no mechanism to permit par-
ents and professional and non-professional
staff to share their knowledge and to work
cooperatively and collaboratively toward a
common goal. We recognized the high poten-
tial for conflict in schools with people who
are different in a variety of wayseducation
and income levels, roles, race, religion,
experience, etc.because troublesome
incidents in the schools W.2.re often sparked
bv these differences. This led to the creation
of the earliest school-based management
approach that we know about.

We created a management team in each
school ano carefully structured the mecha-
nism, through its makeup and rules of
operation, to promote cooperation and col-
laboration among the adult stakeholders in
the school program as opposed to destructive
competition. Led by the principal, the man-
agement team was representative of all the



adult groups in the schoolparents elected
by the parent group, teachers selected by
teachers and by grade level, a proessional
support staff (or mental health person), and
a non-professional support staff person.
Because young children can be confused and
burdened by adult disagreement, they do not
serve on the management team.

The guiding rules of operation are as fol-
lows: (1) a no-fault policy which reduces
harmful finger pointing and defensive behav-
ior: (2) decisions are reached by consensus
rather than by vote, which reduces winner
and loser behavior: (3) the group cannot
paralyze the principal nor can the principal
use the group as a rubber stamp for hisTher
decisions. This arrangement improves com-
munication, facilitates coordination, and
gives every one a sense of empowerment and
ownership of the school program. When
carried out properly. the process allows the
principal to be more effective than when he/
she is trying to mandate certain behaviors
from parents, staff, and students who feel
powerless and often act, consciously and
unconsciously, in non-cooperative ways as
a result.

We were asking all involved to work differ-
ently and as a result there was some initial
resistance. But as this way of working
reduced behavior problems among the
students and between parents. staff. and
students, energy was freed from conflict
and was available for addressing the school
program. More time could be spent on the
teaching task and the performance of the
students began to improve. And in a circular
fashion, improved perfffmance led to higher
expectations, greater reduction in behavior
problems. improved academic achievement,
and greater parent-staff mutual trust and
respect.

We made a s)stematic effort to create a
good social climate in the school and the
parents group made their major contribution
in this area. We made a similar effort to help
parents and staff begin to use child develop-
ment principles in their interaction with
students and in the academic program. The
proli2ssionalssocial worker, psychologist,
special education teacher, and other support
staff (in some places called the Mental
Health Tham)made their major contribu-
tion in this area. Our model evolved from
these groups, activities, and approaches.

The School Development Program
now consists of three mechanisms, three
operations. and the three basic guidelines
discussed earlier. The three mechanisms are
the governance and management team, the
mental health team, and the parents program.
The governance and management team car-
ries out the three Important operatitms:
development of a comprehensive school
plan focused on the academic program and
promoting a school social climate that
allows aduhs to help students develop; staff
development geared to goals stated in the
plan; and assessment and adjustment of the

school plan based on the findings. The com-
ponents rem-An the same in all our project
schools. but the content varies according to
the need and the creativity within a particular
bu

Each element in a comprehensive, coordi-
nated program is more effective than any
particular element operating in isolation, and
often in opposition to others. Thus, the par-
ent program in any particular school is effec-
tive when it is an important and coordinated
component of the total School Development
Program.

The Parent Program
Many parents in our schools were under-

educated and had little experience participat-
ing in an organization as complex as a
school. Initially there was a great deal of
home-schoo: distrust and alienation, and we
did a number of things to integrate parents
into the work of the school in a way that
would result in a ful! and respected partner-
ship. The most important was having a staff
memberin one school a teacher and in the
other a social workerserve as a liaison
person to the parent group. This person
helped the group chairperson develop leader-
ship skills and mediated any potential and
actual difficulty between parents and staff.
The parent group program included estab-
lishing workshops to help parent members
understand and support the program of the
school, and how to help their children grow
and develop in and oui of school.

In 1968, as few as 15-30 parents turned out
for the most important school programs, but
this gradually changed. Parents serving on a
governance and management team helped
develop the school plan. Parent group activi-
ties were integrated into the school plan, and
their involvement gave parents a sense of
ownership and a stake in the outcome of all
school activities. By the third project )ear.
inure than 400 parents turned out for the
Christmas Program. and an average of 250
parents for each major activity. In 1989, a
school with about 4(X) students that used the
model in Prince George's County had more
than 5(X) parents turn out for their Black
History Month Dinner. We promoted three
levels of parent participationthe general
turnout as just described, the parent group
planning and carrying out various activities
as the second, and the parent representatives
working in governance and management as
the third.

At the point of greatest elaboration of our
project, one parent served in each classroom
as an assistant to the teacher. They were paid
the minimum wage for ten hours and most
volunteered 20-30 more hours per week. In
addition to serving as models of teaching
and learning in the classroom :Or their own
children and those of their neighbors,
the) fOrmed the nucleus of the parent group.
Because they were very knowledgeable about
the school program, they were able to
involve other parents in a very effective wa).
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This program was designed so that parents
could serve only as long as they had children
in the school, and in this way their focus
remained on their children rather than on
school or job politics.

Eventually we realized that success was
occurring when the children were given
experiences by the staff and their own par-
ents that enabled them to meet the expecta-
tions of the school, even when they were
strikingly different from those of their fiuni-
lies. It appeared to us that we should have
even greater success if we could provide the
children with the kind of experiences that
would enable them to acquire attitudes.
values, and ways needed to succeed in lilC. In
discussions with the parents. we ascertained
their goals for their children and discussed
the kind of school-based activities we could
create that would be the foundation for
achieving those goals. Out of this thinking,
we developed a program entitled, "A Social
Skills Curriculum for Inner City Children.-

Parents and staff together decided that the
children would need experiences in politics
and aovernment, business and economics,
health and nutrition, and spiritual/leisure
time. We developed activity units in these
areas during students' free or elective time.
integrating the teaching of basic skills, social
skills, and appreciation of the arts.

In an initial politics and government unit,
the city candidates for mayor were invited to
the school. Invitations. thank-you notes. and
academic lessons were geared to this experi-
ence. Using money raised by parents, the
children were taken on city tours to learn
about the role of government. They put on a
dance-drama program for their parents. staff,
and visitors, and they were taught the skills
to be hosts and to participate in discussions
with the candidates. The activity was
reviewed by parents and staff to determine
whether it accomplished its goals. and this
process became the prototype for all social
skill development activities carried out in
the school.
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New Partnerships for Student Achievement: Our Children's
Education
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Doroth Rich

"The community needs to become in-
volved in the community's educatien.- You
see that phrase in the editorial pages: you
hear it from the lecture platforms. This arti-
cle tells about a pioneering effort. New Part-
nerships for Student Achievement (NPSA).
which moves those words into action.

New Partnerships, funded by the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation and
designed by the Home and School Institute.
involves community organizations to help
families become more active educators of
their school-age children. Now in its third
year, the program is built on a strong research
base supporting the family's critical role in
education and on a quarter century of the
Institute's work with fainilies and teachers.

First, some background on New Partner-
ships. In 1987. five major national organiza-
tions adopted the NPSA model and were
given modest operating grants to help them
launch demonstration projects in different
cities. The original organizations were: the
American Postal Workers Union. the Ameri-
can Red Cross. the Association for Library
Service to Children!American Library
Association, the National Association of
Colored Women's Clubs, and Parents without
Partners. In 1989 they were joined by the
Department of Defense Dependents Schools,
Extension 4-H. and the National Coalition of
Title I Chapter I Parents as associate mem-
bers. The original programs have since been
replicated.

The New Partnerships Model
The Home and School Institute provides

each organization with currieu In in and pro-
gram materials, trains volunteer coaches at
the site, and offers evaluation assistance for
ihe program. 'Me basic NPSA model moves
through tour stages: first. a program coordi-
nator in the sponsoring organization recruits
fandlies and coaches to participate: second,
itver the course of the project. each family
receives a curriculum of home learning
actis ities: third, the coaches talk with parents
On a regular basis to itsist them with the
learning activities: and fourth. the program
documents participation and prmides certifi-
cate awards to families.
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The Home Activities
A structured series of home learning

activities that outlines a task or experience
for parents and children to complete together
is basic to the program. Reinforcing and
extending what the children learn in school,
the activities are designed fitr individual
levels of ability and imagination. The Every-
day Living group. tor example. helps chil-
dren choose a household chore, consider the
task, divide it, and complete the chore.

Pre-vocational activities emphasize the
world of work. "Read all about It- is an
example in which parents and children read
the help wanted ads in their local newspaper
and talk about how to gain information front
an ad to select an interesting job. Academi-
cally oriented activities are directly related to
the child's school experience. An example is
"Making a Place to Study at Home.-

The emphasis on everyday living is
consistent with HSI's philosophy that the
learning activities should not mirror
homework, should be enjoyable. provide
feelings of success, and lOcus on experiences
that families ty pically have in the home
and neighborhood.

New Partnerships emphasizes that lasting
student achievement arises from personal
MegaSkills' * characteristics such as self-
confidence. motivation. problem-solving.
common sense, effOrt, responsibility, initia-
tive. perseverance. caring, and teamwork.

Each of the sponsoring NPSA organiza-
tions selected a different program front the
Institute's learning activities to serve fami-
lies. The American Postal Workers Union
chose Workplace-Home Connection activi-
ties which help fitmilies reduce the often
competing pressures of job and family life.
The American Red Cross. focusing on Hi,-
panic parents. places emphasis on learning
experiences directly related to schoolwork.
Parents Without Partners chose activities to
teach children about the world of work. The
National Association of Colored Women's
Clubs. composed primarily of senitif citi-
zens. selected the HSI intergenerational
tutorial program:The Association of Library
Services for Children/American Library
Association selected the reading activities of
the Institute's Families l,earning Together
Program. The participating families range
across the nation geographically and differ in
ethnicity. income. educational level, and
student achievement: this diversity is a dis-
tinctive characteristic of New Partnerships.

otAt1/4 Joe
Program Results

Policy Studies Associates, in an inde-
pendent evaluation of the program under
contract from the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion. interviewed coordinators at a number
of NPSA sites. Their frequent responses
include "Parents become more confident"
and "Parents feel better when they know they
are doing the right thing.-

One measure of program success is the
degree to which sponsoring organizations
believe it is useful and continue to provide
the service. Currently, all of the sponsoring
organizations are continuing the program
at their original sites, and are committed
to expanding all or parts of the program
to member affiliates across the country.
Their own high goals are the clearest
indication that the y. believe the program
to be worthwhile.

Conclusion
Education is a long-term continuing expe-

rience. It's the words "long term- that are
vitally important and so encouraging to all of
Us who work with families today. When we
provide parents and children with the tools to
succeed in the 2Ist century and not just I'm
Friday's quiz, we achieve powerful goals.

The over-arching contribution of New
Partnerships is that it is a model tor family
educational support which emanates from
the wider community, beyond the school and
the home. The complexity of education today
demands this wider network which includes
unions. business, and community groups.
Our children's education is everyone's job.
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By Joyce L. Epstein

Working on parent involvement and school-
family-community connections is part of the
mission of the Johns Hopkins educational
research centersto conduct scientifically
sound studies on alterable school practices
and processes that will help educators signif-
icantly improve the education of all students.
We arc especially concerned about those
students who are not successful in schools as
they arc presently organized or who are at
risk of failing in school and dropping out.
Many of these students and their families live
in urban areas.

The problems of urban school systems are
well-known: low performance. poor atten-
dance, high rates of dropout, and little paren-
tal involvementone component of effective
schools that deserves special consideration
because it contributes to many types of
student success.

Despite increasing attention to teachers'
practices of involving parents, few studies
have focused on schools with large popula-
tions of educationally disadvantaged students
or hard-to-reach parents. A recurring theme
in many studies is that less-educated parents
cannot or do not want to become involved in
their children's education. But our recent
research challenges this assumption by show-
ing that some teachers successfully involve
parents of the most disadvantaged students in
important ways.

We found that those teachers who fre-
quently involved parents did not make the
stereotypic judgments about the quality of
help from poor parents, less educated par-
ents, or single parents that were made by
teachers who infrequently involved parents.
Teachers who were leaders in the use of
parental involvement rated all parents higher
in helpfulness and follow-through than did
other teachers.

In our recent studies of inner-city, Chapter
I schools, teachers agreed that parent
involvement was important for student suc-
cess and teacher effectiveness. The teachers
in elementary and middle schools reported
that they wanted all parents to perform over a
do/en activities at home. Only a few teach-
ers, hmvever, had initiated strong programs
at their schools to help parents understand
how to conduct those activities with their
children. Elementary school programs were
generally stronger and more comprehensive
than inkldle school prt Trams.

Of all the problems that prevent educators
from moving from rhetoric about parent
involvement to more successful practice.
none is more serious than the lack of teacher
and administrator education and training in
this topic. Teachers of students front educa-
tionally and econondeally disadvantaged
families havc little understanding of the
characteristics. strengths. or needs of the
children and their families. The limited
information that educators receive portrays

parents in mainly negative termsas prob-
lems that teachers and principals must deal
with, and not as partners who share an inter-
est in the success of their children. Teachers
and administrators simply are not prepared
in their pre-service or in-service training to
understand and/or interact with families.

Building
Parent-Teacher
Partnerships

in
Inner-City
Schools

School practices can be implemented at all
grade levels to inform parents of the learning
objective,: required to pass each grade. the
homework policies, and the report card
procedures. Parents in all types of schools
and all grade levelsincluding inner-city,
Chapter I schools and elementary and middle
grades--express the need for clear communi-
cation about their children's behavior, aca-
demic progress, the curriculum, and how to
help their children at home. Parents' skills as
partners in their children's education can
continue across the grades if schools develop
comprehensive programs that include five
major types of involvement. These are:

. assisting families in their basic obligations
of parenting and child-rearing to effectively
supervise their children, to understand child
and adolescent development, and establish
supportive home conditions for learning;

2. imptx)ving school-to-home cominunica-
tions such as memos, conferences. report
cards, newsletters. and others so that parents
can understand and act on important mes-
sages from the schools;

3. improving the recruitment. training, and
use of parents and other volunteers at the

school building to assist teachers and admin-
istrators in effective school and classroom
management and instruction, and to support
students' programs and activities;

4. involving parents in learning activities at
home by providing parents with information
on school programs. course objectives, and
guidance on how to help at home on school
work, school decisions, and skills that affect
student success at each grade level;

5. improving the participation and leadership
of parents in parent organizations, decision-
making committees, school improvement
activities, and other governance activities.

Research shows clearly that teachers'
practices to inform and involve parents
decline dramatically after the early elemen-
tary grades. Many parents begin to lose
touch with their children's schools, do not
understand middle school and high school
programs, or teachers' expectations and
requirements for their children. Many par-
ents begin to lose touch with their children
when they do not understand early and later
adolescent development, or the learning.
social, and personal problems their children
face, or how to maintain home conditions
that support learning in appropriate forms
across the grades. This may be an especially
important problem for parents of inner-city
youngsters, because continued, knowledge-
able parental guidance and understanding is
crucial tor children who face a host of com-
peting problems in their communities.

Research conducted over two decades has
shown convincingly that parental involve-
ment favorably affects children's learning.
their attitudes about school, and their aspira-
tions. New research in inner-city schools
shows that school practices are more impor-
tant than family characteristics in determin-
ing whether parents stay involved in their
children's education across the grades.

Although parental involvement will not
solve all the serious academic and social
problems that urban schools must address,
healthy family-school connections could play
a pivotal role in improving the children's
chances for educational success. Recognii-
ing the overlap of responsibility on the part
of parents and educators is one important
way to iii prove that critical partnership.
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by Rodger E. Cryer

"The real difference between refugees and
immigrants is that the refugees didn't want to
leave home...they had to flee in order to save
their lives!"

My course instructor made that statement
as she began her lecture on "How to Work
with Southeast Asian Refugees in Schools."
I was taking the summer class in the hope I
could become better prepared to deal with
my school's rapidly arowing population of
Hispanic and Southeast Asian children.

That was two years ago. In my job as
principal of an urban, 750-student elemen-
tary school in California. I can see now that
the course was truly only an introductory
lesson.

As our student population changed and
low-income migrant and refugee families
became the majority. I felt the school had
three options: First, we could go on as if
nothing was happening: second, we could try
to change the incoming youngsters and their
families to approximate American middle-
class stereotypes: third, we could admit we
had much to learn and conscientiously begin
true exchanges of cultural values and ideas.

The first option would doubtless have
produced massive failures and grade level
retentions year to year. Option two would
have created a '60s version of a melting pot
America and likely taken enormous extra
resources from an already thin school budget
without much chance of success, according
to research I read. The third option would
take extra energy and some reallocation of
resources, but the potential cross-cultural
mix held special appeal at our school.

Rather than meld our variety into one
bland mass, we chose the third option and it
has enabled us to put new life into our class-
rooms by adding novel thinkinif and more
creative problem solving. In short, we have
all had a unique opportunity to grow as a
result of learning to appreciate ideas from
cutside our own cultural references and
to respect the values of others as well as
our own.

Our major problems seem to center on
language and communication. Traditionally.
for example. the elder male in Southeast
Asian families makes the substantial deci-
sions that may have a long-term effect on the
whole group. And though the decision to run
from certain death may have been made by
such a patriarch, once in this country he may
he totally dependent on his children who
rapidly acquire the new language to serve as
family interpreters. Imagine that father
interacting with the California Department of
Motor Vehicles through a 7-year old child.
Not only does the little girl control commu-
nication. the parents' dependency constitutes
an uncomfortable reversal of traditional roles.

An early discovery we made was how we
in the schools were viewed by our Southeast
Asian and Hispanic parents. As one parent
said. "We wouldn't think of telling you how
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The
Language
Barrier
and
Family
Stress:

Taking
the
Extra
Step

to run the school any more than we would try
to tell our parish priest how to run his church.
It would he disrespectful and make us feel
out of place." That high regard caught our
faculty somewhat by surprise. We better
understood a recurring communication prob-
lem reported by several teachers. During
conferences, whatever teachers asked of
immigrant parents, they always agreed to do:
however, their suggestions were rarely car-
ried out. We found the parents' polite "yes"
was really a respectful response rather than
a commitment to act.

The language problems motivated us to
develop a novel way of communicating with
our illiterate parents from non-English
speaking families. In lieu of a school news-
letter, we send small tape recorders home
accompanied by a monthly recorded message
in the family language. In this pilot program,
we show the children how to operate the
devices so that at the end of the pre-recorded
message from the school, parents are able to
speak to the recorder and send messages
back to us.

The urban mass transit system is baffling
to many Cambodian families, but our school
nurse discovered their great need for local
transportation. Unable to read signs or
schedules in English, families try to take care
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of their needs within walking distance of
home or suffer in silence. When we are able
to transport a pregnant mother to a health
clinic or take a child to the dentist, we are
often providing a major family support ser-
vice. For lack of transportation, many chil-
dren miss entire weeks of instruction while
their families attempt to deal with clinic,
pharmacy, and social agency visits.

Over time, we have been forced to view
our school along the lines of a therapeutic
community rather than simply as a tradi-
tional grammar school. Although few educa-
tors have seriously restricted themselves to
the "three R's" in my experience, few have
stopped to think about the staggering prob-
lems that often confront families today and
what those problems mean in their students'
daily lives.

In our case, a therapeutic community
concept permits our staff to think about tn,
students' "bigger picture." Before forming
an opinion about a child, professional staff
carefully consider the medical and social
history of the youngster whcn they suspect
that critical life altering factors may exist.
We try to determine if a child will be able to
relate to traditional cultural values toward
work, education, money, or such issues as
familial tolerance for violence, current health
practices, medical beliefs, and even religious
understanding which would come in to play
within our school setting.

Frequently, after getting to know the child
and her/his family milieu we are able to see
that parenting classes, individual or family
counseling, or special tutoring programs will
be absolutely essential if the child is to
progress in school. And, because we in the
schools are only involved with the child
about 20 percent of the time, we make every
effort to communicate these needs to those
involved the rest of the time. Also, where
appropriate, we attempt to support families
who have minimal resources as they try to
deal with the variety of social agencies
serving our community. And, as dedicated
school people. when all else fails, we indi-
vidually dig a little deeper into our own
pockets and sometimes ask our families and
neighbors to help with personal contributions
and services.

The net gain seems to be a more humane
and caring school climate, higher achieving
children, and healthier families. Keeping it
that way is a delicate, high energy proposi-
tion, but we are all enriched for the effort.

Rffilger Cryer In7neinal of MeKinlel ,Veigh-
bornood School in San _firm', (.01i1brma. Ile was
lormerly a foreAt ranger, (taw, nuoician. man-
agement comultant, teacher, freelam.e writer,
reAearcher, and bAvehologiv. Dr erver i% a
member of the Family Remwree Coalition.

C'tmtaet: 1?odger Crser, Ph.D. ill Kinlev
.Vothborlutail School, 651 MacredeN Avenue.
San Jaw, CA 951/6, 408 286.3520.
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by Robert Zager

At a meeting in Manhattan on May 25.
1989, representatives of twenty-one organi-
zationsemployers and unions, private and
publictook part in demonstrations of five
path-breaking programs designed to aid
parents at the workplace learn how to help
their children do better at school. The
organizations had been invited by Work in
America Institute because they expressed
interest in "piloting- such programs as a
prelude to nationwide distribution.

The meeting capped the first 18 months of
a 2-year study entitled "Link;ng Home and
School through the Workplace- under a
grant from the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation. One of the Foun-
dation's major fields of interest is to ensure
that children, particularly from disadvan-
taged homes, not be atreclosed from socio-
economic success. It therefore promotes
educational programs to improve the home
and community environment of children ages
4 to 14.

Research shows that the parent-child rela-
tionship is the critical factor in a child's
school success, especially during the early
years. The child is deeply influenced by
parents' belief in the value of education, their
interest in school progress. and their encour-
agement of reading and other skills develop-
ment at home.

Quite a fCw schools and school-related
organizations now offer ad% ice to parents on
how to help their children achieve in school.
Some schools appear to he having success.
hut they run up against two big barriers:
First, many parents shy away from schools
because of the painful memories they evoke:
second, and more important. the majority of
parents of school-age children work away
front home. are not available during schmml
hours, and are reluctant to go out afler work.
When Work in America Institute suggested
that the workplace might he the best site lin-
pnwiding help to empl()yed parents, the
NlacArthur hmndation invited us to submit
a proposal.

In selecting the Institute for a grant.
l,LicArthur took note of several credentials:
the Institute had carried out numerous
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successful work-related studies and action
projects since its founding in 1975: it had a
reputation for identifying and clarifying
the state of the art on isqtes of interest to
employers and unions.. id it had manifested
a lasting interest in work-family and educa-
tional issues. Not least, the Institute had
access to a powerful corporate and union
network fin- dissemination of results.

Will employers and unions agree to
provide school-related advice to parents?
We believe they will. In recent years their
interest in education has grown because so
many entry-level employees lack basic skills
needed to perform well on the job. Employ-
ers have tried to exert influence by adopting
schools, sponsoring education fairs, and
supporting relitrni and legislation: but they
have come to see that education begins at
home. The problem is how to stimulate edu-
cational activities at home without intruding
in employees' private lives.

Employees are aware that education is
increasingly vital to their children's futures.
but few know what to do about it. Single
parents, a growing proportion of the
workforce, face the greatest difficulties.
They know what doesn't workscolding.
nagging. threatening, ignoring, needling.
punishing. Worry about children's schooling
distracts parents' minds front work: employ -
ers should see an adsantage in helping to
relieve their concern. And since most union
members in the U.S. have middle-class
ambitions for their children. unions also
have an interest in providing advice and
counseling about school success.

Developing Worksite Programs
for Parents

The objectives of our proposal were to
determine what approaches were being used
by school-related programs for parents. and
how well they worked: to adapt successful
pn)grams to the workplace: to deselop
printed and other progrant materials and
make thent avamole to employers and
unions. to advise users on how to publicize
programs to their employees or members:
and ultimately to set up a network to
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accelerate diffusion of such programs.
We proposed to use Employee Assistance

Programs as the primary vehicle for offering
advice to parents at the workplace. However,
our National Advisory Committee fin- the
projecttwo dozen representatives of indus-
try. unions. education, and the EAP field
persuaded us to broaden our tbcus since
many EAPs hesitated to deal with programs
outside of alcohol and drug counseling. They
suggested that other kinds of employer and
union activities, such as community rela-
tions, business/school partnerships. child
care centers, and literacy efforts might
gladly welcome programs to help parents
help their children.

As we examined the state of the art and
listened to experts, we decided what
attributes a program needed to make it suit-
able for the workplace. It should he readily
accessible to employee parentslunchtime
brown-bag workshops. for example. It should
require little or no prior commitment by
parentseach workshop should be worth
attending in its own right, even if a series
might be better. Parents should feel they are
dropping in. not that they have to come. A
program should be enjoyable, so parents will
return voluntarily and spread the word. It
should provide simple activities that parents
will share with children at home. The content
of each program should be educationally
sound. The employer or union should be able
to choose among programs containing a
variety of subject matter. (Given employers'
concerns about technological challenges. we
felt that math and science would he of partic-
ular interest.) Finally, they should cost the
employer or union as little as possible.

Over the course of a year we identified
five outstanding programs that had worked
successfully in school-related situations. We
arranged to have them adapted to meet our
criteria for the workplace. and then presented
them at the meeting on May 25. 1089. They
were as follows:

Parents' Q and A Library. A dispkty of
twenty questions that concerned parents
typically ask about school children (fOr
example. "How can I get my child to do
hislter homework?"). and a matching set
of brief, easy-to-read instructions for pain-
less activities at home that w ill produce the
desired results.
Reading Aloud. A set of one-hour, stand-
alone workshops in which parents get the
hang of reading aloud to their children and
stimulating them to read more. The work-
shops also provide practical advice on how
to obtain good hooks that chikken will

Family Math. A set of one-hour. stand-
alone workshops in which parents learn
about the mathematics subject matter their
children are studying so they can discuss it
comfortably. At each workshop they try
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Recently a group of parents was given an
assignment to write a classified ad for the
position of Parent. Their job descriptions
included the following:

"24 hours per day, 365 days per year posi-
tion available. No vacations, no pay. Duties
unpredictable. Benefits intangible."

"Must be loving, yet firm; organized but
flexible; mature. but young enough to pos-
sess unlimited energy. Sense of humor an
asset."

"Minimum qualifications: degrees in
psychology, child development, education.
nursing, and management. Additional
training helpful. Must possess valid
driver's license."

Parents these days do have a difficult job!
In Montgomery County. Maryland--a sub-
urb of Washington. DCfamily life has
chanaed dramatically the past two decades..
with more mothers employed, more parents
divorced, and many remarried with step-
families. Neighborhoods are quiet, children
spend their time in day care, structured
programs. or self-care arrangements.

A large mobile population includes
government employees, diplomatic families.
immigrants. and refugees who are new to the
area, the country, and the culture. Traditional
support systems are not readily available for
a major segment of the community. High
pressure jobs, fast-track careers, long work-
ing days, and lengthy commutes separate
family members from one another. The
relentless stresses on parents spill over onto
their children who are expected to be inde-
pendent high achievers early on. Ail of this
impacts on the schools. And while educators
can't solve family problems. they can oiler
inlOrmation, support, and resource to help
parents as nurturers, teachers, and role
models for their children.

In the Montgomery County Public Schools
this is effectively done through the Depart-
ment of Adult Education. Because of the
vital link between early learning and later
school achievement, parents are valued as
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their children's first and most influential
teachers. To support them in this role.
parent-child development classes were
launched in the early I970s.

As family and community life changed,
parent education evolved into a comprehen-
sive program designed to strengthen families.
Renamed Parent Education/Family Support
Program. it remains within the Adult Educa-
tion framework where parents are considered
adult learners with a rich repertoire of
knowledge. skills, and life experience to
contribute to the program and to share with
one another. Various program components
provide opportunities to discuss issues, share
ideas, and solve problems with the guidance
of a parent educator. They include a series of
parent-child classes based upon the age of
the child; courses, workshops. and seminars
for adults; a Working Families support
program; four drop-in parent centers; and
a telephone helpline to assist in problem-
solving parenting. family life, and home-
school issues.

The most consistently popular of these
services are the parent-child drop-in centers
where children can meet new playmates and
try out toys and activities while parents get
ideas for age-appropriate home activities and
learn more about parenting. Because of their
flexible hours, convenient locations, loosely
structured programs, and informal atmo-
sphere, they are accessible to employed and
non-employed parents and caregivers. An
increasing number of grandparents with full-
time child care responsibility use the centers
on a regular basis as do parents who are new
to the area.

The typical scene in these centers is busy
and crowded with a comfortable mix of
ages, sexes, and cultures. Parents, day care
providers, sitters, and grandparents interact
with the toddlers, admire the babies, browse
through the books, and swap child-rearing
ideas and experiences. An early childhood/
parenting educator is available. People have
finind help in coping with homelessness,
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postpartum depression, grief, disability,
spouse abuse, and divorce, as well as every-
day challenges likc toilet training and sibling
rivalry. Another successful parent-child
program. "A Day with Dad," meets on Sat-
urday mornings and features learning
through play, field trips and outings, and
discussions on fathering topics.

Not all family support programs are for
parents only; "Super Sitter Seminar" trains
adolescents to be competent babysitters. and
"Nanny-Toddler Playgroup" serves a small
group of live-in caregivers. The "Family
Day Care Enrichment Program" has been
developed for providers and the children in
their care, featuring a quality preschool
experience for the children while providers
discuss professional issues. Home base
for this program is thc Working Families
Center, which promotes partnerships
between parents and the providers who care
for their children.

The most time-honored support group for
young parents is, of course, thc extended
family. Among our favorite offerings are
those designed to enhance intergenerational
family relationships: "Grandparent Update"
outlines the latest theories and practices in
childbirth and child care; "Long Distance
Grandparenting" suggests ideas for building
close relationships in spite of the barriers:
and "Family Traditions" explores the value
of family rituals, folklore, and stories in
satisfying our universal need to belong.

Although we have provided outreach pro-
grams for incarcerated and homeless parents.
most of our programs are held in school
buildings. Directly related to the school
program, one especially popular seminar
taps top-ranking school officials to lead
workshops designed to provide insights into
the factors that promote school achievement.
Parents appreciate the opportunity to inter-
act on a personal. direct level with top
professionals and school officials who in
turn become better informed about parent
concerns.

Indeed. parents. children, and educators
all benefit from the school system's commit-
ment to family support initiatives. These
programs. while diverse, serve a common
purpose: to support and enhance Nmily
functioning. The parents who attend dovelop
strong families as well as positive attitudes
toward school. Their children develop self-
esteem, confidence, and motivation
qualities that help them succeed in school
and throughout life. As one parent wrote on a
program evaluation: "I think this is one of
the best uses of our tax dollar."

Georgia LeriA 1.1 parent Education

frEr the Department of Adult Eductaion.
Montgomery County (MD) Public. School.o.
Contact her at the Parent Education/hunilv
Support Program, 12518 Greenly Street, Silver
Spring, MD 20906, 301/929 2025.

The halm Llucatum/1;amily Sumo Pro-
gram 15 a /11,17I/Fer ofthe Family Resource
Coalition.



School-Age Child Care and the Public Schools:
A Response to Families' Needs

by Michelle Seligson

Parents often think that an end to their of-
ten expensive and difficult-to-arrange child
care is very near once a child enters the
formal education system. But for many
parents. their child care problems may
begin anew. Although full-day. year-round
child care is more widely available for pre-
schoolers, tCw options have been accessible
for both young and older school-age groups.
While there is consensus that young children
in grades K-3 must have adult supervision
during out-of-school hours, we aren't so
clear about the age at which older children
can manage on their own.

In surveys, parents report that the number
of children who are on their own after school
hours begins to rise dramatically at age 8 and
9 years; by age 10. 60-70 percent of children
are on their own. Best estimates indicate that
by 1995. more than three-tburths of all U.S.
school-age children (35 million) will have
mothers in the out-of-home work force.

The child care arrangement most working
parents now use tor their school-age children
is the "latchkey" option. A major survey of
these parents found that most reported spend-
ing little or no money for child care even
though the parents worked full-time and
the child's school day was shorter than the
parent's work day.

Thus, many parents make do with the
partial care provided by schools during the
regular school day. Reasons for this choice
reflect family income and spending ability.
parental preferences. and lack of access to
and information about desirable alternatives.

School-age children who are on their own
may he given instructions about safety prac-
tices, management of certain household
tasks. sibling care, and completing school
homework assignments. Play and social
opportunities may or may not be empha-
simd. Reliance on this type of alternative litr
children should be carefully considered. We
know that play. socializing. taking initiative,
being free to he Robinson Crusoe explorers
go together with the development of compe-
tence in children. Protecting these criteria.
essential for healthy childhood, is an impor-
tant part of the social contract. But children

ho are alone for long periods of time may
become over-vigilant about their safety in the
absence of adult supervision and attention.
Play then becomes a luxury.

The majority ()lour institutions haxe not
yet adapted to the changing needs ol parents
of schmtl-age children. This has been espe-
cially true or most public schciols where
schedule, still assume that someime is home

at the end of the school day, and school often
starts in the morning after many parents must
be at work. Most public schools have not
made the kind of deep, systemic changes that
are necessary to be truly responsive to fami-
lies. Such changes would involve extending
school hours, days, and calendar; employing
additional personnel to help parents find
good after-school arrangements; and provid-
ing transportation tor children front school to
child care arrangements.
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This disjuncture between assumptions
about traditional roles of schools and other
community institutions and the actual prac-
tices of families with school-age children
establishes what amounts to an institutionally
sanctioned practice: a majority of children
are in self-care arrangements, despite what
we know about the developmental needs of
children.

But things are changing. Within the last ten
years. awareness of the "latchkey" issue in
the United States has been widely evidenced
in the national press and at the local, state,
and Wend level. Many of the child care bills
proposed in the 10Ist Congress included
school-age child care. A federal funding bill
was passed in 1985 that has provided about
530 million in start-up and improvement
funds !Or school-age child care, delivered in
a block grant to the states.

Concerns about latchkey children have
focused on safety. physical and emotional
health risks, stress experienced by both

children and parents. and on poor school
performance. A Louis Harris opinion poll of
American public school teachers and parents
of school-age children conducted in 1987
revealed that a majority attributed poor
school performance to "children being left
on their own after school." This factor was
cited more often than drugs. poverty, or
divorce, among a number of other factors.

Formal Care Arrangements:
School-Age Child Care Programs

New school-age child care programs,
formally organized and administered by a
variety of groups and institutions, have devel-
oped during the 1980s including private and
public schools, day care centers, youth-
serving agencies, religious institutions, and
municipal park and recreation agencies.
Many of these programs have their roots in
the settlement house projects of the early
1900s. in the public school-based programs
established during the 1940s, and in the
parent cooperative nursery school/day care
movement of the 1960s.

In a 1988 survey of state departments of
education and day care licensing agencies.
the School-Age Child Care Project tbund
that most states report shortages of school-
age child care and note that demand is rising
even as more programs are developing,
especially in school districts.

Schools are emerging as a major player in
partnership arrangements to provide school-
age care, and are also increasingly providing
care, although school funds are rarely used
for this purpose. According to a 1988 survey
by the National Association of Elementary
School Principals. 22 percent of 1400 Ameri-
can elementary and middle schools reported
having some form of after-school program.
Most school-based programs are supported
by parent fees which average 525 per week.

Commit./ on 27 Or

Michelle Seligson IA Dire( tor ol the SchoethAt;e
(701d Cale Protect at Itille.sley College Center
tor Research lin Since 1978, du. Ponect
has ciinducted re.search and provided technical
asAistance. tnlinnig, and public education on
school-age child care to individuals and gmurs
thnnighcnit the i'tnintr, Among the Prectect%
puhhottioms (see ReAmove File) iA a new bind1,
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By Gail C. Christopher

On a recent Saturday night in Chicago. I
searched the street for a parking place before
entering a restaurant. A group of twenty or
so teenagers crowded the only curbside
space, and my initial reactions were fear and
hesitation. But I looked more closely into
their faces and eyes, and saw a mirror of
America's youth. They vv.cre hanging out
because they had nowhere else to go. Some
were run-a-ways, some dropouts. Some
would finish school prepared to succeed in
the work world. but many more would
finish high school and he unemployable.
functionally illiterate.

One in kur students in our nation's public
schools live in poverty; between one-quarter
and one-third have no one at home after
school; and at least 25 percent or more will
not complete high school. Minority student
enrollment ranges from 70 to 96 percent in
the nation's largest public school systems.
Many of these students face a high risk for
school failure.

Forecasts of labor shortages, and rising
illiteracy and dropillit rates have fueled a
school refbrm movement in America.
Approximately live years old, this movement
has valuable lessons to teach us. Like children
who are about to enter kindergarten, lessons
learned during the early years may well
determine future success. Does the school
refOrm movement have the foundation it
needs to go on to higher levels'? Are the
basics in place? The next wave of school
reform skill focus on governance by local
parent schoolboards, on options or choice
of schools, and on increasing standards
and rewards kr the teaching professional.

The Family Resource Coalition believes
that a basic componentthe critical role of
the family as a partner in the education pro-
cess has been neglected. Parent-school
partnerships have not been fully explored
or developed as part of the school retbrm
pnicess.

At the critical tive-year juncture. the
Carnegie Foundation lOr the Advancement
of Teaching issued a Report Cord on School
Reliirm. It surveyed more than I3,5(X) teach-
ers to find out hos\ they felt about the first
five years of the most sustained drive for
school renewal in our nation's history. Their
findings reveal that in its early years the
schmil relbrm movement has emphasized
graduation requirements, student achieve-
ment. and teacher preparation. There has
been a decline in overall teacher inmate and
a decrease in the fiscal health of schools.
Other reviews of the reliirm movement's first
five years point to its success in increasing
standards and student expectations. accom-
panied by its failure to provide resources
needed to assure that all students can
achieve.
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Families Grow the Children

Public Schools Then and Now
The school system is our govern-

met- , :st and most ambitious initiative
designed t , assure individual socialization
and preparation for successful interaction in
the larger society. Front Jeffersonian times.
political and academic leaders believed that
education was the key to realizing liberty in
our democratic society.

Ingredients that accounted tOr the original
success of public schools are important:

. Schools were universally available and
community-based; every child had a r'Lzht
and opportunity to access free education.

2. School hours and annual schedules were
tailored to meet economic and work realities
(t families; the winter-in and summer-out
calendar was responsive to the production
and labor needs of the then-agrarian society.

3. School personnel and school leadership
reflected the local community and had
opportunities to know and interact with local
families.

These three fundamental aspects have
changed dramatically. Today's economy is no
longer agrarian and outdated work/school
schedules are inappropriate for families.
Millions of today's students are unsupervised
tor several hours after school and nnllions
miss valuable opportunities tor learning
during idle summer hours. Schools have not
responded to changes in either the economy
or labor patterns of society.

Second. school personnel and leadership
often do not reflect the ethnic and socio-
economic pattern of the local community;
there is very little interaction between teach-
ers, principals and families.

Finally. the dollars needed to maintain the
community-based structures as viable com-
munity resources are no longer available in
many areas. In 1979-80, the federal govern-
ment contributed 9.2 percent of the total
school dollar for elementary and secondary
education. By 1986-87, this figure had
dropped to 6.7 percent and these dollars are,
to the greatest degree. targeted to a kw pro-
grams tOr families with special needs but not
available for improving school structures or
increasing local resources.

The Heart of Education
Is there a link between the Report Cani

on School Refbrn; and the shifts in the
fundamental relationships between schools.
families, and communities'? Dr. Ernest
Boyer, in summarizing the findings of the
Carneeie Report, stated that. "The relation-
ship between the teacher and the student is
the heart of education. and only when
improvements reach the classroom will
excellence be achieved."

Results of our review of successful school-
parent-community partnerships supports Dr.
Boyer's assertions, but further illustrates this
"relationship between the teacher and the
student" is influenced by other pivotal rela-
tionAips: the student/family relationship:
the teacher/family relationship: and the
relationship between the school and the
community.

While the public school system is. indeed,
our governmental initiative to assure educa-
tion and societal readiness, it is only a sup-
port and adjunct to the primary institution
of socialization and educationthe family.

Attempting to renew schools without
aggressive outreach to families is like mov-
ing into elementary school without benefit
of kindergarten or preschool. Families are
the soil in which children are planted and
the ground in which they grow. While
communities and their institutions may fertil-
ize and cultivate, it is families who grow the
children.

Successful school-parent partnership
programs embrace this basic tenet and pro-
vide opportunities for parents to he actively
involved in readying their children for school
and/or in supporting them during their
school years. This issue of The FRC Report
depicts how family resource and support
programs have helped bring renewal and
reform to many schools and school districts.
Successful schools work in communities that
work with them. Of course. successU
schools are also those that have improving or
high rates of student completion. high stu-
dent literacy levels. academic achievement,
and preparation kr the world of work. This
is often coupled with high teacher morale
and coinmitment and with creative parent
Silvtilventent.
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Family Resource Programs
Generate Quality Relationships

Because human interaction is the most
important ingredient in education, school
practices should enhance rather than sup-
press this interaction. Family resource and
support programs are important vehicles
for generating quality human interactions
between teachers and students, students and
parents, and parents and schools.

This process begins with quality preschool
programs and interventions during the child's
critical early. years. The National Governors
Association, the Committee for Economic
Development. and major tbundations like
Ford and Carnegie have all echoed a harmo-
nious note about the importance of investing
in the early years to enhance parent-child
relationships. Research is now replete with
evidence that supports the efficacy of these
programs.

We at the Family Resource Coalition
wish to broaden the discussion. however.
to emphasize that the parent/child-teacher/
school relationship is enhanced throughout
the school cycle when the principles of fam-
ily resource and support programs are
embraced.

Unfortunately, as children get older, the
parent/school partnership often dissipates
into a mandated visit to pick up report cards
and/or a crisis conference. It is perhaps the
adolescent years that require more parent
partnership, not less. We are challenged to
solidify the relationship between families.
children, and schools, and to support parents
in their parenting roles during the schookage
and adolescent years. Family resource and
support programs can play a vital role in this
process.

While diversity is the hallmark of family
resource and support program models, as our
descriptions will illustrate, they are grounded
in some fundamental principles:

I. Their business is the business of relation
ships. They teach, model, inform. and vali
(late the challenging process of parenting and
family management, thereby pronuiting a
sense of empowerment. success, and con-
trol in the lives of families. The esteem and
confidence of parents and children are
increased.

2. They are universally available. Generated
by the belief that all families need support
at some time. successful state and local
initiatives have not been targeted and are
not associated with any stigma.

3. They bring resources to the local commu-
nitytangible resources that strengthen
neighborhoods. Children and parents have
places to go. opportunities for recreation and
self-expression, and parents can get needed
feedback and guidance.

4. Programs' content, staff, and administra-
tors reflect the ethnic and socio-economic
profile of the community.

5. They are designed to promote optimum
access by parents. Hours are flexible and
tailored to economic and work realities of the
community.

Schools Work in Communities
that Work with Them

Is this deja vu? Most of these principles
were inherent in the original public school
system in Americaschools that helped to
build and flister our sense of neighborhood
and community. The public schools were
originally designed to support individual and
family success. What happened? What's been
lost? The rapids of economic and bureau-
cratic growth, -icietal change. and the con-
sequences of n_glect have caught up with us.
Perhaps now that the education reform initia-
tive has survived its early tOrmative years, it
needs the special attention of a "kindergarten
experience----that special time in which the
demands of transition are considered, when
the child ideally receives more individual
attention, and activities are designed to
address most basic developmental and
psychological needs.

While family resource and support pro-
grams and relat.ed state initiatives are not
panaceas. they are missing links in the school
reform movement. They prtiv ide opportuni
ties lin enhancing the most fundamental
development of school renewal by tbstering
caring, sensitive relationships between all
factions. and by addressing the specific
needs and priorities of the families and
communities in which they exist.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE rr

Fge avettt
Our goals for the school reform movement

during this critical stage in its development
are simple:

I. We would like to see an understanding of
the principles that underpin family resource
and support programs integrated into plan-
ning at federal, state, and lot:al levels.
These include:

universal access to programmatic support
for all families;
cultural and ethnic sensitivity;
generative relationships between teachers/
families/students and communities. based
on respect and trust; and
flexibility and creativity in program design
and structure.

2. We would like to see a plan fOr implemen-
tation of family resource and support pro-
grams in each of the 16,000 school districts
in communities throughout America.

3. We would like to see each of the 39.7
million students enrolled in public schools
have access to a family setting that is func-
tional and engaged in the child's school expe-
rience. This may require peer support fOr
parents. self-help, and/or referrals for
professional intervention.

4. We would like to see federal. corporate.
state. and local agents combine their efforts
to generate an increase in fiscal resources
within school districts that will support
building parent-school partnerships.

Timing is critical as the school reform
movement goes forward into a new phase.
Every school district deserves the technical
assistance, individual attention, and fiscal
resources necessary to implement effective
family resource and support programs. We
advocate that the school reform intivement
prioritize outreach efforts that strengthen
families and empower them as partners in die
success of their children. The success of the
education system, and indeed of our nation's
youth, may well depend on how we address
these s ery basic human needs and relation-
ships during this pivotal transition phase.

Dr. Gall Christopher is the I:Wein/ye Director
of the hardly Re.sourre Ceralition. Formerly, Abe
directed a Chicago-betted human serviceA Orgtill-
i:ation, which designed and
adnuntstered :lama V re.soun e and tuppent pm-
gmlits lar at-ri.th lamilie.t. She has provided
related technical 11.5.iittance and training lea
and national organi:attons, and 1.% eterrellits
add.wl and miming etuttultant tot the nallOMIl
editrati011 pi'? I . Inumgrantt . lima-leant

may coma( 1 Dr. Christopher at the
family kesoure Coalition, 230 MichiS;a11

At enue, Suite 1625. Chietigo, Illinois 60601
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EPIC: Effective Parenting Information for Children

by Sandra B. Rifkin

One of today's greatest challenges is to
reverse the self-destructive tide which threat-
ens to erode the lives of a significant portion
of American youththrougit drugs, alcohol.
and child abuse; teenage pregnancy; school
dropout; and suicide.

Representing an educational breakthrough,
EPIC (Effective Parenting Information for
Children) brings the total assets of family,
school, and community together in a single
determined etThrt to reach children in their
eariiest years. EPIC's primary prevention
eftbrt is to assure the development of strong
character as a basis for becoming competent
and responsible parents and citizens.

EPIC was founded in 1980 by a Buffalo.
New )rbrk businessman who turned the per-
sonal tragedy of his wife's murder by an
adolescent burglar into a realistic program
designed to prevent self-destructive behavior.
The premise of EPIC 's work is that school.
home, and communitythe three major
influences in a child's lifeare mutually
supportive and reinforcing, and that parents
or guardians and teachers, together. can help
the child develop those skills that encourage
responsible person- and parenthood.

EPIC works in a variety of ways to accom-
plish that task. In the schools, it takes the
lOrm of a sequential parenting skills curricu-
lum that is infused into subjects throughout
the instructional day. Parents are involved
through workshops that bring them together
to discuss their concerns and gather support.
The program is based on the 1;elief that prep-
aration for parenthood begins early. when
children are busy developing attitudes and
behaviors that. with maturity. become the
skills, attributes, and attitudes requisite for
successful and positive parenting.

The School
EPIC pros ides teachers of pre-kinder-

garten classes through grade 9 with a
ell-planned group of activities that can he
integrated in all subject areas. Based on
identified concepts and skill competencies.
the activities help children explore. identify.
and develop higher levels of the affectisc
skills. The curriculum covers three general
categories: improvement of self-concept, self-
esteem: deselopment of responsible behas ior
through rules, rights, and resprmsibilities:
and development of problein-solving and
decision-making skills.

In addition to teachers. EPIC also trains
school support staff such as bus drivers.
teaeher and cafeteria aides, clerks, and
maintenance personnel in the importance
of their impact on children.
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The Home
The home component takes the tbrm of

parent workshops held both during the day
and the evening at schools, churches, hospi-
tals. and community centers, and led by
volunteer EP1C-trained facilitators. These
workshops offer intbrmation about parenting
concerns, an opportunity for parent-to-parent
idea exchange. and a way to forge stronger
links between the home, the school, and the
community. Often the workshops are viewed
as an important social event. A series usually
consists of six two-hour sessions held
weekly, but some groups have lasted for
several years.

EPIC-trained volunteers offer childcare at
most locations as a source of support for
parents and guardians. fostering the same
type of skills that are stressed in the school
curriculum.

All community agencies such as Child
Protection Services, Parents Anonymous,
etc., are notified of the parent workshops in
advance so they can make client referrals.
School counselors and social workers like-
wise make referrals to the groups. Commu-
nity agency personnel also take advantage of
EPIC's facilitator training that enables agen-
cies to hold EPIC workshops at their own
sites, some of which are non-traditional such
as homeless hotels. methadone clinics, alter-
native residential homes, prisons, and high
schools for teen parents.

Since 1981. 4.700 workshops have been
implemented by over 2,000 trained volunteer
facilitators. EPIC supplies manuals for par-
ents of elementary age as well as adolescent
chiklren, and the workshops cover a variety
of pertinent topics. Facilitators are trained
in group dynamics and program content by
expert consultants in two six-hour sessions.

The Community
In the community. EPIC presents a total

action plan to help children grow to be
responsible. loving adults. Whether the plan
requires help from social service agencies,
participation by school staff, or recruitment
of workshop facilitators. EPIC weaves peo-
ple and services into a unified, committed
network.

The EPIC program has been adopted by
more than 200 communities and schools
including sites throughout New York State:
Dayton. Ohio; Chicago: Oakland, Calitbr-
nia: and soon to be New Hampshire. Ness
Jersey, and Massachusetts. A nonprofit
organization. EP1C's financial support has
come Innii pwernment grants and private
kmndations and contributions.

I

The entire EPIC package consists of a
Coordinator's Procedures Manual; Teacher
and Parent Manuals for pre-kindergarten-
grade 3. grades 4-6, and grades 7-9:
Facilitator Manuals for both elementary age
and adolescent children; and a Childcare
Manual. Parent and Facilitator Manuals are
also available in Spanish. All components are
implemented through quality training.

Conclusion
An outside evaluation in 1983-84 found

that in both areas of self-concept and respon-
sible behavior. EPIC students in grades 4-6
evidenced greater positive changes than
control group pupils. This resulted in valida-
fion of EPIC as an "Exemplary Program- by
the New York State Education Department.
EPIC's research has found teachers rate its
curriculum very highly and easily infusible
into the academic curriculum; a majority of
their students demonstrate a positive change
in the three program areas. Research on the
Home Component has found that partici-
pating in the workshops improves the
self-confidence of parent participants.
independent of the ty pe or language of
workshops.

EPIC's mission is to provide high quality
parenting education to help develop strength
of character and self-esteem in young people.
This, in turn, provides them with a reservoir
of skills necessary for facing difficult deci-
sions throughout their lives.

Sandra B. Rifkin %A bre.sident LPIC She tva.%

a New }Ork State dclettate to the White Ihtuse
Ctinlerence an lamilieN. and cif-konder and

preAidellt of Parent :tide Comm:aim Ejlort
(IN('E) 01 Erie County ('s y). a duld alms(' pw-

ponert. MA. Rifkin ha.% been a child
adtmme (Or the 11081 meta). year.' EPIC' i% a
memluT of the Family Remnave Coalitum.

l'ontaet Santini 13. Rilldn, EPIC Suite 'ot ver-
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Are We Doing What's Best
for Our Children? 9

What's Best ?

Are We Doing What's Best ?

by Paul James Kendall and Vicki Hague-Kendall

After the birth of our first child, we began
to look closel y. at the Chicago Public School
System. It seemed logical to us. as products
of public school education in other Midwest-
ern cities, to enroll our child in the neighbor-
hood public school. However, after visiting a
number of them and attempting to become
involved with our local school's parent
organization. we developed some concerns.
We found that schools varied widely in how
they handled children. Such mundane proce-
dures as how they respected children's bath-
room tiine differed from school to school.
We also found that some schools were not
interested in our wish to be involved or our
offers to volunteer. In fact, one principal
stated at a community meeting that "parental
involvement messes up a school." At that
moment, we were confrt ith hmtec w.... "ow
difficult it would he to protect our ideologies.

Our concerns, as well as a strong desire to
give public education a chance. led us to
increase our level of involvement in school-
related matters. Vicki became director of an
after-school program which let her observe
how different local schools worked w ith
children and families--how much care was
taken to get children aboard the correct bus
alter school. how schttols responded to
emergencies in a family. what kind of home-
work children tended to receive, and how
other parents felt about their sclurols in gen-
eral. As a result, we developed a list of basic
thctors on which wc could judge the worth of
a school for our family.

As our daughter neared kindergarten age,
we pursued the magnet schmil system.
Because children of friends had heen readily
accepted into these schools, we joked about
our daughter being the hrightest youngster in
the city and assumed she, too wtitild he
accepted. When we received a notice that she
had not only been rejected hut was also con-
sidered unprepared for kindergarten. we
were quite upset. Later wc found that her
allergies had apparently acted up on test day
and resulted in prow performance on one

Are We Doing What's Best ?

Best ?

portion of the test. This outcome increased
our skepticism about the value of testing fitr
kindergarten readiness, and intensified our
hunt for a suitable school.

During this time. Vicki heard a kindergar-
ten teacher speak at a community forum: her
attitude toward children and obvious pride in
her school led us to a visit. We were warmly
received and found a caring attitude toward
the students. These were important factors
and helped us to decide that while we could
supplement some educational elements. we
could not make up fitr an environment that
did not respect children, or that was too lax
or overly rigid. We wanted our children to
feel safe, supported, and encouraged. and
felt we had found a school where these
things could occur.

We arranged for a permissive transfer and
our daughter started school and seemed
happy with her experience: our own volun-
teer work in the classroom confirmed that
things were going well. Some difficult areas
did arise. however. The school we had cho-
sen was largel y. unknown to our peers who
commonly asked, "What school?" or "Do
y-ou really think your child will get a good
education there?" We longed to hear. "Oh
yes. I have heard of that schoolyou were
lucky to get in!" We reviewed our decision
on a regular basis and were firmly convinced
this was indeed a sound school. What it
lacked was a PR program to encourage other
parents to kel confident emiugh to enroll
their children.

Therefore, we chose to continue our
involsement with the school w ith an ey c
toward helping other families consider it as
an option. Paul became active in the District
Education Advtsiiry Cimneil which brought
him into contact w ith parents and administra-
tors of other schools. Vicki talked with par-
ents imd suggested the school as an optitin
whenever it was appropriate. Paul continued
his community activities. often representing
the school at public meetings. And slow ly.
signs of public awareness and interest in

the school became evident. Moreover, the
administration worked with the PTA to
look at new outreach approaches to the
community.

In addition, we chose areas of interest
within the school: we worked with the PTA
to help organize and motivate the activities of
the parents and staff, and encouraged and
promoted the many positives of the school.
As the staff realized we were not there to
criticize or to dramatically change things,
they became more helpful and offered their
own ideas for school or PTA projects. We felt
that being dependable and supportive was
crucial in our relationship with them.

Right now there is a waiting list for kinder-
garten and an active group of parents are
involved in supporting the school by raising
funds. providing PR, and assisting in the
school. While all this has come about due to
a variety of factors. we feel satisfaction in
playing a key role in ensuring an all-around
quality education for our children, while
helping a neighborhood school. The hours
we commit to the school demonstrate that
their education and their daily quality of fife
are important to us. The value they place on
their schoolwork has been one of the divi-
dends for our efforts.

If you are a parent who wants to izet
involved in a school, talk with teachers and
parents to determine their goals and inspira-
tions for the school and its children: think
about facets of the school in which you
would enjoy working: consider ways to blend
your interests with the goals of the staff and
then discuss how to implement your ideas
with staff and parents.

I f you are an administrator who would like
to encourage parent involvement, be pre-
pared to explain your school's philosophy
concerning the welfare and education of
children: have clear goals fitr the school
so you can incorporate parents' ideas appro-
priately: and welcome the participation
of parents and community in carrying out
your educational goals.

Paul Kendall is a Senior Safety Consultant tor
Itausau Insurance Companies. and has a Mas-
ter's degree in Car and Regirmal Planning. He
has served as junident ofthe DiAtrier 3 Lehica-
tion Advisory Cmincil, Lakeview Citizens

Hawthorne Neighbors. Alcou
and (nher civic groups and prntects.

Vicki Hague-Kendall LS dirmmor Paroters
in Progress, a teen parenting prtn.;rnin tO
Christepher lugoe. She has a Master\ degree
in Earls Childhood Eduoition and has NerIVil
seveml terms as pwsident Alcou School Pr.i.
(leo e, a boanl member of Bank Friends
of. Lim (PM An.k.l.akeview School%.

The Kendall lamas includes their children.
Tlssia, aged II . and Anson, avec/9, to well as
Jai Jae (tiro has been part the famtly for sit
Nolo and am nds high school Crnatict them al
.1217 Kennune .4venue. Chttagl,. ll 60657
312 348 8139.
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Project Enlightenment .

by Charles L. Kronberg and Alice K. Burrows

...A school sy stein-based preschool
mental health program...prevention
and early intervention ... teacher-par-
ent consultation and educaion through
daycare. preschool. and public school
kindergarten programs...parent and
family education, support. and coun-
seling services ...teacher training.

These terms and phrases characterize the
approaches and services of Project Enlight-
enment (PE). located in Raleigh, North
Carolina. The Project provides a unique
blend of educational and mental health
services to the community through its
interagency linkages. Administratively part
of the Wake County Public School System.
PE also has contracts with the county mental
health system and the Area Health Education
Center.

Begun in 1969 as a federal demonstration
program with a staff of three, the Project
now has a staff of 17 full-time equivalent.
multi-disciplinary professionals who pro-
vided more than 33,000 service contacts
during the past school year. Current fund-
ing is provided entirely from local and state
sources-55 percent from the Wake County
School System. 27 percent from the state and
local mental health agencies. and 18 percent
froin miscellaneous sources.

Recognizing 0 k importance of the first
six years of children's lives and the value of
support to parents. teachers, and other care-
givers during this crucial time. Project
Enlightenment has developed a distinctive
service model. The fundamental principle of
the Project's approach is to give infOrmation.
training, and support to those adults who are
most important in young children's lives.
enabling them to use the hest practices in
fostering emotional/social development.

The Project's ser ice model blends early
interventionthose services directed toward
young children with identified or suspected
difficultieswith preventionthose educa-
tion and support services available to parents
and caretakers of all young children birth
through age live. In providing early interven-
t ion and proention ser ices, attempts are
alss Ilys made to look at strengths as well as
weaknesses, to serve children in the least
restrictke environment. and to avoid the
potentially harmful effects of diagnosing and
labeling PE not only imparts infinmation.
trains, and build skills, but emphasizes self-
help, peer support. and the strengths and
competencies of participatits as well. Using
this model. Project Enlightenment offers a
comprehensive array of services to parents.
leachers. and prolessitmals ss Ilia includes:
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Parent Services. Any parent in the com-
munity may attend parent workshops and
courses dealing with issues of general
concern such as "Family Discipline,-
-Your Child's Self-Esteem," or -Living
with a Toddler.- Relevant specialized
courses are also available on topics such as
solo parenting, step-parenting. hyperactive
children, or self-esteem for children with
special needs. In addition, parents can
request consultation or counseling around
individual concerns.

Teacher/Parent Consultation. Any pub-
lic school kindergarten, private preschool,
day care center. or other child care pro-
gram can arrange on-site consultation
about a child around whom there a

concern. Parents are always involved in the
process. Specific services include one or
more of the following: observation: educa-
tional screening: individualized school
and/or home intervention programs: psy-
chological. speech, language. or motor
evaluation: referral to and coordination
with other agencies. In addition to chikl-
centered consultation, program consul-
tation is also available in areas such as
planning, curriculum development, parent
involvement, or communication and child
management skills.

Parent/Thacher Resource Center. The
hub of Project activity. the Center houses
an extensive collection of resources availa-
ble to the entire community. These include
a library of books. pamphlets, and audiovi-
sual materials: patterns and ideas tor
parent- and teacher-made games and
activities, with the materials and equip-
ment to produce them: a book and toy
exchange: a clearinghouse to disseminate
information about services and activities
available in the community; and an area
where seminars. workshops, and other
learning events are held.

Other Services. Project Enlightenment
also operates The Demonstration Pre-
school. a mainstreamed therapeutic pro-
gram serving children with identified
eniotional, social. and/or behas ior prob-
lems and children with no identified prob-
lems in the same classroom: First Years
Thgether, a prograni to provide support
and development guidance to families of
premature infants after their discharge
from neonatal intensive care: Talkline. a
telephone information, consultation, and
referral service: and Professional Training,

1
.

which includes teacher and other profes-
sional in-service training. and consulta-
tion. as well as technical assistance to
other communities and internships for
university students.

During its twenty-year history, Project
Enlightenment has received recognition as an
exemplary program on the local, state, and
national level, including an outstanding
achievement award from the North Carolina
Department of Mental Health and a Signifi-
cant Achievement Award from the American
Psychiatric Association. In addition. the
Project has been the subject of several publi-
cations and was featured as an examplary
program in the books Unclaimed Children,
by Jane Knitzer (Children's Defense Fund.
1982) and Successfid Innovations in Odhl
Guidamv, edited by Lee Judy (Charles C.
Thomas. 1982). PE was also named in legis-
lation to serve as a model preschool mental
health program for North Carolina.

In an effort to reach beyond the local com-
munity. Project staff members have devel-
oped publications and other products which
include a series of monthly newsletters for
parents of premature infitnts; books and
pamphlets on topics such as limit setting,
explaining death to children, parent-teacher
conferences, tips for working parents. and
activities for building confidence in young
children: a. videotape on involving parents in
infant assessment: and a manual and video-
tape for helping communities develop early
childhood resource centers (see Resource
File).

Charle3 I.. Kronherg, Ph.D., IA AA slAtom
Ihrector of Pmfect hnlightenment; Alice K.
Burrow.s i., the prognim's Director.. The Pnrject Is
a member al the Family Re.oun.e Coalahm.

erc more information, contact: Project
Enlightenment, S Boylan ,Ivenue. Ralergh.

27603, or call W9;755=035 to orronge
mrt.
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National Committee for Citizens
in Education
10840 Little Patuxent Parkway. Suite 301
Columbia, MD 21044, 301/977-9300

A 16-year old nonprofit organization, NCCE is a
national advocate for parent involvement and for
promoting local action to improve the quality of
public education. They are involved in collabora-
tive dropout prevention projects; they offer toll-
free hotline (1-800-Net-Work) advice to parents
with school-related problems or questions on
school participation; they train parents, teach-
ers, and administrators in school improvement
techniques; their computerized database can
provide information on issues such as parent/
student rights, discipline policies, opportunities
for special needs children and adults; and they
publish books (see below) and other materials,
including a newspaper for parents (Network)
focused on public involvement and school
improvement.
is Beyond the Bake Sale: An Educator's

II Guide to Working with Parents
by Anne T. Henderson. Carl L. Marburger. and
Theodora Ooms (1986. 139 pp.. $8.95).

Parent involvement experts show how to build
parent-school partnerships that go beyond
fundraising and boosterism, emphasizing that
strong, positive home-school relations provide
the climate in which parent involvement
flourishes. The authors identify seven principles
that are essential to healthy collaboration and
give a range of examples on how schoois have
applied them successfully. There is special
advice on how to involve single. Inw-income, and
working parents. The book is ar mcouraging,
practical look at the problems ' let arise and how
they can be solved to everyor. benefit.

U The Evidence Continues to Grow
PM by Anne T. Henderson. Editor (1987. 96 pp.. $10).

Through 49 studies by noted educational
researchers, this update of a 1981 edition shows
that parent involvement really does improve
student achievement. Each study is summarized
with analyses of major conclusions. The intro-
duction tells how a modest investment in parent
involvement now can pay dividends in higher
grades and test scores, better attendance, and
improved student behavior and attitudes. An
extensive annotated bibliography of education
literature is included

National Association of Partners
in Education
601 Wythe Street-Suite 200
Alexandria, VA 22314. 703/836-4880

NAPE is made up of two organizations: the 20-
year old National School Volunteer Program that
has some 10,000 members who participate in
classrooms in all fifty states; and the National
Symposium on Partnerships in Education, made
up of schools, businesses, and community
groups that have organized in partnerships to
support education. The organization publishes
two newsletters (one addresses policy issues of
school volunteer programs and partnerships,
and the other is specifically for volunteers work-
ing in schools); they provide training and publish

manuals to aid schools in establishing and
maintaining organized volunteer groups; they
convene national. state, and regional confer-
ences; they offer an iaformation hotline; they
sponsor special projects and conduct research;
and they provide recognition for outstanding
school volunteers, partners, and exemplary
programs. Public ations list available.

School-Age Child Care Project
Center for Research on Women
Wellesley College. Wellesley, MA 02181
617/431-1453 or 235-0320 ext. 2500

Since 1979 the Project has conducted research
and public policy work, designed workshops and
conferences, developed publications and video-
tapes, and provided consultation and technical
assistance with the overall aim of expanding the
supply and improving the quality of child care for
school-age children. Their audience includes
parents, employers, school personnel, policyma-
kers, researchers, program staff, and voluntary
and women's groups. Send for a substantial list
of Project books, reports, and tapes, which
includes:

mil School-Age Child Care:
PM An Action Manual
by Ruth Kramer Baden, Andrea Genser. James
A. Levine. and Michelle Seligson (1982, 486 pp..
$18.95, Auburn House Publishing Co.)

This is a comprehensive, research-based, how-
to manual for planning, organizing, and operat-
ing a SACC program. Parents, child care
practitioners, and community leaders will find
valuable information on conducting a needs
assessment, planning program, and analyzing
the major issues of work hours, group size,
salaries, staff-child ratios, training staff, and the
use of volunteers. Focus is on 5- to 8-year old
children, with some details on 9- to 11-year olds.

U When School's Out
and Nobody's Home

by Peter Coolsen. James Garbarino. and
Michelle Seligson (1985. 53 pp. $5. National
Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse)

For individuals and groups concerned about
latchkey children. this publication explores the
implications of self-care for communities and
families, presents alternative solutions, and
encourages action on a local, state, and
national level.

Institute for Responsive Education
605 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215. 617/353-3309

IRE is a nonprofit public interest research and
advocacy organizaQ.1 created in 1973 to study,
promote, and assist citizen participation in
educational decision-making and school
improvement. Their work is-in the areas of policy
development, technical assistance, research,

advocacy projects, and they have published
case-study examples, research summaries, and
resource and how-to guides about education
issues and school policymaking. Among their
publications is Equity and Choice, a magazine
published three times a year for administrators,

teachers, parents, and policymakers, which
describes innovative and model programs.
Publications brochure available.

Home and School Institute
1201 15th Street, NW
Washington. DC 20036. 202/466-3633

HSI is a 25-year old educational organization
that provides curriculum and training programs
to enable schools and community groups to
involve families in their children's education.
HSI's approach gives a tutoring role to families
which complements but doesn't duplicate the
school's work; the curricula are keyed to pre-
vention of drug and dropout problems. (Their
New Partnerships for Student Achievement
is described on page 6.) The organization
produces important educational materials
and offers an extensive publication list; they
do on-site national training programs including
MegaSkills workshops; and hold conferences
that address family life, schooling, and work
issues. Institute programs are geared to
businesses, policymakers, and researchers,
as well as families and educators.
1111 MegaSkills'
""' by Dorothy Rich (1988. 351 pp.. $8.95.
published by Houghton Mifflin)

This book establishes the premise that beyond
the basic three Rs skills children learn at school,
they need MegaSkillsthe values, attitudes,
and behaviors that are taught at home: confi-
dence, motivation, effort, responsibility, initiative,
perseverance,
caring, teamwork,
common sense,
and problem-
solving. The book
provides learning
"recipes" or ways
to teach MegaSkills
to children, ages 4
to 12, as school
supportive activi-
ties at home.

Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington. DC 20036. 202/387-7200

CFAT, founded in 1905 by Andrew Carnegie. has
been concerned with pensions and pension
systems for college and university teachers, as
well as sponsoring extensive research on edu-
cation. As an independent policy center, it now
conducts studies devoted to strengthening
American education at all levels. Their publica-
tions and films include: The Condition of Teach-
ing: A State by State Analysis (1988, 106 pp.,
$10.95): An Imperiled Generation: Saving Urban
Schools (1988, 62 pp., $7.50); and Report Card
on School Reform: The Teachers Speak (1988.
85 pp.. $5), a survey of more than 13,500 teach-
ers asked to assess the impact of the school
reform movement on a range of educational

Cmninum,1 p
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and professional issues. Order from Princeton
University Press, 3175 Princeton Pike,
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648, 609/896-1344

National Community Education
Association
119 N. Payne Street
Alexandria, VA 22314. 703/683-NCEA

NCEA began in 1966 to advance and support
community involvement in K-12 education,
community self-help, and opportunities for
lifelong learning. The organization provides its
members with national leadership and advo-
cacy; publications, conferences, workshops, and
information and referral services. Community
advisory councils and partnerships of individual
citizens, educators, and public/privqte organiza-
tions are used to address community problems
and concerns. NCEA mail orders its own and
other focused publications including their quar-
terly Community Education Journal and Commu-
nity Education Today, a newspaper printed ten
times a year.

School Age NOTES
P.O. Box 120674, Nashville, TN 37212
615/292-4957

SAN is a national organization for those con-
cerned with children and youth in out-of-school
settings before and after school hours and
during vacations. They offer professional
linkages, technical assistance and training
opportunities, advocacy, and information on
new resources and materials. Their 16-page,
bi-monthly School Age NOTES publishes
ready-to-use activities for children, feature
articles for program directors, budget hints and
free resources, suggestions for summer pro-
gramming, safety tips, 30 curriculum ideas per
issue, and updates on the latest trends in
school-age care ($14.95/year).

Training Programs

The Dynamics of Relationships
Program Equal Partners, 11348 Connecticut
Avenue, Kensington, MD 20895. 301/933-1489

This primary prevention curriculum designed
by Patricia Kramer, an educational consultant,
teaches students (in grades 5-12) the basics
of relationships and how to deal with the
social problems and crisis issues that develop
in everyday life. The aim is to help children
and teens develop a strong and secure sense
of self-worth, better communication and cop-
ing skills that ease interaction with family and
peers, and clearer, more realistid expectations
about their roles in all relationships. The
student textbook gives guidelines and sug-
gestions, not rules and regulations. The
course is offered as a one-credit elective, five
days a week for the entire school year, and is
taught by teachers from various disciplines
all of whom have had the mandatory 45 hours
of preparatory training. Their text is basic for
leading discussions on topics of concern such
as suicide, sexuality, drug problems1nd
self-esteem.

Cooperative Discipline Published by
American Guidance Service, Publishers Building.
Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796, 1-800-328-2560

Developed by Dr. Linda Albert, this new in-
service training program shows teachers how
to maintain classroom order and control while
helping students reach their full potential.
Cooperative relationships need to be fostered
between students, teachers, parents, and
administrators for a discipline program to be
effective; "cooperative" also refers to a spe-
c:fie style of teaching and parenting that
develops independence, self-reliance, and
responsibility in children and adolescents.
Available in January 1990.

Appreciative Learning
A motivational support program for urban

schools, Appreciative Learning was devel-
oped to help teachers and parents instill self-
respect and confidence in students, to build
students' self-awareness and self-esteem.
and to foster high levels of student success.
critical thinking, and motivation for self-
sufficiency. AL was piloted in a poverty area
Catholic school where 4th-8th grade students
had scored below the 50th percentile on a
Tiers-Harris Self-Esteem Inventory. After
participating in workshops and peer group
activities for a year, both teachers and stu-
dents improved on test scores, and teachers
reported a positive change in their attitudes
toward parents and families. Teachers moved
from being angry and judgmental toward
parents to a willingness to help families find
skills, support, and needed resources. By
helping teachers understand the chronic
stress and demands faced by students' fami-
lies, attitudes changed and the seeds of a
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Conflict Resolution Resources for
Schools and Youth Contact Jim Halligan at
the Community Board Program. 149 Ninth Street,
San Francisco, CA 94103, 415-552-1250

In elementary schools, students nominated by
their peers to be Conflict Manager trainees
receive 16 hours of training from teachers who
have been prepared by Conflict Resolution
Resources staff. The goal is to provide skilled
student-to-student intervention to cool play-
ground and classroom disputes. Like their
younger counterparts, middle and high school
student Conflict Managefs always work in
pairs to assure impartiality and to serve as
models of effective teamwork and coopera-
tion. CRR has developed curricula, and video
and training manuals for both age groups;
they also offer 4-day training institutes for
educators that cover pianning and implement-
ing progiams in schools.

Parents as Teachers National Center
Marillac Hall. University of Missouri-St. Louis,
8001 Natural Bridge. St. Louis, MO 63121-4499,
314/553-5738

All parents of children under tt.a age of three
years in Missouri's school districts can partici-
pate in the Parents as Teachers program.
Based on the assumption that parents are the
best teachers of very young children, PAT
provides parents with information and assis-
tance to enhance the child's language, intel-
lectual, social, and physical development.
Their National Center trains professionals in
the PAT model. and offers in-service training,
consultation, special seminars, regional
workshops, program development and adap-
tation, information services, and opportunities
for research. Program orientation, observa-
tion, and consultation are also offered for
decision-makers.

partnership between school and parents were
planted. The AL program has been further
tested in five Chicago schools and is planned
for three other cities in fall 1989.

Contact: Gail G. Christopher, Family
Resource Coalition, 230 N. Michigan Avenue,
Suite 1625, Chicago, IL 60601, 312/726-4750

Center for Family Resources
384 Clinton Street
Hempstead, NY 11550. 516/489-3716

CFR's regional conferences, held for education
and community service professionals, are a
showcase highlighting programs that deal with
parenting and parent education, critical family
concerns, and building teenage strengths. CFR
has also developed training workshops focused
on home/school/work, a truancy prevention
initiative, a family literacy project, and a class-
room-based parenting education program for
children (Learning About Parenting: Learning
to Care).

Cooperative Communication
Between Home and School

CCHS uses a community development
approach to build home-school-community
partnerships that support a child's education.
The program is aimed at parents of 4- to 12-year
old elementary school children, teachers of
grades K-6. and school administrators. Parents
attend a six-session workshop series once a
week for two hours; the teachers' component
consists of a two-day in-service training. Partner-
ships are built by developing empathy, building
communication skills, creating new ways for
parents to be involved in their children's educa-
tion, and empowerment. A 15-minute video
on the impact of the program is available.
For information, contact Christiann Dean,
Dept, HDFS-MVR Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853.



Resource File

IBoo Ks, Reports & Surveys

Before It's Too Late: Dropout Preven-
tion in the Middle Grades by Anne
Wheelock and Gayle Dorman
(1988. 87 pp.. $9)

This report explores how schools can
strengthen their holding power for dropout-
prone youngsters 11-15, and outlines a com-
prehensive prevention strategy.

The Center for Early Adolescence. Suite 223, Carr
Mill Mall. Carrboro, NC 27510. 919/966-1148

Michigan PTA Parents'Answer Book by
Alice R. McCarthy, Patricia B. Peart, and
Marcia M. Danner (1988. 224 pp.. $7.95)

A cooperative effort of the Michigan PTA.
Detroit Free Press columnists, and more than
fifty education and family life experts who
answer parents' broad-ranging questions on
concerns they face with school-age children.
The book is divided into three sections:
Home-School Connection. Parenting and
Family Life, and Contemporary Issues. More
than 500 local and national resources appear,
and the book is a model for replication any-
where. Contact the Michigan PTA, 1011 N.
Washington, Lansing, MI 48906.

Enhancing Parent Involvement in the
Schoois: A Manual for Parents and
Educators by Susan McAllister Swap
(1987, 118 pp.)

A guide for integrating parents more fully into
a school's educational process by acknowl-
edging the complexities of collaboration and
making joint planning and problem-solving a
priority for initiating good teacher-parent
relationships.

Teachers College Press. 1234 Amsterdam Avenue.
lew York, NY 10027

The Home School Connection:
Selected Partnership Programs in
Large Cities by Carter Collins. Oliver Moles,
and Mary Cross (1982. 155pp.. $8)
This guide by the National Institute of Educa-
tion profiles 28 big-city, school system-
initiated programs (grades 4-12) designed to
involve parents more fully in their children's
education. There is a particular interest in
programs serving significant numbers of
economically disadvantaged students or
those who are culturally or linguistically
different from the mainstream population.

Institute for Responsive Education. 605 Common-
wealth Avenue. Boston, MA 02215,
617/353-3309

Building an Early Childhood Parent-
Teacher Resource Center by Mary A
Holloway (1988. 65 pp , 512)

The Project Enlightenment Center maintains
resources to support both its own compreso sn-

sive service delivery system and to support
parents and other professionals who work
with young children. Their manual ,s a guide-
book and reference for the replication of this
type of center: Chapter A, Awareness, dis-

cusses the need for a center and the planning
involved; Chapter B is for basics, the nuts and
bolts of organizing and operating; and Chap-
ter C describes the development of a center in
one's own town with important, often-asked
questions and responsive staff answers. (See
program description on page 18.)

Project Enlightenment. Wake County Public School
System. 501 S.Boylan Avenue. Raleigh, NC 27603

The Metropolitan Life Survey of the
American Teacher 1987: Strengthening
Links Between Home and School
This is the latest in a series of five Met Life
surveys by Louis Harris and Associates which
have brought teachers' opinions to the atten-
tion of the American public and policy-makers.
For the first time, parents of school children
(2,011) and teachers (1,002) were polled
simultaneously on their attitudes toward
education and taaching. Some highlights: A
majority of teachers and parents felt children
were left alone too much after school, a prob-
lem across the country at all economic levels
(teachers ranked this #1 factor in causing
student difficulty); "many" or "most" parents
fail to discipline their children and do not
motivate them to learn; the majority believed
that children receive a better education in
school today than in the past: the reluctance
of teachers and parents to reach out to each
other is a major problem exaggerated by
the large number of working parents: both
groups were concerned about dropouts; both
endorsed vocational education and a role for
parents in the schools in volunteer work and
fundraising (teachers hesitated about parents
being involved in deciding curriculum or
teaching methods).

Copies of the complete report are available by
writing to: Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, The American Teacher Survey 1987.
P.O. Box 807. Madison Square Station,
New York, NY 10159-0807

The Center for Research on Elemen-
tary and Middle Schools (CREMS)
Dissemination Office, The Johns Hopkins
University. 3505 N. Charles Street, Baltimore.
MD 21218

There is an extensive and growing literature
on the importance of school and family con-
nections to increase student success in
school and to strengthen school programs.
Several summaries of research on parent
involvement and policy implications, written
by Joyce L. Epstein. Director of CREMS, are
available: What Principals Should Know about
Parent Involvement (on five types of pro-
Tams), 1987, $.20/copy; Parent Involvement:
State Education Agencies Should Lead the
Way (10-point program on how state leader-
ship can turn rhetoric into practice), 1987,
$.50/copy; and How Do We Improve Programs
for Pareit Involvement? (an overview of where
we need to be in the next five years). 1988.
$ 30/copy. Send for their important list of
reports.

The following information is excerpted from
Families as Educators, a newsletter edited by
Oliver C. Moles, U.S. Dept. of Education.

New Federal Laws on Parent
Involvement

The education amendments of 1988.
recently signed into law, provide funding to
encourage parent involvement in local educa-
tion agencies (LEA).

Chapter I
The new law requires that parent involve-

ment programs be established in all LEAs
receiving funds under Chapter I of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary EducationAct of
1965. the multi-billion dollar program to help
children of low-income and other disadvan-
taged families improve their educational
opportunities.

Based on written local policies, programs
assigned under Chapter I would be "planned
and implemented with meaningful consulta-
tion with parents of participating children and
of sufficient size, scope, and quality to give
reasonable promise of substantial progress"
toward achieving the goals of the program.
Parent involvement is defined to include but
not to be limited to "parent input into the
design and implementation of programs.
voluntee, or paid participation by parents in
school activities and programs, training. and
materials that build parents' capacity to
improve their children's learning in the home
and school." These provisions are much
more extensive than the previous law, and
represent a strong emphasis on parents
as educators.

Parent programs, activities, and proce-
dures may include: parent resource centers;
regular parent conferences; parent training
progra. ,s; use of parents as classsroom
volunteers, tutors, and aides; parent advisory
councils, etc.

Even Start
This program's purpose is "to improve the

educational opportunities of the Nation's
children and adults by integrating earIy
childhood education and adult education
for parents Into a unified program through
cooperative projects that build on existing
community resources to create a new range
of services."

LEAs can collaborate "where appropriate"
with institutions of higher education.
community-based organizations, and others.
Programs must include recruitment and
screening procedures, child care, transporta-
tion. and "instructional programs that pro-
mote adult literacy, training parents to support
the educational growth of their children, and
preparation of children for success in regular
school programs." Up to $50 million is author-
ized for fiscal year 1989. but no appropriation
of federal funds has yet been made by the
Congress
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Editor's Now: There are nine states providing public fands fitr _tinnily resource atid
support prognimsOregon is the most recent initiative.

Together for Children:
Oregon's State-Funded Family Support
and Education Program

by Helen Nissani
and Randy Hitz

Local community investment is an impor-
tant feature of Oregon's Together for Chil-
dren (TEC) program. a state-funded family
support program for parents of children azes
o to 8. The program is administered by the
Oregon Department of Education at the level
of 5266,797 for one year beginning July
1988: funds were distributed through a
competitive grant process.

Together for Children and its companion
initiative, the State Prekindergarten, were
created by the 1987 Oregon Legislature at the
request of the State Early Childhood Initia-
tives Project (SECIP). Convened by the State
Board of Education, SECIP participants
included a variety of early childhood educa-
tors. social service providers. educational
and political leaders.

The first priority of SECIP and the Oregon
Leuislature was to increase comprehensive
prekindergarten "Head Start type" services.
This priority was based on the considerable
positive research on model Head Start pro-
grams and the fact that fewer than 20 percent
of the eligible children in Oregon had access
to such programs. The SECIP group was also
influenced by new research on other family
support and education models, most notably
the Missouri PAT program. and the positive
findings generated by it. Thus, in addition to
recommending expansion of comprehensive
prekindergarten services, they decided to
pilot some innovative family support and
education programs.

Fall oss ing passage or the enabling legisla-
tion, an advisory committee was appointed
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction to
establish administrative rules, an REP pro-
cess, and to advise the Department on future
policies and practices. Three programs were
selected to receive funds and pilot Together
for Children in its first year.
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Although they arc located in different
regions of the state, all three programs share
the following characteristics:

they are non-sectarian:

they represent strong collaboration with
school districts and local social service
agencies:

they must serve at-risk families and
attempt to integrate this population with
the general public whenever possible:

they must take a non-deficit approach that
supports family strengths rather than reme-
diate weaknesses:

they must be culturally sensitive and
develop curriculum using a multicultural
approach.

The three pilot programs currently funded
Birth to Three's "School Collaboration
Project." Central Oregon Community Col-
lege's "Together for Children" program, and
Crisis Intervention Service's "Family Focus
Program"serve diverse needs with a vari-
ety of service delivery modes. Teen parents
and other high-risk families are served by all
three projects, and two of the programs pro-
vide special services for minority popula-
tions. All the programs offer support groups.
classes, and home visits, in various
conthinations.

Birth to Three is located in Eugene, Ore-
gon's second largest city. Their "School
Collaboration Project" consists of two major
components focused on teen parents and
parents of children 0-8 who are experiencing
high stress. Teen parents are served in col-
laboration with the local school district, and
receive several home visits to encourage their
participation in support groups especially
designed to meet their needs. The high stress
families are targeted in a low-income ele-
mentary school district. These parents attend

,

classes while their children arc at school.
Child care is provided for younger children
and all parents receive a free membership to
the local YMCA. Parents are encouraged to
participate in YMCA exercise classes and
other activities that promote self-care and
stress reduction.

Crisis Intervention Services is a multi-
faceted social service agency located in
Medford, and serves rural Jackson county
with its "Family Focus" program. Low-
income, single, and unemployed parents are
offered a variety of activities including one-
day community workshops, on-going parent
support groups, a teen parenting program, a
telephone warmline, and parenting classes. A
special children's curriculum addresses some
of the same issues parents discuss in class. In
this manner, the program hopes to impact
two generations simultaneously. In addition,
a special program called MOMS (Mothers of
Migrant Students) has been developed to
assist migrant worker families in the region.

Unlike the two TFC pilot programs just
described, Central Oregon Community
College collaborated with the local Head
Start and several school districts to create an
entirely new program for parents of at-risk
children between the ages of 0-3 years. All
parents enrolled in this rural, three-county
program receive four service offerings:
monthly home visits, large group sessions
focused on parenting topics, small group
meetings designed for parents of similar aged
children to discuss their developmental
needs, and monthly playgroup sessions.

Each of these pilot programs for Oregon's
families was designed with input from a wide
variety of local social service and education
professionals, and from organizations set v-
ing children and families. This community
investment has contributed to the success of
these programs and provides important
regional advocates for future expansion.

Expanding comprehensive prekindergarten
services remains the first priority of the
Oregon Legislature: in the 1989 session they
expanded the Oregon Prekindergarten pro-
gram from $ 1 .2 million to over $5.2 million.
Together for Children on die other hand,
was continued as a pilot and funding was
increased from $266,797 to $567,610just
enough to ke;:p the programs in operation for
two years. The 1991 Legislature will decide
whether or not to expand the program.

Dr. Randy Hit; is Oregon's Early Childhood
Education Specialist Jiff the Oregon Department

Ediwation.
Helen Nissani. MA.. provided technical

assistance to develop program requirement.s .
descriptns, and evaluations for the Oregon
Department of Education. Currently Ms. Nissani
is an Early Childhood,Parent Education special-
ist fOr Interface Network, Inc.. Beaverton. OR.

Both authors are members (4 llu, Family
Resource Coalition.

'fit receive additional descriptive htformation
(0. program requirements. contact: Dr Rawly

Ore,,on Department of MucatUrn, 700
Pringle ParkWay. Salem. OR 9 7310.



To Serve all Families in a Variety of Ways

by Marilyn Larson

4* ALL

Duluth Public Schools takes that goal
seriously when designing and deliverina its
Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE)
program. Through its mission to provide
information and support to parents and qual-
ity early childhood education to thcir young
children. the program reaches families in all
corners of the 26-mile-long city that hugs the
shore of Lake Superior.

One of more than 300 school districts in
Minnesota that run ECFE programs, funded
by a combination of state aid and local levy.
Duluth Public Schools program serves any
family in the city whose children have yet to
reach kindergarten age. Because the program
is offered to all families, there is no stigma
attached to participation. The range of family
income and education levels reflects the city
population: teens are served, single parents
participate. minority families are included.
and special needs parents and children come
together.

Sit hack now and pretend you're in Duluth.
We'll go on a tour around the city and visit
programs with parents and their children.
hitting some highlights of the more than 70
different sessions offered by ECFE each
week.

Each school-day morning, teen mothers
and their children arrive at the Habitat Child
Care Center. After instructions are given to
staff and good-byes are said, moms go off to
their home high schools tor academic cour-
sework. They return in the afternoon for a
two-hour class on child and family develop-
ment: a similar class is offered to teen
fathers. A I6-year okl sophomore ho began
the program as an eighth grade teen mom
says, "Habitat shows you how to he positive,
not only with school hut with your children
and yourself. This place isn't just a class or
just day care, it's a family. You laugh here.
You cry here. You have good times and had
times. But most of all, everybody has each
other."

Located in a beautifully renovated old

elementary school. the Congdon Park Neigh-
borhood Center serves families who live in
some of Duluth's most affluent areas. To
assure a place for themselves and their chil-
dren in the program. parents line up outside
the building in lawn chairs for the September
registration. "All parents can benefit from a
program like this," says an attorney who has
participated with his wife and sons for two
years. "It helps to know you're not alone,
and that even though they drive you crazy
sometimes, your kids are normal and
healthy."

At St. Luke's Hospital Birthing Center.
mothers are encouraged to bring their new-
borns to meet with ECFE Parent Educator,
Brenda Dettmann, who talks with them
about what it will be like to take their babies
home. Brenda asks to use one baby to ilks-
trate newborn capabilities, and at the end of
the demonstration, asks the mom to talk to
her baby. Inevitably, the baby, who prefers
and recognizes its mother's voice, turns away
from Brenda toward mom. "What a confi-
dence booster," said one new mother.
"Imagine. already. my baby knows me."

The 30-year old. low-income Harborview
Housing Project is nestled at the top of
Duluth's hillside. Resident parents can walk
to the nearby Copeland Community Center
which houses the ECFE Drop-in Center. an
atkr-sehool recreation program, a laundro-
mat, and adult GED and AA programs.
Parents participate in discussions about a
variety of childrearing and personal growth
topics. and their children are involved in an
early education experience. At the end of the
school year. ECFE parents presented a pro-
posal to the Housing and Redevelopment
Authority Board to get a fenced-in play area
for their children, and orchestrated a going-
away party for two staff members. As one
mother proudly put it, "Many people
thought we couldn't accomplish these things.
But we've grown and changed. We can do
lots of things for ourselves, and we will!"

CARLY CHILDHOOD FAMILY CDUCATION

C

Men at the Northeast Regional Corrections
Center file into the classroom on Monday
mornings and greet Helen, the ECFE parent
educator. The topic of conversation is how to
stay connected with a child while being
separated. Dan. an 18-year old father, wor-
ries that his child, only 3 months old when
Dan was sentenced to six months at NERCC,
will not know him when he goes home.
George, a graying man, who has both older
children and a 3-year old named Sam, says
his wife tells him that Sam asks for his daddy
every night. Helen then leads a discussion
on what kind of relationships the men want
with their children, and what can be done to
establish and maintain them. The men decide
to make audio tapes and to send pictures and
weekly postcards to their children. They
will meet with each other in the weeks
to come to see if these efforts have helped
them and their children deal with the forced
separation.

One of the questions most often asked of us
is. "How do you get parents to attend?" And
that question is frequently followed by. "How
do you get ths-ri to stay?"

We get parenu.!o attend by utilizing the
help of more than forty family service agen-
cies in Duluth. After a referral is made,
personal phone calls, postcards. and home
visits arc used to acquaint the parents and
children with staff and with the program. At
our neighborhood sites, parents tell us they
hear about the program mainly through
word-of-mouth. At the hospitals, we visit
each prenatal class and rely on our satisilied
participants to spread the word.

We get families to stay because parents and
children are made to feel comfortable. Staff
members are certified early childhood teach-
ers and parent educators. They help parents
work toward their personal goals. They com-
municate development information to parents
in palatable ways. They recognize strengths.
They communicate hope. They create a sale
place.

Why does a school district want to use its
resources in this way? Superintendent Elliott
Moeser. whose own family participated in
ECFE says. "The Duluth Public School
District believes that an early partnership
between public schools and parents helps
form relationships that set children on the
right path. It is important for school districts
to realize that the commitment of their
resources in ECFE and in early partnerships
with parents will make a difference through-
out a child's school years and for an entire
lifetime."

141r.S011 i SUperViAOr Of Early Child-
luuid Program.% for Duluth Public Sr-11(mA. and
cionsults and (Mint nathmally on .family suppiml
uro;:ram development. Siu is alm, a member ol
tlw Family Re8ource Coahtion.

lint eml obtain more infOrmanon about the
provram by COMailing Marilyn /Anon at

the flame.% Early Childhood (*enter. 2102 1-11m I.
man Avenue. Duluth, MN 5581 .
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by Jean Rustici

Responding to widespread concern about
the incidence and cost of teenage pregnancy.
the Connecticut General Assembly created a
Task Force on Education to Prevent Adoles-
cent Pregnancy in 1984. A group of nineteen
individuals representing diverse backgrounds
and philosophies was mandated to study the
nature and extent of the problem as well as
the programs and services that were available
to address it.

As with most effective advocacy efforts.
many of the individuals involved had been
working together voluntarily before being
legitimized as an official group. Accordingly,
barely one year later. several bills were
passed including Public Act 85-839, direct-
ing the State Department of Education to
establish a young parents program which
would assist local and regional school dis-
tricts to design. develop, and implement
education programs with day care compo-
nents for young parents in a school setting.

Now entering its fifth year, the program
provides young mothers and some fathers
with an opportunity to continue their educa-
tional process while fulfilling their parenting
obligations. Located in seven priority school
districts, the programs operate in both high
schools and alternative schools. They assist
student parents to acquire parenting skills
and information on child development, pro-
vide a continuity of care for high-risk babies.
and at several sites offer non-parent students
an opportunity to learn about child develop-
ment, parenting, and day care.

What Do We Know about Positive
and Negative Results?

The Positives: Placement in the schools
has attracted foundation money in some
districts that adds components needed for
counseling, health, and other support ser-
vices: once entered in the program, the drop-
out rate for participants is significantly lower
than for the school or community: over 200
student parents have been awarded high
school diplomas or GEDs: low monetary
investment for the state: the model programs
have encouraged some communities to estab-
lish programs with local resources.

The soundness of the original piece of
legislation has been verified, but it has
required a strong commitment on the part
of local and regional boards of education
who participated. The following factors
formed the basis for granting funds:

availability of professional, paraproks-
sional, and other program staff in the
school and the community with interest
and ability to provide a young parents
program:
space in a school building to accommodate
the program:
demonstration of support hy administrative
personnel, teaching staff, and pupil per-
sonnel staff:
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Connecticut's
Young Parents

Program

collaboration with members of the local
or regional health agency:
contribution of at least 50 percent of the
total cost of the program: and
freedom and responsibility to develop a
local model to meet specialized needs of
the community.

The Negatives: Less than 10 percent of
student parents in the state needing day care
are served: despite proven cost effectiveness,
the Legislature has not allocated any addi-
tional funding for the past three years: and
the program serves only children of high
school students, although current data shows

a significant increase in births to student
parents below ninth grade.

Perhaps the greatest barrier to expansion
of these programs is the reluctance of state
governments to coordinate categorical fund-
ing for different components such as health,
education, and counseling. The existing
programs are effective because creative
people at the local level mix and match the
criteria of multipl, -aders to provide a
meaningful impact. Unfortunately, this
reality provides minimal stability, often
discourages growth, and dissipates the
energy of leaders.

Futuring
The challenge ahead is to re-assess the

long-range child care needs of 13- and 14-
year old parents if they are to stay in school,
and to consider the provision of an ombud,-
man who will help negotiate their transition
into the existing community OM care sys-
tem. As originally conceived and designed.
this Young Parents Program was not estab-
lished to provide care for this length of time.

New Haven's McCabe Center is an excel-
lent example of addressing this problem with
local initiative. Here. eight students and their
infants, selected on the basis of need and
interest, participate in an experiential educa-
tional model. The babies spend each school
day in an excellent state-funded child care
facility adjacent to the transitional program
for teen parents. An early childhood teacher
and a parent coordinator work with the teen
parents. their children, with grandparents.
the school staff, the day care staff, and the
staff of the neighboring community health
center, owners of the building.

In addition to helping the aforementioned
students, the parent coordinator also meets
with all the other students at McCabe Center
(150 in grades 6 to 12) before and after deliv-
ery to discuss day care plans and follow up
on the decisions. On-going help is offered to
prevent students from dropping out when day
care fails or is lacking. Continuous effort is
made with the school and community agen-
cies and institutions to develop more day care
centers and family day care homes with
places for infants close by the school.

McCabe Center illustrates the large gap
between thc need for and provision of day
care for teen parents, at the same time it
exemplifies acceptance of the responsibility
to promote quality day care services for
this population. One effOrt is meaningless
without the other.

Jean Ru.stitt i a eimmillant in hirly Childhood/
Parenung ft, the Conne(licat Stale Departniela Qt.
Lducal;On. She serreA a.% ProKram Manager pl.
the )ining Parents Competith.e Grant Progrwn.
Copies of legi.slanon tvNeh estabh.shed
prognon and evaluation repol.s are atudable by
contacting her ai PO. Bus 22/9. IlartfOrd.
CT 06145.



by Linda Leslie and Jackie Weimer

Plano. Texas. a suburb just outside Dallas.
has undertaken a unique and highly success-
ful project to support and encourage parents
in their eftbrts to enhance the positive devel-
opment of their children. This community of
130.000 people believes that families are our
nation's greatest resource and that parents
should not struggle alone in this, their most
important role in life. The program has
involved over 10.000 parents since 1986, and
word of its success spread to the Texas Asso-
ciation of School Boards which has requested
permission to make the program available
state-wide. The program is Parenting Today
(PT), a Community Partnership for Family
Enrichment.

Six years ago. several individuals in
the community including Dr. H. Wayne
Hendrick, superintendent of schools, and
Joe T. Collins. a local businessman, ex-
pressed their concern about changing family
structures, the use of drugs and alcohol by
young people as well as adults, the high rate
of youthful suicide, teen pregnancy, school
dropout rates, and other societal stresses on
the family.

Rather than waiting tin- families and young
people to reach a crisis, these individuals
believed they could and would make a differ-
ence by establishing a primary prevention
program to assist families betbre their prob-
lems began. Their goal was to help parents of
children, ages birth to 18. rear responsible.
self-confident, mentally healthy children
who could function to the best of their abili-
ties in today's complex society. A vital part of
this goal was the belief that the community as
a whole needed to become a support network
tbr families. From the vision and commit-
ment of these two individuals, a program
evolved that has spread and thrived through-
out the city of Plano.

PT's success can be largely attributed to
its unique featuresthe most significant is
its broad-based community structure. The
program is administered through the local
school district. hut its funding comes from
the private sector. Schools, churches. busi-
nesses, and civic organizations, as well as
individuals, have all joined Ibrees to make
this a true community program. Under the
jurisdiction of the Plano School District, a
Board of Directors composed of educators,
clergy, medical and mental heaith specialists.
businesspeople. and parents governs the
progrant.

This Board of Directors acts in an advisory
capacity and is largely responsihle for the
program... funding: their primary task is to
solicit community financial support. Mem-
bers of the hoard representing various sectors
of the community such as the medical, legal.
business, and religious prolessions contact
resources in their respective fields tbr fund-
ing. These individuals also represent the
program th 11 nigh memberships in various
civic and professional organizations. Ot her

A Community
that Cares
about
Families

funding sources are derived front local Par-
ent Teacher Organizations, individuals, and
from nominal class tees paid by partictpating
parents. Various tbundations in the state have
also supplied significant funding, Although
in-kind services such as office space and
clerical support are provided by the school
district, no other tax monies are spent on the
program.

The basic features of the program are
parenting classes, a family resource library, a
warmline, and referral services. Classes
offered to parents focus on parenting skills.
child development, and the special needs of
single parents, step-parents, and parents of
handicapped or attention-deficit disorder
children. To make the program more conven-
ient and to increase thc likelihood of partici-
pation, parent educators conduct classes
throughout the community in schools,
churches, businesses. daycare centers. etc.
The program does not dictate a "one way
only" approach, but rather encourages par-
ents to consider various alternatives and to
discover solutions to their own problems and
needs. All classes are based on the PT cur-
riculum, but no two class series arc alike so
that parents can continue to use the resources
of the program throughout their child-rearing
years.

The Junior League of Plano has funded
and developed a family resource library of
more than 1.0(X) volumes, video and audio
cassettes, parenting kits, and periodicals on
parenting and child development. Th:s year.
a children's section is being added that relates
to the challenges of growing up. Junior
League and community volunteers staff
the library.

The PT staff includes a program coordina-
tor and two parent educators. In addition. 29
volunteer associate parent educators with
backgrounds in counseling, teaching, and
Christian education have been extensively
trained to teach clases in the community.
Although the program is designed tor healthy
familks, all of whom struggle with different
issues in rearing their chiklren, many dys-
functional families have also sought help
through the program. Those who need assis-
tance are referred by the county courts, med-
ical and mental health pnitessionals. as well
as clergy and the local crisis center.
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The response to PT throughout the com-
munity has been overwhelming. Parents
isolated from family and other systems
of support now see the program as their
extended family and know there is help
available. The concept of primary preven-
tion has been met with much support. Par-
ents are realizing the value of child develop-
ment information, establishing guidelines
and reasonable expectations for children.
and that parenting is a growth process for
both parent and child.

On January 1. 1990. the program will he
available throughout the state of Texas
and beyond. Through the combined ser-
vices of PT and the Texas School Board
Association, a fully developed research-
based curriculum and parent educator train-
ing will he available to interested school
districts and communities.

bildo iA Coordinator of Parenting Thday
their linnorrows. Slw joined the program

after /twill y years in We ethawional field (is a
Weher, /vading spec ialist. and assistaut

principal.
Jackie Ri'imer is a Marriage and ranuls

lberapist in both privwe practice and with a
psychiatric ha.spital. She was alsi: the teacher
and coordinator of the Child Development Amu
%die.% Pni.gram for the Plano Sill(

BOth Linda and Jarkie ha Ve been a li.acher of
the Ii.ar in Plano. as well as recipients 01 the

RiP1.1 Penit .4ward lor h sc ellence in leac 'hing.
limy are co-authors al Parenting Toda: For their
Tomorrows. and developed We curriculum for the
P r program.

Parenting )(Ia.\ is a member of thr
Resource Coahtum.

For thrtlu'r informalirm, ontai ohla 1 cshe.
Parenting Imlay. Plano 1SD. 1517 Avenue 11.
Plimo. TX 7.5074 214 783-4160: or Kern
Peterson. /has School BoanlAssm uwoli.
Hot 294Z Austin. /X 78752, R00.252-8206.
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part of school lite, there is usually strong
leadership. community support, and commit-
ment to meeting local need.

What must be reniembered is that family
support programs. while retaining their core
philosophy. are adaptive. Though effective
programs typically have well-formulated
approaches. there is no magic formula or
single correct program model. Rather. these
school-based programs are diverse. The
ParentiChild Education Center in Canton.
Ohio provides a range of classes and services
including a toy and book lending library.
es ening seminars, monthly parent club
luncheon meetings, and home visits. Ken-
tucky's Parent Child Education Program is
another good, but very different example.
Aimed at improving the educational future
of mothers and their young children, these
programs offer GED tutoring and support
groups fOr mothers, preschool programs for
3- and 4-year olds, and joint parent-child
activities. And in Texas, the Plano Indepen-

dent School District provides on-going par-
enting classes in church and business settings
along with a warmline and a resource library.

Why are school-based family support
programs like these gaining momentum
across the country? Without question. the
programs reflect a new wave of educational
reform that embodies an enhanced spirit of
cooperation with families and community.
The inherently democratic, and potentially
more effective, schools realize that working
with families makes pedagogical and politi-
cal sense.

The mere existence of a family support
program conveys a commitment to family
and community, suggesting that schools are
both innovative and responsive. Schools that
have incorporated family support programs
report greater parent involvement throughout
the grades and find greater parent commit-
ment to education. Parent skills accrue as
well. Most important, family support pro-
grams seem to benefit children, particularly

Parent Participation in Schools
Implications for Parents
and Families

As the parents worked to support the pro-
gram of the school, they also supported the
development of their own children, serving
as important role models and guides. The
children observed and identified with their
parents as active learners and contributors to
the school program. and they internalized the
attitudes, values, and ways of the school.
This was more possible because there was no
alienation between home and school and
school peoille and the school culture were
not the enemy. Desirable behavior and high
level academic learning was the norm of

the culture.
The parents were also positively affected.

After the unit on politics, many parents who
had never voted before did so. Some parents
gained confidence and skills while working
with the staff and consequently took jobs in
the workforce that they didn't think they
could have managed prior to their school
experience. At least seven parents who were
involved became professional people them-
selves. Many families who would not use
social services in the community established
relationships with the school staff that
allowed them to develop trust in and utilize
available services in the school and the
community.

economically disadvantaged youngsters.
Additionally. because family support efforts
focus on strengthening the family and on
parents taking responsibility for their own
and their children's lives, it appeals to policy-
makers and the public.

As mounting experience and research
testify to the efficacy of family support
and as pressure for school restructuring
increases. educators and policymakers would
do well to scrutinize the principles and stra-
tegies embodied in family support programs.
Amalgamating decades of theory and prac-
tice, family support principles cogently
embody what is sound and sensible for
children and families. They represent what
we want for our schools and for our nation.
As a strategy. family support, though chal-
lenging to implement, represents one potent
approach for restructuring schooling in the
United States. Like tugboats. they are small
but mighty vehicles able to chart precisely
the right course.

Program Implications

Children who are developing well can
learn at an acceptable level in school. Parents
are the first developers and teachers, and can
continue to play those important roles when
the are a meaningful part of a school pro-
gram. When this is the case, schools
can reinforce the desirable development of
students who are doing well and compensate
for the underdevelopment of many. Schools
can also be organizing for parents. In well-
functioning schools where parents play an
important role, resources of the community
can be brought to bear in a systematic and
effective way for students and families.

Linking Home and School through the Workplace
out and bring home activities that are fun
and help parents and children alike to
absorb important mathematical concepts
and procedures.
Family Science. A set of workshops
along the same lines as those for Family
Math, hut focusing on basic concepts and
procedures of physics, biology, and
other sciences.
TV Watching. A one-hour workshop in
which parents learn how to help their
children think critically about what they
see and hear on television.

It appears that, although all five of our
programs had school-related origins, the
process of adapting them to the workplace
nni.x have made them more attractive to
schi)ols. We hope so. Our goal is to supple-
ment. not supplant. the schools' efforts to
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involve parents in educating their children.
How does a program work? Take Family

Reading as an example. Developed originally
tor use at school, it consists of ten one-hour
workshops. each covering different subject
matter: each can stand alone, but all fit
together into a coherent series as well. Par-
ents enjoy them and benefit whether they are
low-literate or have college degrees. Work-
shops can be oriented toward children of any
age. Parents help each other learn how to
read aloud and to ask questions that pique
children's interest and stimulate thcir minds.
They learn how to listen to children's

work
//\, In amenca\ institute, inc.

responses. They become familiar with books
of folktales. poetry, science, and family
stories, and learn where to borrow or buy
children's books. Consistently, they find their
family lives enriched by the experience, and
many begin to renew their own education.

Where do we go from here? It is too soon
to predict the outcome of the meeting: but if'
all goes well, a number of pilot programs
should he in operation by the autumn of
1989. We took forward to holding a national
conference in the spring of 1990 at which
the pilot organizations will report on their
experiences.

Robert Zaget iA I 'ice PreAident for Policy
Studies at tibrk in 4inericw 10.511041e.

kor further udormation, contact the author at
1,1ark in Anieri«I Institute, 700 White Hams
Road, Seandale. I0583.
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Rep. Augustus F. Hawkins
academic perfornumce. Yet in the case of
choice, it is impossible to prove that choice
actually causes any improvement. High test
scores are, for the most part, the result of an
individual school district's overall commit-
ment to academic excellence. Clearly,
according to a Library of Congress report.
the conclusive evidence ori choice is not
in yet.

The federal government's role in education
is limited in scopeonly about $6 per Sl0O
spent on education comes from federal
sources. But the i.ue of these dollars belie
their numbers. Fede.-:il funds are targeted to
at-risk studentsthe handicapped, disadvan-
taged, and poor. These are precisely thc
children who would suffer the most by
implementing choice.

As we search for ways to make education
in the United States the best in the world, the
federal government must continue to empha-
size funding and implementing the successful
programs put in place by Congress over the
years. These effortsnot the choice move-
mentwill insure the highest level of educa-
tion for all students in every community.

lily more infin-nunion on choi«.. mintier Jack
Jennings, Education Counsel. Committee an
Education and Labor. 202,225-4944.

Secretary Lauro F. Cavazos

an effective and responsible manner by all
parents and students to improve their situa-
tion. I say, enable all Americans to make
choices in education. Furthermore, armed
with the power of choice, parents can force
inferior schools to upgrade or close. No
child should have to attend a second-rate
school in this great country. And no parent
should be told where to send his or her child
to school.

I have had some rewarding personal expe-
rience with choice. We grew up on the King
Ranch in south Texas. where my father
worked as a foreman. There were three
schools in town: one for Anglos, one for
Hispanics, and one for Blacks. Everyone
knew the Anglo school was the best in town,
and to this day I don't know how he did it,
but my father made sure his children went
to that Anglo school. He exercised his right
to choose the hest school for his children.

"He is free who lives as he chooses." a
Greek philosopher wrote nearly 2(XX) years
ago. Americans today still hold firmly to that
ancient but timeless idea. To be an American
means to have choices. Yet ironically. we are
often powerless to make one decision with a
profound and enduring effectwhere to send
our children to school. We imist change that.

further wh)rmation on (*owe.
Seeretan Cato:o.,% Snercal .1driwr on (*Inner
Programs. John Klenk, at 202 732 4014.

School-Age Child Care and Public Schools
Gmnnued from fl II

The Quality of School-Age
Child Care

Child care services for school-agers should
reflect the caregivers' recognition that this
age group is different from younger children
and requires different program goals. plan-
ning. material, and experiences. Preschool
activities and methods are not appropriate,
and the challenge is to tailor a program that
provides both structure and freedom for
children to explore, experiment, take risks,
and above all play without being required to

zplicate the school setting. As public
schools provide more school-age child care.
some worry that these programs will be
academic, and overloaded with tutorial and
remedial activities although there is little
evidence to support this claim.

Recent research proves that low salaries
arc one determinant of high staff turnover.
and are linked with discontinuity of care
for children and staff shortages. Thus one
indicator of quality is salaries. In our 1988
survey of 130 regionally representative pro-
viders that included all types of adminis-
trative auspices. we found that salaries of
public school program staff tend to be higher
than others (although staff/chnd ratios are
slightly higher than those of nonprofit child
care organizations).

Other indicators of quality are clearly
articulated goals and program philosophy. In
the United States, school-age child care has
grown unevenly and without a clear consen-
sus about goals and content. We ask, "Is an
after-school program an educational experi-
ence or is it babysitting?" or "Whose respon-

sibility is it to fund and administer programs
at the state levelEducation or Social Ser-
vices?" and "Who will monitorand pay fOr
the need for additional services for chil-
dren with special needs, for older children.
or for children of ethnic and language minor-
ity?" In many communities school-age child
care program directors and teachers are
clearly moving the field forward toward a
better defined set of goals and program prac-
tices, and it is hoped that policy will follow
so that the full potential of school-age child
care programs can he attained.

Conclusion
Policy and programs for children and their

families are developing: the federal Depen-
dent Care Block Grant. special school-age
child care legislation in fourteen states, and
sonic increased corporate interest are exam-
ples of progress. The public schools of
America have begun to respond by opening
doors to partnership arrangements with
provider agencies and to offer programs
themselves. School-age child care is one
service schools can provide that benefits
children, their parents. and also the schools.
By working to understand and provide what
families need, schools may find that enroll-
ment increases, that meaningful relationships
with parents may result, and that schools are
hetter able to fulfill their primary educational
mission. Ultimately, good school-age child
care must be understood as a mediating
influence that may well prevent damage to
chldren. It is an investment in the well-being
of children and their families.

Resource File ("nlInm,11,,mr 21

Family School Partnerships

Introduced by Senator William Bradley of
New Jersey. this program is designed to
encourage eligible LEAs to increase the
involvement of families in the improvement of
the educational achievement of their children
in preschool, elementary, and secondary
schools Demonstration grants are authorized
for innovative and promising partnership
activities that:

support the efforts of families at home
to improve achievement and instill positive
attitudes of children toward education

train teachers and other staff to work
effectively as education partners with families

train families also to build educational
partnerships

evaluate how well family involvement
activities are working, barriers to greater
participation, and steps needed to expand
participation.

Various activities and procedures in support
of these activities are authorized, such as
training families, planning and development
of new practices, staffing program coordina-
tors, and purchase of materials. This program
is authorized at up to $10 million in fiscal year
1989: the Congress must decide how much
money to appropriate. It appears to be a
demonstration counterpart of the Chapter I
program.

To obtain a copy of the full Elementary and
Secondary School Improvement Amendments
of 1988, also called H.R. 5 or Public Law 100-
297, phone the U.S. House of Representatives
at 202/224-3121 and ask for the Document
Room.

Information on the Families as Educators
newsletter is available from Oliver Moles,
Editor, 6904 Stonewood Court, Rockville.
MD 20852
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This is what they said after
FRC's second national conference...

FROM PRACTITIONERS ... "I think it was one of the highlights of my professional career"

Yorba Linda, CA

"I feel this was one of the most stimulating, in-depth conferences I have ever
attendedand I've attended quite a few in my fifteen years in the field."

East Lansing, MI

':..the information shared will allow me to make a difference in many lives
in a most positive sense.

Fort Lauderdale, FL

"I know it's because the Coalition exists and exerts energy to foster change in
our nation's understanding of the needs of families that we proceed steadily now."

Ames, IA

FROM A PARENT.. -I was thrilled at the chance to share my story and publicly thank
service providers. policymakers. and researchers for all their efforts in helping
iamilies such as mine."

Honolulu. HA

FROM A STATE LEGISLATOR "I came home with some very useful Ideas for
us to explore ."

...and the third will be even better!
Make plans now
to join us
in Chicago

Dovc:r. DE

OCTOBER 17-21, 1990

at the
Palmer House Hotel

F Ze4,0(41,a 41,4

sttit+04
You still have time Workshop proposals will be accepted until December 1. 1989.

contact FRC for guidelines, forms, and information

Acknowledgement: Tm,o friends of the Coalition mentored this, our most ambitious Report
to date Sharon Lynn Kagan of the Yale Bush Center and Dorothy Rich of the Home and
School Institute. Their experience in creating parent-school partnerships offOred us invalu-
able background and guidance for this special focus edition.
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Sarah M. was beside herself with worry.
Her son Jason had run awayagainfrom
the apartment he shared with his mother in a
drug- and gang-infested housine project in
Seattle. At age 11. Jason was no stranger to
the police. Within the past twelve months he
had been picked up several times for skip-
pmg sehool. had frequent fist fights with
classmates and neighborhood children, and
had attempted to break into a closed laundro-
mat. To add to his mother's frustration, the
manner of the housing project was threaten-
ing to evict Sarah and her famil if Jason
continued to break windows v. ithin the
complex.

Sarah had no idea of her son's where-
abouts. and was in no condition to assist the
police. A single parent. she was four months
pregnant v. ith her third child. and the pree-
nanc had been difficult. She did not know
how to drive and searching for her son using
the cit.) bus system seemed fruitless.

Three weeks after running awl*. Jason was
picked up h the police. Sarah was greatli
relieved. Her relief. howexer. soon turned to
apprehension about how she was eoing to
deal ith Jason's erratic. destructive behav-
ior. And wouldn't he just run awa again?

A Remedy for Families in Crisis

Jason was temporaril placed in a receiv-
ing shelter for one week until Sarah could
decide k hat to do. Should she request that
Jason be placed in foEter care? Unless she
could get some kind of help to influence her
son's behavior, Sarah felt she had little choice
but to place her son.

A caseworker with the Washineton State
Department of Social and Health Services
IDSHS) suggested that Sarah tr an alterna-
tive to out-of-home placementa program
called Homebuilders.

What Helped
Homebuilders, a private nonprofit nency

headquartered near Seattle. Washington. has
been amazingl successful in its approach
to keeping seemingly "hopeless- families
together. In fact 88 percent of the more than
4.000 families Homebuilders has helped
since 19-4 remained out of state-funded
placement twelve months after Home-
builders' intervention.

A therapist goes into the home, into the
famil's natural environment, when a crisis
is occurrine that otherw ise. ithout Home-
builders' inter\ ention. would lead to the

Homebuilders: A Remedy for
Families in Crisis 1

Partnerships Beyond Pretense
Parenting Equitably 3

Shaping Policy
The Essential Role of
Family Advocates

Widening the Circles of Affection
A County Attorney Pushes Prevention

immediate out-of-home placement of a fam-
ii member age birth to 17. Homebuilders
responds to a case referral w ithin 24 hours.
The therapist listns to family members'
concerns, avoids psychiatric labels, and
assesses problems in a concrete wa
focusing on those the family considers to
be most important.

The therapist then works ith the famil
to improve, for example. communication.
parenting. anger-management. and other
mood-management skills o\ er a period of
four to six weeks.

In addition to scheduled meetings w ith the
fami! in their home, the therapist is availa-
ble 24 hours a day, seven days a week to
respond to crisis situations should the arise.
One reason the Homebuilders model is so
successful is the caseloadeach therapist
sees onl) two families at am given time.
which enables staff to respond immediately
and to meet with the famil for as long as
needed.

"When a family is in turmoil. the don't
want ou once a week on Wednesdays.-
sa s Jill Kinney. Ph.D.. vho. along w ith her

6.1,11111t1t. " pay(

Project Home Safe
Solving Problems of
Latchkey Children 8

Dealing with Affluence
A Different Parenting Challenge 9

Stumbling Blocks to Self-Esteem
Turning Barriers into

4 Stepping Stones 10

Newspapers as Famil!, Advocates
A Media Success Story 12

From Service Provider
to Entrepreneur
Mass Marketing Parent Support _13

STEEP: Steps Toward Effective,
Enjoyable Parenting
Theory & Research Guide Program
Development and Evaluation 14
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A Homebuilders therapist instructs a client on the steps of anger management Thls effort plays a
major part in reducing the conflict betweer, the client and his mother.

husband. David Haapala. Ph.D., founded
BehaY ioral Sciences Institute, of which
Homel,uilders is a di\ ision. "They want
you w hen they are feelina the pain."

Homebuilders intervention is not only
clinical. Many client families are in need of
hard services, such as finding food, clothing.
even appropriate shelter. Therapists may
adocate ith the utility company, for exam-
ple. to ha\ e a client's heat or electricity
restored and meet with school. court. and
social service representatives on the client's
behalf when necessary. Teachine the client
how to advocate for him herself plays a large
role as well, and can even be critical to the
family remaining together after Home-
builders' intervention has ended.

Out-of-home placement into foster. group.
or institutional care is sometimes neces-
sary. acknowledges Dr. Kinney. The aoal
of Homebuilders. she says. is to prevent
those placements that are unnecessary from
occurring.

Such placements are damaaina to the
family members involved. "Once you have
broken those family bonds, the glue just
doesn't hold as well aaain." says Dr.
Haapala. Children in placement are apt to
suffer the effects of frequent caseworker
turnover and frequent moses from one liv ing
situation to another: they miss out on signifi-
cant portions of family history. making it
difficult for them to regain their original
sense of belonging and continuity.

Other state and priYate agencies recognize
the ne:2,1 for cost-effective, successful alter-
mak es to out-of-home placement. At the
request nearly 400 state and private agen-
cies nationwide. the Training Division of
BehaY ioral Sciences Institute has proy ided
assktance in site and policy development.
resear,h, advocacy. and consultation regard-
ing the Homebuilders model since 1977.

Intervention Illustrated
Homebuilders therapist Gretel LaVieri

(who. like most Homehuilders therapists. has
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her master's dearee responded to Sarah and
Jason's situation IA ithin two hours of having
received the referral from the DSHS case-
worker. When she met with the family that
same day. she made a point of listening to
their concerns and was careful not to chastize
mother or child. "We don't go in and blame
the parents and kids for the situation.- Gretel
explains. "We don't dwell on the past to see
what caused the problems. Instead. we look
at what is happenina now and implement
strategies to improve the present situation.-

The family wanted to address several
issues during the intervention. including
(1) how to make school more rewarding
for Jason so that he would attend regularly :
(2) how to improve the home environment so
both Jason and his mother would look for-
ward to beina home together: (3) how Sarah
could influence Jason's behavior by using
positive reinforcement: (4) steps Sarah could
take to deal w ith her frustration and anger
toward Jason: and ,.51 buildina Sarah's confi-
dence in her ability to advocate for herself
and her family.

Gretel M.asted no fime in developing a
relationship with Jason. They would spend
time tottether at McDonald's, play frisbee.
and listen to rap musicJason's favorite. "He
liked that I wouldn't lust sit around and only
talk. It was a good opportunity to show him
that I was really interested in him.- Gretel
says. Jason told Gretel that he liked "having
her around.-

Jason's school attendance was a major
concern. Gretel discovered he was having
conflicts ith a few classmates and feared
returning to school. Both she and Sarah
discussed the situation with the school prin-
cipal and learned that these students were no
lonaer in attendance. Jason agreed to return.
To keep his focus away from street life
activity. Sarah approached Jason about join-
ing a community football team, which he
embraced enthusiastically. Team practices
kept him busy after school and served as an
outlet for his energy Gretel discussed the
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possibility of sianina Jason up with the local
Bia Brother proaram, and toaether the three
filled out an application.

With Jason's approval. Sarah got the family
a puppy. which Jason arew fond of and
looked forward to seeing each day. Other
simple activities were introduced to build a
pleasant environment around mother and
son. -They watched TV proarams together.
and Sarah would talk with Jason about arti-
cles she read in the newspaper. Home
became a fun place to be.- says Gretel.
Gretel also discussed with Sarah how she
could aet involved in the housing project's
block-watch program to keep their area safer
from drugs and crime.

Spending time with Sarah and Jason at
their apartment gave Gretel valuable insiaht
as to how the two interacted in everyday
situations. "IfJason refused to take out the
trash. Sarah would get uptiaht and yell
loudly at him.- Gretel observes. Gretel
discussed w ith Sarah alternatives to raisinc,
her voice, such as restructurina her thouahts
about Jason's behavior, taking calming, deep
breaths, and leaving the room for a few min-
utes if necessary.

Gretel tkorked v ith Sarah and Jason on
developing a chore charta list of weekly
household responsibilities for which Jason
would receive a star next to each chore com-
pleted. At the end of the week. Jason would
be able to earn a previously designated privi-
leae contingent upon the number of stars
received. This positive reinforcement
approach worked.

"Using reinforcers helped Sarah feel she
had influence over her son's behavior.- says.
Gretel. And, she added. Sarah learned to
reward herself for her efforts, such at: takina
a bubble bath, telling herself that she did a
good job. or eating an ice cream treat. Build-
ing in pleasan. eYents for herself helped her
maintain her sanity and perspective.

By the end of the four-week intervention.
Jason was attendina school regularly and
indicated he no lonaer desired running away.
He also consistently completed 60 percent of
his weekly chore chart, which pleased Sarah
She. in turn, was feeling more confident of
her parenting abilities and no longer wanted
out-of-home placement for Jason.

"We didn't solve all their problems.- says
Gretel. "but we got the situation to a work-
able point."

Months later. Sarah and Jason are still a

ihnnebuilders staff member. Jud Supinger,
ha, a tournalism de:tree from the University of
Alissouri Columbia dad works in the capacity
of ,taff recruitment and materials developinent.
Ploth,qraphs are bs Homebuilders staff member
Brett ster Johnston.

/irJhi't/:er infimmatum revarding the Home-
builders proqram, (.ontact: Slwlly Leavitt.
Dire, ten- of Traitun:z. Behavioral Sciences
Matruh'. 34004 .Vinth enue S(mth. Suite
Fedend 11.11 981m3-6796.



Partnerships Beyond Pretense:
A Challenge to

frion.441141Det4
by Randi B. Wolfe

I consider myself to be a progressive
woman of the l9S0s. My marriage is a model
of egalitarianism. my husband a champion of
kt, omen's rights. So. it should be no surprise
that in parenting I expect us to share respon-
sibilities fully, defy historical role expecta-
tions as necessary. and bring new and
enlightened meaning to both motherhood
and fatherhood.

In large part. we've succeeded. With my
husband's full support and enthusiasm. I
hine used initiatke and resourcefulness to
maintain the delicate balance between mo%-
ing my career ahead and finding enough time
to fully enjoy my children and sustain them
as my first priority.

My husband chose a career which affords
sufficient challenge and income while requir-
ing only forty hours per week and allows him
to spend summers at home. He shares fully
in all aspects of child care and maintenance.
all but takes o%er in the kitchen, consistently
stands up for me as I define my role as a
mother. sometimes uncork entionally. and

orks hard to maintain close and playful
relationships with our children.

Yet. throughout our parenting. despite our
efforts and successes. there is an underlying
assumption particularly difficult to outgrow :
mom is necessary and fundamental: dad is
expendable. though very nice to have around.
And I don't belie%e ours is the only house-
hold in which this attitude prevails. What
unspoken agreements allow this mistaken
belief to endure. unnoticed at worst. unchal-
lenged at best?

Fart of the answer is that despite noble
intentions and flowery rhetoric, most of us
still beliee mother knows best about house-
work and childrearing. In reality, there's
nothing particularly female about bathing an
infant, and genetics play an insignificant role
in w iping kitchen counters. But because we
belioe that mother knows best, dad lacks
confidence in his judgment and abilities and
mom is uneasy when dad tries to do thing,
in his own way.

For things to change. attitude, must be
overhauled. Moms need to remember that
mistakes are part of learning, confidence
grov.s ith eY.perience, and people learn
better from appreciation than imalidation.
Dads must be gken the freedom to ruin
the pot roast, send a child to ,chool in mis-

matched socks, or accidentally get shampoo
in a little one's eyeswithout fear of humilia-
tion. criticsim. or denial of similar opportu-
nities in the future.

On the other hand, fathers hake CO rake
more initiative in daily family operations.
Whether it's getting the children ready each
morning, noticing when a diaper needs
changing. or determining w hether to take
an umbrella along on a picnic. dads must do
more than follow orders in the name of shar-
ing responsibilities. Rather, they need to pay
attention to details and take action without
being asked or prompted by mom. Only then
will women be able to relax and gie up the
exhausting habit of thinking for e%eryone in
considering the big picture and mo% ing
things ahead.

Another factor in the mom-is-important-
and-dad-is-insignificant attitude is that while
mothers may %%ant dads to assume equal
family responsibility. most are unwilling to
relinquish the decision-making power typi-
cally given them w ithin the family so that
this equality can be established. We can't
bave it both way s. If mothers want fathers to
dress the children. we hase to stop dictating
what constitutes an appropriate outfit. If \Ne
%%ant help in preparing meals, dads must be
given freedom to plan menus. If moms want
to share laundry duty. we may hase to be less
compulske about how the fitted sheets are
folded. Equality around the house is not
about teaching dad to do things morn's way.

Because sexism leases women feeling
there are few areas other than chi:drearing
and homemaking in which they can feel self-
confident or fully in charge. their uneasiness
about giving up control of this domain is
understandable. Nonetheless, w hile men
begin to take greater initiatise w :thin the
home, women must begin to seek outside
a%enues in which to exercise their judgment
and express creativity. Only as mothers begin
to see themsekes as capable and significant
in many arenas w ill they be more w illing and
able to relinquish control on the homefront.

Another part of the story is that histori-
cally.. fatherly worth has been measured by
a man's ability to financially pro% ide for his
family. while motherly worth has been mea-
sured by her capacity to nurture and support.
Though there may fuse been economic or
cultural underpinnings for this di% ision of

parental roles, it no longer exists and has
certainly outlasted its usefulness.

So that society will begin valuing fathers
along lines other than economic viability.
men must join women in the battle for fair
treatment of parents in the workplace.
Fathers have a right to care deeply about
their children, to put the needs of their fam-
ily above all else, and to spend time being
close to and enjoying their children as they
grow. To protect these rights, fathers must
tight to assure women are paid equitably so
that fathers are not forced to shoulder more
than their share of the family financial bur-
den. They must fight for excellent child care
options. parental leave, time off with sick
children, ample vacation time, reasonable
hours, and rational lesels of stress. They
must fight for employ ment that supports
their parenting in all regards.

As the workplace begins to truly support
fatherhood, dads w ill be freer to assume
their full role in the emotional caretaking of
children. We'e labored too long under the
misguided notion that. while men are fully
capable of providing emotional support
to the women in their Ikes. they somehow
come up short in their ability to soothe a
child's wounded spirit or dry a child's tears.
Although society has made it difficult for
men to boldly nurture and demonstrate
caring, we hae only to look at the libera-
tion of the delivery room into the family
birthing center to recognize how eager
fathers are to join mothers in the caring
aspects of parenthood.

In this and other instances, parents hase
successfully transformed society to better
meet the needs of families. We must now
challenge the limited parental roles into
which we've been coerced and reject the
outdated and unworkable assumptions that
have dominated and undermined our closest
and most meaningful relationships. Children
need and deserve the love and attention of
both parents. Let's work together so that
every parent is fully respected and es ery
child has the opportunity to establish close
bonds with both men and women right from
the start.

There is nothing more important than our
families and nothing more critical to the
long-range future of our species than raising
our children well. As there is also nothing
more difficult, it makes sense to muster all of
the forces available. In this spirit. let's begin
to recognize and welcome fathers as full and
equal partners in the task.

Randi B Will: Ed. M.. is director of the Jett ish
Council for }bath Set-two-Lincoln Pao: Chtld
Care Center in Chwa.4o. She is a member of the
Fannly Resource Cot:lawn a% %tell at the %tate-
wide coordinator fit,. PARENT ACTIOA. s

lectures and it rite% on dixepline. parent-
int:. and child development.

Cantatt her at JCIS-Lincoln Part, C.,ner.
957 lt: Grace Street, Cluctw. IL 60612
31: 2S1-2.533
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America's children and their families are
entering the 1990s in grave jeopardy. Hunger.
homelessness. environmental concerns.
substance abuse. neglect. and physical abuse
threaten nearly every family in our society.
There was a time when it was possible tbr
human service professionals and caring
volunteers to help indis iduals and families
get through rough times and esentually pros-
per b!, their own strength. Those times are
virtually gone because the environment in
which families function today is vulnerable
from so many different angles. Not just a few
are at riskeveryone is. The prospect of

by Ardis Armstrong Young

providing help and inters ention to all who
need it is awesome.

From Private Helpers to
Public Activists

Because of the enormit:. of this task, the
role of human service pr -..:ders must change
in a major way. Champion, of the family
need to enter the public arena and assist in
the shaping of poliey rather than solely
attending to needs. family family. The
reasons for this new dire.:iion are clear.
Problems faced by famii:e have become so

pervasise that they are no longer personal
problems to be solved only by the individuals
involved. They have now formed a critical
mass calling for solutions to come primarils
from public institutions and government.

Think about it. These problems must be
addressed by public policy and acted upon
1:), all who are in leadership and decision-
making positions. in concert with human
service providers. They are too large and too
complex for a single group to handle. Refus-
ing to take on the role of shaping policy can
only result in more pain for the human ser-
vice professional and her his clientele.

The Essential Role of Family Advocates

How Can it be Done?
Fess of us trained in counseling or inter-

sention also possess knowledge and
experience in shaping public policy. But
it is not difficult to gain if one is com-
mitted to doing so.

A,. in learning to garden. to shoe horses, or
to fis a plumbing system. an individual can
set up a course of study for her himself to
learn political thought and practice. Includ-
ed in the course should be the following
Loncepts:

Understand power and use it. Many
human service pros iders think of power in
negatise terms. Power is neither good nor
bad. It is amoral. Power exists in esery
situation, and should be seen as a tool.
Those who learn to recognize it are those
who can most readily access and use it for
good in the policy arena.

The best way to learn how to use piisser is
to watch those who are seen a powerful.
Study ing their actions. analyzing their
mouses. and looking for effectise outcomes
in their work can prose very helpful in iden-
tify mg one's own power base. Reading hook .
ahout pov.er. enternt into political discus-
sions. and sers ing as interns to those ss ho use
power well pros ides the experience needed to
influence decisions ith consistency.
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Listen politically. P ,:ities has its Lmn
socabulary, its own nuans, its own body
language. It has often been ,:alled a game.
and takes on many game-:ike qualities, such
as a complete set of rule, 'A. hich includes a
unique concept of fair play. When one begins
to listen politically, the game starts to make
sense. Learning the rule is the first step in
listening and thinking politically. Sit in on
hearings. lean; how a :s written and the
process it goes through to get passed. not just
the mechanics, but the ty pe of human inter-
action needed to see it thnugh the system.
These are the rules. and :keening is the
aetion enabler.

Give testimony. Preparing to influence
through testimony is one .)f the best political
lessons a person can learn. To do it well, all
sides of the issue must be ionsidered. an
understanding of opposin,: views must be
gained, rules of procedure must be learned.
and one's own convictions dearly thought
through. Giving testimony starts the political
adrenalin surging. Shaping policy becomes a
personalized activity, and the mystique has
been penetrated. After g:%ing testimony, few
fear getting invoked in the public arena
again. It has already become a habit.

Build coalitions. The alarm bell attached
to problems facing famil..k has been ringing
in many ears. Nearly es 07. hospital. cis ic
organization. public set-. agency. school.
and special interest group. to say nothing of
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individual citizens. are aware of the prob-
lems and most want to help solse them. It
is the era of ,:oalition building. Joining
resources ssith like-minded groups to edu-
cate. lobby. persuade. or submit legislation
builds power and enthusiasm to get thin7s
done. Other organizations don't have to value
everything you do: you just have to agree on
the problems being considered in order to
join for,:es. Coalitions do not hine to stay
together forever or share exactly the same
doctrine to be effective forces for change.
Make fliends and make a difference.

Learn hos organizations ssork. Know ing
that all organizations have expectations and
goals to be reckoned with makes it possible
to separate personal motives from organ-
izational issues, a primary factor in being
able to analyze politically. The most brutal
mistakes can he made when individuals or
indis idual orpnizations break rank, don't
support one another, or don't respect the
other's priorities after agreeing to work
together. Tactical mistakes can also be made
,.4 hen the opposition's organization is over-
looked or discounted. In politics. collectises
are poss,!r and collectives are organizations
with predictable. knowable natures.

Select your issues carefully. Responding
to esery thing V. ith the same intensity, in
nearly esery situation, is a mistake. It is
especially so when policy is being made.
Groups of professionals are otten called



upon to address an issue en masse by calling.
writing letters, or sending postcards to deci-
sionmakers. This is an effective way to voice
collective opinions if it does not happen too
often or addresses the small stuff. Opinions
are best heard %hen they are accompanied by
thoughtful solutions, and when the welfare of
all has been considered. Knee-jerk lobbyists
are not effective.

Don't give up. Seldom are important
issues resolved on the first ballot. or in the
first year. often not even in the first five
years. Becoming adept at political practice is
a lifetime occupation. Those who are part of
the public arena claim that persistence is the
most important trait for success. Trying it
again, another way, with other players. is the
one true test of the policy pro. If issues have
been chosen carefully and the homework is
done. the motivation to succeed and ability to
be creative and flexible are there.

A single-minded individual can have a
great impact on a seemingly complex and
unruly policy-making system. The above are
requirements for doing so: commitment to
study both the issue and the system, a clear
rationale which includes possible solutions.
courage to become a public figure. ability to
develop coalitions, and persistence. Here is
an example:

"No Oil Port Annie"
In 19-8. a mature woman who lived on the

west coast of Washington state was alarmed
at the possibility of oil spilk due to the con-
stant travel of oil tankers through the ocean
straits that surrounded her community. She
decided this issue was very important
important enou0 to dedicate her energies.
for a two-year period, to re-routing the
tanker traffic. Taking on oil companies is
not a lightweight job. but she did it almost
single handedly.

How did an individual influence policy so
effectively

She studied the issue and learned the
motives of the oil companies. especially
those involving money. From that, she devel-
oped possible cost effective alternatives to
the routing.

She learned how to initiate hearings.
when hearings would be held, and how to
present testimony at them. She was well
prepared at each hearing.

She used the media. It began with
leners to the editor, then resulted in a human
interest story in the newspapers. Television
inter' iews soon followed. In every instance.
she put forth the same rationale and potent:al
solution. When goaded by reporters to pro-
vide other information, she would look them
squarely in the eye and repeat her argument
vbith no variations.

She enlisted the help of local legislators.
Appointments were made, she told her story.
and bluntly asked for their support. If they
agreed. she did not leave their offices until

they presented a plan for giving that support
when, where, and how.

She identified powerful citizen sup-
porters and like-minded groups. They were
instructed on effective lobbying methods, and
were enlisted sO give testimony on a regular
basis to augment her efforts. They became
part of a well-organized marketing plan.

She persisted. It took nearly two years.
vc hich is actually a very short time span for
influencing legislation. but w hen working
alone, it's about the amount of time that one's
energy will last.

She vvon. Early in 1981. the oil tankers
were re-routed according to her suggestion.
and before 1y accidents had occurred. She
earned the name "No Oil Port Annie."
w hich she is fondly called to this day. Given
the disaster in Alaska this year. she should
now qualify for the community 's hall
of fame!

The Children's Initiative
A more common approach taken by issue

advocates is to work as a team, through an
organization. A result of such an effort is the
Children's Initiative which V. ill go on the
Washington state ballot in November. This
measure. if passed. will increase the state
sales tax by 14 percent and prov ide $360
million for children's programs in the state.

The initiative got to this point because of
the following actions by family advocates:

Delegates from a few children's
advocacy groups such as the Alliance for
Children. Youth and Families and the
Association for Child Abuse Prevention
met and planned a strategy for gaining finan-
cial and philosophical support for children's
programs.

They reviewed a variety of studies.
including one from the Governor's Task
Force on Hunger. Ak pointed to the fact that
the state's children were in need of massive
program efforts.

They analy zed the state budget. which
made it abundantly clear that a new revenue
source was needed if new or expanded ser-
vices were to go to children.

All groups in the state whose objectives
included support for the welfare of children
were contacted. asked to endorse the initia-
tive and obtain member signatures. The
Governor also proclaimed his support for
the measure.

A coalition of more than 120 endorsing
organizations was formed. Their members
signed the initiative petition and got signa-
tures from friends and neighbors.

Initiative regulations were followed.
and the necessary number of signatures
vvas secured to bring the matter before
the Legislature.

The initiative was submitted to the
Legislature. The House Committee passed
it, but the Health and Human Serv ices
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Senate Committee refused to let it out of
Committee.

Advocates are now busy getting out the
vote. Because the Legislature did not deal
with it. the law states that proponents can
bring the initiative to the people on the
general election ballot.

On November 8. Children's Initiative
advocates will know the result of their
efforts. If it passes. there w ill be $360 mil-
lion per year dedicated to new and existing
programs. If it is defeated. the coalition is
prepared to begin again.

As a by-product of their efforts, the
coalition has already prompted an increase in
both K-12 budgets and Department of Social
and Health Service children's programs. to
the tune of $410 million.

These are just two examples of the efforts
made by family advocates in shaping public
policy. The impact can be notable, and indi-
vidual efforts in the public arena can benefit
millions of needy people. To assist you as
you become involved publicly, the following
publications offer step-by-step directions for
making your voices heard:

.4 Guide to Public Testimony
(S6.00. Cooper Publications Building.
Washington State University. Pullman.
WA 99164-5912. 509 335-2857)

Cynntunication: Listening and Lobbying
(S6.00. Cooper Publications Building.
Washington State University. Pullman.
WA 99164-5912, 509 335-2857)

Libbying aml Activitykr
Nonprofits
(S6.00. Children', Defense Fund.
122 C Street. NW. Washington. DC 20001.
20: 628-8787)

Dr Ardis Arms:rom; Young is Profess, - and
Chair of the Department 4).1. Adult and
Edm anon at gashington Stare Unit ersit
Pullman. ithere slte also senes as Extension
Leadership and Publh. Policy Specialist. She
Coordinated the' Fanuly Cmnmunity Leoderslup
proe!raln m Rashington and ilas instrumental in

bec,,ntMg a national program in I987. Dr.
Niun..; is a lunne ecoiumiist ha lectures nation-
ali\ an family-related issues and is the author of

%hip and public policy education material%
flied internationall.,. During her recent pro/cc-
soma/ leate. Dr limn:: consulted with official, at
flu Family Policy Studies Center in London. and
the L rban Institute and U.S. House Giminittee
on Children and }bunt iii gashingron, DC. She is

Of the forthcoming book . Companies
that Care: Families and Work in the '90..

};)un4; is a member 44f the Famil: Re,ource
C,)(thrum.

C. (ma( t her at 301 B Hulbert Hall. Rinhoi
um State Outersit. Pullman. It 4 99/64-6234)
5tiv 3;s. Imp;
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by Frances Diana Fleming

.A child is a person kk ho is izoin2 to carry
on what you have started. He is goin2 to sit
where you are sitting.. and when you are
2one attend to those things which you think
are important. You may adopt all the poli-
cies you please. but how they are carried
out depends on him. He will assume con-
trol of your cities. states, and nations. He
is going to moke in and take over your
churches. schools, universities, and corpo-
rations. All your books are 2.oing to be
judged. praised or condemned by him. The
fate of humanity is in his hands.

Abraham Lincoln

From one Kentucky-born politician to
another, spanning sekeral generations. Louis-
ville's County Attorney Mike Conliffe has
taken Mr. Lincoln's poignant remarks to
heart. Throu2h extensike volunteer work and
his duties as Chief Prosecutor in District
Court. he has witnessed the effects of child
abuse and ne2lect. It's there ekery dayin
Jukenile Court. in Non-Support. Warrant.
and Criminal Courts. And his experiences
hake transformed him from passive bystander
to active prekention advocate.

The father of four children. Conliffe
serves on a variety of boards and sponsors a
host of projects and programs that benefit
childrenand. in tandem, their parents
rangin2 from a highly successful child sup-
port collection effort to an award-winning
latchkey program. Sonic have achieked
national acclaim.

Leadership that emanates from the prose-
cutorial office is unusual. but Conliffe's
approach to solvin2 problems that afflict his
constituency is based on solid community
networking practice. His staff begins by
raising awareness that problems exist. Dia-
logue with individuals and groups follows,
and those who w ill commit time and effort to
finding solutions are joined. He listens and
learns from volunteers. allows them latitude.
and provides the backm2 of his office and his
o n strength of purpose.

Modest and unassuming. Mike is both
catalyst and mediator, effectively developing
community partnerships and bringing ar-
ring factions together. At a time when politi-
cians are frequently accused of delikerin2
little more than lip service he puts money
where his mouth is. Funding for all of these
projects originates in the County Attorney 's
office and fuels the work of healing and
protect'ng families and children. Some
examples:
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Widening the
Circles of Affection:
One Man's Commitment

The Caring Connection
Concern for the safety and well-being of

children is reflected in a free educational
pro2ram for parents. particularly working_
parents. and their latchkey children who care
for themselkes. In Louisville. the number of
working mothers of school-a2e children has
surpassed 75 percent.

I initiated this pro2ram in 1983 w ith the
help of Joan Johnson, a local child advocate
who was just honored for her prevention
efforts by Group W at a Couressional ekent
in Washingocon. DC. Jeannie Heatherly.
Administrator of the Adult Education Pro-
oram of the Jefferson County Public Schools.
helped implement the pro2ram at several
adult ed and school sites.1:nder her supervi-
sion, adult education won the U.S. Secretary
of Education's Award for Excellence.
Lt. Paul Reece of
the Crimes
Against
Children
Unit added
his expertise.

A
'11w CaringComwtikm

The results? A warm partnership with the
schools and w ith agencies who serke fami-
lies, particularly those at ri,k. The program
has also been adapted for businesses and
corporations as a brow n-ba2 lunch program
to meet the needs and interests of parents in
the workplace.

Topics covered in two sessions of the basic
-I'm in Charge- progoram include stress
managoement. recognizing stress in children.
positive communication. personal safety and
listening skills. emer2ency responses. prob-
lem solving techniques, and tips for building
self-esteem. Classes target fourth g.rade
children and up.

Teams of volunteers are carefully recruited
and trained by Margie Fry. LCSW. of Way ne
and Associates. who sakes on a national
committee for the American Society for
Training and Development. The volunteers
she trains facilitate the sprin2 and fall classes
offered throu2h adult ed.

Oyer the years, the program has kept pace
ith the changing needs of parents and chil-

dren. It is from the participants and our
kolunteers that some of the best ideas hake
ekoked to improke the program.

U

The Latchkey Alliance
An offshoot of the Caring. Connection.

the Latchkey Alliance was created as an
intergenerational pilot program that link,
seniors and latchkey children in a friendlk.
telephone relationship. Adult participants a.
asked to make calls.
to actk ely
listen tu the
Lhildren, and
to reinforce
existing home
rules established
by the
parents. The IAtehke Ulianee

In her speaking engagements throu2hout
the community. director Mary Cheap ati-
lizes the warm and touching video. In Cos,
Harmony, which depicts a successful :nter-
generational choir spawned in New Y)rk
City. The k ideo helps to dispel myths that
impede seniors and children from forz:ng
relationships with one another

Child Support Division
Another of Mike Contliffe's success stor:

is in the collection of delinquent child sup-
port. His operation. directed by David
Cathers. expects to surpass the S22 milhon
mark this year, more than doubling the 59.,
million collected when Conliffe assumed
office in 1986. Examples of the services
pros ided for custodial parents are locating
non-supportirw parents. establishing rater-
nity and support orders for children orn
of wedlock. and the criminal prosecut:on o
persistent non-supporters. As a result. Jeff,
son County's pro2ram is one of the most
progressise in the United States.

CARES Parent Resource Handbool
Our on2oing commitment to parent, and

children is reflected in the fundin2 of a
Parent Resource Handbook. developed 5y
CARES. Inc., a Louisville group working
under the umbrella of the Kentucky Counc
on Child Abuse. This award-winning proje
was the brainchild of Emily Hutchin,on.
director of Child and Family Sers ices of
Sesen Counties Services. Inc.. who has
serked as consultant to the National Coun-
cil on Crime and Delinquency.



Offering information on nutrition. child
development. medical and dental care, disci-
pline. as well as emergency and community
resource numbers. the Handbooks are availa-
ble to parents. schools, agencies, hospitals.
and day care centers. More than 50.000 free
copies have been distributed through the
County Attorney's office.

Driving Under the Influence
Program

Traffic Court prosecutors from Conliffe's
staff offer programs on the drunk driving
laws for high school students. Along with a
brochure that outlines Kentucky's stringent
DUI laws. each student is given a button that
boasts. "I'm One of a Kind.- This theme
encourages teens to celebrate their n

uniqueness and that of others. It is Conliffe's
hope that this positive approach triggers a
sensitive choice of action in driversthat if
they are under the influence of alcohol or
drugs. they choose not to drive: that they
choose life for themselves and for others.

Family Focus

The County Attorney 's office has play ed
key role in the establishment and funding of
Family Focus, an annual eelebration of the
family and of the value of ehildren.

Last year's spring campaign highlighted
the gifts of senior citizens to our children
and paired seniors and youth in a variety of
activities including dance. music, cooking.
and arts and crafts. More than 150.000 peo-
ple of all ages wore "I'm a Family Heirloom-
stickers to emphasize their own special
qualities and the gifts they bring to their
respective families.

A positive child abuse prevention cam-
paign. Family Focus has more than tripled
in scope through the support of nearly 100
agencies and organizations. Designed to
increase awareness of the vital importance
that strong family life has for the community.
the campaign identifies ways the community
can invest in its families.

The campaign involves the educational.
civ ic. religious. governmental. human ser-
vice, and corporate segments of the commu-
nity and embraces all families, whether they
be traditional. single parent. or blended. The
month-long campaign culminates with a free
Family Festival Which draws a broad cross-
section of families from throughout the area.

lir
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Self-Esteem Projects

Evaluations from parents and ehildren
involved in the latchkey program suggested
the need for a campaign to "Hug Your Child
v. ith your Words." Magnets bearing the
massage are given as gentle reminders for
busy parents. The award-winning :heme is
used as a full-page ad in communit :. news-
papers throughout Kentucky and as public
sen. ice billboards.

Other tips for building self-esteem in
children are distributed through teddy bear
handouts "bearing" helpful suggestions.
CARE-A-GRAMs, parent guidelines, and
positive communication and listening skills.
All materials are geared to helping parents
and children connect in a warm. positive
way. Like the Parent Resource HansThook,
the materials are distributed throuzh
Conliffe's office.

Child Abuse Prevention Video

The Kentucky Council on Child Abuse
(KCCA) has recently. produced The Lives
Much. a video that provides a warm. sensi-
tive approach to the primary prevention of
child abuse and neglect. It is available for
use nationally as an
educational tool
for anyone
who touches the
life of a child.

As w riterproducer. I combined the Gallo
Wine voice of Hal Riney of San Francisco

ith the photography oflames Archambeault
of Lexington. Riney' is well-know n for his
voice-overs in selling a variety of products
and services from Coors beer to Alamo
Rent-A-Car. Archambeault has published
two landscape photography books. Kentucky
I and II. The video weaves his scenic land-
scapes and portraits of children v. ith Riney 's
emotion-laden voice.

John P. Kasey of Louisville Productions
directed the film. V. hich features an original
score by Emmy award-winning composer
Phil Copeland. Kasey has won numerous
awards for his work on commericials. busi-
ness communications, and special projects.

Through a grant from Conliffe. the film
was made available free to every one of the
more than 200 library branches throughout
Kentucky. Indiv iduals. schools, corpora-
tions, civic, and professional groups may
check out copies of the video at no charge.
All of the talent tapped for the production
was donated as an in-kind gift to America's
children.

Contact: Jill Sey fred. KCC A Director.
60() 276-1399.

-L

CASA Video

I recruited the same creative team to tackle
another video. Silent No More. produced by
Louisville's CASA (Court Appointed Special
Advocates) Project. It features beloved
author and lecturer. Leo Buscaglia. Ph.D.
Now available nationally. the video can be
used to recruit volunteers and to highlight the
effectiveness of the program.

CASA was originated in 1977 by Superior
Court Judge David Soukup of Seattle. Wash-
ington. His frustration and concern in mak-
ing life and death decisions about abused and
neglected children fueled his desire to estab-
lish the volunteer program which has
received national recognition.

Highly trained C.ASA volunteers befriend
an abused or neglected child, research and
guide the case through court, and serve as
the judge's eyes and ears. They inter\ iew.

..,-
tiather information, and mvke recommenda-
tions in the child's best interestwithout the
encumbrance of policies and guidelines
acting as commited advocates for the child.

The video will aid existing CASA chapters
and provide insight for individuals or groups
interested in creating chapters in their t n

communities. Again, all of the talent was
donated as an M-kind gift to children.

Contact: Sally Erny. Executive Director of
Louisville's CASA Project. 502/588-4911.

Anthropologist Margaret Mead has urged
us all to "eliminate the barriers around iso-
lated families and raise children in widening
circles of affection...." Mike Conliffe is
striving to do just that as he and our staff
mesh with the many talented, committed
people who share that dream.

AlliA1111

A child's voice in court.

17rances Diana Fleming of Louisville. a ji.rt.!, -
journalist. is currentl Public .4ffairs Director :0
the Jefferson County Attorney ithere she directs
prevention programs in child abuse and neglect.
She initiated The Caring Connection. and tson
state. local.and nattonal attards for Kentuct,%
first lawlikey program. Her campaign to eounk,
verbal and emotional abuseHug Ibur Child
it ith Your 1,4itrdsbroultht an award from the
Juvenile Ju;tice Commission. and is being
adopted fbr use b.s the National Comtnittee /Or
the Prevention of Child .4bu cc . Frances is also ,a
video terher producer. and a member of the
Family Resource Coalition.

Contact her at: The Jeffrmin Count.% trot--

Office. IOW Fiscal Court Building.
Loutcville. KY 40202. 502 625-6336.
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Margaret C. Plantz

Project Home Safe (PHS) is a national
demonstration and adtocacy program on
behalf of latchkey children and their parents.
These are children age tive to thirteen who
spend time at home before or after school
with no adult present. Begun in August
1987, PHS was deteloped and is operated
by the American Home Economics Associa-
tion (AHEA) with a three-year grant from
Whirlpool Foundation.

AHEA has an eighty-year history of adto-
cacy and actit ism on behalf of children and
families. From early efforts to abolish child
labor to recent initiatives to prevent adoles-
cent pregnancy, reduce family violence.
increase youth employability, and improte
nutrition services-for children in Head
Start, AHEA has demonstrated its ability to
marshall resources that make a difference for
families. For its det elopment and operation
of Project Home Safe. AHEA just received
the first place Award of Honor among
national organizations from the National
Safety Council.

Project Home Safe was designed to pro-
mote multiple solutions to the problem of
children on their ow n. The Project provides
training, technical asistance. materials, and
similar resources to help home economists,
educators, government and community
agencies, child care providers, and others
implement locally developed strategies.
These resources are disseminated through
four Project components.

National School-Age Child Care
Resource Center

Project Home Safe established this cen-
ter. which can be called toll-free at 800
252-SAFE, for parents. child care profes-
sionals, media representatives, researchers.
and the general public. Resources include

tip sheets for parents on safety and activi-
ties for children at home alone; dealing
with boredom. loneliness, and fear:
healthful snacks: and books on self-care
for both children and parents;
fact sheets on deteloping and operating
supervised programs for school-age
children;
information on ways volunteers can help
improve child care options for school-age
children and their parents:
a library of program manuals, books.
audio-visual materials, and other resources
related to self-care and school-age child
care;
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Pro'ect

Working for Latchkey Children

bibliographies on such topics as activities
for children, home and personal safety.
self-care curricula and workbooks. school
and church involvement in school-k7e
child care, and audio-visual resources: and
a computerized data base of several
hundred titles that can be searched for
a variety of topics.
All materials are prot ided at no charge.

During its first year. the resource center
responded to over 1.300 inquiries on self-
care and school-age child care from parents.
educators, child care providers, program
developers, and others.

Training and Community
Involvement

Each year. lite states are selected as Pro-
ject Home Safe training sites. Two home
economists from each state receive intensive
preparation to become PHS trainers. In turn.
they train volunteer hme economists and
others to assess local child care needs and
resources, offer educational workshops for
children and parents, tap existing resources
to help children who are alone after school.
and build community coalitions to develop
and expand school-age child care programs.

PHS volunteers contribute at least forty
hours of community service developing and
implementing programs for chik ren in self-
care and their families. Volunteers structure
service plans based on their individual inter-
ests and backgrounds. their professional
roles, and the needs and resources of their
particular communities.

During the first IWO !. ears of the Project.
380 volunteers were trained in Arkansas.
California. Colorado. the District of Colum-
bia. Florida. Kentucky. Michigan, Ohio.
Oregon. Texas. and Wisconsin. During the
Project's third year. another 150 to 200 vol-
unteers will be trained in Connecticut. Illi-
nois. New Mexico, North Carolina. and
Virginia.

Records of sixty-one first-year volunteers
show that they donated 2.880 hours of com-
munity service reaching 14.000 children.
parents. child care prot iders. elected offi-
cials, and others.

Research on Self-Care
High quality research on latchkey children

is limited. Therefore. Project Home Safe
awarded t .to grants: A S40.000 professional
grant sup?orted a study of the predictors and
conseqrences of the amount of time children
spend in self-care: and a S10.000 graduate
student grant supported a study of sibling

1 r7)

caretakers' perceptions of their role. Find-
ings from both studies can improte the
quality of society's response to the problem
of children at home alone.

School-Age Child Care Standards
Initiative

Because there are no idely recognized
standards of quality for programs sell. ine.
school-age children. PHS is sponsoring an
initiative to det elop recommended standards
for staffing. facilities, activities and curric-
ula, health and safety. parent intols ement.
and other vital aspects of school-age child
care.

Individuals and organizations across the
country with expertise in this field hat e
helped create a consensus concerning topics
for which standards are needed and specific
criteria that should be used. Some recom-
mendations apply to all programs serving
school-age children: others relate to particu-
lar environments, such as child care centers.
enrichment activities, or recreation pro-
grams. They will provide guidance for
program development. etaluarion. and
improvement. They also will be valuable to
licensing. certification. and accreditation
systems.

Plans for the Future
Project Home Safe is in the nnal year of its

three-year grant from Whirlpool Foundation.
Tasks for the next six months include a third
round of vok nteer training and community
work. publication of a trainim: manual based
on the PHS model. distribution of the recom-
mended school-age child-care standards
developed under Project auspices. and dis-
semination of findings from Project-funded
research.

An application for a fourth year of fund-
ing to extend the volunteer training model
to new audiences is under ret iew. If funding
is not secured, the holdings of the Project's
school-age child care resource center will be
transferred to an appropriate organization.
The training manual. school-age child care
standards, research findings, and efforts
of nearly 600 trainers and olunteers w ill
remain as a lasting legacy of the Project.

Mar;aret C. Planrz. Ph. D.. 1., :he director of
Projo.t Home Sate. Her caret', has focased on
the effects of public and pro ate 3cTlor policies
on lanalie.s. She also has studiei **(and.% Manors

as a factor in the delis er. it'rl
Contact: Project Home Safe. 1555 K.n.: Street.
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Dealing with Affluence:
The New Challenge

by Andree Aelion Brooks

As Ernest Hemingway told us. the rich are
different. So whether it is new money or old
mone!,. or money in the making., the issues
surroundine the raising of children of privi-
leee tend co differ from the issues facing
reeular )oungstersmost especiall> so when
the parents are high-achies ing people on the
fast track.

Nevertheless. possibl.s due to their limited
numbers, or because the well-to-do do not
command the moral imperatise of the poor.
onl, a minimal amount of research has
been done in this area to date. We know
precious little about the impact of such a
household on a child's behas ior and person-
ality development.

Instead, the fantasy remains that because
these children have so many material advan-
tages. and their parents. are so ac,:omplished.
their problems must be minimalor at least
not something either th,sy themselves, their
parents. or family counseling professionals
should be spending too much time fretting
about.

Yet it is vitally important to know more
since these youngsters are destined to be-
come leaders in business, in politics, in the
professions. and the arts. They ss ill occupy
positions that affect the lises of hundreds of
others and set a variety of standards for our
society.

Moreover, there are now so many of them.
Some 1.5 million U.S. families hake a net
worth in excess of S l million: o'er 50.000
taxpayers are declaring annual incomes in
excess of S500.000. And the IRS reports
that as many as 3.3 million households hase
incomes of S75.000 or moresufficient in
many places for two cars, a good home, a
private school education. like-in help, and
country club membership.

But. in fact, these children\ difficulties are
manifold. There is a burden that accompa-
nies the blessing. pain that trasels in tandem
with privilegeboth made all the more
difficult because they and their parents are
often afraid to admit publicly to difficulties.
realizing that society views them as "golden"
youngsters.

So. although these children may seem
lucky at first glance. are a whole new set of
problems and pressures being created by
the lofty expectations their parents hike for
them. the exalted lesels of the parents' oss n
professional and financial success. the pre-
occupation of the parents with their ov. n
careers, coupled ssith the affluence enjoyed
by these households? By gis ing these young-
sters the best of esery thing. are the parents

really giving them esery thing that is best
for them?

With a publisher anxious to bring out a
book on the topic. 1 set about finding the
answers. I interviewed dozens of the young-
sters as well as their parents. teachers.
therapists, tutorsanyone who had regu-
lar contact with their world. 'Wanting an
historical perspectise and compensating
for a paucit} of clinical materials. I also
burrowed through the biographies of prom-
inent American leaders and their families
to find out how their children had fared
through the generations.

The findings dress a startling portrait of
the flip side of having it all. frere, briefly.
are a handful of highlights from my book.
Children of Fast TTacl: Parents, published by
Viking in 1989.

Adion Br,

Chilchtn

Fasf-Track

Paitnts
Self-Esteem

Contrary to popular notion. these children
may need special bolstering because their
self-esteem may be lower. not higher than
average. Unless counter-measures are taken
they are in danger of grossing up feeling
inadequate compared to a -perfect" parent
who often has little tolerance for failure or
any mediocre performance that the child may
turn in. This can become an acute problem
when the child is not particularly intelligent.
good-looking, or talented. Being gis en oser
to a nanny or an au-pair at an early age only
enhances a subconscious sense of worthless-
nessthe child may absorb the notion that
)eing so loss on the parental priority list must
indeed suggest that he or she has little worth.

In addition, that s'hild must deal w ith
social expectations that he or she is going to
continue the path of upward mobility. And
that anything less is a sign of failure.

Too Many Possessions
Having so much showered on you so early

in life leases little room to appreciate the
value of any item, or cherish anything too
closely, since you assume that any possession
can be (and often is) replaced immediately.
Such largesse may lessen the deselopment of
deep emotional attachments. gise a distorted
idea about what it takes to lead a pleasant
life, and minimize elation and joy by neser
being given the chance to long forand hase
to wait forsomething truly special.

Controlling Nature of Parent
A successful person is often someone

who has a penchant for controlling others.
And it appears to be hard for many of these
parents to -let go" any V. here along the
child-rearing path. This can make it diffi-
cult for the child to gain confidence in his
decision-making abilities and lead to retain-
ing childish behaviors long into adult life.

inheritance
Inheriting a substantial amount of money

can be a mixed blessing. A trust fund nur-
tures that same childlike dependenc rather
than fostering adult behavior. The windfall
can corrode ambition and lease the child

i th a shaky sense of being able to make it
on his or her own merits.

Pressure to Succeed
As Dr. David Elkind has show n us. there is

great pressure on today 's parents to produce a
brilliant child. The fast-track parent is often
more anxious than most to do this, fearing
that otherwise that child may not continue to
enjoy the same level of affluence and social
status. While this challenge may (and often
does) spur a truly bright child to greater
accomplishments, a lesser endowed child is
in danger of feeling ashamed over letting the
family down. He she ma ss ither under the
burden.

Caring parents and professionals can do a
lot to overcome these difficulties. hosseser.
M. research for Children (yTast-Thick
Parents not only pointed out the problems. it
also suggested ways to tackle the issues once
identified. Indeed, since the book came out
last spring. I have been besieged by schools.
parent groups. and counselors seeking infor-
mation and workshops. As a consequence.
I have developed training manuals, case stud-
ies, and worksheets aimed at helping parents
and professionals look at these youngsters

i th new e.es.

Aintree Aelton Bro,4,, is an at,ard-wi 'min t:
pnirnalist it fin h,,A been nrrov; re!zularlypr the
Nev. 'fork Times situ e 1977 +he sa+ a mettthc,
(y. the' team that it rote the .1.1..nda% "Relation.
AlupA" column front /VV -8- Her book, Children
of Fast Track Parents. i pith't,Ited1" 174ity.
Further detail, ah,na Teak: en:;a:;entent, and
tranunt; %es vim% can he ,.1.n.thed IA it ram':
her at 15 Hoc In.ock R 'ad ii, srpint. CT 0655o
colliott 20$ 226-913-1
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Stumblino Blocks
To Self-Esteem

by Louise Hart

Self-esteem is as important as legs to a
table. Healthy cultures and families nurture
self-esteem from early on. In our culture.
unfortunately. self-esteem skills are mostly
learned by chance, if at all. We are more
likely to be taught stumbling blocks to self-
esteem, such as perfectionism. comparison.
self put-downs. And \Ne pass them on to our
children. Yet, for the sake of healthy chil-
dren. we must unlearn what doesn't work and
relearn kl hat does.

Little children ha\ e wonderful memories.
They are. by nature. very impressionable
because they hae so muchto learn to pre-
pare themselves for the rest of life. Children
are ready and eager to learn about their
world and to learn how to be in it. They are
trusting and belitne shat they are told. They
learn from every thing. They accept whatever
they learn as the "truth- about how the world
is. They do as they are told.

In simpler cultures this works very well.
From parents and others who care about
them, children learn what they need to know
in order to become effective adults. In our
culture things are different. Children learn
less from their busy parents. little from
neighbors. and too much from television
and Hollywood. As a result. they miss out
on essential lifeskills they need to become
healthy and competent adults. The mass
media cultural values and myths clutter their
minds with misinformation that can imprison
them in pain and grief.

I have spent many years sifting through
what I have learned. unraveling the misinfor-
mation. poking holes in the myths. peeling
off the layers. At age forty. I finally knew
what I needed to know. at fourteen.

In this article. I discuss barriers to self-
esteem and mental health. Once we identify
the stumbling blocks. we can turn them into
stepping-stones for personal grow th. Once
we see clearly. we ,:an help our children
awid the pitfalls. It is better to prepare than
repair.

This chapter Trim: The Winning Family hat
been excerpted %tali the autlum's permissilm
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S
Assuming Too much Res;..onsibility
for Other People's Lives

When babies are born, parents have total
responsibility for their survival and well-
being. As they grow and are able to do things
for themselves, parents must turn over
responsibility to them. thereby lightening
their otcn load.

If this transfer does not occur, if parents
carry more responsibility than is necessary
or appropriate, children are deprived or
opportunities to grow. develop, and expand.
Children may not believe that they can take
care of themsel%..es or solve their own prob-
lems. Then one day. when Mom and Dad
aren't around, life will throw them a curve
and, not know ing what to do, they'll proba-
bly be oerwhelmed.

Parents. carry ing too much responsibility.
may feel burdened and try to control others.
Blame and anger often result ith eeryone's
self-esteem dropping.

.7. The Alternative
Every person is first and foremost respon-

sible for himself or herself. The task of the
parent shifts from ha ing total responsibility
over infants to ha ing almost no responsibil-
ity over them as adults. The task of the child
shifts from having no responsibility as an
infant to having total responsibility as an
adult. This gradual process. in harmony
with the developmental stages of the child.
occurs over fifteen to twenty year:: time.

AN children are ready to assume more
responsibility for their behavior and their
lives, parents can ease up the protectiveness.
trust them more, and breathe a sigh of relief
as their responsibility lessens. We teach
children responsibility by teaching ourselves
not to do things for them that they can do for
themselves. And as they learn to do more
and more things for themselves, their compe-
tence and confidence increase.

Ile III
Comparison

Comparison is a set-up for competition
and low self-esteem. Comparison inspires
interpersonal competitiveness and defeat.
Nly success depends on your failure, and
you are hoping that I w ill fail. This win-
lose situation leads to anxiety and loss
of self-confidence, which interfere with
performance. Comparison also interferes

ith cooperation and teamwork. No one
really wins.

Competitkeness has been considered a
national virtue that brings out the best in us.
Yet eidence shows that this is not true. In
fact, competition may make people suspi-
cious and hostile toward others. They are
less apt to trust or communicate w ith One
another. Competition separates people and
drkes them apart. When we compete and
compare ourseles ith others. we can

r'

always feel like failures because there's
someone better than we are.

rhe Alternative
We can let go of the tendency to compete

with everyone. We can learn instead to appre-
ciate the differences and be sincerely happy
for others' achievements and successes .As
one woman stated. "Edna's a good cook, so
let her cook:- This shift from w in-lose to
win-win thinking makes life less stressful
and more fun. The win-win belief fosters
cooperation which is essential for healthy.
winning families.

IN 1111 10'

Self Put-Downs
Many people have learned that it is not

okay to say good things about themsekeLs.
When they did, they were criticized for
"tooting their oAn horn.- being con-
ceited, or bragging. So they learned to put
themselves down instead. Doing that.
their self-esteem suffered.

1: The Alternative
People do not achiee greatness hile

telling themsekes how awful they are.
Scientists and soccer players. mothers and
musicians. beaome great by wanting it. by
believing in themsek es. and by working for
it. After setting a goal, they encourage and
support themselves iself-tallo and take pride
in their progress.

The word pride is used both positkely
"I'm proud of you"and negatk ely "Don't
be proud.- To me, to be proud means to feel
good about someone and or their perform-
ance. On the other hand, to put yourself up
and others dow n"I'm great and you're not-
-is false pride or egotism.

Begin to listen closely to how you talk to
your children. Listen for, then ban negatk
ity it lowers self-esteem. Catching your kids
being good and noticing it will make them
more aware of their positive attributes and
raise their self-esteem.

Louise Hart. Ed. D. is a community psycholo-
gist and a leading national consultant in the area
of self-esteetn development. She presents semi-
nars on self-esteenz enhancement and personal
empotverment for conferences and agencies.
educators, and parents all across the countt-y In
her book, The Winning Family: Increasing Self-
Esteem in Your Children and Yourself. Dr. Hart
shotts parents how to break out of damaging
family patterns. She is a member of the Family
Resource Coalition.

Contact: Dr. Louise Hart, 275 Park View
Terrace #2, Oakland. C.494610.

The Winning Family is available (.512.50
postpaid) front Lifeskills Press. c'o Publishers
Services, Bur 2510-F. Novato. CA 94948-FRC.



Listen to how your children talk about
themselves. Negatke statements such as
"I'm dumb- or "I neser do anything right"
let you know what they are repeating over
and over again to themselves. Negative self-
talk leads to negative feelings and negatise
behavior.

II al m

The Win-Lose Approach
The win-lose approach. in which only one

person wins and eseryone else loses, is hard
on self-esteem. Nobody likes to lose, vet
mosti we're made to feel like losers. Often,
focusing on faults and failures, people talk
themselses into becoming lose N.

I= The Alternative
We need to expand our definition of win-

ning. Yc)ti are a winner. Every success.
accomplishment. achiesement, every task
crossed off a "to do- list is a win! In the
grocery store. putting milk into the cart is
a .1/4 in. We are winning all the time. Often.
howeser. our wins go unnoticed and unap-
preciated by ourselses and others, and our
self-esteem sags.

We all deserve more appreciation. Yet we
can't appreciate something if we don't notice
it. So we need to start looking for the wins.
Make a list of ten wins during the last few
days. Now give yourself a pat on the back.
Appreciation for ourselves and others can
turn duty into a gift. It makes us much
healthier and more fun to be around.

** X
Avoidance

Everyone has pain and discomfort at times.
What ito we learn to do with it?

Distract: "Let's watch a movie.-
Deny: -No. no. I'm oka
Drug: "How about a drink?"
For example. I discoser a flat tire on my

car. If I deny it. distract myself, or have a
drink or a pill, the tire is still flat. If I do
nothing. nothing changes except my inner
experience. If I pretend that it's the way I
want it to be. I'm deluding myself.

As long as I keep asoiding. I remain stuck
in feelings of helplessness and numbness.
When we asoid pain. we hold on to it. It
becomes chronic. .And it takes more energy
to asoid pain than to face it.

The Alternative
Unhappy people and families don't

become happy by prc:ending. deny ing. or
asoiding reality. They become happy by
making positise changes. In order for things
to change. I must do ornething. I must
attend to the tlat tire and fix it. In figuring
out how to sok e a problem. I do something.
I change something. and I (earn something
When it's resolsed. the pain is gone. I am
stronger and feel the foy of overcoming.
We're put on this earth not to struggle but
to 2row.

(
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ObjEctification
Sometimes we don't see people as they

really areas living, changing human
beings. Instead we see them as objects or
stereotypes. If I view you as an object. I hake
a preconceived idea of how, you are supposed
to be. and I want and expect you to fit the
picture in my mind. When you cooperate and
are predictable. I am satisfied. If you do not
behase the way I think you should. I'll proba-
bly be angry and blame you.

Regarding my own actions, those that are
consistent with what I want to believe about
myself are okay: those that are not are fil-
tered outdenied. Only certain facets of my
life, therefore. are accepted. The rest are
underdeveloped (frozen) or hiddenfrom
myself and from others.

A simple way to understand this compli-
cated process is to imagine that I have a
picture or snapshot in my mind of how I'm
supposed to he (the Ideal Mei and one of
how you're supposed to be (the Ideal You).
You yourself also have an image in your mind
of how I'm supposed to be and another of
how you're supposed to be. We then want and
expect the real person to fit the ideal or "per-
feet" image.

Controlling the world to fit the way I think
it's supposed to be results in the illusion of
stability and predictability. Yet because my
perception is narrow and so much is hidden.

A ill never honestly get to know myselfor
I will not really see anyone or any thing

else as they arebut I won't realize that.
Objectifieation leads to performance

-Smile for the camera"). second-guessing.
pretense. stress. and focus on externals. We
can spend a lifetime doing what we imagine
others want us to doonly to find out that
they ne..er really wanted that. We ean spend
a lifetime neser doing what we want. never
e'en know ing what we want. because we're
caught up in an imaginary. artificial structure
that has little to do with reality.

= The Alternative
People are not objects that lit into mental

snapshots. They are r .ther like mos ics --
always in motion. always ,hanging. alksay
-in process.- People vi ho are really alise

;71
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Artist Kristen Baumgardner. 25. is Louise Hart's
daughter. Her cartoons enhance The Winning
Family and illustrate the book's concept,

and enjoying themselves understand that the
snapshot captures certain moments or esents.
Yet the exciting, vital processes in between
the ups and downs. the ins and outs gise
depth and breadth and richness to life.

Theologian Martin Butler describes this
concept in terms of an "I-Thou" relation-
ship. as opposed to "I-It- objectification.
In the I-Thou approach. mental images and
expectations of how people and things are
supposed to be are put aside or suspended.
We are instead open to the present moment.
to seeing each individual right now. vi ithout
labels, without projections, without the
distortion of past memories. We can see
how they are changing.

Instead of filtering outdenying
everything that doesn't fit our image. we
realize that every thing is greater than our
present tmisiperception of it. We see the
world with new eyes, with a willingness to
let in new experiences and information. An
attitude of openness followstoward oneself
and others.

It's okay to be who you really are. In fact.
it's important, as a parent. that you are first
and foremost a real personyourself. Then
look at your kids, beyond the externals. See
beyond their appearance. their performance.
and their behasior. See the inner beauty and
richness that make them unique and losable.

It's a relief to realize that you don't Away S
hase to be on top of things: you don't always
have to be strong. You're humanwith good
and bad days. That's okay. When you accept
your ow, n humanness. your kids more readily
accept theirs

This shift brings with it excitement and
aliveness: it presents a constantly changing
and expanding world. Communication is no
longer gm rded but is open for learning about
and sharingwith ouself and with others.
This increases honesty and integrity. free-
dom. meaningful friendships, and personal
grow th .

Winning families are made up of such
people who see themselses and others as
worthwhile persons. not as objects or roles.
and who arc able to appreciate and under-
stand the e\eiting inner process or being
human.
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Newspapers:
Beautiful? Bad? It Depends

by Alice R. McCarth

This is a success story about a collab-
oration between two professionals in
family-related fields who had a vision of
empowering parents on a grand ::cale, and a
big city newspaper with a heightened sense
of public responsibility. It tells how determi-
nation. expertise. and reader response have
resulted in a unique media commitment to
families throughout the state of Michigan and
across the country.

The Detroit Free Press. with a circulation
of 742.500. currently presents a full page of
professionally written parenting advice to its
readers every Sunday morning with break-
fast. The columns are also placed on the
Knight Wire which serses 200 newspapers
exerting a great influence nationally.

The two of us began with worthy goals: to
pros ide families with parenting information
covering a wide range of issues and ages. and
to reinforce educational and recreational
opportunities. In 1986 the questions were.
"Wbuld readers of a major American news-
paper want to read weekly advice regarding
child development and the functions of the
family?" and "Would readers want to know
how :o find new products. books, and educa-
tional and recreational ventures to enhance
family cohesiveness?"

Pat Peart and I were convinced they would.
and the next step was to sell the idea to the
Detroit Free Press. Selling is hard work, but
sell we did. We prepared sample columns
and layouts. suggestions for art work, and
lists of professionals to serve in an advisory
capacity. We wrote and revised, each time
honing our rewrites to meet the needs of the
newspaper in general and feature editors in
particular. The time was right for us and for
our material. David Lawrence. Jr., then
publisher and chairman of the Free Press.
said recently, "If we had wisdom, it was to
recognize a good idea when we saw it."

Publication of the first Parent Talk page
on February 1. 1987 resulted in the largest
number of calls about a separate page in
Detroit Free Press history. Letters and
commendations followed, as did state and
national awards.

Columnists on the Parent Talk page are
Louise R. Ritchie. Ph.D.. Evely n Petersen.
M.S.. Patricia B. Peart. B.S.. B.F.A.. and
myself. a Ph.D. The group has significant
background in family-related disciplines
and this collective know ledge represents a
considerable service to families. Equally
exciting is the use of a 40-member Ads isory
Board from multi-discipline family fields
who answer parents' questions about esery-
thing from AIDS and anorexia nervosa to
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the special concerns of working parents. In
nearly three years of production and more
than 750 columns (new sw ire and sy ndicat-
ed columnists are utilized sometimesi. a
remarkable variety of topics have been
considered. The copy is used in college
teaching. hung on bulletin boards, stuffed
in wallets, and sent to relatises.

Louise Ritchie. a psychologist. writes
about family systems. substance abuse, and
children's reading. Evely n Petersen produces
two coluirms per weekone for the parents
of young children and the other related to
adolescents. Each writer is an award-w inning
journalist.

Patricia Peart w rites from an extensive
background in publishing and with her 6-. 8-.
and 9-year-old sons in mind. She describes
new ideas, new i,roducts. and new places to
go which help families grow and hase fun.

As Director of the Advisory Board. I
receive parenting questions from readers
and submit them to carefully selected board
members. Tightly worded pieces of advice
are supplemented with resources and refer-
ences: copy is reviewed for newspaper sty le
and submitted to the Free Press.

Feature Editor Marty Claus says the Free
Press was ahead of other papers because
"We could see the swing away from women's
sections where family advice had previously
appeared. We also felt that many families
would use their newspaper as a source of
information when they were too ashamed
or bewildered at what was going on in their
own family to go to another source."

Spin-offs from the page hase included the
"Gift of Reading," a project launched to
distribute new books to poor children.
Directed by Louise Ritchie. the project has
been broadly copied across the nation. with
140.000 books given locally to children. This
year organizations are being urged to adopt
a "Buddy System" to tie the givers and the
receivers together.

As editors. Pat Peart and I have published
a book of outstanding columns written by
members of the Adviosry Board. The Micht-
gan PM Parents' Answer Book has been
widely acclaimed for its innosative sty le and
information.

How to Go About Getting into Print
Our editor. Michael Smith. suggests

the following: "Don't be bashful about
approaching your local newspaper. Offer
ideas. Lend support and,or expertise. And
don't he put off if someone can't .-ommit
editors are always on deadline Study your
local newspaper. Is there a reporter who

r'6_,.4

seems to be assigned to family issues? Is
there a section devoted to the areas that
include your specialties? After you've stud-
ied the paper. w rite a succinct letter to the
person most responsible tor content. Tell
that person how you can help. Include a
brief resume to show that you has e the
credentials to back up your advice."

Louise Ritchie suggests that editors be
prompted to use the material on the Knight
Wire. "Offering to prepare local resour,:es
and supplemental material w ill make the
package attractive. Professional organiza-
tions need to let editors know that there
are competent people who can answer
questions."

Evely n Petersen said it well. "We need to
get to the general public with issues related
to families. Only then can we impact legis-
lation and effect change."

There is only one way to know if your
message is getting to the public: if the public
responds. My files bulge w ith correspon-
dence from parents: How can I toilet train
my 4-year old? Is my child gifted? How ,:an
keep in touch with my grandchildren after a
divorce? What should I do if my child is hit
in school? Does giving a male doll. anatomi-
cally correc, encourage homosexuality? A
question about building self-esteem resulted
in 300 requests for a reading list: a major
corporation asked permission to reprint a
column providing sources of financial help
for college-bound students.

So. be persistent. be patient. don't expe.:t
immediate results. Learn to write in newspa-
per sty le. eliminate professional jargon. And
be assured that parents want and need the
information you are trying to sell. Your
profes.iional insolvement can make your
newspaper beautiful for families.

:Uwe R. AL Carth., Ph.D. is an altard-tt mot.:
Paull educator, editor. and resear( her She
the mother (.11rite .totott; polfessientals and
qrandou)ther,,ffimr. Slw am! Patricia Pear!,
viho initiated the Parent Talk pat;e. 1 omsull
ret:ardot.; pub/blunt:.

Contact them at- Brake CommunwarlOub. 306
S. State 208, R(.%al Oat,. All 4M16"..
313 541-0537' ,tr 313 646-102(1

Dr. .th Carth us a member ,ohe Fauna%
Rcsoun



From Service
Provider
to Entrepreneur:
A Divergent Path

by Earladeen Badge-

Beginning in the 1980s. a net, administra-
tion obtained public support to dismantle
many of the federally funded programs
designed to improve the conditions of the
poor. For those of us working w ith the poor.
the reality of financial cutbacks was upon us.
Some of my colleagues decided to intensify
their efforts to compete for public monies
which were in short supply : others decided
to give up and dekelop new career paths.
I was somewhere in between.

Personal direction V.as pros ided in a state-
ment made by former President Reagan. He
challenged us to correct social inequities by
combining the public and private sectors: the
result would be a new corporate aonscience.
As a member of the academic community. I
belonged to the public sector. The question
then became. "How do I connecz o. ith the
prkate sectorr

My decision was to become an entrepre-
neur within an academic setting. With the
blessings of the Unitersit> of Cincinnati
Department of Pediatrics. I began to repack-
age my parent training curriculum, designed
for the poor, in order to market it as a serk ice
program for middle class parents. The infant
and toddler teachers' guides became a parent
guide called ktivir Thddler: Inrroduciag Ibur
Child to the Joy of Learning (Instructor.
McGraw-Hill. 1981).

Supplementary recruitment and marketing
materials were developed by bartering with
a large local toy firmI became their toy
consultant and they helped me develop a
business plan. Our relationship was comple-
mentary and mutually beneficial. Difficult
as it was to change. I nonetheless benefited
enormously from my business and media
contacts. Reinforcement v.as provided
through a course I attended which was
designed for business entrepreneurs. Slowl>
but gradually. I have been able to eliminate
educational jargon from my vocabulary and
to convince myself that taking a business
approach is not all bad.

The result of this initial experience in
combining the public and prkate sectors is
that over 1000 middle-class Cincinnati fam-
ilies have enrolled in the Infant Toddler
Learning Program (ITU ok er the past eight
>ears. Howek cr. the ITL program at Chil-
dren's Hospital Medical Center has neter
generated more than S20.000 a >ear. and
three-fourths of that income goes to pa>
contract instructors' salaries.

Mass Marketing
What I have described thus far is a modest

business venture targeting today 's mature.
well-educated parents who are eager for
information and emotional support. But
whai happens when you're impatient with
the small number of parents being reached,
and you begin to think on a larger scale?
How does Burger King sell hamburgers?
The mass media. You think that your pro-
duct (kids) is at least as important. What Jo
you do?

You rent the Cincinnati Convention Center
and have an All About Kids Show. The idea
of producing a quality show where kids hat e
fun, parents receive information about child-
related products and services, and the family
spends quality time togetherall under one
roofproved irresistible. Promoting healthy
families became a new marketing interest
for Children's Hospital and tne community
embraced the concept. The focused market
was families with children under fourteen
years of age.

The first year's All About Kids Show in
1986 included 104 exhibitors of products and
services, five interactive play areas, continu-
ous on-stage entertainment, and a fundraiser
for Children's Hospital. The response from
10.000 parents and kids who attended v.as
overwhelmingly positike and we broke ek en
financially. The 1987 show was expanded to
include 152 exhibitors and ten large interac-
tike play areas. Attendance doubled, the
response was "Do it again next year.- and
All About Kids turned a profit.

During years three and four, the number
of attendees stabilized at 30.000 while the
exh;bitor space doubled (160.000 square
feet; as we attracted fort> large corporations
why .:aw the merit of a soft-sell approach
through the creation of interactive play
areas for children. The aontinuing goal
of the annual All About Kids Show has
been to involve all of the exhibitors in pro-
viding hands-on educational experience, for
children in the areas of music, art. recrea-
tion. science, math, nature. and computer
technology.
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The success of All About Kids was but-
tressed by the media. Three weeks before
show time. there were dozens of opportuni-
ties for newspaper stories. TV and radio talk
show apparances. and public service
announcements. Finally, radio and TV spon-
sorship of All About Kids assured ongoing
coverage during the three-day event.

Onward and Upward
The unprecedented success of Cincinnati's

annual All About Kids Show has ushered in
new opportunities to support families:

All About Kids tabloid. A joint venture
of All About Kids and a local publishing
company, this monthly publication feature;
educational articles and a calendar of farn;ly-
oriented events. Paid advertising by show
exhibitors assures free distribution to oker
20.000 tri-state families through public
libraries, schools. child care centers. and
Burger King restaurants.

All About Kids TV public service mes-
sages. Another joint venture is with our local
CBS affiliate TV station. A full-time Ail
About Kids reporter produces two-minute
parenting spots with a primary prekention
focus which are aired three times a week
during the evening newscast. Also. we have
produced thirty-second TV parenting com-
mercials: air time is purchased by show
exhibitors who then insert their wrap-around
adkertising messages.

All About Kids radio public service mes-
sages. Still another offshoot of the shot, are
thirty-second parenting messages gleaned
from articles in the All About Kids monthly
tabloid. Patterned after the TV parenting
messages. show exhibitors pay for the
on-air time.

If interest in and support for All About
Kids new service paradigms continue to be
good for business. we can expect corpora-
tions who market to kids to increase their
support. It's called cause effective marketing.
and it can work for both the public and pri-
vate sectors. Certainly the University of
Cincinnati and Children's Hospital Medical
Center have benefited through financial
contributions and from large donations of
indoor'outdoor play equipment for their
child care centers.

Over time. it is hoped that the quality and
integrity which define All About Kids will
attract serious imitators in other cities. We
therefore invite members of the Family
Resource Coalition to inquire about partici-
pating in a national training course that All
About Kids w ill offer in Spring 1990. Write
to All About Kids. U.C. College of Medi-
cine. Department of Pediatrics. Cincinnati.
OH 45267-0541. or call 513.5884216 and
request a copy of our press packet.

Earladeen Badt:er is .4Asociate Profrcso,. In the
,Vo,horn Dtvi..,ion of the Department 4).f. Pediat-
rtt in the C.C. Collw of Medicine She ts taw
p re.s ident of .411 About Kith and a member ,r1 the
Fatnilt Reitmrce Coalition.
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The STEEP Program:
Helping Young Families

Rise above "At-Risk"

by Martha Farrell Erickson

This article describes the STEEP program
Steps Toward Effective. Enjoyable Parent-
ingwhich is currently being implemented
and evaluated at the University of Minnesota
by the author and Drs. Byron Egeland and
Alan Sroufe. Project STEEP provides a
model of how theory and research can be
used to guide development of a program of
family support and empowerment. as well
as a model for comprehensive evaluation of
such a program.

The Job, The Challenge
As the facilitator leads the five young

moms and their 6-month-old babies
through a series of games. Susan holds her
baby. Brian. at arm's length with his back
to her, avoiding all opportunities for eye
contact or cuddling Susan begins to toss
Brian roughlv in the air, bringing a startled
look and then a cry The facilitator, speak-
ing through the baby. says. "Hey. Mom.
I need to slow dow n and have a hug."
Silently. Susan turns Brian toward her. but
Brian places stiff arms between himself
and his mother and screams a piercing cry.

This vignette illustrates the challenge we at
Project STEEP face in intervening with high-
risk mothers and babies. Neglected as an
infant. Susan moved through a series of ten
foster homes during her childhood. Now a
21-year-old single mother, she is struggling
to overcome her own history in order to care
for Brian. It is not an easy task for Susan or
those of us who work i t h her and her son.

Unlike many high-risk mothers. Susan was
consistent in seeking medical care through-
out her pregnancy and was careful about diet
and chemical use. Br:an was a robust, alert
baby at birth. However. t'or Susan. the tasks
involved in meeting the needs of a young
infant are overwhelming. Already Brian is
beginning to exhibit delays in motor and
social developrnem. not surprising in view
of the emotional unavailability and insensi-
tivity of his mother. And the resistance he
has begun to exhibit when his mother attempts
to hold him could push Susan funher

It is clear that Brian is on a developmental
track that will likely lead to learning prob-
lems, poor socio-ernotional functioning. and
probably costly interventions later in life.
Furthermore, the patterns of parent-child
interaction we have observed are likely to
reinforce Susan's low self-esteem and belief
that she is bound to fail at everything she
attempts.
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There will be no quick fixes for Susan and
Brian. but vve hope that their irr okement in
Project STEEP during these crucial early
months of their life together v. ill be the
beginning of positive change. Through inten-
sive. comprehensive serv ice to Susan. Brian
and others in their natural support netv.ork,
we hope to initiate nev. patterns of interaction
that v, ill begin to alter Susan's view of herself
and the world, and help Brian to develop a
sense of trust in others and in his own ability
to solicit the love and attention he needs.

Theoretical and Empirical
Foundations of the STEEP Program

Two bodies of knowledge guided the
development of the STEEP program: theory
and research on what accounts for different
developmental outcomes among children:
and research and clinical el. idence on effec-
tive strategies for working w ith high-risk

In particular. the STEEP program
is based largely on findings from the Mother-
Child Interaction Project. a 14-year study
of the development of children in high-risk
families, directed by By ron Eaeland and
Alan Sroufe at the University of Minnesota.
The findings from that study contributed to
our understanding of v. hat promotes healthy
outcomes in the face of poverty and the stress-
ful life circumstances that often accompany
it. and provided the basis for determining
the objectives and content of the STEEP
program.

Central to the development of this pro-
gram are our findings on the importance of
mother-infant attachment in the first year of
life. We have found the quality of that attach-
ment. measured at twelve and eighteen
months, to be a powerful predictor of the
child's subsequent quality of adaptation (e.g
Erickson. Sroufe and Egeland. 1985). Fur-
thermore, our investigation of ttk: anteced-
ents of secure attachment le g . Egcland and
Farber. 1984) has enabled us to identify the
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parental beliefs, attitudes, and behav iors that
we hope to impact through our preventive
intervention.

Attachment theory and supporting
research (our own and others') prov ide the
framework for the STEEP program. A basic
tenet of contemporary attachment theory is
that earls relationships lay the foundation for
a child's later development: specifically. a
secure attachment in the first year of life
helps the child to develop working models
of others as caring and responsive. and of
self as worthy of being loved and capable
of getting a positive response.

The concept of working models is relevant
to our work v. ith both infants and parents in
Project STEEP. To facilitate the parent's
sensitive care of the child. we often must
work i t h the parent to modify his or her
own working models that were developed in
childhood: this in turn can allow the parent to
promote the child's development of positive
working models.

The second body of knowledge that pro-
vided the foundation for the STEEP program
is research and clinical evidence on effective
strategies for supporting and empowering
families and promoting optimal child de% el-
opment. .An examination of that literature led
us to a model that is complex and ink:grated.
combining support. education, and what
Selma Fraiberg has called "therapy in the
kitchen- (Fraiberg. Adelson. and Shapiro.
1987). Therapeutic interactions aim to help
the mother face her own developmental
history, examine how it affects her parenting.
express the pain associated with her past
and present circumstances, look at current
choices and actions, and consider how she
can movc forward to a more empowered way
of living. The intervention literature also was
helpful in determining such things as the
timing of enrollment in the program. incen-
tives for participation. and logistics of ser-
vice delivery.



The STEEP Program: Steps Toward
Effective, Enjoyable Parenting

Project STEEP currently serves seventy-
five low-income. first-time parents. All are
at least 17 years old and hae no more than a
high school education. Nearly all are single.
many have a history of being abused or
neelected. and many are currently in abusive
relationships. An additional seventy-fke
families constitute a control group for tnalu-
ating program effeetkeness.

The program includes both home visits and
eroup sessions, beeinning during the second
trimester of pregnancy and continuing until
the baby is a year old. Timine of enrollment
is crucial, in that the mother cannot yet have

as a parent and the program can be
offered as a support to her as she embarks
on the new athenture of parentine. Prenatal
visits focus on the mother's feelings about
pregnancy and preparation for parenting.
Our previous research indicated that mothers
most at risk are those who feel totally poi-
five or totally neeatke about becoming a
parent. rather than experiencine a more
realistic ambivalenceiBrunnquell. Crichton.
and Egeland. 1981. 1 This is also a critical
time for the family life facilitator to build a
relationship with the participant.

Three-hour eroup sessions for eight moth-
ers :rad babies are held bi-v.eekly. led by
the same facilitator who visits the mothers
at home. Trawortation is provided in a
16-passenger van, and the driver, herself
a young mother, assists during the group
sessions. The facilitator teaches chiid care
skills, provides basic information about
infant development, helps the mothers learn
to understand and respond to their infant's
cues and signals. and guides mothers in
recoenizine their own infant's special charac-
teristics and needs. The format is not didactic
teaching. but rather demonstration and active
involvement of mothers and babies.

Video-taping of interactions and guided
view ing of those tapes help to promote the
mother's perspectke-taking and sensitivity.
Aeain, our previous research highlighted
the importance of sensitive. contineent
resdonse to infant cues in facilitating the
development of a secure mother-infant
attachment. Videotapes are given to the
family on the child's first birthday. and this
has proven to be one of the most powerful
incentives for participation.

The baby-centered time is followed by
"mom talk- time (and a free meah aimed at
encouraging the mothers to build supportive
relationships v. ith each other, and empower-
ing them to deal effectively with other
aspects of their lives. such as relationships.
school or work. and use of existing commu-
nity resources. The program structure pro-
motes increasing participant responsibility
for group activities. with the intent of gradu-
ally decreasing participant's dependence on
the facilitator while encouraging initiative
and cooperation among group members.

Between group sessions, home visits pro-
vide an opportunity for the facilitator to
reinforce what is worked on in eroup as well
as to individualize the proeram to suit each
mother's unique needs amilife circum-
stances. While the format of the home visits
is necessarily flexible, the intent is psycho-
loeically therapeutic. with an emphasis on
exploring with the mother how her own
developmental history and current life
events influence the way she interacts with
her child. Other family members or friends
are encouraged to participate in the home
visits to the extent that the mother wishes.

Personnel: The Critical Variable
At the heart of the STEEP program is the

development of a caring, trustine relationship
between facilitator and participant. Nearly
all of the young mothers have a history of
abuse or neelect. and their working models
of others and self reflect this. In countless
ways their behavior says that they do not trust
others, nor do they belieke in their own abil-
ity to solicit a caring response from others.
It is through experience with a predictable.
sen:;itive facilitator that many of the y)ung
mothers beein to modify those working
models.

To build such a relationship, and to deliver
the type of complex services previously
described, requires that facilitators have
well-developed problem-solvine skills, and
possess a certain degree of psycholoeical
sophistication and therapeutic savvy. We
have generally been successful in hiring
facilitators who do not hold a professional
license of any type. but have at least a
bachelor's degree in education or the social
sciences plus hands-on experience with
young childrenusually their own.

Evaluation of the STEEP Program
Our current evaluation effort is funded

primarily by the National Institute of Mental
Health. Supplementary funds hae come
from Dael Fessler Zyw iec. the Hugh Ander-
sen Foundation, the Forester Foundation. the
Emma B. Howe Memorial Foundation. and
the Minneapolis Foundation.

In February of 1987 we began enrolling
150 pregnant women through obstetric clin-
ics at Hennepin County Medical Center.
Minneapolis Public Health Clinics. and
Community-University Health Care Center.
Outcome assessments hike been done with
both participants and the control group when
the children reach 12. 18. and 24 months of
age. and reflect the comprehensive objectkes
of the progrcm. The ealuation asks not only
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to what extent the program is effectke for the
group as a w hole, but also attempts to iden-
tify factors that may explain why the pro-
Gram works for some families but not for
others.

Summatie outcome data are not yet
available. However, as we monitored and
recorded the proeress of each family in the
program, we have seen encouraeing signs of
growth. Many mothers appear to be more
assertive in expressing their feelings, demon-
strate better life manaeement skills (e.g..
budeeting. keeping.appointments), and set
realistic goals and take steps to reach them.
Many parents demonstrate better understaal-
ine of the meanine of their baby's behavior
and seem less likely to attribute bad qualities
to the child or to themselves because of
disturbine. but aee-appropriate behaviors
such as separation protest or toddler's
negativism.

Very importantly. many parents appear
to be increasing their sensitivity to the cues
and sienals of their infants. Other signs of
progress are unique to each family 's situa- .
tion: a mother who took steps to protect her
baby from a violent father; a young woman
who, with eood use of social support.
remained sensitke and involved with her
baby while struegling with the deaths of two
close family members: and another mother
who completed a chef's training program
(and, by the way. catered refreshments for
a STEEP party v.ith over 135 people in
attendance).

We do not y:-:t know how effective the
STEEP program will be for Susan and Brian.
the mother and son described earlier in this
article. But we do know that Susan continues
to participate regularly in both home visits
and group. that she has slowly begun to talk
with her facilitator about her own troubled
childhood, and she recently has been
observed to engage in more face-to-face
interaction with Brian. These are small
but significant steps on a long and difficult
journey.
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Collaborative Leadership for Parent Groups
111111

1:, Christie Connard

When I began teaching parents I saw
myself coming to their rescue on the white
horse of my professional expertise with
solutions for all their problems. This position
as expert and authority soon became a hot
seat. Parents asked questions I could not
answer or reported back that my fix did not
work. Eventually I got off the hot spot by
giving up my role as "the parenting expert.-

I now see myself not as the authority but
as a person with authority in regard to the
functioning of the group: not as a person re-
sponsible for the parent's learning but as a
facilitator and supporter of learning: not as
"the ewert- but as one resource person with
areas of expertise.

III
Effectise parent educators perform two key

functions in parenting groups. The first is to
create the conditions that promote learning.
;.Ithough parents. as adult learners, are
largely self-motivated and self-directed.
the en% ironment is critical. This means
providing

a comfortable atmosphere and ground
rules for safety and trust
structured learning activities
tools or procedures to identify goals and
solve problems

The second function is leadership
leadership that is collaborative, sees the
learning process as a joint venture, and gises
parents an actise. responsible role.

Elizabeth Jones's book. Teaching Adults.
describes a model that is helpful to parent
educators. In this model, power is exer-
cised on the students when they are given
no choice: the learning is teacher-controllol
and directed. Power exercisedP the student
means the student', growth is facilitated and
the learning experiences are designed to
increase the student's self-esteem and confi-
dence. When power is exercised with the
student. the teacher and student learn
together. The difference between power tor
or with is control. When power is used for
the student. the teacher is intentionally con-
trolling the learningguiding. struct,iring.
and supportimy. the student toward a goal.
When power is used ss ith the student, the
student and teacher ar: both creating and
learning together.
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Using this model, a parent educator's
leadership is expressed in working for the
parents by creating an encouraging environ-
ment, and working A ith the parents by
sharing ownership and responsibility for
the learning situation to desi2n the class
its curriculum and group dy nanlics.

The process begins w ith the first session
when parents we asked. -What do you want
to have happen here This is your class.-
This is a way of say ing parents' interests and
concerns are important and parents are
responsible for their own learning.

By incorporating parent agendas when
structuring and focusing the class, the parent
educator can create a flexible, responsive
curriculum. Bragging or sharing times that
encourage parents to tell about a success, a
child's emerging skills, or problem resolu-
tion, are often a springboard for discussion
and provide opportunities to give parents
information at their most teachable moments.
Other ways instructors can lead in a collabo-
rative way are by

making decisions through group consensus
allowing parents to assume responsibil-
ity for the classroom. its set-up. and
equipment
encouraging parents to learn from each
other
providing information, resources, and
choices rather than solutions
letting parents make discoseries for
themselves

Discovery methods of instruction give
parents information and choices without
telling them answers. Effectise parent educa-
tors trust parents to make the right choices
for themselves and their families and to learn
what it is they need in order to grow as a
parent. This kind of instruction respects
individuality and diversity of lifesty les and
values.

Instead of providing a solution when a
parent concern is expressed. the leader may
choose to pass the question back to the group
with the comment. "Flase any of you felt this
way or had this happen to you? The discus-
sion that follows helps parents to recognize
that they do know about parenting. that their
experiences are shared by others, and that
they can learn from one another. Simply
pro% kling a solution may miss the opportu-
nity to empower parents and develop mutual
support.

I
A. 1.1 U

Group dy namics play an important role in
parent learning. To be effective, the group
must be a comfortable. safe place to accept
new ideas and try new behaviors. A facilita-
tor can encourage parents to know and sup-
port each other-by

helping them to learn each other's names
connecting parents w ith common interests
encouraging social activities such as pot-
lucks or mom's night out
giving parents time to talk w ith each other
helping new or less popular parents be
accepted by the group

Modeling respect and acceptance is
another way parent educators create condi-
tions of safety and trust. This happens when
instructors

take time to really listen
let parents know their input is valued
reinforce risk taking
see failures as opportunities for learning
emphasize the similarities within the group
encourage group norms to be tolerant of
diversity
support and respect different lifestyles
make a special commitment to draw out
and support a timid or fearful parent

Understanding that how they teach is as
important as what they teach, facilitators w ill
lead in ways that promote a sense of sharing
and community. By using a collaborative
leadership style. effective parent educators
help parents overcome isolation and gain
competence and confidence in their ability to
solve their own problems.

Christie Connard trains and supports parent
educator, in her position as the Educational
Coordinator fi.,r Parent'Cluld Instructors in :he
Family Rewurce Departuumt at bon Benton
Communa\ College in .4lhany, Oregon. The
department has provided community-based
parent education and fiunily support to .2.500
families annually since 1973. Based on fifteen
years iiimpericlee umrkitm I ith jamtheN,
Christie has written The Parent Education
Instructor Handbook (for teachers if cmpera-
me parent child classes). Educating Parents.
Instructor Handbook, and co-autlwred The
Parent Educator Coordinator's Manual. She is
a member of the Family Resource Coalition.

For more infi)rmatiun abina the handhook3 anti
tramint! prat:rams. contact. Christie Cmmard.
Department Family Resinin es. Linn Benum
C minnows Clolle';e. WO Pacific All'an.u
Oregon 9721. 503 928.2.361 . 3.54



bs Karen Davis-Brtm n

To many. church is a building and an hour
in which to remose oneself from the world in
private communication with God. To others.
church is a group of people who share a
mutual but often exclusise commitment to
one another. However. neither individuals
nor congregations exist in a sacuum. Each
church member is part of a worldly family.
and each eongregation is located in a neigh-
borhood and community where families
work. play, and struggle. Whether rural.
urban. or Nuhu rban. local religious congrega-
tions possess a structure uniquely suited to
supporting and strengthening families.

Designing effectise church-based family
programs requires broadening the com-
mon definitions of both "family- and
"program.- Many social issues in which
religious institutions hase been involved
historicallyhunger. peace, refugee resettle-
ment, substance abusecertainly concern
families, but it is mothers and daughters.
fathers and sons who suffer from unemploy-
ment. war, dislocation, and alcoholism. The
local, relational dimension should be a pri-
mary element in their solution. The pregnant
teenager. the gay or lesbian, the elderly
widower, the noncustodial fatherare only
a fess examples of those who may not lit our
common stereotype. but for w hom family
issues are central.

Church-based programs can be fashioned
to tit the needs of specifically targeted popu-
lations within the congregation or in the
larger communityby age. socioeconomic
status. family structure, or geographic
area. The range of program possibilities is
limitless, and might include a monthly in-
tergenerational potluck supper and movie:
pros iding volunteers to do nutritional coun-
seling for Public Aid recipients: a weekly
parenting class: family counseling: support
groups: personal adsocacy: and organizing to
influence community well-being and policy.

The Planning Process
A congregation's decision to reach out to

families is usually sparked by a growing
awareness of a pattern of needsingle par-
ents sharing support and ads ice at a coffee
hour. neighborhood children hanging out on
the street corner, or a stream of unemplosed
parents coming into the church office seL.'
ing food. A more tbrmai sursey can brink
less visible problems to light. such as the need
for day care or for landlord-tenant mediation.
that could be addressed s ith congregational
leadership and resources.

Atter target populations and their prograro
needs hase been identified. the next step is
to determine what resources are required for
program implementation. and w here those

Church-Based
Family

Programming

resources are available. For example. an
after-school program for latchkey children
would require space. personnel, equipment.
food for a daily snack, and clerical support.

The most logical space for such a program
would be in the church itself or a nearby
school or community building. Personnel
could be church volunteers or staff, a w illing
teacher, senior citizens, or students from a
local college. Toys and games could be con-
tributed by the church or school, or sought
from local civic organizations such as Junior
League. Kiwanis. or the Fraternal Order of
Police. A fable and chairs in a quiet corner
could provide study space. Snacks could he
solicited from a local supermarket or bakery.
The minimal clerical needs could be contrib-
uted either by the church or the school in
which the program is located.

Resource availability influences how a
program is structured and administered. If
church space and volunteers are used. con-
arecational involvement will be much differ-:, .-_-

ent than if the local school were to pros ide
space and a local seniors group become the
personnel. The church's role becomes pri-
marily administratise. coordinating all the
elements that are crucial to a program's
success. Such a program als,, needs ,.onie-
one to make sure that: sufficient staff are
recruited, trained, supported. and esalu-
ated: parents hear about and are accurately
informed of the program structure and pur-
pose: needed contributions are sought and
acknow ledged: and media coserage of the
program is adequate to deselop communit
a\sareness and support.

1 .r?

Congregational insolsement is crucial to
program development as early as possible in
the planning process. and their ownership of
the programs is vital to continuing support
and success. The first step is to enlist the
support of the rabbi or minister. He or she
may refer to a staffperson who is responsible
for programming: the social concerns, edu-
cation, or programming committee, or to a
men's or wonlen's sers ice group. The pro-
gram may then need discussion and appros al
by the congregational administratise rulinc
body before resources can be allocated and
decisions made on the program's final form.

Tsso important partners in church-bascd
family outreach are higher denominational
levels and local secular agencies. Higher
judicatories are excellent sources for techni-
cal assistance. networking. publicity, and
funding. For instance. the Episcopal Church
has print and people resources, publications.
and program budget items at diocesan. pro-
vincial. and national les is. as ssell as three
funds that make grants to congregattons
insolsed in outreach. The minister, program
staff, or church library has information on
these resources for each denomination.

Secular community agencies can also he:p
ss ith technical assistance and networking by
pros iding literature, speakers. fundraising
and public relations expertise, mailing lists.
publicity. and referrals. In turn, the church
can provide space for programs and ouirsh
sork. Olunteers. mailing lists. refe7rals.
and publicit. Neighborhood schools and
other religious organiLations can also be
approached for the same ty pe of cooperation.
and are valuable partners in neighborhood
outreach.

Traditional religious values radieally
counter the presumptions of l980,
American society, pros iding families w ith
a necessary antidote for surrounding intol-
erance. rejection, selfishness, and greed.
When embodied in aetion as well as words.
the broad understanding of family and neigh-
bor. the unconditional valuing of persons as
beings rather than performers. the priority of
relationships oser possessions. the commit-
ment to reaching out to those materially or
emotionally in need, can make a church or

nagogue a strong pro-family force in as
neighborhood and community.
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Findings from a National Survey
by Mary Utne O'Brien

This is the first in an occasional series
of reports on findings from large-scale.
government-funded probability sample sur-
vey studies on issues of concern to those
who serve and study families.

The National Survey of Families and
Households INSFH) was conducted in 1987-
88 to provide information never available
before on the characteristics of the American
family. how the American family has changed
oer time, and the effects of one's childhood
family structure on future elements of family
life. Endings from the study show that the
Avera:4e American Familymom, dad. and a
few kidsis not as "averne" as it used to be.

marry later. lie together more often
without :zettiniz married, and delay having
chi!, (ren. More women, especially those

ith young children, are working. Dikorce
is more common, and there are many more
single-parent and stepfamilies.

The study was funded by a S4.5 million
grant from the National Institute for Child
Health and Human Development to scholars
Larry Bumpass and James Sweet at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. Over 500 interviewers
were sent to more than 13.000 households to
conduct interviews lasting an average of one
hour and forty minutes. The ma'n sursey
sample consisted of 9.643 persons aged 19 or
over. In addition. certain population sub-
groups were oversampled in order to assure
sufficient numbers for special study and
reliable findings: cohabiting couples were
oversampled. as were sinale-parent families.
stepfarnilies. recently married couples.
blacks. Chicanos. and Puerto Ricans. The
size and manner in which the samples were
selected assure that the NSFH's findings
are highly accurate for the general U.S.
population.

Marriage and Cohabitation
The 3tudy was designed to provide

information on many aspects of family life:
however, paricular attention was devoted to
cohabitation and the relationships between
cohabitation and marriage. Patterns of
cohabitation are especially important
because they show how difficult it is for
scholars and policymakers to get a firm
handle or. the shifting patterns of family life
in America. Rates of divorce and marriage
no longer tell the whole story about w hen
families are formed and w hen they are
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dissolved. The study found that almost
half of all Americans in their 30s him lived
with someone of the opposite sex outside
of marria(ze. Cohabitation has not simply
become increasinaly common: if recent
trends continue, it will soon be the major-
ity experience.

Cohabitation has increased at the same
time that marriage rates have been declining.
Thus, the picture that we (zet from marriage
trends of fewer and fewer shared households
is not fully correct. Cohabiting lis ing
arrangements do not last long (on zerag.e.
1.3 years). and more end in marriage (60
percent) than in separation (30 per,:enti.

"The study found that almost half
of all Americans in their 30s have
lived with someone of the opposite

sex outside of marriage.

How stable are these cohabiting unions?
Not very. Unions begun by cohabitation are
almost twice as likely to dissolve within 10
years compared to all first marriages-57
,;ompared to 30 percent. Perhaps more
surprising, marriages preceded by a li ing-
together arrangement are less likely to last
than those not preceded by cohabitation:
the proportion of couples who separate or
divorce within ten years is a third hi)zher
among those who lived together before
marriage than amon those who did not
(36 versus 27 percent).

Is cohabitation more likely in some uoups
than in others? Contrary to a common view
of cohabitation as collev student behavior.
the highest rates of cohabitation are found
among the least educated. Unmarried per-
sons who him completed college are 64
percent less likely to cohabit than those who
did not complete high schoui. Cohabitation is
also more likely amoncz those whose families
receised welfare while they were grow ing
up. and those who did not grow up in an
intact family.

An oen more recent survey on the
family found that the NSFH findingsthat
traditional family boundary markers (mar-
riage, divorce) do not tell the whole story
about familieshas affected people's percep-
tions as well. This 1989 poll, commissioned

1 im cs.
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by the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Company. found that Americans tend not to
see the family in structural terms. as bound
by marriage, blood or adoption. but in emo-
tional terms, as a group of people w ho love
and care for one another. The surey found
that one in ten Americans included their
friends when listing close family members:
conversely, half of those who had step-
children did not consider the stepchildren
as family members.

Cohabitation and Children
If it will soon be the case that the majority

of Americans will have had a cohabitin,2
experience at sonic point in their li%es, what
has this meant for their children? With what
frequency are children born into these
unions? What is the incidence of sThildren
growing up in such households? Data from
the NSFH shed lig.ht on these issues as well.

We tend to think of cohabitation as in-
volving a couple without children. In fact.
children are present in a substantial portion
of cohabiting households. In the NSFH data.
41 percent of the cohabiting couples have
children present. and 15 percent of the cou-
ples have had a birth since they be(zan living
together.

One-fifth of all births in the years 1970-
1984 were to unmarried mothers. A substan-
tial proportion of these births outside of
marriage, however, are children born into
two-parent families. The NSFH data reveal
that about one-third of all single mothers live
with the father of their child or children;
these childmi are thus in unmarned. but not
single-parent families. This fact is easily lost
in the oft-cited statistics about children raised
by single mothers: the prevailing imagery for
many of us is no father in the household.

"Cohabitation has not simply
become increasingly common; if

recent trends continue, it will
soon be the majority experience.

The implications of this are not straightfor-
ward. however, because of the instability of
cohabitational relationships. Many of these
two-parent. unmarried family relationships
will result in marriavs; and many will break
upbefore as well as after marria(ze.
ing the 1970s. in about two-thirds of the co-
habitations in which the children were born.
the mother married her cohabiting partner.
Yet, having a child does not seem to impel
couples toward marriage: the proportion
marrying after the birth of a child is only
slightly higher than for all cohabiting cou-
ples, and one-third of the people w ho have
a child do not marry each other.

Further, marriage does not guarantee a
two-parent family throughout childhood.
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The risk of marital disruption is high even
for children in marriage, and, as described
earlier, marital disruption rates are much
higher among couples who live together be-
fore marriage than among those who do not.
About 56 percent of the children of coha-
biting couples who marry will experience
the disruption of their parents' marriage,
versus about 31 percent of the children
born to married parents. When this is com-
bined with the one-third whose cohabiting
parents break up without marrying. it sug-
gests that about three-quarters ot' the children
of cohabiting couples w ill spend some time
in a single-parent family. So, while cohabita-
tion clearly adds years to the two-parent
experience of such children, relatively few
reach age 16 in an intact family.

" The NSFH data reveal that
about one-third of all single

mothers live with the father of
their child or children; those

children are thus in unmarried,
but not single-pafent families. 1,

Another report out of the NSPH data
examines relationships between fathers and
children who live apart. The effects on chil-
dren of recent policy reforms, particularly in
the area of child support and custody, cannot
be assessed without a better understanding of
fathers' relationships w ith their children after
separation.

Judith Seltzer's analysis of the NSFH data
revealed that most children have little contact
with their fathers after separation. Nearly 30
percent of children whose parents were sepa-
rated did not see their fathers at all during the
past year. and almost 60 percent saw their
fathers several times or less during the year.
Only a quarter saw their fathers at least
weekly. Fathers who had been married to
their children's mother were more likely to
remain involved with the children after sepa-
ration. About 40 percent of the previously
not married vs. 20 percent of the previously
married, failed to see their children at all in
the past year.

After separation. fathers have little influ-
ence in childrearing decisions. Oyer a third
of separated parents did not discuss their
children at all during the previous year: just
over a fifth discussed them weekly. There arc
few race differences in fathers' participation
in childrearing. Blacks discuss their children
a little more frequently and have slightly
more major influence than whites, but this
is because black fathers are more likely to
liye close to their children (within 10 miles)
than are white fathers. It would seem that for
children born outside of marriage or for
those whose parents dkorce, the father
role is defined as much by omission as
commission.

The Other End of the Family
Spectrum: Parents and
Their Adult Children

The NSFH also collected data that provide
a picture of another aspect of family life in
America: parents who live with their adult
children. What is the frequency of such
arrangements? Why do they occur? Are
children caring for aged and infirm parents?
Are parents caring for children in "pro-
longed adolescence?"

A nationally representative sample of
parents shows that parents living with adult
children is far from a rare phenomenon.
Further, this fact of contemporary family life
is not the result of an increase in parents'
dependency on their children. The over-
whelming majority of parents at all ages
maintain their own households, and nearly
all parents and adult children who live
together do so in the parents' household. The
NSFH found that nearly 96 percent of par-
ents with adult children lived in their own
household, and fewer than two percent lived
in a child's household. This rate varied little
for parents of different ages: over 95 percent
of elderly parents (age 65 and older) were
householders, although they were most likely
of all parents to live in an adult child's home
(4.4 percent). The trend toward parents
maintaining their own households has
increased over time, not decreased: for
example. in 1900, 75 percent of men over
65 were householders: by 1981. the propor-
tion had increased to about 91 percent.

Adult children are remaining longer in
their parents' households, and are more
lik-tly to return after leaving than ever before.
For example, from 1970 to 1983, the number
of 20 to 24-year-olds living with parents
increased 42 percent, while the number of

Conclusion
The National Survey of Families and

Households will continue to yield rich infor-
mation about the American family. Bumpass.
Sweet, and their colleagues pursuing analysis
of the NSFH data, recently released informa-
tion on relationships between children and
their non-custodial parents. and about vio-
lence in married households. Nlany more
reports are expected.

It is the hope of these researchers that
information from the NSFH will lead to
effective public policies. The stereoty pical
American familya father and a mother
who have children, and stay together while
the children grow upis experienced by less
than half the families in the United States.
Social policy based on that stereoty pe doesn't
apply to the majority of the people in this
country. and the findings from the NSFH can
at a minimum assure that policies are based
on better facts about current realities.
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25 to 29-year-olds increased 24 percent. In
1984. 37 percent of all 18 to 29-year-olds
lived in their parents' household, represent-
ing over 18 million people nationally.

The study provides no evidence to suggest
that children stay at home in order to care
for their parents. There was no association
between parental income and health and the
likelihood of parent-child co-residence. In
fact, parents who had lost their spouses due
to death or marital break-up were less likely
to have an adult child living with them than
the currently married parents. suggesting
that the shared living arrangements meet the
needs of children more so than of parents.

The small proportion of parents who do
move into their children's household. how-
ever, are more likely than parents who keep
their own homes to have low incomes, low
educational levels, and to be unmarried.
Parental vulnerability then, appears to
intluence the chances of parents moving to
a child's household, but not the chances of
an adult child living with his or her parents.

The NSFH analysts iliand that certain
characteristics of families make it more
likely that adult children will be found living
with their parents. For younger parents. for
example, the more adult children they have.
the less likely they are to have children living
at home. Total number of children is unre-
lated to co-residence for older parents.

Parents' own marital dissolution is also
associated with a reduced likelihood of hav-
ing an adult child in the home. Even when
parents iemarry. this relationship holds.
Again, co-residence appears most likely to
occur when the parental household remains
congenial to the adult childthat is. when
the family composition is unchanged through
separation or remarriage and when family
size is small.

,14ary Utne O'Brien is Senior Analyst at
Scientific Surveys International. a ditiston
ribt Associates. Inc. Previously. she was Senior
Survey Director at NORC. the National Opinion
Research Center. Mary holds the Ph.D. in socia
psychology from the University of Wisconsin
Madison. and tau4la social research met/1,0s at
the University of Chicago firm 1978 to 1987 She
is a member of the Family Resource Coalition.

Contact her at. Scientific Surveys Interna-
tional. 101 ,V. 4iicker Drive, Chicago. IL 60606
312 621-2665.

Reports from the National Survey of
Families and Households are available from
the Center for Demography and Ecology
at the University of Wisconsin:Madison.
4-112 Social Science Building. Madison,
WI 53706. Information on how to obtain
the NSFH public use data tape can also
be obtained by calling or writing the
Demography Center.
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-C FAMILIES OF
ADOLESCENTS:

DEALING WITH CHANGE

b) (;ail C. Christopher

In my two years as executive director of
thc Family Resource Coalition, I have had
the pleasure of seeing the Board of Directors
vote to expand the mission statement to
include "youth." It now reads:

...to build support and resources within
communities that strengthen and empower
families, enhance the capacities of parents.
and foster the optimal development of
children and youth.

.nr-nne,1,1 lC TUIC

Wisconsin-Madison has reviewed and
analyzed preventive support programs
for families with adolescents for the Carne-
gie Council on Adolescent Development.
Highlights from his survey presented here,
are a guide for planners and providers in
developing and enriching programs.

Harold Howe II, of the Harvard Graduate
School of Education, chaired the William T.
Grant Foundation Commission on Work,

This issue of the Report reflects the depth
and potential of FRC's expanded mission,
and shows how lessons learned about early
childhood prevention strategies offer insight
for helping older children and their families.

Historically, the family support movement
has built upon knowledge and information
about the stages of normal child and human
development and generated creative programs
for meeting both family and community
needs to optimize that development process.
Family support programs seize opportunities
presented during times of transition and rapid
growth to provide critically needed support
and resources. Through these programs,
parents have learned to expand their capaci-
ties to nurture, socialize, communicate with,
and educate their young children.

The writers who have contributed to this
Report remind us that adolescence and its
associated stages are windows, ideal for such
programmatic interventilin and prevention
strategies. Irene Beck. a mental health edu-
cator and consultant to FRC. challenges us
to use the latenc) period of development
to reinforce strong family relationships as
groundwork for the inure complex teenage
)ears.

Peter Scales of the Center lin- Early Ado-
lescence. asks us to see beyond our images
and perceptions of a generatiiin "beset with
major social problems.- His article, "The
Positive Possibilities of Yining Adolescents.-
is an insightful overview that embraces (nu
nation's youth w ith care and optimism.

Stephen Small at the liniversity of

Family, and Citizenship. In "Teenage
America: Myths and Realities.- he describes
how young people are making the transition
from school to adult roles and how national
resources, practices, and policies can
enhance that process.

As the national voice for the family
support movement, the Family Resource
Coalition is privileged to house and dis-
seminate a clearinghouse of information
about effective program strategies. This
Report wraps these program examples in the
comfort of new ideas and data on the vital
connection between teenage youth and their
families. Parents are clearly as central to the
emotional health of the adolescent as they
were in the early childhood years.

Communities and faniilies of adolescents
have the opportunity to provide relationships
that nurture, support. and promote positive
self-concepts for young peoplenot in the
same way as in early childhood, but with
the same value. If young children are our
nation's future, then surely today's youth are
the dawn of that future. Their needs must be
addressed in the light of what we know about
relationships. effective programs, and viable
communities. This is particularly true of
our at-risk young people whose needs are
so acute.

Today's youth, together with their families,
command our tOcused, constructive atten-
tion. This Report reveals how practitioners,
researchers, and young people themselves
are inviting us to provide needed leadership
and direction. 0



by Peter Scales

In the United States during the last decade
of the 20th century, we as a people have not
spent much time in reflection.We get our
information in swiftly cascading sound-bites
and images. consuming the world's data like
so much MTV. A New York Times article in
December 1989, comparing the election of
1960 with 1988. reported that even the televi-
sion news coverage of actual candidate talk
had decreased from about 40 seconds per
time to less than 10 seconds. Images substi-
tute for understanding.

No less profound than how our gender or
racial beliefs are affected, what we think
about people in various life stages is also a
product of this elevation of images over under-
standing. Early adolescence, that period
from 10- to-15 years of age, is a prime exam-
ple of this.

We have inherited a cultural understanding
of young adolescents as being in a period
of storm and stress, a transitional state or
phase that, with a little bit of luck and be-
nign neglect they'll "grow out of.- a time
of wholesale rebellion against authority and
rejection of parents. an egocentric and indul-
gent period marked by preoccupation with
sex and drugs. That's what we "know" about
young adolescents.

Every one of those beliefs is w rong.
Perhaps the most frightening image is one

you can see on television, a close-up of a sad
or angry-looking kid with a deeply timbred
voice-over telling us that adolescence can be
a difficult time. and authoritatively assuring
us that if our son or daughter needs help, this
nifty residential hospital program will do the
trick. The U.S. House Select Committee on
Children. Youth. and Families reports that
placing of adolescents in residential psychiat-
ric hospitals is the fastest growing sector of
the for-profit mental health care business. I
Though some young people are in need of
hospitaliiation. inappropriate treatment
should concern professionak.

At a less egregious but still misleading
level, the academic and popular press alike
are filled with reports and recommendations
about America's "at-risk" youth, telling us
that at least half of the 28 million 10- to 17-
year-olds in the U.S. are at moderate to high
risk of failing at school, abusing drugs. be-
coming a delinquent, or becoming an ado-
lescent parent.= It is not an exaggeration to
suggest that reading or hearing about even a
small proportion of these portrayals can
induce a deep despair over the future pros-
pects of our youth anC: natim,

These negati%e images of a generation
beset with major social problems also result
in our viewing young people in a splintered
and fragmented way, as a collection of dis-
crete problems. to he responded to by an
equally fragmented system of education.
health, and social services. While some
\ °ices lately are insisting that genuine pre-
venliiin requires looking at young people
holistically and arranging support systems
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The Positive Possibilities
of Young Adolescents

comprehensively, inertia remains a powerful
force. In conversation with an official of an
important children's advisory body' recently.
I was told that they had had little luck receiv-
ing funding for a generic and comprehensive
prevention model and so were forced to
retreat to a focus on preventing adolescent
pregnancy, alcohol and other drug abuse,
dropout, and whatever issue was dominating
the prevention headlines. Even our funding
patterns encourage us to view young adoles-
cents in a fragmented way.

A Developmental Understanding of
Positive Possibilities

The other image in this gestalt of early
adolescencethe one we don't as readily see
is a picture of positive possibilities, of
young adolescents as a source of hope rather
than despair. In this picture. 80 percent of
15-year-olds have not had intercourse. 80
percent of young people under 17 do not have
a drinking problem. and 80 percent are not
regular smokers, among other facts.' This
picture is there, but we only perceke it
faintlylike the good news and decent acts
or humanity that occur daily in our lives Ha
v,hich we tend to assume are rare. We almost
take them fOr granted, even as we bemoan
their supposed scarcity.

There are a few key physical, social.
cognitive, and emotional issues of early
adolescence that can help provide this
deeper developmental understanding of
positive possibilities. As much as possible.
we need to examine these as intertwined
correlates. for .he most part inseparable
from each other.

Physically. of course, the age; of 10-15
are a period of spurting. accekrated develop-
ment. If all young people developed on equal
schedules, this would be less problematic.
hut in any group of young adolescents of
similar chronological age, there is enormous
real variability in growth rates. The Search
Institute in Minneapolis reported in the early
1980s that nearly four in ten 6th-grade boys
and nearly six in ten 6th-grade girls worried
a lot about their looks, with the figure rising
to 50 percent and 66 percent by grade nine.'
No wonder. If infancy has its "terrible twos"
then early adolescence has its "terrible too."

too much. too little, too slow too fast.

1 r)
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Physical changes are related to perceptions
of self, and it seems, in different ways for
boys and girls. "Early maturing- boys tend
to be happy with that status, scoring high on
self-esteem measures, while "early matur-
ing- girls tend to be less happy. scoring
lower on self-esteem.5

Preoccupation with self in this age group
was best described in the 1970s by psycholo-
gist David Elkin:. " He portrayed young
adolescents as : ly aware of a constant
"imaginary awls '! doggedly observing
their every move, magnifying pimples into
mountains and turnin braces into cages.
Young people played out this stage of life
surrounded by this imaginary, always critical
audience, btu stayed the star of their own
"personal fable," the story' of their life as
told from a single. if not simple, perspective.

Despite some changes. Elkind's framework
still accurately describes a self-consciousness
that is pronounced among 10- to 15-year-olds.
The desire to do away with the "terrible
toos" and fade into group conformity and
peer acceptance emerges strongly in this
period. There have always been those who
want to leaven their peer acceptance with a
little more personal sty le or statement (the
first males to wear their hair long in the
1960s. or to wear an earring in the 1980s. )
and always a portion whose personal "sty le"
choices veered dangerously off into the
risky terrain of early sexual experiences.
drugs. and delinquency. But even these
choices are made in the context of trying
to establish acceptance in a subgroup of
some kind.

The young person moves through the
period of early adolescence, establishing
a group identity that sen es as a cocoon in

hich the self-perceived caterpillar can
miraculously metamorphose into the self-
perceived butterfly with a personal identity.
Unlike the butterfly's path, however, the
process is neither as smooth nor as predict-
able. When one stars in a personal fable,
with esteem depending so much on what
others think, the usual ups and downs of
daily life in which good days share the stage
with had and in which excitement alternates

ith periods of boredom, can seem as jarring
to vulnerable feelings or set r-skorth as would
a parent who cra/es their child by alternately
hugging and hating.
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The child who always asked fiir mom's
permission or dad's approval suddenly de-
mands privacy and r ;pee( instead. He or
she may no longer want to go to church, visit
relatives, have the same bathing or dressing
habits, or the desire to tell parents what
went on at school or where they plan to go
with their friends. "Can Sally conic out
and play?" turns into "We're going out":
"Where. honey'?" "Around." And "around"
is the place parents fear most.

Of course, like their early adolescent
children who often think concretely in terms
of today. many parents of young adolescents
slip into those patterns too, and overreact.
jumping to eonclusitms when their kids are
just floating trial balloons. experimenting.
or. in truth, just having sonic fun seeing their
parents react on schedule. It is a period in
which parents watch helplessly as c(mtIlli
over children turns into only the possibility
of having influence with them, or of becom
ing estranged from their children if they
handle it poorly.

It is an unanswered question as to who is
having the harder bine in early adolescence

young persons trying to develop tit& own
identity or parents trying to accept that change
and still hang onto their children. At bottom,
however, it is parents who must adapt. Chil-
dren's values must be tested in real life if they
are to become personal and precious and
serve as guiding principles. Borrowing other
people's values without testing them is like
borrowing someone else's ill-fitting suit. For
better or worse. when parents allow their
young adolescents to make decisions and
choices, and don't always impose them
(imposing sometinies is ok, always isn't).
then they promote the development of strong
values that parents want to occur.

A large contributor to the changeability of
mood in this period is cognitive develop-
ment. The predominance of concrete think-
ing, an egocentric perspectiv,- focus on
"right now" and on fairly rig ..amdards of
right and wrong itives way to more abstract
thinkingthe ability to consider possibili-
ties and not just realities, to see things from
another person's point of view, to allow per-
ceived consequences of behavior to temper
the desire for immediate gratification of
wants, to consider exceptions to the rules.
They are exposed to moral questions too, and
may go back and forth between applying a
standard of justice (what's "right") or a
standard of caring (what's "fair"):

The psychologist Erik Eriksor believed
that people have to resolve particular psycho-
social crises at each life stage in order to
move on developmentally.8 From late child-
hood through young adulthood (a period he
thought stretched into a person's 20s). he
believed that a person needed to achieve
competence at something, a personal iden-
tity. and the ability to engage in the ttive and
receipt of intimacy. Like the tremendous
physical variability in any group of young
adolescents at the same chronological age.
the psychosocial range is also extraordinarily
broad, such that all these psychosocial tasks
characterize many 10- to 15-year-olds. The
self-questions these tasks represent are: Am I
capable? Am I normal? and Am I lovable?
The more young adolescents can be helped to
answer those questions "yes." the smoother
that period will he.

A Balanced Picture of Young
Adolescents

The fbregoing picture is overly broad.
helpful only in imparting some sense of
common ,tecurrence.i in the lives of young
adolescents but no sense of propor-
tion, intensity. duration, or the plethora of
filtering mechanismsboth positive and
negativewhich help determine whether a
particular adolescent's passage is a relatively
tumultuous or tranquil one. Like a Seurat
painting seen from a distance. we can see
only the large pattern, not the countless small
points of color that create the illusion of the
whole.

And that is the problem with our under-
standing of early adolescence. The broad-
brush portrait of the whole agc group tends
to be the limit of our vision. We ascribe
characteristics to the whole that may be traits
of the few. For example. thinking "storm and
stress" is peculiar to this age group is one
mistake. Psychologist Daniel Offer has
shown instead that adolescence is no more
pathological than any other age group.5
Overalt, about 80 percent of adolescents tend
to have relatively problem-free passages.
They experience the physical. social. cog-
nitive, and emotional challenges already
described, but meet them in relative peace.
Mostabout 40 percent of the 80 percent
go through a period of fits and starts, with
changeability paramount, and the rest are
evenly divided between those who experi-
ence serene and those who experience more
stormybut not pathologicaldevelopment.

When all is said and done, according to a
1987 Harris poll, it may be adults who have
the greatest storm and stress: nearly nine in
ten report "high" stress on a regular basis,
and nearly half of all adults said they had
"great" stress once or twice a week!10 A
1985 study reported in thc Journal of School
Health also gives adults reason to pause and
not assume we know what is stressful for all
young people)! We would probably have
predicted that 7th graders would find break-
ing up with a boy or girlfriend to be stress-
ful: how many of us would have guessed.
however, that getting a bad kircut would be
thought just as stressful an event?

Overconcentration on pieces of early ado-
lescent development is another mistake. One
example was pointed out by attendees of the
1988 National Invitational Conference on the
Health Futures of Adolescents.12 Research
on adolescence, those panelists said, has
been preoccupied with separation and inde-
pendence. Popular culture follows in depict-
ing the period as one of rejection of parents,
whereas rejection is really teniporary and on
a superficial level for most. The great major-
ity of adolescents give their parents grades of
B or better (not bad!) and say they agree with
many of their parents' values on sex, politics.
and religion.1' Consider this: for both white
and African-American adolescents. accord-
ing to the National High School and Beyond
Study of 1982-1986. young people's sense of
their parents' caring for them had the highest
correlation of any factors with whether those
adoleseents avoided childbearing in their
adolescent years.14

The National Health Conference attendees
also stated that we have tended to overlook
the importance of attachment and how in-
tt.'rpersona I relationships are transformed
during adolescence. For example. early
adolescence begins the tasks. not of separat-
ing from parents so much as differentiating
and distancing from parents enough to estab-
lish a pe.sonal identity.

C'onnnuctlim p. 22
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by Stephen Small

Developing Support
Programs for Families

with Adolescents

What does it take to be an effectise
parent of a teenager today'?

What types of programs currently exist
to help parents of teens?

How can programs better support and
strengthen families with adolescents?

These are some of the questions I was
asked to address by the Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development when they recently
commissioned me to conduct a review of
preventive programs for families ss ith ado-
lescents. In this article I would like to share
with you some of the highlights front that
review.

What Does It Take to Be an Effective
Parent of a Teenager Today?

Based on current theory and research, a
number of interrelated parental functions
appear to he important for the socialization.
development, and well-being of adolescents.
These include providing basic resources.
protecting children, guiding children's ph\ si-
cal and psycho-social doelopment. and
advocating with the wider community on
behalf of children (Alvy. 1987).

The first parental function proiding
basic needsincludes acquiring an array of
resources to meet the necessities of survial.
A pal:nt's ability to provide these resources
is closely related to his or her occupation.
education, and income. Parents who have
fewer resources may he hindered in their
ability to carry out some of their other
parental responsibilities.

The protective function refers to the fact
that it is parents who are usually responsible
for guarding the physical. psychological.
spiritual, and cultural integrity of their
chikken from threats of the natural and
social environments. This function of par-
ents during adolescence is generally met
through parental monitorir.g and the
teaching of self-protection skills.

The guidance function ins olses all aspects
of the child's development. Parents usually
carry out this function by sharing informa-
tion and setting limits. providing reinforce
ments and sanctions, conimunicat ing, and
niodeling the behaviors and values that are
important to them.

The adsucacy function refers to the par-
ents' role as advocate and supporter of their
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children and as a coordinator and link to
experts. individuals, groups. and institutions
who help them raise their children.

All parental functions and competencies
are not of equal importance. It is likely
that these functions follow a hierarchical
sequence. The meeting of basic needs proba-
bly precedes the protective function, which
precedes the guidance and advocacy func-
tions. Their degree of importance is likely
to vary depending on the youth's particular
needs and the family's specific litC circum-
stances. Parents preoccupied with basic
survival needs may have less time and energy
to devote to other parental functions such as
providing their child with appropriate limits
or adequate support.

Parents are more likely to be successful in
carrying out these parental functions if they
have adequate support and are experiencing
minimal stress. Belsky (1984) has klentified
three classes of ffictors that can support or
undermine an individual's ability to be an
effective parent: ( 1) the parent's personal and
psychological resources. (2) the characteris-
tics of the child, and (3) contextual sources
of stress and support.

From this framework several implications
can he drawn. First. preventie programs for
families of adolescents should he directed at
supporting or promoting these four parenting
functions. Second. these programs should
not onl) provide education on the competen-
cies related to effective parenting, hut should
also focus on providing the resources that
can enhance an indi idual's ability to per-
fOrm these competencies. Finally, programs
should be concerned \A ith the reduction or
removal of stressors and conditions that can
undermine the functions of parents.

What Types of Programs Currently
Exist to Help Parents?

Forty-one programs designed to support
families with adolescents were identified
through a nationwide search. For programs
to he considered. they had to at minimum
serve parents or guardians of adolescents or
preadolescents. They could, but did not
need to. also involve adolescents. This search
was considered to he a first pass at what
exists rather than an exhaustise and system-
atic compilation. A majority of the programs

identified were based on curricula developed
and made available to local groups or organi-
zations. Programs were grouped into one of
five categories according to their primary.
self-defined goal: general parenting. sexual-
ity. drug and alcohol prevention, achieve-
ment, and multi-service family resource
centers.

No programs were found that addressed
the basic resource provision function of
parents. Drug prevention programs were
more likely than other types of programs
to emphasize the protective function of
parents by teaching them to detect alcohol
and drug use, and how to help children
resist the pressures to use such substances.
These programs also attempted to develop
parent networks that serve both as parent
support systems and as ways to monitor teen
behavior.

Nearly every program. regardless of its
goals. addressed competencies that serve
the parental guidance function. The gen-
eral parenting programs most commonly
addressed communication. family decision-
making skills, conveying parental support
or warmth, and disciplining children. In
most drug and alcohol prevention programs.
enforcing rules and limits and improving
parent-child communication were ihe com-
petencies most often emphasized. Sexuality
programs usually included a smaller range of
guidance competencies: the most frequent
ones were communication, sharing values.
and decision making.

Only a few programs, primarily those
concerned with achievement or drug and
alcohol prevention, addressed the advocacy
function. The most common method was to
help parents become more knowledgeable
about the availability and use of community
resources.

In general, the review found that few pro-
grams took into account or addressed the
diverse needs and learning styles of non-
white, middle class audiences or non-
traditional family structures. Programs
generally ignored the fact that families
might have an ethnic or cultural heritage
which could infIlle nee flintily arrangements.
aloes, and child-rearing practices. Limited

emphasis was placed on the unique issues
and challenges faced by single or stepparent
families. In general. programs assumed that
participants were fairly well educated. had
the ability to read and articulate their
thoughts and feelings. and could learn and
apply fairly abstract principles about human
relationships and children.

Only a handful of programs were identi-
fied that addressed the personal or develop-
mental needs of adults sk ho are raising
adolescent children. Although many of the
gewral parenting programs informally pro-
\ ide parents with opportunities to receiv:2
social support from other parents. fess pro-
grains formally build in such opportunities.

A inajority of the piligrams reviewed M. ere



relatively short-t.:rm and didactic with a
greater emphasis on parent education than
on family support. Most of the programs
appeared to he curricula-based, designed
to be taught in a class-like setting. This
approach appears to he quite different from
preventive programs aimed at parents of
young children where thc trend has been
toward less formal parent education. more
opportunities tor families to receive support.
and programs that are more comprehensive
and of longer duration.

Sound evaluation data on program effec-
tiveness tended to be scarce. Many programs
had not conducted an evaluation of any type
and only a few had conducted formal, sum-
mative evaluations of program impacts and
effectiveness.

How Can Programs Better Support
and Strengthen Families with
Teenagers?

Based on my review of programs tbr fami-
lies with adolescents. I have developed a
framework for enriching programs in this
area. These suggested guidelines are based
on current programming gaps and the needs
of adolescents and their parents.

Programs need to be more sensitive to
the vary ing abilities and concerns of their
participants and to reach out to a xs ider vari-
ety of audiences. There is a need tOr pro-
grams to involve less educated and less
affluent audiences. especially those at great-

est risk for many of the problems programs
purport to prevent. I n addition, program
implementers should attempt to accommo-
date to variations in participants' educational
backgn Rinds. ethnic and cultural heritage.
and learning sty, les as they develop. nuirket.
and deliver their programs.

Programs should be strategically
planned, providing appropriate information,
services, and resources at the most optimal
time periods. For example. poigranu, that
tOcus on the acquisition and practice of gen-
eral guidance. COM mu nication. conflict
resolution, and discipline skills are probably
most eflectke if begun w hen children are
young. 'I'his helps develop a kiundation kir
good parent child relations w hen children

enter adolescence. Issues that are primarily
relevant to the adolescent years such as
drug use, sexuality, and the developmental
changes of both teenagers and parents. are
probably best addressed in the preadole-
scent period (approximately ages 9 to 12).
Finally, parents whose children are currently
teenagers would probably benefit most from
programs that offer opportunities for devel-
oping supportive ties with other parents who
are experiencing similar challenges, provide
parents with information to help them assess
the severity of the problems they are experi-
encing. and offer referral suggestions if they
arc in need of more personalized help. In
addition, such programs might also provide
some opportunities to learn and practice
communication, conflict resolution, disci-
pline, and decision-making strategies that are
developmentally appropriate.

Because it is difficult for parents to
attend to the needs of their children when
their own needs are not being met, general
parenting programs should cover the deve-
lopmental changes of mid-life adults and the
effects of these changes on relationships with
adolescent children. They should also con-
sider including information on the marital
relationship and on personal coping. espe-
cially as it relates to the stressors and strains
unique to parenting teenagers.

It is recommended that a greater eftbrt
he made to provide opportunities where
parents can obtain social support from each

other. Program facilitators should be more
planful about providing such opportunities
kir parents to share concerns, ideas, and
experiences. and to maintain contact with
one another after the formal program has
ended.

Programs need to do a better job of
addressing the issues of families in changing
structui es and be more sensitive to the fact
that adolescents grim up in a ariety of
household arrangements.

There is a need for programs to do inore
to enhance parents' ability to advocate tOr
their children by making parents aware that
they have a right to advocate, and by teaching
them the necessary skills and know ledge
bases.

J._ LI

Programs should enhance parents' abil-
ity to protect their children from the risks
of contemporary society by facilitating the
development of parental networks, tor exam-
ple, and teaching parents about mental and
physical disorders that sometimes occur
during adolescence.

Programs need to consider whether the
families they wish to reach are able to pro-
vide basic necessities for their children.
Programs could provide referrals to social
services and adapt their program delivery to
better accommodate the needs of low-income
families.

The work status and arrangements of
parents should be taken into account when
scheduling and determining program deliv-
ery. Alternate methods need to be explored to
meet the time pressures of working parents.

It is important to recognize that optimal
adolescent development is the result of a
complex array of factors. spanning multiple
levels of influence. Consequently. if we hope
to reduce the risk factors associated NA- ith
adolescent problem behavior and increase
the developmental factors that can support
optimal development, programs will need
to recognize that parents are only a small
part of a larger. more complicated set of
influences.

Closely related is the need to develop
strategies that cut across organizational and
agency boundaries to encourage comprehen-
sive. comnlunity-w ide efforts. Not only can
such coordinated efforts serve to unite pro-
grams with common goals, but duplication
of services can be eliminated.

A number of general characteristics of
effective prevention and filmily support
programs have been identified in recent
years. This literature suggests that programs
need to haw well-defined goals and objec-
tives: plan program activities that are appro-
priately timed and closely tied to these goals:
be sensitive to the unique strengths and char-
acteristics of participants: include learning
techniques that actively involve program
participants: have a well-trained and highly
skilled staff: increase eftOrts to cooperate
and coordinate with other community organi-
zations and programs: and sufficiently docu-
ment program methods and procedures.

Barriers and Benefits
-Mc re are a number of ohs ioas barriers to

further program development kir families
with adolescents. First, the time commitment
required by progra Ms can be a major obsta-
cle fbr the majority of today's parents who
are working. A second obstacle is that par-
ents often lack mot isation to attend a pro-
grain unless they are currently experiencing
some difficulty or anticipate problems in the
near totore. A third obstacle is the dearth ot
data on w hat makes programs eflecti e and
lor ss hich audiences. Another barrier is the

rormniud ot 2.+
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The parent-child relationship is one of the
most rewarding and pleasurable experiences
that exists. It is also one of the most difficult
and complex. Like any relationship, it is
fraught with frustration, unrealistic expecta-
tions, and often just simple misunderstandine.
as a result of poor communication.

Relate is to relationship as parent is to
child: You cannot have one without the other.
The thorniest problem for parents and chil-
dren today is that neither knows how to com-
municate effectivelywith respect. dignity.
or in such a way that both parties feel listened
to and understood. Although families with
adolescent and teenage children are particu-
larly vulnerable in this area, many problems
can be remedied by learning good communi-
cation skills.

We communicate in order to convey our
thoughts, feelings, and ideas to another. We
want someone else to understand our view-
point, to listen to what we say. and to move
toward resolut'on.

If a proble.n can't he resolved, then each at
least deserves respect for how and what he;
she believes. What parents usually want is
for their children to do what they ask without
too much confrontation. What children usu-
ally want is for their parents to simply listen
to them.

Here are some "simple- guidelines that
may help parents get their requests met more
regularly:

The way to build'celf-esteem in your
child and enhance your relationship is to
remember that heishe simply wants to be ( )

listened to. (2) taken seriously, and (3) loved
and accepted unconditionally.

When praising your child. zero in on the
effort, not n..cessarily the achk vement. We
often give too much credit for (he end result

ithout recognizing how difi icult it is to get
there.

Don't judge your children. Respect their
iews and differences and allow them to

express their own idecs and feelings. Respect
individuality. independence, and privacy.

Don't keep bringing up the past or allow
it to affect the present. Using terms like
always, never, or eve' simply antagoniIe
children. Saying "%ou're alwqs late"
or "lint never do what you're told" ()illy
helps to reinfince negative behaviors that
you're trying to c lange. It's called self-
fulfilling pripho.y. If children hear some
thing often enough. they, begin to believe it
about themselves.
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Feelings are just thatfeelings. They
are not good or bad, right or wrong, so don't
argue with your child wheLl they tell you
how they feel. Don't dismiss or discount
their feelings as unimportant. Don't belittle,
humiliate, or laugh at your child. When
you broke up with that very special boy/
girlfriend, you may remember hearing,
"There are other fish in the sea," "It was
only puppy love,- "You'll get over it." At
that moment, what you were feeling was very
real. Try to remember that the same is true
for your children.

Listen, listen, listen. To be a good lis-
tener, you must want to hear what your chil-
dren have to say and believe that what they
say is important. Listen to their feelings, not
just their words. Show with your body lan-
guage. eye and physical contact that you are
listening. Smile when it's appropriate, nod
to show you are listening, ask questions that
reflect your interest or help clarify a point
to eliminate misunderstanding. Paraphrase.
don't interpret. interrupt, or become dis-
tracted. etc. By actively listening. you
increase your child's feelings of self-respect
and self-worth.

Be askable. Be open to discuss any
subject that your child wants to talk about.
If you want your children to make good.
moral decisions, they must have enough
information.

Listen to your tone of voice: You only
turn them off when you yell. whine. demand.
or preach.

Don't nag or keep repeating the same
request. Saying the same things over and
over again doesn't encourage your child to
comply. Explain the request and why you
feel it is important to you. Remind your child
oncemaybe twice. If there isn't a response.
then take appropriate action. Be sure the
discipline matches the actual behavior.

Clarify your expectations. Children are
not mind-readers: they cannot possibly know
what's expected of them unless you make the
message clear.

When you criticire. point (nit the spe-
cific behavior you dislike. Don't be vague.
Be sure your piungster understands that it is
not she/he you dislike. but the behavior. For
example: "I'm very upset because you didn't
keep your word about calling when you
couldn't he in by curfew" versus "I'M very
angry with you.'' ("11..11 me that you're disap-
pointed with the unfinished chores you see.

but calling me 'irresponsible' is no way to
motivate me."Marshall Rosenberg)*

Every time you judge, close down, hold
on too tight, or invade their space. you shut
your children down further and further until
they stop wanting to talk with you and even-
tually stop wanting even to be with you.

Stay with the present and deal with only
one issue at a time. If you throw in the
kitchen sink every time you're angry. the
result will be that your chikl won't hear
anything you say. ("I can handle your telling
me what I did or didn't do. And I can handle
your interpretations. but please. don't mix
the two.--Marshall Rosenberg)*

When a child has a problem or gets into
trouble, losing your temper or overreacting
only makes him feel worse. Hear him out
first: then show love and understanding
rather than violence or anger. The appropri-
ate discipline can follow later.

Respect your child's opinion even though
it probably will be different from yours most
of the time. (Wasn't yours different from your
parents?)

Conduct family meetings at least once a
week. This is an opportunity to clear the air.
allowing everyone to voice complaints, hurts.
and requests without fear of repercussion.
These meetings can dispose of any ill feel-
ingsrather than allowing them to he stored
away waiting to pop up at any given time.

Make listening a priority. Create a time
to be alone. Put everything else aside. The
message that your child will hear is. "I love
you enough to listen to you.-

When a problem arises, first clarify your
involvement in the incident or situation,
decide whose problem it is. own the behav-
ior. and then state your wishes and requests.
For example: When you are unhappy about
the way your child keeps her room, whose
problem is it? (If it were your child's. she
would keep the room clean.) If you custom-
arily say something like "Your room looks
like a pigsty. You should be ashamed of
yourself. You can't possibly find anything in
there. Don't you have any self-re.pect?" you
may have noticed by now that your child does
not run and clean the room and keep it like
that forever after. Right? You probably use a
version of these words rather routinely. too.
The "you" statement assigns the problem
to someone else and puts your child on the
defensive . Remember it is not her problem.
it's yours.

Continued on p. 23
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by Phyllis LaFarge

"When those people are hurting the
animals and the forest do they know that
they're hurting everyone in the world?"

These are the words of a fitTh grader in a
letter addressed to the Rainforest Alliance, a
nonprofit group dedicated to the preservation
of tropical raintbrests. They suggest that the
writer is aware, at least rudimentarily. of
the way in which many problems today can
be global in their implications and conse-
quences. Most adults have only begun to
develop such a global con,ciousness in the
last decade in the wake of Chernobyl, the
threat of global warming. international ter-
rorism, the ozone hole over Antarctica, and
the evolution of a world financial market.

What is it like for children to grow up with
an awareness that they live in a world in
which unrestrained technological prowess
has created vulnerabilities on a dobal scale?
We do not have a complete answer but some
clues can be derived from what is understood
of young people's responses to the threat of
nuclear war.

Early in the 1980s. researchers found that
by the time children were in elementary
school. the majority knew about the destruc-
tive potential of nuclear weapons. whether or
not teachers or parents had raised the subject
with them: television and other aspects of
popular culture, particularly comics, had
intbrmed them (Spiderman. one should
recall. became Spiderman because he was
bitten by a radioactive spider!).

Young people's awareness was shaped by
their developmental level, and often early
adolescents were the most concerned. More
knowledgeable than younger children, they
were less able than older adolescents to
distance themselves from a gut sense of
nuclear weapons' powntial destructiveness
through a more abstract. schematizing.
"adult- way of thinking.

Although fear was the term usually used to
characterize what children felt about the risk
of nuclear war, a gamut of responses ranging
from concern through anger to moments of
outright despair would be a more accurate
description. All these feelingsparticularly
that of helplessnessare natural reactions to

.. an awareness of the risk of a contaminated
world or a world full of dangers over which
one has no control, such as acts of interna-
tional terrorism like the Lockerbie disaster
or random local violence. Helplessness can
be exacerbated and cynicism encouraged--
among older adolescents, if not in young
children, if they become aware of the govern-
ment's reluctance to deal decisively with
issues.

When risk has a long-term aspect-- for
instance, through the threat of climate change
or the proWration of toxic wastes, a reaction
of helplessness is linked with a feeling of a
contannnated future. These feelings are
incompatible %%ith hope, and hope is a dese-
lopmental necessity for a young person. I
believe that most young people handle this

THE HAZARDS
OF AWARENESS:
CHILDREN IN A

GLOBAL WORLD

For parents and teachers who wish to
help young people face the vulnerabilities of
the world they are growing into, and at the
same time instill a sense of hope, here are a
few suggestions:

Bring information into the home and
ciassroom. The newsletters of advocacy
organizations such as the National
Resources Defense Council are excel-
lent in this regard.

Watch television shows about public
issues with young people and discuss the
shows. Silence about complex and worri-
some issues may be comforting to adults
but it encourages young people to feel
abandoned, to restrict awareness and,
eventually to withdraw from the political
process.

Be open with your own concerns about
the world's vulnerabilities. Doing so is likely
to validate some of a teenager's feelings
and may build a basis for shared action. But
in voicing concern, avoid handwringing and
self-indulgent gloom.

Be sure that young people learn the
"success stories" associated with public
issues as well as the unfinished business.

Encourage responsible roles for young
people at home and school. Make it possi-
ble for them to play an active, participatory
role in relation to what they are lean-ling at
school, or in relation to a family program of
recycling, energy conservation, or letter
writing.

As parents. provide support to teachers
for teaching about public issues. This sup-
port is often vital to teachers, who may fear
subjects deemed to be controversial.

w.
conflict by restricting their awareness of their
own and the planet's vulnerability. They are
inclined to live at two levels, rarely if ever
allowing awareness to break through to fuller
consciousness and emotional response.

In many ways this is a healthy reaction
since it favors a sense of moving forward in
life and a sense of being in control. But it
does not encourage eventual political engage-
ment with important public issues, and it
should be a concern to teachers, parents, and
mental health pmfessionals who are inter-
estc t! in the civic and political involvement
of the next generation. It should also be a
concern to thosethere are manywho
sense an underly ing bleakness of attitude in
young people.

Research concerning children and the
nuclear issue suggests that for an individual
mit to Ike at two levels but to maintain some
degree of on-going awareness of a public

issue involvina the specter of risk on a global
scale requires a conviction that one can do
something about it. even if only in a small
waythat one can be active, not helpless.
The fact that young people are likely to learn
about the problems and vulnerabilities of the
world from television does not necessarily
encourage their involvement, perhaps quite
the opposite. Television bypasses the adults
in the child's life, and it is these adults who
can show the path to engagement and furnish
the social support that helps young people
(and adults) maintain an ongoing and active
concern for difficult issues.

Unfortunately, it is not easy for most adults
to take up issues connected with global risks
with young people: they are too aware of
their own lack of expertise, they themselves
must screen out consciousness in order to
maintain a sense of control, and they may
feel grief or guilt at the prospect of the world
their children are inheriting. With respect to
the nuclear arms issue, until the very recent
thawing of the Cold War, the idea of oppos-
ing national security policy, even by implica-
tion, kept all but the most courageous silent,
especially in the setting of the schools.

Talking about environmental concerns
does not challenge national security policy in
the same way. although, in fact, complex
issues of economic security and competitive-
ness are involved. Moreover, environmental
issues are clearly local problems as well as
global. This gives them an immediate and
tangible quality and this concreteness is
helpful in engaging children. Many schools
and families are already active in recycling
programs. but I believe that teenagers could
he encouraged to play a more active role in
neighborhoods and apartment buildingsa
role that would add to their own sense of
being able to make a difference at an impor-
tant juncture in their lives.

Although it is easier to find meaningful
local responses with respect to environmen-
tal than to arms race issues, the public has
recently begun to understand the way in
which the two areas of concern overlap as
information about the inadequate disposal of
toxic military wastes has become more avail-
able. and an intense local issue in many
states.

It may be that only when every global issue
is seen to have ramifications in all our back-
yards will we face our vulnerabilities. When
we do so, we will have an opportunity to
forge new bonds with our children. 0

PhylliA LaEarge. a contributing editor to
Parents Magaiine, the author of The Strange-

Legac: The Impact ot the Nuclear 1.hreat
on Children (Harper & Row. 19871. Slu. luLs also
published article, about education concernini;
controversial public iA suo in the Annual Res iev.
ot Peace Acti% ism and the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists- Ms. La Farge IA a member al flu.
Family Resource Coalition.
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by Harold Howe 11

Opinion polls show that American adults
harbor a predominantly negative view of
teenagers. This perception isn't surprising
considering the barrage of sensational and
damaging stories we encounter daily. In
addition, more and more adults are self-
appointed experts in child developn.ent and
use their negative perception of youth to
exaggerate the trials and tribulation of the
period in life called adolescence.

These two misapprehensions feed upon
each other in today's America in a fashion
that discredits each successive generation
of teenagers. Instead of viewing our youth
as needing special attention from adults to
mature as responsible citizens in a society
that grows more complex each passing year.
we tend toward two reactions: The first is to
turn them over to schools with the message.
"Study hard, and someday when you know
enough and are more civilized than you now
are, we'll welcome you into adulthood.- The
second is to oNr them less attention from
adults than in the past. partly because adults
think of them negatively and partly because
adults have less time for them.

Three major changes in adult life lie
behind the decline in time for chiklren and
youth: (I) the rapid move of women into the
labor market: (2) the growth in recent years
of single parent families: and (3) the steady
increase, since the early 1970s, in the num-
ber and proportion of young people exposed
to poverty in their families. Each of these
changes has its own origins, and the first two
clearly should not be arbitrarily character-
ized as unfortunate. But taken together. their
combined efkcts have presented new diffi-
culties for children and youth in the process
of maturing.

If you ask teenagers affected by these
developments what they think adults think
about them, their responses are not positise.
The message many of them get from the
adult world can be summarized in the state-
ment of one. "They think we're a hunch of
bums.- On the other hand, if you ask teen-
agers how they feel about their relationships
with their parents and other adults whom
they know well, their response is generally
positive. They want more and deeper associ-
ation. When asked what opportunities they
would like to have with adults, their main
reply is "Just talk.- Perhaps this statement is
a response to the large portion of time teen-
agers spend with adults watching television.

When this analysis of youth-adult relation-
ships is set litrth for discussion, the response
of thttughtful people is. "Aren't you forget-
ting something? All that \se are hearing
abimt drugs. dropinits. delinquency. irre-
sponsible sex, and suicide among youth can't
he a in) th.- And, of course, they're correct.
There are some serious problems that cry out
for attention. What's needed is a sensible
perspective based upon a combination of up
to-date facts and reasonable judgment ctm
cern I ng their meaning. l3 characterizing an
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entire age group as best represented by listing
the sins of some of them, we run the very
real danger of creating a self-fulfilling pro-
phecy. An immense amount of harm can
be done by stereotyping all youth through
powerful anecdotal evidence.

In an etThrt to lend some balance to the
interpretation of recent data on the youth
probleins I have mentioned. I would like to
quote two paragraphs from an August 19 89
publication of the William T. Grant Founda-
tion entitled..4merican Nnah: A Statistical
Snapshot. First issued in 1987, this publica-
tion was brought up to date in a new 1989
edition. The author. James R. Wetzel. has
served in the Census Bureau of the U.S. and
is familiar with both the use and the misuse
of statistics. He summarizes his extensive
report as follows:

The picture that emerges from the overall
averages suggests that an increasing share
of our nation's youth are moving in positive
directions. Decreasing rates of alcohol and
drug abuse, increasing education and labor
force participation of young women, and
the overall reduction in teen parenting
provide reason for cautious optimism.
Still, there is no room for complacency.
Out-of-wedlock child-hearing has risen,
young men are not recording the sante
levek of college attendance and comple-
tion they were a decade ago. and far too
many youth are drawn to alcohol and drug
abuse.

A second quotation frtim the same publi-
cation comes from the Foreword and was
written by me:

When review ing Mr. Wettel's data it is
essential to remember the enormous diver-

it that these aggregate figures contain.
National statistics canmn help but mask
the degree of troubles faced by young
people living in particular neighborhoods
and in certain areas of the country. Their
difficulties must not be minimized by
unwarranted optimism. It is equally impor-
tant, however, that we not t we r generalize
the difficulties of some young people arid
stit i erlook the determined efforts of the
ast majority of American youth to con

tribute to their fainilies and communities
and prepare themselves for successtUl
futures....

In this short essay. it would be a mistake to
pursue the mixed statistical data about youth
at greater length. So I will mention just two
categories, about which 1 think there are
misunderstandings based in part on sensa-
tionalism. One is teenage suicide. It has
continued at the rate of about 12-13 per
100,()00 youths over thc last ten years, about
one-third the rate for adults. It is hitzher for
college students than non-college, and three
times higher for males as compared to
females. Blacks' rate of suicide is half that
of whites. None of this information should
be taken to suggest that suicide prevention
is not worthwhile.

The second is education, a wide and deep
area of concern throughout the U.S. that is
now engaging political and business leaders
along with teachers, other educators, and
citizens generally. I will venture here a per-
sonal judgment on education in the U.S.
consisting of five brief assertions. each of
which has implications for education
improvement strategy.

The U.S. should be proud of w hat it has
done to bring a steadily growing proportion
of its diverse society to progressively higher
levels of schooling. so that today 86 percent
of young adults hold high school graduation
credentials.

In spite of this attainment. there is a
serious need for improved levels of learning
in all schools and particularly in those which
serve large numbers of young people whose
learning horizons are limited by the lack of
stimulation and support available to them in
famil) and community.

Changes in schools to produce the
required new levels of learning are more
likely to emerge by enlisting parents. teach-
ers, and other educators in the processes of
change than by telling them they are inade-
quate. legislating their activities for change.
and comparing our schools with those in
societies harboring little of the kind of social
and economic diversity tOund in the U.S.

The inequitable distributions of funds for
schools in the U.S. is a major source of edu-
cational inadequacy for disadvantaged stu-
dents and for a giuxl nuluber of others.

The assumption that schools can be fixed
so they can overcome all the disadsantages
imposed on children and youth by grossing
pits erly is a liaise and emincous less.



For the remainder of this statement. I
would like to focus upon several initiatives
suggested in the Report of the William T.
Grant Foundation Commission. It tried to
identify policies and activities that are useful
in helping youngsters with serious problems
and to ensure that a growing proportion of
our youth do not become ensnared in sel
destroying behavior.

From the Commission's many recommen-
dations for educational change. I would
select two: (1) the development by states and
localities of an operating "second-chance"
system in education; and (2), as part of that
system, the encouragement of large scale
experiments involving school/business part-
nerships in the revival of apprentice-like.
work-study experience for 15-20 year-olds.

Across the U.S. today. we have literally
thousands of efforts to re-enlist dropouts in
education. Some are integrated with schools:
others are entirely separate from them. But
the typical secondary school still continues to
view the dropout as just that a kid w ho has
left and for whom it has (thank God!) no
further responsibility. There is little es :dence
that high schools feel truly obligated to those
that have left them or that thc y. are learning to
serve potential dropouts better by copy ing
the approaches of interesting programs that
are has ing sonic success in turning Wil1 ssard
youngsters around. The apprenticeship
nmdcl is particularly appealing because it
holds the possibility of showing young people
that they can hope for a job w ith a future
rather than the dead-end ty pe of work almost
all of them Iloundei in tor years after leas mg
high school.

The work of the William T. Grant Founda-
tion Commission recognized that family and

community are powerful influences in the
lives of youth, probably more powerful than
schooling. The Commission asserted,
"Efforts to produce success in school
without complementary efforts in families
and communitiesare unlikely to make a
substantial differenc.: for young people
(Final Report. p. 3)." Dozens of recommen-
dations are made in our study to bring these
three realms together. and numerous exam-
ples of useful activities across the U.S. are
cited. Here I will mention three strategies
that are worth expanding: youth service
programs. mentoring projects, and efforts to
make existing services for youth more aware
of each other and more readily available.

Youth Service Programs
This is an idea whose time has come:

Senator Edward Kennedy is pushing a bill
through the Senate to support it, and Presi-
dent Bush has his staff working to define the
program he will back. A group of founda-
tions is creating a fund of several million
dollars to launch youth service activities in a
dozen or more cities. In the meantime, state-
wide or citywide youth service endeavors
have started in a number of places. Formal
evaluations of several of these strongly un-
dergird their value in terms of useful accom-
plishments for dollars invested. Less is
known about the long-term impact of youth
service on the lives of the young. But the
broad concept of community service as an
essential ingredient of citizenship in America
combines with the evident growth of self-
esteem among the youngsters involved to
suggest real value in such endeavors.

Many issues appear as this activity
expands. Should there be a national youth
corps? Should voluntary service be required?
Should volunteers be paid? Can youth corps
be designed to bring young people the kind
of collegial associations with adults they so
clearly need? Should efforts be made to mix
cultural and social backgrounds? As such
queries are being answered in different ways
in different places. it is important to say that
most young Americans who would benefit
from such an experience today, don't have
the chance.

Mentoring
Even though less is known from reliable

research aNiut mentoring than about youth
service, it shares with youth corps activities
the current wave of enthusiastic support.
Cinninon sense suggests that youth without
adequate family or community support and
advice will he helped by the friendly pres-
ence of an adult mentor in their lives. Some
preliminary studies by Public/Prisate Ven-
tures in Philadelphia point out that retired
people can inake effective mentors. partly
because they have the time and also because
the association ith young people enriches
their ow n lises. The same study indicates
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that the most effective mentors may not be
highly successful people who believe them-
selves to be role models. Instead, adults who
have had some of the sante problems in their
lives with which youth contendsubstance
abuse, poverty, school failuremay work out
better.

Problems abound: how to select mentors;
how to train them: how to connect them with
youth; how to avoid high turnover; and how
to help them deal with both families and the
law as their youth get into difficult personal
problems. But in spite of these issues, this
practice seems to be genuinely helpful to
many youth and deserves significant expan-
sion as well as more analysis.

Providing More Comprehensive
Services

For a long time, social service agencies.
including schools, have reasoned that the
many sources of funding and action geared to
meeting the multiple needs of youth should
he better coordinated and more convenient
for those served. Several suggestions on this
subject are made in the William T. Grant
Foundation Commission's Final Report (see
particularly Chapter 3, "Toward More
Responsive Communities").

My comments on this difficult area are that
coordination of programs at the top (the state
or national levels where they originate) does
not necessarily produce coordination at the
service delivery level where kids and their
families get money, medical attention, or
advice and guidance. To produce real coop-
eration among agencies with fiscal and turf
rivalries is a tough but necessary task that
first requires new levels of leadership in the
agencies involved. An example of what is
needed will be found in a document entitled
New Partnerships: Education's Stake in the
Family Support Act of 1988. This is available
from the William T. Grant Foundation's
office in Washington. DC. It offers a case
study designed by ten separate agencies on
how to meld the education and welfare sys-
tems of the U.S. at local, state, and national
levels. 0
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IN by Irene Beck

The Latency Years: Building
The ages and stages of auolescence are

often wrapped in myths, memories, and mis-
understandings. Children who have grown
through the terrible twos and the peaceful
preteen years can unpredictably change and
..-hallenge. Parents, having struggled through
sieepless nights and toilet training. may find
their familiar ways of handling situations no
longer work.

Adolescence brings with it many new
physical. emotional. cognitive, and social
changes. Most parents say they're not ready'
tbr what's ahead, and look at the approach-
ing teen years through dread-colored glasses.
Preparing tbr the battle of the wills, they fear
the worst and find themselves in skirmishes
over car keys. curfew, clothes, and ultimately
over who is in the driver's seat. Whose life
is this anyway? And who's going to call the
shots today?

Parents of teens need some reassurance
that the child they used to know and love is
still inside an ever-changing exterior. Yet
their teen sends them mixed messages like:
Like my music. but don't go around singing
my songs; Remember my friends' names, but
don't ever talk to their parents: Pay attention
to me, but don't check up on me: Show me
you still love me, but don't treat me like I'm
your child!

Understanding how to juggle silent or
shouted conflicting cries for independence
and nurturing is a tricky business, and par-
ents of teens see their children entering a
world that holds far more dangers and oppor-
tunities tbr disaster than in the past. Sex.
AIDS, violence, drugs, alcohol, environ-
mental haza:ds, and nuclear destruction
loom large. And the evidence of adolescents'
vulnerabilities are everywhere: teen preg-
nancy and parenting. addiction, crime, acci-
dent. and suicide rates scream out.

Misunderstandings abound. 'kens feel
intensely about almost everything; the excep-
tions are probably items parents care about
such as phone bills, chores. and good grades.
Teens are into short-range planning, go past
next Saturday and you're in the distant future.
Parents often think they're long-range plan-
ners, but regularly get stuck in the middle
range: just get into a good college, just get
your diploma, just get out of high school in
one piece without getting pregnant, addicted.
or arrested.

Parents nmy feel they're steering their
teens through an obstacle course without
being behind the wheel, and the teens may
think lite's like a video gamethey know the
screens and the pitfalls better than their
parents and their reflexes are faster.

Many teens today convey an air of inde-
pendence and worldly wisdom, yet yearn for
adult support. Through all the slipping and
sliding tovard independence, teens are called
upon to make countless choices and deci-
sions. Prior to adolescence. they mostly
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adopted their parents' viess s, values, and
reactions Now they sort through their own
responses: How do I feel about geometry?
Acid rain? College? Apartheid? Family
dinners?

Teens need education and intbrmation
about the dangers and opportunities awaiting
them. They need direction and guidance in
building decision-making skills and making
sound judgments. They need open communi-
cation with parents and other adults as the
h)cus of control shifts to their shoulders.

Learning new ways to help their teens grow
can he daunting and draining, and parents
often find themselves isolated and lacking
clear guidelines. The theoretical approach to
adolescence is young. While child and adult
theories of development have existed for
hundreds of years. there was no transitional
period between childhood and adulthood
seen betbre this century. Rites of passage into
the adult world often were marked early on:
the ability to earn wages. hear children,
recite the Holy Word, or hunt with the
elders. Teenagers are new on the scene,
theoretically speaking.

In defining this new identity, adolescence
was set apart. In higher education, develop-
ment courses were taught in two separate sec-
tions: child and adolescent. Middle schools
and junior high schools were created in order
to span the years between elementary and
high school.

In our culture, adolescents have been given
extra years to prepare tbr adulthood to Iiirm
their cm II identity. deckle which role models
to emulate, become independent of their
parents. establish their own sexuality, and
choose a career path.

However. in making the teenage years a
discrete stage of development, the prevailing

t-

^.1* 'Kw
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view of children has become fragmented.
Childhood has been chopped into pieces that
discourage parents from seeing the larger
picture: adolescence is but another era in
their children's timeline.

What Can Parents Do?
Much of the work of prevention is in prep-

aration. Just as you took precautions in preg-
nancy and prepared tbr your child's birth.
you can use the relatively calm years of your
child's latency period (6.-12) to prepare tbr
the transition to adulthood.

Become Informed. Read. Thlk to-other
parents. Most importantly, talk with and
listen to your child. Knowing what is ahead
can empower you, and preparing for rapid
changes can he tinle well spent by you and
your youngster.

Build your Child's Strengths.
Communication Skills. Within your

family. agree to disagree. Make it safe for
your child to challenge your point of view.
Show her there can be several valid opinions
on a subject. Talk about something in the
news of on a television show; teach her to
articulate her position and to question others.
Tlui will be essential tbr her future ability to
resist Ibllowing the crowd.

Negotiation. Instead of settling family
disputes yourself. as you probably did when
your child was younger, teach him to resolve
conflicts with his own strategies. When he
confronts your limits, ask him what he thinks
is preferable. Consider his requests: honor
them w henever possible. Strengthening his
negotiating abilities may lessen his need for
rebellion later on.
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Self-Esteem. Help your child recognize
her strengths. When she brings home a re-
port card with mixed grades. ask her to tell
you how she earned her good grades. Help
her apply her positive work habits to areas
that need improvement. As a teen, she V. ill
need this reassurance of her own competence
in order to take sensible risks.
0.Develop Interests. Share a search with
your child for something he loves to do.
Hobbies can grow into beneficial extracurric-
ular activities: introduce him to peers with
similar interests, constructively occupy his
free time and build valuable related skills
that are physical, mental, or social.

Parents of preteens and adolescents who
look for community resources may find very
kw. While many supports have become
available for parents going through preg-
nancy. childbirth, preschool. and the earl)
elementary school years, substantial gaps
exist in support services for parents through-
out their children's latency and adolescent
years.

Typically, a spate of preventive, parent-
child oriented programs is usually available
for parents of young children. hut they taper
'off by age 12 with cautions for latchkey
children. After a break of several years.
during a child's latency development, ser-
vices resume hut almost exclusively in
problem-Inc:used programs that intervene
after crises such as teen pregnancy. drug
addiction. or drunk driving have erupted.
And, these programs deal directly w ith ado-
lescents, not w Ith their pareins as primary
participants.

How can parents respond'? Families need
to reclaim their teens, keeping them close
to the fold. It is also nal that parents try to
present teenage problems king befOre ,heir

children's adolescence is upon thcm. Rather
than being lulled into complacency. parents
can use their children's latency years as fer-
tile preparation for the future. While chan-
nels of communication with their preteens
are still open and the children are receptive.
parents can choose to convey the values they
hold dear. They can establish traditions and
favorite "together" times that they and their
teen can later fall back on. They can stand
as strong role models for their growing child
to follow.

The tensions and turbulence that come
with change sweep through the teen years.
For many families with younger children,
the hard part is still ahead. But parents who
do the1r homework ahead of time. building
bridges in their children's latency years. can
alter the level of struggles they may face.

What Can Programs Do?
Providers of family support programs may

not automatically think of adolescents and
parents of teens as part of their typical con-
stituency. Those who do are likely to be
working on interventive rather than preven-
tive approaches to adolescent issues.

Vanguard programs which have attempted
to address potential problems through pre-
vention have run into roadblocks that can
seem intractable. Funding sources are reluc-
tant to switch streams of revenue from famil-
iar, rocky areas such as substance abuse or
teen parenting to prevention programs that do
not focus on a problem area, but on enhanc-
ing the strengths of children within their
families.

For example. suburban communities,
concerned about small but significant inroads
by urban gangs, have been turned down in
their attempts to augment local crime preven-
tion units with gang-related experts. Reasons
tor denying funding rest on the argument that
th-2re is insufficient evidence of a serious
problem. The maxim "If it's not broken.
don't fix it- can wreak havoc when applied to
children. It is a perspective that views gangs
or drug abuse as the significant problem
rather than as symptoms of deeper, underly-
ing problems such as teens' loneliness, or
their inability to delay gratification, set goals
Mr themselves, or even believe in their own
worth.

Programmatic attempts to bring parents
and teens together run into opposition on
many fronts. At this juncture in a family's lite,
most parents are working outside the home,
as are many teens. Time is limited, and teens
often resist required attendance at family-
related Mnctions. In many families where
no blatant problems exist. everyone Ina) hase
010%ed off in separate directitms attending to
their individual needs with no overlapping
energy given to the family unit. In families
where problems have surfaced, parents often
feel weary or powerless to effect change. and
teens with troubles may be seen or kel them-
seises imilated from the rest of the family.
Fearing some of the worst adidescent prob-

lems such as delinquency or suicide, parents
may avoid participating in programs that
could stigmatize their children through
labeling.

An alternative procrammatie approach
would be to maximizi: the strengths children
develop during their latency period. Young-
sters between the ages of six and twelve
usually become increasingly responsible
and responsive; they emulate and imitate
adult ways. They accept authority, and
most importantly still want to be with their
parents. They are pleasant to be around. Par-
ents of children in this age range often feel
empowered. They have mastered the daily
life of parentingit is predictable. They feel
they must have done something right since
their children are no longer obstreperous as
they were in the toddler period, nor do they
cause problems like the older, rebellious
children of friends.

Family support programs could initiate
new directions for the graduates of their
early childhood projects. Rather than lim-
iting services to families of children in
preschool years. programs could encourage
ongoing participation through the elementary
school years. Weekend programs could offer
a natural extension that fits a family's sched-
ule as well as timeline.

In educating parents, emphasis needs to
be placed on the importance of their staying
close to their children through latency and
adolescence. Parents may not be sufficiently
aware of their older children's strong deve-
lopmental need for adult supervision and
guidance.

Older children who continue to be in-
volved in the activities of family support
programs would have excellent opportuni-
ties to broaden their trust in other adults
who serve as vital role models.

Offering a support group for parents ot
adolescents could provide much needed
encouragement and practical swapping of
advice. These parents could serve as Big
Sisters and Brothers to parents of preteens.

Programs could he organized tor parents
and preteen children, emphasizing opportu-
nities to spend time together. Parents could
explore ways to connect with their children in
shared pastimes and common interests. such
as critiquing movies together, rating local
fast food restaurants, playing or watching
sports. or people watching. Instead of using
the developmentally :,Jiet years to go their
separate ways, parents and children can build
bridges and pathways that both can walk
together in later years. 0

Irene Beek. Ed.!). works in the field of mental
health education. She write% a nationally mull-
(wed news column on famthet. moderate.% wit/
Im)duces eduimumal teleeronfenences. and
de'lga.` i100"llw limKnuaS Pr Parent' and
erilli-Wrws whited to child and adolescent itsuri.
Dr. Heti, rt a Atoll ounsultant h the hanitli
Rettuffire Coalition and «in , °macre,/ ihmiNh
the FR(' ollice
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U by Theodora Ooms

Family Involvement in Adolescent
Pregnancy and Parenting Programs

Programs for pregnant teenagers and
teen parents increasingly realize the impor-
tance of involving their client's parents,
siblings, and others in the program's ser-
vices. Whether the problem is alcohol.
drugs, delinquency, pregnancy, or serious
emotional disturbance, the most effective
youth-serving programs recognize that par-
ents of troubled adolescents are sometimes a
part of the problem, are always affected by it,
and usually must be a part of the solution.

Family involvement is a little-noticed
requirement of the 1981 federal-law re-
authorizing the Adolescent Family Life
Demonstration Grants Program (Title XX
of P.L. 97-35). This was a revolutionary
idea but it was dismissed by rnany as simply
meaning that parents had to consent to their
teenage daughter's receiving servicesa
controversial notion largely supported by
political conservatives. But family involve-
ment means much more than this.

Programs that were set up to help pregnant
teens and teen parents in the late 1960s and
1970s were based on a medical individualis-
tic model and provided a range of health
services. Gradually new programs expand-
ed to meet a more comprehensive range of
needs, but still their exclusive focus was on
the individual teenage client and her baby.
More recently the focus of programs influ-
enced by a "systems" model has broadened
to include the family, community, and cul-
tural context of pregnant teens and teen
mothers.

The findings of a small but growing num-
ber of studies and accumulated program
experience provide a strong rationale for
program staff to include family members in
their services. Among the major findings are
the following:

The pregnant teenager's f.Amilymost
often her mother, but it may be othershave
a strong direct and/or indirect influence on
her decisions about her pregnancy and, if she
keeps her baby. on her living situation, child
care arrangement, nutrition and parenting
practice. and whether she completes school
and/or goes to work.

The large majority of unwed teen
mothers live with their families. When teen
mothers receive support and assistance from
their families, their babies' health and well-
being is better than if they try to manage on
their own.

Unwed teenage pregnancy is a crisis fur
the family system, not solely for the teen-
ager, and can place great stress on family
relationships.

Teen pregnancy and parenthood arc
frequently associated with serious family

dysfunction (e.g.. parental neglect, fanul
conflict or crisis, or parents conveying
double messages about sexuality and
pregnancy).

These findings led to the general con-
clusion that in order to, maximize their
effectiveness, program staff need, at a mini-
mum. to: 1) directly assess the attitudes,
roles, and available resources of the impor-
tant members of their teen client's family;
2) employ whatever strategies are possible to
maximize family support and assistance; and
3) diffuse, mediate, or help resolve conflicts
between the teenager and her family.

Staff need to acknowledge the fact that
compared with the strength and longevity
of the family's influence, a program's efforts
are short-term and often of limited impact.
If thc staff do not contact and/or work with
their teen client's family, several results are
likely to occur. First, her family may inad-
vertently or deliberately pull in the opposite
direction, in effect sabotaging thc program's
goals regarding good nutrition and parenting
practices. her return to sebool, and so forth.

Alternately, her family may share the
program's goals but be upset. confused, or
mistaken about the best ways to help the
pregnant teen achieve those goals. Third. if
the family's reactions and conflict are not
brought out in the open and dealt with, thc
teenager is more likely to become pregnant
again, too soon, or a sibling in the family
may become pregnant. Fourth, only direct
attempts to work with the family will reveal
the resources they can mobilize to help their
daughter, or the true extent of some families'
serious neglect. abuse, or total incapacity to
help the pregnant teen. Finally, only direct
contacts with the teenage client's family
especially through home visitswill reveal
the serious and pervasive nature of many
families' problems (e.g.. lack of income,
inadequate housing, depression, alcohol
abuse. etc.), that make it difficult or impos-
sible for the teenager to solve her own
problems. While few teen parent programs
have the resources to meet these broader
family needs, an effective program will
know where and how to refer the family
for help.

The rationale for involving the fathers of
the babies, and the fathers' families, is simi-
lar to the rationale for involving the teen
mother's family. Some programs have made
independent efThrts to involve fathers and
others do so as part of an overall strategy.

It was basically for these reasons that the
Title XX legislation required grantees to
"use such methods as will strengthen the
capacity of families to deal with sexual

activity, pregnancy, or parenthood of ado-
lescents." However, no federal guidelines
or technical assistance was provided to help
programs implement the family involvement
requirement. Nor were they encouraged to
collect any data on their work with families.

In 1987. an exploratory study of family
involvement in the Adolescent Family Life
programs was funded by the Office of Popu-
lation Affairs. A research team at Catholic
University, under the leadership of Sandra
Hanson. Ph.D., conducted several site visits,
sent a mailed survey to 236 program direc-
tors, supervisors, line staff, and evaluators in
79 programs, and analyzed available comput-
erized data from five programs. Among the
preliminary findings are:

The large majority of program personnel
believed strongly in the importance of family
involvement and contact with their client's
male partners. yet only a few were involving
families in any significant way.

Programs are employing a variety of
policies and practices as examples of family
involvement, but these efforts are few, hap-
hazard. and sporadic for the most part.
These include talking with a family member
during the intake process, regular family
counseling sessions, makine home visits,
offering family members an opportunity to
participate with the adolescent client in
prenatal classes, nutrition sessions, or their
own (grandmothers) support groups.

Program staff are least likely to involve
families in those situations where it would
seem to be most neededsituations of seri-
ous conflict, alcohol or drug abuse, etc.

Many program staff make home visits.
yet these occasions are seldom used as a
strategy to enhance family involvement.

Many financing and organizational
factors serve as barriers to increased family
involvement; for example. very few pro-
grams allowed line workers caseload
"credit" for working with family members.

This study generated many ideas for fur-
ther research to develop better measures of
family involvement and to assess outcomes.
The study's executive summary. full report.
and a guide on family involvement for pro-
gram personnel will be available from the
Office of Population Affairs/HHS in late
summer 1990.0

Theodora Ooms is director of thi- Family
hnpad Seminar at the Reseanh and Edmhtion
hmndation Qf the American Association fOr
Marriage and handy Therapy. She is a social
worker and finnily therapist with ma.jor interests
in family policy and the area of adolescent preg-
nancy. MA OOMA ha.% rdifrd and co-authored
several hooks and reports; the most recent,
Young Unwed Fathers: Research Review, Policy
Dilemmas and Options, was published bv DMIS
in 1987

Contact: Theodora Donis. Director, Family
impact Seminar/AAMI.T 1717 K Street Nig;
Suite 407, Ilitshington, DC 20006 202.429- 1825.
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by John Merrow

In a documentary I produced some years
ago called "Part-Time Work," 17-year-old
Danny recognizes that he's wasted his high
school years and faces a bleak future as 'just
another worker'. After the documentary
aired, however, Danny enrolled in college
and majored in television production and
theater. In another documentary. Ricky is
seen as a high school dropout naively dream-
ing of a career in the National Basketball
Associationanother young black athlete
exploited for his ability to score baskets, and

Dry statistics come to life in conversations
with the young. One afternoon in a high
school in Peoria. Illinois I was allowed to
take over an English class. Students told me
that TV was "boring and repetitive." but
what I remember most clearly was not what
they watched but the number of sets; three-
quarters of the class had their own TV sets;
every household had at least two sets, and a
few had as many as five! Youngsters reported
that, in their homes. the TV was on "all the
time."

Children and Television:
Natural
Partnersthen abandoned. But Ricky now has a high

school diploma, is attending community
colleue. and hasn't played serious basketball
for years.

I am not confessing to fraud and decep-
tion. The camera showed Ricky and Danny
as we found them, hut being around and on
television changed their lives. The experi-
ence of being filmed redirected their futures.
My thesis here is simple; what happened to
Danny and Ricky could easily happenand
should happento millions of American
school children.

The familiar cliche about the camera not
lying is wrong, of course. Camera angles.
lighting, producers, writers, and editors all
help define the reality you see. What's more
striking, h mever, is how the act of interven-
ing in a lifein the effort to capture the truth
of that lifeproduces unpredictable results.

Why did television change Danny and
Ricky? Is Danny going into television and
theater because of his exposure to camera
operators, sound technicians, and so forth?
Was being with us merely a form of voca-
tional education? Yes, hut it was more; I
think that making television gave Danny
and Ricky some insight into, and power
over, their own lives. And I firmly believe
that schools could, and should, provide
that experience for their students.

Television is a fact of children's lives.
Young people between the ages of 6 and 11
watch, on average, 27 hours of TV a week.
That amounts to two months of the year in
front of the tube. Thirty percent of 9-year-
olds watch six or more hours a day; 50 per-
cent of 13-year-olds are glued to the box 3-5
hours every day. Only at age 17 does viewing
drop sharply; most 17-year-olds watch less
than two hours of TV daily.

I asked whether they watched with their
parents and, if so, who picked the programs.
Onc young girl's answer: "Nobody really
chooses. We just watch whatever's on. Mom
and Daddy may be in the room with us. but
they're not really with us, if you know what
I mean." That says it all: all-pervasive tele-
vision as a soporific, enervating, and frus-
trating experience that isolates viewers, even
those sitting side by side.

But I don't want to join the legions of TV-
bashers, and not just because 1 make my
living in television. I also am reluctant to join
the academic researchers who have, in the
past thirty years. produced more than 3.000
reports. usually calling for more and better
children's programming or for more public
access. My experience as a journalist and
as a parent leads me to believe that a more
helpful step would be to invite children to he
around, in, and on television.

Children want desperately to be on televi-
sion, as anyone who's taken a camera crew
into a school can attest. Why do children
jump, stare, turn cartwheels, wave. and shout
"Hi, Mom"? I think that their mob-like
behavior is, paradoxically, a search for indi-
viduality. We seem to have become the polar
opposite of those aborigines who fear that
cameras will steal their souls; to children.
being on TV proves that they exist, that they
matter. But educational instiwtions see chil-
dren as empty vessels into which teachers
pour knowledge. or as the raw material for
their "knowledge factory." Children get the
message they're minor cogs in schooling's
machine, and in ever-increasing numbers
young people are rejecting that message by

e., J

quitting school. Today one in four students
drops out.

Can television, the greatest tool of mass
communication ever developed. be a means
of individualiling learning? Of course it can.
Television is not only our neighbor, our
common language, our link, and the collec-
tor of our experiences. Used skillfully, it
could be the instructional and motivational
tool of the 1990s, the means of revitalizing
our schools and of turning on our children in
positive, life-enhancing ways. I'm saying.
"Teach childrenbeginning in elementary
schoolto make TV." And as they learn to
make television, they will alsokarn most of
the other lessons, values, and basic skills we
want them to.

TVThe Great Motivator
Here's the basic equipment that a school

would need to make passable television: a
camera (of the mini-cam variety), a tripod,
two portable video/sound recorders or decks.
two color monitors, and an editing unit. A
school system's purchasing agent ougilt to be
able to buy the complete package (simple
equipmentnothing fancy) for under
$5.000, and further savings could be realized
on quantity purchases.

Two recorders allow the editing of raw
tape. For example, suppose thc fourth grade
at PS 208 is producing a school news pro-
gram. For a 6-minute segment about the
cafeteria, the class's camera operators might
shoot three 20-minute tapes of food being
prepared, served, eaten, wasted, and so
forth. For a 4-minutc report on the new gym
teacher, the actual interview might run 20
minutes or more. But the news program is
only 15 minutes long with the anchor's intro-
ductions, other news, credits, music, and
perhaps a few commercial messages. That
means editing. choosing which pictures and
sound bites to use. The anchor will probably
flub a few times when reading copy, and that
means editing also. It's real TV production.
The editors transfer the selected images onto
a master tape, and that's what the audience
sees. The outtakes disappear, and the tapes
are used over and over again.

The possibilities are nearly endless. For
example, junior high school social studies
classes could make news programs about a
particular historical period, with judges
picking the winner. Or chemistry experi-
ments could be videotaped and edited to
teach both new material and lab techniques
(as well as editing, of course). Any imagina-
tive music, art, physical ed. or dramatic arts
teacher would find dozens of ways to have
students use the equipment.

Let me give an example from my own high
school teaching 23 years ago. That year. 1
decided to let the class put Macbeth and his
wife, Lady Macbeth, on trial for first-degree
murder. Was he insane? Did she lead him
into murder'? Students took on the roles of

Continued on p. 20
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Health.

San Francisco AIDS Foundation
333 Valencia Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco. CA 94103
415/864-4376 Sterling Winterhalter. Ill

Beginning with four community leaders in 1982,
SFAF now has 85 paid staff and a volunteer
bank of 600. The Foundation is a leader in
providing both innovative, accurate education
materials to the general public and model direct
services to people with AIDS and ARC. Their
excellent materials are written and illustrated for
audiences in all ethnic and age groups and can
be ordered through the AIDS Educator catalog
which includes posters, brochures, pamphlets,
videos, etc. SFAF produces a variety of teen-
directed materials: The Parent-Teen AIDS Educa-
tion Project, a multimedia program designed for
parents of adolescents: and Risky Business, a
comic book approach to educating teens about
the dangers of AIDS infection and the need tor
informed, safe sex.

American Academy of Child &
Adolescent Psychiatry
3615 Wisconsin Ave.. NW
Washington. DC 20016 202/966-7300

AACAP specialists are involved in the diagnosis
and treatment of psychiatric disorders affecting
children and adolescents and their families.
They publish Facts for Families, brief information
sheets on a variety of topi.-ts such as depression,
alcohol and drug abuse, eating disorders, teen
pregnancy, suicide, learning disabilities. etc. and
a poster-size glossary describing treatable, pre-
ventable mental illnesses affecting teenagers.
These publications can help parents, teach-
ers. and teens learn when to seek professional
help and how to contact helpful organizations. A
pamphlet on normal adolescent development
(ages 12-19) is also available. Single copies are
free; send for publications order form to AACAR
attn. Melissa Duprat, Box 96106. Washington.
DC 90090-6106.

Education

American Guidance Service
Publishers' Building. PO Box 99
Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796 1/800-328-2560

STEP/Teen: Systematic Training for Effective
Parenting of Teens by Don Dinkmeyer, Sr., and
Gary D. McKay (1983, $99.50 complete kit).
Using a group discussion format. STEP/Teen
teaches specific parenting skills and a system
of communication that works toward improved
parent-teen understanding and youngsters who
are more confident and self-reliant. The program
uses a 10-session approach to build positive
relationships. change emotional responses.
encourage self-esteem, learn effective listening
skills, express feelings, teach natural and logical
consequences, and deal with discipline chal-
lenges. Each kit includes a Leader's Guide, a
Parents' Guide, five audiocassettes, and public-
ity aids. The AGS catalcs offers a range of high
quality materials for special education, parent-
ing, in-service training. and guidance
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National Committee for Citizens
in Elucation
10840 Little Patuxent Parkway. Suite 301
Columbia MD 21044 301;997-9300

The Middle School Years: A Parents' Handbook
by Nancy Berle, Anne T. Henderson, and
William Kerewsky (1989, 92 pp., $8.95).
This valuable, easy-to-read book first helps
parents understand how their 10- to 14-year-olds
develop, think, and feel, and then suggests ways
parents can help children improve their achieve-
ment in middle school. Chapters cover: what is
normal behavior for this age grcup; the need for
learning basic skills; what constitutes a good
middle school; and how important it is for par-
ents to get involved and ways to participate.
Additional reading materials are suggested
at the end of each chapter and parents are
encouraged to use the resources as guidelines
NCCE also publishes NETWORK, an information
newsletter, six times a year for public school
personnel and parents; attached to it is the
NCCE catalog of print and video resources,
and services to help improve schools.

The Sheppard Pratt National Center for
Human Development
Educational Services for Children & Adolescents
6501 N. Charles Street, P.O. Box 5503
Baltimore, MD 21285 301;938-3908

A leader in the mental health field, the Center
offers custom-designed workshops and pro-
grams at their location or outside it. Drawing on
a network of professionals, they work directly
with children, parents, and educators in pro-
grams that include: training and support ser-
vices for school-based student mediation; a
dropout prevention series for students at risk; a
school-based program focused on living alcohol
and drug-free. dealing with change and stress,
and eating disorders; and a teen improvisational
theater group that acts out dramas based on
issues of concern among their peers. See page
21 for a description of No Hang-Ups!. their taped
message call-in service for teens.

Degrassi High
WGBH-TV 125 Western Avenue
Boston, MA 02134 617/492-2777

The award-winning television series. Degrassi
Junior High, presented on PBS since 1987, has
grown up with its cast members and graduated
to high school. The new 1990 series, Degrassi
High, portrays real-life situations that face ado-
lescents, focusing on issues such as peer pres-
sure, divorce, teen pregnancy. date abuse.
social responsibility, and relationships. The
episodes are presented from the adolescent
point of view, and the goal is to help young
people understand the variety of choices availa-
ble in any one situation. Important printed mate-
rials have been developed to augment the
tnemes of each episode: the Degrassi Discus-
sion and Activity Guide, a 24-page magazine for
educators, health workers, and youth organiza-
tion leaders; and a newspaper for students are
available at minimal cost Contact Degrassi
High. Box 2222. South Easton, MA 02375.
617/963-8666 for information
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Active Parenting
810 Franklin Court. Suite B
Marietta. GA 30067 404/429-0 5
Dr. Michael Popkin

Active Parenting of Teens Video/Discussion
Program is a parenting education program for
professionals to use with parent groups. Video
taped scenarios are used to teach an active
parenting style by combining taped and live
exercises with group interaction and support.
The program is formatted into six 11/2-2 hour
group discussion sessions, covering topics that
range from understanding children to winning
cooperation. The issues of sexuality and drug
and alcohol use, how to talk to teens and pre-
teens about these sensitive subjects, how to set
limits ari,..! `,nw to impose mutually agreed upon
consequences are also addressed. A new
version of the program. The Active Parenting of
Teens All-Video Format, presents the same
material in six 30-minute sessions that are self-
contained and require no leader. Actor Dick Van
Patten narrates both programs.

National and State)
Organizations

National Organization on Adolescent
Pregnancy and Parenting, Inc. (NOAPP)
PO. Box 2365 Reston, VA 22090 301/913-037E.
Kathleen Sheeran, Executive Director

NOAPP's national membership is focused on
preventing adolescent pregnancy and the prob-
lems related to adolescent sexuality, pregnancy.
and parenting. They publish the NOAPP Net-
work, a substantive quarterly newsletter, and
offer technical assistance to programs and
coalitions, hold an annual conference. offer
training events for professionals, and maintain
data on resources and programs in each state.

Center for Early Adolescence
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Suite 211. Carr Mill Mall
Carrboro, NC 27510 919/966-1148
Frank Loda. Director

CEA is in its second decade of promoting the
healthy growth and development of 10- to 15-
year-olds, and is recognized as a unique
national resource and information clearing
house for youth and family-serving profes-
sionals. CEA develops training programs for
professionals and volunteers who work with
youth in this age group, and focuses on issues
relating to school improvement, literacy, math
skills, community service, and parent educa-
tion. Among their many excellent publications.
two examples: Early Adolescence: A Resource
Directory by Susan Rosenzweig and Kathleen
Dunleavy (1987, 55 pp., $7) lists and fully anno-
tates organizations and journals that focus on
topics affecting early adolescents' education.
development, religion, family, community,
health, and sexuality. Geared to professionals.
and national in scope. Also, Families with Young
Adolescents: A Resource List by Susan
Rosenzweig and Kathleen Dunleavy (1987, 53
pp . $7) Annotated entries describe books,
curricula, reports, guides, studies, pamphlets,



workbooks, etc. Divided in two sectionsone for
professionals, the other for parentsthe direc-
tory focuses on topics such as risk-taking, family
life, peer influence, sexuality, discipline, gender
and ethnic issues, etc

National Black Child Development
Institute
1463 Rhode Island Avenue. NW
Washington. DC 20005 202/387-1281
Evelyn K. Moore, Executive Director

NBCDI is a 20-year old national, nonprofit chari-
table organization dedicated to improving the
quality of life for black children, focusing primar-
ily in the areas of health, child welfare, educa-
tion. and childcare. Through their affiliates in 33
cities across the country, the organization moni-
tors public policy issues that affect black chil-
dren and helps to educate the public through
periodic reports, two quarterly newslettersthe
Black Child Advocate and Child Health Talkand
a group of focused, small books. For example:
Teens. TV, and Telephones: A Survival Guide for
Parents (1988. 16 pgs.. $4) and Beyond the
Stereotypes: A Guide to Resources for Black
Girls and Young Women (1986, 75 pgs.. $8.50).
an annotated selection of culturally relevant.
motivational books, records, and films.

Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development
2400 N Street. NW 6th floor
Washington. DC 20037-1153 202/429-7979
Ruby Takanishi, Executive Director

CCAD is an operating program of Carnegie
Corporation of New York, established in 1986 to
bring sustained public attention to the risks and
opportunities of the adolescent years (ages
10-15). Council members are 25 national lead-
ers from the fields of education, law, health,
science, religion, business, the media, youth-
serving agencies, and government who chart
and review the Council's activities in education.
research, prevention, health, and the media
Small working groups are formed to examine
issues in adolescent development and evaluate
current approaches and programs. The mem-
bers' workreports, seminars, workshops, and
meetings--are reported to the public. and a list
of "Working Papers" can be requested. An
Executive Summary of their recent report on the
education of young adolescents, Turning Points:
Preparing American Youth for the 21st Century, is
now available.

The Indiana Youth Institute
333 N. Alabama St . Suite 200
Indianapolis, IN 46204 317/634-4222
Patricia Turner-Smith. Director

IYI provides information, training, technical
assistance, research, and public education for
Indiana youth-service providers and policyma-
kers. Established in 1988. IYI is an independent.
nonprofit organization developing a resource
center to disseminate information on issues
related to youth and successful programs for
youth in the state They publish a newsletter.
sponsor conferences, and link individuals.
associations, communities, agencies. and
programs in order to share strategies and
resources for the betterment of Indiana youth

Drug and Alcohol Abuse

People Reaching Out
5433 El Camino Ave., Suite 700
Carmichael. CA 9608 916/971-3300
Mary Trudeau. Program Coordinator

PRO's drugialcohol prevention focus on the
youth and families in the greater Sacramento
area is carried out through a paraprofessional
counseling program b.affed by volunteers
trained and supervised by two clinical psycholo-
gists. Students Reaching Out works with middle
school students in a prevention program thili
deals with accurate drug information, peer
pressure, and decision-making and refusal
skills. Athletes Reaching Out pairs professional
athletes with youth to discuss self-esteem, goal
setting, the importance of being drug-free. and
the self-discipline required to achieve success.
A community Forum series brings national and
local experts together with families and educa-
tors on issues relating to parent-child relation-
ships. healthy lifestyles, personal growth, and
prevention of substance abuse. PRO also
publishes a quarterly newsletter, and an excel-
lent educational brochure on drug and alcohol
use and abuse.

Children of Alcoholics Foundation, Inc.
200 Park Avenue, 31st Floor
New YoCr. NY 10166 212/351-2680
James T. Dowell. Ex-acutive Director

Reporting that one out of every eight Americans
is the child of an alcoholic, CAF is geared to
educate the public and professionals about this
group of young and adult children. They pro-
mote and disseminate research on the effects of
family alcoholism, encourage government
response. and develop progiarns and materials
to help break the intergenerational cycle of
family alcohol abuse. CAF provides both infor-
mation and referral services, and produces a
variety of print and video resources such as: The
Images Within, an alcohol education and pre-
vention program for children, and Kids Talking to
Kids, a 17-minute video of five children from
alcoholic families discussing problems they've
faced and overcome (for children 9-13. includes
a teacher's discussion guide).

Quest International
537 Jones Road, Granville OH 43023-0566
1/800-446-2700

Lions Club International. tha world's largest
service organization, and Quest International, a
nonprofit educational organization, have formed
a joint venture to raise consciousness regarding
drug and alcohol abuse. Their six-year old
Lions-Quest Skills for Adolescence is a drug
education curriculum designed by 57 educators
and researchers for 10- to 14-year-old students.
The program is a semester-long course aimed at
developing self-awareness and self-confidence
while teaching young people how to set goals
and make responsible decisions. The program
brings schools, parents. and communities
together through classroom activities, parent
involvement, and service learning projects. More
than 11,000 schools are involved worldwide
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Y.E.S. Youth Exchanging with Seniors
Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center,
School of Medicine. Dept. of Internal Medicine.
Lubbock, TX 79430 806/743.3161
Sheryl Boyd, Ed.D.

This pilot project is an interagency, intergenera-
tional, education initiative that unites 4-H, FHA
(Future Homemakers of America), and other
youth organization members with their elders in
a volunteer, community-based human services
exchange. Assisted living and chore type ser-
vices will be provided by youth to seniors in rural
west Texas where a major shortage of medical
personnel and health facilities exists. Offered
on a sliding scale, fee-for-service basis, the
approach allows youth to develop small busi-
ness management skills, and preserves the
dignity of the elderly who become purchasing
customers, not just passive care recipients.
Project guidebooks will be provided to high
school home economics teachers and 4-1-1
agents in 20 counties who will initiate projects
in their communities.

Early Adolescent Helper Program
City University of New York Graduate Center
25 W. 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036
212/719-9066 Joan Schine, Director

EAHP is designed specifically for 11- to 14-year-
olds who are too young for jobs and too old-for
most after-school programs. Youngsters can
participate through daycare, Head Start, latch-
key programs, and senior centersplaying with
younger children, recording oral histories, and
escorting on field trips. Most programs are
coordinated through schools where Helper-
trained adults lead weekly seminars that help
the children learn from their problems and
successes on the job. The program motivates
students to stay in school, learn about the work
world, raises self-esteem, and provides extra
hands for overworked community service
agencies. Publications and video materials
are avaiiable.

Maryland Student Service
Alliance/Summer Corps
Maryland F 'ate Department of Education
200 W. B: .imore St.. Baltimore. MD 21201
301/783 654 Kathleen Kennedy Townsend. Director

This is a volunteer program for 100 Baltimore-
area high school students who work in a 6-8
person team for four or eight weeks, beginning
with a skills orientation session, gaining experi-
ence in problem-solving and how they can make
a difference in their community. They have
weatherized homes for the elderly, built a park at
a women's and children's shelter, organized
recreational activities for special needs children,
taught reading to children and adults, written
and performed a skit about drug abuse for their
peers. and planted sea grass to help save the
Chesapeake Bay. Maryland has mandated a
year-long Community Service course for the
high school curriculum and is unique in requir-
ing high schools to provide credit toward grad-
uation for this work. The Alliance runs other
programs during the school year. contact them
for more information.
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Resource File

Network Publications
PO. Box 1830 Santa Cruz. CA 96061-1830
Helen Eidemiller. 408/438-4080

One of the largest publishers of family life and
health education resources in the country,
Network produces teachers' guides, resource
manuals, curricula, videos, and other materials
that support educators' efforts to motivate young
people to choose positive health behaviors.
They also gather resources from other publish-
ers. nonprofit organizations, national associa-
tions, individual school districts, and public and
private agencies and distribute them with their
own titles through a comprehensive catalog of
print and audiovisual resources. Network also
publishes the Family Life Educa(or . a respected
quarterly journal for educators that reviews
resources and is a forum for new ideas and
teaching tools.

Family Impact Seminar
1717 K Street. NW Suite 407
Washington. DC 20006 202/429-1825
Theodora Ooms. Director

Briefing Reports are prepared as background
material for the Family Impact Seminars'
monthly family policy seminar series conducted
for congressional and executive branch staff in
Washington. DC. These reports include a 15-
25 page summary of the research and policy
issues, highlights of the panelists' presentations
and discussion, and organizational resources
and references. Send for a list of available titles
which include: "Young, Unwed Fathers and
Welfare Fieform" (11-27-88); the "Unique Health
Needs of Adolescents: Implications for Health
Care Insurance and Financing" (2-24-89): "Teen-
age Pregnancy Prevention Programs: What
Have We Learned?" (5-26-89).

William T. Grant Foundation
1001 Connecticut Ave . NW Suite 301
Washington, DC 20036 202/775-9731
Samuel Halperin. Study Director

A Commission on Work. Family and Citizenship
was convened by the Foundation in 1986 with
a 3-part charge: to find out what research and
demonstration projects could teach about how
and how wellAmerican young people were
making the transition from school to adult roles
in work and family life; to determine what prac-
tices worked best in bringing about this transi-
tior successfully; and to suggest additional
ways the full potential of youth could be used to
ensure their successful participation in Ameri-
ca's future. The follow-up work continues, based
on the Commission's publications Two major
reports were issued: The Forgotten Half: Non-
College Youth in America, An Interim Report on
the School to Work Transition (1988, 101 pp.),
and The Forgotten Half: Pathways to Success for
America's Youth and Young Families, a Final
Report (1988, 203 pp.). In addition, the Commis-
sion published four "information papers" on
special topics relating to youth and fifteen "work-
ing papers" designed to stimulate its thinking
Other publications have appeared since, and a
price list is available The two major reports are
$5 each.
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1990-91 Directory of American Youth
Organizations: A Guide to over 400
Clubs, Groups, Troops, Teams,
Societies, Lodges, and More for
Young People
by Judith B. Erickson, Ph.D (168 pp., S16.95. Free
Spirit Publishing)

This directory is a comprehensive listing of
nonprofit, national-in-scope, adult-sponsored
(and supervised) groups serving children and
youth of high school age and under. A contact
name, address, phone number, and a brief
description of the organization's objectives and
activities are provided. Listings are arranged by
group focus: hobbies, special interests, sports,
science/math/technology, religious, patriotic,
political, social, conservation, community ser-
vice, agriculture, and career interests. Parents,
educators, librarians, counselors, youth workers.
and policymakers will find this guide valuable,
and the opportunities for volunteers of all ages
are endless.

Suggested Reading

You and Your Adolescent: A Parent's
Guide for Ages 10-20 by Laurence Steinberg.
Ph.D.. and Ann Levine (1990. 417 pp.. hardcover.
$19.95). Harper & Row, 10 E. 53rd St.. New York, NY
10022.

Parents and Adolescents,
Living Together
Part 1: The Basics by Gerald Patterson and
Marion Forgatch (1987, 285 pp.. paper, $11.95)

Part 2: Family Problem Solving by Marion
Forgatch and Gerald Patterson (1989. 299 pp.. paper.
$12.95), Castalia Publishing Company. P.O. Box 1587.
Eugene, OR 97440 503/343-4433.

How to Talk So Kids Will Listen and
Listen So Kids Will Talk by Adele Faber and
Elaine Mazlish (1980. 242 pp.. paper, $8.95). Avon
Books, 105 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016

Teen Pregnancy Challenge, Book One:
Strategies for Change and Teen Preg-
nancy Challenge, Book Two: Programs
for Kids by Jeanne Warren Lindsay and Sharon
Rodine (1989, each book 256 pp.. paper. $14.95 each
or $24.95 set). Morning Glory Press. 6595 San Haroldo
Way, Buena Park, CA 90620 714/828-1998.

How to Survive your Adolescent's
Adolescence by Dr. Robert C. and Nancy J
Kolodny. Dr. Thomas E. Bratter, and Cheryl Deep
(1982. 350 pp . paper. 69.95). Little Brown & Company.
205 Lexington Ave.. New York, NY 10016

Your Ten- to Fourteen-Year-Old by Louise
Bates Ames. Ph.D Frances L. 11g, M D.. and Sidney M.
Baker, M.D. (1988, 346 pp , paper, $8.95). Dell Publish-
ing, a division of Bantam Doubled ty Dell Publishing
Group. Inc., 666 Fifth Ave New ,ork, NY 10103

Putting the Boys in the Picture: A
Review of Programs to Promote Sexual
Responsibility Among Young Males by Joy
G Dryfoos (1988, 108 pp paper, $19.95). Network
Publications. PO Box 1830. Santa Cruz. CA
95061-1830 1/800-321-4407

Pregnancy Prevention
and Teen Parenting

Wellesley College
Center for Research on Women
Welles.ay, MA 02181 617/235-0320
Fern Marx, Project Director

Learning Together: A National Directory of Teen
Parenting and Child Care Programs
by Judith Francis and Fern Marx (1989,
196 pp., $20)
Of the 1.3 million children of teenage mothers,
an estimated 800,000 are in need of child care
services. Without adequate child care and other
support services, the educational consequences
of teenage pregnancy and parenting are twofold,
according to the directory: young parents don't
gain the necessary educational skills to support
themselves, and their children often enter the
educational system economically and develop-
mentally disadvantaged. Learning Together
profiles more than 300 programs that illustrate
the range of ser iices necessary to support
young families, and is designed for use by
national, state, and local planners and policyma-
kers, in both the private and public sectors, as
they consider service options for teen parents
and their children.

Sex.
It's nothing

to kid
around with. \

14111.P

,

Becoming
a teenage
father is
no joke.

PAPP

Males Preventing Pregnancy, Inc.
P.O. Box 8435 Portland, ME 04104
207/879-8376 Carol Schiller. Director

MPP's approach to involving young males in
the problem of preventii unintended teenage
pregnancies is through a hard-hitting multimedia
campaign that encourages their sexual respon-
sibility. Targeting males 14-18 years of age, MPP
has created effective television and radio spots,
posters, pamphlets, transit cards, billboards,
bumper stickers, and buttons that can be cus-
tomized to meet the needs of local service
providers and raise community awareness of the
themes, "Sex. It's Nothing to Kid Around With"
and "Becoming a Teenage Father is No Joke." A
nonprofit affiliate of the Osteopathic Hospital of
Maine, MPP launched successful media cam-
paigns for several state agencies and programs
which received national recognition. Several
components are available in Spanish. Director
Schiller leads workshops and training sessions
on how to reach a young male audience, utiliz-
ing media, and mobilizing community resources
for adolescent pregnancy prevention efforts.
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by David L. Giveans

Reel-to-Reel: Working with
Today's Adolescents

The following films and videos are a repre-
sentative sampling of the excellent array of
information and programs now available to
adolescents, their parents, and professionals
who work with them. Most of the programs
presented are either new or were produced
within the past five years. They are cross-
cultural, represent varied socio-economic
backgrounds. and address the complicated
problems our teenagers face today.

General Adolescence
Through Young People's Eyes (29 mins..

16mm/video). This documentary presents young
Black and Hispanic teenagers (primarily young
women) growing up in poor, urban neighbor-
hoods. Film intersperses scenes of their every-
day lives with candid interviews presenting the
advantages and disadvantages of adolescence:
discussions about teachers, peer pressure,
boyfriends, parents. and obtaining life goals.
The Cinema Guild.

Specific Learning Disabilities in Adoles-
cence (33 mins., 16mm/video). Four young
people who participated in the 1975 film. Spe-
cific Learning Disabilities: Remedial Program-
ming (Davidson Films. Inc.) are once again
interviewed concerning their experiences since
1975. The new film illustrates what research is
discovering about the relationship between
learning disabilities and adolescentsdrop-out
rates, juvenile delinquency, social isolation, and
academic achievement are explored. Davidson
Films, Inc

Dropping In: A Film about Dropping Out (14
mins., 16mm/video). What do you say to a teen-
ager who is tempted to drop out of school to
enjoy the seductive street life of his/her peers?
This "trigger" film promotes discussion about
some of the most pressing issues confronting
adolescents: school, work, career. literacy
drugs, self-esteem, responsibility, and the con-
flict between immediate rewards and future
consequences. Study Guide. Select Media, Inc

Nobody Listens (48 mins., video only). This
video depicts the pain and frustration one teen-
ager endures after dropping out of school: the
dead-end jobs, too much free time, and no real
purpose in life. Divided into two parts, it can be
used together or separately. Program guide.
Intermedia.

Feelings and Emotions
Teaching Our Children About Feelings (38

mins., video only). Presents a lively discussion
between several young teenagers and author/
psychologist. Dr. Robert Firestone, about com-
petition. anger, and other "unacceptable"
feelings, and the importance of acknowledging
and being responsible for one's feelings. The
Glendon Association.

When Things Get Tough: Teens Cope With
Crisis (36 mins., filmstrip on videocassette and
3 filmstrips and 3 cassettes). This program
helps teenagers understand that feeling bad

Video/Film Distributors
Committee for Children (206/322-5050)
172 20th Avenue. Seattle, WA 98122

Davidson Films, Inc. (9161753-9604)
231 "E" St., Davis, CA 95616

Fanlight Productions (617/524-0980)
47 Halifax St., Boston, MA 02130

Illusion Theater (612/339-4944)
528 Hennepin Ave., Suite 704, Minneapoiis, MN 55403

Intermedla (1-800/553-8336)
1600 Dexter Ave. North, Seattle, WA 98109

New Day Films (212/645-8210)
121 W. 27th St., Suite 902, New York, NY 10001

Polymorph Films (1-800/223-5107)
118 South St., Boston, MA 02111

Pyramid Film & Video (213/838-7577)
Box 1048, Santa Monica, CA 90406

Select Media, Inc. (212/431-8923)
74 Varick St., Suite 305, New York, NY 10013-1909

Sunburst (1-800/431-1934)
101 Castleton St., Pleasantville, NY 10570

Terra Nova Films, Inc. (312/861-8491)
9848 S. Winchester Ave., Chicago, IL 60643
The Cinema Guild (212/246-5522)
1697 Broadway, New York, New York 10019

The Glendon Association (213/552-0431)
2049 Century Park East, Suite 3000, Los Angeles, CA
90067
Walt Disney Educational Media Co. (1-800/635-7345)
11 Quine St., Cranford, NJ 07016

when something bad happens is normal and
that the crisis will pass. It teaches a four-step
technique for coping with stress. Teacher's
G u id e. Sunburst.

A Story of Teen Depression (32 mins., video
only). This video explores the different forms
teen depression may take and notes that most
young people can be treated by counseling.
Heips viewers understand what is important are
the feelings that lie behind depressive behavior.
the how, why, and what depressed teens feel
inside. Teacher's guide. Sunburst.

Sexuality
What Guys Want (16 mins., 16mm/video).

Teenagers of diverse ethnic, racial, and eco-
nomic backgrounds candidly present their
attitudes and feelings about their male sexual
behavior. Included in the discussion are: "one
night stands," commitment, marriage, virginity.
peer pressure, first sexual experiences, contra-
ception. rejection, and fatherhood. Polymorph

Acquaintance Rape Prevention Series: The
Party Game, the Date, Just one of the Boys, End
of the Road (4 7 mins., total length of 4 films,
video only). Four short films depict the most
common form of sexual abuse among teenag-
ers: date rape. Sexual assault between people
who know each other happens at home, at
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school, on a date, day or night. Most victims are
15-19 years old, and in many cases the incident
might have been prevented. Study guide. Select
Media, Inc.

Taking Charge: Teen Perspectives on Sexu-
ality and Birth Control (21 mins., 16mm/video).
This program examines the myths and miscon-
ceptions that teens hold about birth control and
sexuality, and the complex realities they confront
in seeking to deal with this new aspect of their
lives. Fanlight Productions.

AIDS
AIDS-Wise, No Lies (22 mins., video only).

Ten young people whose lives are affected by
AIDS reveal their thoughts, feelings, and experi-
ences. Their stories break through the youthful
sense of invulnerability leaving viewers with the
understanding they have choice and control
over contracting AIDS. Study Guide. New Day
Films.

Sex, Drugs and AIDS (18 mins., video only).
This pioneering film, hosted by Rae Dawn
Chong, tells young people what they need to
know to avoid getting AIDS. Video describes
what AIDS is, how it can and cannot be transmit-
ted, and provides peer support for modifying at-
risk behavior. Also promotes understanding of
those who are infected with the AIDS virus.
Select Media, Inc.

Teen Parenting
His Baby, Too: Problems of Teenage Preg-

nancy (37 mins., 3 filmstrips or 3 filmstrips on
videocassettes). The often-ignored rights and
responsibilities of the young expectant father as
well as his legal and moral obligations are exam-
ined. Includes discussion of shared birth control,
how vereotypes of teenage fathers differ from
actuality, and the potential impact of marriage,
single parenthood, or adoption. Teacher's guide.
Sunburst.

Meet a Teenage Mother (18 mins., video or
filmstrip and cassette). 17-year old Lori became
a mother at 15. Video documents her story to
offer a revealing look at the problems faced by a
teenage single mother. Details support received
from her parents, high school day care, social
difficulties with her peers, and a personal mes-
sage to other teenagers. Teacher's guide.
Sunburst.

Four Pregnant Teenagers: Four Different
Decisions (51 minutes. 4 filmstrips/cassettes or
video). The difficult decisions faced by unwed,
pregnant teenagers are discussed: adoption,
single parenthood, marriage, and abortion.
Program provides opportunity to consider the
emotional, ethical, and financial problems
involved in these options. Teacher's guide.
Sunburst.

I'm Not Ready for This (18 mins., video only).
Program identifies and promotes discussion on
the issues, challenges, and options for teen
parents. Helps tI.em deal with the problems and
opportunities, and encourages teens who are
pregnant or new parents to finish school and
obtain good health care for themselves and their
child. Intermedia.

Teens and Family Life
Teen-Parent Conflict: Making Things Better

(30 mins., video only). Helps teenagers under-
stand the nature of parent-child conflict and
shows specific techniques for resolving prob-
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lems. Deals with the key issue of trust and
teaches the skills of negotiation. Teacher's
guide. Sunburst.

Coping with Family Changes (37 mins.,
Filmstrips on videocassette or 3 filmstrips and
cassettes). Presents examples from nuclear,
single parent, stepparent and blended families
to help teenagers see how all kinds of families
face and overcome changes in structure and
relationships. Encourages all family members to
define their roles and express their problems.
Teacher's Guide. Sunburst.

The Teen Years: War or Peace? (40 mins.,
two parts, video only). Combining spirited ani-
mation, live-action footage of parent discussion
groups, and practical advice from a clinical
psychologist, this two-part program suggests
workable solutions to common conflicts. Helps
parents handle problem situations such as
messy rooms, chores, curfews, peer pressure.
drugs, sexuality, and bad grades. New Day
Films.

One to One: The Generation Connection
(24 mins., video only). A group of 16- to 18-year-
olds come face to face with seniors for the first
time. The two groups explore many issues
including their perceptions about the role of both
older adults and teens in society, the generation
gap, self-esteem, goal setting. family issues,
death, and the aging process. Viewer's Guide.
Terra Nova Films, Inc.

Suicide/Death
A Desperate Exit (48 min.. video only).

Malcolm-Jamal Warner portrays 17-year-old
Charlie. a popular teenager with a compulsion
toward perfectionism and a fear of failure. His
suicide devastates and confuses everyone
especially his best friend. Jed, who moves from
shock to anger to frustration as he tries to
answer questions about Charlie's death. The
importance of communication is stressed.
Intermedia.

Before It's Too Late: A Fiim on Teenage
Suicide (20 mins., 16mm/video). Film teaches
students how to spot suicidal behavior in their
friends, and stresses they can actually save a
life by being a supportive friend. While other
films have dealt with the tragedy of teen suicide,
this film is unique in offerii ig preventive mea-
sures. Walt Disney Educational Media Company

Drugs and Alcohol
15 and Getting Straight (48 mins., video

only). Video is set in the adolescent ward of a
Chemical Dependency Unit and graphically
depicts several weeks in the lives of six young
adults. Offers an inside look at the ravages of
teenage substance abuse. Intermedia.

Picking up the Pieces: Living with Alco-
holic Parents (48 mins., video onl:'' 16-year-old
Patty's mother is an alcoholic and her father is
into heavy denial. No one talks in the family and
Patty is trapped in the cover-up. Viewers see
everyday agony and pain eating away at her
trust and self-esteem. A friend introduces Patty
to Alateen, a support group for teenage children
of alcoholics where she finds she is not alone or
unique. Intermedia.

Flip Tops (26 mins., ). Teenagers are under
enormous pressure to be a part of our drinking
society This film points out that the examples of
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parents, the media, and peers all conspire to
make it easier to go along than abstain; viewers
watch two young teens learn to say "no" to
alcohol. Fanlight Productions.

All the Kids Do It (21 mins., 16mm/video).
Statistics indicate that 50 percent of all fatal
traffic accidents involve alcohol and that teenag-
ers have the highest proportion of alcohol-
related vehicular deaths. Program dramatizes
these dangers from the teen point of view and
helps young drivers to realize that they must
take responsibility for their own safety and that
of others on the road. Pyramid Film and Video.

Sexual Abuse/Prevention
No Easy Answers (32 mins., video only).

Video addresses issues about sexuality and
examines abuse prevention and protection skills
including: differences between nurturing and

exploitive touch, root t. auses of sexual abuse,
incest, male victims, and messages from the
media and advertising. Viewer's Guide. Illusion
Theater

Choices (53 mins., video only). Laurie is 15,
smart, well-off, and she's on the street. She is
a victim of sexual exploitation at home and is
drawn into the manipulation and violence of the
street. This video depicts a girl trappea in a
spiral of victimization and models the skills that
allow her to escape. Committee for Children. 0

David L. Giveans is an author, lecturer,
publisher. and consultant on early childhood
education, parenting. publishing newsletter', .
and current children/parenting issues fihns.

Contact him at: 187 Caselli Avenue,
San Francisco, CA 94114 415/861-0847
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Children and Television:
Natural Partners

Merrow Continued from p.

mak): characters, which required them to
know the play well enough to testify accu-
rately. Other students served as attorneys.

ith the principal as the judge. However, this
w.as a large class, and there weren't enough
parts to go around, meaning that some kids
had less interesting jobs. But introduce a
video system, and a whole new dimension
emerges. Newscasters could deliver regular
reports on the trial (careful writing required):
a panel show could provide a tbrum for
interviewing the defendants (more careful
study of the play required): technicians
would tape and edit the proceedings. and so
on. Some curious students would no doubt
end up analyzing the play and perhaps com-
paring it :o "LA Law- or one of the daytime
soaps. Everyone would learn important
lessons about the cooperative nature of tele-
vision production. and about Shakespeare's
play as well.

Before we moved on, we'd probably try our
hands at acting (and videotaping) some of the
scenes and speeches. I'd have students watch-
ing different actors on their favorite shows to
figure out 1.v here the camera was, and why.
They'd he thinking, writing, and learning.

Years ago. a blue-ribbon panel recom-
mended five sensible objectives I'm realizing
the educational potential of television. (The
careful reader will recognize that Chris-
topher Whittle must have based his contro-
versial "Channel One- I2-minute news
programs with commercials for the captive
audience of high scluwl students on these
concepts.)

Availahilit.v. Broadcast children's pro-
grams when they're watching television.

Diversity. The range of content, style.
and subject matter should be as broad as a
child's curiosity and needs.

Selectivity. Television should not try to
he everything but should do what it does
well.

Focus. Make different programs for
different age groups.

Innovation. Take chances. experiment,
explore new concepts.

I suggest a sixth objective: Access. Chil-
dren ought to have access to information
about how television is made and to the Ty-
making equipment itself. Access invites
inquiry and encourages curiosity and creativ-
ity. I call it access so as not to scare anyone
away, but I am really talking about making
sure that young people have power over their
ovv n learning, with the guidance of trained
professionals. Actually. all I am doing is
recognizing ways in which TV is important.
even central. to young people. It's time to
recognize that television, the most powerful
mediunl of mass communication ever
invented, is also a wonderfull) effective
means of fostering cooperation and acknowl-
edging individuality. 0

errowl% I.:dm-anon Correspondent ./Or
the Mm.Neill.elurr News/tour on PBS. Befit
joining the ;Vewshour in 1985, he produced and
hotted "Options in Edumtion" on ,Vatbmal
Pubhe Radio from 1974 to 1982 and "}bur
dren . Our Children- on PBS in 1984. A fonner
public tchool teaclu.r, Merrow has degrees .11-(Pm
Dartmouth, Indiana. and Ilarmal. Married
with Jimr cluldren, hves in New 1in-k
Currently a member oldie Family Resource
Cfmlititm's Advisor.% Comonttee. Mr. Mermw
previtnisly A erevd FRC.A Awn/ nineefore.



by Irene Beek

The face of American families is
changing. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. among mothers whose
youngest child is between 6 and 13 years
old. nearly three-quarters work. One in
every four children today will spend al
least part of their childhood in a single
parent home.

The problems facing adolescents seem to
he growing more serious. The National
Center for Health Statistics reports that every
78 seconds an American teen ager attempts
suicide. Every 90 minutes. one completes it.
Every 31 seconds an adolescent becomes
pregnant. Nearly half of all high school
seniors have used an illegal drug at least

nce, and almost 90 percent have used
alcohol-- some on a daily basis.

And family life is more fragmented. Con-
flicting demands of work and home. shifting
roles and responsibilities. differences among
individual family members' needs, limited
time and energy all combine as potential
obstacles to be overcome.

Tackling these challenges requires
communication, yet discussions w ith and
about adolescents can often be emotionally
charged. Although frustrated adults may
feel that their teens are out of reach and iun
listening, the Education Center ol Sheppard
Pratt Hospital in Baltimore has found that
they can indeed be reached.

No Hang-Ups! is an innovative, and per-
haps unique. mental health program designed
for teens by the Education Center. Through
telephone call-in service, teenagers can listen
to any one of thirty -five audio tapes on topics
of vital importance and imerest to them. The
phone provides a trusted, yet private and
confidential wily of getting information and
education.

The premise of No Hang-Ups! is simple
and efThctive. It offers teens inlOrmation that
is substantive, relevant, and accurate. The
materials for each four-minute tape were
developed by clinical professiimals and
reviewed by representatives of more than
fifty local and national community organiva-
tions related to children and families. thigh

A Preventive Mental Health Approach
to Adolescents and Their Families

school students served as peer consultaras.
offering a critical viewpoint in the review
and selection of topics.

Tape subjects range front sex to friendship
to communicating with parents. While these
are more typical concerns, some weightier
ones include what to do when your parent
drinks too much, or when your parents can't
help, or dealing with gangs and violence. Ten
of these topics cover urban problems and
additional serious ones requested by callers.

When the program was launched in a two-
month pilot phase in spring 1987, more than
32.8(X) callers responded. In 1988. the pro-
gram was introduced in Cleveland by its
United Way: over 10.000 calls are received
each week, with an average of 1_500 busy
rings. These results speak to the need for a
sound prevention approach which works to
show young people: how to talk with others
about topics of concern: how to find more
information about problems of interest to
them: and that their feelings are natural.
shared by man) other teens, and understood.

Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital and
Health System is a 322-bed psychiatric.
nonprofit hospital and education center. For
twenty years, it has provided psychiatric care
for children and adolescents and is consid-
ered a leader in their treatment. Among its
special services is the Forbush School for
child and adolescent patients and day stu-
dents. which enables each student to have
an individual education and treatment plan.

However, the focus of No-Hang Ups! is
educational, not clinical. As is generally
recognized, breakdowns in family communi-
cation can lead to serious adolescent risks.
Preventive education is seen as a way to help
teens in their search for answers and in their
struggles to relate to their Families.

Callers learn about No Hang-Ups! through
flyers, bookmarks, and posters available in
schools. libraries, and community agencies.
Initially. public service spots were aired on
Wil-TV, a local Baltimore television station.
as part of its For Kids' Sake campaign which
fOcused on the importance of communication
between adults and children. Word-of-mouth
through the schools and among teenagers has
been so widespread that, while the TV spots
were helpful, they were not seen as essential
in getting the message out to teens. 'leachers
have assigned listening as homework, and
built class discussions around topics such as
"Handling Anger."

The program offers anonymity. posing no
risk of embarrassment lin- a caller seeking
information on emotionally charged issues.
Each tape recommends further reading on
that particular topic. Local libraries have

been tremendously supportive in having
these books and others related to the tele-
phone topics on special display.

No Hang-Ups! is not a hotline. A prior
concern that teens might call in need of
immediate help did not prove to be signifi-
cant. During the pilot phase. telephone
operators referred eighteen callers to
Maryland's First Call for Help, a crisis
intervention program. or to Sheppard
Pratt's outpatient program.

As one might expect, the highest interest
was in tapes dealing with sex: "Thinking
about Sex," "Falling in Love," "Homosexu-
ality," and "Teen Pregnancy." More than
half of the callers were interested in a variety
of other topics: "Getting Your Parents to
Listen." "SchoolWhen They Say You Can
Do Better." -FriendsHow to Make One,
How to Be One.- While the demand was not
as high for some topics, such as "Being
Abused" and "How to Ask for Help," those
seeking this information need as much access
to education as possible.

An important booklet. In Tune with Teens.
was written for parents to explain the tape
contents and to suggest ways of discussing
frequently touchy subjects. Two printings of
8.0(X) copies each were distributed to indi-
viduals and organizations including school
guidance offices, parent organizations.
churches, counseling agencies, and youth
and family organizations. The booklet also
stands alone with clear, helpful facts and
resources for parents. Individual copies front
a third printing are now available: see order-
ing information below.*

Despite the enormous concerns adults have
for today's adolescents, teens are definitely
willing to listen. Difficult as the barriers to
communication might be. parents are looking
for ways to reach out and understand their
teenagers. Innovative preventive mental
health programs can prmide an effective tool
in building v.tal m.i..ges within families. 0

Irene Beek. M. , in the field of mental
hoilth education. She 1171(0 a nationally syndi-
cated lleicw comUmn on familie.s, moderate., and
pn,duces cilmwthmal teleconferenceA, and
dcmgio innomtive progiams for parents and
educator.% related to child and adolescent iiSIWN.
Dr Beck lc a Aral] comultant to du. Familv
ReAource Coalition.

* CopicA ol In Mtn: (S8 pageO cost
!US° each t 5.25 postage. Make checks pm
able to Sheppard Pratt NCHD (Natiemal Ceiner
fOr Human Development) and mail to: Cowen
Alaver, Sheppaol Platt .V( '111), 65(11
Charlo Si.. PO. floc 5503, Baltimore, M1)
21285-5503 301,93S-3929.
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Scales Continued from u.

The Positive
Possibilities

of Young
Adolescents

Then too, we are rightly con,:erned about
early sexual experiences and their possible
outcomes of pregnancy. AIDS, and STDS.
However, we tend both to overestimate the
frequency of youthful sexual activity and
underattend to issues that sexual activity can
mask: for some, the searching for intimacy
in a largely impersonal world; for others.
the reaching for hope in a world filled with
apparent bleakness, a' other expressions of
the need for us, as human beings, to make
connections with others. All of these under-
lying concerns are cooked up in the crucible
of peer pressure to have sex, accordin to a
1986 Harris pol1.15 In our most piogressive
health education classes in the middle grades.
we may cover saying "no" and contracep-
tion, but even in these classes it is rare to
help young adolescents deal with the psy-
chology of love and understand how it moti-
vates their own and others' behavior.

Opportunities For Optimism
Our adult expectations based on this

incomplete and broad portrait have the effect
of blinding many of us to the positive possi-
bilities of young adolescents. By describing
the preoccupation with self as a given for all
in the age eroup. we may then be less able to
see the desire and reality of young adoles-
cents giving to others and bettering their
communities. In more than a dozen U.S.
communities, for example. there is a pro-
gram called Kidsplace, in which governing
boards of 11- to 15-year-olds collect data on
the condition of their communities from a
young person's perspective, and woi k with
community leaders to do something about
problems they lind.I6

In the Early Adolescent Helper Program
started at the City University of New York.
Joan Schine and her colleagues place young
people in senior citizen programs and Head
Start centers.I Data show that the Head Start
children who have early adolescent helpers
increase their "prosocial" behavior, such as
asking for help. Yes, it may he true that most
young mlolescents worry a lot about their
looks, but sizeable numbers also worry about
hunger and other social problems, and many
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do something about that concern, according
to the Search Institute study.

Adolescents can also lead others and de-
velop excellent ideas that solve social prob-
lems. Young people in middle grades in
scores of cities around thc country have been
trained to serve as conflict managers in their
schools. preventing fights and settling dis-
putes rationally.I8 The Future Problem Solv-
ing Program (a national program based in
North Carolina) includes thousands of young
adolescents in its activity of generating
messy and complex social problems that may
occur and asking young people to propose
solutions.I9 Numerous young adolescents are
journalists for Children's Express. a national
organizat:on which assigns young people to
interview leading political figures, cover
important social stories and report in news-
papers throughout the country under their
own bylines.20 We miss enormous opportuni-
ties in thinking that these activities arc only
for the gifted adolescent.

We in this country have created our picture
of young adolescents from a mass of research
and popular description based on an experi-
ence that is exclusively that of U.S. citizen-
ship, largely that of a white, middle or
privileged class. The experiences and devel-
opment of immigrant adolescents, gay and
lesbian adolescents, adolescents with disabi-
lities, and adolescents living in institutions,
among others, are not well represented in our
broad picture of early adolescent develop-
ment. As a result, we have an extraordinarily
limited view of the great variety, in our coun-
try and globally, of the early adolescent
experience. Our dim appreciation of this
variety is akin to the ignorance so many in
the U.S. have for the economic conditions in
which most of the world's people live, condi-
tions against which all but the poorest of our
poor would be considered relatively well-off.

I am not suggesting that we should or
can ignore the problems apparent among a
sizeable number of our young. only that
as parents, educators, policy makers, and
concerned citizens, we might try to accentu-
ate the positive possibilities more and be
wary of our tenilency to generalize to the
many from the experience of the few. Per-
haps that is harboring an overly optimistic
view of things, but the alternative is despair.
I like what Shelley Taylor. a psychologist at
UCLA. said in her book, Positive Illusions
(Basic Books. 1989). She made the case that
looking at life's glass as half-full rather than
as half-empty is not a sign of pathology.
Rather, she insisted, those who are "normal"
tend to exaggerate how competent and well-
liked they are, while those who are depressed
tend to exaggerate the negative and focus on
things that are out of their control.

Perhaps we adults need to nurture more of
these "normal" optimistic illusions in order
to allow the positive possibilities of young
adolescents today to heoune the happy reali-
ties of tomorrow. 0

_ 0

Peter Scales, Ph.D.. is Deputy Director of
the Center jiir Early Adolescence. University of
North Carolina al Chapel Hill . and is a frequent
contributor to national publications. TIle Center,
an RC member, imrks to protnote the healthy
grolvth and development of young adolescents
in their homes, schools. and (VMMIIIIiliCs by
providing information services. research '
demon.stration projects, training, leadership
developnwnt, and admeacyfor those who can
have an impact on 10- to 15-year-olds.

Contact: Peter Scales, Ph.D.. The Center fin-
Early Adolescence. University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, Suite 211-Carr Mill Mall.
Carrboro, NC 275 10 9/9 '966-1148.
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Developing Support Programs
for Families with Adolescents
poor level of funding currently available for
prevention programs in general, a condition
that is further exacerbated y the lack of
evaluation data demonstrating the positive
effects of these programs. A fifth obstacle is
the inability of programs to attract the partic-
ipation of high-risk, hard-to-reach families.
especially at a time when policymakers and
funders want assurances that programs are
reaching families in greatest need. A sixth
hurdle is the lack of communication between
practitioners who design and implement
programs and researchers who provide the
empirical data on which programs should be
based. Finally, there is the question of who
will take responsibility for overseeing and
pros iding programs in this area.

However, there are an equal number of
reasons to believe that preventive programs
offer a promising and cost-efkctive way to
meet some of the needs of adolescents and
their families: First, many programs can be
purchased. locally adapted. and implemented
at a relatively low cost. Second. most pro-
grams can be implemented easily in local
communities. Third, nearly all programs
focus on groups of people rather than indi-
viduals, and can thus reach a large number of
people rather efficiently. Fourth. the preven-
tive orientation of these programs can help
people develop attitudes and skills and gain
knowledge that can he useful across a variety
of situations. Fifth, preventive programs tend
to target environmental conditions that con-
tribute to the tbrmation of problems. As a
result, such programs have the potential to
change conditions so that fewer problems
will occur--not only fOr the participating

but for subsequent children in the
family and for the w ider comiminity as well.
Finally. tor problems where there exists no
known treatment or existing treatment is not
very effective. preventive programs provide
the most, and soinetinies the only, viable
solution.

Conclusions
Several oroader themes and issues emerge

from my res iew. First, it is apparent that
pnfgram des elopment activity has far sur-
passed the level of research and evaluation
efkrt demonstrating program effectiveness.

Second. most existing programs are rela-
tively brief and didactic in their approach.
putting more emphasis on parent education
than on family support. Presentive programs
for families ss ith adolescents need to be more
comprehensive in the services and inftirma-
tion they pros ide, create more opportunities
for parents to receive support from other
parents, and be of longer duration

Third, the vast majority of preventive
programs for families with adolescents are
aimed at white, middle class families headed
by two parents who are married for the first
time. In light of the greater diversity of fami-
lies in which today's adolescents and their
parents live, there is an immediate need for
programs to make a more concerted effort to
accommodate to or address this diversity.

Fourth, current programs probably work
best for families who face few hardships. are
under little or no stress. and whose main
need is simply more information on adoles-
cent development and general parenting
skills. For families under stress, experienc-
ing economic hardship. or whose children
are exposed to a multitude of risk factors,
such preventive programs alone will proba-
bly have minimal impact on the development
and well-being of children. For such fami-
lies, successful preventis.n efforts must be
more comprehensive and address multiple
risk and developmental factors. Thus, we
must put the programs and the hopes we
place on them into a broader perspective.

Finally, preventive programs for families
with adolescents have the potential to be a
low-cost. efficient way to support some of
the needs of families and contribute to the
prevention of adolescent problems. However,
the field is still in its early stages and is in
need of more comprehensive programming
approaches. closer links to state of the art
research and practice. and better documenta-
tion of program processes and effects. 0
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Next, time, use an "I" statementown the
problem. For exampL..: "Son. I want you to
know that I'm feeling badly about the way
the house has looked lately. I try hard to
make this a home we can all be proud of. I'm
also tired after work and I don't need addi-
tional work. What I do need is somc help
from you in keeping your own room cleaner.
I realize it's your room, but it is part of our
home. Could you help me out and keep your
room more tidy'? I'll help if you want me to
and I'm available. Okay'?"

These arc just a few suggestions on how
to enhance. improve, and enjoy your rela-
tionship with your children. It's not easy to
change overnightbut you will be the ones to
benefit in the long run. And "If you always
do what you've always done, you'll always
get what you've always gotten.- You no
longer want what you've always gotten. What
you do want is the respect you deserve, and
the loving relationship you've always hoped
to have with your children. It can be yours
ss ith just a little work. 0
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Building on the Strengths of
Communities

in by Sid Gardner

We speak of helping indivklual chikfren to
"inaximire their potential from birth.- We
seek to empower families to thrive. We need
to inove these ideas up another level on the
ladder, to ensure that we are maximiring
coninnatitie.s potential for growth and their
eapaCil, to thrive.

Not surprisingly. the skills of community
building turn out to be some of the sante
skills needed to help families. Identifying
and building on strengths. opening up con-
flict. valUing s hat is shared over what
divides. pride in culture and national origins.
reciTnwing. interdependence while mos ing
toward greater self-sufficienc all these are
traits that help glue a cominunity together.
The best programs and the best leaders have
applied these conuntinn -building skills to
the tasks of e spanding collaboration at the
community toe!. and have made it work.

The had news is that the federal govern-
ment has mostly is ithdrawn from the busi-
ness of supporting innovatise programs at
the community level except lOr Jack Kemp.
The good news is that this is ithdrassal hats
stimulated more creative action at the local
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kid than at any time in the last diree dec-
ades. The success of many family support
poigrams is ill he determined by whether
thei too can work at this level.

Family support programs happen in a
conlinunity. Sometimes that conimunity is
at neighborhood. soinetiines a rural area.
solnetime,, an ethnic grouping. But in a
strong family support program. conununity
is al sal s ss here resources and leadership and
caring come together not in response to
guidelines or federal dollars, hut in respamse
to real problems and real opportunities.

0 I 11a

'Me community level is essential! to tamily
support programs tifr three major reasons.
First. community is the level at which most
people live. work, recreate with their fami-
lies, and connect with their neighborhood
and friends. Parents live in a community.
and their children play and go to school in
a community. When a family needs help.
sometimes it is because some of these con-
nections aren't working. To ignore the Win-
n-Amity and try to respond to families its
though they came in hermetically scaled
containers. fails to take advantage of the
strengths of the ens ironment in which they
hie.

A positive. non-defkit approach can he
taken to comumnities, just as it can in helping
families. Finding. the strength in a commu-
nity is the critical first step to community -
based prevention programs. The questions
that can start the ball rolling are: What are
we doing right? What works here? How are
we already helping each other?

Second. communities are where resources
reidly come from. Communities cam inven-
tory what they are already doing that ilia
help families. For all the importance of chil-
dren and youth programs in the I990s. there
are only it handful of communities in the
nation that can count dil nuall> what they
spend on children and youth-- and i'ven fewer
that halve developed am annual report card on
the well-being of children. AN a result. l'ud-
ding family support programs venture forth
into a confusing world. with limited data on
what is being done to help families, what that
help costs, and how well it works.

Some medium-sized communities have
finind that they are already spending more
than $50 million a year on programs to help
at-risk youth. One elementary school hits
dtfeumented the expenditure of nearly $10
million each year in total funding for pro-
grams that help the students and families in
their neighborhood. Tet no agency in that
communits had ever beliwe documented

Continued on p. 2
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what these programs were, or helped teach-
ers and other school personnel to learn how
to get help from local and governmental
resources. Unless a community understands
what is alreculy being funded, its argument
fOr more resources is likely to be weak.

To be even more blunt, if narrow, pro-
gram-oriented agency Icaders can only think
about how to get an extra 10 percent each
year to do what they did last year. the added
resources we need to help families just aren't
going to be then:. It is going to take leaders
who can think at the community level rather
than the agency or program level, to care
enough to count.

Caring enough to count means tracking
both what is being spent and what happens to
children as a result. Today. too many agency
heads think too much about the inputs for
their programs and too little about outcomes
for the children and families they are funded
to help.

It is the ounmunity that must ultimately
provide the resources kw family support
programs. Even if a program is fittuled from
federal state, or private sources, the local
community can provide a rich variety of
other resources needed for the program to
succeed. For example, volunteers can be an
essential part of family support programs by
serving as mentors. Big BrothersiSisters. or
peer counselors. Unused school classrooms.
church basements, or facilities from other
agencies can he used in housing family sup-
port programs that need space of their own.

Third, family support programs need to tie
into conununity dynamics because 011'11111u-
nit.v is where culture arises. These programs
must he culturally sensitive. aware of the
conditions in that community and the special
strengths and sensitiY ities of language. staf-
fing. and other vital issues.

In an increasing numbei of communities.
there is no longer any validity to the terms
'majority and "minority.- Since 1988. fOr
example. the California public school sys-
tem no longer has a majority popukition
eseryone is a minority, and more than 100
languages are spoken in the schools. Collab-
oration in such a world requires different
skills than in a simpler. one majority-one
minority framework.

What Can We Learn from Recent
Efforts to Develop Community
Collaboration?

what does it mean tOr a community to he
healthy and to thrive? Iii Pasadena. Cal itOr
nia. a "Healthy Oties- coalition has begun
developing a -quality of life index- as a way
of annually measuring what is really happen
ing to the groups in that conununity YYho are
most at risk. A community that doesn't care
enough to count sy hat happens to a set of key
indicators of chiklren and families and
almost none has midi annual indicators today

has no wily of knowing w hether os
conditions fOr children and families arc
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getting better or worse.
In primary health care centers, compre-

hensive child care and family resource centers
across the nation, new fOrms of interagency
collaboration with parents have emerged.
Parents can be seen narrowly as the target kw
family support programs, or more broadly as
some of the community's most basic and
influential resources for helping to expand
suppolt for such programs. The broader view
is one that builds on community.

We've also learned that sometimes work-
ing at the community level can slow down
programs. The NIMBYNot in My Back
Yardsyndrome is a phenomenon in which a
community rejects a proposed facility for at-
risk youth or other perceived "undesirables-.
Careful dialogue within communities is
needed to ensure that collaboration does not
come at the expense of. the community's own
rights to he consulted.

Community is also the level where turf.
boundaries conic upwhere what one
agency does and the way it does it and who
pays for it may hump into what another
agency cares most about. Community, then,
is the level at which real partnerships need to
he negotiated. State and federal mandates for
collaboration can endorse the idea of cooper-
ation among community-based prograins..but
unless the leaders of those organizations want
to do it down at the cinomunity level. it isn't
going to happen.

One of the clearest lessons of these collab-
orative effOrts is the certain failure of cookie-
cutter models the kind that assume the
same program can he implemented in every
conununity. Unless those who are the most
affected by day -to-day changes have some
real say in deseloping those changes--
collaboration that is imposed f.rom the top
of the school district or from City Hall or
the County Board simply IA ill not last.

In conclusion, the community level of
collaboration is ss here it all happens. The
principles of effective community-budding
include many of the same principles needed
iOr effective family support programs. Trust
ing a community to help itself, and equipping
i t to do so, (an release a storehouse of energy
that ss ill he one of the most important social
pol le) resources of the 1990.. In such an era,
the role of the higher lesels of go\ eminent
may simply be getting out of the way and
letting local leadership take the reins. 0
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Community,
Collaboration, and
Family Resource
Programs

The themes of "building community- and
"promoting collaboration'. ememe in this
issue of The FRC Report in several forms.
Skl Gardner refers to the many stakeholders
who share in community service systems.
and challenges programs to make full use of
their communities. Charles Bruner outlines
the varied types of intergovernmental and
interagency collaboration that are essential
kw establishing strong human service sys-
tems. Program snapshots from localities as
diverse as Olympia, WA. Memphis. 'r N.
and Marshalltown. IA, portray different
communities' collaborative strategies to
help families.

Amid this grow ing recognition of the
importance of cornmunities and the Vallie of
collaboration, family resource programs are
making a unique contribution. At the heart of
these programs is a type of community rarely
discussed in the literature: the community of
parents and families that make up every
successful program. Equally unusual and
essential is the collaboration that gives our
programs their reason fOr being: the collabo-
ration between parent and parent. between
parent and staff, and between parent and
surrounding community. The concepts of
community and collaboration are not just
attributes or family resource programs. but
qualities that are embodied in every aspect
of their design and operation.

This embodied collaboration is one rea-
stm family resource programs have nmch to
contribute. not onl to individual communi-
ties but to the botader reform mosements
that are underway in the fields of education.
social Ser.% ices, mental health, welfare
relitrin, and other human sers ices --as
Katherine Briar indicates in her article.
While sonic other sets ices arc now stris
ing to recapture a sense of community.
family resource programs hase never lost it.
Whereas some programs struggle intss to
establish ct)Ilaborative ties. strong family
remturce programs hay e them by their y cry
nature.

llsing these characteristics to the !Idlest.
family resource programs can serYe as the
basic community building Mitch fin- a sy ide
range of human sets ice systems. One of the
many challenges for these programs in (he
years ahead is to help policy makers under-
stand how. through adopting these family
resource and support principles and chanty:
teristics, they. can more effectisely serve the
nation's families and aildren.
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Over the last several years. state and
national policymakers have become increas-
ingly aware that the child-serving system
their funding created is fragmented. It is a
system that does not easily communicate
across disciplines, even when several differ-
ent disciplines are activel y. involved in work-
ing w ith the same family. Rather than
treating the family as a whole, the system
addresses specific presenting problems of
individual fainily ineinhers.

Policy makers also recognize this fragmen-
tation creates seseral prohlems. Hrst, it
requires lUmilies. often in stress and able to
command few resources, to take the initia-
tive in identifying and locating the sen ices
to which they are entitled. Family members
must then somehow place the discrete ser-
vices and counseling they receive into a
context that can unify their family.

Second. to the extent that f.amilies or their
members are involved in several systems.
resources are wasted in duplication as each
sy stein develops its own assessment of the
family and establishes a relationship w ith the
family member being served. Third. it cre-
ates a variety of eligibility conditions that
usually require the family to he in crisis
belOre they can receke services, even w hen
it's obvious the family needs support and.
xs ithout that support, is headed I'm crisis.

To address these problems. state and
national policymakers have increasingly
called upon agencies and systems to -collab-
orate." A variety of policy initiati yes have
required the development of interagency
advisory committees, or task forces, as a first
step to receiving new program funds. Some
have gone further by making collaboration a
omdition for individual agencies to get oper-
ational tnnds. These "first generation"
responses h policymakers may help agen-
cies to build relationships if there is suffi-
cient authority and responsibility placed
within the interagency group to encourage
active parficipation. At best, however, such
polic initiatives onl . begin the process
toward developing a more family -centered.
child-sen ing system.

There are also farreaching and promising
-second generation" approaches It/ collabo-
ration. deseloped at the state level. that start
from a very different perspective than "I irst
generation." top-ch)wn methods. In these
approaches. collaboration tinsols ing the
deselopment of shared goals and agreed
upon responsibilities) is supported at kiur
orgam/ational levels: First, it is sought at the
lamily-line \smirker level. kir the ssorker to
operate in partnership with the family and
build upon the famil's strengths and capaci-
ties. Second. it is sought within the line
\smirkers agenc. so the line %smirker is sup
ported in his or her eflOrts with the famil
Bird, it is sought among line ssorkers in
different agencies, so referrils are not a
transfer of respons:bilit hut requests for
support I rom a teammate Fourth. as ss tb

State Policymakers Support
Collaboration at the Service Level

"first generation" approaches. it is sought at
the agency and department level, to assure
the system provides incentives and support
for collaboration at each of the other levels.

In short, collaboration in these programs
is not simply a top-down planning process. It
is one in which everybody becomes a stake-
holder in achieving the goals that have been
identified for families in partnership with the
families being served. The challenge tin-
policymakers is to provide support and :mid-
ance from above that will produce this col-
laboration at the service level.

Several such "second generation" ap-
proaches arc described here, illustrating
the variety of forms that state action can take.

In New Jersey, the state department of
human services funds 28 school-based youth
services programs which operate in or near
middle or high schools characterized hy high
rates of adolescent problems. These drop-in
centers are designed to attract youth and each
one provides health. mental health, family
counseling. employment. recreation, and
other services. Local schools and other youth
service agencies cooperatively develop grant
proposals, and focus groups of students are
involved in program design. The state
department provides substantial guidance
and technical assistance to schools, but lim-
ited top-down bureaucratic reporting require-
ments. The grant process emphasizes local
ownership and cooperation and the progrants
are broadly used by students and their families.

In Maryland. state government has con-
sistently expanded its funding lOr -family
support centers- and has allowed an inter-
mediaryFriends of the Family (FOF)
to provide program oversight and guidance.
These drop-in centers primarily serve preg-
nant and parenting teens, but provide a broad
array of options and services for them
depending upon local needs. FOF serves as
a collaborative network for the centers both
to state government and to individual state
agencies. and helps the centers build strong
relationships w ithin their conununities.

In Iowa. fOur counties have been given the
authority to merge thirty different funding
streams that serve families in the child wel-
fare and juvenile justice ss stems into a single
child welfare fund. 11nder a local governance
structure that includes the juvenile court, the
county, and the local branch of the state
department of human services, a ness "deca
tegorized- child welfare budget has been
developed that seeks to provide for a
centered (as opposed to funding-stream
dri en) system of serving children and fami
lies in the child sselfare and juvenile justice

n

systems. With technical support from the
state, each local governance structure has
reshaped its child welfare budget to provide
more high intensity, early intervention ser-
vices for families. including family preserva-
tion and reunification services. Line workers
are provided support, including some flexi-
ble funds, to design plans for their clients on
the basis of family needs rather than funda-
ble services, and to help families set goals
for themselves.

These are just three examples of state-level
initiatives to foster service-level collabora-
tion and the number of "second generation"
programs is growing. Although different in
target populations, they share a crucial com-
mon perspective: they are not simply top-
down dictates. Rather, they provide guidance
and goal direction at the state level while
supporting and encouraging community
ownership of the actual program design.

Giving up this hierarchical control at the
state level is not easy. Yet in each ot the states
citedNew Jersey. Maryland. and Iowa
state-level officials themselves take deserved
pride in the programs and in their roles in
facilitating their development. Without this
state-level support. even the best collabora-
tive ventures at the local level arc unlikely to
be able to sustain themselves amidst the sea
of state and federal regulations to which their
funding resoutces are tied. 0
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by Deborah Stahl

AT&T a Catalyst for Employee

Community Partnerships

AT&T employ ces are among the mans
working parents in this country whose Uses
are complicated by the difficulties of finding
high quality. affmdable chikl and elder care.
But now, thanks to a new AT&T grant-
making program. employees can participate
directly in improving their community 's
family care resources.

The AT&T Family Care Development
Fund is a three-rear. S10 million grant pro-
gram that w ill support community-based
projects that increase the supply and improve
the quality of child and elder care services
available to AT&T employees where they
live and work.

The Fund is one of ten work and family
initiatives resulting from a groundbreaking
labor contract signed in 1989 by AT&T.
the Communications Workers of America
(CWA). and the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers OBEW). The Fund began
accepting child care proposals in January
1990. and will be accepting proposals tor
both child and elder care in 1991 and 1992.

Addressing Diverse Needs
AT&T's business is information movement

and management--providing quality prod-
ucts, systems, and services to diverse mar-
kets in the United States and around the
globe. The company's 265.000 employees
work in thousands of United States locations
and are in many way S a microcosm of Soc.

ith all of the diversity that implies. The
family care needs of employees ate also
diserse. Ohs iously, no single solution can
address them all. The Family Care Develop-
ment Fund was designed with the flexibility
to address this wide sariety.of needs.

Another consideration went into the design
of the Fund--the willingness of AT&T
employees to participate in developing solu-
tions to their family care problems. For a
nutnber of years a grassroots movement has
been grossing among AT&T employees. Not
satisfied with the resources available to help
them balance their responsibilities at home
and at work. they organired informally to
address work and family issues As advo-
cates tOr corporate support. they play t.d a key
role in pushing the development of AT&F's
work and family programs. With the Family
Care Development Fund. employees now
hase the Opportunity to turn their energy aml
enthusiasm into projects that will mit only
benefit them and their co-ssItrkers. hut also
their communities.

Employee insolvement is at the heart of the
Family Care Deselopment Fund's actis ities.
Although selected national protects may be
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funded. the majority of grants will be given
to community-based programs. The family
care needs of AT&T employees w ill drive the
Fund's activities. but community support
ss ill he an important by-product.

All grant proposals !Or local projects sub-
mitted to the Fund must he sponsored by an
AT&T employee or group of employees. The
employee sponsors play a key role. As local
liaisons for the Family Care Development
Fund staff. they help assess the family care
needs of local employees and reach out to
corn munity organiiations to help develop
projects to respond to those needs. When
a project is funded, the sponsor provides
ongoing feedback on the project's success.

Funding guidelines were developed to he
as flexible as possible to encourage creative
local programs. The Family Care Devel-
opment Fund is looking for projects that
increase the supply of care such as chik are
center expansions. development of prog.,tms
fOr school-age children. and recruitment of
family daycare providers. The Fund is also
looking for quality improvement projects
such as training for daycare providers.
accreditation programs, and provision of
learning supplies. toys. books, and safety
equipment.

The Fund does not provide basic operating
support fOr community programs. Projects
must be developmentalthere must he an

ongoing benefit to the community beyond
the funding period. Direct service projects.
those that result directly in more and/or
better child care. are thivored over indirect
projects such as awareness campaigns and
support groups.

First Grants Awarded
The Family Care Development Fund

announced its first grants in June, 1990. A
total of almost S200.000 was awarded to
seven projects in six states:

Two child care center expansion pro-
jects, one in Monmouth County:, Ness
Jersey. and one in Elon College. North
Carolina. V. ere each awarded grants of
$35.000.
Four grants were given to hunily daycare
projects that improve quality through
training. education. and establishment of
lending libraries lOr educational toys,
books, and learning supplies. The pro-
jects--in Atlanta. Kansas City. Rich-
mond. and Salt Lake Citywere funded
at about S30.000 each.
An afterschool program in Mendham.
New Jersey received a S4.000 quality
improvement grant for staff training.
educational equipment, and art supplies.

Proposals are accepted throughout the year
and funding decisions are made quarterly. As
awareness of the Family Care Development
Fund grows among both employees and
family care providers. the amount of grants
awarded quarterly: is expected to rise.

Partnerships Enhance Creativity
A close look at the development of one of

the first grants shows how employees are

Child care centers in communities where AT&T employees live and workIlke the Summit Day Care Center
In New Jerseycan look to the Family Care Development Fund for support of expansion or quality
improvement efforts.



participating in building local coalitions. In
Utah. AT&T has long been activek invoked
in child care issues. A number of Utah
employees in that state belong to one of the
twenk-two chapters of a grassroots organiza-
tion called the Working Parents Support
Network.

When the Family Care Development Fund
was announced, the group surveed AT&T
employees in Utah to determine their child
care needs. The survey showed that most
employees' children were being cared for b
friends, relatives, or family daycare provid-
ers with minimal training in eark childhood
development. Therefore. qualik was a key
concern.

The group then began looking to the com-
munity for a credible organization with a
history of involvement in child care qualik.
A local branch manager served on the board
of such an organizationthe Coalition
for Utah's Future. A natural partnership
emerged. As the project developed. AT&T
employees worked on researching needs and
developing solutions with family care pro-
viders, chikl care advocates, and the Utah
Governor's Commission on Child Care.

Their work resulted in a proposal for a
training program aimed at both parents and
providers. Using a curriculum developed b
Brigham Young University, the training is
conducted in a moveable resource center
that provides an environment in which par-
ents. care providers, and children can learn
together. The training covers topics such as
how children learn. developmentally appro-
priate interaction and activities, language
and literacy, discipline and guidance. and
parent:provider partnership.

The communik partners ha\ e already.
developed plans fm outreach efforts to make
similar programs available to other Utah
communities.

Projects such as this one illustrate the
benefits of a collaborative approach. AT&T
employees benefit from the development of
new programs within their communities.
And, with corporate support, nonprofit
organizations, government agencies, and
acadetnic institutions can offer their
resources to a wider constituency. By
bringing together organizations with a var-
iety of viewpoints and concerns, partnerships
can also enhance creativity.

Other AT&T Initiatives
The Family Care Development Fund is

one of ten programs launched in 1990 to help
employees meet their obligations both inside
and outside the workplace. The programs
provide infOrmation and support, financial
options, and flexible work arrangements.

Highlights of the work and family pro-
grams include:

A nationw ide child care resource and
referral program to help employees
locate high quality care and become

educated on how to best recognize.
locate, and use community services.
An elder care consultation and refer-
ral program (to begin in 1991) to help
employees locate, evaluate, and manage
care for their dependents age 60 or older.
An employee assistance program,
expanded to include immediate family
members, helps employees with medi-
cal and behavioral problems such as
emotional distress, physical illness,
alcoholism, drug abuse, marital or fam-
ily difficulties, and other stressors.
Adoption assistance provides up to
52.000 to offset expenses associated
with legally adopting a minor child.
A child/elder care reimbursement
account allows employees to set aside
up to S5.000 a year in pre-tax dollars to
pay for child or elder care expenses.
The flexible excused workday allows
employees to take time off in short incre-
mentstwo hours or moreto deal with
unforeseen situations such as a child
care provider getting sick or a car not
starting.
Expanded leave for the care of a new-
born or newly adopted child allows
employees to take up to twelve months
unpaid leave with a guaranteed reinstate-
ment to the same or equivalent job at the
end of the leave. The company covers
the cost of medical, dental, and vision
care benefits fbr the first six months of
the leave, and employees can pay to
continue through the end of the leave.
A new family care leave allows employ-
ees to take up to twelve months unpaid
leave to care for a seriously ill family
member. It, too, guarantees reinstate-
ment to the same or equivalent job and
the same benefits apply as with parental
leave.

With these wide-ranging programs. AT&T
is accommodating a changing workplace.
The rapid growth of dual income and single
parent families, among other economic and
cultural changes. has created the need for
greater job flexibility' and enhanced family
care services. Work and family issues have
become competitive business issues.

With its Work and Family Programs,
AT&T is helping employees ease the pres-
sure of juggling work and home respon-
sibilities. And through the Family Care
Development Fund, by helping employees
help themselves, the company is also con-
tributing to the supply and quality of family
care in the communities where AT&T people
live and work .

Deborah Stahl manage.% work and family
program% at ..fr& 1. and Aerves a.% Director rif the
Family Care Devehipment Fund. Que.%tni.%
about the Fund and project pripmal.% can be
directed to. AF&T Familv Care Development
hard. I Speedwell Avenue Aforritown.
New c nes 07962
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AMT
And Beyond...

AT&T's support for families does not only
extend to its own employees. The company's
niajor philanthropic arm, the AT&T Founda-
tion, has committed S2.25 million over three
years to family strengthening initiatives in
ten American metropolitan areas: Washing-
ton. DC, Newark. NJ. Plainfield. NJ,
Atlanta. Chicago. Los Angeles. Oakland,
CA, Dallas. Detroit. and Denver.

The beneficiaries of this philanthropic
program are teenage parents and their fami-
lies. Recognizing that today's children are
tomorrow's workforce, the AT&T Founda-
tion is directing comprehensive support to
families headed by teenagers.

Addressing the multitude of pressures
confronting teen parents. the AT&T Founda-
tion targets virtually' every. challenge they
lUce. It begins by ensuring that pregnant
teenagers receive comprehensive medical
care, and that medical and health assistance
continues through the post-natal period.

AT&T Foundation support helps teenage
parents learn parenting skills, and it ensures
the provision of daycare for children so that
young parents can attend school and obtain a
degree. AT&T also supports extensive job
skills training aimed at career planning and
avoiding welfare dependenc.

AT&T's family strengthening initiatives
are characterized by widespread communik
involvement, including schools, nonprofit
service organizations. and state and local
government agencies. In most cases, the
AT&T financial support is supplemented hy
the commitment of AT&T employees, who
volunteer their time and services as mentors
and tutors.

Establishing partnerships with existing
community-ba.ed groups and institutions is
an important step in ensuring that the initia-
tives will be sustained for the long term.
and that they will gain sufficient momemum
to attract continued financial support. By
becoming the catalyst fOr such coalitions,
AT&T hopes to make an important contribu-
tion to helping strengthen the capacik and
future ol America's youth. 0
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by Katharine Hooper Briar

Transforming Human Services
with Family Support Principles

Denise has just been investigated by
Child Protective Services for abuse
and neglect; she WAS referred by the
school on numerous Occasions for
bruises on her children, their acting-
out behavior, hunger, and potir school
performance. She lives in a One,room
apartment, lacks sufficient funds for
a washer/dryer, and thus her children
are teased in sehool for their unkempt
appearance. From time to time she is
abused by her ex-boyfriend. Increas-
ingly, her depression and isolation
have led her to use drugs, while her
dream of getting a good job seems
more and more elusive.

The thousands of Denises in the U.S..
many of whose children comprise the
500.000 or inore in out-of-home placement.
are constant reminders that services to fami-
lies and children are provided too late. only
after children have been harmed. not when
family needs are first evident) In Denise's
case, the fact that she was referred to Child
Protective Services is an artillict of the abuse
behas ior experienced by her children. She
could also have been first klentified through
participation in a women's shelter, in an
alcohol and substance abuse program. in a
welfare reform program. in a job club, or a
self-help group for single parents. However.
like Child Protective Services (('PS). each of
these service systems would have been con-
strained by categorical service approaches to
focus only on a sy mptom or a single present-
ing problem rather than the array of health,
educational. employ ment, and huinan ser-

ice needs Facing Denise and her children.
Family support and education programs

and principles offer an alternative to these
more traditional service designs. Based on
preventive as well as early inter5ention
approaches. fainilies can, at a minimum.
receise nfiire omsistent. donprehensixe
kinds of help iegardless of the helper or
service.

Transforming Services
Famil support principles hme a capacity

to transform the huinan serx ice system: this
is just beginning to he felt in states and loca
lilies experimenting w ith lintil support
inniatixes. In many communities. both pub-
lic and private sector agencies are shilling
from a child rescue to a family preser\ation
and support focus. For example. a CPS
worker has been on loan to an Oly mpia.
Washington school to promote a family
based early intervention protect. In this
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project. the school's focus involves in-home
services: mutual aid among families: a cloth-
ing exchange: job search and parenting
classes: and "lunch buddies- for children
who may then act as supports for the entire
family. The school also serves as a family
support center as well as the capacity builder
for improved famiiy-centered approaches and
case management in the school district. The
CPS worker, the supervising juvenile justice
administrator, and the school principal all
agree that if they could. they would trans-
form the schools. CPS. and the juvenile
justice systems to reflect the new discover-
ies coming from this project.=

In states supported by Annie Casey Foun-
dation dollars. policies are being ress ritten
to reflect this shift in philosophy of human
services.' Since the current systems of child
welfare, law enforcement, public education.
and health are seen by some as nearing
crisis if not collapse. such alternative
approaches offer antidotes to some of the
system problems.

Evidence for the success c 'such models
and demonstration projects can be found in
a number of sources. The public health out-
reach and parent support program of Boul-
der. Colorado. for example, finind that
among a high risk population served by their
project. the normally, expected high number
of reterrals to CPS (lid not occur.4 Similar
findings have emerged with the Hawaii Fain-
ily Support for High Risk Infants project.'
In a separate study. a childhood education
project showed that fewer school perform-
ance or behavior problems emerged as a
result of a comprehensive system of early
Family-centered supports!' Family preserva-
tion programs may oflen model the holism of
family support: Homehuilders in Seattle.
Washington. fiir example, has shown consis-
tent placement prevention rate. of 70 to 90
percent etTectiveness.'

Cradle to Grave Caregiving Systems
Family sUpport programs are clearly

reinfOrced by the growing recognition that
intergenerational family systems are the
primary cradle-to-grave caregiving sy stein
in the U.S.

Families. defined not hy blood or niarriage
but by the functions their members perform.
do 90 percent of the health care, teaching.
counseling. and law enliircement in the
nation. Often lacking the skills and resources
to do their jobs. they are forced to fail and
ex en hurt or scar themselves or a family
memher before help is on (he way. Family
support programs bring new capacities to
families rather than blaming them. In fact.
many family problems are seen as prcdid
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able, on schedule h) -products of skill and
resource gaps and the consequences of cop-
ing 55 ithout help.

Thus, it is both the empirical evidence of
success and the congruence with deeply
cherished values in human relationships that
such family support programs transcend
disciplines. programs. and service delivery
systems io offer a common core of princi-
ples. It is fin- this reason that family support
programs are acquiring such a strong foot-
hold in service reforms across health. educa-
ti(mal, social service. and law entiircement
in the U.S.

Such reforms reflect a new or different
sense of how to do business ss ith people and
how, when. and where to deliver services, as
well as the characteristics of the most helpful
kinds of service. Such reforms are found in
innovations serving the poor, the homeless.

nta..y Leve.opmentally dis-jobless. me HI 1

abled. and aged. and are especially visible
in early childhood education. child welfare.
schools, maternal and child health. and
caregiver support programs. While a clear
taxonomy of these programs is developing--
especially with the leadership of the Family
Resource Coalition. the Center fur the Study
of Social Policy, and the Harvard Family
Research Projecttheir principles become
organizing tools and guides for change in all
human services.

New Partnerships with Families and
Communities

Central to these programs is the partner-
ship relationship that professionals share
with families, replacing the hierarchical. top-
down approach traditionally taken by profes-
sionals. Instead, the family's definition of the
problem, each member's goals and dreams,
as well as the steps they would like to take to
get started are honored. Many families focus
on concrete needs. such as a new washer and
dryer or a jt ib. which may be preconditions
for working on substance abuse or mental
health issues. Few agencies in the past have
been prepared to help with the requisite
concrete tools and resources.

ElThctive family support programs are
culturally and intergenerationally based so
that family history, values, norms. natural
support networks, and other resources can
he tapped in the definition and solution of
problems. In this way. the family system is
enipowered to stay in charge of I h e case plan.
A developmental rather than a deficit-
oriented approach to the family pro\ ides a
non-blaming locus for set-5 ices.

Location of services may also be a key
to family friendliness and accessibility. In-
home sers ices can reduce by as much as si5
months in office assessments of the family 's
problems because the ecology and daily
stresses of the family st ill be clear Mier a
few home visits. Sers ices offered in the
neighborhood or as part of the natural help
ing pathways cif families may increase the
likelihood that the st ill be used.
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A Work Agenda for the Future
Much work still lies ahead as these

mushrooming service initiatives olier new
frameworks for public policy. Such work
involves the following:

1. The delineation t)t. the core techmilogy
of interventions across health, social service,
child care, educational, and law enforcement
services.

2. The development of a common matrix
fin assessment of risks (e.g.. of school drop-
out behavior, substance abuse, child abuse.
welfare dependency) which may stem from
the same precipitants, pros iding a common
language across providers about risks, their
measures and implications. Currently, a high
risk child seen in a school or public health
clinic may be considered loss risk by child
protective services.

3. More creative pooling of interventions
across health, education, law enforcement,
and human services as growng recognition
occurs over the fact that symptoms addressed
by each sy stein stem from the same risk
factors. Thus, aiding the welfare-dependent
mother may also involve abuse prevention:
aiding the crack-addicted parent may prevent
welfare dependency: helping the jobless or
underemployed parent may accelerate the
chikk ability to learn to read and perform
well in school.

Family support and education initiatives
are at a stage of development where they will
he seen as just more fragmented services
unless their principles are used to convert the
entire human service enterprise (wherever
possible) into a more coherent, empowering.
and cultural!) responsive infrastructure for
intergenerational family systems. The
attached checklist reflects some of the princi-
ples that must become organizing frame-
works for the transformation of all human
services: it can also be used t(1 rate the per-
formance of services and programs.

Family Support: A Human
Rights Agenda

Before our eyes oppressed peoples around
the world are demanding and claiming new
rights. Some of these riglus are the sante
ones being championed by family support
initiatives. The% involve self-determination,
the end of depersonalization and dehuman
ization in systems of work. school. and help-
ing services, and respect for culture and
heritage. They also insolse a new ethic (or
the reclaiming of an old one). not only in
how fieople are treated as they seek help or
use services, hut in the fOrmulation of more
cohesise responses to diverse, even conflict
ing iews in fanidies. communities. and
nations. Dictating. prescriptise. and top-
doss n appotaches to problem solving are
seen as less eflectise and esen hurt161.

In a sense, partnership with families is a
form of (lemocratintion and humanizatilm.
the same being sought as a human right
throughout the world. t Itimately. family
support initialises should hasten these rights

and processes as family strengths. values.
will, heritage. and dreams are honored .
developed, and expanded to the wider com-
munity-which in itself should serve as an
extended family. These family supports,
processes. and principles are fundamental
building blocks toward a more humane, non-
violent society and caring world community.

ErChecklist for Family Support
Principles

I. Are services provided in the most
family friendly. non-stigmatizing environ-
ment. and whenever possible in the home?

2. Are sy mptoms. needs, and stresses
refrained in a non-blaming way as family and
community system issues and problems?

3. Are family-centered services provided
in culturally and gender- and age-responsive
ways?

4. Are families empowered to reframe
their problems as goals to be addressed, and
to select from skill-oriented. emotionally
supportive, and resource-based options for
their solution'?

5. Are services provided as early as
possible to minimize further risk and harm.
or must families be pushed to escalate their
problems. hurting themselves and their
children. in order to become eligible for
services?

6. Are families treated as partners-- given
their expertise regarding their problems and
preferred solutions-and do policymakers
and providers promote a no-reject sers ice
ethic, so that family needs drive tailor-made
services?

7. Do services supplant or reinforce
strengths and capacities'?

8. Is there congruence between families'
demands for certain kinds of services and the
problem-solving tools used by the service
pow-iders?

9. Are families forced to relapse fre-
quently to secure boosters and long-term
supports?

10. Are families pros ided with a case
manager who honors their preferences in the
case plan. coordinates service plans. and
reduces the contradictory appnraches used
by providers'?

I . Is the sers ice pros ider perceised as an
enabler. capacity builder. and adsocate, or
as a prescriber and dictator of case plans?

12. When case plans fail, is failure attrib-
uted to the family. or to the case design.
interventions. and their timing'?

13. When family members are separated
I tom one another (e.g.. parent in mental
hospital or jail, child in group care). are
aggressi ye supports and policies in place to
keep all members of the family as insolsed
as possible to accelerate reu mitt kation
appropriate!

14. Are policies and services pros ided
ti i rue rgener;i lit mall> sum( nt i Vs' W111 5. ap-
ping talents of elders. enabling family care
Ins ers to prm ide supports equitably across
generations'?

15. Do policymakers and managers of
services define responsibility for family
support as multi-agency. multi-system. and
multi-sector involving the media, schools.
corporations. labor, neighborhood and civic
associations, and churches, as well as parks.
recreation, libraries, and the array of health,
human, and law enforcement services'?

16. Are public and private sector policies
screened for their impact on families?

17. Are successful family support initia-
tives evaluated for their cost-effectiveness or
es-en budget-neutrality'?

18. Are family support initiatives used as
tools for system-wide reform, or are they
designed as additives, creating more service
proliferation and coordination problems?

19. Do administrators model some of the
same empowering approaches with their staff
as they use with families'?

20. Do educational institutions provide
training and preparation to service providers
in the fields of education, social work, health
care, law, law enforcement, and other human
services. consistent with family and commu-
nity capacity-building principles?

2 I. Are key policy and service design
decisions treated as opportunities to move
systems toward family support principles
and practices'? tp
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I by Marion Pines

The challenges we now face as a nation
are urgent and unprecedented. As the nation
launches into the 1990s. we need to address
a series of interlocking ills: a growing labor
shortage, a widening skills gap. illiteracy.
persistent pockets of educational and eco-
nomic poverty, and eroding family structures
(Men linked to public health and social
behavioral patterns that appear self-
destructive. And v)e need to address these
challenges durina a period of continued
budget austerity, despite the tantalizing but
elusive possibilities of a "peace dividend."

We are all aware of the multitude (if pro-
grams authorized by Congress to deal with
each of these symptoms. But trying to coor-
dinate fragmented social and economic
programs that are similar but separately

-s-7314:
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drug abuse, lack of parenting skills, poor
housingthe disparate systems implement-
ing service programs often exacerbate the
problems by dealine with each symptom as
an unrelated part of the whole. Rather than
working to build a strong viable family unit,
this approach seems to pull fragile families
further apart. Families do not care if their
help comes with a label marked JTPA.
JOBS, Perkins, WIC. Title I. or Section 8.
T'tey do care if they are funneled from intake
office to intake office and have to undergo
multiple eligibility determinations for requi-
site services.

It should be very obvious that we as a
nation can no longer afford stand-alone
systems. They are inefficient and far from
user-friendly. Even if collaboration is an

Pulling It All Together

losoloorw

authorized has been a perennial problem in
public administration. While not unique to
the United States, this problem isin large
measurea by-product of our particular
political system and approach to public pol-
icy development. For example. separate and
parallel programs authorizing employment
and training activities fig AFDC recipients
were generated by the Finance and Wztys and
Means Committees (Family Support Act:

-1013 Opportunities and Basic SkillsJOBS)
and by the Labor Committees (Title 11-A of
the Job Training Partnership Act--JTPM.

The results of this Congressional turf
protectionism are now being played out in
various wIt)s in every state and localit) in the
country: the JOBS program and the JTPA
system either face off. cooperate. collabo-
rate, or ignore each other. And similar sce-
narios can he AA ritten about other programs
and funding streams to the frustration and
bewilderment of the people who are targeted
for help.

Although ample test imon) documents
the interlocking nature of problems of poor
families p(werty, unemployment. lack ol
basic skills. low educational performance.
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unnatural act among unconsenting adults, we
must collaborate and pursue a more rational,
coherent, outcome-driven family investment
system characterized by integrated service
delivery at the local level. Viewed from the
perspective of a family in need of a set of
public services leading to family stability and
economic self-sufficiency. integration should
!wan one-stsp shopping wit', one case man-
iTer who has the ability and authority to
requisition. deliver. and numitor the services
needed to etrure positive Out('omes.

What's left is to try to figure out how to
make it happen. How can increasingly
complex systems, laden with conflicting
legislative and regulatory requirements and
institutionalized by pars of "solo practice."
engender enough trust, energ). and sense of
mission to bring about this "group practice'"?
How can flexibility and creativity he fostered
in the development of a responsive and
coherent local service deliver) s)steill?

What is required. first of all, is a vision
()I what nee(ls to happen and then leader-
ship that builds an effective partnership
framework for polic), planning. and
impleinentati(m.

ft .7
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Organizing Services To Fit Needs
One pilot attempt at creating a more

rational family investment system is under-
way in Baltimore at a large high-rise public
housing project called Lafayette Courts.
Major funding streams from the Community
Development Block Grant. JTPA, and JOBS
have created a center housed on the first
level of the development, augmented by a
computer-assisted literacy lab located in the
adjoining public school. Residents partici-
pate voluntarily but must agree that in order
to get a service the entire family must partici-
pate and work together toward stability anti
self-suffhiency.

Throutth the Lafayette Court Center, resi-
dent families develop a plan with the help of
their case manager who has the authority to
access child care (on site), literacy services
(adjoining school site). health and wellness
care (on site), beibre and after-school pro-
grams (adjoining school site), as well as ofkr
drop-in family support services. In addition.
eligibility determination and enrollment is
on-site for all JTPA and JOBS bill funded
education and training activities.

The Lafayette Court Family Development
Center is not a multi-service center: it is not
an information and referral center. This is
an integrated service delivery center. Inter-
agency agreements have authorized the case
manager to commit resources, monitor the
quality of delivery. and ensure the family
progress toward an agreed-upon set of suc-
cessful performance benchmarks.

Such change is not easy. Collaboration
among disparate agencies. speaking difkrent
languages is certainly not easy. For example,
child welfare specialists try to prevent
"placements": the employment and training
systems objective is to encourage "place-
ments"! Lizbeth Schorr claims that collabo-
ration requires a combination of the skills of
Mother Theresa. Machiavelli, and a CPA:

But the challenges we face require us to
form working policy and delivery teams with
educators, social and child welfare special-
ists, job training, health and housing systems.
and others. Only then can we organize ser-
vices in a rational manner to fit the needs of
our most vulnerable families. rather than
organizing them to fit the shape of the difkr-
ent bureaucracies. 0
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by James A. Levine

Corporate America Meets
the Working Father

Breaking ground
for the Johnson &
Johnson Child Care
Center on the
campus of Ortho
Pharmaceutical
Corporation in
Raritan. NJ.
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Just before Father*. Das last sear. several
journalists called me at The Fatherhood
Project for referral to "some Mr. Nlom types-

those likable. n tie -reversing. caregiser-
fathers %silo make for curiosity pieces in the
lifestyle section.

At almost the same time. proposed par
ental lease legislation was taking a basking
from consersatives ss ho said they could
support materna> lease hut not paternity
lease, since men would only use it as an
excuse to hunt or play golf

Between IlleC NICrcot pes of tke -new
and -old- fatherhood lies an emerging real-
its that emplo> ers in the 1990s ss ill has e to

ith: the sk (irking lather.
"Working inother- used to be code skords

kir conflict. stress, potential losses in pro-
ductivity an identifiable problem to he
addressed by Human Resources. NO\A any
sits s> recruiter will tell you it points to the
fastest grow ing talent pool in the labor force.

-Working father- used to he taken as
redundant a tautology in its purest boon.
No longer. In the seminars I lead tor Ameri-
can corporation,, the dad sk hO is try ing to
juggle commitments to work and lama>, is
hegimung to make his presence known
ss heater he is dashing out of a meeting to
the dik care center or telling the recruiter
he simply can't take a job ss ith that much
trawl while his children are No young.

Some emplo> ers are responding ss ith
family triendly policies that recognize dad's
changing role. bor example. lohn.on
Johnson. the giant health products company.
not only extended as lamas lease. lles-time.
and adoption assistance benefits. hut res ised
as corporate credo to say -our (list responsi
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bility is to the doctors. nurses. and patients.
to mothers and fathers. and all others who
use our products and services.- Although
J & .1 has obviously emplo> ed and sold dia-
pers to 1.ather, for a long time. before April
It/89 the credo (no small matter at J & .11
only noticed moms.

Changing tiolicies and charters is one
thing: changing workplace habits and culmre
is quite another. At esen the most progres-
sise companies. I encounter men who are
made to feel ashamed because of their com-
mitment to their families. The inan ss ho gets
teased as a NIr. Mom for leaving at 5 NI (he
gets in at 8 A NI to pick his kids up from day
care. The man who parks in the hack lot so
that at 5:30. when he has to dash to the day
care center, he won't hoVe to \sulk in front of
his supers isor. The man who leases 15 inin-
mes after the boss so as not to he considered
unconimitted- (nen though he takes two
hours of paperwork home.

Still there are encouraging signs of change.
At a recent meeting I heard of . the group
leader said. "It's 4:45. We still have seseral
items on our agenda. hut is there anyone Ns ho
Will hose to leave to tend to the lamily?" The
interesting fact here is that the leader and all
the participants were men. At first nobody
said any thing: then one man said that, in
fact, he did have to pick up a cluld at day
care: then another admitted to the same
dilemma. Arrangements were made to lin
ish what the> could in 15 minutes and follow
up later.

I )tie ni th has a that senior male managers
guys in their 60s w ill he the most resist

ant to making changes for today 's working
lather.. Atter all. when thes were coming

(? rs
1.

up. their Ns ives stayed home. The fact is.
howeser, that many men in their 60s speak
poignantly of \Notching their sons and daugh-
ters struggle to advance their careers and
care kir their children. "Times have changed.-
Say s one executive who thirty year, ago
demanded that his just-pregnant wife quit
working. Noss he is getting ready to purchase
a rocking chair fOr his office- his son's halls
ss ill soon he enrolled in the on-site corporate
da> care center.

These are isolated examples of change. of
coursefess and far hetween. But in the next
decade. in noire than isolated cases, corpo-
rate cultures built on the stereotype of the
"old- fatherhood are going to begin feeling
--and will have to deal ss ith the first signifi-
cant pressures from today 'IN working fathers.

I don't expect the pace of change to he
rapid. There is. after all. no vocal innowit>
of men pushing for change the wit> women
have over the last 25 >ears. And most men
carry their work 'family conflict in silence--
as "real men- have been taught to deal ss ith
problems all their lives. But three strategies
each worthy of an article itselfwill mose
things along:

. Individual fathers need to speak up. to
let their supervisors know about their family
needs. There's often more room than men
realize to negotiate win-win situationsones
that work for the conipany and for the tarn-
ily. But you don't get if you don't ask.

2. Companies concerned about the chang-
ing demographics of the worktiirceabout
w hat is now commonly called."managing
diversity need to recognize that their
talent pool ineftides not just more woinen and
minorities, hut more men with family cim-
cerns. They'll be more effective at recruiting
if they are sensitive to that reality. however
faint it may seem.

3. Companies need to train their notnagers
to respond to the work/family problems that
employees ss ill increasingly bring to the
workplace. But this training needs to recog-
ni/e that work/family is not just a women's
issue. but an issue that men are carrying
around as well--even if the> don't speak up.

The old stereotypes of fatherhood are
fading and the new ones of Mr. Mom exist,
lOr the most part. on the siker screen. But
if we understand what's beginning to happen
ss ith real fatherstoday working fathers
%se can create a future with healthier families
and 'Imre successful businesses. 0

Jamet .4. reline is DIreetor nu butherhood
Plow,/ at (he himaies and 11;)ri, .Vetv

);)I A Ott. FornIerh l'iCe-preAliklit Of Bina, Stieet
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b Barbara J.NI. ENans, NI I).

The Role of Pediatricians in
Implementing Public Law 99-457

The Education of the Handicapped Act
mendments of 1986-- P.L. 99-457-- is
intended to support families b pros iding
states ss ith an assistance grant program to
establish a "state-ss Me, comprehensise s.1-
telll of earl intersention sers ices for infants
and toddlers ss ith handicaps and their fami-
lies- (Federal Register. 1989).

lnlike the pres isms P.L. 94-142 Right to
Education Statute enacted in 1975. ss Inch
was concerned primarti ss ith educational
issues, the new lass specificall addresses
wt.\ ices for infants and toddler, ss ith handi-
cap. and their lannlies and specificall
addresses health services. For these reast 1ns.
psdiatricians throughout the countr hase
been arduousl working at a communit.
state, and national lesel to assure appropriate
planning and implementation of this potent
mandate to provide an integrated famil.x
support ssteni (Dunst. 1988).

rhe role. that can be assumed b the pedi-
atrician under P.L. 99-457 are multiple.
stratified. and essential. The sounger a child
is identified as has ing a deselopntental dela.
and through esaluation is determined to be
eligible fOr earl intersention. the more
likel the child is to have a signincant medi
cal problem (Doss ne.. 1990).

Pediatricians working in their communi-
ties ss ill ultimatel hase the major impact
on the implementation of the lass. It is floss
commonplace for first-time parents or
established hitit ii es tO consult ss ith their
pediatrician prenatall.s. The pediatrician is
frequend present at complicated births or
mit be the first doctor to examine a child

ith a potential disabilit. "I3y emphasiting
that the famil, is the constant in the child's
life.- the pediatrician can work cohlahora-
tivei ss th the fzuml in making earl deci-
sions about the "child's health ansl medical
care- including rekrrals to consultants or
lOr hospitalitation at tertiar centers w here
specialt care i mailable Establishing a
Medical Home. 1989).

When a problem is not ohs ious at birth
(e.g.. prentaturit or congenital anomalies).
the primar care pediatrician is often the first
to he alerted to the parents' concerns about a
deselopmetual prohlem. Listening empathet
wall) ss bile exercising sound iudgment based
on knowledge of normal child deselopment.
coupled w ith know ledge of this child's medi-
cal histor, fainil sh.namics. and commtinit
resources should lead to timel and appropri-
ate referrals for esaluation and eligibilit tot
services Unfortunatelx. iitait deselopmental

12 AMU S MS:Mille( WA( lION Pi 1'0111 1,1.) NO .`

problems are extremel subtle during the
first ear ol life and in some instances. pedi-
atrician, hase had s er little training ill such
disorders.

Ihis combination of factors coupled ss tilt
a reticence to alarm the famil.s unnecessarilx
sometimes leads to u dela> in earl> referral.
Because pediatricians tend to run extremel.
bus.x practices. their knowledge of programs
and support s stems ss ithin the communit
ina hmit their abil it to recruit help effi-
cientl.s. NI MI work needs to be accsnu-
plished to rectif these ser.s real prsiblenis.
indi idual pediatricians must become aware
of their essential role in the development of
Indis idual Famil Sers ice Plans (IFSPsi.
ensuring qualits programs are in existence.
and lohb) ing Iii r the deselripment of new
programs if individual needs itre unmet.
An pediatrician. li s irtue of his or her
personal interest or desire fOr iinprosed
famil sare, can he strongl influential at
a state and national level through adso-
car:\ and involsement.

Neurodeselopmental pediatricians at sec
ondar and tertiary centers can pia\ a ke.x
part in educating their peers about the signif-
icance of P.L. 99-457 and bs sharing their
know ledge and skills necessar to evaluate
and participate in on-going assessment of
children determined to be eligible tOr ser
vices (Doss ne.. 1990). These ph\ sieians are
best qualified to participate in and pros isle
expertise for national committees and emu-
ells, as policies and I a ws continue to be
generated and modified. The\ are also an
invaluable resource for interdisciplinar
activities including education. consultatiotl
and deselopment of standards for non-medi-
cal professionals dealing with children ss ith
disabilities and their families.

Nationally. along ss ith man other agen-
cies particularl concerned ss ith an inte-
grated. family-centered. child care support
s. stem. the American Academ of Pediatrics
(AAP) has closel f011ossed the evolution of
this km. Front its inception there has been
significant input front dedicated pediatricians
in obtaining its maximum benefit to families.
A net work ol teams representing each chap-
ter of AAP has attended a national confer-
ence that encouraged the phsieians to return
to their states equipped ss lilt inlOrmation and
optimistic goals. l'olloss ing the conkrence.
there ssas a formal publication of the pro
ceedings (Proceedings. 1989), multiple
workshops, presentations at national AAP
meetings. ;Ind dissemination of imOrmation

in nesvsletters. articles. and reports. The
Academ. continues its active efforts through
frequent mailings of status report, and sug-
gestions fOr pediatricians on how to heerime
more involved.

The enactment ()I' RI.. 99 457 has opened
the door to pediatricians at all levels to has e
a positive impact on famil support N\ Stems.
The communit-based primar care pedia-
trician can pros isle the crucial "Nledical
Home- ss hiell is sorel) needed for famihes
and children ss ith special health care needs
(Establishing a Medical Home. 1989. ) The
neurodeselopmental pediatrician can suppl
expertise needed to evaluate. educate. help
plan. and implement this potentiallx power-
ful piece of legislation. Finall.x. state and
national societies dealing ss ith children's
issuessuch as the American Academx of
Pediatricscan be a major finve in ensuring
that the benefits of the law reach each indi-
s idual child and famils.

Pediatricians througlumt the nation are
trusted fOr their opimons and for their dedi
ca( jolt to Children and famihes. The are an
insaluable resource and strong supporters of
the principles of tamil.v -centered care and a
broad-based child care sers ice ss stem. 0
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hy Gary Stokes

Building Organizational Capacity
to Respond to Families in Poverty

With few friends in America's public and
private instijations, our most fragile families
in poverty are stuck at a developmental stage
characterized by isolation, fear, dependence.
and wastel rotential. Our society knows little
about these poor families, and social programs
are designed to keep them at a minimal level
of safety: they are not designed to get to
know individuals, let alone entire families.

Public policy has backed away from the
War on Poverty assumption that these fragile
families can rise out of poverty and become
part of the middle class. Instead, public
policy is f()cusing its modest developmental
investment on the most job-ready heads of
poor households. Family heads of the most
fragile families may jump through various
job-seeking hoops of reformed welfare pro-
grams, but they are unlikely to succeed.

Our research at Mid-Iowa Community
Action (MICA) several years ago tracked the
five-year economic history of hundreds of
families who had received our services. We
discovered that few of these families had
risen out of poverty. We had to face the con-
clusion that our own programsfragments of
the nation\ anti-poverty approach such as
Head Start, WIC, housing programs. emer-
2,ency services, and information and referral
--were not powerful enough individually or
in combination with public welfare programs
to boost families out of poverty.

Today, after five years of organizational
capacity building efforts. MICA has twenty
Family Development Specialists working
with more than 400 of our community's most
ffagile families. Meeting with families in
their homes. our Specialists are partners with
them in a well-defined developmental pro-
c.n.s aimed at strengthening these family
selt-safficiency competencies:

the ability to nurture and maintain
self-esteem in oneself and others:
the ability to solve problems, set Ind
consistently pursue goals:
the ability to create and sustain interper-
sonal relationships:
the ability to create and sustain support-
ive social relationships: and
the ability to support and maintain the
normal development of children.

So far 13() families, averaging $8.250 in
welfare and other program support at their
entrance to our family devekiptnent pro-
gram, have nuived off all forms of assistance
in an average time of menty-three months.

Fundamental Partnerships
Two key collaborations have emerged as

absolutely necessary to our organizational
capacity building: First is the collaboration
between the organization and families. Our
program design evolves and becomes more
effective as families reveal the true nature of
their challenges and explore their hopes and
dreams fin- the future. Our assessment tools
provide revelations to both families and the
staff. The snapshot below, taken from a
sample of 91 randomly selected families who
have received ADC for at least two years.
shows some of what families share with us:

% of
Issues Sample

Victim of sexual abuse or incest
as children 34%

Past victim of domestic violence 51

Cohabitation with significant other 15

Current victim of physical abuse
Adult child of alcoholic 53
Former substance abuser 31

Current substance abuser II
Never have been married 29
Record of incarceration 16

Never had a job of an) kind 28

Vi'e are constantly humbled by s hat our
partnership with tilmilies reveals about the
challenges we face together. Brt our collabo-
ration with families also provides rich infor-
mation for family insight and planning.
agency program design. prograni implemen-
tation. staff training, and collaboration ith

other organizations. The Bow of intOrmatitin

from families also tOcuses our staff training:
we have been able to identify appropriate
curriculum areas fOr our Family Develop-
ment Specialists in a training program MICA
created with the National Resource Center
on Family-Based Services and an Iowa
comnlunity action task force.

Our intimate relationship with families
also raises our credibility with other ae.encies
and with public policymakers. In one partic-
ularly exciting new effort, more than fiwty
area schools and human service organiza-
tions have accepted our invitation to form the
Community Academy on Families at Risk in
order to train and plan to2ether over the next
four years. An essential part of this training
together will be receiving direct feedback
from families about how our organizations
can be more effective with them.

The second necessary collaboration is
internal: staff and Board must be full part-
ners in agency policy change, program
design, and implementation strategies. For
traditional service delivery agencies, getting
intimately close to families involves nothing
less than a paradigm shift.

The human growth process necessary for
successful development of poverty families
has to be pursued in a parallel process within
the organization. Previously undervalued
line staff, some still in poverty themselves.
need and dest..rve highly committed support
and interest from supervisors and managers.
The suNect of human growth must become
central to everyone\ daily conversational
agenda. Staff and Board development must
evolve with a new ethos of love, respect,
challenge. and teamwork. A \%illingness to
grow and develop has become a new MICA
standard for staff and volunteers. To meet
this standard, we must have continuous
exchange and, perhaps most important.
encouragement from each other that we
can actually succeed together in territory.
only minimally charted.

Pioneering family development programs.
at least in the early years of their develop-
ment. will need to focus on internal collabo-
ration and on co:iaboration ith families.
F.mering from these tw.i fundamental
partnerships will come commitments.
clearer lOcus, exciting gowth. expanded
capacities, and opportunities for both
families and organizations. 0
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by Lynne White

Sharing Responsibility: Seven Communities
Work Collaboratively to Guide Their Youth

Sin;e October 1988. the Lilly Endowment
has suppol'ed the Community Guidance
for Youth Program (('GYP) by providing
resources, funding. and technical assistance
to improve the quality and coherence of
guidance for young people in Indiana. Seven
programs in both rural and urban communi-
ties are now in operation. Their comnion
goal is to undertake collaborative effOrts
that provide lasting support and direction
for youngsters who might otherwise lose
their way.

These communities have been challenged
to address two questions: Floss can a commu-
nity encourage and enable its young people to
envision productive roles for themselves in a
realistically hopeful future? And how can the
community provide its young people with
the assistance and experiences they need to
aspire to those roles?

Vision of Community Guidance
"fhe CGYP is grounded. first and fore-

most. in the conviction that the community
as a whole has a shared responsibility to
poivide guidance for young people. Chang-
ing social factors, such as the steep rise in
the number of single-parent families. have
shown that the faintly can no longer hear the
responsibility without additional support. A
fragmented collection of school and commu-
nity programs, ho.vever well-conceived and
administered, has not been able to take up
the slack. In fact. no single sector of the
community -schools, churches. community
groups. youth-serving qencies, businesses.
or familiescan successfully accomplish
this work alone.

Collaboration. therefore, is seen as an
essential strategy in linking existing se I's ice',
and resources. dismantling outworn struc-
tures. generating new and more ambitioliS
pn)grams, and incorporating previously
untapped people and resources to address
existing needs Collaboration is the route to
realizing the ision of community guidance:
services that pass students from hand to
helping hand, providing relationships ss ith
nurturing adults at each developmental stage.

Building Collaboration
In setting up the progrant. we funded a six

month planning period to give communities
tinie and resources to develop local solutions
to local problems. Although the communities
had little experience st ith collahoration. they
all had some positive ssorking relationships
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between key people and organizations. Their
resources for serving youth were uncoordina-
ted and failed to reach many young people in
need, but all the communities demonstrated
con,-;rn kw their youth and a willingness to
begin working together.

As a first step, we asked key individuals
in each community to convene a planning
team of school and community representa-
tives. Those teams were then asked to assess
the needs of their youth, identify existing
community resources, devise a means for
multi-sector collaboration, and create their
"vision" of community guidance that would
match resources with needs in creative ways.
By "vision" we meant that teams should
strive to reinterpret who provides guidance.
redefine how services are organized and

4

delivered, and plan new interventions.
Resulting program kleas were then woven
into a community guidance plan for imple-
mentation funding.

Within the broad mission of community
guklance. communities were than directed to
target their planned program activities in two
ways: First. they were urged to pay special
attention to young people lacing the greatest
challenges --those from poor. minority. or
disadvantaged backgrounds. or the first in
their families to pursue post-secondary
educat ion.

Second. we suggested six priority areas:
encouraging parental involveinent. redefin-
ing roles and functions fOr guidance pro-
s klers. enhancing learning opportunities.
supporting transitions from one school level
to the next, connecting youth with the com-
munity. and providing career and educational
informatifm. Communities were asked to use
these areas to focus their effOrts and to use as
a t ramework for establishing continuums of
supports and services to guide young people
through their school years.

14 IL!

Collaborative Concepts in Action

The seven Indiana communities have
already begun to translate their kleas into
action. Most communities targeted the ele-
mentary grade population. addressing the
need for early intervention, and several have
proposed activities for middle or high school
students as well. Five communities chose
parent involvement as the focus of their
efforts, but have found program design frus-
trating and feel more planning time is needed
to develop sound strategies in this area.

In Anderson. Indiana, an urban com-
munity. planners devised a way to deliver
services to Pinetree Village. a housing
development v:hose residents are minority
and low-income. Their plan is based on a
collaboration between the housing project,
the nearby elementary school, and com-
munity agencies. An after-school program
located at Pinetree will offer chiklren
tutoring in basic skills. academic enrichment
activities, cultural fiekltrips. and recreation.
Parents from Pinetree will be trained to act
as advocates for children and families. and
assist their peers to acquire parenting skills.

East Chicago. another urban community.
designed a program with four components:
a workshop series fin- parents: summer and
after-school enrichment programs: men-
toning: and on-going interagency staff train-
ing. A tOrmal collaboration that developed
among schools and community groups dur-
ing the planning period will work to sustain
broad participation and oversee program
implementation.

Knox. a niral and predominantly poor
community, plans to deselop a career edu-
cation program that offers a continuum of
sax ices aom elementary through high
school. A "Career-a-Month" program in
the elementary schools will help students
bec(nne aware of career options, and middle
school studo..Is will design and operate their
own businesses to gain experience. A career
information center and local job readiness
training are planned Ibr high school students.
The second major fOcus for Knox is to
insolve youth in community service projects.
The newly created Youth Guidance Board.
lila& up of business leaders, community
memhers. teachers, parents. and students,
w ill connect the program to community
resources and volunteers.

North Gibson plans to aggressively inktrill
young people and their parents abfnit local
resources through a tree resource directory



and neAssletter: a mo-day agency shm ease at
the county fair: and sponsored student trips
to regional colleges. A nev umbrella organi-
zation. the North Gibson Youth Coalition.
was formed to ensure the coordination of
existing and nes\ effOrts. Camping experi-
ences are planned for all students in grades
5 and 8 as a %say to prepare for and sUpport
their transitions from one school lesel to the
next. Most of North Gibson's initialises
involve parents. and special ssorkslups
and seminars are being planned to ineet
their needs.

xarious strategies are meant to
develop informal guidance. emphasize mean-
ingful relationships between adults and
youth. and encourage peer inillience through
mentoring. counseling. and youth leadership.
A "Partners in Excellence Program" xx ill
pair an adult with a student who has aca-
demic potential hut has been held back
by social disadvantages. A "Leadership
Unlimited Program" V% ill train 10th and 11111
graders to offer peer mentoring to middle

school students. A "Life Skills Training
Program" will offt:r classes in raising self-
esteem to youths referred by the judicial

stenior school counselors. Lastly. Paoli
s ill offer parenting seminars at local
businesses during lunch hours.

All 01 these programs are collaborative
Mims s filch feature shared resources, flied
ities. and people. Some are based primarily
in schools and others in the community. In
some cases. existing programs are being
expanded or restructured: in other cases, the
efforts are new and innovatixe. All commu-
nities plan to use their resourcespeople.
places. organizationsin different wa1 S.

The definition of "guidance providers"
has been expanded to include all meaningful
relationships between adults and youth. Peer
influences are being harnessed through men-
toring and provii; m of leadership opportuni-
ties. Staff devefopnent and training tOr
school and community agency. personnel are
being restructured to incorporate aspects of
collaborative action.

b Gayle Dorman

Promoting achies einem and healtk desel-
opment for all young people. especially those
whose chances in life arc diminished b)
poserty, racial or gender discrimination. or
family troubles, is a historic concern of Lilly
Endowment, Inc. In the 1980s. the Endow
intent became increasingly concerned that
low levels of educational attainment among
Indiana young people (the state ranks 47th in
the pnmortion of 18-24 year olds attending
college) imperil the future of both indis
als and the state.

We believe that many more of our xoung
people can complete socationa I tee hnical.
or tOur year college programs given opportu-
nity. support. and encouragement from par
ems communities. and schools. Nov, here is
adult guklance inure critical to young peo
ple's present and future well being than in
helping them to see. believe ut. and prepare
for their futures.

1,1111 hildosnlent proinotes a redelmition
of guidance that

focuses on raising young people's aspira
lions. builds their motivation, and pro
motes academic achiesement: and
includes multiple and diserse guides such
as parents, relatises. neighbors. teachers,
counselors. youthworkers, and adult
[I rends sklio help ,oungsteis rind their sii)
to the I uture.

\Ve hold some general beliefs about
guidance:

one of its outcomes is increased educa-
tional opportunity and equity :
it is the responsibility of the entire cinnmu-
nity, not just the schools:
it must begin well before high school and
he sustained over time: and
it must be built around a continuum of
school and non-school experiences for
young people.

The Community Guidance for Youth Pro-
gram is a states\ ide effort to shift guidance
away from being the sole concern of schools
and set it squarely at the center of commu-
nity life. This is as it should be. because as
the sciumls have repeatedly. said. the) cannot
go it alone. Young people require supports
1rom home and key institutions that influence
them and k tue h their I is'es. III broadening the
concept of xx here guidance can take place
and who its relesant providers might be.
Community Guidance promises to empower
communities to invent new ways of helping
young people dexclop iabk l'utures for
theinselses 0
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The Larger Community Agenda
Twenty months into the CGYP, important

issues and lessons are emerging. and collab-
orationas anticipatedis a pivotal one.
However. simply bringing representatives of
schoolS. community groups, youth-serving
agencies, and families together does not
automatically ensure collaboration. The
process has been more difficult in urban
areas where organizations and agencies
must sometimes be convinced to put aside
their individual agendas in order to support a
larger community agenda.

To keep a balanced representation of
schools and community groups has required
working with diNrent perspectives and
agendas. Collaboration has been more effec-
tive in communities that expanded and diver-
sified participation and representation. and
the program received more widespread com-
illUnity support.

The importance of leadership that under-
stands and values collaboration has emerged
in each community. Communities found they
need leaders who can influence and reach
others, give the program visibility and status,
and secure and build participation. Equally
critical, they discovered, are leaders with
organizational and communication skills,
commitment, and resourcefulness. Strong
and consistent leadership will play a vital
role in building and sustaining the collabora-
tive process and ensuring that proposed
prograins are carried out.

At this stage, all of t he comnmnities now
regard collaboration as beneficial and Ime
instituted formal structures to sustain it, and
to provkle for staffing. leadership, and man-
agement. The comillUnities have come a
long way from the initial planning meetings
when participants said that this was the first
time people had ever sat down together to
talk about helping their youth. We think the
CGYP pr(wides some of the critical elements
for communities to bring about needed
change: the opportunity for schools and
community to reflect upon existing practice:
the encouragement for schools and conmiu-
nity to engage in collahoraive action: the
chance to develop more effective approaches
to guiding and challenging young people:
and the resources. assistance. and funding
to support new and promising initiatives.
We intend to work and learn together xx ith
these communities as they strengthen their
guidance networks of home, schools, tild
community. 0
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by Ron Daly

The Cooperative Extension System

The Cooperative Extension System (CES)
links research, science, and technology to
address the needs of people where they live
and work. Extension's purpose is education
practical education for Americans to use
in dealing with the critical social, economic,
and environmental issues that impact their
daily lives and the nation's future.

CES combines the expertise and resources
of federal, state, and local governments. The
partners in this unique system are:

The Extension Service at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture
Extension professionals at land-grant uni-
versities throughout the United States and
its territories
Extension professionals in nearly all of the
nations's 3.150 counties.
Thousands of paraprolessitmals and nearly

three million volunteers support this partner-
ship and magnify its impact. Strong linkages
ss ith both public and private external groups
provide tt.dditional resources that enhance the
Extension System's strength and vitality.

Cominitted to building on its Itingstanding
successful efforts to provide effective educa-
tional programs. CES has identified five
critical areas impacting families:

family financial instability
children at risk
youth at risk
family disruption and dislocation
responsibility for dependent elderly
In many states, key programs are already

in place addressing these vital issues.

Financial Stability. In several states.
Extension professionals are training volun-
teers to teach families how to improve their
skills in money management and use of'
resources. In other states, the target audi-
ence is military families, many of whom are
young, single-income. with children, and
inexperienced in handling personal finances.

Children at Risk. In Ohio, educational
programs are targeted to parents of 3-7 year-

okls who are at risk of abusing and neglect-
ing their children.

In another Ohio Project, "Thke a Break
with Your Kids.- Extension joined with
McDonald's to distribute a 4x5 card inside
each Happy Meal package suggesting shared
activities for parents and children. It was
estimated that 73.440 parents became famil-
iar with the cards and 27.000 parents had
tried activities from the card.

"Parenting on your Own.- used exten-
sively in Illinois and Delaware. is aimed at
single parents. This program is available
through multiple delivery mechanisms such
as direct mail, parenting support groups. and
mass media, and can be adapted to meet the
needs of various communities or used to
complement other educational efforts for
single-parent families.

"Family Matters.- a program originating
in New York. promotes a cooperative effort
between parents. teachers, home visitors, and
community leaders who share a concern for
children. It helps them develop insight, con-
fidence. and skill in communicating with
each other and enhancing opportunities for
family and individual development.

Muth at Risk. In Oregon and Ohio. Par-
enting Educators and support mothers pro-
vide parent education assistance to teenage
parents on a one-to-one basis. Their home
visits are supplemented by a monthly news-
letter with tips on how to he an effective
parent.

'Tackling Tough Stuff- is a joint program
of Extension and medical faculty- at one land-
grant university, aimed at reducing teen
depression and suicide.

Extension faculty and the Department of
Corrections in another state are targeting
their joint effOrts to first-time offenders
through an alcohol abuse program.

Family Disruption and Dislocation.
In Oregon. CES offers workshops on the
financial impact of death and divorce. help-

.
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An Extension food and nutrition specialist helps consumers choose foods that are nutritious and healthy.
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ing couples confront the possibility of having
to inanage alone and encouraging the ln to pul
their financial matters in order to avert the
crises of displaced homemakers. "Decisions
at Divorce- offers workshops fOr profession-
als who counsel or advise families consider-
ing or seeking divorce. The content includes
a Circuit Court Judge addressing legal con-
cerns, a therapist speaking on counseling
techniques, the Extension Family Resource
Management Specialist discussing financial
decisions, and representatives of local agen-
cies describing their services and resources.

Responsibilities for Dependent Elderly.
In Florida, Georgia. and Thxas. Family
Caregiver Seminars are provided fin- those
involved in elder care. They are designed
to help family members understand their
elderly relatives, manage difficult behav-
kirs. cope W ith stress and guilt feelings. and
access community programs and health care
alternatives. "Adult Sitter Clinics,- con-
ducted in several states for the last decade,
have trained adults to he competent care-
givers to ill or frail elders.

MAPP Database. Extension has desel-
oped a national database for family life
educators based on the three Rs for better
programmingresearch, reference, and
resources. It includes program curricula.
lesson plans, census data, and media materi-
als for the five priority areas. This informa-
tion was put together under the direction of
Dr. James E. Van Horn. Editor. w ith the
cooperation of more than 225 Extension
specialists from universities nationwide. The
database is housed in PENpages, Pennsylva-
nia State University's information system.
and can he accessed from anywhere in the
United States by using a inodem or via the
Internet communications network. 24 hours
a day. The only charge is lOr a long distance
telephone call. Additional information about
the MAPP database (including a PENpages
User Guide) is available by ss riting to Dr.
James E. Van Horn, 204 Weaver Building.
University Park. PA I6g02.

This is a brief view of how I he Coopera-
tke Extension System is responding to the
special needs of individuals and families in
local communities. Extension is committed
to continuing its work with both public and
private organi/ations to strengthen families
and eithance their self-sufficiency.

More information on the ('ooperative
Extension Sy stem and what it is doing io
empower families can be obtained by con-
tacting your local county Extension office
or the Cooperative Extension Sers ice at
your state land-grant unisersity. 0
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by Stephen Small

Mobilizing Support and
Action Through
Community-Based Research

The Case of the Teen
Assessment Project

linagine that you are a concerned parent.
educator. family professional. pohtician. or
community leader. You sense there is a prob-
lem w ith local teens-

You'e noticed a lot of beer bottles at the
teen hang.tiut by the railroad trestle.
You'se heard that a neighbor's I5- ear-old
daughter is pregnant.
You saw an es ening news report on the
high rate of teenage suicide.

As a parent or community ineinber. you're
concerned that these issues -drugs. alcohol.
suicide. sexual activity --might be problems
fur our chiklren or others in your coM11111-
114. You are deterinined to ensure that your
community is a good place for youth to grow
up in. But w here do you begin? One of the
first things you need is inore information:

What are the most se; ..)us pnibleins faced
1-)\ teens in your community?
How widespread are these problems'?
What are the causes of these problems
and some possible solutions'?
A community-based. action research

project may be the answer. I n addition to
providing timely and relevant information_
this research can be an iniportant tool kir
increasing local awareness of an is.ae. mobi-
lizing community support. educating citizens
and policy makers. setting funding and pro-
gramming priorities. and creating coalitions
of concerned citizens. In this article. I w ill
describe how one suc Ii conimunity -based
research pmgram The 'leen Assessment
Project (TAP) has acciunplished these
aims in dozens of communities thrt pughout
Wisconsin.

The TAP Method
The Inundation of the program is a ques-

tionnaire it.lininistered to local youth which
assesses their mental health. perceptions of
the community. school and fainil. and seli
reports of various positive and problematic
behaviors. The core sursey instrument c its
developed at the l'ineersity of Wisconsin:
howeser. local communities are gisen the
option of deleting questions they feel are
inappropi late and adding questions that
they deem particularly reles ant.

A local contact person (in Wisconsin this
has been the county Extension Home Lcono
mist or 4 H Youth Agent) identil ie. school
district off icials and other key local leadeis
concerned ahuit yntith and bi ings them

together as a steering committee. Typical
conlmittee members include parents. y-outh
or family program coordinators. school
principals, teachers and guidance counselors,
school hoard members. law enforcement
personnel, county health nurses, and social
service workers. In some cases, an existing
group such as a local alcohol and other drugs
(AODA) partnership or teen pregnancy pre-
vention task force serves as the TAP steering
committee. The group's responsibilities
include developing appropriate procedures
for conducting the survey in area schools.
acquiring funding when needed. deciding the
final content of the questionnaire. pros iding
advice on disseminating the survey 's findings.
and providing leaderthip for community
action based on the results of the survey.

Next. the survey is administered in partici-
pating schools to a random sample of junior
and senior high school students. After the
survey has been analyzed. a final report is
drafted and made available to interested
agencies and individuals in the community.
Radio and press releases featuring highlights
of the report are prepared for local and state
dissemination. Erequentlx. a press confer-
ence is also held.

A unique feature of the TAP program is the
monthly Rilkiw-up -localized- newsletter
series that is sent to parents of teens and to
other concerned adults. The newsletters
feature data front the local sursey. discuss
current research-based knowledge regarding
youth. pnivide suggestiints for hits% adults
can more effectively promote the develop-
ment of yoling people. and provide informa-
tion on local and state resources that parents
can turn to for additional assistanee

Program Benefits
The TAP program has been initiated in

oser rirt communities across Wisconsin.
and benefits have been diserse. In one
cininty. for example. the 'IAP survex identi
lied a high rate of depression and thoughts of
suicide among gth grade girls. These find-
ings led members of the conununit \ coalition
sponsoring TAP R)exaniine cc li depres,,ion
was so CO111111011 in this group and to bring ill
a national expert to lead a series of work
',hops on suicide and depression for parents,
teachers. and piolessionals.

in another community. the FAP surse\
led to the establishment of a parent network
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aimed at improving communication among
parents. clarifying community norms regard-
ing acceptable behas ior. ind facilitating
better adult supervision of teens. In over a
dozen communities. the TAP findings have
provided powerful data for grant proposals to
obtain funding for drug and teen pregnancy
prevention programming. TAP information
has also led administrators in several schools
to introduce new curricula that address some
of the major issues identified in the survey.

Another important benefit of the TAP
program is the role it has played in the for-
mation and maintenance of coinmunitv
coalitions. TAP has helped to give direction
to local committees. assisted in nuthilizing
local support. and ultimately ctaaributed to
the development of more effective solutions.
The local steering committees have fre-
quently remained in place long after TAP.
transforming themselves into youth-at-risk
or prevention task forces.

Perhaps most importantlx. in every com-
munity where the survey has been conducted.
TAP not only raised citizen awareness, hut it
educated the community about what needed
to he done and then helped to muster the
huinan and financial resources need,:d to set
plans into action. The TAP program is not an
end in itself, but the first step in a broader
cominunity effort.

Finally. the communit-based. action
research model illustrated hy the TAP pro-
gram can he applied easily to other issues.
For example, a similar assessment survey
has been used throughout Wisconsin to deter-
mine the child care needs of parents with

' children. Research that is locally
.:.iected. addresses questions that are highly
relevant to the community, and puts a priornx
on making the findings available to the public
can he a valuable and practical tool fitr mobi-
lizing community concern and action that
supports families and chiklren. 0
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Continued from p. 11

"Parenting. Love of a lifetime.": The Story of a PR Campaign

The Response and Reprise
With this promotion the Ad Fed has keyed

into individual feelings about family making
and parenthood to find overwhelming univer-
sal truths that parents share despite their
unique approaches. Parents all

want the best for their children hut are
not sure what that entails
could benefit from sharing intOrmation
and teelings regardint2 the parenting role
need to know where to go for additional
help and to understand that it's natural
and normal to feel the need tbr that help
need to he there 1br others because every
one else's parenting affi,cts their own
child's environment

These axioms are promoted in all the
print, musical, and visual work done by the
Ad Fed, and the Parenting Center is thrilled
with the PR message. Testimony to and
recognition of the caliber of creative work
produced in this effmt has come to the Mem-
phis Advertising Federation through several
awards, including winning 1st Place in Pub-
lic Sen ice/Volunteerism in the American
Advertising Federation National Club
Achievement Competition.

Public response to the initial publicity has
been tremendous. People who had never
heard of the Center called for intOrmation
and help. The Center staff and Board are
energized by the PR focus. Program Coordi-
nator Barbara Blumenthal feels that the work
has helped us to overcome prior inertia in
developing our public face and given us
fantastic tools to work with.

Penny Hokr, Program Specialist, said that
it always feels good when a business, espe-
cially an advertising agency. buys into your
work, and that the beautiful way this adver-
tising material was presented made her proud
to be a part of the Parenting Center.

Even though work was completed and
announced in a fall, 1989 press conference.
Steve Rutland continues to work on a ideo
advertisement tor the Parenting Center which
could be included in a press kit or used as a
fund raising tool for the agency. There are
plans to design posters based on the print
ads which could he placed in doctors'
offices, and to distribute magazine and
newspaper ads more widely. Using some
of the visual work on billboards and on bus-
boards has also been discussed. One of
the billboard designs will be used to create
a congratulatory birth card tbr new parents in
the community..

In all, a heightened level of awareness (4
the Center and the impact of what was once
thought of as a very private matter has dock
oped. Our job is to build on that awareness
and niake sure our community leaders
become and remain sensitized to the public
nature 0- parent ing. 0
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w V vilIMINM 16 Nwr. tAlb.
You can't say or do anything right. Ever. Your
opinion is worthless, your advice meaningless
and your authority questionable. You're outdated,
out of touch ... out to lunch.

In other words, you're the parent of a teenager,
and you're both wondering what you did to
deserve each other. They're going through the
most profound changes in their lives, finding
out who they're going to be ... and you think
the search is going to kill both of you.

Have hope. They'll get over it, and the
Parenting Center of Memphis can help you

Pare
of

both get through it. We'll give you the support and
guidance you need to give them the support and
guidance they need. Talking ... and listening ...
to each other again.

At little or no cost.
After all, like you, we want them to find the

best person they can be because tomorrow's
teenagers, and tomorrow, are in their hands.

You're old enough to take sound advice.
So call now ... 452-3830.

Parenting. Love of a lifetime.

A public service message of the Memphis Advertising Federation

For 'non' tIttrwmation on the Aletnphli Ad
Fed and parenting PR material.s. emitact Swi e'
Rutland at The Rutland Compans. 88 I'mon Are..
Suite 504. Memphis. TN 38103 901 527-1818

Susan Jame.s. a.% Ltecutive Director ol the
Parenting Center ol Memphis, has trorheil %tab
both adult and wen parenting programs lot fill
sear.s. She is the mother of tiro daughters and
a menther the hands Rem/live Coalition
f'initact her at the l'arenting Center ot AlempIns,.
499 Patterson St Afemphts. EV 38111
901 452-3830.



FAMILY
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The Faniilv Resource Coalition's 1111SS1On is to build support and resources

withni communities that strengthen and empower families, enhance the

capacities of parents, and lbste;- the optimal development of children

and vouth. (1_, Communities are the worlds within which families live

and grow. 14, Communities should be the source of enrichment and

support fbr families. The work of the Fwnily Resource Coalition

is to improve the quality of community-based services fbr families

to ensure that needed resources and support are available to all families

in their communitv.

041414- 1
Just as strong communities help build strong families, a strong base of
Coalition members helps us build the ftunily resource and support
community. We invite you to become a member ()four community. Join
now and help us in the work thcu lies aheadhelp us build communities
that will enrich the lives gffamilies and children thmughout the nation.

This issue ofthe FRC Report and tlie Coalition's
/990 National Conference lbcus on the theme ()./. "Building Community."
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A message from Frank Farrow the new Chairman Family Resource Coalition
of the Board of Directors

Lo14Z4vg To Ftotto,e,
The .)ears ahead are exciting ones for the

Famil) Resource Coalition and for the thou-
sands of programs it represents. Ten years
ago. the concept of family resource programs
was bardy understood. Only a few pioneer-
ing programs received any recognition, and
they were likely to feel themselves isolated
in their etThrts. Even five years ago. family
resource and support principles and prac-
tices were far removed from the mainstream
of thought about what communities should
priwide for families.

All that is changingand faster than man)
of family resource programs' most ardent
supporters would have predicted. The energ)
that generates family resource programs is
still strongest in local communities as new
programs are created daily under the aus-
pices of neighborhood groups. public and
private agencies. housing authorities. and
schools. Joining local communities are state
agencies and policymakers who, seeking
better ways to help families. are testing the
promise of family resource and support
aPproaches. State legislation that embodies
these ideas is no longer rare, surfacing in
fiekls from early childhood education to
we I fare refOrnr. to adolescent pregnanc).
Emplo)ers. too. are taking a new look at
what it means to be -fainil), supportie-
and finding that this is not onl) good lin-
fantilies but good for business.

For the Coalition. this climate creates
both opportunities and responsibilities. As
the national organiiation representing the
full range of famil) resource programs
across the country. FRC', leadership can
help determine \\flintier the opportun-
ities we all face together are used to their
fullest (ir are lost.

Family Resource Coalition
Suite1625
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

312/726-4750

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

As the Coalition Board surseys the tasks
to he accomplished in the next two years,
several priorities emerge. The first is to
increase our service and support to the
Coalition membership. The Coalition's
overriding priority is to provide the assis-
tance. information. and support that help
member agencies develop and thrise. We
envision increasing our capacity to respond
to requests from the field as well as being
more proactive in assisting communities
develop the family resources and supports
they want and need.

A second priority is to make family
resource principles and programs more
central to federal, state, and local public
policies. Billions of dollars are now spent
in our health. human service. and education
systems in an attempt to help families. We
need to infuse more of these expenditures
with family resource and support principles.
as well as begin to institute family support
programs as a core element of the array of
care in an) community.

third priority must be training. The
program growth and development of the next
decade must he fueled by the availabilit of
s ell-prepared staff. Programs are only as
strong as the people ss ho greet parents at the
door, and there are now very few sources of
training for the skills necessary to pros ide
famil) resource and support services.

Effective leadership by the Coalition
depends on collaboration with a w ide range
of other actors. We look forward to working
closet.) ss ith local programs, with parents
themselves. ss ith slate and local government.
v. ith federal officials. with advocates for
children --in short. ss ith all those who are
committed to the well-being of families.0
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by Bernice Weissbourd and Douglas R. Powell

For Children's Sake:
Family-Centered Childcare

Some thirteen years ago when Ellen
Galinsky and William Hooks authored an
important hook titled The New Extended
Family: Day Care that Mrks. some critics
of out-of-home childcare argued that the
title contained incompatible elements. Child-
care, they reasoned, served to weaken rather
than strengthen families. The nature of Amer-
ica's debate about childcare has changed dra-
matically since the publication of the Galinsky
and Hooks volume. It is less common today
to find support for the position that childcare
supplants family lite. Yet essential steps still
need to be taken if the field is to realize the
image of childcare as a new form of the ex-
tended family. This article provides an over-
view of progress and critical issues regard-
ing the goal of making childcare "family
friendly."

'OW
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Pioneering Efforts
Without doubt, the field of early education

and childcare in the U.S. has been a pioneer
in generating strategies to strengthen the
connections between program staff and
parents. The long-standing premise of most
of the activity has been a belief that families
exert a powerful influence on the develop-
ment of young children, and therefore a
child's socialization experiences arc enriched
if there is close coordination and communi-
cation between family and early childhood
program (Powell. 1989). These practices
provide useful examples and lessons for
enhancing the role of childcare as a family
support system.

Historically, most efforts to improve rela-
tions between families and early childhood
programs have divided into two major cate-
gories: practices aimed at strengthening
parents' childrearing competence. and stra-
tegies to improve program responsiveness to
family values and life circumstances (tOr a
detailed description. see Powell, in press).

Strengthening Parental Competence
The idea that parents need expert guidance

in the rearing of young children has been a
persistent springboard for numerous parent
education activities in early childhood pro-
grams. The nursery school movement of the
1920s was especially committed to the prac-
tice of informing parents about the ages and
stages of child development. Conferences
with teachers, home visits, parent group
meetings, and childrearing consultation
services for parents were central parts of
early nursery schools, including those sup-
ported by the Works Progress Administration
(WPA). The parent cooperative nursery
school movement also strongly adhered to
the notion that parents should learn about
child development through active participa-
tion in the preschool classroom.

Early intervention programs typically
have included a major parent education
component. Head Start's approach to parent
involvement. for example. includes programs

Continued on p 2
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focused on parenting issues. Head Start also
has generated innovative program models
aimed at supporting the family's role in
rearing young children. These model pro-
grams include Home Start. the Parent Child
Centers, and the Child and Family Resource
Program (Zigler & Freedman, 1987).

Some of the help that programs provide
to parents surrounding childrearing matters
occurs informally. Studies indicate that both
center-based and family childcare providers
often assume an active helping role in
responding to parents' questions about chil-
dren (Hughes, 1985; Joffe, 1977). Asking
questions. offerintz sympathy. and listening to
parents' concerns are some of the ways that
childcare providers attempt to be supportive
of families.

Improving Program Responsiveness
Stemming fi-om a difkrent paradigm are

parental participation practices aimed at
enhancing program responsiveness to the
values and circumstances of families being
served. These practices include placing
parents in program decision-making roles.
and increasing the tlow of information from
family to early childhood program.

Head Start parent involvement policies
are notable examples of parents assuming
program decision-making roles. National
pertbrmance standards call for parents to
be voting participants in decisions about the
nature and operations of the program. The
Education of All Handicapped Children Act
of 1975 (P.L. 94-142) mandates that parents
participate with professionals in the develop-
ment of a child's ir,lividualized educational
plan. This provion is also included in the
recent EducatiJn of the Handicapped Act
Amendments (P.L. 99-457).

Increasing the frequency and type of intOr-
mation shared between family and early
childhood program is another approach to
helping early childhood teachers incorporate
an awareness of family values and needs into
their work with young children. Standards of
professional practice in early childhood
programs developed by the National Asso-
ciation fOr the Education of Young Children
include staff-parent interaction as a compo-
nent of a high-quality program. Among other
things, the standards indicate that staff and
parents should communicate regarding home
and center childrearing practices in order to
minimize potential conflicts fOr children, and
that information about the child should be
shared on a daily basis.

The hist(try of early education and child-
care programs, then, includes numerous
examples of effOrts to strengthen relations
between Families and children's programs.
These practices provide a solid fOundation
for improving and rethinking current meth-
ods of fostering close ties between families
and childcare providers. The early child-
hood field has consistently taken impressive
steps to fOrm a true partnership between
parents and early childlatod staff.
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Yet there is considerable work to be done.
It appears that many exemplary practices
have not been implemented on a widespread
basis. A recent comprehensive review of
studies on interactions between parents and
childcare staff concluded that, in general, the
existing quality of relations between parents
and staff in center-based early childhood
programs does not satisfy recommendations
for appropriate program-family interconnec-
tions advanced by leaders in the field (Powell.
1989).

The problem is not limited to questions of
implementation. however. Serious questions
have been raised about the implications of
changes in American families for traditional
forms of parent participation in program
activities. It has been argued that many of
today's practices of working with parents
are based on yesterday's idealized images
of the nuclear family.

Extending the Family Resource
Movement

Concurrent with the awareness in early
childhood of the need to move front a child-
tOcused to a family-centered approach was
the growth of the family resource and sup-
port movement. Its principles emanated front
a conviction that children should be viewed
in the context of their family, their culture.
and the community in which they live. Join-
ing early childhood education were pro-
fessionals front the fields of social work,
pediatrics, and psychology asserting that a
mind-set based on being "child-savers" not
only created barriers between staff and par-
ents, but essentially limited the effectiveness
of programs on the children they served.

Family resource and support programs
represent an ecological approach to human
development, recognizing the influence of
the family on the individual, the importance
of social support from people outside the
hnmediate family, and the powerful effect of
wider environmental factors, such as pov-
erty. on the family (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).

The principles underlying programs there-
litre emphasize that (1) the primar) responsi-
bility fOr the well-being of the child lies

;

\
within the family. parents having the greatest
influence on the child's development; (2)
parents' sense of self and competence affect
how they function as parents. that parents
fe.eling defeated and isolated are unlikely to
communicate confidence to their child;
(3) social support networks are essential to
family well-being, families receiving ade-
quate support being more capable of support-
ing themselves; (4) childrearing techniques
and values are influenced by cultural and
community values and mores; and (5) fami-
lies receiving support are empowered to act
on their own behalf, advocating for neces-
sary community resources and tor public
policies tesponsive to their needs.

It is not difficult to see how these princi-
ples would affect the orientation of day care
staff members to the children in their charge.
Knowing and strengthening the family
assumes a high priority. The child and family
together become the concern of the staff, and
building relationships with the family that
fosters the child's growth is a goal as impor-
tant as providing a healthy center environ-
ment for the child.

This change in orientation has its roots in
the parent education tradition as well as in
the significant body of research indicating
the positive effects on children of their par-
ents' participation in their programs (Powell.
1989). Yet reorienting childcare to family
care is a bold leap forward. It challenges
childcare personnel to use a measure of
"family friendly" against which to review
their structures, decision-making process.
program planning. staff qualifications, and
staffing requirements.



In the process of moving toward family-
centered childcare. not only the principles,
but the practices basic to family resource and
support programs become relevant. These
practices include establishing relationships
between professionals and parents character-
ized by collaboration and shared decision
making, designing program services with
parents to meet their expressed needs and to
enhance individual and family strengths. and
assuring that programs are compatible with
and sensitive to the culture and values of the
families served. Commitment to the impor-
tance of social support for families leads to
specific practices such as encouraging and
facilitating peer support networks, and estab-
lishing linkages and cooperative relationships
with community organizations, agencies. and
institutions. A family-centered childcare
setting can become a hub for community life.

Family-centered childcare emerges then
as being a support system in and of itself. It
becomes an integral part of the daily lives of
fzunilies, a place in which experiences are
shared, relationships are formed, informa-
tion is exchanged. and advice and assistance
are available. Family members have a sense
of belonging to a community of people joined
together by the common desire to do the best
they can for the children in their care.

Challenges Ahead
It may seem that the present constraints in

childcare make becoming family-centered
almost impossible to achieve, despite the
willingness and desire to do so. How can
additional responsibility be added to an
already overburdened staff? After working
with children all day. how much time and
energy can staff give to family program-
ming'? To what extent will working parents.
already strained with trying to manage job,
home, and child well, want to become
involved in yet another activity? Is additional
staff needed, and with what special skills?
These are not only urgent questions, but they
are raised in the context of the yet unsolved
problem of grossly underpaid personnel.

Furthermore, expanding the intersection
between families and childcare programs
leads to obvious yet difficult questions about
the boundaries of the childcare service. For
instance, to what extent do providers become
involved in issues surrounding marital tran-

sitions? What does it mean for a childcare
program to serve as a family support sys-
tem for families undergoinr separation or
reconstitution?

A pressing need is to critically assess the
assumptions about families that underlie
many childcare practices, including rela-
tions with parents. As a result of profound
changes occurring in American families,
growing numbers of parents have less time
for traditional modes of participation in early
childhood programs. They also may need
extrafamilial support for providing their
children with optimal socialization experi-
ences. The challenge is for practitioners and
parents alike to generate new ways of work-
ing together that build upon respective
strengths and a shared commitment to pro-
mote the healthy development of child and
family.

Greater overlap between families and child-
care programs also requires clarification
about the professional status and autonomy of
childcare staff. The conventional paradigm
of professionalismwhere the professional
seeks as much distance as possible from lay

by Bonnie Michaels

control--seems inappropriate here. Equally
inappropriate is an arrangement where par-
ents ignore professional expertise by dictat-
ing the nature of a staff's work with young
children. An important task, then, is to refine
the meaning of collaborative ties between
parents and childcare providers so a genuine.
coequal partnership can flourish.

An essential part of any progress in
strengthening childcare-family connections
is training for both childcare staff and par-
ents on how to work with one another. Train-
ing for childcare staff seems especially impor-
tant because it is providers who seem more
troubled than parents by the existing state of
relationships (Powell, 1989). Research sug-
gests that key areas to address in training
programs include sensitivity to the ways in
which race and social class influence staff
judgments about parenting competence, as
well as staff and parental feelings about
placing a child in out-of-home childcare
(Galinsky. 1990).

In spite of the difficulties, if there is a
commitment and belief on the part of staff
for the value of family-centered childcare.

Continued (in p.

The Working Parents' Dilemma
Normally. I write about the changing

workforce. their families, and employer-
sponsored benefits and programs. This piece
addresses the difficulties in managing work
and family, but its purpose is to point out
what childcare centers, schools, and care-
givers can do to support working families
and their children.

Besides being a work/family consultant.
I'm also a grandmotherand a very active
one because my daughter is a single. working
parent. This story begins when my grandson
wz,s born and the first caregiver was hired;
shc was the first of seven over a year's time.
The reasons for the caregivers leaving or
being dismissed are more typical than not,
hut as a result of the loss of a consistent
caregiver, my grandson's behavior became
erratiche had severe temper tantrums and
was biting other,

After a series i-f;:risis situations, an
unusually caring childcare center. North
Shore Academy in Chicago. came to the
rescue by taking him even though he wasn't
potty trained. They looked beyond the incon-
venience to the real issue which was to assist
the desperate mother and to help in a young
child's crucial development.

Their team of childcare experts deter-
mined a strategy on how to change nt
grandson's negative, angry behavior int()
positive and self-controlling behavior. They
appointed one teacher to handle the chikl
daily to help him develop a sense of self-
worth, respect for others, and a sense of

0 ; -v.

security. They recommended a counselor
from the Adlerian Institute who suggested
new parenting skills and realistic approaches
to my daughter which would be consistent
with the school's strategy of working with the
child. The counselor encouraged the skills
she had already developed and assisted in
giving her the confidence a single parent
needs.

Six months later. my grandson stopped
biting and acting inappropriately. He now
talks in sentences, sings songs, is potty
trained, has new friends, is happy. and can't
wait to go to school. My daughter is more
relaxed, confident, and can concentrate on
her work.

A childcare center can make such a differ-
ence in the growth and development of chil-
dren of working parents. Caregivers and
schools need to work w ith parents whose
children have difficulties. They must be
sensitive to the needs of single parents by
being flexible and creative so that the chil-
dren can grow up to be normal adults
and grandmothers won't have to won-) so
much! .

Bonnie Michael.% Is Pre.sident ccl 11111wpm!
li.brk and handy. lne.. a conmdting firm duct
wcerk.% with emplayer% and the conunumt.% to
provide benefit.e. re.%oune.e. and progmm.% tor
employee% with families. Contact her al 1200
llarger Rd.. Suite 203. Oak Brook, 11.60521
1 ,"800 621 8331 .

Managenez lieerk and hand% 1% a member ol the
handy Remeuree Coalittem.
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by Ethel Seiderman

Finding a Believer

By 1986, the Parent Services Project (PSP)
was coming of age. Over a six-year period.
its concept had matured, been tested,.and
accepted. Eleven state-funded childcare cen-
tersall serving low income, racially and
ethnically diverse, immigrant, poor, or mar-
ginally employed families stressed by soci-
etal and cultural pressures had successfully
integrated this family support project into
their programs.

Support in this context means offering
parents a smorgasbord of family activities
and events, classes, workshops, and adult-
only programs designed to teach necessary
skills and offset crisis. The program pro-
vides diversity, choice, and flexibility, advo-
cates and promotes parent leadership and
decision making. works from the strengths
of families, and is able to intervene at the
earliest signs of family distress.

An anecdotal and cost-effective study had
been completed with impressive results, and
a longitudinal study had begun which prom-
ised significant data on parental stress and
the impact of a social support system on
diminishing and offsetting stress and psy-
chological symptoms.

Legislation had been introduced to fund
the Parent Services Project model in Califor-
nia's state-funded childcare centers. It had
become clear that childcare was a natural
context in which to provide a variety of fam-
ily services. Parents trusted and were famil-
iar with their children's caregivers. The
relationship between the family and the
childcare center often lasted (iv several years
as each child went through the program and,
in partnership with staff, a commitment to
promote the optimal development and well-
being of children became the focus. We
had learned and confirmed that the child
flourished if the family did. It was time to
take on new challenges. We were ready to
tell the world.

In 1980. the Zellerbach Family Fund.
joined by the San Francisco Foundation and
then the Marin Community Foundation,
became our first believers. They agreed on a
joint funding mechanism to launch the PSP
program in eight childcare centers at eleven
sites in the Bay Area which served 750 chil-
dren from multi-ethnic backgrounds and
urban, suburban, and rural neighborhoods.

The A.L. Mailman Family Foundation
became our second believer. They reviewed
our materials and the progress we had
achieved. We met through phone conferences
and a spark began to ignite: we were invited
to submit a letter of intent with a grant to
follow. The genius of what was to evolve
began with the joint work of developing a
training grant.
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We all agreed we had the match--a com-
mon belief that had captured our imagina-
tions. The Parent Services Project training
was an inspiring project. The program had
worked in one part of the country and was
worthy of being tried in another. We were
mutually convinced to take a chance on
replication in another location. In an ongoing
dialogue with Luba Lynch, Executive Direc-
tor of the A.L. Mailman Family Foundation,
we devised what was to become the format of
our first training and the model for subse-
quent trainings.

The next few months were the most
instructive of my many grant-writing efforts.
Ideas were explored, systems for developing
the training were reviewed, and decisions
regarding the trainees were considered. We
knew that the match of people and training
location would be crucial to the ultimate
success of our planning.

We began the training process in 1988 with
the Child Care Connection (CCC) of Fort
Lauderdale. Florida. A long-term, soundly
based, comprehensive child day care pro-
cram serving poor. mostly African American
families in their area. CCC's strong leader-
ship already believed in a partnership with
parents. Their staff, deeply involved in the
community and feeling supported by its
families, eagerly committed to the training
and program implementation.

Once more a spark was ignited. Our phone
calls were zestful and full of hope. Together
we developed a grant using a similar process
to the one used with the A.L. Mailman Fam-
ily Foundation. During many phone confer-
ences we served as mentors and guides in
assisting CCC to complete their component
of the training grant. Thus the buy-in of all
players was bornthe trainees, trainers, and
funders were establishing a sound base of
relationships that would prove to be success-
ful for all of us.

The training occurred in August 1988 in
the Bay Area: the follow-up year was marked
by two visits to Florida and a joint presenta-
tion at a national conference. The momen-
tum continued, and by the fall of 1990only
two years laterthe Child Care Connection
was launching its own leadership by training
others in their area.

Taking Stock
The Parent Services Project is presently

completing a second training grant in the Bay
Area. funded by the Walter S. Johnson Foun-
dation, and three additional proposals are
being considered to expand training to other
parts of the country. We have established our
mission: we are an organization continually
devoted to promoting the original sites: to

providing training, education, and informa-
tion services: and to fostering public policy
and social change initiatives that will turn
other childcare centers into family support
centers.

Finding a believer means being a believer.
Believers have imagination, are willing to
take a risk, and perhaps experience failure.
They have clear vision and stronger than
usual commitment, persistence and good
humor, charisma, confidence, and dedicated
spokespersons. They can share power and
authority to meet the common challenge.
Believers find cach other, and we are grateful
to those who have already made the connec-
tion and to those yet to come for supporting
these valuable efforts. E

Infant at Wu Yee Child Care Center in San Fran-
cisco's Chinatown plays under the watchful eye of
a grandparent.

Etlwl Seiderman is the founder and Director of
Anselmo ChildrenIs Center in Marin

County. CalifOrnia, serving 125 children/I-ow
3 months to purr!: grade. Die center,
opened in 1973. has taken a leadership role in
the field of early i-hildhood education wul child-
care, its civil as in establishing and developing

prograll1.1 .5001118 On/di-are and
parent services. Mrs. Senlerman is atm Director
oldie Parent Services Project. Inc., described in
this article. and she teadies classes and leads
workshops in earl) childhenid and lanalv educw-
non an the state and national level.

C'ontact Ethel Setdcrman at the Parent Ser-
vices Project, Filirlii%-San Anselmo Children's
Center, /99 Porteics Ave , hada.% 94930
415 454-1811.

PSP is a member ol the 1-Untils Resource
C'oalition



by Patricia Peters

The Mothers' Center

Developing a Maternal Voice:
A Network Grows

Hicksville. NY, 1973. A social worker
at Family Service Association of Nassau
County (FSA), a local social service agency,.
becomes concerned about the number of
women who describe pregnancy and the
early years of childrearing as a painful
struggle, marked by uncertainty and dimin-
ished self-confidence. She designs a research
project to explore these issues. Fifty women
meet and share their experiences. When the
research project concludes, these women
express a strong desire to continue the dis-
cussion:: which they felt were educational
and therapeutic. The first Mothers' Center
(MC) in Nassau County is born!

Propelled by grassroots energy and a
steady stream of requests for inthrmation.
the MC has grown to more than 100 sites in
the U.S. and 160 similar programs in West
Germany. In 1981. the Mothers' Center
Development Project (MCDP) was formed
under the auspices of FSA in order to pro-
mote the model program. respond to inquir-
ies about it, and create what has become a
national network of Mothers' Centers. The
MCDP has responded to more than 200}0
requests for information. reintbreing the
thunders' beliefs that this program answers
a deeply fdt need in all women/mothers.

From conversations with women all across
the country emerges a description of the
isolation, lack of intimation. and sense of
uncertainty that women feel when they become
mothers. The transition from the structured
lifestyle of work time and leisure time to the
unstructured and unrelieved ti_emands of'
infant care create disequilibrium, anxiety.,
depression, and stress. Economic issues.
lack of parenting skills. post-partum depres-
sion. and the host of other !natters that can
accompany the binh of a child all conspire to
make the early years of parenthood a critical
period for women. The fact that these issues
are often "hidden" thsters the expectation
among women that I notherhotAl IS instinctiLe

and always joyous. Women struggling with
the problems described above frequently feel
inadequate and guilt-ridden.

The MC responds by providing a place
where women can L Dme together for peer
support. education, and professional train-
ing and consultation. The women/mothers
"own" their centers. managing every aspect
of the operation. Trained by a social worker,
the women conduct groups, design research,
offer childcare. learn child and adult devel-
opment theories, and develop advocacy
actions to make health care and community
institutions more responsive to the needs of
families.

One of the unique strengths of the MC is
the peer/professional exchange which com-
bines current developmental theories with
the practical needs and experiences of the
mothers. By exchanging inthrmation with
professionals. as well as with one another,
participants have access to a broad range of
knowledge. By connecting individual centers
to the national network, women arc given the
opportunity to draw on an even larger pool of
resources, sharing information and support
and developing a clear maternal voice on
issues of importance to women/mothers.

That these issues are universal is evi-
denced by the parallel development of West
German sites. Researchers finind that Ger-
man mothers were experiencing the same
problems described by American women:
they felt isolated, their self-confidence was
diminished, and they missed the additional
income their salaries had provided.

The German centers were developed to
respond to these issues, and like those in the
U.S., are non-hierarAncal and run by the
women/mothers in consultation with protes-
sionals. They offer groups and childcare.
They are designed to support and validate the
work of mothering. Significantly. the Ger-
man centers have taken that principle a step
Mrther than the U.S. centers: each woman

who works at a Center is paid for her work,
that is, her childcare. group facilitating,
coffee servicewhat the Germans call the
"social work that women do every day." Raid
employment is also available for haircutting.
sewing. ironing, bookkeeping. etc. It is one
more way of helping women to gain the self-
confidence and independence they often feel
stripped of when children are born.

A critical element in the growth of what
is now an international movement is the
Mothers' Center Development Project. The
MCDP staff acts as a resource to individual
centers and offers technical assistance and
support to those women who wish to begin
centers. Toll-free telephone consultation,
occasional site visits, and an annual confer-
encetypically attended by close to 300
womenprovide an on-going link among the
centers. Written and audio-visual materials
are available. Training materials include the
MC manual, which describes, among other
things. the center and its operation, how-tos.
and a section on developmental childcare.
Training packets tor peer counseling and
peer facilitating are also available.

Since 1987. the MCDP has been involved
with the YWCA of the USA in a collabora-
tive eftiirt to foster the growth of Mothers'
Centers within the YWCA structure. This
venture could yield an enormous number of
new sites and provide a valuable community
link which will serve to strengthen both the
growing network of centers and the individ-
ual YW associations. It is also expected that
similar partnerships will develop with other
agencies and MCDP hopes to create addi-
tional materials to meet their training needs.

What all of this means, of course, is that
we may be drawing closer to the time when
the vision of the MCDP will be realized: that
there will be, in every community across the
country. a Mother's Centera place where
women can come together to research and
attend to maternal issues, design a responsive
Mothers' Center, and work toward a society
that, as a matter of policy, pays attention to
the needs of families.

Patricia Peter% is Public Relation.% Officer at
ESA. norther ol two daughterA. age% 14 aml 11 .
and a dvvotee oldie A1C. Over nett year,

he part oldie ESA team Uhe heretqore
parent agency of the MCDPI that will be worA
mg to launch the national M(' twtworA a.% an
indepemlent nonprofit agency.

mlinmatum on MotherA' Centers in vibur
area or him. center% begin. comm.! the MCDP
teat 1-800 '645-3828. or write to them at 336

PUlton Atv., fiemp.swad, NY 11550.
The Mother%' Center Develinnnent Prryed Is

a member ol the Pannlv Resouive
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edited by Patricia Langley

The Consortium of Family Organizations

COFO. created in 1977. is a nonpartisan.
nonsectarian group of five national profes-
sional. service, and resource organizations
committed to the idea that social policies and
programs should focus on the family, not
solely on individuals. COFO is organized
around the belief that in most cases, a family-
centered approach strengthens and supports
family life, is the most humane and effec-
the way to provide help to individuals, and
results in more efficient and effective human
service programs.

COFO's members are the American Asso-
ciation for Marriage and Family Therapy
(AAMFT). the American Home Economics
Association (AHEA), the Family Resource
Coalition (FRC). Family Service America
(FSA). and the National Council on Family
Relations (NCFR). The organization's mem-
bers are involved with families of all racial.
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds and with
families, both nuclear and extended, in all
stages of the life cycle.

History of COFOHow It All Began
President Jimmy Carter's election in 1976

generated a great deal of interest and activity
on the part of national organizations asso-
ciated with families and family policy. Dur-
ing his campaign. he promised. as President.
to sponsor the first White House Conference
on Families, and following his election.
pressure to set a date for the, conference and
to appoint staff for it was brought to bear
from many sources. A large. diverse coali-
tion of national organizations was formed to
advocate for, as well as monitor, the process
that would evolve into a White House Con-
ference on Families.

As the deliberations of the new coalition
got underway, four organizations began to
talk among themselves about the need for an
additional Washington presenceone.that
would be ongoing beyond the White House
Conference. Informal discussions started in
the summer of 1977. The fOur organizations
the American Home Economics Associa-
tion, the American Association for Mar-
iage and Family Therapy, Fat oily Service
America. and the National Council on Fam-
ily Relationseventually arrived at some
common goals and agreed to formally organ-
ize as the Coalition of Family Organizations
or COFO
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COFO then set forth the following goals:

to provide a larger presence in Washing-
ton focused on the political process and
any related activities of importance to
families, family policy, and the four
national organizations

to respond to the new and growing
national interest in families and to sup-
port this new direction in whatever ways
were possible and appropriate in the
nation's capital

to publish a Washington quarterly.
COF0 Memo, in order to better inform
the members of the four organizations
about important public policy
developments

to formalize the existing relationships
among the four national organizations

The first COM Memo was published in
the fall of 1977. The early newsletters con-
tained reports of the White House Confer-
ence process, and Congressional legislation
which was placing more emphasis on

In recent years, following AAMFT's move
to Washington and NCFR's appointment of
an official Washington representative. COFO
has expanded its Capitol Hill eftOrts with
monthly meetings and has taken on a new
role in the Washington milieu.

The general direction of COM's activities
continued until 1989 when a decision was
made to change the name from the Coalition
to the Consortium of Family Organizations
to better reflect the close working relation-
ship of its members. With this name change
came renewed energy and a commitment to
COFO's founding mission.

Also in 1989. COM history was made
when the Family Resource Coalition became
an official member of the Consortium, the
first such addition since the organization's
founding. COFO also plans to develop crite-
ria this fall for a new affiliate membership
category in order to further expand its
influence.

COFO's Current Activities
An increasingly dominant focus of

COFO's work in the past year has been the
development of tools to help educate policy
makeN and their staffs about family policy.
COFO's current activities-- the Family Policy
Repo. the Family Data Project. and the
COM-sponsored Family Impact Seminars-
are all part of the organization's strategy to
educate public officials.

The Family Policy Report, which pre-
miered in March 1990 and replaced the
COFO Memo, is a quarterly publication
designed to assist policymakers in evaluating
legislative proposals and social programs
from a family perspective. An important
component of the Report is th,"Family
Impact Questions Insert." a list of specific
family-related questions that the reader can
remove and use to study bills, amendments,
regulations, and existing programs. The first
issue provided readers with a framework for
understanding the purpose of a family per-
spective and how to apply it as a tool for
evaluating legislation. The second issue of
the Report will provide a family impact
analysis on a specific long-term care pro-
posal. (Subscriptions to the Family Policy
Report are 512 per year. Contact the COFO
Coordinator for more information.)

COFO's ongoing Family Data Project
emerged out of concern about the quality of
family-related research and data in this coun-
try. Public policies affecting families must
often be developed and implemented using
partial, outdated, and/or fragmented family
statistics. Furthermore, the family-related
data and research that does exist is frequently
inaccessible in a format that is useful to
policymakers. private sector organizations.
or the public.

Early in 1989, COM began conducting a
series of exploratory activities, interviews.
and meetings with experts within the federal
government, on Capitol Hill, and in private
sector organizations regarding the quality.
coordination, accessibility, and utilization of
family-related data and research. As a result.
COFO has been encouraged to act as a facili-
tator in the formation of an inter-governmental
forum that would coordinate and improve the
collection and dissemination of family
related data.

As part of its search fOr a model. COFO
has undertaken a review of the operation of
the Interagency Forum on Aging-Related
Statistics. This organization was established
in 1986 for purposes similar to COFO. that
is. to encourage cooperation among federal
agencies in the development, collection,
analysis. and dissemination of data pertain-
ing to the elderly population.

COM is now planning to explore the
substantive, pilittcal, and admimstrati ye
teasibility of ( I ) establishing an Interagency
Forum on Family-Related Statistics or a
similar Kidy: and (2) creating new offices
or institutions that would improve the syn
thesis and utilization of family-related data
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Consortium of
Family Organizations

The American Association for Marriage
and Family Therapy
1100 17th St. NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20036 202/452-0109

Mark R. Ginsberg, Ph.D., Executive Director

The American Home Economics
Association
1555 King St.
Alexandria, VA 22314 703/706-4600
Karl Weddle, Ph.D., Interim Executive Director

The Family Resource Coalition
200 South Michigan Ave.-15th Floor
Chicago, IL 60604 312/726-4750
Judy Carter, Executive Director

Family Service America
11700 W. Lake Park Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53224 414/359-1040

Geneva Johnson, President

National Council on Family Relations
3989 Central Ave. NE, Suite 550
Minneapolis, MN 55421 612/781-9331

Mary Jo Czaplewski, Ph.D., Executive Director

and research. These activities will pro-
ceed when funding is obtained.

Since 1988, COFO has also cosponsored a
regular monthly series of seminars on Capi-
tol Hill, conducted by the Family Impact
Seminar (FIS) for invited Congressional and
executive branch staff. The series began in
response to the growing need for timely.
objective research and analysis on family
issues. The goal of the seminars is to bring a
family perspective to bear on current policy
issues and to allow for a nonpartisan forum
for discussion and debate between executive
and legislative branch staff and policy
researchers. Participants receive a back-
ground briefing report for each seminar.
Seminar topics have included: foster care
reform and family preservation, maternal
drug use, childcare, and other family-related
subjects. (Copies of the background briefing
reports are available for $6.25 each from the
Family Impact Seminar, AAMFT. 1100 17th
St., NW, 10th Floor, Washington, DC
20036 202/452-0109.)

In 1990 and 1991, members of the five
COFO organizations will provide technical
assistance to F1S project staff in launching
an extended seminar series in selected state
capitals.

Following is a brief description of thc
COF0 members. The American Association
for Marriage and Family Therapy, located in
Washington. DC. is the professional associa-
tion for nearly 17,000 credentialed marriage
and fiimily therapists in the United States.
Canada, and abroad. Its members include
marriage and family therapists. social work-
ers, psychiatrists. psychologists, nurses and
pastoral counselors who work in public and
private settings as clinicians, teachers, train-
ers, and systems consultants. The AAMFT
Research and Education Foundation con-
ducts activities that promote general family
well-being. The Family Impact Seminar
(FIS) is the policy unit of the Foundation.

The American Home Economics Associa-
tion, located in Alexandria. VA. is an educa-
tional and scientific association of more than
26,(XX) professionals from various disciplines
that comprise the field of home economics.
including: child development, food and
nutrition, family relations, t'amily econom-
ics, and home manageme.a. Home econom-
ics integrates knowledge from all these
disciplines relative to solving the everyday
problems and challenges of families. AHEA
publishes two quarterly journals: Journal
Home Economics and the Home Economic.s
Research Journal.

The Family Resource Coalition, based
in Chicago. represents thousands of family
resource and support programs and practi-
tioners. Their services include consultation,
training, and technical assistance on all
aspects of program development; public
education and advocacy activities on behalf
of families; and the publication of books
such as Programs to Strengthen Families and

77ie Family Resource Program Builder, and

periodicalsThe FRC Report and FRC Con-
nection. FRC operates the only national
clearinghouse on family support programs
and offers a nationwide referral service to
families seeking local programs.

Family Service America. headquartered in
Milwaukee, is a voluntary movement which
exists to influence society and its institutions
in order to encourage. protect. and promote
healthy family life in North America. Its
network of 290 private, nonprofit member
agencies is dedicated to providing a wide
range of services to families in crisis or with
specific problems or needs. FSA publishes
Families in Society (formerly Social Case-
work) ten times yearly and has extensive
publications on families. FSA also operates
a governmental affairs office in Washington.
DC.

The National Council on Family Rela-
tions, based in Minneapolis. MN. is the
professional association of scholars and
practitioners engaged in research, dissemina-
tion, and practical application of the multi-
disciplinary study of marriage and family
life, family life education and counseling.
and public services to families. It has 4.0(X)
national and international members, includ-
ing sociologists, psychologists, marriage and
family therapists. counselors, educators,
social workers. attorneys, and health care
professionals. NCFR produces an interna-
tionally vended on-line Family Resource
Database and publishes two journals, Journal
Qf Marriage and the Family and Family
Relations. E :

Contact Patricia Langley. C0E0 Coonlimitor.
FSA Ofice on Governnuoual Afjnio, 1319

/5, N Sulu, 6060, Ii/n.,hington, DC 20004
202/347-1124.
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by Joan Wynn and Joan Costello

Kate learned to swim at the park district
dzi.v camp and is now on a Y team. She has
just joined the Brownies and goes to an
after-school program on other days until
her mother gets ho,. Are these activities
important? We heli;ve they are far more
significant than we often give them credit
for. We call them primary services.

Daryl also goes to an after-school program
hut mild cerebral palsy makes walking and
running somewhat difficult. He is often
excluded from activiti Gefting him to
specialized physical therapy is a problem
for his working mother. Could these pri-
mary and specialized services work more
effectively as parts of a community-based
children's services system? We think so.

A variety of organized activities exist in
conununities that support child development
and family functioning. Under the heading
of primary services, these activities include
toddler play groups and after-school pro-
grams. youth volunteer activities, telephone
v.armlines and meowing programs, parent
support and education programs, and the
resources of parks. libraries, and museums.

By contrast. so,:ial services for children
and parents are mainly specialized interven-
tions such as child welfare, mental health,
juvenile justice, and substance abuse services
-aimed at responding to child or parent
problems.
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Children's Services:
Directions for the Future

Currently, these two service sectors
the primary and the specializedhave little
connection to one another. Much is lost in
opportunities for children and parents as a
resultfirst in the relative neglect of the
primary service sector as a significant
resource, and second in the nearly com-
plete failure to connect the two.

In this article, we propose a reorientation
of children's services that focuses on promot-
ing child and family development as well as
responding to problems. This reorientation
can be accomplished by three changes: First.
primary services should be included in the
conception of child and family services and
made more available in communities as
organized resources for all children and
fiimilies. Second. working partnerships
should be created between primary and
specialized services. Third. a newly con-
ceived system of children's services should
be planned. organized. and prov ided at the
eollimunitY

Broadening Children's Services
Children need support for their develop-

ment as well as responses to their problems.
We believe that these critical needs should be
met as much as possible by the natural activ
ities and affiliations that primary services
offer. Through their roots in communities.
these services can enhance individual capaci-
ties, respond to changes in families and other
institutions, and provide a natural source of
help to children and parents with emerging
problems or those with special needs. Pri-
mary services are activities. facilities, and
events often provided by organizations that
are part of the familiar social world of fami-
lies. They arc available for use voluntarily.
most often without an elaborate process of
certifying need or eligibility.

Primary services enhance capacities
children need and will continue to need as
adults. Tot lots, parks. sports teams, and
many other primary services support chil-
dren's physical development and strengthen
their sense of competence. Primary services
offer group activities through which children
can learn to behave in responsive, caring
ways. to moderate personal interests to those
of others, to accept differences in values and
beliefs. and to develop friendships. These
abilities are essential to self-esteem and to
participation in supportive social networks.

; 0

Primary services also provide hands-on
chances to solve problems and make things
happen. from block building among pre-
schoolers to leadership activities for teenag-
ers. Adolescents in particular can enhance
both skills and self-esteem through oppor-
tunities to contribute to the well-being of
others.

Children seldom develop a sense of com-
petence if their parents feel uncertain about
their own capacities. Primary services can
support effective parenting through programs
such as drop-in centers and parent support
groups, parenting classes, and information
and referral services. The spontaneous
exchanges among parents in primary service
settings can provide advice, friendship, and
sources of social support.

Responding to Changes in
Other Institutions

Smaller families with fewer siblings for
children to play with and fewer adult rela-
tives available for support, coupled with
growing numbers of single parent and two-
parent working families, increase the impor-
tance of organized activi!: and contact with
peers and caring adults that primary services
can offer.

For families living in poverty, primary
services iiiay offset disadvantage by provid-
ing access to skills and opportunities other-
wise unavailable. These services also offer
safe havens that help protect children from
random violence, drugs. gangs. or early
sexual activity.

Primary services can complement schools
in meeting increasingly complex obligations
for children's learning and development.
Whether they are laying out a baseball dia-
mond. taking photographs, using computers.
or managing a hind drive to buy unitbrms.
children can apply learning in ways that
consolidate academic skills and an interest
in continued learning. Through leadership
roles in clubs and teams or volunteer work,
adolescents can gain a sense of the demands
and rewards of work, and build skills and
experience as a bridge to future employment.
Primary services can also facilitate connec-
tions between parents and schools.

The interaction of children and parents
with developmentally oriented programs can
serve as an early warning system to identify
problems and provide assistance in ways that



are neither categorical nor stigmatizing.
Primary services often have special roles

organizing activities, managing equipment
to which children are appointed. These roles
can confer a sense of special status and
involve extra attention from both peers and
adult staff. Staff can use these roles and their
natural helping capacities to ofket a sense of
isolation and rally a child's own abilities to
cope. Special roles may be particularly
important for children with disabilities,
enablina them to join more fully in activi-
ties with their peers.

For children needing speech or physical
therapy. psychological counseling, or other
specialized services, both the quality of their
lives and the effectiveness of the specialized
interventions arc enhanced if they remain
involved in the activities and settings primary
services offer. By providing arenas in which
to practice what has been learned, primary
services reinforce specialized help.

Enhancing Primary Services
While primary services already exist in

some form in many comnlunities. to play a
central part of a larger. more deliberately
organized world of children's services, their
availability and role should be increased.

All communities need to have sufficient
variety among primary services to accom-
modate children of different ages. interests,
and capacities. In communities with limited
resources, civic interests as well as public
and private providers may need to explore
greater use of existing facilities such as
schools, parks. libraries, or churches: they
may also need to secure additional resources
by, for example, recruiting chapters of'
national organizations to the community and
by securing the commitments of public and
private funders. EflOrts to increase primary
services can he effectively coupled with
economic development or other community--
building initiatives.

Within communities, primary service
providers can work together on joint service
planning and on adjusting available services
to hetter meet child and family needs. Pro-
viders can also join in creating new forms of
primary services, such as arrangements for
children stranded when planned activities
are cancelled and parents are unavailable.
or transportation arrangements to facilitate
children's use of available activities.

It will take the ongoing collaboration of
primary and specialized providers if services
are to effectively promote children's capaci-
ties and respond to titeir problems.

In many commuhities, a survey of the
interests and needs of children and parents
and an inventory of existing services would
position providers to plan for the range of
services that should be available.

Providers could collaborate in service
delivery by sharing program elements, staff,
or facilities. For children needing specialized
help, the professionals involved in their care
could consult with primary providers about
ways to enable these children to participate
in primary programs and could bring some
specialized services to the more familiar and
accessible primary settings.

Creating a System of Children's
Services

Communities are central to the re-
orientation we propose because they are
where children live and where children and
parents turn for enrichment and support.
Community-based services can harmoniz.e

ith local interests and needs, respond to
specific cultural values, draw naturally on
surrounding resources, and increase resi-
dents sense of control.

A community-based children's services
system should generate comprehensive plan-
ning and ways of making services responsive
to individuals. Civic leaders and a wide
range of providers, including those in health
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care and education, should be engaged in
planning and the collaborative delivery of
services. Building on the experience of fam-
ily resource centers and other community-
based programs, mechanisms should be
fashioned that convey information about
available services to children, parents. and
providers and that create ways of making
services more accessible.

As a family's needs increase, so should the
available help. Individuals acting as advisors
or advocates could be available to help fami-
lies assess their needs, work with them to
identify appropriate services, and assist,
through modeling a concrete problem-
solving process. in securing access to ser-
vices. More ongoing and interactive help
could be made available for families involved
with multiple services, or at risk of needing
to be. Ideally. individuals providing t h is case
management would have the authority to
authorize ac:ess to a range of public ser-
vices. They should also have a pool of flexi-
ble funds to pay for arrangements that act
as the glue for a service plan and that are
unavailable from other sourcestransporta-
tion from school to a recreation program. for
example.

People who fill these helping roles
information, advocacy, and case manage-
mentshould be located in a setting to
which families are naturally attracted. In
some communities an appropriate setting
will exist, in others it would have to be
created. This setting might be a community
center. school, family resource center, or
social service agency. In all cases it should
be a community-based entity that operates in
a natural helping context.

Conclusion
We believe a fundamental reorientation

of children's services is needed, one that
enhances the role and presence of primary
services, conthines primary and specialized
services into a new children's services sys-
tem. and focuses children's services at the
community level.

We have advanced one alternative. We
hope it will be considered and tested. We
hope others might be proposed and tested,
their merits weighed. and a course chosen
that will better serve our childrenand us--
for the decades to come. t

d0w1 Wynn 13 (1 ReAl'ardi Fellott and Joan
Cowell() a Fm.ulty .4.% wiate at Cluipm Hall
Center Jim CIUldont at the lhaver.sity of Chu vg0

artble grow.% out of a po!ject. supported b%
the Chimigo Community Trust, demgned to con-
suler ninil/g social service% and to propme
WI alternative approm h if vmrranted. A more
detaded d1311(3Aion Qf the author3 fitulutg.% aml
recommendation.% con be found in Richman,
Wm,: and Comello. Children's Sers ices in Mello
pohtan ('Incago: Directions for the Future.
Come.% may be obtained or the author.% reachml
through Chapin Ilall, 1155 I... hOth St (*Im ago.
II. 60637 312 702-1015.
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re
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 d
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 m
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 p
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l d
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 p
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 d
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 b
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 p
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 o
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 p
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 d
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 d
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 d
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, d
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 c
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 c
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 p
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 c
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 r
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ra
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 p

re
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 p
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 d
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 c
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re
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 c
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f c
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 c
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 c
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n 
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r 
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 d
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 c
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 d
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 p
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 c
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 p
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ra
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 r
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 p

ro
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 c
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 c
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 c
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 r
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 c
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 d
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ra
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 c
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 p
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 D
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t c
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f c
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at
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 c
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t c
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at
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, c
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 c
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.
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w
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 s
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he

 s
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. M

ar
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an
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r 

ex
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 d
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in
ed
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n
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ve
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m

en
t s
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at
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y 
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te
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ed
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y 
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m
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 c
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 o
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nt
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m

ed
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 s
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 p
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 p

ro
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 c
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 p
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 b
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 p
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 d
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 p
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 c
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 p
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, c
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 d
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 d
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 c
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 p
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t m
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 C
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 c
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im
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 m
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 c
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 c
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at
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 o
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at
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ra
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 c
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 d
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 d
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 c
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by Bonnie Lash Freeman

Family Literacy:
Collaborative Learning Ventures
for the Nation's Families

Family literacy programs! Even Start
programs! PACE! The Kenan Trust Family
Literacy Model! What are these programs.
why is there a need for them? What do we
know about undereducated families and
their lack of educational success that has
prompted the creation of such programs?

We know that the literacy level for one out
of every five American adults is the eighth
grade: that three-fifths of mothers receiving
AFDC lack a high school diploma: that the
number of children living in poverty has
increased by 50 percent in the last fifteen
years: that more than 50 percent of these
children enter school two or three years
behind their peers and are more likely to
drop out in later years.

We also recognize that parents are their
children's first and most influential teachers:
that what parents do to help their children
learn is more important to their academic
success than the family's financial status or
social class: that thc value of education is
transferred from one generation to the next:
and that family systems provide the basic
tools of thought. language. values, and the
desire to learn. These facts, coupled with the
advent of the information age and the realiza-
tion that the needs of the present and future
workforce cannot be met with an under-
educated population, have prompted the
development of a family literacy philosophy.

Farniy literacy is shared learning and
reading experiences that improve the edu-
cational environment of the family and
strengthen the support for reading and learn-
ing in the home. A family literacy program
can be described as an "educative commu-
nity" in which both parents and children
become teachers and learners. By defining
family literacy this way, some basic assump-
tions about the programs can serve as guid-
ing principles for program developers:

All families have strengths and these
strengths are identified and incorporated into
the development of the program.

Families are a system of influence and
the transmission of values happens within
that system: therefore, all family members
are incorporated by some means into the
design of the program.

Informal and/or fOrmal support for
families is provided as part of the program's
day -to-day structure.

Literacy is an on-piing process and
programs will recognize that all fatuities are
somewhere on a literacy development
continuum.
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Change happens over time: therefore.
programs are methodical.

The teaching/learning process is recipro-
cal for both parents and children, and this
reciprocity is an integral part of family liter-
acy models (Bronfenbrenner, 1977).

At present. there are approximately 300
programs that are considered family literacy
models. Developing since the early 1980s.
these programs fall into four basic categories
(Nickse. 1988) which classify and examine
program types across two critical dimensions
-Ha) type of intervention (direct or indirect)
and (b) type of participant (adult or child).
Program participants receive specific bene-
fits: indirect participants benefit as a result
of work with the primary recipient.

As a way of expanding efforts to solve the
nation's literacy problems. the National Cen-
ter for Family Literacy was formed in 1989.
It is a private, nonprofit corporation funded
primarily with a grant from the William R.
Kenan, Jr., Charitable Trust. The Center's
agenda focuses on the intergenerational
transfer of literate behaviors in families and
seeks to maximize the strengths of families
as they struggle to participate fully in a liter-
ate society. This agenda is addressed through
advocacy and dissemination of information,
research and development, and implementa-
tion assistance.

The Center has also established a clearing-
house of family literacy programs represent-
ing models that include the key elements of
instruction for undereducated parents, deve-
lopmental activities for children, and a time
for guided parent-child interaction. Activities
of the Center promote public awareness of
the cyclical problems of illiteracy through
seminars, presentations, information, and
policy work on the local, state, federal, and
international levels. The Center has docu-
mented the Kenan Trust Family Literacy
model and continues to research the out-
comes at the Kenan model sites.

Implementation assistance is provided
through program planning and model devel-
opment, and gtml setting and matching fund-
ing resources to those goals. In addition.
training related to the implementation of the
Kenan model, adult education methodology.
early chiklhood education, parent-child
interaction, computers and flintily literacy.
and the evaluation of finnily literacy pro-
grams is provided. To date, 1071 people
have received training at the National
Center.

dt.)

Also in 1989, NCFL began providing tech-
nical assistance tbr several program models,
including the federally funded Even Start
programs and the 1990 recipients of The
Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Liter-
acy grantees.

It has always been true that education has
been the pathway out of poverty and welfiire
tOr every ethnic group and generation. Fam-
ily literacy programs seek to combine educa-
tion with the uplifting of a parent's self-esteem
and self-worth, thus establishing the head of
the household as the true leader and guiding
force of her/his family. It is the hope of the
National Center for Family Literacy that by
providing program assistance, information.
research, and support to the country, family
literacy will benefit all of us and strong fami-
lies will emerge to take their places in a
literate society. 1:
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by Jeanne Heber le

PACE: Parent and Child Education in Kentucky

In 1986, Kentucky was acutely aware of
serious economic and educational problems.
The 1980 Census showed the state was 50th
in the nation in percentage of high school
graduates. and the lack of an educated work
force made attracting and keeping businesses
with good jobs extremely difficult.

Too many young children were coming to
school unprepared to learn, and it was ack-
nowledged that teachers could not make up
the lag without the cooperation of families.
Most educators were becoming aware that
undereducation was intergenerational and
all literacy originated with the young child
at home. The value of good early childhood
education was recognized, but without
follow-through by the school and the family.
it seemed the benefits didn't last. Adult edu-
cation was helpful as a remedial effort. but
there was no evidence that simply raising the
parents educational level guaranteed success
for the child.

The problem was obvious: the question
was where to begin to break the pattern.
Early childhood, adult education, and family
support programs were already in operation.
but educational achievement in Kentucky
was not improving. Ideas for solutions were
being sought. Serendipitously, two enthusias-
tic, concerned educators in the fields of adult
and early childhood education and one
enlightened, influential state legislator (also
an educator) were in a position to pool their
knowledge, interest, and abilities. The group
agreed that a program which was simulta-
neously preventive and remedial within the
family, and that fostered a partnership
between the school and family should have a
powerful effect. A family literacy program
was called for that recognized the interdepen-
dency of the socializing forces of both family
and school.

The group's proposal for a family literacy
program in public schools was persuasive.
and the 1986 Kentucky General Assembly
funded six pilot Parent and Child Education
(PACE) programs. increasing the number to
twelve in the following fiscal year. The pro-
gram was successful and gainecbstatewide
and national attention. It won a prestigious
innovations award from the Ford Foundation
and Harvard University in 1988, a statewide
Community Education award in 1989, and
the Council of State Governments innova-
tions award in 1990.

Also in 1988. after visiting the Kentucky
prograin. the Kenan Family Charitable Trust
funded sewn family literacy, programs in
Louisville and North Carolina. The Kenan
Family Literacy Project developed into the
National Center for Family Literacy (see
page 12) that now disseminates. re.earches.
and trains for family literacy program.
throughout the nation.

The recognition and measurable achieve-
ments of the PACE program have brought
support for its expansion and continuation.
The 1990 General Assembly moved PACE
from the Kentucky Department of Education
to the new Workforce Development Cabinet
and expanded the program to 33 classrooms
in 30 counties and school districts.

The PACE Program
A state-funded family support and educa-

tion program. PACE is designed to break the
generational cycle of undereducation. Par-
ents without high school credentials come to.
a public school with their 3- or .I-year old
children: transportation and tw,, meals are
provided. After breakfast together. the par-
ents go to adult education classes while the
children move to an early childhood educa-
tion program. After two hours, the parents
return to the children's classroom and teach
their children, usiniz the materials and equip-
ment there. After lunch, the children take
naps and the parents gather for a family
support session with the teachers.

Through research, evaluation. and moni-
toring, the operation. curricula, and training
for the program have evolved and improved
during the past four years. The Family
Resource Coalition, headquartered in Chi-
cago, is developing the PACE Family Sup-
port Curriculum for use during parent-time
sessions and trains PACE staff members in
how to work with families. Training in the
Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment
System, the whole language-emergent liter-
acy approach. and the High/Scope early
childhood curriculum is now provided for
PACE staff members by the National Center
for Family Literacy in Louisville, Kentucky

Over the four years. PACE has reached the
measurable goals proposed to the General
Assembly in 1986. Each year, 70 percent or
more of the adult participants have either
received a GED or raised their level by two
grades as measured on the TABE. The chil-
dren have shown an average 28 percent
increase in developmental abilities as mea-
sured by a validated. criterion-referenced
instrument, and significantly. the majority
of PACE graduates regularly attend school
and have not been retained in grade. A pre-
liminary study (Yun Kim, 1987) and doctoral
dissertation done at the University of Ken-
tucky (Yun Kim, 1988) found a rise in par-
ents' educational and vocational aspirations
for their children's ach4.vement and a
decrease in reliance on spanking as a disci-
plinary measure.

PACE had a higher retention and GED
pass rate than conventional adult learning
centers. Although most participants were
young women with small children, a review

-
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of the program in 1988 showed that a signifi-
cant number (63 of 145) of PACE GED grad-
uates were either working or enrolled in fur-
ther educational efforts (Hibpshman, 1989).

Kentucky is in a unique education reform
position today as the only state whose entire
educational system was declared unconstitu-
tional. requiring every law to be changed
or reenacted and allowing new ones to be
written. A critical section of the 1990 Ken-
tucky Education Reform Act calls for family
resource and youth service centers in or near
all schools, with 20 percent of the population
eligible for free lunch, and requires PACE
programs, childcare, health, and social ser-
vices to be a part of these resource centers.
The PACE program will strengthen and he
strengthened by this unprecedented educa-
tional reform eftbrt.

The PACE model of family literacy is
working in Kentucky, and it is being dis-
seminated and replicated nationwide. It is
expected to play an important role in the
implementation of the federal Family Sup-
port Act as a humane, effective choice for
parents mandated to continue their education
and training. This educational effort within
families, in close partnership with schools,
could be the force to break the cycle of
undereducation.
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by Rud and Ann Turnbull

How to Go For It:
Beach Center Research Builds Family Strength

As parents of a young man who has multi-
ple disabilities, we have often said, "We wish
we knew how to..." and then filled in the
blanks as his and our lives evolved. As pro-
fessionals in the field of disabilities. we
continually say, "We wish we could answer
families' and professionals' questions on
how to...-

At the Beach Center on Families and
Disability at the University of Kansas, we
are trying to discover answers to those how-
to questions. We do that by sponsoring nine
research projects. listening hard to the con-
cerns of families and professionals, and
getting the research results into their hands
in family friendly or professionally apt ways.

We are interdisciplinary in our work.
Thus, our nine research projects have differ-
ent methodologies (survey, single-subject,
naturalistic. and policy analysis and legal
research); they also encompass the life-span
concerns of three major disability groups
developmental disabilities, emotional dis-
abilities, and technology support.

In a nutshell, we seek to see families in
different ways so we can help them in bet-
ter ways. We are guided by six principles:
affirming positive contributions, envisioning
great expectations. making wise choices.
building supportive relationships, enhanc-
ing inherent strengths. and achieving full
citizenship.

Our Center was established in 1988 and
is the only federally supported rehabilitation
research and training center of its kind in
the United States. We receive funds from the
National Institute for Disability and Rehabili-
tation Research. Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services, U.S. Depart-
ment of Education; the University of Kansas
through the Department of Special Education
and Bureau of Child Research; and from
private funds. The Center is named for our
friends Marianna and Ross Beach of Hays.
Kansas, in recognition of their long-standing
effOrts to support family-focused programs in
Kansas. the United States, and Central and
South America.

The How-to Questions
One of our questions is: How to help par-

ents help other parents? We know that nmny
people rely on parent-to-parent programs.
the kind that match a veteran parent in a one-
to-one relationship with a new parent for the
purpose of providing emotional and intOrma-
tional support. We also know that there has
been almost no research on how the model
works or its outcomes. So. we have com-
piled a list of 650 parent-to-parent programs,
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analyzed and summarized the results of a
comprehensive survey of more than 350
such programs. and mailed a survey to 3,000
referred parents and 1.600 veteran parents
to learn about their experiences with this
model. We plan to publish a national resource
directory, a manual of best practices, and
training materials on best practices. As a
parent-to-parent program clearinghouse, we
have been able to connect programs that were
previously isolated and enhance communica-
tion and collaboration among local and state
entities.

Another of our questions is: How to sup-
port families? Take the IFSP process as an
example. P.L. 94-142 requires parents and
school teams to collaborate on an Individual-
ized Family Service Plan to maximize the
possibilities for a child with disabilities.
Having conducted research on the IEP pro-
cess and having been participants in planning
for our son, we know that neither families
nor service providers have an existing model
for how to develop, implement, or evaluate
best practices in this area. We are determined
to learn how to transform the IFSP process
from a procedural one, with an obsessive
focus on compliance with legal technicali-
ties, to one of genuine family support and
empowerment.

Our concentration is on two life-span
stagesfamilies of infants/toddlers and
families of young adults in transition from
high school to supported employment and
residential independence. We have conducted
focus group studies with families and provid-
ers to identify their preferences for the pro-
cess, and are currently synthesizing that
research into a holistic process of best prac-
tices for individualized family support.

The focus is on community-building rather
than traditional case management. Our natu-
ralistic evaluation research will help us
answer how-to questions on two levels: How
to develop marathon skills for families such
as raising expectations, connecting with
friends, identifying their child's positive
contributions; and how to develop specific
family outcomes, such as access to informa-
tion on the disabling condition. In essence,
we are trying to learn about the long-term
outcomes of a family friendly, community-
building model of individualized family
support using problem solving as the
cornerstone.

There is a related how-to question con-
cerning family support: How best to estab-
lish state policies of family support'? We have
conducted and are now publishing results of
an extensive policy analysis of family supportf
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that combines theory and research outside
and within the disability field, and makes
recommendations for a state policy and pro-
gram. In addition, as a result of comprehen-
sive legal research, we have developed a
model state statute for family support that
creates state law, descrihes the principles
behind the law, sets up a state program, and
describes how it should be operated. Our
model is annotated to the laws of 50 states
and also contains charts analyzing the con-
tent of those laws.

We believe this policy and legal research
complements our intervention research on
individualizing for family support, so that,
at the state policy level as well as the direct
service level, we can learn more about how
to help families in better waysby seeing
them as capable in more ways than they
have been regarded in the past.

We are sponsoring or conducting other
areas of research as well:

how to enhance cognitive coping skills
in families including identifying positive
contributions of the child, making social
comparisons, making causal attribu-
tions, and perceiving control of the
future:
how to prevent out-of-home placement
of teenagers with serious emotional
problems by teaching skills to families
such as communication, problem solv-
ing, anger control, and how to improve
school performance;
how to identify and create supports
needed by biological, adoptive, and
foster families in maintaining their
children in the most home-like
environment;
how to identify and incorporate family
perspectives of the values, goals, and
strategies of family support programs;
and
how to identify and analyze barriers and
resources used by families and profes-
sionals that affect the educational and
service decisions of children who are
ventilator-assisted.

Dissemination and Training
Here we have faced new how-to chal-

lenges: to reach professionals in their accus-
tomed as well as more relevant ways, and
to reach families through family friendly
approaches. Dissemination to professionals
has been much easier since traditional mech-
anisms are already in place. For example. we
have just completed the second edition of our
text. Families, Prakssionals, mu! Excep-



Benefits of parent-to-parent
communication are a focus
of the Beach Center's work.

tionality: A Special Partnership (Columbus.
OH: Macmillan Publ. Co.. College Divi-
sion. 1990). including research results from
the Center. This book is fbr graduate and
undergraduate students in the disability field
who take courses on working with families.

We have a new doctoral program in Family
Studies and Disability in the Department of
Special Education at the University of Kan-
sas (the department is ranked first in the
nation in preparation of doctoral students
according to faculty in its peer departments).
This new program is based on concepts of
critical reflective inquiry across a broad
range or family issues. The Center has four
lirst-year and two second-year students, all
of whom arc immersed in Center projects
that keep them in direct contact with

Disseminating to tamilies is a more dif-
ficult task because much of the research
knowledge has not reached them or their
direct sers ice providers very effectively.
Because we believe it is essential to forge a
researcher-family partnership. we hosted a
conference titled. "The Principles of Family
Research" in May 1989. At this meeting.
twenty researchers and twenty families
examined their own values, assumptions.
and practices and then proposed principles
for conducting family research. The pervad-
ing theme of the principles is that research-
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ers and families each have unique knowledge
and perspective and that the research process
will be strengthened by having collaborative
partnerships.

As a follow-up, we hosted a conference
in June 1990, in which leading theorists and
researchers in cognitive coping (from social
psychology and disability fields) joined with
families (who are expert cognitive copers)
and service providers (who are expert at
using the results of cognitive coping research
to support families) to determine the status
and future direction of cognitive coping
research.

We continue to develop family friendly
means of sharing research infbrmation. Our
free newsletter (three issues yearly) always
highlights one of the Center's six principles
and includes research abstracts, tips on tech-
niques for how-to interventions, policy analy-
sis. and stories about families that illustrate
the major principle and the research tbcus.

We are also trying to share our research
and how-to knowledge through video and
audio tapes. We have just completed a three-
part C-hand teleworkshop entitled, "Is there
Life after High School for Students with
Moderate and Severe Disabilities'? Great
Expectations and Best Practices." In three
90-minute shows, we used a cinnbination of
point-counterpoint debates with each other,
call-in interviews with families, taped inter-

views with national leaders, panels of practi-
tioners who are doing best practice. call-in
questions, and upfront and personal conver-
sations with each other, based on our per-
sonal experience. A long-term impact
evaluation will be undertaken to determine
what changes viewers made, based on the
program information.

The Center is also field-testing its first
research and how-to manual on supported
employment. Finally, we are preparing for a
three-day summer institute in Lawrence on
"Life after High School" for families, adults
with a disability, and professionals. We are
particularly seeking pioneers and frontier-
breakers who can envision new lifestyle
options and have the drive and energy to
make their visions come true.

We involve more than forty sensitive,
committed, skilled, colleagues who all send
the same messagethat family life which
includes a member with a disability can be
enriching and enjoyable. We all work to
combine research, experien,:e, dissemina-
tion, and training so that families can shoot
fbr the stars. All of us say, "Go tbr it. now."
We ask only one favor: let us hear from you
about going tbr it.
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im!! IH (Ruch ). is Professor of Special Education
end the Law, and Senior Research Associate of
the Bureau of Child Research. He has authored
numerous books and articles on cmisent, the
doctrine cy the least restrictive alternatitv. and
disability-related issue.s finals-, ethics, polb-s-,
and JUmilies. Mr. Turnlnill has been legal el run-
sel for the North Carolina legislature on (Ilse/ill-
us limners and MIA the principal draftsman oi
that state!s special education and limited guar-
dianship hl WS. He has been an evert witness
briery connnittee.s of the U.S. House and Semite
and served as special counsel on rise clisabilu%
cases in the U.S. Supreme Court.

tfi. invite you to write ler copies of research
abstnicts, annotated bibliographies. technical
repios, videos, ancl our Publication Catalog
th.sling all articles. chapters, monographs, and
books «nnpleted during the Center's ,first two
%Tarsi. TM address Ls: Beach Center on tem
dies and Disability, 3111 Hasserth hall, Buirau
ol Child Research, Lawrence, KS 66045
9/3 864- 7600.

The Beat h C'entcr is a member of the foimils
Resource Coalition.
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II by Joe H. Brown, Carolyn S. Brown, Pedro R. Portes, and Vern Rickert

Family Divorce Adjustment Program:
A Model for Improving Children's Post-Divorce Adjustment

This article describes the Family Divorce Adjustment Program (FDAP) which is currently being implemented in selected schools
and family service agencies throughout the greater Louisville. Kentucky area. The pmgram is based on research which suggests
specific ways to reduce risk and symptomatology in family members at the time of divorce.

Effects of Divorce
There is considerable evidence that

divorce can increase the likelihood of
adverse effects On the psychological well-
being of spouses. Separation and divorce are
processes that require adaptation to rapid
change: yet, the nature of divorce can under-
mine the adult's capacity to parent, leaving
the child at risk for anxiety and depression.

Extensive evidence also exists 'suggesting
that parental separation/divorce is a painful.
stressful experience for children and that it
creates many changes in a child's lite. Even
given the most positive situation, children
experience feelings such as guilt, anger,
embarrassment, disbelief, fear, and grief:
and even under the best circumstances, a
child needs time and support to regain stabil-
ity felt before the divorce.

Wallerstein and Kelly (1980) suggest that
children must master six hierarchical
divorce-related coping tasks in order to
adjust satisfactorily:

acknowledging the reality of the divorce
and achieving a realistic cognitive under-
standing of it

disengaging from parental conflict and
resuming the child's agenda

resolving the many losses that divorce
imposes

resolving problems of anger and self-
abuse

acknowledging the permanence of
divorce

achieving realistic hope about one's
future relationships

Research suggests that parents need to be
involved to help children master these tasks
during the divorce transition, yet this is a
time when parents are experiencing much
conflict also and have a lesser capacity to
respond to and support children. For this
reason, a program designed to support both
children and parent is warranted. There
seems to he a clear need for children to dis-
cuss concerns in the absence of parents
because many children arc reluctant to fur-
ther burden parents. Yet there is also a need
to facilitate parent-child conimunication.
The FDAP program provides time for par-
ents alone, children alone, and for parents
and children together.
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The Family Divorce Adjustment
Program

The FDAP is designed for parents and
children to cope more effectively with prob-
lems that-result from divorce. The major
goals of the program are ( ) to prevent or
reduce anxiety. aggression, depression. and
behavioral problems, and (2) to increase
social competencies that are critical to pre-
venting children's post-divorce maladjust-
ment. The program's five major objectives
are to:

increase children's competence by teach-
ing specific skills to identify divorce-related
feelings in self and others

reduce feelings of isolation and miscon-
ception about divorce

increase children's awareness of how
divorce affects their parents

increase appropriate ways children can
respond to anger

develop parental competence by teaching
skills to handle life adjustment issues, chil-
dren's divorce-related concerns, co-parental
relationship, and parent-child relationship.

The FDAP is a group intervention for
custodial and non-custodial parents and
children. The curriculum places emphasis
on (a) a supportive climate where feelings

r:. r

Children's Support Group

i

can be freely explored, (b) acquisition of
problem-solving skills for divorce-related
problems. and (c) ways for parents and chil-
dren to develop better relationships with
each other.

Group sessions include approximately
eight families with a child or children
between the ages of 8 and 12. Sessions last
approximately two hours in a community-
based setting (e.g.. church, family agency,
family life center) located close to where
the family resides.

The educational support group program
is based on an empirical body of data which
suggests specific ways to reduce risk and
symptomatology in family members. It is
based on the assumption that symptoms
occur at the time of divorce when individual
characteristics of the family member interact
with dysfunctional family processes. Each
component of the program is designed to
address the five factors that make members
at risk at the time of divorce: ( ) age and sex
of the child, (2) pre-divorce family function-
ing, (3) post-divorce parent-child relation-
ships, (4) post-divorce parental relationships,
and (5) parent-child support systems. Fami-
lies who successfully complete this program
should he able to progress developmentally
to the next lite cycle stage.



FDAP is divided into twelve units. Six
units are designed for custodial parents
alone, three units for non-custodial parents
alone. four units for children alone, and one
optional unit tor parents and children
together. The support groups last approxi-
mately eieht weeks. A brief description of
each unit follows:

UNIT 1: Understanding Divorce (for
Custodial Parents). Parents learn how to
identify common divorce-related concerns
expressed by children, and problems that are
unique to a single parent.

UNIT 2: Getting Acquainted/Sharing
Feelings about Divorce (for Children). The
purpose of this unit is to help each child feel
comfortable in the group and to recognize
that his/her situation as a child of divorce is
not unusual. Children learn that the feelings
they are experiencing are fairly typical of
other children in similar situations. By
understanding their feelings and recogniz-
ing the tiNlings of others. they will be able
to provide support for others as well as to
receive support tor themselves.

UNIT 3: Responding Appropriately to
Children's Divorce-Related Concerns
(for Custodial Parents).

UNIT 4: Understanding and Changing
Misperceptions about Divorce (for Chil-
dren). Children are encouraged to express
their feacs, accept the reality of divorce,
and inure clearly understand why their par-
ents separate.

UNIT 5: Post-Divorce Parent-Child Rela-
tionship (for Non-custodial Parents). This
unit helps non-custodial parents respond
appropriately to children's divorce-related
concerns. Parents learn ways to build posi-
tive relationships with their children. Non-
custodial parents are encouraged to maintain
a regular visitation schedule.

UNIT 6: Coping with Anger about
Divorce (tor Children). Children learn ways
to reduce anger and resolve problematic
situations rather than stay immobilized by
their own emotions.

UNIT 7: Dealing with Anger Towards the
Ex-Spouse (for Custodial and Non-custodial
Parents). 'the purpose of this unit is to help
each paren; control his/her anger towards
the other.

UNIT 8: Coping Skills for Dealing with
Divorce (for Children). The purpose ot this
unit is threefold: (1) to help children distin-
guish between problems they can or cannot
solve: (2) to teach them a strategy for solving
problems Oyer which they have some control:
and (3) help them learn to accept/deal appro-
priately with the situations they cannot
change.

UNIT 9: Developing Social Support Sys-
tems (for Custodial Parents). Parents acquire

skills for developing adult social support
systems and helping children get support for
themselves.

UNIT 10: Legal Issues, Financial, Time
and Resource Management (for Custodial
Parents). Parents acquire information about
(a) legal issues (support payments. visitation.
and custody). (b) cinancial issues (credit
eligibility, support payments. etc.). and lc)
time and resource management.

UNIT 11: Co-Parental Relationships (for
Custodial and Non-custodial Parents). This
is an optional unit, the purpose of which is to
help both parents learn skills for developing
a positive co-parental relationship and how
to avoid fighting through the child.

UNIT 12: Post-Divorce Family Time
(for Custodial and Non-custodial Parents
and Children). This is also an optional unit,
the purpose of which is to strengthen and
develop routines to help children adjust
to divorce. The unit is divided into two
halves: The first part will involve the custo-
dial parent and child(ren), and the second
part will involve the non-custodial parent
and child(ren).

Parents and children develop positive
fatnily rituals (e.g.. holiday celebrations.
meals, trips) that blend new life patterns
with the old family.

FDAP Group Leaders
The authors of the FDAP make several

assumptions about leaders of the program.
First, they should he trained in theoretical
principles and group process. Second, group
leaders should have completed five hours of
training to administer the program. Content
of the training includes: (1) discussion of
session objectives, (2) methods for conduct-
ing role-playing activities, (3) discussion
questions for filmstrips, (4) topical questions
to facilitate the understanding and resolution
of (I ivorce-related problems, and (5) scor-
ing procedures for e luation instruments.
Finally, group leadei.. should understand that
divorce is a transition point that requires
adaptation of all family members.

Group leaders meet weekly with the pro-
gram director to review the following areas:
(I) monitoring program activities of preced-
ing sessions, (2) planning for future group
training sessions. (3) modifying program
goals and activities, and (4) evaluating pro-
gram objectives and goals.

Evaluation of the FDAP
Three primary measures are used to assess

changes in both parents and children during
training. The Divorce Adjustment Inventory
(DAI) (Portes, Haas, and Brown, 1988)
provides hoth a parent and child rating of
pre- and post-divorce adjustment (e.g..
"Overall, I would describe my children's
ability to cope with our divorce as poor or

very poor.") and family processes (e.g.,
"Since the divorce my spouse and I have
criticized each other openly."). The DAI
for parents consists of 31 Liken Scale items
related to pre- and post-divorce family func-
tioning, children's coping skills, and social
support systems before and after divorce.
The DAI for children consists of 15 Likert
Scale items that assess the child's adjustment
to divorce.

A third measure, the Group Leader Rating
Scale (GLRS), includes ten items that mea-
'sure the parents and child's post-divorce
adjustment (e.g., "Has difficulty expressing
anger appropriately." "Participates in group
discussions." "Blames self for divorce").
Each item is rated on a 5-point scale (1 = not
a problem. 3 =somewhat of a problem,
5 =serious problem). Group leaders admin-
ster the GLRS at the end of the sixth and
twelfth sessions. Evaluation of the program
is currently underway.

Recent Applications
The FDAP is currently being implemented

in churches, family service agencies, and
schools. Efforts are being made to orient
lawyers and judges about the program so
that families can be referred at the time of
divorce. ,
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Weissbourd and Powell Commuedfrom p 3

For Children's Sake:
Family-Centered
Childvire
it will set the stage for new directions in
program and new relationships with parents.
Limitations in staff and funding may necessi-
tate that changes he incremental, such as
allowing more time when parents pick up
their children, having a place where parents
can have coffee and talk to each other at
pick-up time, informing parents that their
help is wanted in planningand then orga-
nizing a meeting to start doing soor pro-
viding a class in English to assist Hispanic
paren,, An approach that the family and
child together are the concern of the early
childhood staff leads to a myriad of creative
ideas, and the desires and needs of the partic-
ular population served can set the parameters
of how to proceed.

The success of a major shift to family-
centered concepts among early childhood
educators and parents necessitates a public
policy that recognizes its importance. Leg-
islation such as Part H of P.L. 99-457 (an
amendment to the previously mentioned
Education of Handicapped Act to include
children of 0-3) mandates an assessment of
family needs and family strengths from the
family's perspective, unlike the more usual
focus on family dysfunction from the view
of a judgmental authority.

Likewise, the Comprehensive Child
Development Act of 1988 emphasizes skill-
building and competency programs for par-
ents which foster a healthy home environ-
ment for children, and the Homelessness
Prevention and Community Revitalization
Act of 1990 includes a family support com-
ponent. The awareness that children's ser-
vices ought to be delivered in the context of
their families is rapidly growing also, and
with it comes the awesome task of assuring
that the principles underlying a family-
oriented approach are understood and aptly
applied.

The commitment to family-centered child-
care conies front early childhood educators
who believe it is an approach that enhances
the possibilities of reaching their goals for
the children they serve, and it comes from
parents who seek a partnership with the
people to whom they have entrusted their
children for a major part of the day. Putting
family-centered childcare on the agenda
requires public understanding in order to
create a climate in which policymakers
would incorporate and fund support to fami-
lies in all child-related programs. Meeting
that challenge should not he so difficult.
since it is based on a strongly felt conviction
in our country that primary responsibility for
the child lies in the family, and that it is the
responsibility of society. through its policies
and institutions, to assist the tamily in its
role.
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Photographs on pages 1, 18, and 19 courtesy ot Parents As Teachers National Center.
Photo credit: Gary Bohn/The Ford Foundation
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by Mildred M. Winter

Investing in Good Beginnings for Children
ityks.

Parental love is as natural as rain. but
parenting skills have to be learned.
(William Raspberry, Ritshington Post
August 16. 1990)

Missouri has been acting on this premise
since 1985, acknowledging that babies are
born learners and that parents deserve infor-
mation and support as their first teachers. In
an effort to help parents give their children
the best possible start in life. Missouri passed
the Early Childhood Development Act of
1984, the first state in the nation to mandate
school districts to provide parent education
services to families beginning at the child's
birth. The enactment of this landmark legis-
lation can be attributed to the State Depart-
ment of Education's perseverance dating back
to 1972, the zeal of the governor, a first-time
father, in marshalling inter-agency and bi-
partisan support. and the backing of powerful
citizen groups.

Parents as Teachers Pilot Project
The value of helping parents nurture their

young child's development was demtmstrated
through a pilot Parents as Teachers (PAT)
project initiated in 1981 . as a cooperative
effort of the Missouri Department of Educa-
tion, the Danforth Foundation, and four local
school districts representing urban. subur-
ban, and rural communities.

The project was rooted in the research of
the 1950s and '60s indicating that the early
years are of primary importance in the devel-
opment of major abilitiesthe very years
when parents are forming and cementing
their approaches to childrearing. The PAT
project enrolled some 350 families who were
expecting their first child and who repre-
sented a cross-section of socioeconomic
strata and family configurations.

The benefits of the program were con-
firmed by an independent evaluation con-
ducted in 1985. At age 3. chikfren in the pilot
project were significantly more advanced
than comparison group children in language.
social des elopment. problem solving, and

other cognitive abilitiescompetencies that
are essential to later school achievement.
Parents and children benefited from partici-
pation regardless of socioeconomic status
and traditional risk factors.

As a result of the success of the pilot pro-
ject. Parents as Teachers became the model
for statewide early childhood family educa-
tion in Missouri.

Statewide Program
This home-school partnership which

begins at the onset of learning acknowledges
parents as specialists on their own children
and regards professional educators as gener-
alists who have research-based information
on child development to share with families.

PAT provides the following services to
families:

information and guidance that helps
expectant parents prepare for the adjustment
of having a new baby in the home

personalized home visits by specially
trained parent educators who offer timely
information on child development, practical
ways to foster growth and learning, and
effective ways to deal with difficult situations

group meetings where parents can share
experiences, common concerns, frustrations,
and successes

periodic screening that ensures against
youngsters reaching age 3 with an undetected
developmental delay or handicapping
condition

a reterral o lork that helps parents
link with any needed assistance or special
services that are beyond the scope of the
program

Since 1985. professional staff from the
pilot project have trained and credentialed
more than 2.000 parent educators. To main-
tain program quality. the State Board of
Education sets specific standards for parent
educators and for local program operations.
The Parents as Teachers National Center was
established by the Department of Education
to conduct in-state training. curriculum
development, and program adaptation. Out-

side funding enables the Center to provide
training and technical assistan.:e to others
interested in the PAT model and to coordi-
nate research and evaluation studies of the
program.

Statewide expansion has challenged the
program to demonstrate its effectiveness in
the inner cities, with the rural poor, with
adolescent parents. and other special popu-
lations. The Missouri experience has shown
that need for support and assistance in the
parenting role crosses all socioeconomic and
education levels.

Future Outlook
Widespread acceptance of the program has

led to a steady increase in funding. Some
40 percent of eligible families will be served
in 1990-91. and the state's goal is to fund
services for all families by the year 2000.

The exportability of Parents as Teachers
outside Missouri is evidenced by its 120
replications in 33 states as of September
1990. Prokssionals have been trained in the
model from as far away as New Zealand and
Saudi Arabia. PAT's adaptability to delivery
systems other than public schools is being
demonstrated through programs in childcare
centers and in the workplace. under corpo-
rate sponsorship.

While PAT has received two prestigious
national awards, perhaps the biggest payoff
tbr the state has been the evidence that PAT
produces lasting benefits for children and
families. An independent study of pilot pro-
ject and comparison group families was
conducted when the children were enrolled
in first grade in 71 different schools. The
study shows:

PAT children scored significantly higher
on standardized measures of reading and
math achievement.

PAT children were rated higher than
comparison children in all areas of teacher
evaluation.

A significantly higher proportion of PAT
parents initiated contacts with teachers and
administrator's and took an active role in their
children's schooling.

As Missouri Commissioner of Education
Robert Bartman states it. "An investment in
good beginnings for children is 'smart
money.

Mildtvd Wtnter I Dirrewr nf the Parent% a%
fracher.% ,Vatmal Center. .-1.% former Dire( tor
of Early Childhood Mu( anon/or Altssouri, die
(.(Pordinated the P4T pilot pnnert and Iva? a A I'L"
plover in building coalition% lor paisage
harlv Childhood Development Ai 't. hnlurther
otformatUm, contact the P.11..Vational Center,
Marillac Hall. lhivenitv of ithiA01417- Sf LI mt.?.
8001 Natural Bridge Rd.. St. b MO 63121
31.1 553.5738.
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FRC Welcomes New Executive Director

10-
4 .

It is with particular pleasure that I announce
Judy Carter as Executive Director of the
Family Resource Coalition. My enthusiasm
is not a formality nor the usual cliche accom-
panying such announcements, but emanates
from personal experience with Judy over the
last six years. I am certain she is the ideal
choice for us.

We are in a period of rapid growth. a time
when our organization requires administra-
tive and management skills that will assure
expansion does not exceed the capability to
respond. Judy has demonstrated, in her role
as Executive Director of the Ounce of Pre-
vention (1987-90), the ability to build an
organization's internal structures, develop
and manage a large budget. reach out tor
new funding sources, and inspire a talented
staff to achieve well-defined goals.

Family resource and support programs
have become a major agenda item for state
systems as they plan more effective service
delivery to children and families, and the
Coalition is in demand as a consultant in that
process. Judy, through her work as a member
of the Council of Governors' Policy Advi-
sors, and her involvement as chair of the
Illinois ('hild Care Summit, has shown a
clear understanding of state systems and
acquired important experience in working
with states to develop new policy directions.

On the national scene, the Coalition is
involved in legislative efforts to establish and
expand family resource and support pro-
grams, and to promote family support princi-
ples as a component of service delivery. It is
imperative that the Family Resource Coali-
tion be represented by a convincing spokes-
person familiar with the political process.
Judy has had years of such experience: as a
researcher. fundraiser, and speaker for the
Jimmy Carter campaign (1974-76). and in
testimony before numerous Congressional
commissions where her effectiveness as a
speaker and her public presence has been
well noted. She has become sought-after as a
presenter at conferences, national meetings.
and public policy events.

I speak of Judy's talents from personal
experience, since prior to being Executive
Director of the Ounce of Prevention she was
on the staff of Family Focus as Public Edu-
cation Director (1984-87). and subsequently
became director of KidsPEPP (Public Edu-
cation and Public Policy), an advocacy group
formed by Family Focus and the Ounce of
Prevention. Judy is deeply committed to the
issues of our concern. She is loyal to her
coworkers and inspires loyalty. She has an
insightful mind which cuts through trivia and
analyzes the important. She is restrained in
manner, yet a strong leader.

Moving to the national scene of which she
is so much a part is an appropriate step for
Judy and comes at an opportune moment for
the Family Resource Coalition. I hope that
in your continuing work with FRC you will
get to know her. It will surely lead to mutual
respect. Together we can look forward to the
.v ears ahead. .

iitAtiy-ttAi
Bernice Weisshourd, President
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Family resource programs have emerged since the 1970s as a spontane-
ous response to the need tbr more support expressed by parents and the
awareness by people who work with families that preventing problems
is the most effective aPproach. Although the settings for programs and
the resources they offer families vary widely, one goal is shared by
every program: increasing the capacities of all families to nurture their
children.

All family resource programs are based on the assumption that parents
who are confident and competent are more likely to have healthy, pro-
ductive children. The pervasive, intentional incorporation of family
empowerment in all aspects of a program as a way to enhance child
development differentiates family resource programs from other ser-
vices for families.

The guiding principles of family resource programs reflect a reliance on
partnerships with parents.

The basic relationship between program and family is one of equality
and respect: the program's first priority is to establish and maintain
this relationship as the vehicle through which growth and change can
occur.

Participants are a vital resource: programs facilitate parents' ability
to serve as resources to each other, to participate in program deci-
sions and governance, and to advocate for themselves in the broader
community.

Programs are community-based and culturally and socially relevant to
the families they serve: programs are often a bridge between families
and other services outside the scope of the program.

Parent education, information about human development, and skill
building for parent are essential elements of every program.

Programs are voluntary. and seeking support and information is
viewed as a sign of family strength, not indicative of deficits and
problems.
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FRC Celebrates Ten Years
of Leadership

Welcome to this special edition of the
Family Resource Coalition Report. A
redesigned masthead, a unique cover, and
a retrospective theme give hints that this is
not a usual Report.

In celebration of our tenth anniversary,
the Coalition asked several people who
have been essential to the growth and
development of the family resource field
to describe what has happened in the last
ten years of the family resource movement
and to help us look into the future as the
Coalition enters its second decade.

Long-time members and friends will
recognize every author and every pro-
gram and read between the lines about the
years of struggle and hope that each article
represents. More recent friends will dis-
cover background on the new wave of
services that family resource programs
deliver to families and a vision of our
potential from the leaders in our
movement.

Associate Director Lynn Pooley updates
some of the true pioneer programs which
started before the Coalition existed. Their
stories vividly describe the process
required to develop a completely new way
of relating to families and communities.

years

FRC Executive Director Judy Langford
Carter explores the other settings where
family resource principles have been
integrated into existing services. Former
Board member Ellen Galinsky reports on
the positive ways the workplace has been
influenced by family resource programs
and ideas.

The centerpiece of this anniversary
issue is an interview with Bernice Weiss-
bourd, Coalition founder and President,
who has been the unquestioned leader of
the family resource movement. A conver-
sation with her friend and colleague, Dr.
Dolores Norton, explores how the original
ideas have been implemented over the past
ten years and what her vision is for the
future.

Frank Farrow, the current Coalition
Board Chair, follows the public policy
changes family resource programs have
inspired. Carl Dunst and Douglas Powell.
both long-time Coalition Board members.
report on the status of training and evalu-
ation in this still-new field. FRC Vice
Chair Sharon Lynn Kagan looks at the
challenges that still lie ahead as the
movement continues to grow.

The commitment of the people involved
in the Family Resource Coalition is what
has kept it vital and growing. FRC mem-
bers, the staff, and those who have served
on the Board of Directors and Advisory
Committee over these past tcn years have
invested incalculable effort to make sure
that the training, networking, information
sharing, and advocacy required for the
movement to thrive could happen. This
issue is dedicated to them and to the real-
ity they have made possible.
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by Lynn E. Poole,

Pioneer Programs Recall a Decade
of Struggle and Success

As the Family Resource Coalition cele-
brates its milestone tenth anniversary, it
does so in the company of many family
resource and support programs across the
countr). We asked five of those pioneer
programs to reflect on the changes that
have occurred over this decade, and
although their descriptions are brief.
WC believe the thoughts and the issues
expressed here are reflective of thousands
of other programs operating today and
represent the ever surprising diversity
of families who are served by family
resource and support programs.

Reading through the stories, some com-
mon themes emerge. The first and most
obviims is that after ten (and in some cases
more) years. the programs still exist.
Their history parallels that of the Coali-
tion's in that it has not always been easy or
ss ithout struggl .e. h ..ut we have managed to
survive, to expand. and to continue pro-
viding support and resources to families.
It is an astimishing testimony to people's
creativity that just these five programs
alone can lima the lives of approximately
8,0(X) families a year.

Another theme that emerges, one that
FRC can validate, is the growing under-
standing and recognition of the need fbr
family resource and support programs.
While everyone may not know or under-
stand these programs. we find an increas-
ing number of people skho do. One of our
most difficult tasks ten years ago was
explaining the why and what of the pro-
grams. We now see the language of family
support is finding its way into public pol-
ic), legislation. human service literature.
and even the popular media. Not only is
there greater recognition of the programs
and their services, but slowly, the concept
of prevention is gaining acceptance.

A third issue we see in these program
pieces is a crucial one the importance of'
collaboratke efforts. No family resource
and support program can stand entirel) on
its WAIL FeV, programs can meet all the
needs of its families, and given the coun-
try's financial condition. it is unrealistic to
believe there will he any significant fund
ing from public sources to support a large
number of programs for Unifies. Cmper

ative. collaborative use of existing
resources for families will be essential in
the coming years. Family resource and
support programs must find innovative
ways to work with community resources
and serve as a catalyst in bringing groups
together that are invested in the well-being
of families. The programs should serve as
models to state and local governments on
thoughtful ways to pool fiscal and commu-
nity resources to support and strengthen
family life.

In celebrating these past ten years of
struggle and success, it is most appropri-
ate to express regard and appreciation for
thc caring, compassionate, and dedicated
people who work directly with families.
Our family resource and support field
continues to be exciting and dynamic
because of them, and the work they do is
vitally important in shaping future
generations.

by Barbara Le Blanc
tbmfaill Dlrector
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THE PARENTING CENTER
New Orleans, LA

The Parenting Center at Children's
.Hospital has been doing what it does best

nurturing fainilies for II years. It is a
primaryprevention organization providing
education and support for parents with
children birth through adolescence. The
program began with 136 members and has
grown to serve 3,673 parents/families by
direct contact in 1990. The core programs
continue to meet the needs of today's
parents: drop-in times. classes, work-
shops, resource library, support groups.
counseling. WARMLINE, and bahysitting
training.

"Over the years we have linind that the
need for solid, research-based parenting
information hasn't changed, but how
and when we provide our services has
expanded to meet the needs of working-

out-of-the-home parents. step families,
and to address specific concerns such as in
our Dads' group," comments Donna
Newton. Director of the Center. "Brown
Bag Seminars at the worksite, for exam-
ple. are our most successful way to reach
parents who work out of the home."

The Parenting Center is the most used
parenting resource in the community, and
our outreach services have tripled in 11
years. The Center works with schools,
churches, museums, social service organi-
zations. parent groups. the mayor's office,
other hospitals. the Chamber of Com-
merce, specific businesses, and various
community task forces by offering direct
services as well as consultation.

The Parenting Center is a vital part of
the Children's Hospital concept of health
care and the Center's deficit is part of their
yearly budget. Specific memberships,
class fees. an Annual Giving Campaign,
and "Boo at the Zoo," a Halloween
extravaganza, generate income.

"In some ways our job is easier today
became there are good curricula available,
and the wealth of books and information
written fbr parents is helping to reach a
broader audience. Community acceptance
of parent education has helped to open
doors to hard-to-reach groups," says Ms.
Newton, "and has provided new funding."

Ms. Newton sees the Parenting Center
becoming more of a catalyst in bringing
together groups that are interested in
families. For example, The Partnership for
Parenting and Family Life, a collaborative
group of 50 organizations, will offer a
program titled "Family Matters." high-
lighting broader definitions of parental
involvement in schools. She also sees the
Center providing more training for train-
ersparents who help other parents-- as
an effective way to reach and support more
families.

The commitment of the Children's Hos-
pital and the P.C. Advisory Board, 20
community members and numerous other
volunteers, makes the future of the Parent-
ing Center look hopeful. "Our wish list."
says Ms. Newton, "would include parent
education at schools and community
centers, and more funding for teen/
pregnancy/parents programs. The future
looks to new organizations such as PAR-
ENT ACTION to challenge the ways of
thinking that undermine the nuidern fain
ily instead of strengthening it." N
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In Lee Ann Slaton
Director ol hhumum

"When we started Parents Place, family
support was an unknown concept," says
Amy Rassen. Assistant Executive Director
of Jewish Family and Children's Services.
"We had to convince professionals and lay
people alike of the importance of provid-
ing information and support for new
families."

"In the 1970s people began having their
children later and often lived far from
their extended families. It became clear
that new parents were often isolated and
needed a way to come together for support
in facing what we term the normal crises
of parenthood." explains Rassen. Parents
Place started modestly in 1975 with a
mother-infant support group and has
developed gradually. group by group and
service by service. Today it is a full-
service resource center for parents of
children from birth to six years old.
Located in a comfortable Victorian house
in the heart of San Francisco, Parents
Place offers support groups for parents of
babies, toddlers, and preschoolers, as well
as groups, classes, and workshops on
spc fic topics. It also houses a drop-in
playroom and sponsors the Warm Line, a
telephone advice service for callers who
have questions about parenting and child
development. There is a parenting library
with a selection of videotapes and a child
care and community bulletin board. A
branch of Jewish Family and Children's
Services, Parents Place also provides
counseling and consultation on child
development issues. The comprehensive
program serves 3.(XX) families a ycar.

"At Parents Place, we stress that there is
no one right way to parent," notes Rassen.
The professional staff is sensitive to family
issues and can spot potential problems.
They foster the Kind of partnership with
parents that allows problems to be solved
before they become insurmountable.

Rassen considers JFCS's commitment to
Parents Place a majoi factor in its success.
The agency took the lead in the early
I980s, putting its resources into prevention
and strengthening families.

During the 15-year history of Parents
Place, family life has changed consider-
ably. "Mothers are going hack to work
sooner after childbirth than ever befbre,"
observes Rass:n. "We originally assumed

that our site would be the hub of our
activities, but in order to adjust to the
needs of working parents, we now go
where the people areat the workplace,
at day care centers, or by the telephone."

In addition, Parents Place sponsors
groups for single mothers, divorced par-
ents, adoptive parents, and the parents
of twins. "We offer people with similar
interests the opportunity to come together
and provide mutual support," says
Rassen.

Parents Place has been the model for
more than 200 parenting programs around
the country. In many ways it gave birth to
and nurtured the concept of family sup-
port. "Now, instead of having to convince
people that family support is necessary
and valuable," says Rassen, "we find that
Parents Place has become a community
institution and there is recognition and
credibility for the kind of work we do."

by Randi B. Mlle
Family Focus, Inc.
Program Director

Family Focus/Our Place opened in 1979
as a drop-in center for pregnant and par-
enting teens, their children, their family
members, and their peers. This compre-
hensive approach evolved in order to avoid
the message that a teen had to get pregnant
to become involved in the program. and
thc recognition that teen pregnancy needs
to be addressed in the context of other
factors and people who impact on the
youngsters' lives;

The primarily black, low-income
community served is plagued with the
social maladies associated with poverty,
including school drop-out, gangs, drugs.
homelessness, and unemployment. Says
Director Delores Holmes, "If we could
solve the problem of poverty, it would
probably take care of most everything
else."

In 1983, Our Place moved into a former
elementary school building, becoming
primary tenant and landlord, and estab-
lished the Family Focus Family Commu-
nity Center. Many local residents who
had attended the school remembered it as
a segregated institution that served the
black community. Thus the building has
special meaning for the neighborhood,
and its reclamation has been a great
source of pride.

r?.
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Being part of a larger community center
has allowed Our Place to network more
easily with other service providers so that
participants can have access to a wider
variety of services, interconnected and
right in the neighborhood. This is particu-
larly helpful given a population that is
mistrustful of traditional social service
agencies and therefore reluctant to access
available resources.

Over the years problems such as gang
involvement and drugs have become more
widespread: at the same time, community
funding and response to human service
needs has narrowed. Solutions are more
difficult to devise and the cumulative
effect of these pressures is evident in the
attitudinal changes of the young people.
"Unlike ten years ago, youth today seem
unmotivated and without hope," says
Holmes. "Kids don't dream anymore.
They live for today and take tomorrow as
it comes. They don't think 'when I grow
up... because they're forced to live in
very grown-up worlds prematurely. That's
a big change from the past."

There are times when staff members
feel ineffective and inadequate to solve the
problems faced by the families they serve,
but there is little question that Our Place
has had a positive effect on both partici-
pants and community. While not all partic-
ipants have sustained involvement, it is
often the case that young people in trouble
facing a family crisis, or overwhelmed
by pressureswill come to the center
seeking support, confident that the people
there will care and respond.

The center is widely recognized as a
stabilizing --Irce for the city's black com-
munity and serves as a hub for both teens
and the many adults committed to helping
them succeed. The school system, a cen-
tral and major institution within Evanston,
has always lent special support to Our
Place, recognizing the center's ability to
connect with the students who have often
been those hardest to reach. They value
the efforts of Our Place to prevent school
drop-out, to encourage students who have
dropped out to return to school, and to
assist the young people toward school
achievement.

As for the future, Director Holmes says,
"We need to get involved when the chil-
dren are even younger and continue that
involvement throughout their develop-
ment." In the meantime, she acknowl-
edges that increasingly families arc in
serious trouble and "We don't have
answers for the kind of trouble they're in.
We need to address the range of problems
these children face and pregnancy is only
a small part of it."
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It's a privilege to be celebrating our 10th
birthday along with yours and having the
opportunity to analyze what has changed
over the past decade.

Not the parents so much: Fanning out
from this low income, high mobility
neighborhood to more stable areas. we
still find much isolation, timidity to try
new things, and interest hampered by lack
of transportation: little access to safe.
dependable childcare: confusion around
the parenting role: and a high level of
financial stress.

We have changed: From a basic model
of respite care, parent education, counsel-
ing. social activities, and volunteer op.por-
tunities. We have added:

More outreachfrom a half-time
worker in 1984 to a full-time worker
in 1991
More diversity in programming
fewer courses and more single-session.
high-interest offerings
More depth in programmingadded a

peer-led home visiting project in 1984.
job skills training in '85, single parent
focus in '85. intense services tin- 18-25
year old mothers in '85
More diversity in staffingof 15 staff
members, 5 are black. 3 Latino. 7 white
More support servicesincreased
transportation (a new van in 1989. ) more
childcare capacity in 1990
More spacenow occupying four
street-level stores! Added Parent Educa-
tion room in '89: childcare room #2 in
'90: Job Skills area in '91
Real Impact? Hard to measure. The

numbers are good: consistently. about
275-300 families per year, getting about
15.000 hours of service. If you ask the
parents, they say their lives change, life
(and parenting) is more rewarding. friends
are made, trust is built. And yes. teachers
say they see a difference in the children
and their parents who have been involved
here. Parents gain competence and confi-
dence and that can open many doors.

What else has changed? Prevention as
a preferred approach to family stress and
distress, to school failure, even to drug
abuse, is gaining acceptance in discussion,
if not in funding. Farsighted business-
people are increasingly concerned about
future work force competence and are
discovering preschool interventions. To
date, local efforts revolve around 4-year
olds and the public schools; parents are

( onumod fumy 3

by Cumlyn Mi(Vem
Punding and current
Director

WEBSTER AVENUE
FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
Rochester, NY

part of the equation. but not an equal
priority, as they are with us.

Governor Cuomo featured several pre-
ventive family initiatives in his 1991 State
of the State message. but in the present
climate of drastic budget cuts. little fund-
ing is expected.

The future rests on finding new and
stable funding sources. We are exploring
a collaborative relationship with three
smaller centers (two of which we helped to
start). In this way. we hope to obtain fund-
ing from state and national foundations.
Our support from business, foundations.
churches, and individuals was never bet-
ter. but we are aging out of substantial
state and city funding without replace-
ments in sight. The federal Family
Resource Pro2ram bill (thanks to FRC!) is
an exception, and we have started a local
advocacy group to help nudge/push New
York State to meet the criteria. I

hy Maria Elena Orrego
Executive Director

FAMILY PLACE
Washington, DC
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It all began when our founder. Dr. Ann
B. Barnet. felt the need to do more than
just prescribe medication for poor, sick
babies at Children's Hospital National
Medical Center. She realized that infants
born to low-income families failed to
thrive because their parents were isolated.
unsupported, and lacked the resources and
the information necessary to help their
children.

She had a vision and made a call to her
fellow members in the Church of the
Saviour. That was 1978. In 1981 Family
Place opened its doors to pregnant women
and pare us with children from birth to
three. Although it took over three years to
hatch Family Place. the slow and patient
nurturing of the vision was all worthwhile.
Ten years later. our Center has provided
services to more than 2.900 families.

Family Place was and is the only drop-
in family resource center in the nation's
capital. and we spend a lot of time
describing what we do and what we are to
other service providers. On the other
hand, the parents who come to the center
seeking our help have been quick to
understand what we are all about. They
are welcomed into a community of sup-
port where the basic messages that were
given ten years ago have remained the
samebeing a parent is the most challeng-
ing and important job a human being can

do, and parents need and deserve support
in raising their children.

When Family Place began, it was from
scratchlike good home-made soup. It
started in a rented basement located in a
culturally and ethnically diverse commu-
nity: the newly hired staff, a program
director and a social worker, had to do a
little of everythingthey fixed, repaired,
and painted the space: they did outreach
in the community: and they provided all
necessary services to participants-32 the
first year. Four years ago. we moved into a
large, graceful Victorian house, bought by
the Family Place Board of Directors. We
now have a home and Family Place is
rooted in the community it serves.

In these ten years. wc have grown tre-
mendously. We understand better the
needs of poor and low-income parents and
their children. We have learned to develop
and sustain collaborative agreements with
other human service providers. We have
learned to creatively search for and utilize
the many resources needed to serve an
average of 400 families each year. We
understand better how and what is empow-
ering to our parents and how parents can
be the best source of support to each other.
We have begun to understand how to sup-
port staff so they don't burn out. And we
have a vision about how the community
we serve can own and sustain Family
Place in the future.

In these ten years. we have continually
reminded ourselves that each parent and
each child is unique: that although we
have to keep records and statistics of the
services we provide, parents and their
children are human beingsnot numbers,
cases, or files. We continue to strike a
balance between providing comprehen-
sive, efficient, and professionally deliv-
ered services and remaining flexible.
caring, and compassionate. Ten years of
service have brought many. many rewards.
Some of the best are seeing how Family
Place children are thriving and how their
parents keep stability in their lives. But the
best reward is to see how former partici-
pants become a part of the support net-
work for new families. An example of this
is that in 1990 we did not place a single
homeless family in a city shelter because
our own stable families provided shelter to
new homeless families.

To have grown together with FRC has
been a continuous blessing. Together we
have nurtured a relationship of mutual
support and joined our skills and experi-
ences to help other family resource pro-
grams begin an.' thrive. The family
resource movement has grown into a warm
and supporting extended family system
and we at Family Place are proud and
blessed to be a part of it.



by Judy Langford Carter

Building Fan' lily Capacity Attracts-
Diverse Partners

Family resource programs have come a
long way since their emergence in the late
1970s. Those spontaneous. shoe-string
organizations of parents who wanted infor-
mation. friendships, and support while
raising their children have been joined by
large, complex programs funded by a
variety of public sources complete with
target populations, eligibility standards.
and outcome measures.

Family resource
programs can be found
everywhere you look.

A few examples
among thousands:

Armed Services YMCA/Hawaii
Honolulu. Hawaii

M.I.L.K. (Mothers/Men Inside
Loving Kids)
Virginia Correctional Institutions
Richmond. Virginia

Teenage Parent
Alternative School Program
Lincoln Park. Michigan

Our Lady Queen of Peace Parenting
Center
Staten Island. New York

Early Childhood Program
Boston Children's Museum
Boston. Massachusetts

Ute Family Resource and
Day Care Center
Ute Mountain-Ute Reservatim,
Towaoc. Colorado

The Parent/Child Workshop and Early
Education Room
Middle Country Public Library
Centereach, New York

Working Parent Resource Center
St. Paul. Minnesota

The friendly one-person staff who did
everything from bake bread, care for
toddlers, and write newsletters has been
added to interdisciplinary teams of pro-
fessionals and trained paraprofessionals.
Similarly, the issues addressed in pro-
grams have expanded dramatically from
providing social opportunities and work-
shops in child development to addressing
a full range of problems from joblessness
and literacy to child sexual abuse and teen
parenting. The settings for family resource
programs have changed as well, moving
from church basements and kitchen tables
to worksites, schools, health centers.
social service agencies. and community
gathering places.

The remarkable growth of these
community-based, prevention-oriented
family programs has extended the reach
of the family support movement, infusing
its family empowerment principles into
systems and services unimaginable ten
years ago.

Common Approach
Diverse Goals

Professionals and organizations working
closely with families for different pur-
poses have often independently incorpo-
rated family support principles in their
work, only to discover later that their
ideas and programs have remarkable
similarities to other programs with very
different goals. Although the initial pur-
pose of their organization or service
remained basically the same, a family-
focused. family empowerment approach
to working with families was added.

Thousands of different child abuse
prevention programs, many inspired by
the National Committee fbr the Prevention
of Child Abuse, are based on the family
resource principles of strengthening fam-
ily capacities through education and sup-
port, and building parents' self-esteem and
skills as a way to improve interaction with
their children. These programs use a
family support approach not only to reach
their specifically defined goal of prevent-
ing child abuse, but to help families build
their capacity to function in healthy ways.

The Family Resource Coalition's sister
organizations in the Consortium of Family
organizationsFamily Service America.
the National Council on Family Relations,
the American Association of Marriage

rs
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National networks
support a variety of
family resource
programs.

Some examples:

National Alliance of Children's Trust and
Prevention Funds
Lansing, Michigan

Links funds in all 50 states, which in turn
support community programs to prevent child
abuse and neglect.

National Lekoteck Center
Evanston. Illinois

Supports 45 Lekoteks, serving families with
special needs children.

The Mothers' Center Development Project
Hempstead. New York

Supports 55 Mothers Centers in 22 states.
based on the original Mothers Center model in
Hempstead.

and Family Therapists, and the American
Home Economics Associationeach have
a particular focus on family life and a
unique set of ways for working with fami-
lies. But each organization, representing
thousands of community-based profes-
sionals and programs. uses a capacity-
building, whole-family approach. This
common view acknowledges the crucial
role of the family in nurturing children
as well as adults, and strongly supports
the idea that preventing problems by
strengthening family functioning is a
far superior strategy than attempting to
remediate problems after they occur.

In addition to individual organizations
and professionals, whole systems that
address the needs of families have begun
to integrate family support ideas as well.
These systemscharged with a specific
purpose such as education, child welfare,
or income maintenancehave found it
more and more difficult to deal effectively
with the problems of their client popula-
tion without considering the whole family
and its ability to assist its members.

Even the best schools, for example,
cannot be effective educators for children
whose outside-of-school problems are

Continued on p. 6
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Continued fmrti p. 5

overwhelming. But the child's family is
the critical element in any hope of resolv-
ing those problems. Although schools
have long had official policies that
encouraged parent involvement in their
children's education, the traditional entice-
ments for parents to follow the schools'

program of involvementattending school
conferences, joining PTA. participating in
fundraising activities for the school,
assisting in the classroomhave given
way to some very different models. A
number of new programs, funded through
public systems, are working to reorient

oving Toward Cultural Competence

Services to low-income families have
begun a gradual change as family resource
and support principles emerged over the
past ten years. Traditionally, programs for
low-income populations viewed families
from a deficit perspective, focusing on
the range of problems and stressors that
affected them. The view of the low-
income family as being "half empty"
shaped the way services were provided:

families were viewed as clients and
recipients of services, not as partners
in resolving their own issues:

services were provided to one member
of a family as the identified client, not
to the whole family as a unit:

funding was designed to pay for a sinale
service, such as income maintenance
or food stampsprovided the recipient
qualified as sufficiently needy to get
that particular service: individuals had
to qualify separately to receive each
service.

As principles of family support are
integrated into the fabric of programs
serving low-income families, agencies
have taken a hard look at the philosophy
they use and the results they have pro-
duced: What do we really want for our
clients? How does someone become self-
sufficient? What role do other family
members play in the success of any one
member? What long term impact comes
from growing up in a poor family? What
can we do to ensure children a better
chance of NOT falling into the poverty
cycle as adults? How can we possibly
provide all the services necessary for
our families?

Working toward answers to these ques-
tions. programs began to realize that while
families are faced with many problems.
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they also have strengths that can be built
on. Families, in fact, can be "half full":
they can be viewed as resources for solv-
ine problems instead of as bundles of
needs to be met. (Building a family's
capacity to be self sufficient should be a
more effective long term intervention than
continuing to provide piecemeal services
which do nothing to encourage or support
progress away from dependence on the
system.)

Programs have adopted an entirely new
kind of relationship with the families they
serve:

considering the needs and strengths of
the whole family and providing a com-
prehensive response

involving families in planning and fol-
lowing their own paths out of poverty

refocusing resources toward preventing
problems and strengthening existing
capacities

Programs for low-income families have
always served a racially and ethnically
diverse population. Services that have
integrated family support principles into
their approach to families respect and
utilize the diversity their families repre-
sent. These programs celebrate the rich
cultural heritage of each family and com-
mit themselves to learning the language,
values, and childrearing practices of the
specific cultures represented in their pro-
grams. Staff selection, training, and
program activities are all guided by a
knowledge of and respect for cultural
differences. Programs that aim to be com-
petent in their understanding of the cul-
tural context in which their program
participants live and work, have discov-
ered a much greater opportunity to be
truly family supportive.
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those traditional approaches toward one of
full parent partnership in preventing prob-
lems and improving the chances for chil-
dren's success.

Acknowledging the central role that
parents play in their children's education.
some schools and school systems have
begun to offer programs designed to
improve parents' capacities to assist their
children. Statewide initiatives in Missouri
and Minnesota have involved parents of
young children in every school district: a
number of other states have similar initia-
tives in planning and pilot stages. In some
cases, expanded outreach and comprehen-
sive services of all kinds have been offered
to families from a school site. The Com-
monwealth of Kentucky has recently
established a system of family resource
and youth services centers to be placed in
or near all schools with a high percentage
of low-income students.

Head Start programs. from their begin-
ning, recognized the vital role parents
could play in improving their children's
chances for educational success. Their
program of parental involvement histori-
cally included skill building for parents.
child development information, and links
to health services. Today, having increased
their support services for parents every
year, Head Start programs across the
country may also be host to literacy pro-
grams. job training and placement ser-
vices. and a variety of other opportunities
for families to create the networks of
support that are essential to their effective
functioning.

Innovative programs aimed at helping
families achieve self-sufficiency have also
begun to integrate family resource princi-
ples into their services and to broaden
their definitions of what kind of support is
necessary for a family to move off welfare
and into self-sufficiency. Emotional
support and improvement in self-esteem,
better parenting skills, more information
about services and access to them, and
full participation by families in setting their
own goals and plans for achieving them are
elements included in some programs.

Acknowledging that any one single
service is unlikely to adequately address
everything a family needs, some initiatives
have pulled together a variety of resources
in one place to give families more compre-
hensive support. Because teen parents and
their children are at high risk to suffer
poor health and educational achievement
and long-term dependency on governmen-
tal systems, publicly funded programs to
address their needs have sprung up every-
where. Essential education, hcalth care,
employment, childcare, transportation
services, counseling, and appropriate
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Parent
Services
Project

Parent Services Project.(PSP) began as an experiment in
providing parent services through a network of seventeen
Title XX day care centers in Northern California.

The reason for transforming childcare centers into fam:ly
care centers was a simple one: low and moderate income
working parents who used the childcare centers were likely to
have family needs beyond childcare that would also affect

their ability to nurture their children effectively. The childcare center was an excel-
lent. non-threatening entry point for offering families, many of whom were
immigrants and refugees who spoke little English. the assistance they needed.

The relationships that develop between parents and caregivers in caring for chil-
dren can foster a trusting environment where parents feel safe. Family issues
beyond childcareisolation. time stresses, marital problems, housing, financial pres-
sures, the need for counseling or educational servicescan be revealed and
potentially resolved through the center. PSP today provides its services to 2,000
families with Family Fun Events, Parenting Classes, and Adults Only activities as
well as peer support groups, parent respite, job training, mental health work-
shops. sick child care, and referrals to other community services.

A carefully designed three-year evaluation, completed in 1988, gives evidence
that PSP's comprehensive services to families have had a significant effect on
the lives of its families beyond their own reports of greater self-esteem and impro-
ved family life. The program has had impact on increasing their educational
and language achievements, decreasing the need for more intensive (and expen-
sive) counseling, and increasing parents' capacity to be involved in their children's
education.

child development information have been
combined in a family resource setting in
a number of comprehensive programs.
The Ounce of Prevention Fund in Illinois.
the Ounce of Prevention Fund of Florida.
New Futures School in New Mexico. and
Friends of the Family in Maryland have
long-term track records of working with
teen parents through comprehensive fam-
ily resource programs.

A new set of very promising Federal
research demonstrations, the Comprehen-
sive Child Development Program begun in
1989, has positive child development as its
goal and comprehensive htmily support as
its approach. Although they are geograph-
ically and ethnically diverse, each project
includes provisions for families to receive
health care, childcare, employment train-
ing and placement. child development
training, linkages with substance abuse
treatment and prevention, and an array of
other family support services woven
together through a primary center.

Several statewide human services
reform efforts, now in the planning pro-
cess. have gone one step further with
family resource principles. Their plans
call for both coordinating existing services
in a comprehensive way, and for actually

redeploying existing resources and person-
nel to create family support services. In
some cases, family resource centers simi-
lar to those described in the preceding
article are envisioned as the communit
base, the entry point. for comprehensive
services as well as for more preventive
programming for everyone in the
community.

Dramatic Change in
r-Q) Supporting Families

While the family resource principles
that advocate comprehensive, contextual
supports for families are increasingly
accepted and integrated in many systems.
wc are only beginning to understand the
commonalities and the differences among
the institutions that are implementing
them. Each agency. each institution, each
funding source has its own agenda, and
each one is beginning to explore the extent
to which its agenda can best be served
using a prevention-oriented, community-
based family empowerment approach.

Our challenge in the next ten years is to
embrace the creative possibilities that each
new setting brings while carefully examin-
ing the subtle alterations that will inevita-
bly come as the principles are interpreted

r)
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The Family Development Program
(FDP) in Iowa was one of the first projects
to apply family resource principles to
services designed to help low-income
mothers seek and obtain employment.
Administered by local community action
agencies and other community-based
service providers, with funding from the
state Department of Human Rights, this
demonstration project exists in 20 of
Iowa's 99 counties.

Iowa's Family
laDevelopment
Program

The FDP helps parents develop their
capacities in childrearing and coping with
many other demands in their lives, at the
same time that it provides the skills neces-
sary to obtain and hold a job. Develop-
ment of self-esteem and confidence is as
important to achieving the program's goals
as instilling specific job skills. Local
programs also stress healthy child devel-
opment as a goal and help participants
obtain necessary resources for their
children.

All the programs utilize trained family
development specialists working out of a
local agency to be the chief "partner" with
families as they develop a plan for self-
sufficiency and work toward it. Other
resources including parent education.
childcare. transportation, and activities
designed to assist families in becoming
self-sufficient arc provided through a
network of local providers.

and used widely. We are poised at the
beginning of a dramatic change in the way
our public systems and private agencies
view families and the most effective way
to support them in raising their children.
The family resource miwement has led the
way in articulating the principles of family
empowerment, comprehensive support.
and informed child development through
strengthening families. The next tcn years
will be exciting ones indeed.

Juth Langford C'arter I. the Ekedahl.
Dire( 0(r (a the banah Re.sou ne Coahtton.
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by Ellen Galinsky

How Family Friendly Are American
Corporations?

In 1981. when several hundred of us
convened in Evanston. Illinois at the
founding fleeting of what was to become
The Family Resource Coalition, the possi-
bility that American corporations v,buld
consider family needs as a strategic busi-
ness issue seemed desirable but highly
unlikely. In 1991, just a decade later, that
dim possibility is becoming a reality.

A recent survey of 188 of the country's
largest corporations, across 30 industry
areas, indicates that all of these compan-
ies offer family-supportive policies. Con-
ducted by the Families and Work Institute
tbr a forthcoming book. A Corporate
Reference Guide to Work-Family Pro-
grams,' the survey also showed that every
company provided maternity leave, 88
percent offered part-time work options.
and 86 percent had Employee Assistance
Programs (EAPS) which, among other
services. included counseling on work-
family issues. Some companies had an
extraordinary range of services and bene-
fits: furthermore, we found that 68 percent
of these companies are considering or are
in the process of implementing new
family-friendly initiatives.

Our research for the Corporate Refer-
ence Guide has led The Families and Work
Institute to identify stages in the evolution
of family-friendly programs. Please note.
however, that although the three stages
described below, typically happen in
sequence. some companies develop their
work-family programs in a unique order.

Stage I: A Programmatic
Approach

When \\ ork-family initiatives are first
broached within a company. strong resist-
ances tend to surface: "This is beyond the
role of the company." "Family problems
should be left at home." "This is an issue
for \\omen or new mothers and companies
should only develop personnel policies
that meet the needs of all employees."
"Work-family really means childcare and
that leads to on-site centers which are too
expensive, serve the needs of just a few
employees, and raise the possibility of
liability lawsuits."

In a Stage I company, the champions
ho are press...z.: 1,a- a corporate response
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to family needs usually overcome these
resistances by presenting a business case.

pically. their strategy involves showing
that there are many ways to help employ-
ees, and on-site childcare is not the only
or at times the preferred way. They also
indicate what the company is losing by not
addressing employees' work-family prob-
lems: higher absenteeism, tardiness, less
concentration on the job, perhaps hilther
employee stress, more stress-related
health problems. or even higher turn-
over. The business case is often based on
internal company research or other
studies.' 14 56

The most frequently developed initia-
tives by Stage I companies are childcare
resource and referral ser\ ices, dependent
care options in a flexible benefits plan,
and parenting seminars at the workplace

Some corporations offer elder care resource and referral services to their employees.

Typically. one new initiative is developed
and management thinks it has solved the
problem and can return to hard rather than
soft business issues.

Stage II: An Integrated Approach

In Stage ll companies. an executive level
commitment to work-family issues begins
to emerge. These executives are aware
of the increasing number of women and
the growing diversity predicted fin- the
workforce. and they see work-family
initiatives as a vehicle for attracting and
retaining valued employeesa fact sub-
stantiated by research.-

One of the major characteristics of Stage
11 companies is the ability to see that the
one or two policies or programs they've
developed are no longer sufficient. Man-
agement therefore begins to consider ho\\
other features of their workplace (strict
time schedules, early or late meetings)
also affect employees ability to manage
work and family. Based on a review of
their human resource policies. Stage II
companies move to develop an integrated .
luilistic approach to work-family needs,
including the issue of pro\ iding greater
time flexibility.

Stage III: Changing the Corporate
Culture

In Stage Ill, companies realize that
innovative policies and programs cannot
yield their intended effect if they exist
within an unsupportive culture. They
recognize that supervisors are the key
to how their policies and programs are
implemented.'

A number of tbrward thinking firms are
attempting to change the company culture,
making it more family friendly. Johnson &
Johnson, for example. even changed its
Credo to state that the company was mind-
ful of the effect its policies had on employ-
ees' ability to balance work and family.

In order to create this new kind of work-
place, some companies have developed a
handbook that provides infornlation on the
company's work-Nmily programs and they
institute training for managers. The latter
sensitizes management to the changing
nature of the workforce. familiariz.es
personnel with the company's programs,
and guides them in how to manage the
ty pes of work-family problems that arise.

Not only is there a broadened internal
tOcus. hut Stage III companies often adopt
an external focus on improving the supply
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and quality of dependent care services.
For instance. AT&T has a $10 million
negotiated fund to increase the supply
and improve the quality of child and elder
care programs that serve AT&T employ-
ees. IBM has created a $25 million fund to
increase the supply and improve the qual-
ity of child and elder care services where
their employees live and work.

Since 1982, when 600 companies pro-
vided assistance with childcare, there has
been dramatic growth in the number and
variety of options offered by employers.
The Families and Work Institute esti-
mates that 5.600 companies currently
offer childcare sur,,.:(t, representing 13
percent of the companit.s that hire over
100 employees.

Some Examples of New
and Creative Programs

IBM Corporation. In 1989, a midday
t1ex pilot was introduced at two company
sites. The first pilot adds one hour of
flexibility in addition to the usual lunch
period, while the second pilot experiments
with a two-hour window of flexibility at
lunch time. At other locations, conven-
ience services such as dry cleaning, shoe
repair, and take-home foods are offered
to employees.

Ohio Bell. Ohio Bell's Teen Line
offers consultation. advice, and useful
ideas for parents who call in with ques-
tions about their teenage children. The
counselors are fully licensed local profes-
sionals with extensive experience in work-
ing with teens and their families.

As of January 1990. Ohio Bell also
made a "gradual return to work" option
available to all employees on leave. Their
family care policy provides a 12-month
leave; the employee can come back part-
time over a period of three months, work-
ing at least 25 hours per week. The leave
and gradual return period together are
limited to a year.

Bruce Industries. Nevada's largest
rural manufacturer has begun a pilot pro-
gram offering work hours that match
children's school schedulesincluding 9
AM to 2 PM daily schedules, and with off
time during school holidays and vacations.

Stride Rite Corporation. An on-site
intergenerational center opened in Febru-
ary 1990. and currently cares for 55 chil-
dren-15 months to 6 years oldand for
24 elders, 60 years and older. The 8,500
square-foot space is divided into two
separate wings and connected through a
large central area. The program aims to
meet the needs of each group through a
carefully planned and supervised cur-
riculum fostering regular daily contact
between the elders and the children.

The Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power. In the fall of 1990,
DWP instituted Birth Alert, a pilot beeper
program for expectant fathers who work
out in the field and may not be easily
accessible when childbirth is imminent.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
Coordinated by McDonnell Douglas, the
Homework Control Center operates four
evenings per week. Employees, their
spouses, and retiree volunteers answer
questions about math, chemistry, and the
physical sciences for high school and
junior high school students in the Uni-
vers'iy City School District in St. Louis
County. Missouri.

John Hancock Mutual Life. Kids-to-
Go is a program sponsored by John Han-
cock and Ellis Memorial (a non-profit
social agency) that provides activities for
children when they have vacations or
holidays from school and their parents
must work. The program consists of day
trips and activities around the Boston area.

American Express. In conjunction
with a number of new work-family initia-
tives, various sites have held Work and
Family Events or caregiver fairs to intro-
duce new programs and community ser-
vices to employees. Tables and booths are
set up where employees can sign up for
programs. get information, and learn
about what the community has to offer.

What is Expected
in the Future?

The current recession is not curtailing
corporate interest in work-family issues
for those companies already involved.
although some of them now scrutinize
costs more carefully and some are taking a
longer time to roll out new programs. The
impact of the recession is more deeply felt
with the pre-Stage I companies in which
the recession is another resistance like
equity, liability, or cost.

It is clear, however, that many com-
panies at all stages are beginning to seek
work-family programs in a new way. Even
in a recession, companies recognize that
downturns are short-lived and there is a
need for long-term planning. In order to
compete. they must attract and retain the
best and the brightest employees. Work-
family programs are seen as meeting this
need.

The growing corporate awareness of the
poor quality of childcare nationwide had
led some forward-thinking companies to
see the link between early education and
childcare and to support childcare as an
educational investment in the future of this
country's workforce. This is the key mes-
sage of a new Families and Work Institute
report, Education Before School: Investing
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in Quality Child Care,e written for the
Committee for Economic Development.

Another anti-recession argument used
by companies to further work-family
policies is that employees are really inter-
nal customers; unless their own needs are
met, employees can't meet the needs of
their external customers.

We see the next decade as a time in
which work-family supports will spread
to smaller and mid-sized companies, and
those companies that have already begun
to implement programs will work at pro-
viding an even more flexible workplace
while maintaining or improving productiv-
ity. In the process, companies will forge
new management strategies, relying on
fewer people in middle management. We
also expect to see companies link their
work-family initiatives to other human
resource concerns such as managing
diversity and providing career develop-.
ment. In other words, the family-friendly
workplacea dim glimmer of hope when
the Family Resource Coalition was
founded ten years agois slowly becom-
ing mainstream. CI

Ellen Galinsky is Co-President of the
Families and Work Institute based in New
York City. She is a former board member of
the Family Resource Coalition.
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by Dolores Norton

A Conversation with FRC President

Professor Dolores Norton, The School of Social Service
Administration at the University of Chicago.

Bernice Weissbourd, founder and President of the
Family Resource Coalition's Board of Directors.

DN: Bernice, tell me about the early days
of family support before you started Fam-
ily Focus. How did some of those ideas get
started? How did you personally get inter-
ested in the concepts of family support?

BW. Through my experiences working at
Head Start in Chicago and in childcare
centers in poorer communities. I began
to feel very strongly that as much as we
were doing for children in their preschool
years. it was very often too late. It became

clear that it was terribly important to reach
children before they were three.

When America thinks of family sup-
port, it thinks of Bernice Weissbourd.
Her work at Family Focus. the Family
Resource Coalition, and PARENT
ACTION has been nothing short of
inspirational to scholars and practitioners
indeed to all who care about the well-
being of America's families. The nation
owes much of the thinking and many of its
programs to Bernice's leadership. To hcr
and to the Coalition. I give my thanks and
I extend my wishes for decades more of
excellent work! MI

Edward Zig ler
Sterling Professor of Psychology
nu, Bush Center in Child Development

wid Social Policy
iide University
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Actually. it was not p..st a question ot
reaching children The issue was reaching
their parents. It didn't matter how good we
were as teachers; the important things in
children's lives were their parents and
what was going on for them in the non-
school parts of their existence. I felt that
we needed to set up a program for parents
because by reaching parents we would
ultimately make a difference in the lives of
the children and that would be a difference
that mattered.

DN: Those of us who worked with you, as
Family Focus was being planned fifteen
years ago, remember using the word
"assumptions" in describing the basic
principles we envisioned for that first
family resource program. What were the
original assumptions?

BW: There were several. First, that a
parent's feelings about her or himself was
absolutely primary to how that parent
would relate to the childthat it was really
off base to think that you could expect a
child to develop a good sense of self and
have a feeling of self-confidence and
competence when the parent was feeling
depressed and ineffectual. We felt that the
need to feel competent cut across eco-
nomic and racial lines, and we wanted to
have a program that would build parents'
capacities.

A second assumption that flows from
this is the parents' role in family resource
programs. The parent's role is not one in
which they attend because you have some-
thing to teach themthe traditional rela-
tionship between a teacher and a parent
where thc parents look upon you as the
authority. It must be a role in which the
program really feels that parent, as the
most important person in the child's life,

knows the child best, has her/his own set
of goals and values, and participates in the
program because it offers a new opportu-
nity to be effective as a parent.

DN: That's a key point

BW: That principle is still key to every-
thing we do

A third principle was that programs
should be based on the culture and tradi-
tions of the community Programs had to
function in ways that were responsive to
families so that parents were part of set-
ting the program plan. making program
policy, and community people were
involved in the process as well. Programs
really had to reflect the needs, the desires,
the hopes, and the competencies of a
community. We were pretty good in guess-
ing that programs would be quite different
from each other, even though they shared
the same goals.

DN: Putting these ideas into action with
the first Family Focus models was one
thing, but how did the idea of individual
family resource programs grow into the
notion of an organization for many pro-
gramsthe Family Resource Coalition?

BW: One thing that surprised me was the
number of requests we began to get from
people all over the country who wanted to
start programs. or from those who had
already started programs and wanted to
share information. They came like a
flood, We had no idea that so much was
going on beyond our own locale or that so
many people were interested, but there
was this sense that an idea emerges out of
a need, and people all over had begun to
recognize the need.

As a result of these requests, we
decided, five years after Family Focus
started, to hold a very small conference
with a focus on the grassroots exchanges
going on with other programs. We invited
about a hundred people who had contacted
us for one reason or another. And 350
people came. It was amazing!

The end result of this three-day meeting
was that an organization formed so people
could continue to share their experiences,
to learn from each other, and to develop
plans to stay in touch. It was a very excit-
ing time.
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Bernice Weissbourd, through her leadership of the Family Resource Coalition.
has brought us closer to the day when American families and their children
at long last attain their rightful place in our actions as a people. To achieve that
goal will be the most fitting tribute to Bernice for her valiant and persistent
efforts in behalf of the nation's children and families. 77

DN: Exciting is right. The Family
Resource Coalition today is so much more
than a grassroots group. What were the
next steps in its development?

BW: Well, about two years after that first
conference, Ed Zig ler ran a conference for
about 100 people at Yale. Ed, who had
helped develop Head Start, and Uri Bron-
fenbrenner at Cornell picked up the idea
of family support. which seemed to follow
so much from the principles of Head Start.

The Yale conference pulled together a
broad spectrum of peopleresearchers.
political people, program people, theoreti-
cians and academicians, and people from
the whole social services support arena.
Ed Zig ler put family support on the map
in that sense and focused interest on how it
could affect public policy.

DN: Why was that important? Did that
make a significant difference in an organi-
zation that started out to link people with
common professional interests?

BW: Family support's interaction with
public policy is critical. Some people tend
to look at family support as a program that
can "save" communities. But unless peo-
ple have decent housin2, unless they have
nutritious food, and unless they have jobs.
family support will continue to be a band-
aida very important one, but it cannot
solve all the problems.

We didn't talk about advocacy enough
when we started. We did from the very
onset say that parents who were feeling
competent would also feel empowered.
and that has proven more true than we ever
thought. But in addition to parents, people
working in the whole area of family
resource and support programs have
become very involved in the policies that
make a difference in people's lives. That
is a new direction for many professionals
who have tended to separate their clinical
roles and teaching roles from the policy
roles. But in the end, you can't run an
effective prograh, without changing the
conditions in which people live. You may
not be the one to do ityou can't necessar-
ily set up the housing or find jobsbut
you can advocate for them.

Uri Bronfenbrenner
Jacob Gould Schurman Pmfessor

of Human Development and Family
Studies and of Psychology

Cornell University

DN: What are some ways the family
resource movement is different today?

BW: It's vastly different in a number of
respects.

One is that the family support approach
has been taken on by social service agen-
cies, by mental health agencies, and by
state systems in an effort to find a way of
reaching families that is more effective.
There has been a move to take these prin-
ciples and reorient services toward build-
ing family capacities, for example. to start
with prevention, to get to problems before
they start.

Another thing that is different now is
that the family resource movement sup-
ports more than the concept of prevention,
because that notion in itself reflects a
deficit model.

DN: Bernice, you've seen a great deal of
growth and change in your ideas. What are
some of the most important challenges you
see for the future?

BWt What is so astonishing is that the
term "family support"whether family
resource programs or family support
movementis on everybody's lips.
Although many people are talking about
this and looking at it with high expecta-
tions. 1 don't think everybody understands
it. Our big challenge is to make sure that
as the principles get translated into social
service systems, or into schools, or into
other settings, that the translations assure
quality, that they relate to people in the
ways we talk about. and really build on
peoples capacities. How one implements a
family resource program is crucialand
requires more than enthusiasm.

DN: What do you expect in the future?
What are your dreams?

BW: Every community would have a
family resource center, involving parents
during pregnancy and assuring their chil-
dren a good start in the early years of
growth. The family resource center ought
to be the baseline for a continuum of ser-
vices, the final tier of services being those
for families in crisis, with all n sources
coordinated, focused on the family as a
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whole, and based on trusting, empowering
relationships. The entire community, its
schools, libraries, recreation centers,
parks, transportation, would be concerned
with enhancing the healthy development of
the family and assisting parents in their
childrearing roles, orienting their pro-
grams toward meeting family needs. Work
environments would be family friendly,
valuing the parental responsibilities of
their employees.

And this should not be a dream. It's well
within our capacities as a nation with
remarkable talents to deal with situations
we deem to be priorities. it could happen
if the nation recognized that the ultimate
strength of its leadership depends on the
ability of this generation to raise the next.

We know programs work, and are con-
stantly learning more about how they
work, and how to make them work better.
Yet it is essential that programs are
embedded in a society that cares about
housing, education, health care, employ-
mentin other words, that cares about the
well-being of its families. Our programs
and the messages they convey can help
shape this new environment, one in which
families are valued, and the resources of
our nation are mobilized in their behalf.
What is required is that our country's
commitment to family well-being moves
from the glibness of rhetoric to the actions
that change reality. 0

Bernice Weissbourd is one of the great
leaders who fight for families and chil-
dren: her capacity tbr leadership is only
matched by the size of her heart. Her
compassion and her sensitivity to the
issues that besiege families and children
today led to the establishment of the Fam-
ily Resource Coalition only ten years ago.
Already, FRC stands as an umbrella for
family-focused programs and movements
nationally and as a monument to the abil-
ity of a small group of dedicated people
to establish a significant intervention for
hundreds of thousands of parents all across
the U.S. The family resource programs
that have emerged are models of commu-
nity support for all families, and they are
making a difference in the lives of the
families they serve and for the future of
their children. Bravo! 77

T. Berry Brazelton. M.D.
C'linical Professor of Pediatrics
Harvard University Medical School

years
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E by Frank Farrow

Family Resource
Programs
and State k
Policy

Gov. William Donald Schaefer visits
one of the state's family support centers

in rural Cecil City. Maryland.

The impact of family resource programs
on state policy has grown dramatically in
the past decade. Ten years ago. most state
officials would not have recognized the
term "family resource and support ser-
vices." Today, some of the strongest lead-
ership for these programs is found among
state administrators, state legislators. and
state-level advocates.

If measured by the number of programs
or by their share of state budget expendi-
tures. family resource and support (FRS)
services remain a small portion of state
human services. But a growing number
of state leaders see these programs as the
cutting edge of a new direction. Their
vision is that FRS programs can help
lead the way toward more preventive.
more comprehensive, and ultimately
more effective state responses to families
and children.

Sources of State Interest
The urgency behind state governments'

new interest in FRS programs has several
sources:

State governments are being called
on to respond to the steadily deteriorating
situation of many of the nation's families
and children. Worse-off than their parents
were at the same point in their lives, many
young families face the stresses of tough
economic times, a highly competitive
labor force, and difficult social conditions
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with a shrinking supply of supports. As
the federal government has decreased its
attention in this area, governors and state
legislatures have assumed new responsi-
bilities for addressing families' concerns.

State officials are frustrated with
traditional services to families and chil-
dren which are widely viewed as offering
too little, too late, and they are ready to try
new approaches. Policymakers are heeding
the calls for reform in public education.
public welfare, child welfare, and mental
health services, and are seeking innovative
ways to reach troubled families.

State policymakers have become more
interested in preventive approaches as
state costs for children and family services
continue to rise. FRS services offer a
credible method of assisting families
before crises become unmanageable and
lead to family breakdown.

Finally, state officials' interest in FRS
approaches has deepened as the well-being
of the nation's children has been defined as
an economic issue, not just a social con-
cern. The economic future of the United
States depends upon the continuous devel-
opment of a strong and skilled labor force,
and this recognition has broadened the
constituency that cares about how children
and families are faring. State governments
are sensitive to the increased interest of
business leaders in preparing children for
the future.

Taken together, these factors have led
state leaders not only to invest in family
resource and support programs. but to
view them as first steps toward a genuinely
new approach to meeting families' needs.

The Diversity of State Programs
Each state's FRS programs have been

shaped by a unique blend of service priori-
ties, funding opportunities. and political
leadership. Thus, in some states FRS
programs are emerging from the social
service system: in others, they are linked
with public schools: in still others. they
are associated with public health or public
welfare services. While most states have
begun these programs on a small scale, a
few have launched their programs with a
broad, statewide mandate. In short, there
is no one pattern of program design or
implementation. States' initiatives mirror
the creativity and diversity that character-
ize the family resource field as a whole.

The following examples highlight just
some of the past decade's innovations in
state FRS policy and practice.

Missouri's Parents as Teachers
Program, administered through the State
Department of Education, began in 1985
as a demonstration program that provided
new parents with home visits by a trained
family support worker. PAT operates in
all 543 Missouri school districts, serving
57,000 families (40 percent of all eligible
families in the state). As the PAT program
model has grown and developed, many
jurisdictions have augmented home visits
with group activities for parents at school
sites.

In order to assure program quality. PAT
has emphasized provider training and
quality control. The State's training insti-
tute develops curricula for use by local
programs and itself trains staff each year.

Parents as Teachers was funded at $13
million in FY 1990-91.

Maryland's Family Support Centers
developed as a public-private partnership
to help local communities support young
parents. Begun in 1985, this initiative now
includes 13 family support centers in all
areas of the state. Centers are adminis-
tered by many different community
agencies including schools, a housing
authority, a church, a community action
agency. a community development corpo-
ration. and private social service agencies.

Maryland's initial program model
focused on adolescent parents, demon-
strating impressive success in reducing
unwantcd second pregnancies. helping
teen mothers return to school, and pro-
moting good health care for their infants.
As programs expand in local communi-
ties, they usually serve a wider range of
young parents.

6') )
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Mary land's program is administered (on
behalf of state government) by, Friends of
the Family, an intermediary established to
combine public w ith private dollars to
fund the local centers, provide training
and technical assistance. and monitor
program quality.

In FY 1991. Mary land's program is
funded by S4 million plus in public and
private dollars.

Hawaii's Healthy Start Program has

grown from a demonstration project in the
late 1970s to a statewide system of family
support. It is specifically designed to
prevent child abuse and neglect as well as
to promote positive parenting and achieve
optimal child development.

Administered by the State Health
Department through its maternal and child
health service. Healthy Start includes
post-partum screening and assessment
(now provided for 60 percent of children
in the state): paraprofessional home visits
to high-risk families: case management
that helps families access resources
including linkage to primary health care
providers: parent support groups: and
community education activities. Local
programs are administered by private
social service agencies.

According to program administrators,
Healthy Stares benefits include increased
identification and treatment of develop-
mental delays in children, a reduction in
child abuse and neglect among children
0-6, and a reduction in the cost of treating
families experiencing domestic violence.

Healthy Start's funding was approxi-
mately S3.4 million in FY 1990.

Wisconsin's Family Resource Centers
are a new program. begun in 1990 under
the auspices or the Children's Trust Fund.
Eight programs are funded for the first
N, ear, with the intent that the program will
expand as Trust Fund financing grows.

Local family resource centers w ill pro-

\ ide Parent support activities ou a droP-in
basis, including recreational and social
actis ities, parent education, and tempo-
rary childcare. In addition. structured
activities will aim at helping pareins
develop the skills necessary to avoid abu-
sive or neglectful care of their children.

The Children's Trust Fund has selected
the community agencies that w ill provide
services through a competitive RFP pro-
cess, and will provide training and techni-
cal assistance as programs develop.

hinding fOr the family resource centers
is S725.000 over the 1989 91 biennium.

Kentucky's Family Resource and
}inah Service Centers represent one of the
most ambitious new state FRS initiatives
Kentucky 's Education Reliirm Act (KERA)
of 1990 authorized support for family
resource centers 111 elementary schools,

for youth service centers in middle and
high schools, and for all schools that have
20 percent or more of their student popu-
lation at income levels below the qualify-
ing level for free or reduced price school
lunch programs. Approximately 11(X)
public schools will be eligible for these
programs.

Family resource and youth service
centers must be located in or near schools
and are designed to help build the family
and community support that will enable a
child to succeed in school.

Core services include access to or provi-
sion of childcare. health resources. sub-
stance abuse services, and jot) training
programs (for older youth). All centers are
required to involve parents in program
design and governance, reflect a philoso-
phy of empowering parents. and aggres-
sively coordinate existing commur' y
resources.

Kentucky's program is funded for
approximately S9 million in FY 1992: the
statew ide cost of the program is expected
to rise to S36 million at full funding.

Future Directions
These examples illustrate the richness

of state FRS programs. as well as the
momentum that allows existing programs
to expand and new programs to be estab-
lished on a broad scale.

Looking toward the future, what oppor-
tunities and challenges face state FRS
programs? Three trends seem particularly
important.

First. state FRS programs must increase
their capacity to document their impact.
Current program development has been
fueled by, state officials eagerness to try
new approaches and by promising evi-
dence from small-scale programs. How-
ever. to continue growth in a period when
states have severe budget constraints, FRS
programs must be able to show evidence
that makes a difference. This need not
involve elaborate and expensive evalua-
tions, but does require a closer accounting
or program participation as well as pro-
grams' effect on some indicators of
families' health. education status.
social functioning. and healthy child
development.

Second. state FRS programs will have to
give increased attention to how they relate
to existing state service systems. One of
these programs' great strengths is that they.
are not viewed as "one more categorical
program" but are seen as a new. more
responsive. more flexible and comprehen-
sive way to meet families' needs. FRS
programs should build on this strength by
exploring how they can best function in
partnership vs ith other public and private
human sers ices.

Finally. the biggest challenge for state
level proponents of family resource pro-
grams is to instill FRS principles and
values more broadly in state human ser-
vices. The power of FRS programs conies
from their embodiment of the principles of
family empowerment. parental involve-
ment, early support. and flexible response
to family needs. These principles can be
very effective if applied to current state
services. and for that reason they are at the
heart of most state service reform move-
ments. The long-term goal for state FRS
programs is to expand the scope of these
principles until they genuinely form the
basis for states' and communities'
response to all families and children. ...

Frank Farron Dtrector of Children:s
Servh-eA at the Center for the Stud. of Soetal
Poli,1- Ut Rilshington. DC lie iA the Chairman
of the Family Remmree Cimlition\ 13(hircl of
Directon.

Federal Legislation
for Family
Resource
Programs

A milestone in the development of fam-
ily resource programs occurred as part of
the Human Services Reauthorization Act
of 1990 (H.R. 4151). This legislation
authorized, for the first time, a federal
grant program to assist states to establish
networks of local family resource and
support programs that enhance families'
abilities to stay together and thrive.

Grants would be awarded by the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Sers ices to
states on a competitive basis. Funding
would range from SI .5 million per year
for small states to S6 million for large
states. At least 90 percent of funding to
states must be used to support local
programs.

The program was authorized for 530
million nationally in its first year. floss -
ever, because the program was add,-.1
to the reauthorization bill late in the
legislative process. it did not receive an
appropriation.

Thus, a legislative framework fig fed-
eral landing lin family resource programs
is in place. Now we mu.st nork to obtoM
the flouts! For more infOrmation about
the bill, contact staff at the Coalition
(312;341-09(X)).
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Staff Development in Family Resource Programs

Illustrattons Gail Lynn Goldberg

Issues related to staff training are likely
to occup, a prominent place on the agenda
of famil, resource programs for the next
decade. No other topic comes closer to
the heart and soul of these programs than
personnel preparation. The essence of
program services rests squarely with staff
behaviors and attitudes.

Reasons for heightened attention to staff
training reflect the developmental status of
the field. The rapid expansion of family
resource programs, including adaptations
or replicati011s of model programs, leads
to a series of difficult question, about the

pes of pre- and in-service training that
are necessary for staff members to pursue:
What educational content and methods
best prepare and support workers in a
family resource program? What minimum
staff education requirements should he
included in policies governing famil
resource programs?

Increasingl) there is recognition of staff
doelopment as the tOundation of qualit;,
in famil) resource programs. Part of this
recognition is fueled h growing aware-
ness of the link between staff training and
the quality of earl) childhotkl prognuns.'
Concerns ahttut the quality of America's
early childhood personnel contribute to a
generalized concern ahout stall training in
the human wt.% ices.
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Recent Developments
The field of family resource programs

has numerous experiences to draw upon in
formulating policies and practices related
to personnel preparation. These include
the staff training requirements and compo-
nents of local and state initiatives. profes-
sional guidelines regarding the structure
and content of training, and the growing
number of university courses and study
programs focused on family resource
programs.

Generally, state-funded family resource
programs have been launched with mini-
mal help for training staff in local pro-
grams, and as a result state kitiatives have
had to be creative in securing technical
assistance in this area. Methods include
establishing regional networks of pro-
grams. provisions for older programs to
help newer ones, and the encouragement
of staff participation in local. state, and
national conferences.=

Minnesota's Early Childhood Family
Education (ECFE) program has one of
the most well-developed staff credential-
ing systems. The 1984 Minnesota Statute
requires all teachers who work with par-
ents and children in ECTE programs to be
licensed teachers. For example, licensure
as a parent educator in a family education
program requires a baccalaureate degree
and satisfactory completion of a minimum
of 24 quarter hours of academic credit or
the equivalent distributed in the following
areas: child development (6 hours), family
development (6 hours), adult education
(9 hours). and a practicum student teach-
ing. internship, or experience in adult
education (3 hours). Not surprisingl.
colleges atid universities have responded
with an array of relevant courses for
persons working in family education
programs.

Yet to be gathcred and synthesized is
infOrmation on how local community-
based programs handle staff training
issues. Especially beneficial to the field
are data on how programs support lay
persons who assume staff positions in
family support programs. The experiences
of programs such a, the Child Survival/
Fair Start initiative point to the powerful
influence of staff orientations and ideolo-
gies on the nature of progratn services.'

Another important information source
to he tapped is the training wisdom of the

nation's Cooperative Extension Service.

which for years has generated exemplary
parent programs and conducted training
for parent educators and family life educa-
tors. Also important to tap is the collective
experience of model programs that pro-
vide training and technical assistance for
local adaptations. Key questions to be
analyzed here are how well centralized
training experiences "travel- to the home
site and the effectiveness of training one or
more core staff who in turn serve as train-
ers for other staff.

Recently there has been movemew
toward the delineation of essential compo-
nents of training programs for workers in
family-based programs. One such effort
is the Training Approaches for Skills and
Knowiedge (TASK) Project of the
National Center for Clinical Infant Pro-
grams. The TASK project focused on
training practitioners who work with
infants, toddlers, and their families, and
was guided by the expertise and insight
of nine professionals and parents with
many years of training and experience.
The project has issued recommendations
that define competent infant/family per-
sonnel and set forth the nature of training
experiences that foster competence,
including work at the pre-and in-service
levels.4

Professional groups are also taking an
active role in generating guidelines for the
requirements and training of staff in fam-
ily resource programs. Several years ago
the Family Resource Coalition established
a task force to examine a range of training
issues, and the National Council on Fam-
ily Relations has developed a certificate
for family life educators.

Other important training resources are
courses and study programs offered by
colleges and universities. There are well-
established child development and family
studies programs at land grant universities
throughout the country that for years have
prepared individuals to work with families
in a variety of settings. Social work pro-
grams also have a long history of provid-
ing professional education that supports
staff in family-oriented programs.
Recently. new courses and entire study
programs focused specifically on family
resource and support programs have been
'initiated: For example, a master's degree
program in family support has been insti-
tuted by Nova University in Fort Lauder-
dale, Florida.



The Years Ahead
Training issues will he in the forefront

of the family resource movement in the
years ahead. There will be intensified
calls for useful statements from credible
professional groups on the essential com-
petencies of staff in family resource and
support programs. Serious questions will
be asked about the appropriate content and
methods of programs that successfully
foster staff competence.

Fortunately, the field has a growing
base of professional wisdom and training
experience to draw upon as it addresses
complex and often controversial training
issues. Unfortunately, much of the existing
professional wisdom and experience has
not been shared or pooled in a form that
is easily accessible. The challenge is to
critically assemble the current knowledge
base in a way that points to exemplary
practices and needed directions toward a
collective understanding of how best to
support the growth of individuals who
support America's families.

Douglas R. Poled I, Ph.D., is el Prolessor
In the Department of. Child Development and
Family Strube.% at Purdue University, liest
Lafayette. /N. He was a Intending member
of du' fnmily Resource Coalition'r Board of
Directors.
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by Carl J. Dunst

Evaluating Family Resource Programs

Zigler and Friedman commented that
the "survival of family (resource) pro-
grams...is dependent in part on having in-
formation about their efficacy."' Yet as
Powell has noted, "using conventional
research practices with community-based
family (resource) programs is akin to
putting a square peg in a round hole."2-1

The purposes of this article are to (a)
briefly note what we know about the
"evaluation status" of family resource
programs. and (b) list some but certainly
not all of the challenges that face those
who seek to establish the benefits of these
programs. Much of the content of this
article derives from the thoughts and
writings of scholars in the parent and
family support program movement.' '

A good starting point in making sense
of the fiimily resource program evalua-
tion literature is to define what we mean
by family resource programs. Family
resource programs are community-based
social action initiatives that aim to
strengthen family functioning by promot-
ing the flow of supports and resources in
ways that enable families to help them-
selves and their children." These programs

differ conceptually, organizationally. and
procedurally from other parenting pro-
grams (e.g.. Consortium for Longitudinal
Studies') despite their apparent similari-
ties.' These differences are to a large
degree reflected by the rite) that family

e,

resource programs (a) are based upon
unique assumptions about the "best" ways
to support and strengthen families."' and
(b) provide and promote the flow of
resources and supports in an individual-
ized. responsive rather than prescriptive
manner.'

Evaluation and Evaluative
Research

A second step in making sense of the
family resource program evaluation lit-
erature is to briefly define and illustrate
what we mean by evaluation and evalua-
tive research. Evaluation is a "process
of delineating. obtaining, and providing
useful information for judging decision
alternatives."11 Evaluation is a multi-
faceted, multi-level, multi-purpose
endeavor that involves the gathering of
diverse sets of information so as to have
empirical data about various aspects of
a program (who was served. how often,
progress achieved. etc.) in order to make
informed decisions about continuing,
modifying. etc.. a program.12

Evaluative research is the "use of the
scientific method for collecting data con-
cerning the degree to which some speci-
fied activity achieves some desired
efkct."" Evaluative research concerns
itself specifically with questions of effec-
tiveness and efficacy, attempting to estab-
lish how a program (the independent
variable) produces changes in intervening
events, which in turn influence the behav-
ior of program participants (dependent
variable) while controlling for competing
explanations for observed effects.'` For
example, the evaluation of a famil
resource program might ascertain whethei
and how a particular type of informational
support (independent variable) affects the
ability of families to mobilize resources
(intervening variable). which in turn posi-
tively influences their sense of compe-
tence and well-being (dependent ariable).
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What We Know
There is a growing and burgeoning body

of evaluative evidence documenting the
need for operationalization and efficacy
of family resource programs. There is
also mounting concern about the need
for different types of research to answer
unresolved evaluative questions.

There is general consensus that ske
know at least the f011owing:

There is now agreement that the goals
of family resource programs are to
einpower and strengthen families so that
children and parents optimally benefit
front provision of support and resources.'"

Family resource programs are pre-
dominantly family-oriented as opposed to
child-oriented. and are consumer-
driven rather than professionally-driven
programs.=

Despite the fact that family resource
programs share common beliefs and
assumptions, these programs are quite
diverse in who they serve, what they do.
and how supports and resources are pro-
vided to families.'.'"

Empirical evidence to support the
contention that family resource programs
produce positive changes among program
participants comes front different but
corroborative lines of research.= 1" What
we don't know with certainty is how much
of the changes can be directly attributed to
the efThrts of family resource programs.

Most of the programs claim to use
ecological theories as their conceptual
underpinnings. For the most part. hoNA -
ever, family resource programs use
"loose- theoretical frameworks that make
it almost impossible to know with any
certainty the causal pathways that exert the
positive influences that are found among
program participants.

16

What We Need to Know
A number of family resource program

scholars have indicated a need for at least
the Mowing as part of the further evalua-
tion of these programs:

We need different ty pes of studies that
document different aspects of program
implementation° (e.g.. we need to knoi.,,
more about hm and whether the princi-
ples of family resource programs relate to
program practices).

We need studies that examine the
relationship between program implemen-
tation variables and both intervening and
outcome measures.=

We need more explanatory case study
research=" that sheds light on the processes
of program implementation. and how
ditThrent processes produce similar or
different results.

We need more outcome evaluation
studies of family resource programs that
longitudinally establish patterns and
changes in different aspects of child.
parent. and family functioning.'"

We need to make a shill Lmay from
using only or primarily negative measures
of functioning (e.g.. stress) toward use of
more positive behavior indicators (e.g..
well-being) as outcome measures in these
evaluations.'

We need more theory-driven, explana-
tory studies that specifically examine the
relationship between and pathways
involved in what programs do and what
effects are expected and observed.=

We need, as part of the studies
described above, more investigations that
examine the interactions between program
variables and family variables, and how
interactions influence outcomes.=

We need to move beyond the use of
traditional research methodologies toward
use of alternative methodologies if we are
ever to adequately document program
efficacy.=" 1111

Conclusion
The contemporary family resource

program movement has a short but rich
history. Surprisingly, we already know
quite a hit about these programs: no doubt
because evaluators have learned from
previous efforts at evaluating social action
programs. Some of the challenges that
face those of us who are interested in
further evaluation are briefly reported
in this article.

Carl J flatly. Ph.D.. t.+ Din.cror of rite
Center for hanuli Studte., and FanulA. hdant
and Prewhool Program, Wemern Carolina
Center. Mootanton VC. ti a farmer bitard
menther of the Ftinttil Reirturte Caolintm.
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Today's Accomplishments I

By any account, a decade is a milestone
a time for reflecting on what has been
and what might be. for looking retro-
spectively and prospectively. For those
involved in the family support movement,
this has indeed been a miraculous decade.
Who would have ever believed that a small
grassroots conference would have blos-
somed into a movement thousands strong?
Who could have predicted that in one short
-cade a field replete with principles.

programs. evaluations, national and state
associations. publications, and confer-
ences would have emerged? Indeed.
family support has had a miraculous
ten yearsa childhood of unparalleled
accomplishment.

In fairness, the burgeoning of family
support during the 1980s did not happen
in isolation: it was hastened by numerous
important socio-political forces. Early in
the decade, demographics changed drasti-
cally as a result of the flood of mothers
with young children into the paid labor
force. the feminization of poverty, and the
increased numbers of youngsters in pov-
ertyall populations ripe for family sup-
port. Data popularized during the decade
bespoke the importance of early interven-
tion and prevention, echoing family sup-
port's fundamental precepts. Concern
about the ineffectiveness of America's
human service institutions ushered in
countless reformsschool restructuring.
collaboration, and case management
simultaneously, nourishing the zeitgeist
for family support.

By decade's end, family support's funda-
mental principlesa focus on prevention
and a recognition of the importance of the

.

America's Family Support Movement

early years, an ecological approach to
service delivery, a developmental view of
parents. and a recognition of the universal
need for supporthallmarked progressive
thinking that transcended disciplines and
sectors..Corporations became family
friendly; state legislatures voted -yes" on
family support bills, hoping that their
investments of dollars and will would
ameliorate a faltering social service sys-
tem; conventional state bureaucracies
infused family support concepts into
mainstream services: and even the federal
government, so long ambivalent about its
rightful role regarding families, saw fit to
craft legislation fostering family support.

In one short decade family support not
only coalesced a disjointed array of
grassroots programs. but became a fully
respected, politically legitimated social
movement. As no other family effort in
history, family support captured Ameri-
ca's heart, forever reshaping American
government's relationship with families.

Inevitably, any new social formand
particularly one this dramaticis appro-
priately subjected to skeptical queries.
Readers of this article will recall the
onslaught of concerns: How do we know
family support works? How can such a
benign intervention impact a society with
increasingly complex social needs? How
can a movement born and bred in intimate.
flexible, and family-responsive settings
be successfully transplanted to massive.
hierarchical, rigid, social service
bureaucracies?

Though not always able to render defini-
tive answers to these provocative ques-
tions, pioneers moved on. Family support
programs, existing initially and primarily
in the private sector, were launched in the
public sectorin childcare centers, in
schools, in community health programs.
Sometimes they began as actual family
support programs and sometimes family
support principles were woven into the
fabric of extant efforts. Sometimes they
were visioned as agents of institutional
reform and sometimes as separate append-
ages, discrete from the life of the institu-
tion. Often the programs attracted
considerable fanfare, commandeering
public-private support and attendant press
coverage. But many also began as the
quiet quest of a lone provider, anxious to
redress decades of systemic pain. Some-

times. in the very act of doing, the hard
questions were addressed: sometimes they
were reframed: and sometimes they went
unanswered.

With this historya mix of stellar
accomplishments and unanswered ques-
tionswhere can and should family sup-
port go in its second decade? What should
be its priorities? Not unlike a child moving
into adolescence, family support must
reaffirm its values and solidify its identity
in light of past accomplishments. But we
also need to understand that family sup-
portwhile adhering to its fundamental
principlesis not the same as it was a
decade ago. It is spreading its wings,
moving agilely between public and private
sectors, between small isolated programs
and large institutions. between programs
and approaches. Such change demands
that we augment our analytic repertoire by
tackling the challenges occasioned by our
growth and diversity. We need to discern
what the ultimate federal role in family
support should be: how family support can
reconcile universalistic and particularistic
missions, grassroots and bureaucratic
approaches to service delivery; how we
define and plan for quality given the diver-
sity of family support efforts? In short, the
challenge of our second decade is not only
expanding family support. but discerning
how the entire system can b. 'lost effec-
tive. It is the decade for an honest taking
stock of what we are and what we wish
to become.

Tomorrow's Challenges
Taking stock has two dimensions: pro-

cess and content. From the process per-
spective. any useful analysis of tomorrow's
challenges must first chronicle and assess
gains of the past; second. vision broadly
and creatively for the future: and third,
convert that vision into realistic strategies
that will permanently undergird family
support in our nation. With support grow-
ing at the national and state level, with
increased investments in family support
predicted. and with programs being fos-
tered in our mainstream institutions, the
time is opportune for such stock taking. To
that end. formal "futuring" mechanisms
should be put in place, either through a
national panel. working conferences, and/
or a scries of commissioned papers.

Continued (m p
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Continued from p. 17

Though the present fertility of family
support suggests numerous contexts for
deliberation, three umbrella issues war-
rant attention as we strive to maximize
practice and policy effectiveness: (1)
defining and accessing quality services:
(2) structuring the transition from a pro-
gram to a systems orientation while main-
taining quality: and (3) building, sharing,
and applying knowledge.

Defining and Accessing
Quality Services
Throughout the nation, the words "fam-

ily support" have been interpreted in a
myriad of ways. In some circles, family
support is a synonym for welfare reform:
in others the words designate a particular
program: in still other circles, family
support refers to the basic set of principles
that undergirds any programmatic
approach to family development. Such
disparity in nomenclature retlects broad
public confusion about family support's
meanings and missions. Difficult now,
such confusion will increase as interest
intensifies in family support as a func-
tional preventive intervention to an array
of social problems. It is incumbent upon
the family support movement to craft clear
comprehensible language that effectively
communicates its unique program design,
principles, and philosophy.

In addition to clarifying terms, this
second decade demands that we clarify
standards of program quality. Presently.
though thousands of programs strong,
there are no commonly accepted indices

or guidelines by which to vision or gauge
service quality. Such quality indices,
while difftcult to develop because of the
diversity of family support endeavors,
would help define the profession and
would be benchmarks for self-evaluation
and improvement.

Moreover, if indices of program quality
were more explicit, training efforts, irre-
spective of disciplines, could more effec-
tively prepare people to work in the field.
Presently, there is no single entry avenue
or discipline, no single standard for train-
ing, and no consistent credential required.
In the absence of such, staff competence
varies dramatically from setting to setting.
While the field may indeed decide not to
impose a uniform credential or entry
discipline, guidelines regarding essential
training domains or minimum competen-
cies that transcend disciplines and are
geared to indices of program quality are
a necessity for the development and
improvement of quality in the field.

Beyond defining and enhancing quality,
family support efforts must be more acces-
sible. Explicitly, this means that there
should be more family support programs
and wider infusion of family support
principles throughout community institu-
tionsschools, churches, childcare,
health and social service agencies. Fur-
ther, communities must be empowered to
adopt a family support "think"a mind-
set that accords real importance to fami-
lies and to the collective communit- role
in their development and empower ;tent.
Rather than another add-on program.

PARENT Putting Parents in Charge

Happy 10th anniversary to the Family
Resource Coalition!

In the two years since PARENT
ACTION was introduced at the second
national FRC conference, we have expe-
rienced enormous interest from parents,
from the media, from policymakers and
most gratifyinglyan outpouring of help
and moral support from Coalition mem-
bers and friends. As with any new organi-
zation. we have also experienced our share
of growing pains. But now we stand on
the brink of a new social movement, a
movement that will put parents in charge,
a movement that will empower parents
to demand strong, responsive govern-
ment. community. and work place systems
that meet the changing needs of today's
families.

supporting families must be understood
as the critical element in rebuilding the
social infrastructure of this nation.

Implicitly, such vision of family support
is enmeshed with a clear commitment to
revivifying the role of families within
programs. institutions, and communities.
The family support movement must not
just access more programs or services, but
must access a sense of power and self-
determination that will enable all parents
to thrive in an increasingly stressful soci-
ety. Family support programs must crisply
articulate this commitment and model it in
every effort. Parents need to be leaders in
creating, planning, and tailoring efforts:
their voices must be heard and coalesced.
Through its work in founding PARENT
ACTION, a national organization for
parents, the family support movement and
its national organization, the Family
Resource Coalition, have taken important
steps in that direction. Second decade
strategies must fortify these fundamental
commitments.

Structuring the Transition
from a Program
to a Systems Orientation
During the first decade, family support

focused primarily on promulgating free-
standing programs, assuming that they
genera1!-, clattered to a set of beliefs. As we
bcgin the second decade, two changes are
occurring: First, programs are becoming
more aligned with existing institutions,
often large and highly regulated bureau-
cracies. Second, principles rather than

PARENT ACTION believes that parent-
ing is the most important job we'll ever
have. Our goal is to once again get Ameri-
ca's parents to believeand actupon
this. During the past twenty years. parents
have been devalued, diminished, and
disrespected. Society has adopted a bias
that families should be self-sufficient: if
they are not they deserve to suffer. Is it
any wonder young families are on the
bottom rung of society's ladder? Is it any
wonder policymakers and business leaders
mouth support for the family. but rarely
translate these verbal platitudes into posi-
tive action?

PARENT ACTION intends to use every
available avelue to increase parents' self-
esteem and Urn a reawakened pride into
positive anon. PARENT ACTION
intends to show that parents are an inclu-
sive constituency with common bonds
bridging political and sectarian differ-

ences. Parents have the power to take
control over the future of families: they
can and must organize for their individual
family and for all families.

Over the next eighteen months.
PARENT ACTION intends to:

launch an intensive campaign through
the media, coalition bui!ding, and per-
sonal outreach to enhance the image of
parents and to convince parents that
by joining together they can make a
difference
build a national membership base
become a national network for support
and information. We will work to link
our members together. inform them of
emerging issues. and ask them for their
views. We will share these insights with
policymakers. business leaders, and the
media. WE WILL PROVIDE A VEHI-
CLE FOR PARENTS TO MAKE
THEIR VOICES HEARD. D
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programs are being adopted Though sery
different strategically. both approaches
pose important questions regarding holn
se maintain quality and I idelity to our
original beliefs

For example because family support
sas bred in primarily informal settings
ss ithout hierarchical stall p ramids or
stringent entry' requirements, flexibility
prevailed. Dependency on staff was
addressed and held to a minimum. How-
ever, as family support programs edge
their way into institutions where tradition-
ally there has been no opportunity for
client-professional reciprocity and where
dependency has been fostered, new chal-
lenrles emerge. How will reciprocal rela-
tionships be negotiated? How will role
flexibility among staff be accommodated?
How will parems' needs for program
ariability be handled in settings used to

delivering cookie-cutter services? lb avoid
the trauma of attempting to fit a square
peg in a round hole, advocates of family
support w ill need to reconsider their

ision of quality and work to tenaciously
preserve it as family support matures in
America's institutions.

Second. and simultaneously, we must
recognize that family support is now being
fully recognized as more than a set of
principles or an effective program: it is

isioned as a tool of institutional refirrin. a
lever to realign fundamental roles, proc
esses. and relationships. Consequently.
ad ()elites of family support need to be
astute students of organizational change.
willing to tailor principles without diluting
them, understanding that intplementing
systems change may necessitate different
skills, stnitegies. and timelines than those
c(mventionally assiiciated s ith implement-
ing isolated programs. While we need to
assure that stringent regulations and rigid
bureaucratic toles do not quash the vitzdity

of family support as we know it. we also
need to be sufficiently flexible to accom-
modate the inevitable symbiotic change
that will occur as institutions adapt family
support principles.

Building, Sharing, and
Applying Knowledge
Second decade visioning must conic to

grips with the exciting reality that family
support is growing up and becoming a
legitimately accepted component of the
nation's preventive strategies. Despite its
popularity and accomplishments, there is
much we do not know about family sup-
port and much we know remains underuti-
lized. Second decade work must focus on
both the generation of new knowledge
from research and practice. and its
broader application.

To date, the field is replete exciting
effiwts that have much to contribute to
emerging family support programs. Fam-
ily support programs do understand him
to empower parents. how to staff for flex-
ible programming. and hoss to articulate
a truly non-deficit, non-hierarchical
approach to staffing. They understand how
to crimmandeer limited resources. how to
create community support. and hos% to
build state networks. These lessons from
our nation's pioneers need to be accessed
and utilized more widely. Next decade
efforts of the Family Resource Coalition

/7..1
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must fbcus on enhancing its already
important resource-sharing efforts by
strengthening its publication, membership
service, training, technical assistance, and
networking capacities. This essential link
will enable the field to learn from itself
and to gross.

Beyond sharing w hat we know front
practice and research. we also need to
learn more about the conditions under
which and the populations fin- which fam-
ily support works best. Program outcome
evaluations, whether conducted by pro-
gram staff or researchers. need to flour-
ish. Further, the information they yield
needs to be aggregated and accessed so
that it is usable by practitioners in a wide
array of settings and communities. Longi-
tudinal studies must be planned and imple-
mented in a large number of programs so
that we have more robust data on long-
term effects.

And as family support grows, we will
need to assess effects not only tbr children
and families. hut fbr institutions and com-
munities. As important. we should be
fostering process evaluations so that our
knowledge of effective strategies and
contexts is enhanced. How do intergenera-
tional efforts make a difference'? How does
context influence process? How does
mandate alter outcome'? In short, while we
know family support makes a difference.
we need to he more precise in discerning
for whom. under what conditions, and
over what period of time.

The challenge for the next decade is
building on strength. We know thatbut
are not quite sure how--family support
will burgeon in the 1990s. We kno\N that
the Family Resource Coalition can and
will provide the leadership to be sure we
stay on track, by defining the issues, ask-
ing the hard questions. and pressing tbr
new ideas and new resources. To the
Coalition, we owe thanks: in it, we place
our hopes.

But we also know that nurturing quality,
empowering families. and inf.using family
support principles into institutions is hard
work. It demands a society that values
parenting and a political system concerned
with the importance of supporting fami-
lies. To that end, those concerned about
!annul) and societal well-being --and those
ss ho understand how intimately they are
connectedmust vigilantly rededicate
themselves and their work. Never has the
opportunity been more ripe, nor our col-
lective \mirk more needed. .
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FRC 's Conference moves to a new time
of year

SAVE THE DATE!

\tr

FAMILY
RESOURCE
COALITION

MIMMIMMIIM

MAY 6-9, 1992
IN CHICAGO

AT THE
PALMER HOUSE

Watch for a member mailing and a call for proposals.
Conference tracks will focus on family resource principles:

cultural responsiveness

parent empowerment

community-based support

human development education

family-centered services

Preconference Day, May 6, extended sessions on skill-building,
advocacy, work and family, and leadership.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE bj

The Family Resource Coaliiion's
mission is tolualsupport and resources
within communities that strengthen and
empower families, enhance the capaciiies'
of parents, and foster the optimal develop-
ment of children and youth. This national
Coalition provides leadership by devel-
oping resources for programs, by affecting
public policies, and by inCreasing the
public understanding of and commitment
to families.

The Coalition represents more than
2500 family resource programs and assists
thousands of people throughout the United
States and Canada who work-with pro-
grams and families:

by developing a national resource center
on family resource programsand con-
tinually updating and reviewlng infor-
mation to aid program providers and
parents

by advocating on issues that affect fami-
lies at local, state, and federal levels

through consulting and training services
for state and local governments, schools,
and other agencies in the process of
integrating family-focused, prevention
principles into their systems

by publishing books, guides, reports,
and periodicals on practical as well as
cutting-edge work in the family resource
field

by sponsoring national and regional
conferences, establishing state networks,
and assisting in the creation of affinity
groups

by providing technical assistance on
program development for FRC
members. 0
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"But What Should I Say?"
Five Rinciples to Help Families
Deal with Television

Once upon a time, children acquired
knowledge of the world in a gradual.
controlled way. They learned how to
behave by watching adults. Their parents
taught them about practical affairs and
moral values (but not about the kinds of
things that happen behind closed doors).
Even after they started school, their devel-
oping reading skills restricted them, more
or less, to stories and facts deemed suit-
able for their age level.

Instead of a gradual petallike unfolding.
today's childien are flung headfirst down
the rabbit hole of adult knowledge. The
main reason is...television. As author
Joshua Meyrowitz put it in a recent issue
of Media&Values magazine, "Television
destroyed the system that segregated adult
from child knowledge, and separated
intbrmation into year-by-year slices for
children of different ages...TV takes our
children across the globe before parents
give them permission to cross the street.-

What children lack and most adults
possess, however, is the ability to distin-
guish between reality and fantasy. Young
viewers don't have the experience to tell
the difti rence between the continuing
drama and trauma of soaps, action adven-
ture shows and sitcoms, and the day-to-day
routine that most grown-ups live (and that
their childhood should he preparing them
tbr). Without proper guidance. television
may encourage children to grow up dissat-
isfied with lives less exciting and glamor-
ous than the TV heroes they admire -and

j

avoid handling problems and conflicts that
can't be solved in 22 minutes.

Parents are often advised to watch tele-
vision with their kids and talk to them
about what they see. But the task is over-
whelming. Many parents aren't home to
monitor the episodes of G./. Joe and
kenage Mutant Ninja Turtles that their
children absorb with afterschool snacks.
They can't watch each TV set in a multi-
screen house, spend hours viewing the
television in a children's bedroom, or
control the cable channels that change
with each click of the remote.

Most would-be adult TV monitors ha\ e
another problem as well: They don't know
what to look for. And even when they see
something that disturbs them, they don't
al vays know what to say. Most of all, they
don't know how to capture children's atten-
tion from the seductive embrace of the
flickering images long enough to make a
point about the sz:ene or dialogue that's
already flashed by.

Creating a family of be-your-own media
critics is the answer to this challenge. With
appropriate training, most parents can
learn both to recognize problems with
television and pass that knowledge on to
their children. But this kind of parent-
child interaction is only the means. The
true goal is media-literate families, with
both parents and children not only able
hut eager to pursue their own internal
dialogues that interpret and demystify the
media they see and hear.
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The following five principles of media
literacy can help parents move beyond
saying, "I don't like that show because it's
too violent" or "Can't you watch some-
thing educational?" Once learned and
assimilated they can be applied to any
viewing situation and help turn any family
into more knowledgeableand selective
TV viewers.

1. People are Smarter than Television
No one does or believes everything they

see on television, and both children and
adults can learn to be consciously skepti-
cal of what they see. Making connections
with the activities of everyday life is prob-
ably the easiest way to alter or enhance the
messages of television without interfering
with children's favorite shows. It's based
on the concept that everyone has filters
that affect their reception of messages.
The idea, then, is to develop similar filters
in children that cause them to think of
other thingsreal life things-- when they
see a McDonald's commercial or "bed-
room kissing.- A parent who. for exam-
ple, uses a scruffy woman on The Cosby
Show as a springboard for discussing the
homeless is hLlping children exercise their
own ability to make connections with
things in everyday life. Once learned, this
technique can help children us;:. TV as a
tool to expand their worldso that they
want to do more reading, play more
games. do more creative school work, and
find they really are smarter than the TV.

2. TV's VOrld is not Real
Children, particularly girls and boys

under seven. arc especially vulnerable to
the illusion that the events portrayed on
television are real. According to develop-
mental theory, it's not until about the
second grade that children develop the
intellectual ability to tell the difference
between what is real and what is imagi-
nary. Parents who learn to casually pull
out bits of information about laughtracks
and the mashed potatoc:. that masquerade
as ice cream in commercials have all made
progress in breaking the video spell and
persuading their children to he skeptical
about what they see.

3. TV Teaches that Some People are
More Important than Others
It takes a little practice to learn to notice

the preponderance of white male inter-
viewees on Ted Koppers Night line or the
almost total invisibility of Hispanics.
Asians, Native Americans, and other
minorities in the rest of the TV schedule.
But a closer look demonstrates an uncom-
tOrtable fact: On the whole. TV presents a
generally male and white perspective on
the world. Escoone else is less important

and therefore much more likely to get
killed or be victimized.

Parents who talk back to their television
sets have the best chance of making their
children sensitive to these issues and
reminding them of this questionable pic-
ture of reality. A running parental com-
mentary on the impossible figures of
commercial models, housewives who talk
to their toilet bowls, and beer-guzzling
sports heroesall can he:p caildren avoid
taking TV's unrealistic world for granted.

4. TV Keeps Doing the Same Things
Over and Over

Children can learn to spot the tech-
niques. the conventions, and the manner-
ismsfrom women whose bedtime
make-up is always perfect to the use of
scary musicthat appear over and over in
shows. Once again, the parent who can
make a game out of TV watching can
teach media literacy before children even
know it. Count the times the music
changes during the action climax of a
favorite dramatic show or how various
camera angles are used during a car chase
scene. A child who can recognize deliber-
ate production decisions is well on the way
to being a media-literate consumer.

5. Somebody's Always Trying to Make
Money with Television

The Ninja Turtle/Strawberry Shortcake
mania that afflicts so many families is
easier to avoid when parents and children
know how to question television's role in
eliciting these crazes. Understanding TV's
emphasis on the bottom line is the place to
start. Everything we see on TV is con-
cocted to attract the largest audience with
thc highest possible disposable income. In
a real sense, nothing else matte,-s.

A few casual questions and answers can
help parents make these facts obvious to
youngsters: Why does Nike Air Jordan
advertise on basketball games but not on
Designing Ilinnen? What kind of shows
advertise beer instead of household prod-
ucts? And so on.

With a little experience, families can try
predicting the types of commercials that
might he expected on certain shows. Eval-
uate thc accuracy of predictions and dis-
cuss the results. This is a great activity for
younger children because it helps them
identify when commercials start and end.
a basic skill for young viewers.

Both parents and children benefit by
learningand rememberingthat net-
works. TV stations, and cable all make
their money by selling ctimmercials. It
would be more accurate to say that the
shows exist to sell audience (that',. all of
us) to the sponsors.

It's important tbr every family member
to understand that just about everything we
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see on TV is impacted by someone's desire
to make money. Assume there are no pure
motives. Even the news is influenced by .

commercial constraints, with the stiff corn-
petition for ratings at the top of the list.

Although most of these five basic con-
cepts can be assimilated in some form by
any child old enough to turn a television
dial, many adults never grasp them. All
the more reason to start teaching these
concepts to both children and their par-
ents. When young viewers turn around and
start pointing out TV's lapses to Mom and
Dad, the battle for media awareness will
take a major step forward. And perhaps
the latest heavily advertised gimmicks
from jeans and athletic shoes to Nintendo
game cartridgeswon't seem nearly so
appealing.

me preceding article was adapted by
Rosalind Silver. Editor. from -But What do I
Say! Five Important Ideas to 7i,ach tbur Kids
about TV- kr Jay Davis, and other material
from 'he Fall 1990/Winter 1991 issue al
Med ia&Values magazine. The Cemerpr
Media and Values is a mold), r qf the Family
WAource Coalition.
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Families and Television:
OM Taking the Next Step

For a wealth of resources about how
families can handle the media in their
lives, order "Children and Television:
Growing up in a Media World," the
#52-53 issue of Media&Values magazine
($5 single copy/call for quantity dis-
counts). Or the issue is free in the Media
Literacy Workshop Kit' Parenting in a TV
Age ($17.95). The kit also includes lead-
ers' guides and handout masters for four
two-hour group sessions on issues of
children and TV. Excellent for parenting
groups or family life education programs.
Order from the Center for Media and
Values, 1962 S. Shenandoah, Los
Angeles, CA 90034 213/559-2944. An
educational not-for-profit membership
organization, the Center empowers the
public by publishing educational curricu-
lum materials and other resources for
critical awareness about media. 0



by Congresswoman Pat Schroeder

I was especially honored and delighted
with my appointmentby the Speaker of
the House in Februaryas chairwoman of
the Select Committee on Children, Youth.
and Families. My concern for family and
children's issues drove me to run for Con-
gress nearly 20 years ago.

Back then, family issues were virtually
nowhere to be found in policy discussions.
That has changed. It's now okay to talk
about children and families, and every-
body has jumped on the bandwagon and is
beating the drum. I am eager to step up
that tempo among the 36 members of this
Select Committee, and to push for long
overdue action. I see this Select Commit-
tee as the conscience of the Congress and
fully intend that it will continue to carry
out that responsibility.

When the Select Committee on Chil-
dren. Youth, and Families was created in
1983, it was charged with assessing the
conditions of American families and rec-
ommending ways to improve their circum-
stances. The Select Committee's work has
contributed time and again to legislative
initiatives designed to improve the eco-
nomic security, health care, nutrition.
childcare options. and general well-being
of American families and children. In the
face of actions during the last decade that
d;,mantled supports or otherwise made it
impossible for families to obtain needed
assistance, we may have succeeded only
in keeping even.

Over the past 20 years. the American
family and workplace have undergone
unprecedented changes. We are now
firmly in an era in which vast numbers of
families struggle day in and day out to
balance the responsibilities of their hmily
and work lives. In 1965, less than 40
percent of women were in the workforce:
today. nearly 60 percent of women work.
More than one-half of mothers with chil-
dren under the age of six work outside the
home. and 74 percent of mothers with
children over age six were in the paid
labor force in 1988. Two-thirds of working
fathers with children under the age of 18
have working wives. and while the vast
majority of single-parent families are
maintained by mothers only, just over
one million families were maintained by
single fathers.

In the majority of families with chil-
dren, the adults who are present in the
home work. They have to work because
the cost of living is so high and the
real incomes of moderate- and middle-
income families have declined since the
mid- 1970s.

As a result, the poor have gotten poorer
and moderate- and middle-income fami-
lies have watched their security erode.
man), living but a paycheck or an emer-

gency away from disaster. As I've talked
with parents across the country, many
have told me that they are moving back-
ward. Some 20 percent of children now
live in poverty, 37 million Americans have
no health insurance, our human services
are a mess, and the economic recession
has only created more bad times for

Our national priorities never were very
aligned with the needs of our families and
society as a whole, but certainly now have
fallen far out of step. The Federal govern-
ment has failed to make needed invest-
ments in successful and cost-saving
interventions, and the implementation

Pat Schroeder, chairwoman of the Select
Committee oil Cnildren, Youth, and Families:
U.S. House of Representatives

**** Working for Families
of many policies has proven distinctly
unfriendly to families. In my new role as
chairwoman, the Select Committee will
focus on programs that work and on the
creation of policies and services that are
more family-friendly, efficient, and result
in practices that make a difference.

Already we know that early and cost-
effective prenatal care can reduce infant
mortality and the incidence of low birth-
weight births. Yet, we fail to invest a few
hundred dollars in such care for each
needy pregnant woman. Instead, annually
tens of thousands of babies continue to die
anu we spend $2 billion to care for criti-
cally ill infants. WIC, the Special Supple-
mental Food Program for Women, Infants.
and Children, improves vital nutrition and
birth outcomes and can give us a return of
$3 for every $1 invested. Yet, only about
half of those who are eligible can partici-
pate. Head Start and other comprehensive
early childhood education interventions
are among our best investments to ensure
school readiness, but an even smaller
proportion of eligible children and fami-
lies receive services. This is neither smart
government nor good business. I intend to
keep pointing that out every chance I get.

In the first hearing that I convened upon
becoming chairwoman, the Select Com-
mittee focused on creating a more family-
friendly tax policy that would put money
hack in the pockets of families by easing
their tax burden. The sad fact is that the
tax code has failed to keep up with the cost
of raising children. Literally every parent I
talk with tells me soloudly and clearly.

Another hearing has explored ways to
provide more family friendly health care
through increased availability of com-
prehensive services and more efficient
service delivery. Families seeking immu-
nizations and health check-ups for their
children, nutrition assistance, and other
basic supports should not have to traipse

tv,4

around the countryside, fill out multiple
forms that ask for the same information.
and be denied assistance because of
bureaucratic hurdles they can't jump.
Recently. the Committee also heard from
corporate leaders and researchers about
the need for attitude changes and greater
workplace flexibility to create a family-
friendly workplace culture for fathers.

In the upcoming weeks and months, the
Committee's agenda will focus on adoles-
centsthe risks they face by virtue of
being teens in today's societyand how
parents and others can successfully com-
municate and work with young people to
help ensure their safety and healthy devel-
opment. The prevention and reduction of
family crises resulting from child abuse
and family violence, substance abuse.
crime, and homelessness will also con-
tinue to command our special attention.

Finally, we will engage all sectors of
our society in developing policies that will
benefit all of America's children. Fami-
lies, government, and the private sector
must all be involved in. contribute to.
and be held responsible for solutions.

Patricia Scmt Schroeder, Democrat, repre-
sents the First Congressional District of
Colorado and is tlw Dean of the Colorado
Congressional Delegation. She is the most
senior woman in Gmgress and the Chair of
the Select Committee on Children. }blab, and
Families as well as a member of the House
Armed Services Clmunittee. the House Judun-
ay Committee. aml me House Commuter On
Past OffhT and Civil Service. She is one of
only lour women to chat,- a House committee
in this centurY During the /0/it Congress.
Airs. Schroeder made family issues, Isomen's
health issues. and defrnse burden-sharing hen'
top prbwities: she iN the leadmg Howe spon-
sor of the Fanuls and Medit'al Leave .4( I.

Contact: Cfmgresswoman Pat Su-hroeder.
the Select Committee on Children, }birth,
and amihes, Room 385, House ofice
Budding-,-Innes 2. Iiitslungnm. DC 2051.5
202 226-7660.
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by Linda Lipton

Shaping the Future-
How to Build Partnerships with
Local Community Foundations

Back in 1913. Ohio hanker Frank Goff
wamed to make sure that money set aside
tor charitable purposes through wills and
es!ates would he spent w isely y ears after
the decedents had passed away. He telt
that a new ty pe of organization was needed
to make such philanthropy more effecti e

that it was necessary to "cut off as much
as is harmful or the dead past from the

ing present and the unborn future."
With these purposes in mind. Goff

tOrmed the Cleeland Community Faun-

Resources for Those Who are
New to Community Foundations

You can get the name and address of
your local community foundation by writ-
ing or calling the Information Services
Coordinator, Council on Foundations,
1828 L St. N.W.. Washington, DC 20036
202/466-6512. This office can also give
you additional background information
on thc scope of the community founda-
tions field.

In order to develop a detailed profile of
the community foundation that interests
your organization, certainly contact it
directly, but also visit your local/regional
branch of the foundation resource libeary
within the Foundation Center's national
system. A network of over 180 cooperating
libraries in all 50 states and abroad pro-
vide free access to core Center publica-
tions as well as background information
on specific foundations. Call or write the
Center for the address of your local net-
work library: 79 Fifth Ave., New York,
NY 10003-3050 212/620-4230.

For additional information on how your
community foundation ranks on such
issues as community responsiveness and
minority representation, contact the
National Committee for Responsive Phi-
lanthropy (NCRP). This group publishes
studies on a range of philanthropic policy
issues and also offers technical assistance
to groups trying to expand and redirect
funding resources in their local communi-
ties: NCRP, 2001 S St. N.W., Suite 620,
Washington, DC 20009 202/387.9177.
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dation. Individual bequests from a large
number of estates were pooled. the funds
were managed by a committee of bank
representatives, and the interest earned on
the investments was distributed by a group
of civic leaders who had been appointed
because of their knowledge of the local
community and its needs.

Today. Goff's idea has spawned over
4(Xl community foundations with more
than S6 billion in assets, and annual grants
of approximately $500 million. In most
cases, the members of the community
foundation's distribution committee are
selected not by donors or their friends. but
by individuals who hold leadership posi-
tions in the courts and in private institu-
tions such as chambers of commerce
and universities.

Community foundations represent an
important segment of the funding com-
munity, due in large part to the inherent
flexibility of their original design. One
commentator on the movement has cap-
tured the essence of a community founda-
tion's sensitivity to changing needs by
describing their donors as "individuak
who agree to support purposes they cannot
know, purposes that are certain to be
changed in ways they cannot anticipate. by
a group 01 people whose identities and
commitments are also certain to change.- I

If you plan on working with comminity
foundations in your area, there are several
aspects of their operation to v.hich you
should be sensitive.
Some money is donated with strings and
some is not.

Donors provide money to the endow-
ment of a community foundation in two
main fashions: It can he given with
restrictions, designating particular types
of subject areas or issues on which it can
be expended, and/ or requiring the partici-
pation of living donors in the selection of
grantees. Donors can also decide to pro-
vide money to the community foundation
without any strings attached, leaving it up
to staff and board of the community foun-
dation to develop grantmaking priorities
and choice of grantee organizations. The
balance between restricted and unre-
stricted funds will detertnine how many
new agendas a community foundation can
add to its list of priorities in meeting the
needs of a diverse set of constituencies.

There is more to community foundation
work than grantmaking.

Many community foundations play an
important role as convener. They view
their mission, in part. to serve as a catalyst
to bring groups together for first time
conversations. Such meetings often lay the
groundwork for productive coalitions
whose members can pool their resources
and work in unison to address complex
conlnlunity problems.

Support for individual grantees can
come in many forms.

You don't have to propose a time-limited
demonstration project in order to garner
community foundation support. While
each foundation will vary in the degree to
which they provide general operating
support to nonprofit organizations, many
see such grants as an important part of
their responsibility to the community they
assist. "Community foundations tend to
be in the business of creating and support-
ing a network of services for the people in
the communities they serve.- says a senior
staff associate at a large community foun-
dation. so don't assume that only replica-
ble model projects need apply.

A Resource of Great Potential
While their size, staffing, and internal

structures vary greatly. these philanthro-
pies have great potential for having a
dramatic impact on human service
organizations:2

Because they are focused on a specific
geographic area. community founda-
tions have a mandate to become inti-
mately knowledgeable about local
problems and the grassroots organiza-
tions in their sphere of operation.
They can take the opportunity to deal
with issues in a cemprehensive and
integrated fashion, cutting across
programmatk. lines and looking
instead at community-wide needs.
The community foundation's local
expertise can be funneled to national
founders, offering the possibility for
structuring joint ventures with philan-
thropies outside the local region: such
partnerships can bring in new dollars
to supplement those available to local
groups.
Unlike many other 1....uers. commu-
nity foundations are built to grow.
bringing in new donors, both large
and small, each year. With the pros-
pect of an ever-increasing capacity
to make grants, comniunity Wilda
lions can become the cornerstone of
a strong local funding base for
grassroots organizations.
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The Chicago Community Trust is funding "Chicago
Matters," a series on WTTW/Channel 11, with a
three-year, S900,000.00 grant; each program
addresses timely community concerns. During
the second season, in which the focus was on
children's issues, one of the broadcasts featured
TV medical reporter Dr. Bruce Dan on "Protect
Yourself: Teaching Your Thildren About AIDS."

How to Connect with Your
Community Foundation

If you want a community foundation to
become a long-term resource for your
program, it is best to view the connection
as a personal relationship. The effort
required to build a partnership for the
fuwre will not be insignificant. but the
investment can be well worth your time.

Do your homework first.
As in most other segments of the fund-

ing community, there is considerable
variety among community foundations.
Don't make the mistake of assuming any-
thing about the one in your area. Request
a copy of the foundation's annual report.
guidelines for funding. and any special
publications it may have issued about its
activities (newsletters, requests for pro-
posals or specific funding initiatives.
studies on particular area problems
or issues).

After you have reviewed these materials.
talk to your : ..,nprofit colleagues. Find out
w hat their experience has been in seeking
funds from the foundation. Are there
particular staff people who have been
especially responsive? Does the written
information match the manner in which
they have been treated? Has the commu-
nity foundation taken a leadership role in
particular solject matter areas?

Don't wait for an invitation.
Foundations invest in people they trust.

They %sant to have confidence that the
great idea contained in a written proposal
ss ill hase a decent chance of being imple-

mented. Trust, however, cannot be built
overnight, so you need to take the initiative
and introduce yourself and your agency to
representatives of the foundation.

A variety of occasions can present
themselves for getting acquainted: (1) Be
sure you place the community foundation
on any lists you have for sending annual
reports. press clips, or other document;
that capture the activities and accomplish-
ments of your organization for public
view. Don't assume that word of mouth or
the newspaper will carry your periodic
messages to a foundation staff person; add
a note indicating why it is important for
them to keep up to date on your work.
(2) Arrange a meeting to learn more about
the foundation's work. While some foun-
dations discourage pre-proposal nieetings.
many are open to informal conversations
if there are issues about funding priorities
that you would like clarified or if you are
soliciting input on the content of future
projects without tying the discussior
submission of a specific proposal. Still
others may be interested in giving you
feedback on alternative designs for accom-
plishing your goals.

Offer to help.
You may be able to be of critical assis-

tance to your community foundation in its
attempt to stay abreast of changing needs.
to uncover gaps in services, and to discern
opportunities for them to play a coordinat-
ing or leadership rolein addressing cur-
rent community problems. Perhaps your
organization can serve on an advisory
committee to the foundation; maybe you
can assist them in putting together a lunch-
eon group to discuss a problem of mutual
concern; or consider whether there are
meetings at your organization or within
your larger network that might be of inter-
est to a particular staff person at the foun-
dation. In short, become a resource.

Friends can criticize each other.
Community foundations have come in

for their share of criticism. Some have
been accused of failing to take on risky
projects, others have been viewed as dis-
couraging minority representation. and
still others have been attacked as not being
sufficiently accountable to the communi-
ties in which they provide funding.

The more prominent critics, such as
Robert Bothwell of the National Commit-
tee for Responsive Philanthro7s (NCRP).
have suggested a variety of methods for
addressing these concerns: conducting
-nes er a grantee- focus groups to alert
foundation representatis es to potential
grantees ss ho have not applied or have
been rejected in prior attempts. diversify-
ing the composition of distribution com-
mittees to assure a better representation of

!

all segments of the community in ques-
tion, and publishing more detailed infor-
mation on the projects funded and the
population groups ultimately served.

Be sure that you arc aware of how your
community foundation has fared in
national studies conducted by NCRP. and
decide whether there are issues that
remain to be tackled in your geographic
area. If so. seek the counsel of other non-
profit colleagues in how to approach com-
munity foundation representatives about
your concerns.

In a similar fashion. community founda-
tions can teach you about agency short-
comings. pinpointing areas that need
improvement and resources available for
doing so. Technical assistance grants or
dollars targeted exclusively for building
the management capacity of your organi-
/ation may be available with less paper-
work involved than the regular grant-
making process. A working relationship
can and should be a two-way street. so be
sure to alert your community foundation
representative of your willingness to
enhance your internal management
capabilities.

When appropriate, consider applying
for funds.

If you have made an attempt to build a
relationship with your community founda-
tion, you will have learned whether and
when it will he appropriate to apply for
funding. By not putting the cart before the
horse, you will have found that a slower
and more planful approach provides a
better basis for soliciting funds than dash-
ing in with a good idea encased in a cold
proposal. A community foundation has the
potential for becoming a long-term partner
for your organization; it deserves some
special attentio), up front if that potential
is to be achieved.

Endnotes
1. HAMMACK. D. (1989). "Community foundations:

The delicate question of purpose in An Agile
Servant: Community Leadership by Community
Foundations. The Foundation Center, p 24.

2. Mott Foundation Special Report Community
Foundations: A Growing Force in Philanthropy
k1985). p 5.
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by Karen E. Kelley

Family Support: An African American Tradition

Despite the fact that African Americans
have been in this country tbr hundreds of
years. service providers in a variety of
fields are still struggling to find the most
effective strategies for working with Black
families. While much has been written
about providing child welfare and treat-
ment services, the literature does not
provide us with similar guidance for the
family support field. This article will
explore sonic of the available information
on Black families and offer suggestions for
integrating that knowledge into program-
matic efforts.

The first step in deigning effective
family support strategies for African
American families must he to learn about
their history and culture. In thc search for
that knowledge, one will find a range of
opinions. In the second edition of Black
Families. I for example. editor Harriette
McAdoo summarizes different percep-
tions: "There have been major divisions
within the field of Black family studies.
The major disagreement has focused on
whether or no: Black families differ from
non-Black families in any other way than
the former's greater level of poverty. One
view has held that Black families are what
they are simply because they are poor: if
poverty was removed, then there would
be a convergence of values and structure
between all families. Another view is that
poverty, plus ine experience of slavery and
Reconstruction, have left ar. ;lioelible
mark on families that has existed to the
present. Still another view is that Black
finnilies are unique because of the
remnants of African culture that have
been maintained and haw adapted to
discrimination
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McAdoo suggests that a true picture of
African American families is most likely a
combination of all these perspectives. The
question for family support practitioners
and policymakers is: What relationship
should the culture, history, and experience
of Black families have to family support
programming?

The Key Role of Family Support
Programs

Black famil:es in this country are dis-
proportionately poor. According to The
Status of Black Children.2 published by
the National Black Child Development
Institute in 1989, "Nearly one in two
IBlack children1 are poor--three times the
rate of white children. Tragically, thc most
vulnerable segment of the Black popula-
tion, children under the age of three, are
more likely than virtually any other seg-
ment of the American population to be
poor: over 49 percent of these children
live in poverty, according to the Census
Bureau."

Of course, not all Black families live in
poverty but it is likely that many of those
who participate in family support pro-
grams are poor. It follows then that pro-
grams can respond by helping families to
meet their basic needs for food, clothing,
and shelter, and by ensuring that the health
needs of children and families are met. In
addition, family support programs must
work with Black families to help them
develop a plan for moving out of poverty
to become self-sufficient. Creative solu-
tions are needed for addressing the needs

of Black families in impoverished com-
munities who have few employment and
training opportunities. Policymakers and
advocates must continue to publicize the
need for programs and services for those
families who are greatly in need.

In searching for the key to serving Black
families, we cannoi ignore the impact of
slavery. Scholars have documented the
strong ties that Black families maintained
throughout that period of history, despite
the forced separations experienced by
many of them. Strict child discipline
practices have been traced back to slavery
and tied to pure survival, and poignant
stories are told of slave's first activities
after being freed: finding one's children
and family.

Perhaps one of the most interesting
perspectives on the Black family looks at
the traits and habits they have carried
onward from Africa. No other ethnic
group has been denied the link to their
homeland in the way that African Ameri-
cans have been. But despite the fact that
slaves were not allowed to speak their
language and members of tribes were
separated to prevent communication.
scholars such as Dr. Wade Nobles, Dr.
Asa Hilliard, and Dr. Janice Hale-Benson
document that Black people in this coun-
try still exhibit many African ways. These
characteristics are evident in their values.
traditions, child-rearing practices, and
religious beliefs.

Family support programs must ac-
knowledge that while formal slavery is
over, racism and oppression have taken on
different forms in the 1990s. African
American adults meet racism on a daily
basis and must prepare their children to
deal with it as well. In his book. Maggie:v
American Dream: The Lifr and Times of
a Black Family,3 Dr. James Comer states,
"Being Black in America is often like
playing your home games on the oppo-
nents' court."

Family support programs -an provide
Black families with a refuge from the
racist and unsupportive practices of the
outer world. In the safe climate created by
programs. parents can have the opportu-
nity to explore solutions to the challenges
of raising a Black child in a white society.
Staff members must celebrate the rich
cultural heritage of Black families and
exhibit a capacity to develop trusting and
empowering relationships.

(3



"Something Inside So Strong"
The traits and survival techniques dem-

onstrated by Black families are perhaps
best described in Robert Hill's classic
work. The Strength of Black Families.4
Despite past and current writings about
the many problems experienced by Black
familiesincluding lack of education.
poverty. ari teen pregnancyHill chal-
lenges the a:Joption of a totally deficit
perspective. He asserts that "Examination
of the literature on Black families reveals
that the following characteristics have
been functional tor their survival, devel-
opment. and stability:

strong kinship bonds
strong work orientation
adaptability of family roles
strong achievement orientation
strong religious orientation

Although these traits can be found
among white families, they are manifested
quite differently in the lives of Black
families."

Although fanUly support programs are
dedicated to building on the strengths of
families, program pros iders often fail to
look beyond the presenting problem (e.g..
teen pregnancy) to find the many strengths
that a family possesses. An understanding
of and respect for cultural differences
requires a relabeling of characteristics that
may not he the same in other families. For
example. the notion of "strong kinship
bonds" discussed by Hill may seem con-
fusing to staff people who work in family
support programs. A home visit to a Black
family may reveal that several generations
reside in the household, and that some of
those who are considered full-fledged
family members are not blood relatives,
but have been informally adopted as
family.

Programs serving Black families must
respond to (his situation by providing a
range of services for a variety of family
members, and by respecting a family's

rights to define the members of their unit.
Only by building on these strengths does a
family have an opportunity to realize its
fullest potential in the context of their
reality.

Black families have historically been
dedicated to hard work and to caring for
family. Hill quotes an earlier study con-
ducted by Otto (1962) which identifies
"an ability for self-help and the ability to
accept help when appropriate" as a
strength of Black families. Hill ties this
tendency towards self-help to a strong
desire to work and achieve. Family sup-
port programs, with their commitment and
belief in self-help, are a natural fit for
Black families.

Related to this strong work orientation is
what Hill calls an "adaptability of family
roles." Many proud Black families have
always had both men and women working
to support the family. He states that
"Much of this role tlexibility probably
developed in response to economic neces-
sities," and cites examples of oldee sib-
lings caring for younger siblings so that
parents could work, and the entrance of
young teens in the labor market to "sup-
plement the family income."

While the literature is replete with
studies of poor achievement by Black
children, Hill asserts that Black families
indeed have high achievement expectations
for their youngsters. Family suppor, pro-
grams can capitalize on and nurture those
high expectations even before children
enter school. Activities for children must
promote education as a means of future
success. Teens must be encouraged to stay
in school and be provided with positive
Black role models who can serve as exam-
ples of the benefits of hard work and study.
And Black parents must be given the tools
to advocate on behalf of their children to
ensure that they receive the necessary
services and educational supports.

Finally. Hill states that "Blacks have
been adept at using religion as a mech-
anism for survival and advancement
throughout their history in America.
During slavery, religion served as a stimu-
lant for hundreds of rebellions that took
place. It was also a major source of
strength during the civil rights movement
of the 50s and 60s." Despite a tendency of
human service agencies to stay away from
religion as a consideration in service
provision, programs that work with Black
families must recognize the shared cul-
tural belief and reliance on a higher power
among most African American peoples.
Programs should look to families and the
surrounding community to provide direc-
tion for the role that this expression of
spirituality needs to play in the design and
delivery of family support services.

(-1, ,

Summary
Additional study is needed in order to

document the most effective program
design and service delivery strategies to
use with Black families in family support
programs. Efforts such as the Ounce of
Prevention Fund's Black Family Project
and the Family Resource Coalition's Afri-
can American Caucus are important steps
in that direction.

In her discussion of "Ethnicity and
Family Support" in America's Family
Support Programs,5 Shirley Jenkins states
that "the significance of the Black experi-
ence can be integrated into family support
programs. The need to incorporate the
target group's culture and ethos in pro-
gram planning should be recognized. Such
a goal may be already implicit in family
support activities: if it is made explicit.
the way may be opened for a variety of
innovative approaches that will reach
diverse populations." 0

Endnotes
1. McADOO, H.R (1988). Black Families.

Newbury Park: Saae Publications. pp. 8-9.
2. "Special Report: The Status of Black

Children" (1989). Washington, DC: The
National Black Child Development
Institute, p. 1.

3. COMER, J.R (1988). Maggie's American
Dream: The Life and Times of a Black
Family. New York: New American Library,
p. 178.

4. HILL, R.B. (1971). The Strengths of Black
Fami.','es. New York: National Urban
League, pp. 3-34.

5. JENKINS, S. (1987). "Ethnicity and Family
Support." In S. Kagan, D. Powell, B.
Weissbourd, and E. Zigler (eds.), America's
Family Support Programs. New Haven:
Yale University Press, p. 292.
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Haven (CD bantilv Alliance 20.1/786-5970.
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by Martha M. Bullen

F.E.M.A.L.E.
Formerly Employed Mothers At loose-ends-

614r

FEMALE: Support and Advocacy
for At-Home Mothers

"A support group is being organized tor
women who have left paid employment to
stay home with their children and are
having difficulty making the transition.
Formerly Employed Mothers At Loose
Ends (P-NALE) will meet in the area."

With this advertisement. FEMALE
made its first appearance in a suburban
Chicago newspaper three-and-a-half years
ago. Created as a support group for
women who have interrupted their careers
to raise their families. FEMALE is the
only national organization to support
women making transitions between paid
employment and at-home mothering, and
to advocate for women's family needs in
and out of the workplace.

The group began in August, 1987 after
Joanne Brundage, a postal worker, left her
job because she was unable to find ade-
quate daycare for her children. Faced with
the loss of self-esteem, identity. and finan-
cial security that her job had supplied, she
tOund herself depressed and unsure about
her newfound role as a stay-at-home
mother. After placing an ad in a local
paper. Joanne found fOur other women
who helped to get the group off the
ground. Today. FEMALE has more than
7(X) members in the U.S., Canada. and
France. and over 30 local chapters across
the United States.

FEMALE provides opportUnities for
like-minded women to network with one
another and to share ideas and infOrmation
on how to maximize their personal growth
and happiness during the at-home years.
Members receive face-to-face support
through a natioawide network of local
chapters. Chapter involvement provides a
core group of women who share friend-
ship. concerns, and a sense of community.
Local chapters feature regular monthly
meetings with small group discussions and
guest speakers, playgroups and babysitting
co-ops, book discussion groups, "Moms'
Night Out" activities and family social
events, information on community re-

sources, and support systems for members
in times of personal need.

Members also receive a monthly news-
letter, FEMALE FORUM, which features
personal accounts of life at home, survival
techniques, book reviews and author inter-
views. work/family issues, and a helpline.

FEMALE includes members from all
facets of the working worldsome came
from fast-track professions, but many
others worked in pink or Nue collar jobs.
Although members are from diverse back-
grounds. they are united by the feelings
they experience once they're at home
including isolation, loss of financial auton-
omy. and lack of respect from family.
friends, and former coworkers.

Joanne Brundage comments, "Although
we arc primarily for at-home mothers.
FEMALE is not opposed to women who
work outside the home full-time. Many of
our members work for pay in some capac-
ity. We believe in respecting and support-
ing all mothers' choices involving work
and family."

When the group originally started, it
was known as "Formerly Employed
Mothers At Loose Ends," because that's
how many mothers felt after leaving the
workforce. In May of this year. however,
the organization decided to change its
name to "Formerly Employed Mothers
At The Leading Edge" because "at loose
ends" no longer adequately described its
members or the organization.

Joanne Brundage said, "We consider
our members at the leading edge of the
feminist movement in finding ways to
balance family and work in their own
lives." FEMALE members are also at
the leading edge of a larger social trend
the Bureau of Labor Statistics has just
reported that the percentage of women
in the workforce has dropped (the first
decrease .ince the government began
keeping statistics (in working women
in 1948) as more and more women are
choosing to stay hoine to raise their
chiklren.
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Ms. Brundage feels that "At The Lead-
ing Edge" is also a better way of describ-
ing the group's cornmiument to educating
and motivating business and government
to become more responsive to the needs of
families. FEMALE's advocacy programs
address improved and expanded childcar2
options, family leave policies, family-
sensitive work options, and child-friendly
public places.

One example of the group's leading edge
activities is the Creative Work Alterna-
tives Database, a pilot project in the Chi-
cago area, which encourages businesses to
offer part-time, flextime, and job-sharing
opportunities. This database collects
resume information from mothers who
desire a flexible work arrangement. and
then provides placement services to area
businesses who are open to offering these
types of employment positions. Upon
successful establishment of this pilot
program. FEMALE plans to expand the
service to other metropolitan areas.

This all-volunteer organization offers a
wide variety of leadership opportunities at
all levels. FEMALE encourages its mem-
bers to get involved and put their talents to
good use by contributing to the organiza-
tion's mission and making a positive dif-
ference in other women's lives.

Volunteer opportunities range from
writing to public speaking. making use of
secretarial, organizational and managerial
skills, desk-top publishing, bookkeepin.
and representing the group to the media.
The Leader's Edge, another FEMALE
newsletter which is published quarterly for
local chapter leaders, aids in chapter
planning and development and provides a
forum for the exchange of ideas. ques-
tions, and concerns among leaders across
the country.

Arlene Rossen Cardozo, author of the
ground-breaking book, Sequencing,
praised FEMALE's work and calied it
the only group of its kind in the nation.
Cardozo stated, "FEMALE is doing
impressive work in providing support,
information, and a forum for communica-
tion for women during the years in which
they are concentrating their energies on
the raising of the next generation."

A4artha M. Bullen sem's On the national
board of FEMALE and is the at-home mother
of bm-and-one-halcvear-old Mu,
previously Imrke'd as Marketing Manager Pr
Bonu.s Books, a Chk.ago-based publishing
company. Ms. Bullen is currently 10 -autlwring
a Innik for mothers at lunne entitled Momher-
hood Is My Career. which will be published by

Brmvn in May. /992.
For wre (.onta(t: FEMALE,

PI) 13os 31, Elmhurst, II. 60126 708/941-3553.
An wmual membership is $20; it includes a
subscription to FEMALE FORUM and mem-
bership in 0 lof al chapter



by Elizabeth Rosseel

Four Massachusetts employers, all
cited in Mt-king Mother magazine's
1990 list of "The 75 Best Companies
for Working Mothers." are taking the
lead in the work-family policy arena.
While each of these companies rank
childcare as an important family
support, many other creative, less
costly alternatives have emerged in
the form of flexible benefit practices.
These companies can well serve as
models for other organizations seek-
ing innovation and flexibility in the
workplace.

Profiles of Innovative
\e*C Massachusetts Companies

z&I)

Flexibility in-`'
STRIDE RITE: Cambridge

Stride Rite Corporation, a footwear
manufacturer employing over 3500, pio-
neered one of the nation's first on-site
employer-sponsored childcare centers in
1971. Last year, the company broke new
ground again when they launched the
country's first employer-sponsored
intergenerational daycare center which
joins young children and seniors in a
specially designed facility located at cor-
porate headquarters. The center has sepa-
rate areas and programs for each age
group. but activities such as cooking and
crafts bring children and elders together
at various points throughout the day..

Karen Leibold. Director of Work/
Family Programs for Stride Rite, spent
three years developing this innovative
collaboration between Stride Rite,
Somerville/Cambridge Elder Services.
and Wheelock College. She credits CEO
Arnold Hiatt with the vision that backed
the center and the company's varied family
support policies. Stride Rite benefits
include an 8-week paid maternity leave, an
18-week unpaid job-protected family leave
which can he used for adoption or family
illness, a national resource and referral
program for childcare. seminars on depen-
dent care, and a recently launched em-
ployee assistance program.

HILL HOLLIDAY: Boston
Hill Holliday. Connors. Cosmopulos,

lite.. one of New England's leading adver-
tising agencies, has a national workforce
of over 400 that is 75 percent female. The
agency's tUmily supportive programs
combine a daycare center (developed eight
years ago) with a variety of flexible bene-
fits that include 8-week paid maternity or
adoption leave and a dependent care assis-
tance program (DECAP) that ofkrs a
$5,(XX) tax-free benefit for childcare or
eklercare expenses. Two recent family
support initiatives offer a reduced work

week and job sharing, designed primarily
for mothers with young children.

Gai-y Stephens, Human Resources
Representative, says the benefits program
is informal and has evolved out of em-
ployee needs. Like Stride Rite, the
force behind Hill Holliday's innovative
spirit has come from the topCEO and
founder Jack Connors, who Stephens
describes as "a very progressive,
family-oriented person with vision
and flexibility."

BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL:
Brookline

Beth Israel (BI), a major teaching hospi-
tal of Harvard Medical School, offers an
expansive, more formalized flexible bene-
fits program to meet the needs of over
5,000 employees. The BI package
includes an employee wellness program,
a dependent care resource and referral
network, an employee assistance program.
and a reimbursement account for depen-
dent care expenses. Courses on many
topics such as stress, work/family issues.
and childcare options are also available.

Bl's popular Earned Time (El') pro-
gram, introduced eight years ago. allows
employees to combine all paid sick time,
vacation time, and holiday hours into a
single time bank account which can be
used at their own discretion. "The Bl
philosophy," explains Maria Tarullo.
Director of Human Resource Operations.
"is creating a supportive workplace tor
everyone, not solely for families. While
75-80 percent of the workforce is female.
45 to 50 percent of our workforce is prob-
ably single."

The programs at BI have come out of
the inspiration and vision of Dr. Mitchell
Rabkin, hospital President. and Laura
Avakian, Vice President of Human
Resources. New programs are often
shaped using representative focus groups.
The most recent addition to Beth Israel's
impressive repertoire is an on-site child-
care center with space for 114 children.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION: Maynard

The leading worldwide supplier of
networked computer systems and services.
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) has
long enjoyed a reputation as an employee-
responsive company. Their "Life Balance
Strategy." introduced two years ago,
includes a core policy called Headcount
Equivalency, an innovative method that

A .6

tallies the number of total employee hours
worked, rather than the total number of
employees. According to Laurie Margo-
lies, Corporate Employee Relations man-
ager, "Equivalency changes the way
managers account for the time of their
employees and provides greater flexibility
for less than full-time work options."

While part-time and flextime work have
existed at Digital for years, a second
aspect of DEC's new program. Alternative
Work Strategy, moves towards institution-
alizing these arrangements, offering
options for those returning from disability
leave or pre-retirement. DFC also has a
childcare resource and referral program
and dependent care reimbursement.

New programs like those above typi-
cally evolve out of task forces initiated
either by Corporate Personnel or by man-
agers and employees throughout the
organization. "While family issues may
drive the programs." states Margolies.
"they are not exclusive and respond to
single people as well." Part-timc work, for
example. is an option at Digital for a man
caring for an aging parent or an employee
doing volunteer work in a community
soup kitchen.

Summary
These four corporate leaders provide

simple, straightforward words of advice:
"Know your employees.- This credo, to
which Tarullo. Stephens, and Margolies
ascribe, involves talking with employees
on a regular basis or conducting a formal
survey. "You can't assume you know what
people need," cautions Tarullo.

"Know your company.- This means
understanding your corporate culture,
your business, and where it's headed. "It's
important." advises Margolies, "to find
out what works at your company and how
change has happened in the past."

"Do your homework.- Stephens.
Leihold. and Tarn llo all agree that talking
with other innovative companies is a good
place to start. And perhaps most important
is Tarullo's reminder: "You don't have to
spend a lot of money to offi:r
access, and convenience to employees.-

Eli:wheat Ros.sed IA Pruldpal ('n.arive
Ilbrk Suzifrgio in Belmont, M.4. 1.1; yecial

in research and communie (atom pre:Icel.%
ll'Ork and filmilv topics. She iA currtmtlt

manogint; the TLC' Project Ilart-cml Com
:maim Heellth Plan and 0 menthe:- ol 11-

Renouree Coalmon.
Ce:ntact.- 1:11:--abeth Rented, 6/7 484-66s3
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by Dawn Hanson Smart

A City Grapples with Family Support :
Seattle's "Family Support Opportunities

For Action"

For a year, staff representatives from
fifteen government departments and
offices have worked together as the City of
Seattle's Family Support Team to fashion a
tool that would guide the City's discussion
of family support issues. Beginning with a
set of operating principles based on the
values associated with the family support
movement, the Team created a document
which identifies the potential actions local
government can take in the area of family
support.

Seattle's Family Support Opportunities
For Action is a work in progressa com-
pendium of ideas the City can pursue on
behalf of its families. It includes broad
goals, provides a definition of families,
and identifies different roles the City can
play. It gives examples of strategies Seattle
already undertakes and new initiatives the
City could introduce in support of fami-
lies. Thc breadth and vision of the docu-
ment make it a call to action, encouraging
a municipal government to examine its
unique position in supporting families and
their development.

Opportunities For Action begins with
the goals outlined in the accompanying
box and an inclusive family definition:

GOALS

"A family is a self-defined group of
people who may live together on a regu-
lar basis and who have a close, long-
term, committed relationship and share
or are responsible for the common
necessities of life. Family members may
include adult partners, dependent elders
or children, as well as people related by
blood or marriage."

The definition is included in a set of
operating principles which encompass
empowerment, a focus on prevention and
early intervention, removal of barriers to
service, the importance of cultural diver-
sity, and participation of family members
in planning and service delivery.

Opportunities For Action goes on to
describe various roles the City can play
and provides examples of relevant strate-
gies for each one, often repeating a focus
in areas where Seattle's municipal govern-

The City shall focus its energy and efforts to improve the quality of life, mak-
ing Seattle the best possible place for families of all economic levels to live, and
shall strengthen its capacity to support a diverse array of families and individuals.

I . Promote physically and emotionally
healthy families.

2. Assure that families living within our
community can meet their basic needs
and receive the support necessary to be 6.

3. Assure a safe environment throughout
Seattle for families.

4. Develop opportunities for families to 7.

live, work, play, and grow together in
a multi-cultural environment that sup-
ports and promotes communication 8.
among all groups and individuals.

5. Work to attract and keep a diverse

population in Seattle, which includes
families with children, to ensure the
city is a viable, dynamic community
in the future.
Promote diversity within Seattle's
neighborhoods and support neighbor-
hoods that are economically, ethnically,
and culturally varied.
Educate the public, including youth and
families and elders, on the changing
needs of families.
Promote partnerships within the com-
munity to meet the diverse and chang-
ing needs of families.
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ment has committed itself health care,
housing, childcare, public safety, recrea-
tion, and social development. The ten
roles include:

Model Employer: focusing on family-
friendly policies and practices in the
City workplace.
Advocate and Community Leader:
asking the City to be a strong voice for
family support, speaking out about the
importance of families to community
de\ opment, and promoting family
su:..: services.
Se7 Deliverer: identifying opportu-
nities where the City can extend its
services to families and how to incorpo-
rate family support and development
principles into the direct service pro-
vided to citizens.
Resource Developer and Funder: seek-
ing the development of a community-
wide system of services to address the
needs of families.
Technical Assistance Provider:
encouraging greater capacity within
local government to help agencies and
organizations which deliver family
support programming.
Planner and Coordinator: promoting
City participation in planning for local.
regional, and State initiatives which
benefit families.
Neighborhood/Economic Developer:
examining ways in which family support
and developiwnt services are linked to
and benefit neighborhoods and commu-
nity development.
Policy Developer: addressing family
issues when creating policies and proce-
dures to shape a vision of Seattle's fami-
lies and their self-sufficiency.
Public Educator and Information
Agent: encouraging increased commu-
nity knowledge of family support issues,
programs, and resources.
Promoter of Human Rights and Cul-
tural Diversity: seeking opportunities
to raise awareness and offer assistance
in developing attitudes and behaviors
consistent with these goals.
Enabler of Citizen Contribution and
Participation: encouraging the partici-
pation of all family members in commu-
nity life.



The strategies specified in the document
span a wide range of activities for the City.
Examples of its resource development role
are the funding of community-based fam-
ily support centers and emergency and
transitional housing programs. As a ser-
vice deliverer, the City provides childcare
st.bsidies; health care services: sports.
recreation, arts and cultural programs:
and operates an adult literacy program
through the Seattle Public Library. The
City's advocacy role at the state and
federal levels includes low income and
affordable housing; health care and nutri-
tion funding; and child support enforce-
ment efforts. In its role as an employer,
the City enacted the Family Leave Ordi-
nance in 1989 which extends sick and
bereavement leave to allow care of domes-
tic partners or their dependents. and in
1990 expanded enrollment in medical.
dental, and accidental death and dismem-
berment plans to cover employees' domes-
tic partners and their dependent children.

Seattle's attempt to think broadly about
families represents a growing understand-
ing across the country that local govern-
ments have a stake in family well-being
and a vast array of options to choose from
in their endeavor to support families'
development. Seattle has placed new
emphasis on this area. Among Mayor
Norman Rice's goals is one that reads:
"Further strengthen Seattle's capacity to
support its diverse array of families and
individuals." Opportunities For Action
illustrates ways in which this goal can be
carried out and how creatively attention
to family issues can be applied at the
local level.

City government can use any number of
approaches to support families, regardless
of whether it has mandated responsibility
in a parti ular area. For example, most
family income issues are outside the realm
of local control; however, municipal gm,-
ernment can take a position on and
actively promote increases in thc mini-
mum wage and public assistance benefit
levels. A city can examine each area
where it provides service to citizens and
identify ways to incorporate family activi-
ties, parent education, or family resource
information in those services. It can com-
mit itself to a greater level of understand-
ing about the impact of local government
policies and actions on families, including
its land use and zoning practices. It can
serve as a role model and give attention to
the family-related needs of its employees.

Thc work in Seattle also points out the
ways in which the values of the family
support movement translate into thc func-
tional operation of an institution like
municipal government. Interdepartmental
efforts like Seattle's Family Support Team

bring together a variety of viewpoints,
knowledge, and expertise and allow staff
to recognize the common goals and princi-
ples which guide their actionsregardless
of whether they work in police depart-
ments, public libraries, housing divisions,
or health programs. The bottom up
approach to planning, made possible by
involving line staff and managers, pro-
vides a wealth of information and creative
thought about the potential for City action.
Such efforts compel staff to broaden their
thinking about what's possible and identify
better ways to collaborate. This begins the
process of building a collective awareness
about and a more unified approach to
family support and development.

66 Seattle's c'f.?mpt to think
broadly about jamilies represents
a growing understanding across
the country that local govern-
ments have a stake in family
well-being and a vast array of
options to choose from in their
endeavor to support families'
development.

The work of the Family Support Team
was not always easy or simple, nor was the
resulting document without controversy.
The definition of family, for example,
stimulated discussion about the custor hary
focus of local government on "the individ-
ual" rather than the family. Given Seattle's
long-standing attention to children and
youth, the definition also raised questions
about the broad, inclusive emphasis on all
types of families, including individuals
who are not related bv blood or marriage,
versus a narrower focus on families with
children. The tensions inherent in the
alternative views of local government
responsibilities and commitments prompt-
ed animated exchange among City staff
and policymakers and required genuine
deliberation about the ramifications of the
inclusive definition.

The extensive nature of Opportunities
for Action also provoked debate about
the fiscal implications of implementation.
There is a strong desire within the City to
do the "right thing." to move in directions
which support Mayor Rice's goals, and to
be on the cutting edge of local government
policy and operations. But making family
support tangible carries a price tag, partic-
ularly for those strategies which involve
the City as an employer. Budget realities
require careful consideration of how to
proceed, where to start, and how to set
priorities among the many initiatives.

The full implications of Family Support
Opportunities For Action for the City of

Seattle are yet to be seen. The document is
viewed as a working tool that sets a posi-
tive direction and complements other
policies and efforts already underway to
serve the community. It gives the City a
way to acknowledge what is being done
now as well as what could be done. Poli-
cymakers recognize the potential for
change that the document could inspire.
There is encouragement to pursue the
direction set by Opportunities For Action,
acting across departments to carry out
current efforts more collaboratively and
to explore ways to initiate new strategies
over time. There is recognition that in
times of budget constraints, sharing a
more unified vision and some common
goals for families will help target efforts
more appropriately.

The City is examining the next steps to
be taken with Opportunities for Action.
There is consensus that the broad defini-
tion acknowledges the importance of
choice, supports diversity, and emphasizes
the role that families and social groupings
play in providing support to t'leir mem-
bers. There is agreement about the use and
promotion of the broad definition and
efforts will be made to raise the level of
awareness regarding this definition within
City departments. There will be further
work done to determine how best to apply
the approaches suggested in Opportunities
For Action in concert with other City
priorities. There will be work done to
review current efforts and identify poten-
tial conflicts with a family-supportive
approach. The Family Support Team will
continue to discuss how to integrate the
goals, values, and strategies into City
operations and develop and coordinate
new initiatives in the future.

Seattle's Family Support Opportunities
For Action represents one city's attempt to
focus its energy on familiesto explore
creative approaches to family support and
find ways to improve the quality of life for
families. Although final results are still
uncertain, it is clear that the work of the
Family Support Team has stimulated
thought and debate about the importance
of families and how city government
actions affect their well-being in Seattle. I I

Ba rill Hanson Smart is Senior Planner in
the City Qf Seattle's Human Services Strategic
Planning Office and worked with more than
twenty-five other city staff to develop the
Family Support Opportunities For Action.
Copies of the working document can be
obtained by writing or calling: City of Seattle.
Human Services Strategh. Planning Office.
618 2nd Avenue. Room 1350, Seattle, RA
98104: 206/684-8057 HSSPO is an organ-
i;ational member of the handy Resimn.e
Coalition.
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by Susan Taylor-Brown

AIDS: The Reality in All Our Lives

The media portrays Human Immuno-
deficiency Virus, HIV. as a disease of
"others"homosexuals, intravenous drug
users, the poor, and ethnic/cultural minor-
ities. By separating those who are infected
from the rest of society, many people feel
they are not at risk. But the virus does not
discriminate; it seeks to infect anyone. It
looks for an available host regardless of
sex, social class, or ethnicity. One need
only look at the increasing heterosexual
infection rate to realize how misleading
earlier reports were that stated heterosexu-
als were not in danger.

AIDSAcquired Immunodeficiency
Syndromeis the end stage of the virus.
It is currently a disease without a cure.
making pandemic progress throughou. the
world, affecting more and more individu-
als and impairing the ability of families to
function normally. Already, more than one
million people in the United States alone
are infected. No one group is a group at
risk: it is sexual or drug use behaviors that
expose the majority to infection. Igno-
rance and misleading information prevent
people from tAing precautions and stay-
ing safe. Prevention is the only tool we
have to stop the spread of HIV.

The family support movement and its
programs are ideally suited to effectively
educate families about the disease and
encourage a compassionate response to
those who need nurturing as they cope
with affected family members combating
HIV infection.

This article describes HIV disease. ways
to prevent transmission of the virus, the
psychosocial issues confronting families,
and how family resource programs can he
a factor in the prevention/support efforts.
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Facts about HIV
The AIDS pandemic is embedded in

fear and misunderstanding. Too many
families are coping with this illness in
shame, isolation, and silence because they
fear friends and neighbors will not support
them. Can you imagine caring for a loved
one without support? Or, not being able
to tell others how or of what a loved
one died?

Education is the key to reducing peo-
pk's fear. Facts replace fear with under-
standing and concern. As people learn
more about the illness, the more effective
they can be in caring for an infected
person.

First, there are key terms related to
HIV:

AIDS: the erd stage of HIV disease
(in which the body's ability to fight
infection breaks down)

AFRAIDS: the acquired fear of AIDS.
referring to the irrational response to
and stigma of AIDS

HIV+: the individual has been exposed to
HIV and may or may not be sick

HIV diSease: although AIDS is the more
commonly used term. HIV represents
the full spectrum of the illness from
diagnosis to end-stage illness. AIDS

FLISA/Western Blot Tests: blood tests
that screen for HIV antibodies in the
blood stream; these tests are often called
the -AIDS test"

Specifically, people need to know that
HIV is most commonly transmitted by:

sex with an infected person
needles and/or syringes used by an
infected person
pregnancy, birth, or breast feeding
if the mother is infected
transfusions of infected blood,
blood products. or organ transplants
(before 1985).

Equally important. people need to be
aware that the virus is not spread by nws-
quitos. eating food prepared by someone
who is HIV f , or any other form of casual
contact. Remember, for all the people who
have cared for an HIV-infected family
member, no one has contracted the virus.

Today, there is hope for those who are
HIV-infected. Early diagnosis and treat-
ment of the infection leads to improved
survival. Care is shifting from a terminal
illness model to a chronic illness model.
As people survive longer, their needs
change. For example, more infected chil-
dren will survive until school age. Since
HIV disease is one of the leading causes of
developmental disabilities among chil-
dren, many will need specialized services.

Families need informationpresented
in clearly stated, ethnically sensitive ways
about preventing the spread of HIV and
help in changing at-risk behaviors. Ado-
lescents, who are a reservoir for the virus,
need to learn about how to stay safe
including safer sex practices (including
abstinence), clean needle use, and the role
of alcohol and drugs. For example. many
adolescents do not ident4 themselves as
homosexuals even though they ..mgage in
same-sex activity. Because this pandemic
involves two societal taboossex and
drugswe need to work together toward
talking more openly about these behav-
iors. The consequence of not doing so
means losing more of our youth to HIV.

Family support programs can play a key
role in helping families learn this vital
information which can be integrated into
many existing programs. Additionally.
HIV-affected families need to know that
family resource programs will help them
fight the proliferation of this terrible virus,
support them as they care for their loved
ones, and help to decrease their isolation.

The Lives of HIV-Affected Women
I co-facilitate two support groups for

women from HIV-affected families: an
HIV+ Women's Group and a Three
Generational Group consisting of women
who are taking care of HIV-infected fam-
ily members. These groups are offered
at the Community Health Network, a
community-based AIDS care facility.

HIV+ Himten.Y Group: This psycho-
educational group for women living with
the virus lets them share their concerns
and enhance their coping skills. A domi-
nant theme is the sense of isolation and
shame. Many have not told their families



or frierls because they worry about rejec-
tion, .ind feel shamefactors that limit
their ability to cope. Within the group,
however, women are able to share their
experiences, problem-solve concerns, and
plan for the future, thriving on the mutual
support and encouragement. The strength
of these women is admirable. A recent
study found that all group members felt
they were either stronger or much stronger
since the diagnosis of their infection.

Women who are able to disclose their
situation, and do receive support. find it
empowering. Throughout the course of the
illness, various support services help
family members care for each other and
preserve the family unit. When dealing
with an acute opportunistic infection, for
instance, the infected women need support
in maintaining their families and children
may need special attention while their
mothers obtain medical care.

The women's group felt that their moth-
ers, who arc frequently the primary source
of support, could benefit from a similar
outlet for their experiences as caretakers.
A Three Generational Support Group
evolved which has grown to include grand-
mothers, mothers, wives, sisters, and
significant others who are caretaking an
infected family member. Describing feel-
ings of being cut off from their communi-
ties, many have not been able to share the
burden of the diagnosis even with close
family members. As a result. these care-
takers feel weighted down by the responsi-
bility and ambivalence of disclosure.
Typically, when the diagnosis is disclosed,
reactions include: "Why didn't you tell me
earlier?" or "I can't believe it." which is
frequently coupled with an inability to
support the family.

One of the most difficult tasks for care-
takers is shifting from aggressive medical
care to palliative care when death is immi-
nent. This transition is a major challenge
for families and providers alike, and at
these times the group is particularly help-
ful. Some of the women have lost their
infected family members: for others, their
relatives are newly diagnosed. The group
offers each woman a chance to see the full
range of the illness and its demands: by
sharing their coping skills and reaching
out to each other, the women gain strength
and grow from the experience.

For many. the group is the only place
they can talk openly about the impact of
HIV on their lives, even sharing humorous
incidents without embarrassment. Laugh-
ter helps the women release scnne of the
eilmtional intensity they're experiencing
and they learn to use humor as a vital
source of energy and solace.

How Family Resource Programs
Can Be Helpful in Serving
HIV-Affected Families

Develop an HIV policy: implement
it before a case arises.
Provide HIV-training: All staff mem-
bers need ongoing HIV education.
Unless people understand AIDS and
AFRAIDS, they will avoid dealing
with the problem.
Serve as a prevention center: Provide
HIV brochures and programs for
participating families. AIDS educa-
tion should be a part of all parenting
series: AIDS-related posters and
artwork ean be a good stimulus for
AIDS discussions. AIDS will only
be stopped when people have accu-
rate information: parents of adoles-
cents are an ideal target group for
education.
Provide a compassionate response:
HIV-affected families need help in
coping with this life-threatening ill-
ness. Each program can develop
community outreach efforts that will
help families feel supported.
Encourage people to talk about their
fears: AIDS is highly stigmatized.
Opening and honestly exploring the
issues will help staff support affected

Be a community leader: Help other
agencies and organizations fight this
pandemic by openly addressing the
issues.

Common Questions That Arise
in Developing A Program

Where do I get accurate HIV informa-
tion for our program'? Contact your local
health department. AIDS Task Force. or
State Hotline. These agencies will let you
know who is providing AIDS education
locally.

AIDS isn't a concern for our program:
how do I get people involved? AIDS is
affecting our total society. It is not a dis-
ease of others, it is affecting us all. First,
educate your staff and participants about
the importance of spreading the facts
about HIV. Then, join the fight against
AIDS. Each of us can affect the course
of the pandemic.

Will other tiunilies leave our program
if we serve HIV-affec d families? Your
participants have the same need for HIV
disease education as your staff. An ongo-
ing educational program will help families
and staff alike answer their questions. The
more people understand how HIV is
spread. the less likely they are to reject
H V-affected families.

1 j

Conclusion
AIDS is a reality in all our lives. This

article calls for family resource programs
to take a leadership role in combating the
disease. By responding compassionately,
each one of us can improve the environ-
ment for HIV-affected families and each
of us can be significantly enriched by
the experience. E

Resources
NATIONAL AIDS HOTLINE

24 hours, 7 days a week 1-800/342-AIDS or
1-800/344-SIDA (for Spanish-speaking callers).

ASSOCIATION FOR THE CARE OF CHILDREN IN
HOSPITALSdeveloped Pediatric AIDS film and
publishes other material. 7910 Woodmont Ave.,
Suite 300 Bethesda, MD 20814

NATIONAL AIDS INFORMATION CLEARING-
HOUSE RO. Box 6003, Department HIC
Rockville, MD 20850 1-8001458-5231.

Books/Articles
ANDERSON, G. (1990). Courage to Care: Respond-

ing to the Crisis of Children. Washington, DC:
Child Welfare League of America. $24.95.

CROCKER, A. and COHEN, H. (1988). Guidelines
on Developmental Services for Children and Adults
with HIV Infection. Silver Spring. MD.: American
Association of University Affiliated Programs for
Persons with Developmental Disabilities.

FASSLER, D. and MODUEEN, K. (1990). What's a
Virus Anyway? The Kids' Book about AIDS.
Burlington, VT: Waterfront Books.

GLASER, E. (1991). In the Absence of Angels. New
York: Putnam.

HEIN, K. and DiGERONIMO, T. (1989). Trading Fear
for Facts: A Guide for Young People. Mount
Vernon. NY: Consumers Union. $3.95. To order:
51 E. 42nd St., New York, NY 10017.

McGONIGEL, M. (1989). Family Meeting on Pediat-
ric AIDS. Washington, DC: Association for the
Care of Children's Health.

My Friend and AIDS (1989). Parker. CO: A Way
with Words. 303/220-7060. For children to under-
stand AIDS.

Dr. Susan Thylor-Bniwn ,4 s.s istout

PnyeAsor of Social at Syracuse Uniivr-
qty. Apeciali:e.t in the impact i fri 1111' on
tvomen arid children and i.. happy to an.swer
questbms On the Alibied. Dr My/or-Brown is
a member of the Family Re.source Coalition.

Contact her at: 110 Brockway ,

Symcitte Univr.r.sity. Svracicte. NY 13244
716/248-0268.
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by Jamy Black Mc Cole

Social service organizations throughout
the country are struggling with a difficult
challenge: community and family needs
are increasing as funding sources appear
to be decreasing.

In Tarrant County, Texas, the 16-year
old Parenting Guidance Center (PGC)
provides comprehensive counseling and
education services to more than 27,000
individuals each year. Trained volunteers
are the key workforce factor that enable us
to deliver programs in an environment of
tight money and a growing complexity of
needs.

PGC's mission is to prevent child abuse
and neglect by promoting better parenting
skills in a long-range strategy that signifi-
cantly impacts social problems and
enhances the quality of life for parents and
children. In 1990, volunteers delivered
direct services to 14.633 clients through
three programs:

Parent Partners, a support system in
which volunteers work one-on-one
with abusive parents
PEPS. a week-long parenting educa-
tion curriculum for secondary school
students
CEV. community level workshops
and classes on positi.e parenting
techniques

tional nine hours of specialized training
for the program with which they've
decided to work.

The Parent Partner program carefully
matches a volunteer with a parent under
stress: the relationship focuses on parents
and their needs during a time when most
ser ices and attention received by the
family are child-focused. The partner
spends quantity as well as quality time
with the parent, giving encouragement.
emotional support. information about
parenting, and referrals to other commu-
nity resources. A partner may help a par-
ent apply for food stamps, obtain dental
care for a child, or learn to relax and play
with the child. Individuals training to be
Parent Partners cover the dynamics of
abusive and neglectful parents, reflective
listening, and skills for problem-solving
conversations.

Volunteers with the Parenting Education
Program in Schools (PEPS) teach a series
of five sessions about the responsibilities
of being a parent, definitions of abuse and
how to report it, and positive family com-
munication. Using videotapes and straight
talk. PEPS volunteers go to all health
classes in three school districts in Terrant
County. reaching 9.000 students each
year. PEPS training includes classroom

The Volunteer Payoff:
Getting as Well as Giving

PGC recruits its volunteers three times
each year through the use of local news-
paper ads and proposals to volunteer and
community organizations that require
their members to perform volunteer ser-
vices. Applicants interview individually
with the director of volunteers, and job
descriptions and responsibilities for each
program are review:d. Individuals drop
out at this point if (hey cannot handle the
responsibility required. or they may
decide or be guided to volunteer in sup-
port services rather than direct service.

After recruitment, volunteers attend
their choice of morning or evening general
orientation and training taught b) PGC
clinical and education staff. The nine-hour
training first reviews PGC's mission.
goals, program descriptions, and organi .
tational chart. Sessions also review the
value of volunteering, the issues of child
abuse and neglect, the Texas Family Code.
chikl development. and commtinication
skills. Next, volunteers attend an addi-

management. effective presentation, a
detailed review of PEPS curriculum, and
classroom observation.

Community Education Volunteers
(CEVs) teach positive parenting tech-
niques through workshops and classes at
the Parenting Guidance Center and other
community organizations. Topics for
parents of children from birth to 18 years
of age include baby basics and child devel-
opment, positive techniques for discipline.
communication, and building a child's
self-esteem. Other Courses cover special
situations such as single parenting, step-
parenting. and adoptive parenting. CEV
training teaches techniques of group man-
agement and skills for public speaking.
During the training. CEVs determine their
faorite parenting topics and presentation
style and attend specific courses befOre
teaching them. Course outlines provide
guidance but allow a volunteer many
choices in organizing curriculum
materials.
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Getting and Giving
Several factors ensure the success of

volunteers in direct service: the first is
recognizing the best spot for utilizing the
volunteer. Next, program design allows
for individual preference and varied
delivery. And third, each program that
incorporates volunteers is staffed by a
program/volunteer coordinator who
schedules the volunteers, is easily accessi-
ble, and talks regularly with the volunteer
to receive input on that individual's
progress and provide guidance or support.
The coordinator also provides direct pro-
gram services in the same capacity as the
volunteer and thus knows firsthand what is
involved in doing the job. A newsletter
and in-service training are provided quar-
terly. Additionally. specific continuing
education for each program arca is
provided.

Is the effort worth it'? You bet it is!
Rewards abound for the volunteer and the
agency. Sally Hopper. a long-time volun-
teer points out, "As volunteers we get back
as much as we give. It's very satisfying
and meaningful to he involved in the cause
of reducing child abuse and to help make a
difference in another parent's life. When
one does this work, you find out how
much you're valued by PGC and the peo-
ple you help, and the training we receive
can be used in many other situations in
our own livesboth professionally and
personall.-

Some volunteers are considering career
changes. completing field placements as
students, or fulfilling required service as
a member of an organization such as the
Junior League. Volunteers also become
stronger advocates for prevention of child
abuse, promote positive public relations
for the agency, and bring new ideas to
share.

More peoplemore ideasreaching
more parents! 1

fairly Black iifeCole j. Director of Um-a-
lum at Parenting Guidance Center Contact
her at: 2928 li: Fifth St., Dui Mirth. F1'
76107 817 332 6348. Parenting Guidance
Center is a member ol the howls 16source
(*oalition.



by Peg Brokaw and Linda Fries

Each Friday evening, Jane participates
in a support group at a local youth and
family center while her husband George
sits with their grandchildren. She wonders
out loud how she could make it without
this group of other grandparents who
parent their grandchildren. Jane and her
husband are part of a growing number of
older parents who are now raising their
children's children.

Jessie was awarded legal custody of twr
two-year old granddaughter who was
abandoned by her drug addicted father.
Sixteen-year old Steve lives with Hs
grandparents because his single, working
mother was unable to control his aggres-
sive behaviors. Mrs. Jones provides child-
care for three of her grandchildren while
their parents work. Sandra has informal
custody of two preschool-age grandchil-
dren while their mother receives services
to help her leave an abusive relationship.
Mr. and Mrs. Barns's daughter and two
children live with them following their
daughter's divorce. These grandparents
find themselves changing diapers, packing
lunches, or going to parent conferences
during "the golden years of retirement."

The Problem
Unfortunately, these case histories are

becoming more common. According to
the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 3 million
children (5 percent of all American chil-
dren under the age of 18) live in their
grandparents' homes: 30 percent of those
3 million children have no parent living
with thcm. Two-thirds of mothers with
children under 18 and over 50 percent of
mothers with children under 6 are
employed away from the home: the Chil-
dren's Defense Fund states that 46 percent
of childcare is provided by relatives. In all
probability it is grandparents who provide
much of that childcare.

The era of the nuclear family has come
to a close. The increase in divorce, single-
parent families, female-headed families.
two career families, poverty, and drug and
alcohol addiction have forced dramat:c
changes in the childrearing patterns of
America's families. A:ross the nation
families reach out to grandparents for
assistance. Grandparents ale inure avail-
able to help due to increased longevity am:
the improvement in the health of these
aging Americans. Whether it be through
legal procedures or informal arrange-
ments, grandparents are more and more
becoming a bridge between generations
where parents have become unavailable to
parent their children.

Grandparents
Pairenting

Grandchildren

The Need
Many childrearing practices have

changed since these grandparents raised
their own children, and current standards
and methods continue to do so. Medical
information about childhood diseases.
inoculations, safety, and home nursing
procedures are different now, and grand-
parents may need assistance in educating
themselves about those changes. Accessa-
Nifty to programs of support is a major
issue for all parents. and especially for
grandparent "parents" who may also
experience feelings of frustration, guilt,
and isolation with their new roles of rais-
ing grandchildren. What did they do
wrong in raising their own children that
those children are unable to raise their
children? Counseling and support services
to help with these feelings are needed.

Just as parents do, grandparents have
their own developmental needs which will
require various services depending on the
age and life stage of the grandparent.
Employment and budget services, pre-
retirement education, recreational activi-
ties, and interaction with peers are
examples of deveiopmental services that
may be useful to a grandparent raising
grandchildren.

Legal services arc essential for those
who have formal or informal custody of
their grandchildren. Grandparents need

I

answers to questions like: How can
medical insurance be provided? Are
grandparents eligible for public assis-
tance programs? What visitation rights
must parents have? What rights do grand-
parents have?

Here and there are groups that provide
piecemeal services to grandparents who
are raising their grandchildren. Some of
them help with legal concerns, mental
health counseling, or offer support groups.
Others have traditionally worked with
"bridged" families without identifying
them as a special population. However,
there don't seem to be organizations/
agencies that have developed comprehen-
sive programs to meet the diverse needs
of these grandparent "parents."

Recommendations
Family resource centers arc in position

to invite these "bridged" families into
their existing programs, to provide ser-
vices directly or give access to services. A
family resource center that plans to design
a comprehensive program for grandparent
"parents" should consider offering the
following components or finding them
within the community:

classes or media presentations on
current, appropriate child develop-
ment stages/ages and parenting skills
classes or mIclia presentations on
nutrition and home health hints
child/"parent" programs which link
the grandparent to other parents with
similar aged children
suppo rt groups which link grandpar-
ents with their peers who are also
"parenting" again
counseling, both for the person the
grandparent is and for the "new par-
ent" the grandparent has become
classes or workshops for personal
growth and development
availability of legal counseling and
services
times and places for the above which
coordinate with most family sched-
ules and with local transportation

Family resource centers have been
successfully providing support to many
types of American families. "Bridged"
families are another variation which
should now be included in family resource
center programs. 1]

fin. specific information. wmact: Linda
Fries or Peg Brokaw, PARENT RESOURCES.
Inc.. PO Bat 12531. Tucson AZ 85732-2531.
Both are members ttftlu Board of Director-A;
Parent Remnirces. Inc. Is a member Qf the
Font/1y Re.sonive Coalition.
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by Melinda Tarbox-Reitman

"Ale

Supporting What Works
Project SEEK, standing for Success

with Early Education betbre Kindergar-
ten, is Rockford, Illinois's (District 205)
state-funded prekindergarten program tor
3- and 4-year olds. Its students are identi-
fied as being at risk of failing in school
through an outreach educational screening
process cooducted at locations throughout
the city.

There are more than 26,000 function-
ally illiterate adults. 18 years of age and
older, residing in the greater Rockford
metropolitan area, and many of these
adults are the parents of children served by
Project SEEK. The initial demographic
search for SEEK students establishes the
program as a community-wide endeavor
by arranging for the screenings in comfort-
able, non-threatening environments that
at-risk families have come to trust
community and daycare centers, branch
libraries, elementary schools, and often
a neighborhood fire station. And so it
begins, our children are identified and
assigned to classroorns. transported if
necessary, and given w hat we believe
to be the very finest first educational
experience.

The SEEK program has grown in five
years from serving 86 children to serving
750 children and their families, with a
waiting list of 200 children. The staff
consists of 25 teaching teams operating
at II sites scattered across Rockford in
25 classrooms. / n addition, SEEK also
includes 9 home-based teachers. 4 family
community outreach workers, a screening
coordinator, a curriculum coordinator, a
toy-lending librarian, and a nurse. We are
70 individuals philosophicall) committed
to the positive impact that the High/Scope
curriculum can have on all children, but
most particularly on those at risk.

Project SEEK is committed to the belief
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that child change without family change is
ineffective. Therefore, parent education
and involvement are major components of
the program and begin with the same
complex method of assessment used in
programmine tbr children. Along with
family assessment and development.
SEEK'S family community outreach
workers facilitate weekly parent support
groups which deal with information sur-
rounding parenting and child development
issues and also address literacy, employ-
ment, economic, and health issues as well
as family. social, and emotional concerns.

Parents involved in these support groups
become certified in Active Parenting. a
curriculum designed by Michael Popkin,
Ph.D.. and those who attend are awarded
coupons with which they can purchase
clothing, books, and toys from the SEEK
boutique where the inventory has been
donated by the community at large.

What makes Project SEEK unique is
the interagency cooperation it receives
throughout the community. Each staff
menther has a hand in educating Rockford
about SEEK and each one brings a per-
sonal networking system to the program
that is extremely helpful in achieving
community joint efforts. A collaboration
with Head Start, for example. has flour-
ished since the Project's inception and has
provided encouragement. support, and
information to SEEK staff. The success of
this linkage was recognized early in the
relationship by the presentation of the
Human Resources/Head Start Public Ser-
vice Award to Rockford District 205 for
cimimitment to low-income children dem-
onstrated by the work of Project SEEK.

SEEK has instituted an aggressive effort
to cooperate and colllborate with other
childcare providers who are concerned
with the education, welfare, health, and

safety needs of young children. Respond-
ing to the concerns of a local NAEYC
affiliate, a committee entitled HIDE
(Helping Individuals Develop Exception-
ally) and SEEK was formed in 1986 to
establish a dialogue between the public
schools and the community's daycare
centers.

The Family Abuse Consultation Team
(FACT) is another example of cooperation
in which a group of professionals volun-
teer to periodically devote lunch hour
sessions to brainstorming alternatives for
particularly difficult cases presented to
them by the Illinois Department of Chil-
dren and Family Services. The FACT
team brings this multidisciplinary, multi-
agency team of professionals together to
examine all possible resources for inter-
vening with seemingly irremediable
problems in families. Project SEEK's
coordinator has been involved with FACT
since its inception.

Linkages with community agencies is a
Project SEEK goal which has been real-
ized through subcontracts with the agen-
cies that provide comprehensive services
to children and families: the Department
of Human Resources; the City of Rock-
ford; Orten Keyes and the Rockford day-
care centers; and the Family Learning
Network which includes the Rockford
library's literacy support program, the
optional education and truancy initiatives.
the adult and alternative education pro-
gram and attendance initiative programs
within the school district, and the Depart-
ment of Children and Family Services'
Project Chance and Title XX daycare.

Like all communities we are flawed:
we have been criticized as not prioritizing
education. Those of us who believe that
education is the hope of the future see
Project SEEK as the hope of the Rockford
public schools. The real reason I believe
Project SEEK receives unconditional
support from the community is, it's easy to
support what works. High/Scope curricu-
lum works, teachers making home visits
works. Family assessment and develop-
ment works. Active Parenting works.
Operating out of a vositive Dias works.
Building self-esteem works, and without
self-esteem all learning is lost. 1_

Melinda larbox-Reitman, Master .4doptitv
Parent pr the Illinois Department of Children
and Family Services. Rockford region. cur-
rently serves as Family Ciunmunity Outreach
librker for Project SEEK. She is a strong
admcate of licensing all parents aml empo-
wering rather than enabling families, most
parth Wady those at ri.U. She lives in Rock-
prd ivith her family and can be conauled at
1620 Huffman Blvd.. Rockford, IL 61103
815/964-0942. Melinda is a member of the
hunily Resource Coalition.



by Martha Burchell

Operation Desert Storm and Desert Shield:
Families Coping with the Realities of War

The mission of the Honolulu Armed
Services YMCA is to assist the junior
enlisted community through programs,
services, education, and emotional sup-
port. On September 17. 1990, shortly
after the first deployment of some 8,000
Marines from Kaneohe Marine Corps Air
Station, the Armed Services YMCA initi-
ated Operation Rainbow, a series of exist-
ing and new programs providing special
help to the Hawaii-based families of
deployed military personnel.

The average age of the single soldier.
sailor, or airman using Armed Services
YMCA facilities is 18 years old. Those
with families are in the 18-22 year-old
range. Many of these young people. who
had signed up for military service in
peacetime, were not even born when the
Viet Nam conflict took place. The single
enlisted military personnel of today's
troops. and the families in particular. were
ill-equipped to cope with the reality of
separation and war.

The first impact of Desert Shield and
later Desert Storm was felt at Kaneohe
Marine Corps Air Station. All programs
and activities were quickly evaluated in
order to meet the immediate needs of
families involved in the Middle East War.
All swap meets, excursions, and craft
classes were suspended. and focus was
given to support groups and individual
problem solving. The Waiting Wives
support groups were expanded (programs
for young women faced with the stress
of separation from home. famil). and
spouse), and a new Pregnant Waiting
Wives group was developed.

Special attention was given to more than
109 pregnant women at Kaneohe who
would deliver babies during their hus-
band's deployment. Emphay.is was placed
on lending strong emotional support to
these women and even providing substitute
lamaze coaches at time of delivery. Of
particular help at this time was the Wel-
come Baby Program, an existing home
visitation service designed to educate
young mothers-to-he on the importance
of good nutrition and prenatal and
infant care.

As the deploynient expanded through-
out Oahu. the effects were felt at other
installations. At Aliamanu Military Reser-
vation. for example. where assistance is

offered to military personnel from all
branches of service, clients not only
requested more Waiting Wives groups, but
also asked for a support group that would
include children. These youngsters needed
the added security of participating with
others who were experiencing similar
feelings of stress related to family
upheaval.

Additionally, the Armed Services
YMCA provided excellent children's
programs such as Play Morning and 3 Plus
4. The Pla) Morning mobile unit goes into
the military neighborhoods offering recre-
ational and educational programs. The 3
Plus 4 Program serves as an introduction
to the preschool environment in which a
child learns to interact with other children
as well as acquire basic skills. The
demand for these classes at all Armed
Services YMCA outreach branches
increased immediately because the par-
ents' focus was directed to maintaining
family stability during separation.

Childcare became a serious issue as one
or both parents were deployed. The mili-
tary stepped up to this problem with an
organized plan for care, and the armed
services YMCA helped with networking
for caregivers and by supporting the par-
ents emotional needs.

Throughout the Armed Services YMCA
network, the Welcome Baby Program was
given top priority and modifications were
made to meet individual needs. In some
cases, the home visitors extended the
visitations until the new mother was
secure in caring for her infant as a single
parent. In compiling client statistics, it
was found that more than half the women
in the program were foreign-born spouses.
Many had limited English language skills,
were adjusting to life in a new country.
and were very dependent on their partners
for transportation, communication, and
support. The Home Visitor, therefore.
served as an extended family member and
led many of these women to the Armed
Services YMCA English as a Second
Language class. Some of these women
were later able to obtain a driver's license
and become more self-sufficient.

Finances. alwav- an issue for the
younger families in Hawaii. became a
more serious concern when a spouse was
deployed. The cost of long-distance tele-

t-.

phone calls to and from Saudi Arabia
posed a real problem. Fortunately, help
was made available through a fund created
by the community.

During Operation Desert Shield, the
numbers of young sailors visiting the Pearl
Harbor Singles Drop-in center and Sand
Island Coast Guard Base increased. These
young people were seeking a safe, home-
like setting where they could find the
support and friendship of other Navy
personnel. The centers extended their
hours of operation and offered a whole-
some, alcohol-free environment where
they could relax, participate in recrea-
tional activities, watch television, or just
read a book.

The exceptional support of the Oahu
communityincluding individuals, corpo-
rations, military-related organizations, and
the military command itselfwas instru-
mental in helping to carry out the Armed
Services YMCA's mission. Although
recreation programs have been restored at
the outreach branches, Operation Rainbow
does not end with peace in the Middle
East. It must be noted that some Oahu
troops are still deployed, and the Armed
Services YMCA continues to lend a hand
to the families who are coping with the
hardship of separation and in need of a
strong support network.

Armed
Services
YMCA

Martha Burchell i.% Etecutive Director of the
Honolulu Armed Services 17ilCA. currently
ailminimermg outreach facilities at sit 10e0-
11(In.l. Her uhumion in recreatnin adminrstra-
tion and pAyibology ha.% lwen preparation
a 20-year career in management of lamily
%enices. In the 19 70.% Ahe Iwitalt a netimrk

(4.
field .510000. around Dahl,. and

stanea edm.anonal. recreational. am/ .%upport
roup program.% Pr./an:alio of young married
enlisted penimnel. In 1986. Martha became
the only woman Evecutive Director 14 a
mann. .4 rifled Services Y1/C,4 lcollit V in the
t'nited State.s.

Contact Martha at. Armed Serl'll YMCA,
.810 Richard% St . Suite 719. Honolulu. III

808 524.5600.
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by Elizabeth J. Sandell

Attracting Participants and Money:
A 10-Step Marketing Plan for Family Resource Programs
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Marketing and promotion happen all the
time: through your center's letterhead and
business cards, when the receptionist
greets visitors or puts callers on hold, by
thc layout of your space, and the style of
your landscaping. Marketing is "a process
that helps you exchange s:Imething of
value tbr something else" (Stern), a pro-
cess that clarifies the perceptions. atti-
tudes, ideas, beliefs, and feelings that
others have about your agency.

On the other hand, promotion is the
series of actions you take to get people to
respond to the marketing. Promotion is
"the never-ending effort to get information
about your program to the markets you
seek to inform or to attract" (Sandell). A
promotional plan translates vision into
reality and improves services. This article
outlines an intentional marketing process
for family resource programs.

Step 1: Define Your Mission in One or
Two Sentences

Specify who you arc, with whom you
work, how you want to be viewed. After
years of service, a mission may require
refinement. Include the staff, participants.
volunteers, board members, neighborhood
and agency staff representatives in drafting
this important statement.
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The term "family resource program"
may be ambiguous. Do you provide
money? Or food? Or referral and support?
In general, the St. Paul Schools Early
Childhood Family Education (ECFE)
provides parent education because parents
are their children's first and most impor-
tant teachers. A variation on this ECFE
mission statement is posted at the entrance
of each neighborhood site.

Step 2: Define Your Product in One or
Two Sentences

Describe what you do. where you do
this, who you serve, and what the services
cost. The product should match the mis-
sion and the needs of the community.
Consider what makes your service unique
among the choices your clients face.

For example. ECFE is public school-
sponsored, neighborhood-based, and
universally available. ECFE helps any
parent of a child. from birth to enrollment
in kindergarten, to develop practical and
developmentally appropriate parenting
skills through group db.:fission and
parent-child interaction. As one parent put
it. ECFE explores "the instructions that
don't come with children." ECFE devel-
oped neighborhood programs to provide
support and referral in attractive and

accessible settings (e.g., storefronts, day-
care centr:rs, and schools), but the form of
a product can change ovfr time. In recent
years, for instance, the arrival of thou-
sands of Southeast Asian refugees in Min-
nesota meant that the format of some
parent education evolved from discussion
groups to family literacy programming.

Step 3: Develop Your Slogan in a
Few Words

Brainstorm words to describe the core
of your program. What makes your ser-
vices meaningful and memorable? The
"boilerplate" statement or slogan that
results should appear on all printed mate-
rial. Some ECFE programs use: "Come
for your child: stay for yourself." Others
emphasize that they are "providing infor-
mation and support."

Step 4: Describe Your Target Markets
These are the audiences for your mar-

keting plan: participants, professionals,
policymakers. and the general public.
Consider their numbers, demographic and
social characteristics, zip codes, and
values. How do your clients make thcir
decisions? Do they want to be better par-
ents? Do they want to get out of the house?
Think about what your program will cost
your target markets. Will income-
eligibility guidelines cost clients in posi-
tive self-esteem? Are other organizations
willing to collaborate if past experience
has shown that their staff members "jump
ship" and join your agency? Will policy-
makers redirect limited funds from other
programming to support your services?
What will convince them to act?

Step 5: Define Your Marketing Goals
These may include action goals as well

as image goals. with a balance between
current needs and long-range values.

Action goals for ECFE would include:
a. Receive at least ten referrals each

week
b. Stabilize funding within two years
c. Attract 50 people to the grand

opening

Image goals would include:
a. Establish (or maintain) our identity in

the community
b. Remind the public that we are a

universally available program, rather than
an income-targeted program

c. Show that our participant demograph-
ics reflect the population demographics



Step 6: Brainstorm Possible Marketing
Activities

Develtp a marketing task force or
steering committee to generate ideas. Ask
others about what attracts and informs
them: -How did you hear about us? What
prompted you to try our sers ices?- ECFE
used mindmaps to generate and organize
our hrainstorming. (Several ideas, with a
mindmap. are included with this article:
doubtless. you will think of many more.)

Step 7: Match \Our Marketing Acti
ties to \bur Audiences and tG
Your Budget

a. Each audience or target market has
special circumstances and sensitivities. It
:.eems obvious. yet should he emphasized.
that with print promotion, the photographs
and language must reflect the cultural
background of the potential clients. Of len
transportation. chikicare. and substantial
snacks are essential to remove harriers to

A List of Marketing and Promotion
Ideas for Family Resource
Programs

Train volunteers for home visits
Join professional networks
Set up tours of the program site
Support and recognize volunteers
Create program calendars with chil-
dren's art
Write a series of articles for minority
media
Create program letterhead and business
cards
Make presentations to prenatal classes
Use specialty advertising: T-shirts,
magnets, bookbags, mugs
Use resource listings and the phone
book
Visit well-baby clinics and food banks
Use a van labeled with your program's
information
Sponsor family concerts and field trips
Improve your program's space
environment

Ideas for a Marketing Action Plan
Maintain the mailing list and update it
each May
Write flyers for classes and produce
them each quarter
Create informational packages for site
visitors and legislafors
Produce articles tbr local newspapers
Make door-to-door visits each quarter
Produce monthly calendars of drop-in
family activities with many simple
graphics
Invite legislators and Board members
to visit

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

participation for many fatuities.
h. Stune promotional eflbrts w ill reach

certain clients more effectively. 1.:or exam-
ple. teen parents often maintain more
consistent attendance when incenti) es are
provided, such as T-shirts. children's
books or toys. or field trips.

c. Consider the shelf life of an item.
A card with space fbr emergency tele-
plume numbers (and. not incidentally.
your program's name and plume nuinber)
nifty stay attached to the refrigerator kmger
if it includes children's artwork. Parent-
child activity cards can function as busi-
ness cards.

d. Try to provide programining that
doubles as outreach. For example. a fam-
ily library, story hour or a newspaper col-
umn informs and involves parents. as well
as promotes y:our services.

Step 8: Create Nimr Marketing Actisity
Plan

This is the fun part! Decide who will do
w hat. when they w ill do it. and what
resources they will use. The plan should
be reasonable. attainable. measurable. and
flexible. (Several components of a market-
ing plan arc illustrated w ith this article.)

Step 9: Implement Your Marketing
Activity Plan

More fun! Delixer your services as
promised while you Ibllow through on the
marketing plan. Make changes and adap
tations as needed. Repeat the promotional
activities consistently and often for triaxi
mum effect. Publicize your progress w ith
others.

Step 10: ENaluate Your Marketing
Effectiveness

Nlonitor your plan and receive feedback:
a. Track inquiries. l'se a fictitious name

in your publicit). When callers ask fig
"Kathy and talk w ith the real reception-
ist. Mat y, you'll learn that they are
resptmding to your listing on the super-
market bulletin board. Code your flyers
o ith I dot for direct mail. 2 dots for home

tsits, and 3 dots for agent:). referrals. Ask
new participants to tell y:ou how many dots
k1ere on their flyer. and you'll know which
method brought in which clients.

b. Enlist the help of an anony mous.
stery client to visit your site. When she

reports her experience. you can consider
how to make your pntgralll more user
friendly.

e. Determine youl use rate the numher
of participants divided by your program's
capacity. Any gaps w ill help you focus
your marketing ellorts.

d. Use client satisfaction and demo
graphic Nutley s iii find out if you are
attracting. keeping, and ser\ ing the popu
!anon you Intended.
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About Mindmaps
M indmaps use the creative abilities of

the left brain in a natural way to problem
sok e and organize ideas in the brain-
storir ;ng process. The maps not only
expand ideas btu help to set tasks and
action plans for fundraising. program-
ming. long-range planning. or special
events. As we work individually or in
small groups, they also help us discover
repeat patterns. If )ou see the sante idea
emerge often, that is probably a ke) con-
cept to incorporate into your plan.

'R) create a mindmap. write and circle a
key word in the middle of the paper. I-et
your mind wander. Each tinle you think of
a new idea. draw a spoke out from the
center and write or draw that idea at the
end of the line. The mindmap will begin to
look like a wheel huh. Then draw smaller
spokes. like bra Inem,. to show more
detailed relationships. I. colored pens to
code the associations )ou find. Draw
pictures if they help you visualize ideas.

Finally. in your marketing plan. remem-
ber the 3-30-3 principle: You ha\ e 3 sec-
onds to get someone's attention, 30
seconds to get their interest. and 3 minutes
for them to consider your ideas and
decide! Given that reality. an intentional
marketing and promotional plan can help
family programs focus their efforts more
clearly and use their resources most
effectisely.
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record in making programs work.
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SPECIAL FOCUS:

Strengthening
Youth and Family
Resistance
to Alcohol
and Other Drug
Abuse

in by Donald C. Unger, Guest Editor
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Among the ssorld's industrialized
nations. the United States ranks with the
highest for alcohol and other drug abu.e.
Almost one-fifth of yriung. first-time
naithers are Using alcohol andior mari-
juana during pregnancy, and estimates are
that as many as 375.(XX) infants are horn
drug-exposed each year.2 One-tOurth of
America's youth report having used one
or more illicit drugs in their lives. More
young adults- 18 to 25 years old become
heavy drinkers and use crack than any
other age group.4 Youth who abuse drugs
are more likely to e\perienee addiction.
pair school perfornlance. unpoitected
sex. disruption in family relationship., job
instability. drunk driving, public confine-
ment. and more physical pmblems than
youth not using alcohol and other drugs.'

The availability and use of illegal drugs
in the United States has created devastat-
ing problems for children and families,
inaking it imperative that parents and
prolessionals become actively invoked in
the preventiim of substance abuse.

In order to encourage that insolsement .
this special focus issue of the FRC RApoll
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highlights a variety of successful youth,
family. and community progi.am models
that have been developed to curb substance
abuse, lessen risk factors. and strengthen
protective and supportive resources for
individuals and their coinmunities.

Youth programs. The majority (if
substance abuse prevention programs have
focused primarily upon youth.1 "Affectise
enhancement- was one early strategy
aimed at improving general intrapersonal
and social grrwsth. Other early models
included: (a) alternatives programs, pro-
viding community actis ities and remedial
skills: and (III a know ledge or informa-
tional approach, increasing youth's kmiss I-
edge of drugs and the consequences ot
dbuse. Unfiintunately. these efforts hase
had little success in presenting substance
abuse behaviors. Research has consis-
tently show n that the affective. alternative.
and informational approaches alone are
not effectise in presenting substance use
among irlidescents.'.

Recenlly. two psycho.ocial appumelle
have y ielded much more promising

(*onnnut df,i1/1



Continurd from p.

results. The Ii st group of pn)grairis places
great importance on peer influences.
recognizing that peer group membership
supports drug use and that drug use initia-
tion is a social decision and social e\ent.
Consequently. the curriculum emphasizes
resistance'refusal skills and social skills.

-1'he second group of pntgrams iews
substance abuse as a socialk learned
behavior involving modeling. reinforce-
ment. and beliefs. Through personal and
social skills training. youth learn effective
decision-making, anxiety reduction skills.
social and interpersonal competence
skills, and they develop a healthy sense of
self-efficacy and personal responsibility.
Peer leaders are often used to help convey
the curriculum to other outh. Programs
such as the Life Skills Training- program.
which focuses priniar attention on the
development of personal and social com-
petencies in early adolescence, have
had the most promising published results
to date."

Parent and family education pro-
grams. Only recentk have families
been included as an integral part of sub-
stance abuse prevention interventions. The
tilos( common approach is parent educa-
tion. often incorporated as a component of
a outh. school-based prevention pro-
gnim. The focus iN on the parent-child
communication, consistency in discipline
and types of discipline, praise and rein-
forcenient. positive invokement v ith
outh. poor or inconsistent parental mod-
eling in regard to smoking and alcohol
use, and parental nionitoringisupervision."
Programs use such parenting materials as
the l-iunilies InThuch series and the Wilk-
ing with lbw. Kid.% About Alcohol curricu-
lum w hich are specificalk designed to
pre\ ent substance abuse (see Resource
File).

Some progra. n. irk olve the whole fam-
ik in skills trairang. In Families and
Schools Thgether (described on page ft)),
li)r example. parents and their children
participate in weekk muiti-famik ineet-
ings followed h monthly meetings lir
graduate families. The program works
cooperatively with local schools and coin
niunik agencies.

Parent treatment programs. Treat-
ment programs for parents \' ho are users
are an important component of pre\ ention
wt.\ ices. Substance abusing parents place
their children at risk lim intuk problems
such as substance abuse, child abuse and
neglect. and behavior and developmental
disorders. Assisting these parents can
proem relapse and further problems for
their children and families. Hmever. as
[tar\ e and Comfort 1.)0int out (see page

2

4). treatment services rarely take the
patient's needs as a parent and family
member into account. As a result. support
systems for parents in recoveQ, have been
inadequately developed.

Community-based family interven-
tions. Family resource and support
models focus on empowering lamilies in
the context of their communities.111-1 1 They
work with natural support systems such as
churches and extended fatuities. local
institutions Nu( h as schools and commu-
nik centers, and adapt their i.pproaches to
fit with :t community 's ethnicity !culture.

Family resource programs. which
developed out of concern for the welfare
of families with young children. are now
adapting their set- \ ices to help families

ith older children who are at risk for
substance abuse. Unfortunately, there has
been little research on what types of fam-
ily resource approaches are most elfectise
in preventing substance abuse. Sugges-
tions for meeting the challenge of conduct-
ing useful evaluations and providing this
necessary information are discussed in
this issue (on page 18) and elsewhere. 2

To SU pport the work of family resource
programs and other prevention efftwts.
community coalititm building is being
used to foster a sense of collaboration and
responsibilik among parents, schools.
religious and voluntary organizations, and
other community and private institutions
(see page 8). Communik organizing
efforts have worked with private sector
human resource departments, partnerships
have been developed between schools and
community-action groups. programs have
been implemented to teach teachers how to
intersene ill student substance problems.
and parents Ime been directly inxolved in
drug prevention efforts 11) becoming peer
trainers. Still tither community-wide pro-
grams haxe used the mass media and
public service announcements to educate
people about AIDS and drug Use hehaV-

irs. and the consequences of drug use
during pregnanc.

New directions for empowering fami-
lies. Comprehensive. multi-level. pre-
\ entive imerventions that include scht iol.
tamik. and community components hold
the Most I'M un I se li)r success. Prog 00115
that invoke multiple settings can provide
oung people and their fatuities with
consistent messages about substance abuse
in maik areas of their lives. Comprehen-
sise programs can also foclis Oil drug
abuse in the context of other child and
fainik problems, since drug use is typi-
calk 1)art of a constellation of problem
behaviors. Programs that rel on ()ilk one
appniach to reducing drug use ha\ e dem
onstrated limited effectiveness.6 Families
Matter! (see page 151 is one example of
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01111prehenske program for youth and
their fatuities.

Some of the exciting and important
challenges that lie ahead for family
resource professionals involved in sub-
stance abuse prevention include: (a) de-
signing programs that effectively reach
minority. low-income, and ethnic families
(several successful models are presented
in this issue): (b) identify ing components
of family resource programs that contrib-
ute to the prevention of substance abuse:
(c) combining family resource principles
and programs with currently existing,
narrow ly focused youth substance abuse
prevention and treatment programs: and
Oil developing innovative ways to recruit.
involve, and sustain parent participation
in substance abuse prevention programs.
As show n 1). the programs in this FRC
Repori. family resource programs are one
very important. essential part of the solu-
tion for preventing alcohol and other drug
abuse.
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by Dar lind J. Davis

A Systems Approach to the Prevention
of Alcohol and Other Drug Problems

When the histor of America is 55 [-Wen.
the t ss entieth centur\ v. ill no doubt he
portray ed as the era of alcohol and other
drug pnthlems. In the eontples nature of
addictitm. the most problenuttic issues
surround its impact on America's fainilies.
The use of alcohol and other drugs b
pregnant and postpartum vomen poses
some of the most far-reaching of all
social. medical. ps\ chological. and philo-
sophical issues confronting our nation
today lbung children are affected b
alcohol and other drugs as never betbre.

In the 1070s and I980., man\ federal
ef forts concentrated on the de\ elopment of
ness strategies tor pre\ cluing alcohol and
other drug use. and national parent organi-
/at ions led an aggressike campaign to pass
legislation It cr meaningful action hs gos
ernment. The establishment of the Of flee
for Substance Abuse Prevention COSAPi
vithin the Department of Health and
luntan Sers ices in 1986 began a serious.

sustained el fort to plan effectise programs
ss Ith the prmnise of countering the dra
matie spread ol alcohol and other drug
abuse among children and families.

OSAP supports the des elopment of nev
materials and training programs that focus
on sk stems both in the Lund \ and its
total en\ ironment through ()SAP publi.
cations. grant programs. and vorkshops.
Recent research suggests that fainik influ-
ences are the Illost poss caul factors in
determining the use or non-using helms tor
ccl outh To promote parental in\ okeinent
IH all piograms foi children and \ outh. our
mission is to cross the generational hound
ariesll recruiting not onl the oung
Pe"ple hut the kk hole family as vell.
Strengthening the tanuk can he Ilicolll
plished thrtmgh direct sers ices as vell as
impht\ ed sers ice s\stems

OSAP recogni/es that lima [p. Ic. com
piehensi \ strategies_ v. men into a stitIng
S\ Stein', approach. produces the greatest
likelihood tor success. I 'sing research
results troll] the National Institute on Driy
Ahtise. the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and lcoholism. and the National
institute on Mental Health. OSAP tests out
Hess model plogrants and pro\ ides in-
depth inform:won tin the target audiences
and age guictips linolsed ti sei sue denicin
shation prolects. Programs aimed at the
tamily koung and communit

mentors make up components ot the ss-
teins approach to pre\ ention.

Several exciting programs are in the
process of iniplementation and piloting:
Parent Training is Prevention is a mono-
graph designed to impart skills, knOss l-
edge. and actik ities for parents and
significant adults in the likes of children.
Ideas on cultural competelk. accessing
hard to reach parents. and appnpriate
roles for parents in pre\ ention as v ell as
maw, resources for further studs are
pro\ kled. Almost 200 pages of expert
opinion and practitioner savs.k are pre-
sented. ()SAP is f a \ ideotape Lcd
accompaw this manual: it can he obtained
f ree of charge front the National Clearing
house for Alcohol and Drug IntOrmation
(telephone I -800-SAY-NO-TOi .

c...prevention programs
that emphasize the family, lessen
the risk factors, recognize the
role of culture, focus on all
substances including alcohol,
and overlay with a community
empowerment strategy will he
the most successfid.

Through a ctiniract ss ith the National
fead Start Association, OSAP funded

the des elopment of training manuals for
parents. teachers, and children. Called
Parents and ('hildren (ietting a /lead
Start Against 1)rugs, Is I.' ra Jean

emade. these manuals are in the pilot
stage and v ill he asailable in earl \ 1992
I he curriculum is designed to pio ide
needed. basic information to parents and
teachers. A discussion of risk factors
frames the ten sessIon manuals \\Inch
are accompanied ii actis it.k sessions.
.\ I Hcan American and Hispanic Head
Start children are the locus 01 this publica
hon set ies.

Babes and Pumwts Helping Childmn:
Alva, Mary attd Early Bird 'Iaelt Pmven-
lion, 11. S. Abbott. is another special
protect !Untied 11\ OSA P ut an (Mori tc

reach high-risk children through unique
methods. St:ken puppet characters discuss
difficult topics and enahle children to
express their fears and impressions in a
sale and developmental Immo. Thmtgb
the Babe., program has been asailable tot
mank ears, this special project looked at
the Use of the puppet technique %kith
grandparents and older perstwis lis ing 55 ith
oung children as caretakers and famil
support. significant others. Babes has
received \side acceptance in Natise Amer-
ican communities \\ ith wung childam.

One of OSAP's newest et largest pro-
grams wiliies the methods of indi\ idual
change models in a communit -based
s)stems approach called the Communit)
Partnership Demonstration Program
(see page 8).

OSAP helloes that reducing risk factors
is a methticl of addressing indic idual con
ditions and behas ions. Special attention
InUst he gi \ en to eark childhood
particularly the first \ ear of lifeand
caretakers. siblings. and positive peer
groups. Cultural diversity requires the use
of culturally appropriate methodologies:
such models can achieve much in the area
of consciousness. confidence. compe-
tence. and character. In short. presention
programs that emphasiie the family
lessen risk factors. recogni/e the role of
culture. focus on all substances including
alcohol. and os edit.> sk ith a communit,>
empmerment strategk IA ill be the most
successful.

()SAP welcomes our ideas and cream e
approaches to the pre\ einitm of alcohol
amid other drug abuse. Please share v lilt us
and participate in our National Truning
S.k stem. grant programs. and information
etmters. For further information on the
National Clearinghouse l'or Alcohol and
Drug Intbrmation (NC:\ DI). call 1-8(1(1
SA).-NO-TO or v rite to OSAP at p.()
2345. Rocks ilk. MD 2(1852. OSAP has
maw documents tild materials to asisl
ou n planning S\ stems approaches and
v kites to hear from \ ou todak '
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Integrating Parent Support into
Residential Treatment Programs

I )(lift talk :thou( ss hat sou ssant to ilpi
tilir lialss died

tomoi kiss ssould sou tiii hake .1 rea-
son to stas off drugs.' Vs Ito are sou
li mg tor

th Ronk inton prouvom staff ineinher

0iirine 0 en 'ill' tePPit'n

'sVhat skills do certified addiction coun-
selors and case managers need in order to

ide ongoing support and education tor
recosering parents of silting childbm? is
the process of cont tint ini. addietion com-
patible ss ith the proeess of nurturing nur-
turers.' . \ re men and ssomen in drug and
alcohol treatment I) At program\ inter-
ested m support and education for their
role as parents ot soung children?

l'hese are lust a less of the questions
Philadelphia Parenting Associates (PRA )
rdised in response to a 1988 request kir
sonsultaiion Irom the cits 's Diagnostic
.ind Rehabilitation Center The DRC had
receis U a communits demonstration
grant Iron] the National Institute on Ale°
'oil ism :Ind Alcohol Abuse to establish
Hutchmson Place t I-IN. one of the region's
first residential treatment facilities tor
hi 'meless. drug-dependent ss omen and
their silting children. Knots ing about PRA\
success in helping traditional shelters lOr
homeless families become more famils
eents red. the Ilutchinson Place star f
ssanted PR\ to stork ss jai them. their
administrators. and parents to def ine
issues and deselop strategies l'or integral
HT support and education for parents unto
all aspects ot the program.

Posing mans questions about Pt hether
or not drug and aleohol treatment pro-
giants were an appropriate area for col-
laborai uiimt. PPA statI began studs ing
principles ot addietion counseling NA jai the
DR(' stall. Net. ongoing conmiunication
ssas established siith the Hutchinson Place

team regarding stall and
resident needs and program policies unid
practiees. 1 Ins prelim:nu> piocess ol
mtormation gathering sus essential for
tailoting parent suppout ;Ind education to
the requlrements of the 1) A stall and the
tes. i ip ermg women. PPA pros ided
insets ice intuiting lor stall members and
ssorkshops lot the mothers. he merall
locus, lot each letci of planiung and train-
ing. i sPit integiating pawn( suppoi
and edui anon Into the routine tit:mitten(
piolnani

lilt t A1,1 tor, tit I OM Pitt NIP 3

Since heIlinning this "ork " ith Hulehnt-
son Place. PRA has established collabora-
tise relationships PP ith several other I) A
treatment programs and drug-Iree shelters.
hir esperience v ith each program con-

lirms that parent support and education is
an essential element in the recmers pro-
cess. It has shown that staf f effectiseness
is improsed through training in child
deselipment and techniques of parent
support. And. that parent support and
education (an he integrated into routine
I) A program actis ities. This article drass.
upon PR-Vs ongoing relationship \kith
Hutchins( in Place to describe s 'le of the
issues enotuntered and some or the strate-
gies currentls in use bs PRA.

Consultation on Policies and
Practices

Historicalls. residential I) A treatment
reginlens have been designed by adult men
/Or adult men. The> msolve cm .-ontation_
strict routine, and a Rill schedule of medi-
tation as well as group and indis idual
therapy sessions. The treatment empha

indis idual responsihilits while
encouraging the surrender of indis idual
needs to the recosers process. Participants
are required to focus tremendous energs
on Menisci

Given this intense focus on the indis id
ual. the adniinistratise guidelines in I) A
programs tend to ignore normal parenting
needs. A simple esample is the use of
curtains instead of doors at the entries to
1amils sleeping areas at Hutchinson Place.
The curtains allow 1i)r surseillance (il the
ss. omen. but make it 'er dill icult for
mothers to inonitoi their cluklren during
sleep and quiet tittles. l'PA suggested that
child gates be supplied to hanulies in
order to present toddlers nom wandering
off \\ bile parents sleep. But gates are an
espense that must compete ss ith othei
evenditures in the treatment progiam
Such competing priorities hase requited
that PPA slut t be persistent and specifie it

esplaining that gates are an important ssa
Iiir parents to establish a sale ens nonment
foi theu clukhen. 1 lie masters ol such
childeare tasks is as important to recos ci s
as success in maternal psschosoeial .1Ieas

b

Consultation and Training with
Staff Members

A child deselopment kilos\ ledge surses
circulated among Hutchinson Place staff
Indicated that thes had a reasonable under-
standing of des eluTrnental milestones and
age-appropriate helms ior. Hosseser. it
documented a tremendous dis ersits of
opinion about childcare practice \ such as
feeding. \waning. and toilet traitung.
These findings at HP hase been confirmed
through PR-Vs esperience in all other I) A
progranis.

I) A staff are usualls trained in the
course of addiction. Frequentls. thes are
in the adsanced stages of their (mil recos -
ens and lime important intuitise skit!, tor
supporting the process of ft cos ers and
bring a strong personal commitment to
their ssork.

Although residential program staff
general's accept the fact that thes are
responsible lig patent 0/0 child. their
focus is usualls on the ;AUL Mans I) A
staff members repo; t has Mg had dif ficul
ties v ith their parents during childhood as
\sell as serious problems in parenting their
min children. Others reported onls mini-
mal involvement %sit!) the rearing of their
children. PPA foand that pritir to our
training sessions in prunciples ot parent
support. D A staff members defined child-
care in terms of phs sical niaintenance and
discipline. ss ith little or no appreciation
for plas as a \\ it lin- parent\ and children
to build relationships and learn social and
language skills. Staff members kness onls
a less songs to sing ss ith children. did not

`ee all value in reading stories " lth
dren. and identified corpoial punishment
as the most effectise technique li)r disci
pline even though corporal punishment
is not permitted in most residential
programs!

iiuutmniil D A stair reacted to in sers ice
training sessnIns on parent support and
education ss uth a tllI\ tit skepticism. curl
osuls. and apprehension. I'lleretiwe. otir
current sessions esplore stall members'
numbs e eompetencies and eneout age
them to dribs on the best in then personal
parenting histories. Eters session is espe-
iienhal ather than didactic Basic inloi



IliattOti :Mout child de\ elopment and child
management is blended tt ith problem
sok ing mound tommon concern,. Judg
mental attitudes about parent child
ref,: .)nships lee parents tt h.) don't take
a Not ler atta> from a 3 t ear old are
"la/t r. conflicts bettt een D A stall
members' tdues and pi ogram norms
lee . corporal punishment): or. erroneous
Humiliation about Child do elopinent
Ic pon training at tti months c,a1
11111\ be challenged alter considerable Ii List
is established and stall members begin to
teel eontident in some areas ot parent
support

in addition to group training session, on
parent support. PR\ stall also facilitate
ase conlerences to discus,. indit 'dual

parenting NIRIal loft.. 1 hese sessions allott
additional intOrmal education and

result in action plans that int olt e the
httle NIA V. Oiling tt,t a team and using

a comprehensit C. supp,..rut e appri)ach
basic piimdigin shit t is usuallt

required betore stall member can see
parent support a all integral part of his
her ttork tt nil the %%omen. \Vh..m On, 'hilt
occurs. hottet er. Met begin to 01 se,
paient.child interaction more sensit
to nurture the ttomen as Mothers. to pro

ide ant icipatort guidance i.iround parent
child and ehild det elopment issues. to
model appropriate behat iii tt ith the ehil
fren. to Nit it Ith mothers and IV\ rest pull)
lemant naienting situations. ,ind to use
teachatile moments tt itl parems.

"I Want to Do Right by This Baby."

1 ru ihh Ill g(Ilc tht pan.liti)11.!

II flIM.10. Mother\ men,

part 01 the etamation plan to, Hut-
ehmson Place. k Idetts llere Made Oleaeh
ttoinan pia nig tt ith one (II her children
1..nder the eontrolled cilcumstances it

Pla loom kk onl one child and
a ariett ol age appropriate to-.. the

\Witten stere genciall responsite to child
initiated actit placd act 0. ci>. and
handled then children gentl. Yet Limit lite
in 11 P %%as chmacterlied ht children tt ho
st ere unattended ht parent, homing
commands acn Is5 the dining hall to chit
dien. and hi Iletliiellt etamples oi patents'
inapplopriate e \pectatiims tot then tod
tilers and preschooleis

1-mm intormanon gamed timing!) the
itle.otapes. mlitrinal obset anon,. and

cnt Still kshops. it Stas ident that eaeh
mothei shot:tett teal needs lot parenting
suppolt and edut anon rom simpit
incteasing her repeitoile tit age appro
pilaw dolt this to de L.101111112 hu,nd,
het no% hum,

Fot all ()I the ttomen. hotteter. those
normal needs st ere complicated fit their
stages ol reeot ert \\Omen in the earl
stla.trte Ot the 'vim prot.ess tt ere often
fatigued. had difI icult ...oncentrat Mg.
lkere malnourished. and depressed.
But. as \lime of their ph swat stannna
returned. the \k °Melt to

ith then Nelle (il guilt regiffding
their cinkhen ()lien establishing unrealis

st;mdart, . iuir theinselt es a, parents. A,
the pioeeeded ui therap.t atter detui\l I test-
(MIL the% started to stork on issues ol self
eontrol. managing leelings ol anger. ;Ind
establishing routines kir &Alt lit ing
Ironicall>. these tt. ere the same issues the.t
needed to address tt ith their toddlers and
preschoolers. lurthei eomplicating the
clhillenges the\ (died as [thither. and is
functioning intik iduals

Oh

Workshops with Mothers
in Recovery

In order to address this tar lett of needs.
PPA has hunk] that steeklt ttorkshops ale
optimal. nuntmall.t olleied in a sr% or
eight st eek series. The best si/e tor stork
shops 111 D A programs is eight or tette!
\tomer). and the recommended length is
one hour or less. Rcahstic olltectites lot
parent \tot kshop, al': to ereate lpportutu
ties hu the st omen to hat e posuit e e \pen
ent'eN ts th then ehildren. to practice child
care skills. and to create an en% ,ronment
m hich the mothers ean satelt raise
questions and share coil:dins ahuitit then
ride as parents.

In laillitating the parent ttorkshops.

PPA \al iet iii techniques that
encourage the niot hers to discos er and
e \ercise their pott er as pa tilts I \erc1ses
ale intentionalls snuettned to build (in the

,

',tern of mutual support that et 1st. tt ithin
the lacilit. And, each group estahlishes a
set of ground rtdes tor managing inampu
latit e behat ior. Intense leehngs carried
tit .). from other parts of the treatment
program. and difticulties hettseen intik id
ual mother,.

PPA's ttorkshops ti 1) A programs are a
blend of discusston and problem-solt ing
sessions. parent actit Me), and parent
child ildit it iC,. D1SenNsionN and pn
sok ing f(icus around issues such as se \ uat
detelopment in children and parent child
communication. PPA elicits concerns
from the parents. uses those eoncerns as a
framettork for lteat ing ill critical informa
tion about child det elopment and child
care. and then organi/es the enlarged
concerns nut) areas l'or discussion. PPA
selects actit ities for parents anti parent
child actit ities tt ith three criteria in mind:
the atilt ities must pronuute ph s ieti con-
tact bets\ een inother and child. encourage
mothers to obsert e and interact st ith their
children. and he fun! Infant massage.
making and 1.P.Ing pla. dough. making
finger snacks, and making simple to s are
popular act i it es St ith the mothers and
meet the criteria.

PP.-Vs etperience at Hutchinson Place
and fit e other residential I) A treatment
program, has shots n both the need all I the
potential or the programs to beeome more
famil -centered. Some (tithe nett steps
include securing more stable t'unding for
collaboration bettseen fanni.t support
pnigrams and D A programs: interesting
the research communit il descnbing
and documenting the entical paradigm
Nhin, that allot\ 1) A staff to heeome
more famil -centered in their practice .
and def Ming options Itir disseminating
successful strategies tilt. ttork in D A
programs.
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Ethnic Diversity
and the Involvement of Parents
in Preventing Adolescent
Substance Abuse

In recent sears as hroader cultural
disersits has deseloped in ctnnmunities
across the cituntrs. prograIns fin- parents
and fatmlies has e recogni/ed the need to
tailor their sers ices more specificalls.
Since 1)87. the Asian Muth Substance
Abuse Project (AYSAP) in San Francisco
has been formal iiing an approach to pre-
sent substance abuse among high-risk
adolescents from six different Asian eth-
nic groups. Funding from the Office fiw
Substance Abase Proem ion ( OSA ) has

enabled the project to focus its plans fOr
parent insolsement to the cultural needs
of each group while making signif leant
progress toward the goal of reducing sub-
stance abuse among the most s ulnerahle
teens and families.

AYSAP is a joint el fort of sesen Asian
situth sers ing and drug treatment agencies

Asian American Recosers Sen. ices.
Bill Pone Memorial Unit of the Haight-
Ashburs Free !Medical Clinic. Chinatown
Muth Center. Japanese C(tmmunits lituth
Center, Korean Coinmunits Sers ices
Ceiner. VIetnamese Cominunits Youth
Deselopment Center. and West Bas Fili-
pino Multi sers ice Corp.- that together
serse oser 8.000 at risk souths annualls
In the late 1970s. San Francisc0 ',en ice
pros iders began seeing large numhers of
Asian south insolsed in alcohol and drug
use. An Asian .\incrican Substance Abuse
Fask Force was !twined in 1983 sshich
included representatiscs from 25 dif terent
Asian south and ftnuiI s -related organila
twits aind agencies. The ellorts of the
original task force and its successor organ-
vations form the basis for AYSA CM
iinumg hrt tad support.

Beginning w ith an Understanding of the
mu nnars role of the famils in all Asian
ittIllire ;Ind the awareness that these
ethnic communmes dilkw along signiti
cant dimensions. AYSAP's approach
1:1111illes is coordmated and specific. The
project's consortium structure ensures that

sers ices are planned and implemented
bs personnel and agencies sk ho are credi-
Isle am(' trusted members of the specific
communits. Without this critical organua
tional I ramessork as a basis. mans ()I
AYSAP's pros/ rains Ilia) IlOt has e had their
at. know ledged sillTess ill nook ing
kes Munl . members of high risk Astan
tikklle.scents.

MANY Iti °At ITION 11911'40 I

Elte deselopment of AYSAP's strategies
for involving. parents in presenting adoles-
cent substance abuse began w ith identifs
ing the risk factors relesant to high-risk
Asian south and their families. Impor-
lands. AYSAP experience revealed that
specific cultural issues often change the
nature of each risk factor. For example.
one of the issues complicating presention
ef forts for Asian families is the extreme
shame surrounding substance abuse and
their reluctance to seek help outside of the
famils. As at result, a number of innosatise
famil strategies have been deseloped
ss ithin AYSAP pre\ ention programs that
mininnie shame hs reinfiwcing cultural
strengths. salidating the need and impor-
lance of both American and Asian culture,
and linking prevention efforts to the faini
Is 's natural support ss stem. Intergenera
tional conflict between parents and
children is another critical risk factor. '11)
assist families in resols ing these situa-
tions. AYSAP bilingual and bicultural
staff insolse parents and teens in both
skill deselopment programs and experien-
tial actis ities.

The follow ing are examples 01 ethnic-
specific famils strategies dgseloped in the
AYSAF) project:

The Chinese component insolves
parents and teens in organiiing biannual
Family Forums where the staf f facilitates
groups to create humorous and educa-
tional skits based on the immigrant experi-
ence and 1amils conflicts. Parents and
teens form teams to phis a famils game
in which thes answer specif ic questions
related to the skit and gise examples of
sshat thes would do in a particular famils
otenther's situation: the audience members
decide which team gises the best answer.
Such use ()I' dramatizations form a basis
for addressing intergenerational conflicts
in a manner that mininnies direct blaming
and (werpersonaliiation of issues.

On the other hand. the Japanese com-
ponent has adopted a mediation approach
to mtergenerational conflict that molds

iolating the Asian hierarchk.al relatuon
ship and therefore minimi/es the loss of
lace. As with tradititmal intermediaries.
such as a respected Uncle or cousin.
AYSAP staff assume mtermediars roles
in order to manage conflicts between
parents and teens.

The Filipino ::omponent targets a
majorits of families tsho are Roman Cath-
olic and part of a large religious commit-

The staff involves parents through
links ss iih clergs in the communits :
priests are recruited as partners in doer
oping drug preventio,, presentations.
parenting skills workshops. clean and
sober religious celebrations, and famils
dances. For mans Filipinos. the church is
the most natural place to discuss personal
problems. Self-disclosure in this spiritual
setting often counters the shame and
stigma associated svith resealing famils
problems and substance abuse.

Working with a large population of
inunigrant faunilies. the Vietnamese and
Korean components focus their primal:\
intervention on helping families cope and
adapt to the mans changes that impact
upon their famils relationships. The
bilingual and bicultural staff acts as the
pa rent's broker to the new culture bs pro-
viding orientation to schools, communits
sers ices, and vocational resources. Using
strategies that are non-blaming and pre-
sentise in focus. the staff builds oust and
acceptance hs conducting home s isits and
encouraging parents and their chiklren to
organiie activities during cultural testi-
salt,. In this V.,11. , pat rCrIts are helped to ...ee
themselves as cultural experts who lime
the power to enrich their children's bicul-
tural heritage.

AYSAP famils approaches s ars accord-
ing to the specific Asian ethnic commu-
nits. but all strise to develop new skills
and res(mrces that enable families to
bridge intergenerational and cultural gaps.
The program aims to ',Upport a sense of
famils in culturalls comfortable terms and
to deselop mutual respect and understand-
ing between parents and their

Resources des eloped Iss AYSAP to help
Astan families include a Chinese parent-
ing guide entitled -Ten Print. iples of Rais-
ing Chinew American k Dr.
Bel n Lee i I9S8). This parenting work
book has 1: ell translated to Vietnamese
ss ith ethmc adaptations i 1991 1, Other
resources include a drug education
inlOrmation booklet for parents written
in Japanese 1989) and Korean

AYSAP health educators pros ide Wi-
ser\ ice trainings and technical assistance
to other providers on culturalls responsise
Minds strategies that hase worked sue
cessf tills in their ethmc communities.
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In the late 1970s. middle- inohne Amer
leans arose to meet the threat ol spiraling
drug usage thniugh thousands of paront
gr( tups limited in ftrrious reaction to the
markenng of mind-altering drugs and
paraphernalia to children. The first of
these grassroots gou ps. an organiiation
that became National Fannlies in Action
(NFIA). started in 1977 in Atlanta. Geor-
gia NFIA collected accurate inhinnation
to educate parents. helped other group.
him) that iAould empmer parents to
encourage their children to a\ oid drugs.
and innuenced p ii ic maker. to support
a drug- free lifest% le.

The parent groups \sere successful in
shining a spotlight of attention on drug
use. in helping parents find support among

presention group imok ed in middle
income black communities, sie skis\ 1)
earned the residents trust. In an apart
ment loaned to Us k the Atlanta Housing
Authorit \ . \\ e cooked and ate side I)) side
\\ ith resident.. We listened as the) talked
abmt the cnimmunit)'s strengths and
vseaknesses. We sur\ e)ed their children
about di ug-related act is ities and \\alked
do,ir to door, polling the residents about
then- percepuon of drugs. saki). and
needs.

The residents knev. \\ e \\ ere there to
help them become drug-presennon leaders
but told Ll in no uncertain termsthat
the\ f irst needed summer jobs for their
children and nearb) jobs for adults. A fob,
Connuittee \\as formed and sie obtained

their peers. and in pointing out 110'.
nuportain their educated opinions were
to their imn children. Drug use, \\ hich
peaked in 1978. began to decline steadik
as parents became in\ are of the harmlul
el feets of drugs.

This \\ itot the case in poor and
depressed inner-cit) conimunities. hos\ -
eser. is here the abuse of crack \\ as spread-
ing is ldb. National Fannlies in Action.
theori/ing that all parents \\ ant vs hat's best
for their children, conceived a plan to
replicate the en fective siork of upper- and
middle-income parent gnitips among
families \\ ho lised in public housing:.
Social!) conscious groups si ere alren.th at

ork in this area, but most targeted )outh
\breed) madsertentl) b)passing r arents.
NItl A fell this approach reinforc...d ,he
parent,' feeling that the) \\ ere posi.e -less
lO influence their children and ignored the
sad fact that so man) of the parents in
public housing \sere children theinselses.

Earl in 1990. sic obtained a fiie.ear
grant Irom the Office kir Substance Abuse
Presention to create Inner-Ca) Families
in Action and to establish a presence in
Bankhead Courts, a public housing coin
munit) \\ ith a tough reputation and located
in an isolated area of Atlanta.

Hie communit \ had les\ trees, no floss
ers. and little grass. All tamilies lii ing in

liankhead Courts \sere black. Nearl) all
households vi ere headed hi vi omen, and
most \\ ere \sel fare recipients. Despite this
bleak picture. man) concerned and caring
parents tried to pro\ ide ii sale and health)
ciii nonment tor their children. but the\
telt alnine and frustrated.

Working \\ tb CASCAD1-. a drug

entphi)ment fin. man) )oungsters through
the Pri \ ate Indll.tr Council. Attempts to
generate local jobs for adults is ere much
less Ilices,flII. bill our focus on their
needs \\ on the cooperation of sevend
leader,.

Our first drug-educanon class included
sharing the results of the )outh stIrse \\ ith
the parents. The) \\ere not surprised to
find fey. )ouths using drugs. The scre.
hosse\er, amaied to hear that the children
adnured their mothers and fathers ,ind
other famil) members. Sliming parents
that the) \\ ere nuire huportant to their
children than professional athletes and rap
or rock stars pni\ed to he the incentne
the) needed to attend the drug-education
classes.

rhe curriculum, "`iiiti have the Right to
Know- deseloped b) National Families in
Action (see Resource Filen. is culturall)
specific and lOcuses on the dispniportion
ate toll that drug abuse takes on A frican-

mericans. The material e \amines the
effects of sarious drugs on the boil) and
especiall) on the brain. We lound that
these parents vs ere \\ ell as\ are or the
ef feet. of drugs on behavior, hut didn't
understand what happens to the brain to
cause the behavinir. The\ \\ ere star\ ed lor
information and became i mu nimbassadors
to the communit \ .

the third class. participants \\ ere
crossded into t \so rooms ot our apartment
and sitting on the stairs. Csing a collabo
ratise learning technique. class members
mmiediatel) began to share NA hat the) had
learned. The positne leedback generated
h) these mini preseraations \ isihl>
pumped self esteem into the mothers and

grandmothers in attendanee. Before the
schnol )ear \\ as init. the mothers v. ere
delisering the curriculum ( rev. ritten itt he
age-appropriate) to si\th- and se\ cnth-
grade students at the in \ itation of the
principal. What an e \citing esperience
l'or all of us!

Noss in \ ear two, the grant has allossed
us to cyanid our acti \ hies. We are able to
of ler the course to those IA ho missed it
initial!). and this time. the teachers are
neighbors. Additional voirk on descloping
the curriculum continues. A cost-share
agreement v. ith ACTION. the Wend
volunteer agene). helped us to hire tiso
residents as VISTA \ olunteers. Seseral
residents are undergoing treatment for
drug abuse after obtaining help front our
shm If. hlrant fOrIlltda supplenleins are
delivered to nor\ MOthers is ho need it.
Residents meet ts ice seekl. to discuss
famil values and to learn cratt skills.
With assistance from NIorehouse Medical
School's Cork Institute. ve are deseloping
a manual based on the disCUss ions of
famil) values. We are \\ (irking ii ith ses
eral adult residents and children in our
"Just Sa.) No Club- to plant and care for
a vegetable garden). Arrangements ii ith a
local bank allos\ residents to cash their
cheeks and h) pass pa) Mg the esorbitant
rates charged h) check-cashing (nutlet,.
In Februar) 1991. we took the pnigrain
to a second public housing communit)
Atlanta: se\ eral of the residents trained in
Bankhead Courts nos\ teach and ssork in
'rechvaiod Homes.

What hnne \\ e learned about panhits ut
public housing? We confirmed that parents

\\ hether the) are rich or poor. )oung or
old care about their children. We'e
discosered that parents \\ ith little formal
education can process comples informa-
tion \\ hen it's somerlung the) \\ am to
understand. We' \ e found that inan) rest
dents of publie housing need just Me
slrghtest encouragemem to shine. We has e
discovered some of the inequities 01 the
s:tern and are finding \\ a)s to \\ ork
\\ ithin it \\ linle iic attempt hi make posi-
toe change. We are con \ inced that
empm ering parents v. ith knov, ledge
enables them to make change in therr
!nes. And \\ e belies e that selhgenerated
change lasts longer than change hniught
about entirel) b) outside inter\ ention
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The Problem

When residents in the NI idlands a

four-count area of metropolnan Colum-
bia. South Carolina \\ ere asked in a 1990
sur\ e about the major problems in their
communities. the responded deciskek
drugs. No other pioblem came in as a
el,ise second

In the Midlands. nearl (-)0 percent of
adults IS and oser regularl use alco-
hol. The number of admissions to our
treatmem centers relleet the se\ ern) of
AOD abuse: For evimple. in tsso coun-
ties. admissions for alcohol treatment
io.e 77 percent in the last de :ade and
drug admissions lose 107 percent. A
similar pattern is repeated in the other
kw counties. Alcohol and other drug\
tire not lust problems fOr treatment
centers. The undermine our salet
and contribute to crime and accident
1aRdities. Not surprisingl. risk
behas iors has e been passed along to the
children. A surse ;Sas recentl; done
on the ement ot alcohol and other drug
use 1-)\ student\ in grade. 7-12. In one
counk. ahno\t 12 percent of so emit
graders hase at least (me alcoholic
drink per steek. Nearl halt of 12th
graders use alcohol on a skeekl basis.
The numkrs are similar for other
:mimics. The problems cut across class
and race lines and afteet the si hole
ionununit.
From the Midlaml\ Sununit Report 199I

A Proposed Solution: Community
Partnerships for Substance Abuse
Prevention

Premise: Alcohol and other drug (AOD)
abuse. like most chronic health couditions.
has nu:Itiple causes that arc unhedded in
our social iabric. While state and federal
el torts are beghming to deal ss ith the
magtutude of the problem, it is at the
CO111111111111\ lt.'\eb that action must be molm

I lied 10 et mIllhat the comple's issues
insols ed. This means that the school.
business. religious sector. media. health.
academie. go\ eminent. criminal iustice.
and grassroots communit groups MUNI
coalesce as partners. It is onl through
large scale. coordinated. and concerted
%Akins that communities st ill has e a real
hanee to ss in the \sal against Aol)

Recogin/ing the \ alidit of such a coin-
prehenske commutut appioach. the
°line for Substance Abuse Pres ention

)SAI't ha. Funded the deselopmcnt ()I
partnerships in apprommatel 250 coin
mutinies thioughout the I 'muted States

AY.1 i 01111i0')Fil- POW ..1.0 nit. I

.1 hese projects. each funded for Ike \ ears.
require that the coininunit form a part
nership. or coalition. of influential leaders
and communit members tt ho still
deselop a comprehenske plan for reduc
ing AOD abuse. The fise \ ear 1 unding
pros ided hi OSAP is innosati \ e in that it
al lOtts time for each eommunit not onl \
to form a coalition and deselop a plan of
action. but also to implement their plan
and esaluate its impact.

The authors are insolsed in evaluating
kw local communit partnerships for
substance abuse pre\ ention: FiglIre
Illustrates the model being used for their
deselopment. At the initiation of OSA P
funding. the lead agenc in each commu-
nit comcnes an ad hoc committee of
local leaders \slit) repreSent lit All the pub-
lic and pri \ ate sectors. These indis iduals
in turn nominate influential citi/en\ to sit
on eommutees representing parents and
outh. schot mls. businesses. religious insti
tutions. the media. health. academic.
go\ eminent. ernninal justic,... and
grassroots organi/ations. Each of the
committees conducts a needs ti..essment
to determine the e \tent and nature of its
constitutents concerns around AOD
abu.e. Based on the results. each connint
tee recommends strategies ft tr communik
action. The committee chairpersons are
responsible for integrating all the strate-
gies into one comprehenske plan vshich
then nnplemented through the coalition of
organi/ations that %%as initiall insolsed iii

des eloping the communit plan.
Coalition, such a, the OSAP partner-

ships are becoming a popular mechanism
fOr mohiliting conmiunities and for estab
lishing and implementing health and social
programs. For e\ample.the federal gmern-
mem encourages the use of coalitions ni
chronic disease programs (the RAIVI I
mogram of the Center for Disease Con-
trol ) and cancer pre\ ention kthe COMN11.1.
and ASSIST programs of the National
Cancer Institute). While there Is a great
deal of common knov, ledge and a number
of hots -to manuals about operating coali
tions. little s\ stetnatic research emsts on
the characteristics of effectise coalmons
or hov, coalitions are forned and main-
tained. As the evaluatots umi tsso commu
nit partnerships. .\ e are most interested
in going be\ ond the bu//stords of "c(Illab
in-talon.- "partnerships.- and "wall
tions- to assess hov, commuutt gwups

ttirk together: \AL, \tam to kilos%
litmss the\ torm, coopet ate. and sustain
thor operations.

5.;

Figure 1.
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Beyond the Buzzwords: Toward a
Framework of Community
Coalitions

Coalition defined: A coalition is "an
organi/ation of di \ erse Interest groups that
combines their human and material
resources to effect a specific Jiang,. the
members are unable to bi ing about ink
pendentl (Bros\ n. 1984).

When do coalitions form? Coalitions
tend to form in response to a crisis. such
as the drug and alcohol epidemic that
spas', ned the OSAP partnerships. The.;
also form in response to an unusual oppor
tunit. like the sudden asailabilit of grant
funding. Coalitions can des clop \Oen
resources are scarce or dv, indling. or in
tunics of necessit (e.g.. to qualif for
funding programs). When considering
st hether to form a coalition. communit
grump, need to carefUll assess ts hat
imperato, es are operating that ssould
entice others to join the partnersi.ip.

should I or in\ organi/atior
become imolsed? In general. mdis iduais
or gioups Join coalitions \\hen the Iieii.,'!ts
of membership outv.elgh the costs (If
pinmg Is mai reasons for jommg
include: increasing access to resources:
greater \ lobb ing pov.ei. itt poll(
kill clout: inclusion in a neksork 1,,r in foi



mation sharing and support: learning nev
skills: greater recognition: and imprm ing
sers lees. Costs of participation mit
insolse time taken awit from other act! \
lies. inconsemence. extra meetings. and
perceked lack ot accomplishinents I Pre-
stk. Wandersman. Rich. and
Chas is. 1990i.

In our esaluation of OSAP communits
partnerships. ve are sun.e ing coalititm
inembers to determine vs hich of these
benef its and costs ha\ e the most et fed on
member participation. satisfaction, and
the de\ elopment of a comprehenske plan
kw .A0I) ahus. It . kir instance. increased
political clout is an important reason for
joining, a coalition can direct strategies
that emphasiie that henefit. such as
including memhers' name, on press
releases and petitions to go\ ernment offi-
cials. If time pressui-e inhibits joining, the
coalition can vork tovard minimiiing the
cosi h holding short but efficient meet-
ings at lunch hours in nuitualk cons enient
hications.

We suggest that vs hen lOrming a coali-
tion. members clearl identif the organi
ration's purpose. Is the communit
partnership mainl for infOrmation shar
Mg. greater aCiess (0 resource.. greater
political clout, or for a comhmation of
these and other reasons'? ()nee the reson,
are understot)(1. research vho could hene-
fit the nlosl from such a coalition and vs hat
other groups are important to include that
might need cons ineing'? Noss can .sou
adsertise the benefits of membership in
order to entice people to jOill skhile
minimi/ing the harriers or cost, of
loinillo

1-loss do sse maintain our coalition'?
Once formed. coalitions need to be nui
tured so that the\ can mature and become
lull \ operational. For instance. the ()SAP
partnerships \sere k limed to des elop a
communit plan. but their greater chal-
lenge ss ill insolse the actual implementa-
tion 01 that plan. Implementation requires
sustained coordination and cooperation
among groups that may not hase vorked
togethei pre\ musk For the coalition to
hase an influence on these groups. it must
reach niaturit and remain durable

Fess studies e ist on the maintenance
and \ of coalitions, hut studies on
\ oluntar\ and public sector orgamfahons
stiggesi silate:.lies that can he general wed.
For example. Presths, and Wanderstnan
l()85 I compaied soltintar organwat ions

that remamed Ihnetional saws those that
died out The found that organi/at ions

110 more potential resources. more .true
11.1re I committees. h lass,. bank accotmts.
etc I. more uclis tics. more attention paid
to unlash uctuie le 11... reiluiting nes\
memheis. traming nev leadeisi. and mote

accomplishments of initial and long-term
goals v ere more likel \ to ,urs ise. Good-
man and Steckler I l989) found that the
more routini/ed an organi/ation's opera-
tions hecome, the more likel the are to
be sustained. kumples of routini/ation
include regular skork schedules. frequent
staff meetings. and ongoing program
planning.

When tr:s ing to mainiam a coalition. ve
suggest that the follow mg questions he
addressed: Has the ctmlition deseloped
permanent structures like h -las\ s. com-
mittees. and Mnding mechanisms'? Hine
the coalition's operations become routine'?
Are meetings held on a routine basis? Do
members routinek attend'? Are meinher,
rout inel informed about the coalition',
vork? I \ a nevsletter routinels sent to
memhers'? Do subcommittees continue to
function on a routine basis'? 11 the ansvers
to many of these questions are -no.- then
the coalitum should concentrate on desel-

oping the necessar structures and rou-
tines that insure its Nur\ kal.

FI(Iss Carl sse assure that our coalition
is dfrilive.' When assessing a coalition's
el fectkeness. it is essential to explore
ss hitt communit outcomes and impacts
the coalition produces. For instance. the
()SAP partnerships vere initiall formed
to produce plans: part of our esaluation
therefore. focuses on sk hether plans actu-
aII resultd Ibid hos\ good the are. A
vell-mannained coalition is not neeessar-
il iin eflectise one. Aker ail, boss man
prograins seem to last lige\ er esen if
the 're not worth the insestment?

Ihe follov ing questions are important
viten assessing the qualit of a coalition's
planning efliwt: Doe, the plan speeil
obit:dikes lo be addressed'? Are the objec-
tises consistent ss ith the goals of the coall
t ion? Does the plan include speeilic
act is Hies that lOster the goals and objec-
tis es! Are organirations identified that
ss ill take the leadership in implementing
the act is ities.' Arc mechanisms specified
l'or coordinating aims ities?

Assuring the adequae of the plan is
oill a first step in communit coalition
effectiseness. In order l'or these coalitions
to he ultunatek effectise. the\ must
produce meaningful changes In the coin-
nitwits.. In the example of the ()SAP part
nerslups. this means that AOD abuse is
ieduced. Important questions to address
mclude v hether the coalition's efforts
increase communit ss ide kilos\ ledge of
drugs and the pe IL-c iS ed isk of drugs.
sshether the produce 1 reduction M
all drug Use, 0 decrease in 1)1.'1 arrests.
a decrease In school dIsciplinar action
for drug or akohol offenses, and a reduc
hull ill the tate 01 ness students starting
drug use.

_

Coalitions Can Change
Communities

The purpose of the OSAP ('onununit
Partnerships is not onl to help communi-
ties prevent and control A01) abuse, hut
also to be an example of boss communits
lite can improse ss hen Americans satire
and vork for their communities. The
partnership is an exciting and timel
experiment in large-scale commtmit
change. If successful as a stratep. this
ts pe of coalition ma he applied to other
complex challenges stleh as urhan io-

lence .,nd crime, posert> and economic
development. and qua Ii t educatitwi.
Although it is too earl to tell hos( useful
coalitions mii he in addressing such
complex problems. ve beliese that comm.
ned and s stematic stud of vell-lunded
coalitions is .1 step in the right direction
that ofiers cititens a positise vit
vork together for the betterment of their
communities.

Note
1 Our evaluation team includes graduate students

Frances Butterfoss. Pam Imm Heather Breiter
Matthew Chinman. Noelle Duvall. and Stephame
Wilson
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Families and Schools Together (FAST):
A Prevention Program that Works

ln 1990. F.AST ssas presented \skit tine
Ict ten e \emplary asards gisen to naironal
programs I-A the LS. Of lice for Substance
.Abuse Proention. FAST is a unique alco-
hol and other trug presention program a

eollabor e \ enture betsseen elemental:\
schools. a mental health ageno. an alco-
lkfl and other drug presentkm agency. and
families_ It taigets high risk elementary
school children using a family-based
approach. FAST families are partners in
an ef fort to empoyser them to become
prtmary pre\ ention ..igents for their (mu
children.

FAST is structured to address four
factors that has C been correlated sk all
.kiolescent substance abuse parental
substance abuse: kiss self-esteem.
to discuss '_ehngs: and lack of routines.
rituals. structure. and communication.

The children sersed k FAST are not
yet [mot\ ed in substance abuse but are
referred through their teachers \\ ho 1"ind
them at risk kir school failure. juscmle
dehnquency. and alcohol and other drug
use. Elleir fatuities tend to be hard to
reach in that they are usually poor. expert
ence high degrees of en ironmental stress.
has e Ianiii histories 01 substance abuse.
and ha e little contact %Anti scliools and
conninnuty set:\ ices Appro\imately half
the famihes sersed are from minoritx

roups.
recogni/es the school as a hub

in families' Its es. and therekwe creates a
communit ithin a communa ls br*
mg families in the same geograplucal
school district together ki participate in
the program. Each lankl unit is seen as a
team. and the entire program focuses ok
strengthentng those teams and building
f anul participation in a community
nemork.

l he program consio of multiple family
meetings in tyso phases: -.iglu v-eekly
meetings follossed 1-1\ monthly meetings
for giaduate lanuhes that continue for at
least I \\O \ ear.. During the eight sseekt
meetmgs. up to melse families hase meals
together as family units, engage ID family
strengthening actis tires. and learn com-
munication skills, the parents meet
support group \slink' the cluldren play
separately lins is kilkiwed h a parent
and the al risk child spending one to cure
qualib. time. %stitch builds self esteem lot
both participants_ a lottet y is held ss ith

10

one !aunty ss inning as a family unit: and a
closing actis it.. designed to pros ide posi
toe and fun alternatises to using alcohol
and other drugs. reintOrcing family ties.
Me monthly meetings include a ineal,
cumculum re\ less. and an °Ming.
kach team meeting includes representa-

Us es from the schools, the alcohol and
other drug prey ention agenc... and the
mental health agenc.x. Parents are continu-
.111\ e\ posed to the idea of being in equal
partnership ssith other collahoratise team
members who want to assist the child at
risk. The partnership ib,namics build user
the eight-week period. Parents settle into
their responsibilities as primar agents of
presention lOr their ow n children. and the
others are asailable to share tools and
techniques that ma he useful to parent
partners.

Exposing tarklies to information and
resources in these meetings is seen as an
important part of empowerment. When
fanklies are given intOrmation at a neutral
ume in their lite ccle, the appear to be
inore open to listen and absorb. Haying
information creates choices: choosing
creates empowerment. As parents share
their C \ perienees ss ith each 4 uther. the
learn about skills other parents hase used
successtull and a feeling of power is
V.CIlerated as the support each tither.

Family
z

FAST originated in Nladison. \VIsconsin
km 1988. The program is based on 1annb

stems thec ir. stress social support
iesearch. and techniques ftc ciii chnld ps
chiatr. FAST is known lor as careful and
thorough exaltui on. lire ptogi am has
empirical data w hich document success HI

III 4,, 4l4i4l I 4. ,,At cif ckcic.i. 44
e4.

t; Pc/

11 increasing the child's attention span
and self-esteem. and decreasing behas tor
problems in the schools and at home.
(2) strengthening parent-child relation-
slUps. enhancing oserall famil function-
mg, encouraging famil networking. and
3n helping famihes led more comkirtahle

in their tkalings ss ith schools and other
communit restmrces.

Finall. the FAST program is currentl)
listed in Wisconsin Act 122. the State's
Antidrug Bill: SI million is appropriated
annuall for its replication in connnunities
throughout the state. A FAST Training
Manual was deseloped to address rephca-
tion of the program when used in conjunc-
tion xx ith a 6 1 2-da training model. It
contains strategies kir dealing wnth each
component of the curriculum as \sell as an
appendix that includes all record-keeping
instruments. National replication cif the
FAST program is in process.

/Atm .1/cl.hchaltl. 1'11.1). . .1. C. S. It . cccii.

cell ed the itlea Fts 1, ill pnit:rom
Ihreehir. comaef her at Servii lil
12S L. Olhn Ave.. Sliire .11,1di con. It /
53713 60s 251- 76/ / .licnoilahl I% a
icicinbct fhc Faindi R uolln

Voluntary participation is dependent
on sensitive recruitment: nxtting the
families to attend at least one program is
necessary for the program's success.
How do we do this?
I. We recruit the whole family in per-
son, in their home. often accompanied
by a FAST graduate.
2. We provide free transportation from
families' homes to meetings and hack
again.
3. We provide a free meal for the whole
family at the meeting.
4. We give out "FAST lottery- tickets
and each family Wins $31) worth of
prizes in one of the weekly drawings.
5. We provide free childcare for infants
and toddlers during the meetings.
6. We have a graduation ceremony in
which the school principal awards certif-
icates.
7. We hold monthly meetings kir two
years for whole families who have grad-
uated from the 8-week program. Once in
FAST, always in FAST.
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American Indian Families Build
New Strengths on Ancient Traditions

'Like the best of the white man's road.
pick it up and take it w ith you. That
which is had leave it alone. cast it
away. 'Fake the hest of the okl Indian
ways Jil W ass keep them. 'Elle) lime
been prosen lOr thousands of y ears.
Do not let them die.

Sitting BO

American Indians have worked hard for
better educational systems and a greater
soice in federal decisions. Once again we
hase strong. positise role inodels and
today- there are many American Indian
families who are resourceful and success-
ful. For each troubled Indian youth. there
are four who are healthy and successful.
We gain strength in the know ledge that we
base survived a multitude of obstacles ihat
might have overw helmed us --prejudice.
1)05erty. and external COnt nil Of politics,
education, and lass.

Yet. our struggle is not over. Literature
accurately describes the destructise effects
of alcoholism. drug abuse, suicide. social
isolatitm. and violence in some American
Indian communities. Even now. many
Indians encounter social. economic. and
emironmental obstacles that severely
block their potential for success. Chiet
Joseph once said. "All that we ask is an
esen chance.- yet many Indian families
never get that esen chance.

The limited opportunities arc com-
pounded by substance abuse. For example.
recent data from our Tri-ethnic Centel fon
Pre 5. ention Researell indicate that Aineri-
can Indian youth hase higher rates of drug
use than non-Indian youth for nearl all
drugs, sometimes tss ice to three times
higher! Earlier theories associated sub-
stance abuse ss ith zicculturation or
deculturation stress, but this does not
seem to be true for Indian youth today.
In fact, the common threads associated
ss tb drlil! Use are friends that use, and
a weak link to both family and the tradi
!tonal Indian salue system. Wlly do our
south cttnt mue to use ihenucals.'

Many Indlan communities or reserva
hons ate geographically isolated, restrict

ing access to the economies that pros ide
quality employ mem. enhanced job train-
ing. ,md prime educational opportunities.
l'rhan Indians. on the other hand. face a
different ty pe of isolation--often living in
poor areas of cities and towns. far assay
from family. friends. and meaningful
tribal experiences. Such separations are
sery difficult because of their belief in and
reliance on the traditional extended family
system which has endured thrtmghout time
and continues to be a posserful and 5 ital
element of Indian life,

When economic conditions demand that
families move assay from the tribal com-
munity and the support of the extended
family. Met-, can be many consequences.
It is essential. therefore, that agencies
successfully sers ing American Indians
build and strengthen the family by offer-
ing creative actis ities that honor and
strengthen family values and traditions.
Service professionals [Mist provide fami-
lies with opportunities to acquire the
skills, expertise, and proficiencies of the
dominant culture without displacing tribal
identities or cultural support systems. This
allows the American Indian his or her
-esen chance.-

Focus on Community, Family,
and Tradition

As an example, there is a successful
urban American Indian Pres ention and
Treatment Program in Tulsa. Oklahoma
that is based on the traditional family
concept. Its Advisory Board. established
to oversee services and ensure cultural
awareness. includes Indian professionals.
media. elders, parents. and youth. The
program center reflects the salue of family

an older house that encourages the
1i:cling of going "home- when one needs
a warm and caring environment. Coffee
is always available and this act. though
small. maintains the Indian tradition of
nurturing by °tiering litod or beverage
to demonstrate respect.

Because the majority of the families
have limited resources. a collaboratisc
referral effort has been implemented to
pros ide assistance ss ith basic necessities
--housing. food. clothing. medical care.

transportation. childcare. employment
assistance, etc. After the necessities are
met. families :Ire encouraged toward a
goal of self-sufficiency. Building conli
deuce zmd pros iding opportunities for sell-

sufficiency are far more important than
delivering a myriad of sers ices that main-
tain dependence on the agency system.
These opportunities are presented through
carefully planned family events selected
for adherence to cultural significance and
literacy level. Activities focus on building
interpersonal relationship skills, family
communication. health and wellness.
Tribal traditions, decision-making. anxiety
reduction, and employ ability,. all of \stitch
positively influence parenting ss ithout the
guilt parents sometime associate ss ith
"parent trziining.-

Traditional inter-tribal activities are
also held regularly, -- community feasts on
certain holidays. cedar ceremonies for
prayer and purification. story telling. and
music. Other program events use cultural
and drug-free themes for children's art
shows. Youth are taught how to construct
and use the sWeat lodge and pray er ties.
An Indian running club has been estab-
lished as an alternative activity promoting
wellness and the spirituality of running.
Friday Family N ight is a regular event that
includes s ideos. food. music. games, and
other interactive activities. These esenings
allow the family to enjoy one another in
a tribal or community atmosphere and
provide subtle positive role modeling.

With the exception of Friday Family
N ight , childcare is offered wh:le parents
attend other center activities. ('hildcare
not only supports attendance but has
become a vital agent 1hr early identilka-
lion of developmental difficulttes and
increasing chances for remedial treat-
ment as well as prevention or later school
failure.

All the families are unique and each has
an individual cultural experience that adds
to the richness of the center. They demon-
strate a great capacity to respond effec-
tively to the problems they encounter. and
each demonstrates numerous strengths
that put them in touch ss ith healthier wass
of living. Although much is still needed to
improse the quality of life fin- American
Indian tinnilies. this program. as a first
step example. provides an effectise pre-
sention 1 ramessork for building greater
opportunities.

pamehi ./unniiflnl Ihumnin. I) Il
Retearch %Orli lie WW1 ant /II 1111h, Center
fin- Prevention Renean li .1 menthe, 01 ilk-
Cherokee tribe. slue has (winkled direct iel
%lee III /10111 treatment and pi en ention pro
m;mins fin. ..1/ItC11( till /101,1/11 and .41(140
natives. Pamela I'm lectured ttanonallt
"d"lorice abioe ond mental Iwalth itmumes mind
1),min/es technical (Itlit(dll1( (" ilt phmt;rain
development artil alikalt )11. ( ,1141( i In 1'

liii irm ethmi Centel. Colorado State I 'III
I ( I Nat, 1)114111111CM Of I'm u, 11(,101;1 Clark
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The costs of substance abuse during
adolescence and early adulthood are well
knOssn. Eor the developing young adult.
drug and alcohol abuse undermine motiva-
tion. interfere w ith cognitive processes.
contribute to debilitating nutod disorders.
and increase risk of accidental injury or
death. For society at large. adolescent
substance abuse extracts a high cost in
health care, educational failure. mental
health services. drug and alcohol treat-
ment. and juvenile crime.

When my colleague. Dr. J. Das id
Haw kins. and I began our work in the
field of substance abuse treatment. most of
the adolescents and adults with whom we
ssorked had experienced the reinforcing
effects or drugs. Most had also experi-
enced school failure and had fink com-
mitment either to their education or to
legitimate work. These adolescents were
ill serious conflict w ith their families: the
adults were in serious conflict with their
oss n families and were influencing a
w hole new generation / continue on the
same path. Although we remained
inolsed in and committed to improving
treatment. our experiences in the late
1970s and early I980s convinced LIS of
the need for preventixe action.

Unfortunately. many of the early
attempts to prevent substance abuse had
inn been Succe,,sf111. For example. drug
infOrmation programs did not always base
the intended result sometimes informa-
tion ahout drug et ii:cts actually encour-
aged experimentation. On the other hand.
the heart and lung disease prevention FAork
being pioneered at Stanford I. ersit
stimulated our interest in the effectiveness
of targeting risk factors as an approach to
prevention. When the researchers targeted
such risks as a high fat diet and lack of
exercise most studies found that as those
risks wen reduced so were sickness and
death din io heart disease.
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We adopted the same approach in our
work on drug abuse prevention. We began
by examining more than 30 years of
research from a variety of fields, and we
identified risk factors in each area of the
child's world: the community, the family.
the school, and the individual child. Fol-
low ing is a list of the risk factors we iden-
tified, from prospective longitudinal
studies, as consistent precursors of adoles-
cent substance abuse!:

Laws and norms favorable toward use
Availability of alcohol and other drugs
Loss attachment to neighborhood and-or
neighborhood disorganization
Tninsitions and mobility
Extreme economic deprivation
Family history of alcoholism
Family alcohol and drug use and
positive attitudes toward use
Poor and inconsistent family
management practices
Family conflict
Academic failure
Low commitment to school
Early and persistent problem behaviors
Association with drug-using peers
Alienation. rebelliousness, and lack of
social bonding
Youth's ow n favorable attitude toward
drug use
Early onset of drug Use

In the literature we also found consistent
protective factorsthose that inhibit sub-
stance abuse despite exposure to risk. For
example, research has shown that even
when children are exposed to multiple risk
factors, they are less likely to develop
substance abuse problems if they base
close bonds to people and social institu-
tions with values against drug use.

Our approach to prevention --the
Social Development Strategy --combines
research information on risk and protec-
tive factors into a method for preventing
substance abuse. The strategy 's ohjective
is to leduce risk factors in ways that
enliaike children's bonds to people and
instainions that have norms against drug
abuse

can learn techniques to address
the pnthleilis of drug abuse. Many of the
risk and protective factors we hase identi-
fied fall ithin the family's scope of
responsibility and concern. Family alco

hol and drug use and attitudes lowanl use.
for example, exert an enormous influence
on children's expectation to use drugs as
well as their actual use. Alcoholism and
illegal drug use within the family have
been shown to increase the risk of alcohol-
ism and drug abuse in children.

The risk of drug abuse also appears to
be increased by-poorj'amily management
pmetices. These are characterized by
unclear expectations for behavior, poor
monitoring of behavior. few and inconsis-
tent rewards for positive behavior, and
excessively severe and inconsistent pun-
ishment for unwanted behavior. Family
conflio also increases children's risk fOr
both illegal drug abuse and delinquency.
and it is conflict itself'. rather than family
structureincluding divorcethat places
children at risk.

Risk factors having to do with chikken's
behavior represent another area w here
parents can help prevent the development
of drug problems. The behavioral precur-
sors 'drug abuse include early antisocial
belumt tr. association with drug-using
peers. and early Onset of drug use.

Early and persistent problem behaviors
are predictive of a variety of behavior
problems in adolescence. including fre-
quent drug use. The greater the variety.
frequency, and seriousness of antisocial
behavior in childhood. the more likely it
is to continue into adolescence and result
in other problems.

Friends who use drugs can be one of the
most powerful influences in an early ado-
lescent's life. As a result, peer drug use
has consistently been found to he among
the strongest predictors of substance abuse
for youth.

Early first use of drugs predicts subse-
quent misuse: the earlier the onset of any
drug use, the greater the involvement
in other drug use and frequency of use.
This being the case, parents need to know
how to reduce early risk factors for drug
abuse belt we their children have initiated
drug ti.se.

On the upside, bonding to family is an
important protective factor against adoles
cent substance abuse. Positive family
relationships, characterized by involve-
ment and attachment. appear to protect
youths from developing a substance abuse
problem. In fact. the most important



predictor of a drug-free adolescence may
be strong ties to parents who express clear
norms against drug use. Surveys consis-
tently show that when children refuse drug
offers, the reason they usually give is "my
parents.- Our research has shown that
family bonds of attachment commitment,
and belief combined with the message that
drug use is not acceptable can make a
difference.

Parents as Change Agents
How can parents be empowered to

reduce their children's risk for adolescent
substance abuse? One way is through
parent education pnigrams that teach
families techniques to strengthen bonding
and communicate norms lgainst drug
abuse.

Preparing jOr the Drug Five Nwrs.=
described later in this issue (see Resource
File). is an example of such programs. it is
a risk-focused workshop for parents of
elementary and middle school children
that is part of a comprehensive experiment
in school-, thinily-. and peer-based drug
abuse prevention. As we designed this
program, tve developed criteria for effec-
tive parent workshops to prevent substance
ithuse. hese same criteria can be applied
by anyone seeking effective parent pro-
grams to prevent drug abuse:

Begin earl, belbre children start
drug use. Primary prevention means
reaching parents of children prior to
the middle school years, when high
rates of drug use are initiated.
Address risk factors that can be
changed by family action, such as
the family and belnwioral factor,.
detailed above.
involve high- and low-risk families
together. In this stay you don't stig-
mati/e any of the families and chil-
dren who participate in the program.
This appntach also help, high- and
low -risk families talk to each other
and learn from each other.
Enable parents to decide whether
and how to apply aspects of the
program in their own homes. Par-
enting programs can make a differ-
ence only if parents apply ft hat they
learn. tf hich they will do omit\ it they
find the material sufficiently compel-
ling. This criterion highlights the need
for program relevance across lines or
culture. education. and micial class.
Strengthen family bonds. All pro-
grimi activities should he aimed al
increasing opportunities for family
'molt ement and contribution, skills
fOr efk'ctRe involvement, and recog-
nition for skillful involtement. Ill this
wa. bonds between fiimily

will be strengthened. "ro the extent
possible. the programs themselves
should bring parents and children
together. The more family involve-
ment around the program material.
the greater the likelihood that the
program w ill increase family
bonding.

But how do we persuade families to
come to workshops? This is a tremendous
challenge which demands nothing less
than changing the social norms about
parent education.

If programs are to he successful, parents
must feel good about getting involved in
them. Their peers should see these parents
as smart consumers of information who
care about their families and are taking
steps to do the right things for them.

Parent education must become as popu-
lar as the fitness movement. Everyone
should be talking about how they are
reducing their family 's risk for drug abuse.
just as they. currently talk about how they
are reducing their families' risk of heart
disease through changing diet and exercise
habits.

I think my perninal objective should
also he yours: to reach all parents
tt hzuever their history of drug use, their
culture. their reading levelwho want to
prevent their children from using drugs.
Here are some tips to help reach those
families and draw them into workshops:

Use the media.' Some possible
approaches are public service
announcements, local nett s stories.
and televised workshops. A campaign
title, logo, or theme can he very
important in capturing people's auen
tion. Keep it positive!
Remove barriers to attendance.
Make it easy to come to workshops
arrange a convenient locatic.n and
time. child care. and help with
transportation.
Be sure the experience is appealing.
Choose a comfOrtable. attractive
setting and offer refreshments. Pro-
vide incentives to the children--
interesting childcare. poster contests,
special treats for school classroom,
that recruit the inost parents.
Personall recruit parents and get
others involved in recruitment.
Nothing substitutes lin personal con-
tact. Call on well-known figures from
the community to join you. Recruit
others who v. i!I get involved in con-
tacting parents- -teachers, principals.
students. other parents. When pro-
grains are offered through the school
system. get children to write letters
home w encourage their parents'
intolvement.

.

Parents can become agents of risk-
focused prevention in their own families
when thcy are provided with ( I ) a clear
understanding of the factors placing their
children at risk tor drug abuse, and (2)
solid techniques fOr reducing the risks and
strengthening protection. Our objective
must be to reach and empower all parents
who want to protect their children from
substance abuse.

Richard F Catahmo. b WI Associate
Professor ry. Social Ithrk and Associate Diree-
wr of the Social Development Reseawh Group
at the Uniwrsity Iiiishington at Seattle. 1-'or
the past 15 years. his ww.1; hno fodoecl on
concluding basic Inean'hatul assessint! the
results of this research to design and rest
preivnlion and treatment proelmns. the
co-detvloper, with J. David Hawkin.s. of
Preparing tnr the Drug Free Years. a risk-
fi'cused Prerenlinn Program .1"or ParcniN
children in fourth ihmugh Acventh ,141Thles.

C'onfaci Dr Caralwto at the Social Deerlop-
mem Research Group. School of Social Rini,
SD-50. l?nirerAilY IiiiAhiniVon. Seattle. 11-.1
98195 206;543-6381.
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by Sue Blaszczak

Preadiile see nee and adideseence are
noted as times of ups and dow ns and emo
tumid trauma. Fo inany parents of those
children, that is especially true. Remem-
bering the days of has ing three teens a
year apart. I feel qualified to make that
statement.

been prepared fin-. No handbiioks, no
in-sers ice.

Looking around for assistance. it
became clear that most parenting classes
required long-term weekly cominitments
that. w ith our schedules. we \Sere not able
to gke. I began looking for w linen infor-

The Elusive Goal of Parenting
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Lark on. I would look around and
wonder if all those parents \ ith children
the same ages sicre really as calm and
efficient as they looked. From the outside
it appeared the majority of the families
were sailing through. unaffected by, par-
enting adolescents. They all talked about
their children. but only about safe subjects

and nice subjects. The conversations
felt guarded.

that was dif ferent from ss hen the chil-
dren were little. Then. it was okay to share
stages and phases and concerns. Then. we
were all anxious to call about esents and
mernights and birthday parties. Where
had all the communication gone?

Were all those other kids angels. I won-
dered many times? Did those parents have
a combination that we were missing? Were
there secrets that they read about in spe-
cial maga/Ines. or did the\ mix ss ith the
people who had all the answers?

Slowk, I began to leel %se were out-
siders. Parenting adolescents seemed a
lonely place to be. On any gisen day. there
Was a child in our home testing the s\
challenging the rules, stretching the cur-
few. expressing dislike over our decisions.
or tr., ing to manipulate us 55 ith kid
pressure.

The kid pressure %sit \ the worst. "You
are the only parents that hine those kind
of rules." "I'll never have any f riends
because of you.- "Eser\one else's parents
said the) could go.- 'If 1ou chaperone.

not going.- and on and on. Indecision
Presailed. along "ith feelings of guilt Itir
being either too strict or not follow ing gut
feelings and being strict enough.

There was another problem, too. Sonic
thing was missing. The family was busy.
A dad working full time, a mom working
weekends. Three teens. and a toddler
besides. The days were bus.). the weeks
were busy. there was school and sports.
I e rc h shopping. cht lres. and m.)
many other things to think about.

It occurred to me thot may he we were
looking at parenting these chifilren in a
set y nearsIghted ntanner. We were dealing
ss ith parenting on an esery day basis, but
not giving a lot ol thought to long-range
goals. Actually. rni not sure at that point

eser stated any goals at all as parents.
It was a profession we really had not
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illation and found a lot of good theor) but
little that dealt w ith long-range goals or
practical help for everda problems.

One esening a local school hosted a
.speaker. a man w ho described his frustra-
tion as the father of five children. He felt
parents ss ho had children sl ILO were
friends should be talking to each other
regularly about rules and guidelines.
curfews. and concerns. Concerns like:
Who was chaperoning the party. and did
they agree on what that meant? Did the
host parents approve of youth drinking?
How and by whom were the children
being transported? Wits this a safe place

the children to he?

thtiughts exactly! I approached
him and found that there had been a few
attempts to set up a communication sy stern
in area private se hOol s. but nothing else.
He called the effort "Parents' Communi-
cation Network.-

I took the information he had. went
honte. and inunediately took a risk. I
called twenty parents of iny teenagers'
friends and asked them if they were ss ill
ing to get invoked in an effort like this. I
was absolutely ainaied and pleased IA hen
eseryone of them said ye,.

We began to put together additional
information and widen our networks.
specifically addressing problems of zilco-
hol and other drug use and all related
youth issues. We set up networking sys-
Win'. in schools and w ith sports teams and
other school groups. What a relief to find
tint there were other parents (nit there who
had similar pmbleins and colicerns!

It became cleat- that parenting skills and
prevention skills went hand in hand. It
also became clear that many parents not
only lacked correct information regarding
alcohol and other drug use and abuse, but
they were reluctant to seek that inirnia-
lion unless the "adult positive peer pres-
sure- factor was present. In other sy(irds.
if the mnjority or parents were calling each
other about where the children were
going. it woukl be acceptable, under peer
pressure. for them to do the same.

Willi a little empowerment. parents
began to communicate ss ith each other and
to educate themselses in the skills they
needed. They sponsored silk' actis ities
their children. and found ways to begin
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changing the community environment to
support the children in growing up alcohol
and drug-free.

As I watched the system begin to work
for parents. and watched iny older chil-
dren grow to yming adulthood. I beliesed
I had fiiund the missing piece that had
eluded me tOr many years: all the things
we were teaching parents were wonderfnl
and correct and appropriate. but %se
needed a better perspective on why we
were doing all of those things.

It became clear that our Parent Commu-
nication Network was in existence because
We wanted our children to grow up to be
the best they could he and able to get along
ss ithout LIS when they left Lls. It was evi-
dent that on a daily basis. in the midst of
our buss schedules, we needed to he sure
we were parenting to meet iluise IOIT -
range goals. And if we iivre parenting to
meet those long-range goals. we were also
being good prevention practitioners.

'Way I begin my nearly daily speeches
to parents with "What is really our goal
as parents?- 'Men I begin to talk to them
and empower them, I gise them the best
informatiOn I have to help them accom-
plish their goal as parents. And I am
simply there for them, just as I w ish some-
one had been there for us when we needed
it most.

Sue liloAzczak IA the PoPgivin
t4.1he Pan'tht Cominunbathni
Xlinne.toia . She it a fflun'ili of four
children age% 22. 23. 24. and /3.
background as an 1?..V. Maude% Achool.
«4/el:C. eincigency WOO!, and chymn ul
depemlyncy (Idol Itursim;. She is the dthhot
of the rawni tinpowerincin librkshop. based
on the l'awnt Communication nefttorA model.
and ha been educating parents tor eight
tuark. Contact her at /127 / °turn lime.

hilh's. MA' 55124 0/17 6/2 432 2sSO



b Patricia Nelson, Ora NI. Gibbs, and Donald G. Unger

Families Matter is a connuunns -based
program tot loss income. high- risk fami
lies that is designed to strengthen parents'
use of ellectise strategies to present their
south 1rom abusing alcohol and using
illegal drugs. Families \latter! accom-
plishes this goal pros iding support and
education to parems. ssith a range ol"
opportunities for program msolsement.
Ihe (Ieselopment ol this program ssas
.guided bs principles 55 hich make
piesention prograins for 1 amihes el lectise:

comprehensise and flemble sers ices:
(2) stall \silo has e the time. commitment .
tiaimng. and skills neeessars to build
relati(mships of trust and respect ss ith
families: (3) a focus on the child as part
01 the Iamils, and the famils as part ol
the communits and (41 progranuning
that esolses according R) the needs of

Families Nlatter! is one ol Mice comp,
[lents of a substance abuse pre\ onion
program HI NVilmington. Delassare used to
deselop competent south. supportise
fannlies. and caring communities. The
progi am is being implemented bs a con
somum of communits centers.

The 1 irst eomponent. the 10uth Connee
tion. is offered after school and during
eat l esening hours. Youth participate in
actis Hies that promote phs steal ssell-
being. help them to understand and com-
municate their feelings. handle peer
pressure. make healihs decisions. and
learn social skills A full-time coordinator
ssorks ss ith the outh along ss ith peer
Helpers generall 13 15 sears ()I age
ssho act as role models l'or ounger chil
dren ,Acti ines ivlated to ethnic and racial
heritage are an integral part ot the outh
program

Ilk' second component. colliniunil
emposserment. is eurrentl being imple-
mented to create neighborhood coalitions
that iictisel support positise youth des el
opment. A communit consortium \sill
cotirdinate and generate resources needed
to accomplish the goals ol these coalitions.

In Families Matter!. the third comp()
nein. parapiolessional Famil Coordina-
tors sork mein \ hours per sseel ss ith the
lamilies of children enrolled in the lOuth
Connection programs. Parents hase oppor
tunnies to participate in FaIllilies Matter!
through s+eekl\ personal contact ith their
kunik COORlinator s a .1 home isit.
telephone call. lace to lace talk. and oi
personal let tei In addition. at least one
patent meeting and one combined parent
outh aco it> are held eser\ 111011111 in the

commumt centers. pots 011112 opporwm
ties lot pments kt ntei act ss ith each othei.
Fmall. a monthl are keed parent edu
Lawn newsletter is sent to each lamils.
I hese sit( mg outreach cimmonents ollet

support and encouragement. reinf(lree
posinse parenting skills, help families
[(lentil's and use conmunnts resources.
and encourage participation In gr()up
actismes.

The sariets of opportunities for parental
suppifft and education are designed It) help
parents klent0 the indis idual strengths
and rest mices that thes bring to parenting.
Parents also learn floss to Mciease or
strengthen their monitoring of south
delis mes, set clear. reasonable Inuits for
their south. praise and encourage their
sotmysters. ;.uld spend (pains famils time.
Famds Coordinators assist parems ss ith
impros ing famils communication. conflict
Illanagenient skills. home-school linkages.
and their use of social support netssorks
strengthen Iamils life.

portation. ssorking hours. loss social
skills, and loss self esteem. Faindies
Matter! has eliminated some 01 these
barriers bs pros iding babs sitting. refresh
!Items. and occasional iransportat ion

The Families !Shatter! prognini ssas
deseloped as part of a demonstration grant
funded hs the office for Substance Abuse
Prevention. and spearheaded bs the
Director of Delassare's Office of Pre-
ention ss di major input Irom nine ol

Wilmington's publicl and prisatel.
funded eommunits centers. More than Too
loss -income families has e participated In
the Wilmington program in s hiCh most of
the parents are single and Afrit an Ameri
can. Alter initial success. the pi-0gram has
been implemented in srs rural Dclasare

Families Matter!
Famils Coordinators are sers special.

caring people ssho are good listeners.
The\ are patient and persistem. remos
barriers that present famtlies Iron) getting
help and then linking families ssith ser
s ices in the communits. C'oordinators
ssork hard R) gain the trust of families.
knoss ing this is au important and difficult
task to accomplish. Fainil COORIlnator.
Ilse in (he neighborhoods the\ serse. and
this shared background helps them under
stand and relate to the di s erse cultures.
lifest les. and histories of their assigned
fannlies.

Some of the most important components
that contribute to the success of Families
Matter! include: I I a program design 111,11

recogni/es there \sill he dif ferent ts pes
and lock, of famils insolsement: (2)
sseekl). personal contact ss it hi parents:13)
eass asatlahiIit of Famils Coordinators:
(--ki ongoing support for Coordinators
through monthl meetings to pros isle in
sers ice education and support. to learn of
resources mailable 111 the communit. to
praise and encourage COordmators. to
discuss suggestions lOr impros eMent . and
to meet monthls ss ith the Senior Famil
Coordinami: and (5) close collahoi alum
sith the Niwth Connection program.

Parents are made assare of the goals ;Ind
act]s ities in the south program and el forts
arc made to integrate \\hat outh are learn
ing Mto progrannning lor parents. De
most effectise `Muth Coordinator
teams hase sseekls meetings to plan utd
discuss aetisuies.

Some of the challenges that Coordina
lOrs lace are los parent participation and
irregular parent attendance at meetings:
the basic problems has e to do ith thins

The Families Matter! program is one
sus to design parent insolsement comp()
items in substance abuse pre\ ention pro-
grams that are responsise to the diserse
needs of families. Families Matter! is not
dependent on parents coming to group
meetings. nor is it solels a one-on-one
program that depris es parents ot the
opportunit to gain crucial support and
encouragement from other parents. While
the challenges of ssorking ss ith high risk.
loss -income families are innumerable. (he
need is great. The Families Matter! pro
gram is a famils resource model that sse
beliese can help meet the needs (it' tannhe.
and their communities.
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b Ivy Spataro

Family Involvement is Key
to Successful Worksite Treatment
and Prevention Programs

Forts sears ago, Einpkisee Assistance
Programs (EAPst began to appear in
corporate America. Back then. tho \sere
knoss n as occupational alcoholism pro-
gt-ains and fOcused specificall) on the
problem of alcohol abuse. The goal ss as to
use constructise confrontation ss ith the
emplosee and impose an ultimatum of
-shape up or ship out.

Mans changes in American culture and
fainils life hase occurred oser the ensuing
sears. particularly the gross ing number of
families in ss hich both parents ssork out-
side the home. and the rapid increase in
ssorking single parents. EAPs has e
responded bs. broadening their program
locus from rehabilitating the alcohol user
to assisting emplosees and their families
ss ith a ss hole range of personal and famil
problems. Still. substance abuse remains
one of the most critical problems affecting
famils

An Overview
.1-he Emplosee Assistance field has

des eloped a core technologs that distin
guishes it as a unique professit-n Most
LAP. of ter the follossing basic sers ices:

In person counseling and telephone
ads ice for cmplos ees and their famils
members: often a limited number ot
se, ions are offered in order to pros idc a
cianprehensise assessment and linkage
to ongoing sers ices.
Assistance ss ith implementing the pro
gram. including deselopment of FA p
policies. procedures. and materials.
EAP management training and case-bs-
ca,,e consultation to help stipers isms
make et leen s c referrals
l..AP orientation and ref resher sessions
to asstst emplosees in accessing the
program.
Lunch and learn educational semil.ars
Consultation for program s iabilits and
ongoing esaluation
[tilt/awn reports
In a period of stringent cost control.

lAPs hase had to prose their elle,aiseness
aihl potential. In IntiS. McDonnell
Douglas commissioned a landmark studs
of its l-mplm cc Assistitrice Program and
found that it did in fact sass' tour dollars
toi esers dollar spent. In general. the
',is mg. resulted I rom a reduction m abseil
teeism. accidents and ssiirkiiicns compen
satum clam's. and a deireased need to hire
and train nos ,:mploxees.
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While this studs is es idence Oi the
Positise effect EAPs have on both emplos-
ers and emplosees. the programs must still
iustils their existence -especialls s hen
costs of rehabilitating emplos ecs continue
to rise. Thus, nhire recent attention has
been gisen to proention and earls niter-
sermon elTorts.

A ko ssas EAPN pros ide pro entise
sers ices is through their participation in
sselIness programs at the ssorksite that
address a range of health-related issues
both phssical and mental ss hich. if suc-
cessful. ss ill result in cost sas ings to the
compans (e.g.. in reduced insurance
costs). EAPs often sihmsor educational
seminars during the lunch hour on topics
such as stress inanagement Or drug abuse.
Sentinars of this tspe pros ide useful infOr-
illation that not onls contribute to emplox-
ees making healthier choices for
themselses and their families. hu. .:so
serse as a nicans of marketing EAP ser

ices and i-eaching some emplosces before
their problems arc of crisis proportions.
Proof of the actual cost-effectiveness of
ss chinos programs is more difficult: nes
ertheless. commitment to these efforts is
increasing.

The core service of EAP programs
continues to be pnifessional assistanee for
a range of personal problems that impact
on job performance. Currentls. most
EAPs descr;be their focus as broad brush.
meaning that the r ,ram addresses the
full range of permumi and famils problems
encountered bs emplosees. In addition.
most EAPs have also expanded their ser-

s ice deliser to include emPlosee`. fairiif

members. A sariets of methods are used
to successfulls accomplish these efforts.
including targeted promotions to famils
members and the use of professionals
trained in famils treatment ssho can pro-
s ide the assessments and referrals.

How EAPs Combat Substance
Abuse in the Workplace

While EAPs have alssass maintained a
focus on combating drug abuse in the
ssorkplace. pros iders are finding that a
strong famils component is kes to
addressing the problem. There are socral
%Ailss in sshich famils insolsement in these
programs occur:
I. Substance abusers are often the mos(
dif ficult people to reach \ MCC the primais

mptom ot the disease denial Illean

Ay!, Ili ...Milli( IA I t ). Iii 1,,ni '01 ND I
r'S

that the individual does not recognize he
or she has a problem. The family. on the
other hand. has often been in pain for a
long time and is reads to reach out for
help. Thus. an EAP that encourages fam-
ils involvement can eventually access the
employee thnhigh the famils memher ssho
Is motisated to seek assistance.
2. EAPs ss ith strong famils components
help to develop a more rounded assess-
ment of the employee\ pniblem. Often the
substance abuser is so impaired that it is
difficult for the EAP counselor to clearIs
identifs the exact nature and extent of the
pr(mblem. By including famils menthers in
the prt mcess. the counselor is better ahle
provide an accurate assessment and the
most effectise treatment referrals. there-
fore contributing to the famils \ best
chances of long-term recosers.
3. EAPs treat substance abuse as a famis
prohlem and kiwis e the famils in the
solution. Famils therapists belies e that. in
most cases, each member of the famils
assumes a specific role that propels the
substance abuser. For example. spouses of
alcoholics often become co-dependent .

creating obstacles for the substanee abuser
in recognizing that he she has a problem
a step that is crucial befOre recosers can
take place.

Conclusion
Substance abuse is one of the most

challenging problems faced hs all sectors
of our societs. While EAPs at the ssorksite
hase zin excellent s ehicle for motisating
the substance abuser to seek help-- the

ee's oh stabilits a olds effectise
FAP must go one step besond. The pro-
gram has the opportunits to not onls use
the posser of the famils to reach an
emplosee in trouble. but it can also help
fatnils members participate in the process
of rehabilitation. Hopefulls. in the future
all EAPs ss ill be asked tO demonstrate
their coninntment to famils insolsement
as a measure of their success.
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1)) Barbara Ornaglio

Alan Nlarkssood is a buss man. As
a Presention Area Coordinator. he
wears mans hats NA bile working with
local itcencies. goserninent units.
schools, the media. and sommunits
organi/ations in nMe counties to
ensure successfid pre\ ention efforts.
The Presention Area Coordinator is
the point person in Illinois\ model
InTouch presenti(m ssstem 55hich
administered bs the Illinois Depart-
ment of Alcoholism and Substance
buse iI)ASAi.

DASA belieses alcohol and other drug
abuse is a public health pniblem. As we
strise to promote healths lifests les among
Illinois citizens. it is clear that health
promotion and disease presennon must be
addresses! through stronc communits
based pre\ ention programs. In Illinois. we
hase spent the past seseral sears building a
pre\ ention network that depends on coor
dinatton I rom the federal gosernment to
the neighborhood parents' group and the
fanuls. 1 here are several different ts pes of
DAS:\ funded pies ennon programs in

Comprehensive Programs
Comprehensise grams are awarded to

communns -based agencies that pros ide
presention actis ines lii localls defined
sers ice areas suck it coulltic. tow nships.
and the Chicago cimununits areas. Ser

ices must target the total population .
south and adult, and he asailable through-
out the comniunits. Specific actis ities
must be based on the rise nanonalls
accepted presention strategies: informa-
tion. life skills huildine. alternause actis
ties, social polies awareness ;ind change.
and impactor training.

The InTouch System
1nTouch (Illinois Network to Organize

the l'nderstanding of Commumts Health)
is a management ss stem designed to bring
together communits presentism efforts.
Started in I985 as it collaboration between
the DASA. the Illinois State Board of
Iducation. and the ()Ince of the Lieuten-
ant ( iosernor. the model was deseloped to
film schools and conimunutes into
Regional Presention (iroups (RPG)

Innovative Programs
Innosanse grant piogr,un is a kind

ii mcuhatoi to' nev, presennon ideas that
ale I tmded through special initialises to

isk particular set:\ ices on a local
less.] Nese progianis are intended to be
demonstiation pi oleos for new ideas and
snategies Hi pi es ennon. In! Y 90. funded

programs ssere directed to high-risk
minorits populations. ss ith a focus on
projects targeted to residents of housing
pnijects. All of these projects are evalu-
ated for success and effectiseness.

Seseral of the Innosatise Programs are
now integral parts of the ss stem. Ntost
notahle are ten presention programs in
puhlic housMg commtinines across the
state. The initial project. funded in the
cits of Dam tile. gase us a sue in \A hick
to deselop and esaluate a model winch
is noss being transferred to other
ContIllunities.

Statewide Training
Training grants are intended to support

projects that w ill hase an impact on and be
accessible to persons across the state of
Illinois. Training programs address the
diserse needs of the pre\ ention field and
locus on multiple presention strategies.
Training is handled primarils bs the Pre
sention Resource Center ( PRC iss Inch was
tormed as part of the InTouch Ss stem.

Research tells us that education alone
is not effectise in presenting aleohol and
other drug abuse among south. To base
a greater chance of success. pre\ ention
effOrts hase to encompass multiple straie
gies as outlined ahose. Training. therefore,
is necessars to mose communities to a
point where thes can deselop effecti e
pre\ ention progranis. PR(' is funded to
pros ide resources. training, and technical
assistance in collaboration ss ith InThuch
PRC has a librars of prevention resources
in Springfield and a ('hicago branch spe
cializing in resources for people of color.
A series of basic or baseline presention
awareness and program deselopment
trainings are offered for pre\ ention proles,
Sionak and conlnitinn pres CM ion team
nlemhers. These training, include: an
introduction to alcohol and other drug
abuse presention. communits team train
ing. mobilizing communities Ii ir change.
and how to implement baseline training at
the local les el.

In addition. ongoing training IS iii fered
in special topics such as parenting. outh
deselopment. and commumts des clop
ment. PRC coordinates the resourVe needs
that are identified Iss communities as thes
refine their presention effin-ts.

Youth Development
Hie success of south deselopinent pro

grams that are part of the In'Iouch ss stem
silos\ \ the positise el feels of sanninunit
based pre s ention The Illinois Tesmags,
inslitute (IT)) and Operation Snowball.
Inc . are prime e 'samples. \lore than One
thousand teenagers attended I I'l in 1991
to learn how to deselop leadership skills
Mans of those teens skein hi mil: and

0

sersed as role models in Operation Snow
hall chapters. Snowhall is a network of
communits prevention programs 55 Inch
esolsed from ITI. Volunteers conduct
weekend retreats and south leadership
training programs. Snowball has an 18-
meinber Board of Directors which film:
tions as an adsocate and educator of
south. It has gross n to at least 83 chapters
throughout the state. Both ITI and Snow-
ball are sponsored bs the Illinois Alcohol-
ism and Drug Depe nuence Association.
and 1ADDA serses as the clearinghouse
for inkmation on the Snowball prograni.
Mans of the Snowball board ineinbers
are also part of InToueh. which further
strengthens the coordinated and compre-
hensise approach to pre\ ention in Illinois.

Working Together
Pres ennui,. supported bs DAS:\ and the

S stein, has truI heconle a force
for communits change. but altering norms
and salutes about alcohol and other drugs
is a long-term commitment. For Alan
N1arkwood and his staff, sustaining that
commitment means that on ans das or
es ening thes nias

assist a local pre\ ention agencs in one of
the nine comities in their Presention
Set:\ ice Area
make connections between oserlapping
local. state, and lederal pre\ ention
initianses
gather and report information on current
los:al pre s ention actis ities
help to organize and ads ise a local or
regional solunteer pre\ ention group
write material foi the InThuch
new sleuer
set up or publicize presention trammg
esents
respond to inquiries for pre\ ennon
inkirmation. materials, and referrals
participate m public polies adsocacs
etiorts.
The liffouch ssstein pi-sis isles tlie

structure through eighteen Pres ention
Sers ice Area Coordinating programs. the
resources and trainmg through the Pres en
non Resource Center. and the program
asuis ities and set s ices through the more
than 125 local conummits-ba,ed agencies
funded hs DASA. The DASA-supportcd
pre\ entnm ssstenl. ssi t hi InTotich as the
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Useful Evaluation few Community-Based Prevention Programs
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There are thousands of pre\ entkm pro-
grams and acns it les ongoing across the
,:ountr in small toss ns. suburbs, and
major urban centers. While program
pros. iders and participants ,ire generalls.
enthusiastic, the.s ma hase dif ficult \
cons incing funding sources that their
programs are effect ise. Increasingls
prilgrani deselopers. citi/ens. and funding
sources are calling for documentation and
sstematic esaluat ion of these programs.
Part icularl in the area ol prssention of
alcohol and other drug abuse. substantial
re \ourees hase been desoted to prograins;
but for the inatorit sse base little infor-
mation about their effects. Program esalu-
at ton can address man unansssered
question,. Ix, the progi-ams ssork? 1-0

ss hat e \tent :Ile the able to ccomplish
their goals and oblectis es? 'Ns hat are the

.4td

Implementation of the program as
planned. and (3 ) the target groups sers ed
b the program. Sfrp 3 is Outconle hvalu
ation and it includes documentation of
ss hat happened as a result of the program
and its immediate effects. Swp 4 is Impact
fisaluation. or the examination of the
ultimate or longer term ef fects desired b
a program. A famil life education pro-
gram. for example. might result in the
immediate outcome of increased knoss
edge about conception and contraception
(Step 3). s ith the ultimate effect (or
impact) of reduction in the rates of teen
pregnanc (Step 4i.

Nlost programs incorporate these four
steps (goals. actis it ies. outcomes. and
longer term effect), but often thes are not
specif led behirelsand nor recorded in

How Does All This Apply to a Real
Program?

The example that follims describes a
parent training program for the pre\ ention
of alcohol and other drug use anumg teens.
The goals. process Mdicators, outcomes,
and impacts are identified in parentheses.
The bottom of Figure I outlines the four
steps in this e \ample:

A Parent Skills Training program sas
deseloped b the local Communit Mental
Health Center at the request of the McLin-
man High School adininistration. Man of
the students at the sehiuol sho got inv(thed
ss ith drug and alcohol use came from
families e \perieneing high degrees of
1;11110> conflict and km loci. of suppor-
tReness for the child. In addition. the
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PI ograillilling

Four Step \ lode!
of l aluation

Parenting Skills
Example

11,00' I"' rvatuat,y,
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Co,r,
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At'100'.1t, CludnI"y
1.0ciorf's

IJ/I
Sieo
Parent:ng sai:siacton reeasure
Paiequno knowledge measure
Fan,iyi.r,5110,,frent scale measure

bai lie] to program implementation and
pnlgrain eltectiseness'

W lule the call lor esaluation 1,r1155 s
louder. man> of those vs ho are implement
mg programs in local communities either
lack the resource \ to conduct e\tenst\ e
esaluanons or feel the, do not base the
skills and e \ pertise to design or complete
a pi ogram esaluat ion In response to these
giassroots needs, the authors ha\ e doe!
oped a usei ii iendl.s program esaluation

ol ishoOk to benef II those \slit) /Ho\ ide
pre ent Ise sers ice acii

I he ssorkbook IN structured mound a
tour step approach to esaluation I see
Figme Ii \ rep / is to Identil> ('joals and
I )esircd Outcomes. Swp 2 is Process
Isaluation, sshitli insolses the documen
tation I i Ii the dots ities undertaken to
accomplish a goal or to bring ;Mom a
desned outomie. 121 thc ilbstacles to

D

\iematic \sa. We I ind that sers ice pro.
iders understand the logic of esaluat tom

but often base difficult putting the infor-
mation nno a program esaluation format
IO reduce these barriers, the es aluation
ssorkbook identif it's common approaches
to pre\ ent ion (e.g.. a public assareness
campaign. paient training pri)grain. school
connnunit partnership). and provides a
set ol ssorkshects for each pre\ ention
approach For each t pe of program. there
is a ssorksheet module ss Inch follosss the
foul step evaluation model mdis iduali/ed
loi the specific present ion program being
es,duated ss ith room for inothl ;cation to
rellect the specifics ot local el lorts.
ssoikshects idctitils common goals ,ind
desued outcomes and suggest usef ul pro
cess esaluation data to recold. as \\ ell a,
suggested instiuments lot each of the
outcomes identilied.

r

C'onununit Nlemal Health Center staff
became :mare of research es idenie that
outh sho get insolsed ill illicit drug use
ollen come from families :ith poor dtsci-
pl Me, poor parent-child communication,
and loss hunil.s. cohesion. Students I ront
kunilies eperiencing high degrees ot
tittil. conflict and loy, famil cohesion

s ere considered to be at high risk for drug
and idcohol use (target gnmp-Step

With this information in mind, the stall
of the Nlental Ilealth Center and the
school's stall decided to adopt the NY/
Parent Skills Training curriculum. The
thought that if the training improsed the
parent's parenting kiwis', ledge
resolution skills (goals Step I I, then
these Ingh-risk stullents ssould be esposed
to less stress and to a more cohesise and
supportne famil ens ironment (goals
Step I r I he felt that ml the parent's par-



enting knowledge and skills unprowd
(outeimie Step 3i. then drug use among
the high-risk students ould he reduced
( impact Step 4).

The parenting program was plaimed to
cimiprise 16 sessions. each fasting one
hour. and presented iine esening a week
at the liTh schml ladik ilk-, quanta>
planned Step 2). The first two sessions
would loin )(Ince the parents to the philoso
ph> of parenting skills. Special attention
was tocused on setting limits on the child's
helms ior st. hile liistering the child's sell
reliance and abilit> to cope s 411 his own
pniblems. A special session was deel
oped h> the niental health center and

stall Mitch presented a uleotapc
on recogni/ing indicators ot child and
adolescent drug and dicihol use and dis
cussing how parents could ef lectkel>
resp(ind to suspecIed use. The nest three
sessions would de%elop communication
and conflict resolution skills needed to put
the parenting skills plidosoph> into prac
nee Hie Iasi ten sessions would lOcus on
practicing and role pla> ing communica
t ion and conflict resolut ton skills w ith a
ariet> of problematic parent child satta

tions 1..nlortunatel. (int> fie of the ten
practice and role pia> v ere actia

',lop 4
1
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all> conducted because ol had weather and
scheduling ,.ontlicts with the school dis
met (quanta> actual dtWiepatic> esplana
lions Step 2).

The NY/ program was announced to all
parents through a school [nail out uhe

goal was to haw 75 program pat ticipants
(quanta> planned Step 2). The intention
was to hase a group made up primarif of
patents ot lugh-risk students. hut other
parents could participate if space was
as adable. Sists parents attended the lust
session hut onl \ 10 of these 60 parents
appeared to he I rom high risk goups
(ipiantit> actual targeted gioup nussing
Step 2) Ihe tiaincis were told k some
parncipants tlmt man> 01 the parents not
attending had no ii .itisportat ion miked ii

night. had no safe place to lea\ e then
\kyle single parents v. ho

feared that esermInc eke Ni gild he lluplcs

(discrepanc> e \planation, Step 21. Ten
parents. 6 of them high-risk. dropped out
of the program belore it v,as, completed. A
parenting satisfaction measure (outcome
measure Step 31. gisen to all participants
hefore and aner the NY/ program. indica-
ted an aerage gain of 3)) percent III parent
satisfaction.

Sewral additional tests were gisen alter
the NY/. program was completed. Partici
pants as eraged a score of 85 percent on a
standardi/ed test ol NY/. parenting know]
edge (outcome measUre Step 3). The
lamil> conflict questionnaire and the
\loos Famil> Ens ironment Scale (out
conic measure Step 3) norms indicated
that the NY/ participants scored at the
3(1(11 percentile on conflict and at the 75th
percentile on fannl> cohesion. A check of
school disciplinar> records indicated that
none (tithe chikften of program partici-
pant.- were insoked in drug- or alcohol
related incidents (nnpact indicator Step

41. In addition. all parents reported posi
tie attitudes toward the NY/. training
esperience on a workshop caluation
torm.

lii esaluate dus t> pc of pmgram. esalu
attn.. could use the worksheet nuidule tor
"Parenting Skills Training.- The Step I
worksheet guides the ex aluation team to

tctuiil pmgram goals. Common goats
hit- parenting skills programs such as

improw parenting skills- and -reduce
parent-child conflict- are preprnned (in
the orksheet s th space asailahle tor the
es aluation team to add addnional goals
unique to their sfilial fon.

The Step 2 worksheet guides the tealli
through documentatuin ol the numhei itt
training sessions planned. the targeted
audience, consideration of who was miss
ing. and v, hal might !me been obstacles
lit successlul implementation. Common
aspects specific to parenting skills training
are preprinted on the worksheets. The Stip
3 worksheet shows the goals identilied in
Shp s ith suggested Iltea.ure. tor each
goal (copies ol the measures are included
111 the workhook) The eSaluators are
InqUILled tim recithl (taut from pre and
poia assessments in specified ctillinins.
along w di m> data t rom companson
gioups. histnictIons arc pro\ ided to guide
anal>sis ol these outcomes to determine
plogram etlects

Step 4. Ilk' Inipaet 1-Aaltialion work
sheet. identifies 7 nuhces (it the desired
impact of drug and alcoluil pre\ ent ion
prol.2ra111111111g. I he sorkhook prm ties

til!ge,,Iloik liii v% here to get these data and
encourages compai Isons both pre and
post pi-4)gram scores ;mil eomparisiins

ith ()diet sumlai settings 11111 did not
impliement these plogiants ieontiol
gtoups

,

This workho(ik has been used com-
munit> groups throughout the Southeast

ith \el.\ posiike leedhack. Man \
schools and communit> teams haw used
the materials lig piogram planning. Nos
Ice eialuakirs report that the mirkhook
helped to reduce theft an \ let> ahout esalu

h> pros iding a concrete framework
trom winch to herrn to structure the evalu
a6on act is [ties. The workluuils is not
intended to he a hai.dhook fOr how to
conduct sophisticated es aluatiotis of model
research and demonstration pmgrams that
test theories and 11> pollle,,es. Radler. the
materials are designed to encourage and
lacilitate csaluation et forts and to build
inaluation capacit> at the local leel and to
pros ide programs with procedures that
ssihl he useful !Or program management.
resimrce inanagement. and accountahilit>.
These eSaluations can pros ule ongoing
feedback on prograin implementation and
resource allocation.

Preparation of the es aluation workbook
was initiated in 1989 h> the Stuitheast
Regional Center for Drug-Free Schools
and Communities in Atlanta. I

The original workho(ik has been res ised
and is being published k die Of f ice 16r
Substa nee Abuse Present ion as Preventecitt
Pho .4A tCSt!/it/ 11coltol itml Other
Drum l'Ivre»oon at the School
and Conmumks Level .-1 houti Step GUIde

Progmm .1%\e%\titent. It should
he asailahle (free) earl \ in 19)2. While
the workbook Is specilieall> targeted to
programs fig die preSention of alcohol
and other drug use in the school and
communit> level, man . of the worksheets
are designed tor famil> resource t> pe
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The following selection of current films and
videos is a sampling of the varied material
available for young children and adolescents.
parents. and the professionals who work with
them

Addiction: The Problems, The Solutions
(1990. 30 mins . video only) Teenagers often
fail to realize the complexities of addiction
what it is. who is vulnerable, why an addiction
is so hard to kick, and what can be done In a
series of Interviews with young people. a
medical expert. and a psychologist, this video
examines the whys and hows of addictive
behavior to make viewers aware of what
being addicted really means Video discusses
types of addictions Leprocess and substance
signs of addiction, and cross-addiction
Study Guide Sunburst Communications

America Hooked on Drugs (1986. 20
mins . 16mm/video) Report produced by
'ABC Nightline" and hosted by Ted Koppel
explores the prevalence of drug use in
Amencaits debilitating effects on the
human brain, the personal costs, and the loss
to business in declining productivity In can-
did Interviews. tormer drug users reveal how
drug abuse disastrously affected their lives
MTI Film and Video.

America Hurts: The Drug Epidemic
(1987 34 mins.. 16mm/video) An eye-opening
look at the long-term implications of a society
where a morally corrupt drug Industry pro-
vides an enticing model of easy financial
success The growing menace of cocaine
crack marijuana. PCP. and "designer drugs'
is shown to extend far beyond the user The
expanding circle of devastation includes
families. communities, and entire nations
Interviews with authorities explain how impov-
erished supplier nations are held virtually
enslaved by the demands of the drug industry
and how the efforts to meet those demands
are destroying law and order, farming lands
and the lives of innocents M71 Film and
Video

Bodywatch: No Butts 11987 30 mins
16mm/video) Despite years of health warn-
ings. millions of Americans continue to
smoke The pleasures behind smoking. both
psychological and physical. are presented as
well as the newest and hardest facts about
second-hand smoke arid the effects of paren-
tal smoking on children Examines successful
strategies for quitting the habit for good MTI
Film and Video

Breathing Easy (1984. 30 mins . 16mini
video) LaVar Burton. Mark Harmon. and
Joan Van Ark appear on the "Breathing
Easy- network which presents up-beat pro-
grams that extinguish the glamorous myths
about smoking and encourage preteens and
teenagers to "be well, stay well, and make the
choices that will make their lives the very best
they can be This non-smoking film is bound
to be accepted by viewers M7I Film and
Video

Coke isn't It: Hard Facts about Cocaine
(1989. 26 mins.. video only) Live action
vignettes and an interview with a medical
doctor provide the hard facts about cocaine
use These include the extreme physical ,ind
psychological effects of the drug. the popular
misconceptions involving cocaine, and a
discussion of the "business- of cocaine use
Guidance Associates
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Films
and Videos
on
Substance
Abuse
Prevention

Drug Free Me (1990. 15 mins . video only)
This video helps chidlren (grades K-3) under-
stand the difference between medicine arid
illegal drugs: from whom it is appropriate to
take medicine. and that they can talk to adults
about their problems Third graders' art work
depicts their thoughts and feelings regarding
tobacco. alcohol, and drugs. Tempsett Bleds-
coe from The Cosby Show is featured in one
segment Study Guide Select Media.

Inhalant Abuse: Kids in Danger/Adults in
the Dark (1990. 18 mins . video only) A video
about the growing abuse of legal substances
by children spray paint, nail polish remover
colored markers. and 600 legal substances
are deliberately used by seven million chil-
drenl Video offers telltale signs of inhalant
abuse, how children conceal their inhalant
abuse. and practical prevention steps Study
Guide. Media Projects. Inc

Kids Talking to Kids (1989. 17 mins . video
only) Effective viewing for children 9 years of
age through high school Through Interviews
and scenes from their lives, five children
discuss their experiences in an alcoholic
family. Video is designed to teach young
people better coping skills and to inform other
children and adults of ways they can help
Children of Alcoholics Foundation, Inc

Steroids: Shortcut to Make-believe
Muscles (1990 35 mins.. video only) This
video was designed for health education, and
takes an in-depth k,ok at steroids and why
they should not be used by healthy people tot
non-medical reasons Through interviews
with a college athlete. a U S Navy doctor, and
several coaches, the video discusses where
steroids come from and cites the lack of
quality control in their production Under-
scores the many dangers steroids pose for
men and women in athletics Study Guide
Sunburst Communications

Teaching Healthy Choices: Strategies for
Substance Use Prevention in Grades K-2
(1990. 50 mins . video only). This video was
produced by Bank Street College of Educa-
tion to train teachers, counselors, and admin-
istrators to implement Project Healthy
Choices, a substance-use prevention pro-
gram for children in grades K-2 It is divided
into three parts. Sell-assessment Healthy
Choices in Action and Getting Started Study
Guide Select Media

Li I.,

The Substance Abuse Series (1990.
15-20 mins each, video only). A series of six
videos. About Alcohol. Young People and
Alcohol, About Drinking and Driving. About
Drug Abuse, Young People and Drug Abuse.
and About Cocaine and Crack. The unique
three-part format of each video captures on-
the-street interviews, commentary by experts.
and special animation Study Guide Chan-
rung L Bete Co.. Inc.

Wasted: A True Story (1983. 24 mins..
16mmAndeo). A dramatic case history demon-
strates how substance abuse affects not only
the user, but the whole family as well. Com-
bining animation and candid interviews with a
teenage brother and sister. this film is a
powerful "from one kid to another" message
that weighs the highs that the brother experi-
enced against what he lost as a drug addict.
self-respect, family trust, and friends who
cared MTI Film and Video.

When Your Parent Drinks too Much (1987
27 mins 16 mm/video). Most children of
alcoholics feel isolated and alone. other
feelings accompany the "disease of denial-
such as anger. humiliation, and helplessness
In order to help children of drinking parents.
this film portrays three different family situa-
tions and the ways in which children involved
handle the disease Study Guide MD Film
and Video

Women. Drugs and Alcohol. (1980. 21
mins . 16mm/video) Women's growing depen- .

idence on and addiction to legal drugs and
alcohol is presented Film examines doctor/
patient relationship in the prescribing of
drugs. early signs of abuse. alternatives for
coping with stress and conflict, and the need
for support systems when confronting the
issue of drug or alcohol abuse M7I Film and
Video

Video/Film Distributors
Channing L. Bete Co.. Inc. t800!628 7733t
200 State Rd South Deerfield MA 01373
Children of Alcoholics Foundation. Inc.
02/754,06561
PO Box 4185 Grand Central Slaton
New York. NY 10163

Guidance Associates 914/666-4100)
PO Box 3000 Mount Kisco NY 10549
Media Projects. Inc. (214/826 38631
5215 Homer Si Dallas T X 7`0206

MTI Film and Video (8001621-21311
108 Wilmot Rd Deerfield. IL 60015
Select Media (2121431.8923)
74 Varick St Third Floor New York Ny 10013

Sunburst Communications (800(4.11 1934)
39 Washngton Ave PO Box 10
Pleacantvdle NY 10570
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Growing up Strong (GUS)
The University of Oklahoma
Center for Child and Farm ly Development

be.)Const.tution St flonm 221
Norman OK 73037 0005 405325 1441,
Ann 0 Bar Associate Drector

This curriculum is designed to develop strong
mental health in preschool and elementary
school children, tailored to their specific
developmental levels and interests GUS
believes that the best way to prevent drug
abuse. and a number of other problems that
can develop in older children, is to enhance
self-esteem and to help every child develop
positive habits, attitudes, and We skills as
early as possible GUS is used as an integral
part of a total early childhood curriculum: its
features include classroom activities, teacher
information, family involvement. GUS and
GUSSIE dolls and puppets, resources, and
information on evaluation. screening. and
assessment Exercises, role-playing. and a
variety of discussion topics are handled in
culturally. ethnically. and racially sensitive
ways GUS promotes a productive teacher-
child-family relationship through meetings.
open house get-togethers. and particularly
through a series of activity and information
sheets sent home to parents weekly Spanish
Bilingual* and Native American supplements
of the GUS program are also available

It's Elementary
Nat.onal Assoc lation for Children ol Atcohel.t. s
NACoAi 31706 Coast Highway .201

So,ith 1.iqtina, CA 92677 714499-3889

It Is estimated that there are 28 6 million
children in the U S who are affected by
parental alcoholism, of these 6.6 million are
under the age of 18 Because the home life
of these children affects their ability to learn
and perform academically and socially in the
school environment. NACoA has developed
the National Elementary School Protect for
Children of Alcoholics titled It's Elementary
OSAP and the U S Department of Education
have cooperated with NACoA in sponsoring
this protect which assists school staff Com-
ponents of It's Elementary include Marvel
Comics posters. a Spiderman comic book for
children (produced in cooperation with the
National Committee for the Prevention of
Child Abuse) a guidebook. It's Elementary
Meeting the Needs of High-Risk Youth in the
School Setting, designed ior teachers. admin
istrators, and counselors, and a school/
community-based training film and training
programs NACoA operates a clearing

house, produces a quarterly newsletter. and
sponsors regional and national conferences
annually

Star Parents: Skills for Effective
Parenting 101/Skylight Publishing Inc
200 E Wood Street Suite 250
Palatine IL 60067 1,800 922.4474

The two-part Star Parents program introduces
a basis for strong teacher-student-parent
teams Its first step is a Training Manual (K-14)
for a school or district trainer to use with
parents The book's information and ideas
help students become responsible decision-
makers and thinkers who can sort out prob-
lems, analyze possible solutions, and build a
healthy. substance-free lifestyle. For parents
and teachers who have first completed the
training program. the Parent Booklet offers an
active learning approach for practicing and
using their skills and strategies at home In
addition the Star Program offers training and
materials for three student age groups Early
Stars, focused on helping students say yes to
foods and activities that are healthy. Team
Stars. helping students work together cooper-
atively at stages when peer pressure is at a
peak. and Star Choices, providing older
students with facts about substance use and
abuse and practice in dealing with tough
situations that involve alcohol and other drugs

Common Sense: Strategies for
Raising Alcohol- and Drug-Free
Children 1/800-225-5483

A partnership of the National PTA arid ihe
GTE Corporation has developed a prevention
program that spotlights specific ways parents
can minimize the risk that their children will
become involved with alcohol and drugs
Designed for use by PTAs and like groups to
educate parents of children in grades 3-6.
the program focuses on three areas building
strong bonds to family and school: establish-
ing rights, rules, and limits: and providing
children with good parental role models. The
program kit contains instructions for organiz-
ing and conducting four interactive meetings.
and strategies for leaders to use in getting
parents and others involved in drug preven-
tion PTAs can receive one kit tree by calling
1/800-225-5483: civic. community. or other
parent teacher organizations can obtain a kit
for $44 Selected materials from the kits have
been translated into Spanish "

Project STAR
9300 Ward Parkway PO Box 8480
Kansas City. MO 64114 816/966 3601
Dr Calvin C Cormack Executive Direr tot

This alcohol and other drug resistance pro-
gram. funded and administered by the
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, is a 13-
lesson curriculum taught by selected teach-
ers in all metropolitan Kansas City public and
private schools STAR strives to teach stu-
dents to recognize the factors that influence
them to use alcohol and other drugs. and to
help them develop the skills needed to resist
those influences Project STAR is also being
taught in more than 50 percent of the middle
schools throughout Missouri and Kansas. in
several Colorado schools, and is being pilo
led in Washington. DC Project STAR believes
prevention strategies need to go beyond

Resource File

school-based curricula and aids local, state.
and national efforts to influence social policy
change: offers technical assistance to devel-
oping programs, and promotes healthy com-
munities through its STAR Connections and
STAR Baseline programs

Families InTouch
The Parents InTouch Prolect
'343 Dodge Avenue Evanston IL 60202
708 864-5660 Mi Lewis Koch

Written by an award-winning family author.
scriptwriter, and columnistJoanne Barbara
Kochthis 6-book series helps parents
understand and adapt information on alcohol.
drugs sex and AIDS to their own value
system and their own children There are
three age groups involved 5-7. 8-10. and
11 15 Each group has two booksone for
parents to read themselves, and one for
parents to read with their children The format
is lively, interactive, and the graphics warmly
reflect a variety of ethnic families FIT rein-
forces children's self-esteem and teaches
them to distinguish between healthy and
unhealthy choices in the problematic issues
of avoiding alcohol and other drug use. pre-
mature and inappropriate sexual active.y and
AIDS For parents who experience difficulty
discussing these sublects with their young-
sters. the books help them "rehearse- before-
hand Initially launched by DASA throughout
Illinois (see page 17). more than a million
Families InTouch books ($10 for a set of two)
are in use across the country (a Spanish "
language version is also available) New on
the market, also modestly priced. is a school
based package of Instructor's Guides and
Student Journals for each of the age groups
Discounted bulk quantities are available The
program's certification by OSAP makes the
books eligible for purchase using federal
Drug Free School funds

Fatal Attraction: The Selling
of Addiction
Center for Med.a and Values
1962 Shenandoah Street
Los Angeles CA 90034 213/559-2944

We cannot make progress in reducing our
society's drug problem until young people
understand how the addiction merchants are
using the media to manipulate them That's
the message of articles and action ideas in
the spring/summer 1991 issue of Media&Va-
lues magazine that makes the connection
between media messages about alcohol and
cigarettes and the addictive lifestyle they sell
One article points out the marketing ploys
used to attract ethnic and minority groups.
and another helps teachers and kids analyze
the subtle techniques of advertising copywri-
ters This issue is another in the Center's
efforts to teach media literacy T he ncst stop.
available in early 1992. is their new Selling
Addiction A Workshop Kit on Tobacco and
Alcohol Advertising, designed as a curriculum
resource for schools churches, youth groups
and community centers. with a vicieolape
lesson plans. handouts evaluation for rns
and further resources Coiltithod
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Office of Minority Health
Resource Center
U S Department of Health & Human Services
Public Health Service PO Box 37337
Washington DC 20013-7337 11800.444-6472

OMHRC maintains information on health-
related resourcesavailable at the federal.
state. and local levelsthat target Aslans and
Pacific Islanders. Blacks. Hispanics/Latinos.
and Native Americans Information Special-
ists handle calls from consumers and health
professionals. referring requests to appron-
ate organizations. locating relevant meter, s.
and identifying sources of technical assis
tance Their database includes sources of
free or low-cost services, and a network of
professionals who provide expert technical
assistance to minority community-based
organizations, volunteer groups, and individu-
als. A series of fact sheets entitled "Closing
the Gap" shows the health disparity between
minorities and non-minorities, describing the
extent to which specific groups are affected
avenues of prevention, and sources of addi-
tional information.

COSSMHO: The National Coalition ot
Hispanic Health and Human Services
Organization
1501 16th Street NW. Washington DC 20036

Martinez. Program Ass I 202!797-4343

COSSMHO has developed a package of
three bilingual booklets to be used as a
classroom or home supplement to a drug
prevention program. Dile que no, Just say no'
(for children): and Ayudando a sus alumnos a
decide que no. Helping your students say no
(for teachers and for parents). Upbeat. visu-
ally appealing, educational, and motivating
through celebrity messages from Linda
Ronstadt. Edward James Olmos. and Gloria
Estefan. these booklets contain games.
music. puzzles, etc geared to helping young-
sters with a Stay smartl Don't start, approach
Individual and bulk copies available

Institute on Black Chemical
Abuse, Inc.
2616 Nicullet Avenue
Minnoapolis MN 55408 612871.7878

IBCA addresses alcohol and drug abuse in
the black community. providing direct ser-
vices locally and training and consultation
nationally Their special expertise in the
cultural aspects of chemical dependency is
used in developing counseling strategies.
assessing community service needs, and
prevention planning Individual and fi-gnily
counseling. home-based services, outpatient
treatment. aftercare. and a family violence
program are among IBCA's services A variety
of technical assistance services are available.
:i Resource Center collects, disseminates.
and produces publications and information
on black chemical abuse. and an active
Volunteer and Intern Program attracts stu-
dents and professionals for extended training.
and options for community involvement

1 , -111H, I ( OAL 'ilk 1,1'11

NCADI, the National Clearinghouse
for Alcohol and Drug Information
PO Box 2345 Rockville, MD 20852
1/800-729-6686 or 1 /800-SAY-N0-T0 (Drugsl

NCADI is the national center for citizen infor-
mation and resources on every facet of alco-
hol and other drug abuse. A phone call
connects you with a specialist who can do a
database search: mail grant announcements
and application kits: take a subscription for
Prevention Pipeline, the bi-monthly newsletter
about prevention research, resources, and
activities: and inform you about a free audio-
visual loan service. A Publication Catalog.
printed twice yearly, lists free posters. fact
sheets on individual drugs, booklets, and
statistics; data for prevention program plan-
ners. health care providers, and educators:
and materials on treatment and rehabilitation.
racial and ethnic minorities, the elderly,
women. youth. AIDS. workplace programs.
atc. In addition, the Catalog publishes a list of
the state RADAR (Regional Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Resource) Network Centers which
consist of state clearinghouses, specialized
information centers of national organizations.
and the Department of Education Regional
Training Centers. NCADI talks to 17.000
callers each month. In response to questions
that recur frequently, they have developed a
new series of Resource Guides for specific
groups that include high school students.
preschoolers. African Americans. Hispanics/
Latinos. Pregnant and Postpartum Women:
topics include Rural Health Issues. Preven-
tion Curricula, Community Action Fundrais-
ing. et al NIDA (National Institute on Drug
Abuse) materials are also distributed by
NCADI

OSAP: The Office for Substance
Abuse Prevention
U S Department of Health & Human Services
5600 Fishers Lane Rockwell Bldg
Rockwell MD 20857 301i443-0369

Promotes and distributes prevention materi-
als (posters. brochures: resource kits for
parents. youth. and teachers: directories.
program descriptions) throughout the
country
Develops materials and disseminates
information from its database (at NCADI) on
prevention, intervention, and treatment for a
variety of audiences
Provides continuing education training for
professionals in health and health allied
fields, and multicultural training workshops
for professionals. parents. and youth
Supports community-based prevention
programs through grant programs and on-
site consultation.
Supports the National Clearinghouse for
Alcohol and Drug Information (NCADI) and
the Regional Alcohol and Drug Awareness
Resource (RADAR) Network (see NCADI)
Develops partnerships with a variety of
local, state, and national organizations
to ensure a comprehensive approach

/.,

to addressing alcohol and other drug
problems.
Sponsors a multi-year. public education
program. "Be Smart! Stay Smart! Don't
Start!" targeted to preadolescent and teen-
age audiences.

The Federal Drug, Alcohol, and Crime
Clearinghouse Network

As of August 15. 1991, anyone in the U.S can
call 1/800-788-2800 and immediately access
any of seven federal clearinghouses and
information centers focusing on alcohol and
other drugs. The Department of Health and
Human Services, the Department of Justrce.
the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, and the Department of Education
have established this network which serves
as a single point of entry for all federal alcohol
and drug clearinghouses addressing the
following topic areas: alcohol and other drugs
information and prevention; drugs and crime.
drug abuse treatment: drug-free workplace
programs: alcohol and drua abuse prevention
in public assisted housing: AIDS. drug abuse.
and prevention: and criminal justice issues on
the national and international level.

Discovering Normal: A Parenting
Program for Adult Children of
Alcoholics and their Partners
Children of Alcoholics Foundation. Inc
PO Box 4185. Grand Central Station
New York NY 10163 212/754.0656
Irene Bush. Director of Parenting Project

Having been affected by familial alcoholism,
adult children of alcoholics often need help in
(earning how to raise their own children and
to become effective. confident parents The
new curriculum r. ,m COAF. Discovering
Norma). is designed to strengthen such
families Material is presented in a small
group format to be facilitated by one or two
group leaders, the course to be presented
over 6 or 10 weeks, each segment lasting
11/2-21/2 hours. Discovering Normal has been
tailored for ACOAs who may not have had
parental role models, and who, as a result,
may be unsure. overly rigid. or punitive. The
program helps these parents understand that
their children develop within a range of nor-
mal. and there is no way to predict a particu-
lar child's physical or emotional development
The needs of both parent and child must be
met and positive communication established
to ensure a balanced family life The program
can be put to use in family and child serving
agencies, alcoholism treatment agencies.
and parent support cen;ers

Preparing for the Drug Free Years
Developmental Research and Programs inc
130 Nickerson Suite 107
Sriattle WA 98109 1/800.736-2630

This program is a risk-focused workshop for
parents of children in grades 4-7 At the same
time it helps parents understand the wide-
spread dangers of teen drug abuse. it also
empowers parents to develop an action plan
to keep the family drug-free Based on the
extensive research of Drs David Hawkins
and Richard Catalano at the University of



Washington, Preparing for the Drug Free
Years is a prevention program combining live
presentations by local workshop leaders with
video instruction, skill building, and practical
demonstrations in 5 2-hour sessions:

Getting Started: How to Prevent Drug
Abuse in Your Family
Setting Guidelines: Developing a Family
Position on Drugs
Avoiding Trouble: How to Say No to Drugs
Managing Conflict: How to Express and
Control Anger
Including Everyone: Strengthening Family
Bonds

A 142-page Family Activity Book gives parents
a written record of the program content,
worksheets for important tasks, agendas for
family meetings, and exercises to extend the
program as an integral part of family life. The
Leaders' Guide is for educators, medical.
social, and human service workers, and
school and civic group leaders who will then
conduct parent workshops. A Workshop
Leaders Guide is used in conjunction with the
programs, videotapes. and Drug Free Years
Curriculum Kit. The Drug Free Tool Kit pro-
vides marketing materials, incentives, and a
planning guide for promoting workshops.

Families for Prevention
Experience Education
4944 S 114th St Omaha. NB 68137
1/800477-4236
William Homer. President

The major component of Families for Preven-
tion is a 40-minute videotape for parents of
3rd graders to view in their own homes
(audiotapes are also available for those who
need them). The tape combines a 20-
question testto be scored by the parents
that helps families assess their children's risk
for drug use, with tips for parents on how to
deal with children more effectively to avoid
alcohol and other chemical dependency in
later life. For those families who find their risk
scores high. an accompanying pamphlet lists
local and national help numbers to phone for
information and resources. The tape is narra-
ted by celebrity dancer. Ben Vereen. and is
interspersed with advice and research infor-
mation. A school package consists of 30
videos. 8 audiotapes. 5 classroom posters. 5
program guides, and pamphlets for parents.
Families for Prevention is also available in
Spanish.*

Talking with Your Kids about Alcohol
(TWYKAA) Prevention Research Institute
629 N Broadway. Suite 210
Lexington. KY 40508 606/254-9489
Terry O'Bryan. Executive Director

Parents worry about a// drugs. but more and
more parents are learning that the drug most
often used by teens is alcohol. Studies show
that kids have seen 100,000 beer commer-
cials before they reach legal drinking age.
and the success of their parties is often
measured by how much alcohol is consumed
The leading cause of death among teens is
alcohol-related motor vehicle accidents But
even talking about alcohol makes many
parents anxious, so TWYKAA teaches them
what to say and how to say it. A nationally
recogniied and evaluated prevention pro-
gram. TWYKAA uses parents as the primary
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prevention force in their kids' lives. and
believes parents have the right and the
responsibility to learn the facts about alcohol
and communicate them to their children. The
TWYKAA program is for the parents of any
age child who is not chemically dependent.
The goals of the course are to increase absti-
nence. delay aae of onset, and decrease use.
The program is taught in 4 21/2-hour sessions:
more than 1400 instructors have been trained
in the 4-day workshops to teach groups of
15-20 parents in their own community or
school district. Both didactic and experiential,
the course empowers parents to set clear
expectations and consequences about drink-
ing. TWYSAA, Talking With Your Students
About Alcohol, is a school-based version of
the program.

National Families in Action
2296 Henderson Mitl Road. Suite 204
Atlanta, GA 30345 404/934-6364
Sue Rusche. Executive Director

NFIA's thrust is in arming ordinary citizens
with accurate information about the harmful
effects of drug abuse, and empowering them
to organize and take action to bring about
positive change for their families and com-
munities. Central to all NFIA's activities is its
National Drug Information Center, currently
housing some 500.000 documents on drug
abuse. The staff provides written materials,
phone consultation), referrals for treatment.
public speakers. and public policy statements
on issues around drug abuse and prevention.
The Center also serves as a RADAR site.
providing support. guidance. and linkage for
neighborhood groups. NFIA publications
include a step-by-step guidebook. How to
Form a Families in Action Group for Your
Community, and Crack Update, a brochure
outlining the effects of crack/cocaine abuse.
Drug Abuse Update for Kids is being devel-
oped as are Updates on 25 different drugs of
abuse. NFIA's drug education curricula. You
Have the Right to Know, is designed to help
families in public housing organize drug
prevention groups. Under a grant from OSAR
the first one in its series. You Have the Right to
Kdow: Cocaine, is now available.

National Federation of Parents (NFP)
for Drug Free Youth
9551 Big Bend St Louis, MO 63122 314/968-1322
Phyllis Dettman. Executive Director

NIFP, now 11 years old, aids in the formation
and support of local parent and youth groups.
and provides training to secondary school
students. Each year. through their REACH
America and LIFERS programs. 10.000
14-19-year olds learn about chemical depen-
dency, how families are affected by the drug
culture, drugs and crime, and the dangers of
drug abuse. A 2-day REACH America training
seminar helps students acquire leadership
skills and prepares them to present lectures.
demonstrations, and skits to younger stw

,
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dents. LIFERS, the newest NFP program,
works with 7th and 8th graders through a
process of refusal skills, problem solving,
drug fact and education, and peer support.
The Parents Involved program trains pa ants
for leadership roles in their communities As
members of task forces, advisory commit-
tees, and parent organizations. they can
participate as learners and/or achieve trainer-
of-trainers competency. NFP's National Red
Ribbon Campaign is a once-a-year effort to
create awareness concerning alcohol and
other drugs and mocilizes community coali-
tions to implement prevention strategies.

PRIDE (Parent Resource Institute
for Drug Education)
50 Hurt Plaza. Suite 210
Atlanta, GA 30303 404/577-4500

PRIDE is devoted to drug abuse prevention
through education. Their programs reach
parents and youth at home, in school. and at
the workplace, and advocate a community
approach to solving problems:

The PRIDE Questionnaire, geared to stu-
dents in grades 4-6, 6-12. and college.
is used to determine the scope of a com-
munity's adolescent drug use. and to plan
prevention activities and education.
The Parent to Parent Program is a video-
based. 8-module training workshop taught
in small, interactive groups. The program
uses trained local facilitators who tailor
the workshops to specific community
needs, offers a Leaders Guide, provides
Student Kits. and publishes a promotional
newsletter.
PRIDE sponsors an annual World Drug
Conference (1992 in Houston. Texas,
April 30-May 2). spotlighting innovative
and successful drug abuse prevention
programs.
America's PRIDE is a musical performance
that examines the causes and prevention of
drug use by children and youth. Students
aged 15-18 years learn singing. dancing.
drama, and public speaking from 18-19
year old trainers who prepare them to help
other young people be drug-free.

Project CODE (Collaboration on
Drug Education)
Community Connections. Inc
3516 Tony Drive San Diego. CA 92122
Karen Knab. Director 6191453-2361

Project CODE trains teams of parents, school
staff, and community representatives to
become facilitators who in turn train parents
in drug prevention techniques, communica-
tion skills, and positive parenting strategies
After 60 hours of training (46 hours in the
classroom, 14 hours visiting self-help groups
and community resources), the teams deliver
a 10-hour Substance Abuse Prevention
Workshop for families of school-age children
at a school site or community agency where
they set up referral systems, establish family
support groups, and answer queries about
drug prevention and intervention CODE was
developed to meet the needs of culturally
diverse communities. to include families in an
active role, and to bring together the influence
of home. school, community. business. and
religious institutions. The program is already
available in Spanish* with Asian translations
due shortly.
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Come ready to network and learn.
Leave ready for Monday morning.

When you commit your valuable time and hard-to-come-by resources to a
conference, you want to leave inspired. You want your mind to race with
what we call "Monday morning ideas"all those things you want to try as
soon as you get back to work.

However you work with familiesin a family support program or school;
in religious or health care setting; as a therapist, policymaker, or academi-
cianthe Family Resource Coalition conference is the only national gath-
ering which brings together such a wide range of top-notch professionals
with a common interest in family support.

Whether you are an experienced family support veteran or a newcomer
who wants to learn from the best, you'll find colleagues who are wrestling
with some of the same issues and challenges you face. You'll hear from the
leading thinkers in the field and you'll meet people with a track record in
making programs work.

Here at the Coalition, we're doing everything we can to make sure you leave
the conferencefull of Monday morning ideas. Why not do everything you

can to make sure you're there?

The Family Resource Coalition
200 South Michigan Avenue
Suite 1520
Chicago. IL 60604

312/341-0900
FAX 312/341-9361

Register by March 1st for
a discount of nearly 20%.

See your conference brochure
for details.
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by Judith K. Chynoweth and Michael D. Campbell. Ph.D.
_ . .

Towards a Rural Family Policy

Most Americans have an image of the
rural family, orieinatine in cultural
mytholoey, popularized by novels.
television, and "Prairie Home Compan-
ion.'" We imagine a mother and father.
four or more children, and grandparents,
!ivine on the family farm or running a
smaii-town business. They have their
troublessickness, death, hard times
but they are strone. Family members
support one another. and rely on the
wisdom of their elders. A supportive
community, surrounding
natural beauty, and spiritual
strength all combine to help
families through troubled
times.

If only this image were
true. there might be no need
for a rural family policy. Yet.
for policymakers. cultural
mythology must give way to
cruel reality, as glimpsed in
this recent news story:

MORG.A.NTOWN,
Va., March 7 (AP) An 11-
year-old boy's feet had to
be amputated after he and
his father were found on
Wednesday living in a
remote area in an aban-
doned bus. Their only
groceries were bottles of
ketchup and mustard. The
father. Douas K. Roupe,
44 years old, was charged
with felony child neglect Friday.... Mr.
Roupe told authorities that the State
Department of Health and Human
Resources had refused his requests for
help beyond giving him food stamps .

[He] indicated that he received 560 in
food stamps two months ago.

How should public policy respond to
these human needs? Family
policymakingas evidenced by the
President's recently established Conirnis-
sion on the Urban Familyhas focused
largely on issues of survival in the central
cities. However, new studies show that
many rural families also are in deep
trouble.

How do we offer help to rural families
without undermining an ethic of indepen-
dence and self-sufficiency? Which
policies w ill work? Who should recei\c
aid? How much help is enough? When
must the role of the state change rioin

aiding families to protectine children
from their parents?

A report issued by the Population
Reference Bureau (O'Hare and Curry-
White. 1992) found that nearly one-
quarter of America's underclass popula-
tion is located in rural areas. The authors
defined the underclass as adults who: (1)
have not completed hieh school; (2)
receive public assistance; and (3) if
:emale. are never-married mothers, or. if
male, are lone-term unemployed. Unlike

has to do with faltering rural economies.
While most poor rural families with
children have one or more workers, these
workers in many cases only manage to
work part-time or for part of the year.
Also, wages for rural service and
manufacturing jobs are less than three-
fourths of metropolitan levels. (Only one
in 11 rural jobs these days is on a farm.)
Consequently. CDF reports, one in three
rural poor families with children cannot
escape poverty even thoueh the head of

the household works full-time
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the urban underclass, which is equally
distributed across the four census reeions.
65 percent of the rural underclass is
concentrated in the South. The study also
found that the "rural poor are more likely
than the urban poor to be long-term poor

a central component of the underclass
concept."

A recent Children's Defense Fund
report on children in rural America
(Sherman, 1992) found that child poverty
is actually higher for rural children (22.9
percent lived in poverty in 1990) than for
non-rural children (20.0 percent). Rural
children are slightly more likely to be
from two-parent families, but are still
poorer. less healthy. less educated, and
generally worse off. [Editor's Note: see
Sherman's article on rural children on
pages12 and 13 of this issued

Much of the trouble rural families face

3 'id

throughout the year.
Health is a major concern

for rural families, in part
because low-wage jobs
usually don't provide health
benefits. but also because
there is less available care.
The CDF study found that
rural areas have half as many
physicians per capita as metro
areas. and 42 percent of rural
children have not visited a
doctor for at least a year. In
addition, rural families usually
must drive long distances to
use the available health care.

Rural families are handi-
capped by educational systems
that offer a narrower range of
courses and programs than
metropolitan area schools, and
have higher dropout rates. The
best-educated youthsthe very
people needed to revitalize the

rural economytend to leave for better-
paying jobs in the city. This "brain drain"
maenifies the trend toward impoverish-
ment and isolation in rural communities.

Facts Behind The Statistics
But statistics don't tell the full story.

They don't reveal overlapping problems
within the same family. They also mask
the chain-reaction nature of family
problems. The troubles of the West
Virginia father and son reported above
will be counted as individual statistics for
1992 in separate databases on welfare
application, food stamp receipt. home-
lessness. indigent health care, child
neglect. and child disability. But
policymakers will be unable to combine
these data to track how each problem led
to another.

Finally, the numbers don't show the



connections aimmg the ind...idual. the
family. and the c(onmunity In a rural
town in economic decline. prohlem,
multiply. When discouraged niral
families leave small tow ns in record
numbers, those remaining may need
outside help. But acceptint: help, in the
form of welfare. often stiginatizes rural
families. By the time a young man is 10
or 12 years old, he hates the system that
helps him, and hates himself and his
family for having to rely on it.

Rural families become "at-risk
families" due to a compleK tangle of life
events, family member characteristics,
and the limited ability (both real and
perceived) of the rural environment to
provide support and opportunity. Social
service systems are not yet
geared to measure or address
these interrelated problems.
The technology for dealing
with multiple, intergenerational
problems is just developing.

States Take the Lead
Increasingly, state gov ern-

ments are taking the lead in
developing and implementing
policies that respond to the
needs of families. not just
individuals. Within the last two
years, ten states have begun to
assess the well-being of
families as a result of their
participation in the Couna
of Governors' Policy
Advisors' Family Policy
Academy (Chynoweth and
Dyer. 1990. 1991). At leas:
half of these states

not much di fr,:rt:III than luhurban or
urban ramilies:

A family is a group of people. related
by blood or circumstances. who rely
upon one another for security. suste-
nance. support. socialization and
stimulation.

Family policy makers. however. must
recognize the complex interplay of
conditions and circumstances that affect
family functioning. For example, the
culture and values of rural communities
may cause families to respond differently
to problems and opportunities than do
their urban or suburban counterparts.
Values often associated with rural
families and communities include:

comes to "welfare.- NI.any families
would rather feed their kids pinto beans
twice a day than sign up for food stamps.
The Home Instruction Program for Pre-
school Youngsters, or HIPPY. found that
families in some Arkansas communities
threatened to quit the program if it
continued to be described by the media as
a program for welfare recipients. Some
families would not go to the Jobs
Training Partnership Act office to
become qualified for HIPPY because it
was seen as a "welfare office."

But all rural communities are not the
same. Other rural communities may have
different attitudes and values which may
include a lack of pride or almost no

sense of self-sufficiency. In
areas where a history of
seeking and accepting help has
been encouraged and accepted
as a part of survival, an
opposite pattern may occur:
families may not see their own
strengths. Facing a long
history of discouragement and
an obvious lack of opportu-
nity. many family members
may no longer bother to try.

Rural communities furthest
from state population centers
have another problem that
greatly affects family func-
tioning: isolation. Families are
isolated from information,
new experiences, and options.
Isolation affects family
functioning on seeral levels.
First, families may not know
that help is available or how to
get it. On a deeper level,

Arkansas. Colorado, Iow a.
North Dakota, and Washingtonare
giving special attention to the needs of
rural families. Seven more states
Arizona. Georgia. Hawaii. Indiana.
Nevada. Ohio, and Oklahomamost of
which have large rural populations. have
just begun to participate in a second
round of the CGPA Family Academy.

Policymakers are clearly concerned
about strengthening rural families. What
they need is a framework for developing
their policies. We propose the follow ing
framework based on the Family A.:ad-
emy model (Chynoweth and DyL'r. 1991)
and the experiences of several leadmg
states.

1. Understand Fwni1% Fwvtionin,z in Its.

Community Context
If we define a family by w hat it does

not hy its strucwrerura! are

Placing a high value on self-suffi-
ciency. self-reliance, and indepen-
dence. For example. in rural areas with a
declining farm economy. the family may
take many difficult steps before they seek
outside assistance, economic or other-
wise. First, the wife will find off-farm
employment. Next, the husband will seek
off-farm employment, often commuting
some distance or being away for months
in the off-season. If those steps don't
improve the economic situation, the
family may lease the farm and move to a
regional center.

A sense of pride and a reluctance to
rely on government programs. With an
attitude of "this is family businessdon't
intrude." many rural families are willing
to get by on less, rather than seek
set.% ices. This is esrecially true when it

families may not be exposed
to new ways of solving problems for
themselves. Despite radio and television,
helpful ideas aren't usually transmitted
through the airwaves. Even when
families do seek help, their choices are
extremely limited.

Lack of access to services is cited by
policymakers as the most serious barrier
to strengthening rural families. In smaller
states, families may have to travel an
hour or so to the count:: seat for welfare
or mental-health serv ices. The trip is
often complicated by a lack of public
transportation. As more rural families
have dual way.e earners, it is harder to
find a volunteer to drive. In larger states.
the round-trip drive may take a full day.
Outreach service centers often exist, but
may be open only. one day every other
week. Also, the trend continues toward
consolidating existing rural serv ices in
health and education. Small rural

- ?: .: 3



hospitals are closing. The consolidation
of rural school dktricts may mean better
course choices for students, but ako
longer bus rides and more time away
from family.

Finally, lack of services can translate
into lack of awareness of a problem. For
example. alcoholism often goes unrecog-
nized and untreated in rural areas.
Mental-health problems in young
children go unaddressed unless they
worsen.

These cumulative circumstances make
it hard for rural families to advance. As
one state policymaker put it: It's so
much easier for them to 'get by' do
what they have always done.-

2. Assess fwnily well-being
It is difficult for state policymakers to

assess family well-being using just
available statistics. Assessing rural family
functioning may be even more challeng-
ing, since existing databases on commu-
nity demographics or health status. for
example. may not be broken down to the
rural community level.

Some supplemental data-gathering
techniques. such as focus groups and
community forums. are fairly inexpen-
sive ways to assess how families are
doing in rural areas. As a part of its
second-round Family Academy. CGPA
has conducted a series of focus zroups in
two states. including both urban and rural
areas. Though the information gathered is
informal and not statistically valid, it has
been extremely enlightening to state
policymakers. For example. the group
discussions revealed the great extent tO
which many poor rural families rely on
neighbors to share tools, transportation.
childcare. and other essentials for family
survival. However, newcomers in rural
areas may not be admitted to these
sharing networks for years. The groups
also revealed the strong and constant fear
on the part of working poor families that
a member w ill suffer a serious injury or
illnessan event that. because of a lack
of health insurance, could force a family
to use the much-despised welfare system.

3. Determine Fwnilv Policy Goals and
Objectives

While policymakers may desire the
same outcomes for all familiesfamilies
that function well and are healthy. safe.
and self-sufficientthey highlight three
policy goals as critical to improving rural
family well-being:

improse rural families' access to
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ser l. ices, particularly health care:

support family and community self-
sufficiency and

reduce rural isolation, particularly
through education and leadership
development.

4. Choose Strategies for Success
States are developing creative strate-

gies for accomplishing these family
policy goals. Some of those currently
implemented include:

Improving access to health care
through a range of strategies designed to
ensure payment for health services
(through the Medicaid program or state-
funded health insurance): and increasing
the availability. of physicians and primary
care, often in new settings such as
schools.

Supporting community self-suffi-
ciency through the provision of small
grants and technical assistance to help
communities plan for improvement.
Some strategies, such as in North Dakota,
are focused on economic development
outcomes for the communityincreasing
family-wage jobs. for example. or
diversifying the agricultural economic
base of a small town. Others, as in
Arkansas and Colorado. are aimed at the
creation of family resource centers that
will assess, plan for, and meet family
needs. such as childcare or parent
education, on an ongoing basis.

Reducing isolation through the
development of a telecommunications
system in rural areas to strengthen both
K-12 and adult education teacher training
and programs. A team of Idaho state
policymakers. for example. is discussing
a plan to bring interactise teleconferenc-
ing to rural areas by expanding schools
into rural community centers.

Regardless of the particular goals.
objectives and strategies they. choose,
however, family policymakers tend to
agree on four critical factors in designing
and implementing family policy. First,
the unique salues and characteristics of
rural areas must be respected and taken
into account. Second, special care must
be taken to invoke rural communities in
the assessment of their family problems
and the design of their solutions.

Third, strategies must be collaborative
and integrated. Fourth. rural communities
should agree to be held accountable for

achies ing outcomes which advance their
plans.

The rural family may neser embody
our image of the rugged rural pastthat
is not the challenge. Rather, state and
local policymakers must find ways to
support families in their quest for self-
sufficiency and improved well-being in a
changing rural environment. They will
have to consider the diversity of rural
families and communities; find new
means to assess family well-being.: define
clear, measurable policy objectives;
design strategies that are both plausible
and feasible in rural areas; and learn to
work collaboratively toward solutions. If
we as a society meet these challenges, we
are doing more than salvaging our
heritmze. We are nourishing the very
roots of our future.
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by Jean Kemmis

Most people's image of rural America
isn't rural enough to describe Montana.
Perhaps the word -frontier" more aptly
describes the mountains and prairieland
of this remote north country. And while
Time maeazine last fall reported a recent
influx of the glamorous movie-star set to
this "Last Best Place," most Montanans
struggle just to maintain a per-capita
income that's already among the lowest
in the nation. How do you approach
family support in a state with only one
congressional seat which stretches a
length equal to the distance between
Washing.ton D.C. and Chicago? The
Montana Council for Families has used
collaboration and consensus-building to
slowly, but deliberately, move its atzenda
for prevention forward.

The Montana Council for Families was
formed in 1990 through a merger of
Montana's two non-profit child abuse
prevention agenciesthe Montana
Committee for the Prevention of Child
Abuse and Parents Anonymous of
Montana. With Montana's Children's
Trust Fund providing only S40,000 a year
for child abuse prevention throu2hout the
entire state. the Montana Council
recog.nized the need to take an interdisci-
plinary approach to family support.

First the Council worked IA ith the
Montana Department of Family Serv ices
to shift its policy from a single. prevent-
child-abuse focus toward comprehensive.
across-the-board strategies for strength-
ening families and preventing a full range
of child. youth, and family problems.

During the 1991 Montana Legislative
session. the Council successfully lobbied
for the creation of a subcommittee on
children and family serv ices to study
aggressive interagency coordination as a
better vv ay to serve children and
strengthen fragile families. The subcom-
mittee is mandated to investieate the
Haw au -Healthy Start" Program. the
keystone for the new Healthy Families
America initiative of the National
Committee for the Prevention of Child
Abuse.

In the meantime. the Montana Council
has taken a number of steps to educate.
build consensus. and begin changing
Montana's human services delivery sys-
tem. The Council helped draft a widely-
supported proposal for a "Family Policy
Act" w hich w ill be introduced in the next
legklature. The Council. joining forces
last year v. ith the Cooperative Extension

MONTANA: Council for Families
Collaborates for Prevention

"How do you approach fantily.support in a state c.ith only one
congressional seat which stretches a length equal to the distance
between VVashington D.C. and Chicago?"

Service, substance-abuse-prevention
agencies. and others, helped to create the
Prevention Assistance Team, a commu-
nity development organization working
to "create the conditions and foster the
personal attributes that promote the well-
being of people." With funding and ex-
cellent training opportunities available
through the federal Office of Substance
Abuse Prevention, this group hopes to
combine professional know-how w ith
community resolve. A sub-group of the
Prevention Assistance Team made up of
state government officials and representa-
tives from private sector organizations
formed as the State Caucus, a forum for
discussion on the issue of collaboration at
the state level. Its goal is to dev elop strat-
egies which will promote prevention in
communities.

Right now. the Montana Council-q
LJ,

through a grant from the Meyer Memo-
rial Trustis building a family-support
database and clearinghouse that can

onically transmit information to the
satellite training centers of local affiliates.

-Montana suffers from extremely
limited public resources" says Montana
Council for Families Vice President
Dennis Taylor, -but our adv antage is in
readily accessible political leaders and
social service systems that retain a human
scale. We believe Montana is capable of
making changes that often defy larger,
more complex state systems." N

Jew, Komi, iv Preventhot Project Director of the
Abnitana Council fin. hunifie%. An attorney tyln,
ft, ei 10114\ pnwtu ed Ow I., currently

orkint: etelutively on polio detelopment and
nit.,,cac Contool her or Montana Council Jitr
Fantato. P.0 8. t 753.4. All,soula. MT 59807
41 in, 2.<-y349.
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by Christine Vogel

KENTUCKY: School-Based Family and Youth
Centers Provide "Whatever's Needed"

Cordis Smith wasn't expecting
anything unusual. As coordinator of the
Knott County Family Resource and
Youth Serv ice Center in Hazard.
Kentucky. he'd recently set up a home
repair program. Staffed by local high
school students during the summer, it
provided the nearly 100 families he
served with the opportunity to have
needed repair work done at little or no
cost. He was just finishing up a visit with
one family who'd applied to have some
work done. The family had seemed
troubled during his visit. but Smith didn't
know why.

"As I was leaving, the fellow told me
that a neighbor had cut his dog's throat. It
was lying on the back porch:Could you
get rid of my dog?' he asked. So I put the
dog in the back of my truck, drove a
distance and buried it for him."

Smith grew up around this rural
count, a small hollow nestled between
two mountains. 15 miles from the town
of Hazard and nearly 20 miles from the
County Board of Education. He under-
stands the people and, as a result. is
rarely thrown by incidents or requests
that "outsiders" might find unusual.

A myriad of challenges face those who
serve families in these rural Kentucky
communities. They are isolated. often
miles away from the nearest town, and
resources are scarce. Education and
literacy levels are lovi:. Unemployment
and poverty are high. as a result of the
decline of the coal industry. The industry
also left a legacy of ruined roads and
seasonal flooding, due to the land erosion
caused by strip mining, both of which
make transportation difficult. "If you live
on the vvrong side of the creek, you can't
even get across the river because there's
no bridge,- says Natalie Bowlds of the
Monroe County Youth Services Center in
Tompkinsville.

Despite their need for some of the
most basic services. the families in these
communities have a great deal of pride
"They don't like anyone to know they
can't manage, don't want to be perceived
as dependent.- says Michelle Metts.
Family Resource Analyst for Kentucky
Family Resource and Youth Serv ices
Centers in Frankfort. Meas. M. ho
tnersees a 13-county region in southeast
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Kentucky. says that many families in this
area of Appalachia don't have the
resources to provide for their basic needs,
or they lack adequate transportation to
get across the mountains to where the
resources are located.

Education Reform Act
provides assistance

Yet these and other challenges are
gradually being met. due to the General
Assembly 's enactment of the Kentucky
Education Reform .Act of 1990 (KER.A).
It's the first legislation in the country to
create a statewide family support
initiative as a component of educational
reform. In response to KERA. school-
related Family Resource and Youth
Service Centers are being established
throughout the state, designed to meet the
needs of economically disadvantaged
children and their families, thus enhanc-
ing students' abilities to succeed in
school. It is expected that by 1995. every
school district in the state will have
established a center in or adjacent to each
eligible school in its district.

The centers are designed to provide
services to students and their families
through public and private agencies.
Their priinary purpose is to identify and
coordinate eyisting services within their
respective communities, ha serv ice is
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not in place. the center has the responsi-
bility to set it up. Their overall goal: to
marshall community resources in order to
help solve the problems of needy
children and their families so that at-risk
students are less likely to fail or drop out
of school.

Nearly' S 10 million was earmarked to
support the first series of centers estab-
lished during the 1991-92 school year. at
about one-fourth of the state's eligible
schools. Additional centers vvill receive
funds until all qualified schools have
centers. by June 1995. Currently. 133
centers are up and running, each with an
average grant of S70,000. In addition, the
Annie E. Casey Foundation awarded the
Family Resource and Youth Services
branch of KERA a grant of S175,000. It
was given to supplement the general
budget. and to provide greater technical
assistance and training to local centers
and their staffs.

Family resource centers are located in
or near elementary schools and serve
children ages 2-12 and their families.
Services may' include childcare. parent
education, and health serv ices, or
referrals to such services. Youth services
centers are for youth above age 12 and
their families and are usually located in
or near middle schools or high schools.
Services may include counseling for
family crises, mental health problems,



alcohol and other drue abuse. Centers
also prov ide employ ment counselinL:. job
training and placement. The centers and
their programs operate as a team effort
involving the school principal. school
counselor, center coordinator, and staff.
Whenever possible. they use resources
available from businesses within their
communities.

Centers develop their proerams to tit
the needs of the families and children in
their service areas. For example. some
centers in rural areas may offer adult
literacy classes. Others may offer
transportation. In order to build a level of
trust and help parents feel welcome at the
schools (where many have had bad
school experiences themselves), center
coordinators often make home visits.

Many who are being served by this
initiative need a great deal of support.
Some children come to school hungry;
others can't study because they live in a
two-to-three room house with eight or 10
other people. Some have never learned
personal hygiene habits; many have
never been to a doctor or a dentist: others
don't have proper shoes or clothing.. Still
others have trouble with their school
work because no one ever realized that
they need eyeglasses.

No one minimizes the challeng.e.
especially for those service providers
working in rural communities. Yet many
of them have grown up in similar
communities and understand the nature
of the problems they race. "There's a
high level of frustration among those
who want to get resources to those who
need them.- says family resource analyst
Terry Conliffe. "but there's also a high
level of commitment. energ.y. and
enthusiasm amon thok in the rural
counties of Appalachia."

Serving in the backwoods
areas

When Natalie Bowlds pays a home
visit, she usually finds herself "way back
off on some back road in a holler.-
Monroe county's population is about
3000; some of the towns only have about
300 residents. Houses are mostly old
mobile homes and trailers or dilapidated
ram houses. The yards are full of debris
and there are all sorts of animals around,
both in the yards and in the houses
themselves. Bow Ids recalls hearing a
story which may be apocryphal of a
home v isitor who was bitten by a pig that
came running out of one family 's house
as he approached. The families are often
suspicious and distrustful of anyone who
isn't perceived as part of their emended

family s!. stem. -When you [first! $lo to
visit, the families don't invite you in,-
she says. "They all just come out and
stand on the front porch and stare."

Bob East. director of the Lyon County
Family Resource Center and Youth
Services Progsam. likes to make himself
visible wherever people in his commu-
nity "hang out. regardless of whether it's
the local gas station or a coffee shop." It
provides him with opportunities to talk
with people casually and helps him stay
aware of what's going on. both in the
community and with the families he
serves.

He points out that illiteracy coupled
with a strong suspicion of the govern-
ment and the school system characterize
many. of the families he serves in
Eddyville. a semi-rural community of
about 6.000 located in western
Kentucky,about 90 miles from Nashville.

"I function as a combination attorney.
social worker, school psychologist and
liaison for many of these families. I've
filled out social security forms and
helped people get government aid. I'm
working with parents who didn't have a
good experience with education, and they
need help communicating with the
schools. Because I understand the family
systems, I can often tell the schools why
a child is doing poorly."

Sometimes the schools themselves can
pose problems, especially when en-
trenched behaviors and values appear to
be just the opposite of those being
encouraged by the family support
movement. One program coordinator
recalls observing a service provider
talking with two 11-year old boys who'd
been fighting. She was getting them to
think about different v. s of solving
problems. when the school principal
appeared. Having identified the instigator
of the fight, he told the w omen to call the
child's mother and have her come to the
school so she could "spank his butt- in
the principal's presencewhich the
mother did. "No one found this unusual."
she says. adding that many teachers in the
area favor the reinstatement of corporal
punishment in the schools.

Yet not all situations faced by service
providers in rural areas are of such
concern. Bob East. who has a mental
health background. says that he tends to
do quite a bit of emergency intervention
for the families he serves. So when one
family phoned several days after
Christmas to say they were having a
crisis at home, he quickly drove the nine
miles to their home. The "crisis" turned
out to be a new VCR. which they had
received for Christmas. but were unable
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to program.
Isolation and poverty have prevented

many of the families in rural areas of
Kentucky from experiencintz what others
take for granted. Natalie Bow ids says that
some of the people she ser% es in Monroe
County have never been in an automo-
bile. And last year. soon after Cordis
Smith began his work in Knott County.,
he drove three children in his area to a
center where the Christian Appalachian
Project (C.A.P.) helped outfit them with
clothes for school. "I bought them dinner
afterwards; they' were about 11 years old
and I thought they'd enjoy it. As we were
sitting there, I realized they had never
eaten in a restaurant before. They. took
some plastic cups and napkins as
souvenirs."

New experiences
Unfamiliarity and distrust can also

make some rural families reluctant to
expose themselves or their children to
new experiences. "These families are
very protective of their children." says
Michelle Meas. "They're fearful that
outside experiences will cause them to
leave. Because the resources are so
limited here, many who leave don't
return."

Cordis Smith is one who did. At the
program center in Hazard. he's done
everything from securing free coal and
kerosene for families who'd run out of
winter fuel to starting GED classes. He's
put together food and toy. baskets at
Christmas and gotten donations of garden
seeds and tools so 33 families could plant
their own veg.etable gardens.

Bob East has helped one family
acquire a used car and housed other
families in local motels until they
qualified for apartm-mts in a housing
project. He's worked with the local
churches and businesses to coordinate
services and ensure that more of the
families in the county receive the help
they need. In the near future, he'll be
videotaping a wedding for one of the
families in the county.

As Cordis Smith says: "I'll measure
for sheetrock or bury dead dogs

hatever's needed to help.-

Choi:me Vogel rnake her delne as staff $t riter far
the FRC in tlus iA of the Repor. Stith a
background in En,?hih. martenn? and

ein,b)gy. the ildA been a freelance u rifrr fin- du,
pair 10 .ieari. Chrbune alit series an a
coordwatini! onnouttee Have a
Drew,'" partneri/up een lit :! churches and
F.11,111% F(,( ui. Our P;ace in Eian.m,n.
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N by Linda C. Passmark. Ph.D.

OKLAHOMA: Public Health Initiatives to
Support Rural Families

A rural and economically-disadvantav
state. Oklahoma has tried to make the
most of limited resources by taking full
advantage of systems already available
to all Oklahoma families. County health
departments, for example. exist in all 77
Oklahoma counties. 75 of which are
considered rural.

Child Guidance Service was estab-
lished as part of the state Department of
Health in the mid-fifties to provide early
intervention services for children's
psychosocial. developmenwl, speech-
languatze. and behavioral problems. In
1974 an educational, family-focused
prevention progsam was added to
strengthen families by teaching parenting
skills.

That Child Development Specialist
Program provides education and consul-
tation in development. guidance. and
discipline for parents of children under
five. Its emphasis is on teaching effective
child-rearing practices. reducing stress in
parent-child relationships, and enhancing
the home environment. The family
situation is assessed periodically, and
consultation is provided to help parents
determine what constitutes appropriate
behavior at the different stages of a
child's development.

The Child Development Specialists are
early-childhood/parent educators who
provide services to individual families
through groups and vyorkshops. or as a
part of other health department clinics
such as WIC. Well Baby. Child Health or
Adolescent Clinics. Services are also
offered in other community settings
such as schools, libraries, churches. Head
Start or community centers. .

Ten years after the inception of the
Child Development Program. the Child
Abuse Prevention Act of 1984 created
the Office of Child Abuse Prevention.
placing it in the Child Guidance Service.
A State Interagency Child Abuse
Prevention Task Force was appointed,
v.ith 17 Child Abuse Prevention District
Task Forces.

A State Plan For The Prevention Of
Child Abuse is revised biannually. . The
Plan outlines priorities for local projects,
based on community needs and preven-
tion strategies that have already been
show n to work. They include:
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Interagency !puhlic-priv ate
collaboration

Public awareness campaigns

Family life education and family
support

Life skills training for children

Professional education

In support of these programs. the
Prevention and Parent Education
Division pros ides education and re-
sources in the area or parenting and child
abuse prevention. holds an annual
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statew ide conference, and provides
technical assistance and training for local
programs ac.ross the state. It also main-
tains a lending library of parent education
and child abuse prevention material.

The Child Development Program and
the Child Abuse Prevention projects are
dedicated to strengthening family life and
parent-child relationships as defenses
against damaging social and emotional
circumstances.

toitto hissouirk. Ph.D. is Director of the
Pi, and Pai elit LI:kW:on Dit is urn and the
0,'114 Ouhl .4hu Preventhin, Child Guidwwe

ns.'ah,ona State Deporrment of ilealth.
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KIDS PLACE-A SUCCESSFUL FAMILY
CENTEk IN A RURAL INDIANA

The voice on the phone was faint
and quavering. "I don't remember
who you are. but I know you can help
me." A young mother with three
children under three years of age was
overwhelmed by stress. She had
reached the family service worker at
Kids Place who immediately con-
nected her with the local mental
health center and then sent someone
to provide childcare until help
arrived.

A teenaged couple, parents for the
second time in as many years.
stopped by Kids Place with their new
baby all of 14 hours oldto
proudly show him to the staff they
considered as family.

A grandmother was told she would
be given custody of her severely
neglected. handicapped grandchild if
she could find services in her commu-
nity. Someone directed her to Kids
Place. She returned to court with an
extensive individual service plan for
her granddaughter.

Her husband had left her shortly
after their youngest daughter was
born with cerebral palsy. She needed
day care so she could take college
classes in a nearby county. She also
needed physical therapy for her
daughter. She found both at Kids
Place, and also found that here she
could both receive her WIC vouchers
aml have her children immunized.

The story of Kids Place is a story of a
community trying to solve its own
problems by acknowledging the needs of
its families, and by working together to
build a place for its children.

Scott County, Kids Place's home. is a
rural and sparsely-populated county in
southern Indiana. where children have
consistently been shown to be at risk.
According to state statistics, risk factors
include:

A high teen pregnancy rate

The state's lowest percentage of high
school graduates

A large percentage of families with
young children receiving some form of
public assistance

A persistent high unemployment rate

In rural areas these risk factors are
often exacerbated by a shortage of
services for families. Families who might
take advantage of available services often
have transportation difficulties. In
addition, rural families tend to socialize
within a small circle that is familiar and
comfortable. They are uncomfortable
expressing their needs to strangers in an
impersonal setting. Trust comes slowly.
and the necessary community acceptance
for families to feel comfortable using the
program must be earned.

With these risk factors and practical
challenges in mind, a group of concerned
service providers and family members
got together in 1986. They envisioned a
single center where public and private
services would be available under a
single roof. Grouping services together
would improve communication between
providers and also would reduce parents'
transportation problems. Working parents
would benefit by centralized day care in
the same location, and thereby a reduc-
tion in the amount of work time lost
when parents had to take children to
appointments.

A proposal drafted by New Hope
Services. Inc. was passed by the Indiana
State Legislature. providing 75 percent of
the funding for the building. The rest of
the money came from the communit.
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itself: parents and service recipients
raised more than S150.000 locally to
match S375,000 approved through the
state legislature. There were bowling
tournaments, raffles, roller skating
parties. yard sales, concerts. clogging
exhibitions, dances, and a piano bench
race. Kids Place opened its doors in
1988.

Kids Place is now a comprehensive
family-services center, providing a
variety of programs under one roof. It
works to coordinate other services which
meet the needs of young children and
their families. Kids Place is owned by
New Hope Services, Inc., a private, not-
for-profit organization that provides
developmental programming and family
support for children and adults. Tne
building also houses the WIC program
and the County Health Department.

Kids Place's founders wanted the
center to convey the message: "Our
children are valued." From its colorful
building-block exterior to the cheery
playrooms to the warm attitudes of staff
members, everything about Kids Place is
designed to make children, families and
community members feel welcome.

Kids Place succeeds because of
dedication to a common goal. Agencies
put turf issues aside and involved the
whole community in the process. An
operating principle is universal access:
accommodating all children and provid-
ing for individualized needs in a comfort-
able environment. Family members are
treated as important partners.

Now in its fourth year, Kids Place
continues to thrive. It is one of six
community approaches to services for
young children which are being studied
by the National Center for Clinical Infant
Programs. Kids Place has become a
model to be studied and replicated by
programs around the country.

Carol.tn King is A3 YOL hue Esecurite Director of
Nett Hope Servicev. She hat been it ith .Vett Hope
.5en teec /Or fintrteen .t ears ma tt Kidi Place at
bin:: (IV It lull been in etistence. Contact her tu:
Nett Hope Servit et. KIDS PLACE. Route 3. Stir
9 Stoutborg. I.\ 47770 SI
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Natural Helping Networks: Using Local Human
Resources to Support Families

Delkering family life education or
family resource programs to rural areas is
difficult. By definition, there are rela-
tively few people in rural areas, and they
live far apart. So programmers ha%,e no
economies of scale. Clients have
problems getting to programs: public
transportation is usually non-existent.
What's more. rural residents tend to see
themselves as not needing help.'

Logistical concerns are only a part of
the challenge of delivering services to
rural clients. Another is the tendency of
providers to try to duplicate in
rural communities those program
models that work in urban areas.
Not only does such an approach
violate a basic characteristic of
quality programmingthe need
to program according to the needs
and characteristics of the
population being servedit ma>
add an additional issue: exporting
urban programs often means that
the rural programs come under
external control for development
and administration. Such an
arrangement dis-empowers the
rural participants. It also conflicts
with the tendency of rural
residents to focus on "horizontal
linkages"direct social contact
and personal interactionand
instead relies on "vertical
linkages." which connect the community
with outside groups and are based on
instrumental function.'

Programs that utilize natural helpers in
the rural community can oercome man>
of the barriers created by these issues.
Although rural families tend to be either
-extended kin-oriented" or "primary kip-
oriented."5 they value community
interaction. As one author has said. "the
challenge before us is to develop set-% ice
delkery models for rural areas which
attempt to build upon ... naturally
occurring networks of aid while taking
advantage of the technological and
human expertise (which) ertic:illy -
imposed family set-% ice nemorks can
afford.'

Natural helping networks hae been
called many different things.5 but the
common theme is that they are spontane-
ous and supportive relationships. People
help each other w ithout any expectation
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of direct compensation. Often, within a
social network. it is possible to identify
central figures or key helpers, people to
whom others come for support.6 These
people are rarely in traditional human-
service occupations. but are usually
visible in the community: the eas station
attendant, the barber, the librarian, or the
postmaster, for example.

Authors have defined many kinds of
support offered by natural helpine
networks. The five most common and
distinct cateeories of help are: Instrumen-

at low cost because they are usually in the
role of olunteers or paraprofessionals.

There are at least four prototypes of
programs which have utilized natural
helpers:

The first creates "artificial networks"
in areas where few exist, or among
individuals who are isolated:

The second establishes temporary
networks in an attempt to build skills in
individuals that allow them to function in
a support system:

The third tries to build and
strengthen existing networks with
minimal interference:

The final type allows the
support groups to function as they
have been, but tries to link them
with formal services or organiza-
tions.

A major concern when working
with either networks or individual
natural helpers is deciding how
much training or intervention the
professional can introduce without
changing the functioning of the
natural system. Because of
liability issues and desires to
program toward specific goals.
most professionals would like to
provide natural helpers with an
orientation or training period.

However. if the individuals were chosen
for their positions because they. were
already effective helping others, how
much training do they need'? On the other
hand. if they are are already functioning
successfully and know eerything they.
need to know, why should the formal
serx ice program become inoled at all?
Just let them continue to operate!

Although natural helpers bring
important skills and instincts to any
formal program, most do recognize areas
where they need growth. The key to
using these natural helpers most effec-
tkely is to take the same approach with
them that is used in family enrichment
programs: Help them identify what it is
that they do well, assure them that they
were chosen for this position specifically
because of their strengths. and offer
information, background. and support
that increases thc resources they have at
their disposal.

tal support (sharine of such items as
money. . clothing or food. or allowing
others to borrow items): beloneing
(helping members of the support network
know that they are a part of the group):
information t pro iding facts and figures
or helpine others find them): emotional
support listening to good and bad
feelings and alidating them): and
referral or connection to other networks
(sharing contacts with others or helping
them find other help).

When natural helpers cooperate with a
family resource program to provide those
benefits, the> do it w ith minimal
transportation costs, because they are
already in contact w ith members of the
community. . They bring credibility to an>
position because they are insiders and are
known by the community. By lending
their insider status. they help programs
increase their appropriateness for the
clientele, and they can do all these things

tot (1



Three examples of nationally -imple-
mented pro2rams will help to illustrate
how this model ma> be used in rural (and
urban) areas. (Because the author is
affiliated v ith the Cooperathe Extension
Service, all examples pros ided come
from that organization, although other
eroups also have used natural helpers
effectively .)

The Expanded Food and Nutrition
Education Program (EFNEP) is funded
throu2h the U.S. Department of Aericul-
ture. Its mission is to provide low-
resource families in every state with
information about food preparation and
nutrition. It does so by identifying and
training qualified members of the
tar2eted communities (natural helpers).
These program assistants visit the
EFNEP family homes weekly, until the
family has completed the curriculum.

The Volunteer Information Provider
Program was conceived at the Univer-
sity of Missouri and implemented around
the country by the Cooperative Extension
Service.This model trains central figures
from interested communities to provide

support and referral assistance to adult
caregkeN of dependent elderly family
tnembers.The inestment is minimal on
the part of the formal agencies. but the
potential to reach many caregivers
people ,.cho are often very isolatedis
great.

The Mentor Mother program model
was begun as a system for matching
mothers over the age of 21 (natural
helpers) with teenage mothers on a one-
on-one basis, similar to the Big Sister
method. It has been used to support
pregnant teens as well, the mentor
assisting with prenatal care and acting as
a labor coach. Mentoring also has been
used to encourage high schoolers to stay
in school or develop career skills and
aspirations. and to help young men and
women avoid becoming parents as teens.
This model has been very effective in
making a difference in the lives of both
the client and the mentor. II
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The Evolving Role of CES
The Cooperative Extension System (CES), a nationwide

educational network founded in 1914, is a remarkable
partnership which operates at federal. state, and county
levels. CES is coordinated by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, which administers funds appropriated by
Congress for use by the states. The System provides
program staff (county agents) in virtually every county of
the nation. These county agents have historically been and
continue to be major providers of services to rural families.
At the state level, specialists at the more than 70 U.S. land-
grant universities and colleges work with county agents and
with 3 million volunteers to develop and deliver research-
based programs to people where they live and work.

From 1914 until the mid 1980s, CES had three program
priorities: agricultural science, home economics, and 4-H
youth development. These priorities, rooted in the n.../.ds of
an agriculturally-based nation, addressed primarily rural
populations that typically consisted of traditional nuclear
families. One of the main goals of these programs was to
enhance agricultural production and thereby improve the
quality of life for farm families, through introducing new
technologies. The family was'served in its constituent parts:
v.omen were taught canning. preserving. and money
management through the home economics division; men
learned modem farming techniques, and children joined a
local 4-H club whose activities promoted leadership and
self-esteem. 4-H clubs also served as an outreach vehicle to
get the whole family involved in the CES program.
Agricultural techniques were introduced in 4.1-1 through

competitions (such as who could grow the tallest corn), and
CES gained credibility in the eyes of many farmers whose
taught sons' corn grew taller than their own crops.

As our nation's social context has changed, congressional
legislation and citizen involvement in CES have modified and
expanded the curriculum. In the late 1980s CES restructured its
program priorities. 4-H, agricultural science, and home econom-
ics were replaced by the idea of one-year initiatives which
would have different emphases in different regions. In Ne- .
braska, for example, these initiatives have been: 1) enhancing
water quality, 2) increasing agricultural profitability.
3) strengthening indiViduals and families. 4) waste management,
5) improving nutrition and health, 6) youth at risk. 7) conserving
and managing natural resources, and 8) revitalizing rural
communities.

In rural communities, county agents many times are the sole
social services delivery system, and these initiatives translate
into concrete programs which provide essential information and
resources for rural families. For examples of such programs or
for more information contact a local county agent or the
Communication, Information and Technology Staff. Extension
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. at (202) 720-4651.

Thanks to Wes Daherkow, Cooperative Extension System Universiry of
Nebraska at Lincoln, and Judith A. Bowers, Public Affairs Group within
the Communication. Information and Technology Staff of the &tension
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture for serving as resources for the
writing and preparation of this piece.
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Rural children defy the stereoty pes of
needy and at-risk children in the United
States. Demographicallyin their racial
and ethnic makeup and family structure
rural children resemble relatk ely well-off
suburban children. But on key measures of
poerty. health. education, and access to
social services. they are surprkingly like
children in inner cities.

-Rural- children refers to the one in
four American children. 14.0 million in
total. who live outside the Metropolitan
Statistical Areas defined by the Office of
Management and Budget, Rural commu-
nities under this definition are diverse.
ranging from small cities to open
countryside to Indian Reservations. But
they share an isolation from the jobs and
services commonly available in the
suburbs and central cities of "metro-
America.

Rural children are being left
behind

Rural children are more likely to be
poor (22.9 percent lived in poerty in
1990) than American children overall
(20.6 percent) or metropolitan children
(20.0 percent). Black. white. and Latino
children all are more likely to be poor if
they live in rural areas.

Rural child poverty is now higher than
it was at any time during the 1970s. Each
recent economic cycle of recession and
recovery has left rural child poverty, like
total national child poverty rates, at
higher levels. The poverty rate of rural
children was 16.6 percent in 1973, 17.3
percent in 1979. and 22.2 percent in
1989.

Causes include a nationwide wage
decline, especially for younger workers.
and a widening rural-metro was.Te gap.
Rural earnings per job are nov. only 73
percent of metro earnings.

Another cause is weakening eovern-
ment antipoverty efforts. Goernment
help is even scanter in rural than in metro
areas. For example. AFDC payments per
poor family with children in rural areas
are about half the metro level.

Some metro residents may think rural
poverty is easier to bear becAuse rural
living is cheaper or farm food is abun-
dantly aailable. In fact. few rural
families raise their own food or een Ike
on actke farms any more, and rural
liing costs except for housing are
essentially the same as in metro areas.
Lower housing expenses do not compen-
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sate for the differential in rural wages.

Rural children
face other
disadvantages:

Rural babies
are more likely to
be born to women
i.kho received late
or no prenatal
care. Rural areas
have only one-
third as many
obstetric and
gynecological
specialists per
capita as metro
areas.

Rural areas
ha%e fewer than
half as many
physicians per
capita. 42 percent
of rural children.
compared with 33
percent of city and
35 percent of
suburban children, have not visited a
doctor for at least a year.

Childcare is in shorter supply in rural
areas. rural preschool children are less
likely to be in programs with educational
content, and rural childcare workers have
less education than metro childcare
workers.

babies. Rural communities have lower
homicide rates and are more likely to be
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"Americans tend to believe that our nation's poor
ingly urban and minority. This stereotype hurts rur

Rural students attend poorer schools.
In the last year for which data are
available (1982). rural communities spent
about 10 percent less per student than
metro communitiesa deficit equal to
more than S5.700 for a classroom of 25
students.

Rural schools have a narrower range
of courses and programs. and rural
teachers have less experience, less
training, and higher rates of turno%er.

Initial high school dropout rates are
similar to metro rates. But fewer rural
dropouts return to finish high school or
get a GED. Combined with the tendency
of educated rural youths to move away to
metro areas, this leaves a larger propor-
tion of the young rural work force w ith-
out a high-school degree.

The rural picture is not uniformly
worse: Rural babies are less likely to be
horn at low birthw eight than metro

rated highly. by residents as good places
to live. The federally-funded Study of
National Incidence and Prevalence of
Child Abuse and Neglect found no
significant differences in the incidence of
child maltreatment between metro and
rural areas in 1986.

But on almost every available indica-
tor, rural children's problems are worse
than the suburban component of the
metro population. And surprisingly often
they are close to. equal to. or even worse
than the problems of inner-city. children.

The astronomical poverty rate for
rural black children (53 percent) exceeds
the rate for black children in metropolitan
central cities (47 percent). as does the
proportion of rural black children living
in families w ith incomes less than one-
half the poverty line.

Death rates for white infants are
higher in rural areas than in urban areas
of metropolitan counties.

Rural children of all races are more
likely than their city peers to go a year or
more w ithout a regular doctor's checkup.

Many of the gravest problems associ-
ated w ith inner cities are also found in

-- . . .



rural areas. In Arkansas. Idaho. Iowa.
Kentucky and Ohio. recent studies ha\ e

two-parent families.
Yet despite some apparent advantages.

rural children are
poorer, less
healthy. less
educated, and

on Children in Rural America
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documented the existence of thousands of
rural children v.ho are homeless.

Of course. rural problems need not
exceed metro problems to harm children.
In all areas rural. inner city, as well as
many suburbs children's problems are
far too serious to ignore. On indicators as

erse as infant mortality and mathemat-
ics achievement, children throuahout the
United States laa behind their peers in
many less-wealthy nations.

Stereotypes
Americans tend to believe that our

nation's poor or unhealthy or
undereducated children are overw helm-
inaly urban and minority . This stereotype
hurts rural children because it allows us
to neglect their needs. The stereotype
also hurts inner-city children because it
makes it easier for many Americans to
imagine that such problems are alien.
unique to inner cities, possibly even the
fault of the parent:. And the stereoty pe
hurts the nation because it has helped us
to rationaliie raising a whole generation
of children in poert>. ignorance. and
distress.

In a few respects rural children do tit
our traditional image. The> are more
likely to he white than are metro children.
The> are slightly more likely to be from

)

generally worse
off than other
American
children. And low
rural wages mean
that rural children
more often
remain mired in
poverty even
when their
parents are
employed.

How to
make a
difference

Because
children's needs
are urzent
nationwide.
recommendations
for government

action must begin with steps that will
support all of America's struggling
familiesrural, city, and suburban.

All children need to grow up in
families that can meet their basic needs:
food. clothing, and a safe home. One step
toward this goal is a refundable
children's tax credita modest amount
per child that is available to every family
with children. As proposed recently by
key members of Congress from both
parties. such a credit would reduce taxes
for middle- and low -income families and
would be issued as a refund to help
families too poor to owe taxes.

Other potential steps to a fair start for
all children include more aggressive
child-support enforcement and the
creation of a child-support insurance
system to combat extremely high child
poverty rates in single-parent families
and to give single parents a dependable
base for economic self-sufficiency.

All children need a healthy start:
access to basic health care through health
insurance for every child. parent. and
pregnant sNoman.

And all children need a head start. It is
time to extend the ery successful Head
Start program to eery eligible child
rather than pros iding the program's
henelits to only one in three children.

0
-)

Ways to target the particular
needs of rural children

Because rural children are poorer, yet
more likely to live in two-parent or
working-parent families, they will benefit
in particular from: larger federal and state
tax credits for working families with
children (like the Earned Income Tax
Credit); parental leave: and improve-
ments in safety net programs such as
food stamps. Aid to Families with
Dependent Children for families with
unemployed parents (A.FDC-UP). and
Section 8 housing assistance.

Proarams directly aimed at isolated
rural (and city) children are needed. Full
funding for Community and Misrrant
Health Centers, WIC. and the National
Health Service Corps would provide
basic health care in thousands of medi-
cally underserved rural and inner city
areas. State programs that enhance or
forgive undergraduate and graduate
student loans for health personnel and
teachers who serve in rural or inner-city
areas would help alleviate shortages of
professionals serving children. Home
visitor health services and training and
support for family day-care providers
would strengthen families and childcare
services and protect children.

To address rural transportation needs.
federal and state governments should:
Lift unreasonable restrictions in programs
such as AFDC. Medicaid. or food stamps
aaainst owning vehicles of even modest
value; undertake outreach and allow rural
families to apply for such programs by
mail: place Medicaid enrollment offices
wherever health services are provided;
and reimburse poor families' necessary
travel costs to medical and social
services.

Finally, for many rural communities,
oreater investment in schools is essential.
This includes more equitable school
funding. more investment in special and
enhanced proarams, and exploration of
new "distance learning- techniques. PI

Ada,: Shertnwi i Progrwn .tisociate in the
, anal.% Support Mishit! Of the Children's Defense
Fund. ;there he pecializes in latnil itio.one and
pot ert iAsue. This article is summarized from the
recent CDF report. Falling b the Wa,..iide:
Children in Rural America, made possible by the
support of the Ford Foundation and the Aspen
Institute. The report it mailable pr SI 3.95.
including piotage. friun CDF Publications. 25 E
Street watlungton. D C. :IX.V1 For more
infiirowtiion. oink:a Art. oc Sheroo:an at 202Po' S
87'17.
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by Jan Marrack

Family Support Ser ices of West
Hawaii M as founded in 1979 by member;
of the community concerned with the
prevention of child abuse and neglect.
West Hawaii is the fastest growing
district in the state of Hawaii: over the
last ten years, the population has doubled
and real estate prices have tripled. There
are extreme differences in economic
status: multigenerational local families
needing five jobs in a household just to
pay the rent. contrasted with families
living in homes valued in the millions.
This culturally diverse area spans more
than 150 miles of coastline. with the
population center midway between the
two most isolated communities. Isolation
is both physical (there is no public
transportation) and psychological (many
rural residents are uncomfortable
traveling outside their immediate
environment).

Family Support Services of West
Hawaii's mission is to promote healthy
families by providing support services to
strengthen and empower families and
foster the optimal development of
children. The philosophy of Family
Support Services is that parents want to
provide their children with a healthy and
safe environment in which to grow: that
with encouragement. resources, and
support. families can meet the challenge
of raising children in today's complex
world: that programs which build on a
family 's strengths are more effective than
those that focus on their weaknesses: that
set-% ices must conceive of families in the
context of their communities: that
affordable prevention programs can keep
family difficulties from becoming
chronic and expensi.'e public problems.

Pres ention programs are Family
Support Ser\ ices' main focus. These
include Healthy Start, a nationally
acclaimed community-based maternal
and child health program. and the
'Oihana Ohana Respite Nursery program.
pros iding planned and emergency respite
care services and parent support groups.
In 1990 the Hawaii State Legislature
made funds available for a Family Center
Demonstration Project -the primary
pre% ention program that Family Support
Ser ices had long envisioned.

The West Hawaii Family Center was
established in one of the largest shopping
centers in the most centrally-located .11\1
densely-populated community in .West
Hawaii in order to serse this broad
geographic area from one location. This

w here families come to from outly ing
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areas to shop, at least on an occasional
basis. The Center is small but cheerful,
and the staff warm and friendly. People
can drop in or phone to be connected
with whatever activities or services they
need.

Families are encouraged to identify
and prioritize their needs, and to partici-
pate in their own solutions. The goal is to
ensure that people has e a positive
experience so they will be empowered to
act on their own behalf in the future. The
Center offers ongoing parenting classes.
series on arious family issues, craft
classes, an intergenerational literacy
program. and a weekly Story Time.
These programs are staffed by N. olunteers

heneser possible. The Family Center
also houses a toy-lending library. which
has been a successful way. to set up
informal relationships with families with
young children.

Meeting space is available for support
groups. I 2-step programs, and classes run
by other community organizations. The
Family Center is also available to other
scr\ ice pros iders ho use its information,
as well as meet with client; in this non-
stigmatizing ens ironment. The Family
Center is a resource bank able to recog-
nize duplications of and gap; in services
and to ads Nate for their resolution.

The Family Center enjoys complete
freedom to adapt to community needs. A

o ;

Community Liaison Committee made up
of consumers. services providers and
representatives from other important
sectors aids staff in developing policy
and programs, and committee members
act as Family Center ambassadors. This
flexibility has permitted a role in
community des elopment in the more
isolated areas. Concern in one commu-
nity about the high incidence of domestic
violence has led not only to a more
organized and sensitive approach to
intervention and treatment. but to the
formation of a grass-roots organization
working to create a program for dispirited
youth. The Family Center has been
actively involved in pro\ iding technical
assistance.

Community response in all areas has
been overwhelming. Not only do people
come to access actisities and services,
but businesses, service organizations and
indk iduals have gone out of their way to
offer financial and in-kind support. There
is a lot of trust in the Family Center
which has taken the lead in demonstrat-
ing to families that their community cares
about them.

ion Marrock i Program Dtre,tor of the Wot
t',,U/s Center, a pr.,..:ram of Anna.%

sapont Seri ices of West /1,:si.tts She Can be'

it ultdeted at- 71-55s6 Palam R,Nul. Suite 16.
katlua-Kono. 111 V6'40 SW, .z.N.777.
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h) Lana Ross

As go% ernment funds become less
available, non-profit organizations must

long-term family de% elopment work.
Initially. Project Home Mission

contacts
a
church's
minister
to talk
about

MICA. family development, and the
details of Project Home Mission. We
explore existing church projects to learn
if they are in philosophical agreement
with Project Home Mission. We address
the questions or concerns of the minister,
and then determine the appropriate
decision-making committee within the
church to hear a presentation.

The presentation is made by project
staff along with the head of a family
currently participating in family develop-
ment. MICA staff assist the family
member as she prepares to share with the
church committee what her life was like
before involvement in the family
development program, the changes since,
and her dreams for the future. Project
staff inform the parishioners about
MICA. the idea of family development
work, and the details of a potential
partnership with MICA as part of Project
Home Mission. The family member's
participation is a key element in commu-
nication with the church, since the family
member will often disprove misconcep-
tions and stereotypes parishioners may
have regarding government-aid recipi-
ents. Her presentation provides first-hand
testimony about the effectiveness and
benefits of our work with the family.

When a church decides to participate
in Project Home Mission. it pledges S100
per sponsored family per month to
MICA. We then provide family develop-
ment services to a low-income family
within the church's county. The church's
funding pro% ides the necessary resources
to pay salary and expenses for family
deelopment staff. Project staff develop
an initial profile of the sponsored family
to share with the church. using fictitious
names and including details about the
family members' situation, income and
the family's long-term goals and dreams.

Et.ery quarter. MICA staff and the
family prepare an update for the church
about the sponsored family, including
joys being celebrated or a crisis within
the family and how it %vas resol% ed. Thi;
contact keeps the church informed about
the family and provides a means for
MICA to nurture our relationship with
the church. MICA staff continue to build
and strengthen our church partnerships
by making personal %kits. deli% ering
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MICk. Mobilizing Churches

develop new partnerships at the local
level to find the resources to continue
their work. One local resource is church
involvement. Just such a need led Mid-
Iowa Community Action, Inc. (MICA) to
design a project to reach local churches
and involve them in the services provided
by our agency in their communities. Most
churches have a vested interest in the
well-being of the community. and believe
that the improvement of the community
will ultimately benefit the church.

Mid-Iowa Community Action. Inc.
(MICA) is a five-county community
action agency serving approximately
6.000 families. comprising 16,000
individuals, a year. We provide access to
federal- and state-funded anti-poverty
programs such as Women. Infant, and
Children Supplemental Feeding Program
(WIC). Headstart, Weatherization. Low
Income Heating and Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP). etc. MICA also
provides home-based family develop-
ment services to approximately 275 low-
income families facing risks to their well-
being. With this kind of intensive,
comprehensive help, families can begin
to work toward a goal of economic self-
sufficiency. The majority of MICA's
funding for family development comes
from competiti% e demonstration and
research grants. whicli are awarded for a
limited time. Because we recognize the
need for ongoing and reliable funding.
we hae attempted to develop a consis-
tent funding source to assure that we

ould be able to provide developmental
seri, ices on a continuing basis.

Within MICA's service area. there are
approximately 350 churches ranging in
size from 10 to 2.000 members. Many of
these churches ha% e been partners with
MICA o%er the years, providing services
such as emergency food, utility pay -
ments. gas money. etc. to help low
income families. A few churche also
pro% ide space for M Headstart and
WIC programs. But, valuable as these
partnerships have been. they have not
focused on family development work.

Project Home M ission had two goals:
1) to increase the number of partner-

ships ith churches and 2) to mo% e these
parmerships tow ards supporting our

Sunday -morning sermons and in% icing
the church to participate in % arious
MICA community projects.

Through the 37 Project Home Mission
church partnerships. 42 families are
enrolled in the family de%elopment
program. representing over S50.000 in
additional income for developmental
services. As MICA and the churches
have continued as partners. other
programs have been established that
benefit the churches. MICA, and area
families.

In 1991, the Iowa United Methodist
Annual Conference Board of Camps and
Extended Ministries supplied free slots as
campers to all MICA youth who had the
desire to attend camp. This gift allowed
131 low-income youth to participate in
camping, and for 65 percent of the MICA
youth, it was a first-time experience. The
cost of these scholarships was S15.0000,
and the church has extended the same
invitation to MICA again this year.

Mother to Mother is an exciting project
which is just beginning. This project
joins three women, one from MICA's
family development caseload, and two
volunteers from two different Project
Home Mission churches. The three
women attend an orientation about the
project and schedule meetings throughout
the next year. This opportunity broadens
the base of support for the MICA family
and educates the volunteers about the
needs of low-income families.

Another new program. Volunteers On
Identifying Community Employment
Sources, (VOICES) has been introduced
in three of the Project Home Mission
churches. A parishioner who can offer
employment opportunities calls the
MICA office. and MICA staff selects the
best possible candidate for the job
opening from our family denelopment
caseload, and provides the necessary
support to that candidate to prepare for
employment.

At MICA. we believe these examples
are just the beginning of the exciting and
rewarding opportunities for cooperating
with churches. As the partnerships
between MICA and the Project Home
Mission churches become stronger.
everyone in% oi% ed w ill benefit from

orkin2 together. II

Iona Ras) is the Comttudna) ResourLe
Coordinatorpr Altd.losta Conununit) Actimt. Inc
WICAL She ic currentI., the director of Project
H. MI iston and recentl presented a itorkshop
(a the Fanul.s Resource (-cab., on's Fourth
,k.atontal CottPrence in .t/a. /992 For twire
inf 'own, ah,,Itt this pip t ton(act l.. R,,sc at

170) East Lunt. ilt:r(ha.'1:..,(tn. I I 5.015s
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1111 by Amy Mai

CARY CHRISTIAN HEALTH CENTER:
Touching Lives in the Mississippi Delta

The Cary Christian Health Center %las
founded in IT7I as a medical minktry to
the people of Sharkey and Issaquena
countiestwo of the poorest in the state
of Nlississippi. Since then, it has grown
into a multi-faceted outreach serving the
total needs of families and individuals.

There have been marked improe-
ments in the health and living situations
of the citizens in this delta region (infant
mortality has dropped by half). but the
community still faces challenges.
Unemployment is well over 20 percent.
An average of 31.5 percent of the
families in both counties live below the
federal poverty level. The teen pregnancy
rate is 4.25 times higher than the national
aerage. And infant mortality is still
almost twice the national average.

As is often the case in poor communi-
ties. many problems stem from hopeless-
ness, isolation, and low self-esteem. The
Cary Christian Health Center seeks to
build self-esteem by helping people help
themsek-es through education, opportu-
nity and spiritual support. while bringing
relief for physical suffering.

A medical and a . :mai clinic staffed
by health professionals pro% ides the
physical relief. Services are offered on a
sliding fee scale. The dental clinic is open
three days a week: the medical clinic.
Ike. The medical clinic also does
certification and screening for the WIC
program.

The Cary Christian Health Center has
used the church's role in rural, black
communities to encourage disease
prevention. The Center has trained
%olunteer community health advisors,
representing Ike congregations. to do
blood pressure screening in their
churches. neighborhoods. and local
places or employment. They also
dispense information about preenting
heart dkease, diabetes. and stroke (This
part of the south central United States is
know n as "The Stroke Belt").

Because a large number of the babies
in the delta are born to high-risk mothers.
low infant birth weight is also a serious
problem. The Cary Christian Center
operate, a parent/child program that
includes pre-natal classes. nutrition

16
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The dental clinic at Cary provides impommr preventive seryke as tt ell as emergency care during office
hourc.

4.1

The Cars Chrisuan Center Molds telf.esteem 1). mit idotg edn, atr,mal and spiritual cupfort Jar
memlyn% cr, rlre% /Op earlr

education, parenting classes. and home
% kits.

Nlothers are %kited at home before and
after giving birth. In 199 I. two specially
trained olunteer home % isitor, made
mer 2,300 %kit,, pro% kling follow -up
care to many new mothers in Sharkey

7
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and 1,:quena counties. Thk k vitally
important in an area w ith limited
vansportatiim and few professional
health pro% iders. (There are no physi-
cians w ho deli%er babies. or hospitals
equipped for deli% eries. in either Sharkey
or Issaquena ccItanty : there are only three



sources or primar care in the N. o-counc:.
area.) The home \ kitor pi ogram ako
important for assessing p...renting skilk.
housing condition. and other en% iron-
ntental factors that could af!'ect the health
and well-being or the child.

N lore than 511 percent of the houses in
Sharke and Issaquena .:ounties are
substandard. o alle% iate the problem.
the Car> Chrktian Center c.i.e eloped a
Communit Affairs Program that
i ncludes construction and repair of
homes. Through this program. area
residents ma> contribute lsw eat equit
toy. ard the IS( of buildir.z... or impro\ing
their homes. No-interest financing k
supplied b the Chi isnan
Corporation la sister nunistr of the Car
Christian Ceinei I. and residents make
mortgage or rst mem, niondll.

The Car Thrik Shop is another
branch or the (..hristian Lei inomic
Corporaiii in The Thi ift Shop sells
secoml-hand clothing. tin
.inces. anil other hi,uselt,,Id goids hich

cominunit> residents would not other-
ke he able to purehase. Profits front the

Thrift Silt suppor the rest or the
Center progains.

The Car> Center is a Christian ministr
operating in the belief that lasting
beha% ior changes can l,nl be made b
empow ennent through Jesus Christ. The
Spirnual Program is one of the Center's
most ital outrea.:hes. Designed for all
age groups. the Spiritual Program
pros ides Bible classes. activities. fiekl
trips. a drama club, educational enrich-
ment. tutoring. and w %irk projects for
childien ages pre-sehoill through >oung
adult. The unnisn> also offers a specU
Bible stud for adults. hi line Bible
studies. coulkeling. and Int:al delit.er to
shut-ins

Does it Just ask the indik iduals
V.ht %se 11\ Cs ha \ e been touched, Rosie
J ackson. oung woman raised b
alcohol!, es w ho nil \k tultillinc

ha &Van, ut al!t...thlin:,.!
)kils,' J01111.011. 1ht: ..c111e1.5 spit

o -

director t ho was dis,:ipled at the Cary
Center. attended collece. and is now a
husband. father of NR.,:r.! deacon and
superintendent in a local ehur,:h: Mary
D.. a mother of tw a A ho 1-..4, been living
in a snake-infested house but who was
helped ti a Car> home k isitor and social
worker to obtain a trailer in a better
neighborhood.

These are the stories that inspire the
Car Christian Center staff to keep
in% estinc in 11%es one at a time. II
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Listening Partners: Helping Rural Mothers
Find a Voice

An increasing number of women are
raising children alone, impoverished and

ith little support from the children's
fathers or grandparents. Especially for
those in rural settings, who are geo-
graphically isolated, motherhood is more
and more a lonely occupation. These
mothers are often undereducated and they
undervalue what they think, their own
opinions and life experiences. Many rural
mothers were raised in isolated, authori-
tarian. nonerbal households and did not
develop their "own voice- or refine the
ability to analyze and express their
thoughts and emotions. They lack a sense
of the importance of their own mind and
voice, because. as children, they did not
learn to rely on their thinking, under-
standing. and articulation for problem-
solving and communication.

This has important consequences for
their style of parenting. These mothers
tend to use power-oriented techniques
(threats. commands, and physical
punishment) for influencing their
children, as their parents did with them.
They often hike a limited appreciation of
their children's social skills. Not feeling
the potential of their own minds, they do
not encourage such capacities in their
children. Failing to think things through
and talk things out with their children.
these mothers rarely explain what they
know, nor do they ask their children
questions that might help the children
eenerate their own ideas. explanations.
and choices.

It has been demonstrated in the
literature that these parenting practices
and attitudes are linked to delay s and/or
limitations in children's thinking and
learning skills, self-concept and self-
esteem, and social competence and peer
acceptance. Social isolation, hierarchical
family structures and the stress of poverty
ha% e repeatedly been associated w ith
family violence (Finkelhor, 1983).
Behavior problem; are an additional
consequence for many or the children.
Moreo%er. children internalize many of
the thinking and pareming strategies of
their parents. and thus perpetuate these
patterns in subsequent generations.

When parents de%elop their ow n
%oices or ability to express themsek es.
they realize that they have worthwhile
ideas. By being listened to attend% ely and

18

listening to themselves attentively.
parents recognize how they are working
towards goals that they have for them-
selves and their families. As parents
recognize their own voices, they begin to
trust themselves to make decisions and
soke problems. They also begin to help
their children develop these capacities.
This is what the Listening Partners
Project is all about.

The Listening Partners
Project

The Listening Partners Project was
desiened to ease the social isolation of
and support the development of moth-
ersso they in turn might better support
the de%elopment or their children, their
peers. and themselves.

We focused on fostering women's
understanding of themselves, their peers.
and their children as "knowers." We used
Belenky. Clinchy . Goldberger. and
Tarule's (1986) five Ways of Knowing
( way s of understanding knowledge) to
hy pothesize the steps that might help an
individual mother to gain a voice, to
claim the power of her mind, and to
become more actkely engaged in
conceptualizing and interacting with her
children and peers in ways that promote
their cogniti%e doelopment and sense of
self-competence.

The principal tool of intervention w as
the fostering or dialogue. Through
dialogue. a person can discoer and
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cultivate the power of her mind and
voice, and. as a consequence. her ability
to encourage the intellectual development
of children and peers.

Dialogue provides opportunities to
gain comfort with listening and speak-
ingfinding meaning in others' words,
finding words to articulate meaning.
seeing that trading stories and ideas can
be useful. Throueh dialogue one can
develop an awareness of the interpreta-
tke and creative powers of the mind
one's ow n as well as others'. Only after
gaining a clear understanding that ideas
can and do emeree from one's own mind.
can one begin to consciously develop.
use, articulate, and integrate procedures
for constructine and refining ideas.

The Listening Partners Project used
dialogue in se%eral key activities.
Women's t ords. ideas, and stories were
recorded on tape. As these taped record-
ings and transcriptions %%ere dissemi-
nated. women were able to listen to their
ow n thoughts as they emerged and to
experience being deeply heard by others.
Sharing their ow n and their children's
"life stories" and "growth stories"tales
or aspiration and realization. however
smallencouraged women to recognize
strengths and grow th that had typically
gone unnoticed. Group exercises in
interpersonal cognitke problem-solving.
(elaborating upon the work of Shure &
Spi% ads. 1)78: 1979) highlighted and
fostered the women's abilities to think
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Child and adult development
(social, cognitive, emotional. behavioral)

Peer interactions and
childrearing practices

Women's epistemological development \

\ \
\ \
\ \

"kk *

Conceptions of friendships
and parenting )6-

INTERVENTION: Personai/environmental
Opportunities and skills for characterlstics that
high quality, reflective, peer sustain the operation and
dialogue and self reflection -1-- effects of the intervention

Figure 1. Program components and hypothesized effects of the Listening
Partners Program.

lnd work through problem: and to
support one another in collaboratike
problein-sol\ing. Inter\ iew ing in pairs
and as a group helped women discover
their skill: in identifying meaningful
questions and draw ing out the ideas of
others.

Once they felt more confident in self-
expression ith peer participants. \\ omen
\\ ere encouraged to do the same \\ ith
their children at home.

We worked v ith social ser\ ice and
mental health personnel to recruit I 20
isolated. rural. impoverished mothers of
preschool-aged children for the Listening
Partners Project. Each of the project
participank and her children completed
inter\ iew s and other assessments at three
9-month inter\ als. Half of [he l,onien
tour experimental group) engaged in the
inter\ ention during the interval between
the first and second set of inter\ iew s.
meeting in small discussion groups of
mei \ e or so ( including t o staff group
facilitators). one morning a week o \ er an
eight-month period. w hile their children
\\ ere pro \ ided childcare. The other half
".1 a control pity

Figure I pro% ides a :chematic diagram
of the Listening Partners program
component: and hy pothesized effects. As
the solid arrow: in Figure I illustrate, the
program was designed as a multilevel
preventk e/promotk e inter% ention. The
inter\ ention actk ities created opportuni-
ties and de\ eloped skills for high-quality
reflective peer dialogue, encouraging
women v. ho ha% e had hale confidence in
themselves as knower, to gain a voice
and de \ elop the powers of their minds.
We expected that the mother:. in turn.
would become more able to see their
children us actk e know ers. and therefore,
more fully draw out their intellectual,
social, and emotional capacities thereby
promoting healthy child de\ elopment.
These women would simultaneously
cultk ate and prosper from more con-
structi e. supporti%e peer relationships.

As the broken :mow s in Figure I
illustrate. we expected the effects of each
le% el of the program tironc the interven-
titin acti% ides cli r iugh the enhanced
de \ elopmental status of the child and
adillt \\ oukl teed hack Into promoting an
en% ironment that nurtured and sustained
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the operation and effects of the interven-
tion. For example. the promotion of more
effecti \ e parenting strategies was
expected to provide a context in which
not only the child's development would
flourish. but where the mother herself
could engage more in collaborative
problem-solving (in this case. with her
child). reflect upon her reasoning skills,
and contribute to her competence with
the tools of mind and voice.

Results
Our analysis confirmed that mothers

who had a more complex understanding
of the active nature of knowledge
endorsed more intellectually stimulating,
non-authoritarian, and non-directive
parenting communication strategies.
These strategies are more likely to draw
children into active participation and
problem-solving. Moreover, the Listen-
ing Partners intervention did help these
women develop a more complex
appreciation of the active nature of
knowledge and its development. Gains
persisted and even increased during the
nine-month period following the
termination of the intervention. We
believe that these -listening partners-
discovered and developed skills which
helped them support their own growth
and that of their peers and children.
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by Anne Floden Fa llis

Iniacine being poor and 11% in,2 on one
of the isolated American Indian reser\ a-
(ions in South Dakotaw here the nearest
shopping centers (and mo:.,t major
ser ices and job opportunities) may be
fifty to one hundred miles away. Now
imagine what it's like to be a sec.\ ice
provider under these conditions. South
Dakota has ten of the poorest counties in
the nation, all encompassing resena-
tions'. Most reserxation families do not
hae adequate transportation; minimal
funding for services means that ser\ ice
providers are isolated from regional and
national resources.

The Dakota Bulletin Board Ser. ice
(Dakota BBS). uses modem technology
to provide service and information
delivery to poverty -level families and to
their service providers in isolated
environments. The Dakota BBS is a
computer networking system that enables
instantaneous and interactive exchange of
information using regular PC computers.
modems, and rural phone lines.

The system is easy to use and does not
require a high degree of computer
literacy, nor expensive computers or
equipment. Dakota BBS users can dial
into the system with their computer
moderns much like making a phone call.

The system has many more functions.
however. It allows ordinary people to:

Send and receive "mail- ith a
possible reply w ithin minutes)

Read current public announcements
and lews the instant they are posted

Join conferences in .C\ hich they can
discuss specific issues with people
from all over the world

Instantly thmnload files of informa-
tion. much like they might borrow a
book from the hbrary (only the library
is at their fingertips)

Work on documents with teams from
all o er the world.

Rural America lnitiatk es is a small
American Indian non-profit organization
in South Dakota that uses the Dakota
BBS in it, day -to-day operations. as vcll
as tor special project,. On a typical day. .
an RAI employee might dial into the
Dakota BBS and:

Find out w hat meeting, are scheduled
for the week

20 - _
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South Dakota

Post a public notice for all employees
to tell them about a client's birthday
celebration

Check a detail in the organization's
personnel policies

Help a family member download a
graphic to be used in the parents
group's newsletter

Attend an on-line Alcoholic Anony-
mous meeting (with members from
across the nation) during a break

Present a client's problem on an echo
called. "Plain Talk.- and receke
feedback from social ser% ices and
mental health professionals from South
Dakota and Wyoming

Work on a grant with a consultant from
the \Vest Coast (Unlike a fax. the
Dakota BBS allows users to download
a file and later change it on their word
pr, 'cc:N.0r v ithout ret ping.)

Check a job bank in Nlontana on behalf
of a client who is mo ing

Help a teen parent attend an "on-line-
GFD class

Re% iew a tile pro% ided by a national
,1 t)

ser\ ice provider about a model
Children of Alcoholics program

Send out an announcement about a
conference to one hundred rural
schools (in five minutes and with no
postage Costs).

Phone costs for linking w ith national
and regional service providers are low
(approximately S25.00 per month). The
system allows all kinds of computers to
link. (Mo,t rural schools in the area have
Apple II computers and most service
pro iders have [BM-compatibles.) More
features v. ill be added in the next six
month., including on-line college classes
and an American Indian arts-and-crafts
catalog to market products of reservation
families to national and international
markets.
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by Christine Vogel

Funding Family Support Programs: Charging Fees for Services

Developing strategies for increasing
revenue is a key sun ival issue for non-
profit organizations that.are in the
business of strengthening families and
the notion of charging fees for services is
a growing option. As a relatively new
entity. family support programs are not
automatically considered worthy of
support from major funding sources. This
may be particularly true for programs
which serve mostly middle-class
populations who are seen as having the
ability to pay for such sen ices.

The three programs profiled in this
article are "old-timers" in the family
support movement, each having been in
existence for more than a deeade. Each
has charged fees from its inception: each
has also been able to provide the families
it serves with some free programming.

All three have done well. Last year
alone, these three programs served
approximately 14.000 families. One of
the programs serves a predominantly
upper-middle-income population: the
second serves a middle- to lower-middle-
income population. The third sen es an
ethnically and socioeconomically di% erse
population that range; from mainstream
to under-served. with the latter
population's family problems reflective
of entrenched social problems.

The continued success of these fee-for-
service programs seems to indicate that
mkIdle-class families are w illing to pay
fees for programs that provide them w ith
resources and support. This demonstrates
that family support programs are %aluable
to and appreciated by those who face the
"normal" crises of parenthood.

It also show s that market dri% en fee-for
sen ice programs can successfaly
operate in conjunction w ith those social
programs for in-need populations which
rely on foundation and corporate support.

These three programs illustrate a
%ariety of ways to work with community
resources. They can sene as models to
other family strengthening programs that
may he facing a need to charge fees for
sen iees.

92s?"

92nd Street Y
Parenting Center
New York, New York
Fretta Reitzes, Director

The Parenting Center began in 1978 as
a program of the 92nd Street Y (Young
Men's/Young Women's Hebrew
Association). Since the V has always
charged fees, it was cl r that the
Parenting Center woutu also be fee-
based. particularly since it receives no
outside funding. The Center's annual
budget is about S500.000. The Y covers
overhead expenses. such as space,
maintenance. marketing. and accounting:
all other monies are generated by
program fees.

The Parenting Center serves approxi-
mately 3.000 to 4.000 families each year.
the bulk of whom are upper-middle-
income. It offers a wide variety of
programs. including: weekly seminar
series for new mothers: play groups for
parents or caregivers and their toddlers:
infantltoddler de%elopment classes:
support groups for new mothers: fathers'
groups: workshops on parenting issues:
and parent forums for parents of children
ages four through teenaged years. Many
of the programs are tailored to fit the
needs of working families. About two-
thirds of the Center's programs are
geared to parents with children between
the ages of six months and two and one-
half years.

Director Fretta Reitzes says that fees
are "structured to sene a middle-class
community they 're designed to support
our programs and services and are based
on w hat the market will bear." The staff
determine: the fees by continually
examining other comparable programs
and charging similar rates. "As our
programs ha% e expanded. we've raised
our fees. During the recession, however,
we'%e tried to be sensitive in our fee
structure. We' had more requests for
scholarships during the past several
years. and we'%e been able to honor
e\ery request."

Until this year. the Parenting Center
has also offered community service
programs at no charge. One example is
"Puhlie School Options." a school fair
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that gi% es parents a "one-stop-shopping"
opportunity to learn about the % arious
public schools in the area. "But we can't
sustain that anymore without charging a
fee.- says ReitLes. adding that the
Parenting Center w ill soon charge fees
for all of its programs.

Reitzes believes that middle-class
communities have a real need for the
kinds of services that the Parenting
Center provides. And fees are critical to
her program's survival, since it receives
no outside grants or funding.

A typical program sponsored by the
Parenting Center costs about SI5 to S20
per class. For example. the 14-week
program for new mothers. costs S200. It
meets once a week for one and one-half
hours and participants register in advance
for the entire semester.

Until recently. the Parenting Center
had not actively sought outside monies
for any of their programs. But they are
currently developing a large-scale
program focusing on adoption. both for
prospecti% e parents and for parents
who'%e already adopted a child. And they
are seeking donors. both private and
corporate. to underwrite different parts of
the program. "We're changing the way
we operate and beginning to pursue other
ways of raising money." says Reitzes.

The Parenting Center
at Children's Hospital
New Orleans, Louisiana
Donna Newton, Director

When the Junior League of New
Orleans and Children's Hospital origi-
nally established the Parenting Center at
Children's Hospital in l9S0. a commu-
nity board was created to set fees for
membership and classes. 'The center.
w hose initial program was a Parent'
Infant/Toddler Center. was set up to
set.% e a middle-class population w ith
normal de% elopmental concern, about
raising children. As its :el-% ices hae
expanded. the population :s.:1"\ed has also
espanded and now includes both middle-
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and km er-middle-income
1 he Cenwr offers classel. \A. orkshop..

lectures and drop-in gatherings. and
ser% es parent. of children from infancy
through pre-adolescence. It also offers
new parent support groups. shon-term
counseling. brow n bag seminar; for
working parents. "The New born Book-
let- fot area hospitals. and programs
geared specifically to stepfamilies and to
fathers.

The Center charges a yearly member-
ship fee of S45 for actie membership.
and S25 for associate membership (an
increase of S l0 oer the 1980 start-up
fees). In setting fees, its board of
directors looked at family membership
fee: for other organizations in the
community. and compared the services
offered. The Parent/Infant/Toddler
Center is the only program that requires a
membership fee, and parents can pay in
two installments if necessary.

Specific class fees. which are approxi-
mately S5 per class. are purposely kept
low to encourage participation. For night
classes. the Center charges the same fee
for the attendance of one or both parents
or significant other. "That way we hope
more couples will get a babysitter and
attend." says Newton.

Parents who are unable to pay can
apply for scholarships or volunteer their
time. Volunteering to help provide
childcare for a semester-long class
entitles one to a free class. Newton says
that most member; ho need assistance
choose volunteering over straight
scholarships.

The Center has alw ay s offered some
free classes, such as informal community
talks and "lunch bunch- seminars. It also
offer; parents the opportunity to attend
their first infancy class at no charge. "It
acts like a start-up for them and we then
encourage them to join." says Newton.

he Parenting Center ser\es about 425
members and 5.500 nonmember families
each year. operating with a budget of
SI61.000. Clas: fee; and membership
account for about 14 percent. or S22.500.
Fundraising and an annual giving
campaign account for 42 percent:
Children's Hospital picks up the 44
percent deficit. "We always try to reduce
that through the gift-gk ing campaign and
our fundraiser. Boo at the Zoo," says
New ton. This annual special tnent is a
"Halloween carnk al- held at the New
Orleans Zoo, complete with games. rides
and "trick-or-treat- spook houses. The
tnent draw s about 4,000 people and
raises between S35,000 and 545,000 for
the Center.

New It )11 has ftaind that charging a
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small fee is better than no fee at all in
terms of class panicipation. She acknow l-
edges the the Center has sometimes made
mistakes in setting fees. "When we price
a program too high. no one sips up. We
listen to what members tell us sending
out surveys and doing class evaluxions.
We'%e found that their thinking when it
comes to parenting issues or parent-child
events is:1f it's w ith or for children, it
should be inexpenske2 The New
Orleans economy has been depressed for
eight years and we've seen the effects on
our parents. We've chosen to keep our
fee structure low and to subsidize the
programs. with the annual tziving
campaign, Boo at the Zoo, and the
Hospital, our permanent funding source,
picking up the deficit.-
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Friends of the Family
Van Nuys, California
Susan Kaplan, Executive
Administrator

Friends of the Family is a 20-year-old.
not-for-profit counseline and education
center. "Our mission is to provide quality
mental health and human development
programs to the mainstream and under-
served populations of the greater Los
.Angeles area,- says Executive Adminis-
trator Susan Kaplan.

Because foundations were reluctant to
fund programs for mainstream parents.
the decision to charge fees was part of the
board of directors' initial strategic
planning for the program. Altematke
funding sources were tanzeted in order to
serve the in-need population included in
the program. "But we still haven' t
exploited the tkenue of fundraising or
special eents." say s Kaplan. "That's
been a lack in our organization. Our
board of directors has been active in
fundraising, but mainly through founda-
tions and corporations."

Friends of the Family provides
counseling and psychotherapy, as well as
five family strengthening programs: The
Parent Project (a multi-component work/
family service package targeted to
businesses): Young Moms Program: The
Parent Project: Family to Family and
Parenting Now atkocacy and outreach.

Friends of the Family 's annual budget
is about 5950.000. Se% enty percent
comes from fees, 20 percent from
foundation grants and 10 percent from
corporate and indk idual contributions.
The counseling and psychotherapy
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ser ice, which account., for two-thirds of
program re% enue. is 90 percent fee-based
and helps fund other ser ices provided

ithout charge. Counseling fees are
based on a sliding scale which ranges
from S20 to SI10: the average fee is
approximately S38.

Kaplan points out that the steady
revenues from a mature program, such as
the counseling sen ices or the Parent
Project's work/family programs, offer
several benefits. "They provide a steady
source of income which can be forecast
with some confidence. Revenues from
fee-for-service programs tend to be
responsive to tactics under organizational
control, such as advertising, increasing
referral base and pro,zram design
modification. Funding sources respond
positively to demonstration that your
organization will have stability from its
fee-for-service programs; their grant
cycles and available dollars have so
much variation.-

Friends of the Family has utilized
revenue from more mature programs to
finance the development of additional
free programs for the in-need popula-
tions. Young Moms, a primary preven-
tion program. and Family-to-Family, an
extended multifamily treatment program
for abusive and neglectful families, are
attractively positioned to gain foundation
and public support. says Kaplan. "The
grant revenues tend to come in chunks
and must be allocated to specific program
expenses. but [they] allow the provision
of needed services and aid with positive
cash flow .-

Last year. Friends of the Family
provided serv ices to 1.450 client families:
in addition. nearly 5,000 individuals and
families were served through the family
strengthening program. consultations,
publications and speaking engagements.
"Diversification of revenue sources is
%ital.- say s Kaplan. "We must continue
to design and implement family strength-
ening programs for our identified
constituency. We must also identify all
possible sources of re% enueincludin2
fees-for-set-% ice, foundation grants.
public support and public sector reim-
bursement contractsand design
programs to attract a variety of revenue
sources. Thus roenue dkersification
becomes a drker in our decisions about
grow th and expansion."
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Membership Application,
Send mail to J Home Agency

Name Home Phone

Home Address

Agency

Agency Address

City State Zip

Agency Phone

City State Zip

Please i Enter or =1 Renew my membership TOTALS (including publication order form on reverse side)

O Individual Membership
1 year, $35

Publications

Shipping
0 Agency/Organizational Membership

1 year, $70 Membership

Add'I Contribution

Total

Enclose check or money order in U.S. dollars payable to:
Family Resource Coalition

200 South Michigan Avenue, 15th Floor
Chicago, IL 60604

FRC Publications Order Form
NC CF CCF-ES

Programs to Strengthen Families:
A Resource Guide 3rd revised edition)
S30.00 each. S20.0 FRC members

Building Support and Resources
for the Family
A video introduction tne family
support movement (14 minutes)
$25 each, $20 FRC me-nbers

The Family Resource Program Builder:
Blueprints for Designing and Operating
Programs for Parents (246 pp )
$30 00 each, $20 00 FRC members

Building Strong Foundations:
Evaluation Strategies for Family Resource
Programs (148 pp.)
$30.00 each. 820 00 FRC members

Working with Teen Parents:
A Survey of Promising Approaches
(140 pp.)

$12.00 each, $8 CO FRC members

In addition to the above, a new FRC Publications brochure
is availableit's your one-stop source for publications on
family support.

P,ces

FRC Report back issues: Volumes 7-10. 85 each.
$2. FRC members: Volumes 1-6. 83 each, S2 FRC members

In addition to the focus topic, a variety of subjects are covered in each edition, such as
fundraising, evaluation, program design and operation, as well as policy, health and
education issues.

Vol. 11, 41

Vol. 10. 43

Vol. 10. 42

Vol. 10, 41

Vol. 9. t.3

Vol. 9. 42

Vol: 9, 41

VCI. 8, 43

Vol. 8. 42

Vol. 8, 41

Vol. 7, 43

Vol. 7, 42

Vol. 7, 41

Vol. 6. 03

Vol. 6. 42

Vol. 6 41

Vol 5, 43

Vol. 5. #2

Vol 5. 41

Rural Families

Substance Abuse Prevention

A Practitioner's Notebook

10th Anniversary Issue

A Family-Centered Perspect.N.e

Building Community

Families of Adolescents: Dealirg Change

Family Advocacy: A Many-Sded Vew

Building Parent-School Partnerships

Families at Risk

Maturing Family Support Mc,ement

Families of Children with Special Needs

Practitioner to Practitioner

Adoption

Programs for Hispanic Families

Intergenerational Programs

Family Resource Movement, Post Conference

National Focus on Family Support

Incarcerated Parents and their Children

An annual subscription to the FRC Report (4 issues per year) is available to non-members
for $41.

Prices include 4th class "book rate" postage. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Add 10°4 of
total price for first class. UPS, or ordrs shipped outsid the U.S.
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What does a family resource program look like? What is the
range of services a family support program might offer?
How are programs across the country securing funding?
How are programs staffed and evaluated?

Put some of the answers to these questions and more on your bookshelf
when you purchase the hot-off-the-presses third edition of Programs to
Strengthen Families. Published in May 1992 1 Family Resource
Coalition, the 193-page book features in-depCi dese'ptions of 65 family
support programs nationwideover 30 of which have not appeared in
previous editions. And for the first time ever, this classic guide contains
detailed descriptions of five state initiatives. The book is a handy resource
for both practitioners and policymakers who need to know who is doing
whatand how.

It's loaded with ideas, just waiting to be tried. Why not get those ideas
where you need them mostright at your fingertips. Order your copy
today.

To order your copy of Programs
to Strengthen Families. call
312-341-0900 (paymenI by
Mastercard or Visa only) or
return the coupon on page 23.

The Family Resource Coalition
200 South Micricar Ave^ue
Suite 1520
Chicago. IL 6C6C.4

312.341-0900
FAX 312:341-9361
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M by Ellen Calhisky

WORK AND FAMILY: 1992

I it 19g0, when I Itegun my first w ork-
family research project and people would
ask me what kind of work I did. nty
response required a long explanation.
The terminology work and family had no
name recognition. Tss elve years later.
there is absolutely no confusion. People
usually respond to the statement that I
conduct research on work and family life
issues with a personal story til
feeling torn hy too much to do
and not enough time.

Today. it is also more widely
understood that work-family
problems are a result of families
changing faster than public and
corporate institutions. The
w(wkplace with its last minute
meetings or mandatory osminle.
the schools which provide little
warning of events that parents
are expected to attend. the
doctors or dentists who don't
keep evening hours, the banks
that close at three o'clock seem
to be responding less flexibly than
members of the family.

The guilt and strain of trying "to do it
all. to (me it all- are, howeser, begin-
ning to produce changed attitudes. Polls
on the work ethic are aw ihe first time
resealing that a majority of employ ed
parents do not want to live such pre,-
sured lis es. A recent survey, conducted
by the Hilton Corporation. f(mnd that
ahout two-thirds of Americans woukl
prefer to take a salary reduction in order
to get more time off.

numbers of companies which \A ere at
each stage.

We found:
33',4 are in Pre-Stage I. with lew

policies to address the issue. and manage-
ment resistant to or barely aware of the
concerns.

Paralleling the change in individual
attitudes, there is also a gradual change in
the awareness and responsiseness of'
companies to employ t....s work and
family concerns. In this status rett(lrt on
work and famils in 1992, I svill describe
the natute and directi(m of these \soil-
place changes.

Some work-family assistance exists in
all large companies, but most compa-
nies have only a limited or piecemeal
a pprinich.

In a study of the largest companies in
30 industries f(w the recent IN)ok.
(*orporelle Rek'n'/ICe Gllide W01"k-

amilv Pnii;n1111.1. and in other studies.
the Families and 1\ ork Institute defined
distinct stages of des elopment for w ork.
family initiatis es and tabulated the
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toted management training programs to
help change managers' attitudes and to
teach skills in handling subordinates'
work-family issues productively. Ten
percent of large companies DOW offer
work-family managment training to
supervisors.

Despite the prevalence of some sort of
flextime policies, few companies
offer real time and leave
flexibility or are truly family-
friendly.

Studies of employee popula-
tions, company by company.
conducted by Families and Work
Institute, reveal that the kind of
assistance that employed parents
most desire is greater time
flexibility. They want to take
leaves to he with a new baby or
sick child, to be late without
censure if there a childcare
problem. to be able to attend a
school play or teacher's confer-

ence. or to be able to take an elderly
parent to the doctor.

Most large companies do have time-off
policies. For example. 77(i. offer
flextime. allowing employees some
discreti(m in the times they arrive tt and
leave work, as long as they accuimilate
the required number of hours per day or
per week. Howes cr. only 45'/( of these
programs are written into company
policy and only one-fourth are available
companywide. Likess ise, while all these
firms have disability leaves for childbirth,
only 2844 have policies providing time-
off for inothers beyond the disability
period. Such leaves are offered to fathers
in just 221,i of the companies and to
adoptisc parents in 23'i . Furthenmwe.
only 16'.i permit the use of their leave
policies for the care ()I sick children or
other family members. And we estimate
that only one in seven c(mtpanies of all
si/es has a formal or inkirmal time-off

svhich twos the requirements of
the Family and Medical I.eave Act
passed by Congress in 1992, which was
sent to and setoed by President Rush this

46 are in Stage I. with seseral
policies but not an overall response:
work-family is seen mainly as a women's
issue with a focus on childcare.

19'4 are in Stage II. with an inte-
grated approach to meeting the ss ork-
family needs of employees.

2`; are in Stage III, with a focus that
has mos ed beyond programs toward
changing the coinpany culkue to he Imre
family-friendlv as well as hiward
community intervention.

It IN in Stage 11 and Stage III that
companies review their existing time and
lease policies to try to pros ide greater
flexibility. It is also in these stages that
management reali/es that ss hile their
company may have excellent tit»e-off
programs. such programs will be of little
salue if supervisors measure employees'
commitment primarily by the number of
hours empl(lyecs spend on the job.
classifying those who use flexible time
and lease policies as "not serious about
their jobs.- In fact. at one of the most
progressise t A. companies. 52'i Of the
employees reported that they belies ed
taking ads antage of the company 's tinie
and lease pr()grams would jeopardite
their jobs or careers. In response to such
concerns. ',OM(' companies hake instr

0 - ,

The research that pros ides a ratio-
nale for these programs is beginning to
document the costs of work-family
problems and the benefits of the
solutions.



Most of the research to date on the cost
of not addressing work-family problems
has been liicused on chiklcare. It has
identified the following problems:

(1) Difficulty finding and maintaining
childcare. The research indicates that
difficulty finding out about and obtaining
childcare is a major predictor of parents'
absenteeism. Workers who have to make
last-minute. ad-hoc arrangenlents have
higher rates of absenteeism and tardiness,
are more likely to spend unproductis e
time on the job, and are also prone to
higher levels of stress and more stress-
related health problems than those
without such childcare problems.

(2) Difficulty paying for childcare. A
national study reveals that po(ir fainilies
pay proportionately more for childcare-
23C4 of their family income compared to
6(4 for higher-income families.= The lack
of afThrdable childcare leads many
employed parents to settle fm patchwork
arrangements that can disrupt their
productivity .

(3) Coping with sick children. In the
National Childcare Survey 1990. 35'4 of
employed mothers reported that their
children were sick within the preceding
month. Of these. 51'4 stayed home at
some p(iint to care for their children.'

The primary benefits of an employer-
sponsored childcare center appear to be
reduced turnover and improved recruit-
ment. but managers and center users are
more likely to believe that morale and
absenteeism are the greatest benefits. The
Families and Work Institute is currently
doing a study assessing the costs and
benefits of an (m-site center that includes
care for mildly ill children. It is very
plausible that when a company addresses
the sick-child care issue, absenteeism
may decrease.

Research on flextiine has shown that
the degree or flexibility offered makes
the greatest difference in whether it
reduces work-fiimily conflict and stress
for employed parents and leads to more
family time. Flextime has also been
shown to pros ide a return to the compan)
through reductions in tardiness and
absenteeism and improveinents in
morale. Since the costs or implementing
flextime are so ( , little change is
needed to show a return on investment.

Ses coil studies have show n that
pregnant %soffit:11 ss ho work for compa-
nies \kith accommodating policies are
more likely. to return to their jobs after
maternity lease.' Cost/benefit analyses

have likes\ ise shown it is cheaper to
provide a leave than to replace the
employee." A study conducted by Marra
and Lindner to be published by Families
and Work Institute this fall reveals that it
costs 32e,f of an employee's yearly salary
to provide a leave, whereas it costs
between 75'4 and 15('4 of the salary to
replace the employee.'

Work-family initiatives were not
halted by the recession.

Many people have speculated that the
current recession might slow or stop
work-family initiatives. Instead, althom2h
actual implementation of these programs
may, have slowed, corporate interest has
continued to grow. even during these
hard economic times.

A survey of 170 companies. conducted
by The Conference Board in mid- 1991.
found that only 2'4 of respondents had
cut work-family programs more than
other human resource programs. Sixty
percent had enhanced their work-family
programs during the past recessionary
year, and nearly half (47',4 ) of compa-
nies' work-family programs were
expanded more than other human
resource programs.'

Future trends include extending
initiatives to new constituencies and
creating collaborations.

Companies are extending their
childcare initiatives into emergency
childcare and school-age care. For
example, a less companies are building
emergency centers (The Chase Manhat-
tan Corporation: Goldman, Sach. & ('o.;
Time Warner. Inc.). while other,. are
creating collaborations such as Emer-
gency Child Care Services (ECCS), a
service developed by 15 companies in
New York City to provide and subsidize
in-home care when children arc sick.

In this decade, creative programs will
be developed to pros ide before and after-
school care as well as summer and
acat km care. Since children between

eight and ten-years-old often tend to drop
off Irom school-age initiatiVes. because
the programs are seen as -too babyish,-
some companies (for example. Corning)
are beginning to develop imire age-
appropriate programs for older chiklren.
This strategy dovetails nicely with
another corporate cimcern: devekming
science, math, and literary skills in the
future ss ork force. In addition. a gross ing
nuinber of companies subscribe to a
national hotline where parents can get
help ss ith their school-age chiklren's
homes\ ork issues.

ldercare is another growth area. In

t.t

The Corporate Reference Guide study.
almost one-fourth of the companies
surveyed reported that they are planning
to institute Elder Care Consultation and
Referral. a service which provides
information, personal consultation, and
referrals to community-based services for
the elderly. There has been little innova-
tive thinking in the development of other
business programs to assist employees
with eldercare concerns. Given the
number of employees expected to assume
responsibilities caring kr elderly
relatives in the 1990s (possibly up to
407 of the workforce). one can expect to
see more attention to eldercare in the
coming decade.

This fall's announcement of the
American Business Collaborative for
Quality Dependent Care (ABC) also
heralds a new trend in the work-family
field. Over a dozen companies have
joined together in several communities to
spend tens of mill ii nis of dollars to
develop far ranging solutions to their
employees' dependent care needs. The
companies include IBM hi h has

spearheaded this initiative. Johnson &
Johnson. NationsBank. AT&T. Allstate
Insurance Company. Eastman Kodak
Company, and others. The word quality
in the title of this effort is crucially
impoilant. Recent national studies on the
supply and demand of chiklcare indicate
that while the supply of childcare has
increased dramatically over the last
twenty-live years, cost has remained flat
and quality has declined.' Furthermore.
the regulations governing the 1990
Childcare and Development Block Grant
(CCDI3G) hamper states' ability to
develop initiatives that improve quality)"
The ABC collaboration indicates that the
corporate community. aware of how
much it has to lose by a poorly prepared
ssorkforce, is taking up the banner of
quality. In doing so. the corporate
community seems to be saying that if the
government will not provide safeguards
and quality assurances for their employ-
ees' children. they will.

Additional future trends: trying to
change the culture of the workplace to
make it more family-friendly.

Work-family management training
efforts will continue but will also change.
It is becoming increasingly clear to
leading cimipanies that four hours of
training cannot change a culture. In the
future. one can expect to see training
expanded bey(md one session and

C01)111114,11 on:( 21
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by Christine Vogel

LEVI STRAUSS AND CO.
A Work/Family Program in Action

Levi Strauss and Co.. the blue jeans
maker fiionded in 1850. leads Money
Aloga:ine'.% June, 1992 list of major
companies providing the best employee
benefits. Long vacations. all Friday
afternoons off, and health insurance fc)r
unmarried partners (irrespective of sexual
orientation) are just some of the benefits
that make the world's largest apparel
manufacturer a leader in helping employ-
ees balance their work and personal lives.

The company's corp(wate mission and
aspiration statement vows a -commit-
ment to balanced personal and profes-
siimal lives.- and more than three years
ago U.S. employees. nearly 23.000
strong,. challenged the company to define
that commitment. An 18-member Work/
Family Task Force, sponsored by Robert
D. Haas the company's chair and CM,
set itself to meet the challenge.

The task force, diverse in ethnicity.
gender. lifestyle. family status, and job
responsibilities. was a microcosm of the
company itself. Its intent was to make
recommendations which woul(1 posi-
fix ely affect employees' overall quality
of life. As a result, members focused on
the concept of balance and recognized as
an issue anything that caused stress in an
employee'. life. regardless of whether it
occurred at Vs ork or at home. And from
the very start, the task force expressed its
respect f(w diversity by defining "family-
in the broadest possible sense. to include
all those xx ith w horn employees have
important relationshipsparents.
children. siblings, and significant others.

With the help of the Families and
Work Institute in New York, the task
force developed stirs eys for the three
inajor employee groups: management
and other sshite collar w(wkers: It)cal
pay 0)11 employ ees in plants and cusuuner
service centers: and sales employees.
Nlore than 17.000 employees tnearlx
percent of Les i Strauss' workforce)
completed the survey 1.

A Work/Family Philosophy
l3ased on the findings, the task kwee

identified dif ferent needs and i 551les as
priorities for each employee segment
within the company. Their recommend&
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lions. approved by executive manage-
ment in late 1990, were combined w ith
existing company initiativessuch as
part-time work. telecommuting, flex-time
and job sharingto create an overall
Work/Family Program. aimed at making
Les i's a family-friendly workplace. The
long-range goal: to change ways of
thinking so that workThimily will be
viewed not only as a program. but as the
outgrowth of a philosophical perspective.
a new way of doing business that
ultimately contributes to the company's
bottom line.

Providing Flexible Work
Schedules

Flexibility and time off were major
concerns of professional employees
based at the home office. The Time Off
With Pay Program (TOPP) was designed
to meet those needs. While many other
companies have instituted flexible time-
off plans. Levi's is unusual in that it
doesn't differentiate between sick days,
vacation time. etc. And because the
company expanded its definition of
family. employees can, if they wish, take
a I unpaid] leave of absence to care for
anyone they regard as a significant other.
In addition, the company redefined the
notion of "family leave,- calling it leave
tOr -compelling versus noncompelling
reasons.- This gives both employee and
employer greater flexibility in arranging
and granting time off.

Addressing Childcare is
a Must

Recognizing the need for a broadly
based approach to chiklcare. especially
among hourly field location employees.
the OmipanN has created several
childcare initialises. It created a Corp.).
rate Childcare lkind to provide employ-
ees with greater access to affordable,
qualitx chiklcare. The goal of the fund is

to tneream: the suppl). and impmse the

quality , of chiklcare sers ices for luitirly
employees and the coininunities in w hich
they Ike and work. The Child Care Fund
allow s the company to make grants to

o
a./

local, certified, non-profit providers
whose services are judged to he of high
quality.. The providers must serve or have
the potential to serve Levi's employees.
Grant monies can be used for expansion
or services, start-up of new programs or
quality, improvement of existing pro-
grams. IFor more information on
Corporate funds see article on page 10 of
this issue.1

To accommodate the needs of hourly
employees with lower incomes, the
company is also testing the concept of
Child Care Vouchers. This is a relatively
new approach to childcare: only live
major companies in the U.S. currently
use it. Levi Strauss is model testing the
pmgnun for its hourly employees in
Texas and Arkansas. Employees who
qualify, based on need. receive a monthly
subsidy that covers chikkare costs.
Levi's gis es the employees a check at the
beginning of each month made out to the
childcare provider. The company will
evaluate the program at the end of 1993.
Part of that evaluation will include
surveys of those who used the vouchers
and of those employees who were
eligible. but did not take advantage of the
benefit.

At the other end of the spectrum,
eldercare research is underway and pilot
programs will soon he implemented. This
area emerged as a priority concern
among all surveyed employees. particu-
larly those in the company's sales staff,
many of whose children are beyond the
age %%here childcare is an issue.

Healthcare benefits, which now
include a vision-care membership plan.
are as ailable to all lxvi's employees in
the U.S. and Employee Assistance
Program services in the field has c been
significantly expanded.

Despite a generally innos at is e
approach to employee benefits, Lex
Strauss has not yet embraced a "cafeteria
style- program. While the conipany gives
employees some latitude in how they
"spend- their healthcare benefits. they
cannot shift benefits from one arena to
another. For example, an einploy cc ss ho
exercises regularly and doesn't smoke
can't yet !now a portion or his or her
healthcare benefits to cox er the cost of a
health club menibership,



Recognizing Cultural
Diversity

Cultural diversity is an issue for a large
multinational like Les i Strauss. ss hich
has operations W(ddwide. and the
company has a specific program which
lOcuses on all aspects or cultural di \ ersity
as they aliect employees. The company
has a three-part training program for all
employees. including managers. one
aspect of which k)Cises on cultural
di s ersitv. At the home office. there are
1.0111' active affinity groups---African-
American professionals. a Latino
leadership group, an Asian-Pacific
Islander group, and a gay and lesbian
gRlup. They meet regularly to nets\ ork.
and sponmw awareness prtigrains on
issues that are relevant to their particular
group. Senior management representa-
us es from each of these affinity groups
sit on the company 's dis ersity council
tone ol w hose members is the Senior
litunan Resource Manager). This
pro\ ides a structure thnaigh ss hich the
company can ellecti \ zakkess a w ide
sariety of cultural issues.

In the the work/family program
has already taken steps to ziddress se \ eral

employee needs. All in-house work/
lamily materials are printed in English
and Spanish. A bilingual resource phone
line is in the planning stages and shoukl
be in operation before the end of the year.
Employees ss ill be able to use it to get
answers to any questions they may has e
abiita childcare issues.

The Challenge of Managerial
Training

The task fOrce disco\ ered that many
employees viewed Levi's work/family
policies as progressive, even before the
formal creation of the Work/Family
program. At the same time, they la that
the company needed to train its managers
to implement these policies. Roby n
Chess -Gibbs. Nlanager of Work/Family
Priigrams for I.evi Sn-auss. agrees that the
biggest challenge she's laced has been
adequate super\ isor and inanagerial
training. Many just don't see the need to
balance work and family as a business
issue. Others get frustrated because they
ma\ not know how to do 55 hat we're
asking of them. For instance. an em-
ployee may request a lease of absence to
climb the I I imalayas because he's

stressed out. The employee rimy regard
this Istressl as a 'compelling reason.' To
a manager. it may not make any sense.
We need to help them listen to what the
employee is saying, assess their business
needs and then decide if they can
accommodate a request. Nially of them
haven't been asked to manage like this
before.-

ln training managers and supervisors.
Chess-Gibbs plans to focus on basic
issues such as the company 's history and
corporate culture. as they affect the
Levi's goal of creating a "fitmily
Iriendly- work environment, as \sell as
issues of oseral! family diversity.

Change takes time, and Robyn Chess -
Gibbs has no doubts about the c(impany s
overall commitment to helping their
employees balance the demands of' work
and {zanily. The einployees themsels es
lime indicated strong support for the
company 's wide range of policies and
benefits: Eighty -seven percent "strongly
appws e- of benefits being olUwed. es en
if they don't need those benefits thein-
sets es.

( I,, film, I 01:( ri I, I Ili b %hi WM/1
'Ili g Oat( h tit
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Employer Guidelines for Work/Family Programs
We asked Arlene Johnson, (Director of

the Conference Board's W('rk-Family
Roundtable) who tracks new work/family
efforts how an employer who is inter-
ested in becoming more supportive of
working families should approach the
task. Johnson said that all employers
developing work and family programs
need to: examine the needs of their
employees: determine what resources are
currently available; and clarify the
objectives of the proposed program.

Most employers review their current
human resource policies and benefits and
conduct an employee-needs assessment
as they begin their work. According to
Johnson. the essential ingredients of a
basic work/family program are:

family leave policies,
flextime or some kind of alternati \ e

ork schedule. and
dependent-care resource and referral
ser\ ices.
Once the basics are in place. an

employer may seek to enhance these
programs by adding part-tiine. job
sharing or work-at-home options, specific
childcare benefits. opportunities for
family lea\ e with part-time return to
work. and/or eldercare assistance.

There are some consistent lessons
being learned by employers who have
implemented n ork/family programs:

No one kind of program addresses
e \ eryone's work-family need. In
approaching \\ ork and family concerns:
the more comprehensive. the better.

Work and family pro2rams are not. nor
should they he, solely designed for
women. Family responsibilities are not
solely a woman's issue but everyone's.

Work and family programs are not only
for parents or young children. Benefits
and services extend beyond leave policies
and childcare. Indeed, in addition to
addressing school-age children and
teenageN. work and family concerns
include eldercare and the quality of each
worker's home life.

Time and flexibility are the "uncharted
frontier" of work and family programs.
I See sidebar. I

Work and family programs are not as
costly as feared, hut they are not as easy
as is imagined either. Changing the way
people think about work is the largest
harrier to implementing work/family
prog:-ams.

1-i.mployers arc most successful when
they view work and family programs as
part of their overall business strategy
rather than as accommodations for
special employees. Work/family initia-
tives tied to objectives of quality and
productivity are the most effective.

Johnson identified four different
approaches which employers use for
planning their work and family programs.
Determining which tits with the
company's goals and philosophy helps
focus the planning process. They are:

( ) A life cycle approach. meeting
employees' needs throughout their
careers as workers. !See the chart.
opposi te page. I

(2) Working incrementally through
stages such as those identified by Ellen
Galinsky of Families and Work Institute.
(see her article on page 2) or working
comprehensively to revamp the
organization's policies and benefits
relating to work and family concerns.

(3) A benchmarking approach in which
an employer looks at what other similar
industries or organizations provide in the
work and fantily area and decides
whether to be a leader or in the middle.

(4) Responsive. using the results of the
employee Needs Assessment to plan
work and family programs. These
suggestions can he the least costly. most
creative, and most closely tied to
productivity.

In summarizing, Johnson said "There
is an essential core of work and family
programs. Around the core, companies
are experimenting. Many programs do
not require extensive planning and
resources, and can he offered fairly
simply and at low cost.-

t'ontort ,trlene Juhlts(in al the Families and tt'ark
InAntitte. .130 Seventh Avenue. Atli Fork NY
HMI. 212/465-2044.

TIME FOR WORK AND TIME FOR FAMILY: The Unmet Challenge
by Barney Olmsted

There is no more pressing need for members of today's working families than discretionary time. And as a result of employee

pressure for more flexibility and of a closer look at bottom-line issues like recruitment, retention, absenteeism and turnover, more

firms are beginning to understand that in today's social and economic context, flexible work arrangements make good business sense.

Flexible work arrangements like job sharing, regular-part-time, compressed schedules, flextime. and telecommuting can be viable

options for employees. "It's a paucity of good part-time opportunities that drives both partners to have to work full-time" says Faith

Wohl, Director of Workforce Partnering at Dupont.
But the emphasis in this statement must be put on good it' families are to benefit. Women zaid hienshouldn't have to become

second-class workers in order to reduce their work schedules. Too often, flexibility in today's workplace is purchased at the cost of

pay scale, benefits, and standing in the labor force. Pay for part-timers averages 10-15 percent less than full-timers doing the same

work; most part-timers still do not receive health benefits and many are subject to unequal treatmentdenied training, career

advancement, and job security. Ensuring that flexible work arrangements are offered equitably is a major challenge for the 1990s.

Employer awareness and interest are definitely growing. But continued efforts by pioneering employees and progressive companies

are needed to make a 'business case' for options like job sharing and flexplace that will create supportive management attitudes and
organizational cultures. After all, just a few years ago, the complete separation of work and family issues was the norm. Making

balance the new norm, so that people can be both good employees and good family members, is the challenge that remains before us.

Barney Olmsted is Co-Director al-New Ways to Work (NWW), a San Franciwo-based Texan/re development and advocacyorganization that she co-

founded in 1972. NWW has been a (eading pioneer in the field of work time options, promoting wider use of new arrangementslike job sharing. flextime,

.flevlace, phased retirement, and work sharing. A NWW publication list is available by sendMg a self-addresTed stamped envelope to: 149 Ninth St.. San

Francisco, CA 94103.

6 I to.4, .1i 4".
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New Worker

From "A Life Cycle Approach to Family Benefits and Policies"
by Dana E. Friedman and Wendy B. Gray

The Conference Board, Perspectives, Copyright 1989

Life-Cycle Stages and Company Programs

Programs & Counseling &
Financial Assistance Services Information Time
-I lean and Dental Fitness ('enter *Wellness and I lealth I lolida s
Insurance hinploee Assistance Promotion Pnigrams Vacations
I)isabilit Insurance Programs (LAP, AI) Sick Time
I.ile Insurance Ile;dth Risk Appraisals Disabilit Lease
*Pension and/or Aro *I.case of bsence

Retirement Programs *Death in Famil
*Other Benefits *Other

Marriage *Spouse Benet its
I:lc ible Benefits
Spouse Becomes
Joint Annuitant in
Pension Planning

Spouse Rekication
Job Search Assistance

for Spouse

Marriage lease

Pregnancy and
Adoption

Adoption Benefits Prenatal Courses Parental Lease of
Nledical Cos erage for Information from Absence
Prenatal and Post- Benefits Nlanager Nlaternity Disabilit
natal Care Lease

*Cos erage for Delis er.s Use of Accumulated
ar flospital or Birthing Sick Lease
Center Alternative Work
Change in Beneliciar Schedules and Job
Cos erage for Arrangements
Emploee Benefits

Childrearing Medical and Dental .0n-site Chi kl Care Referrals Parental Lease
Cm erage 1(nr Depend- *Family Da.s Care *Seminars Flesdble Work Hours
dents *School-age Care Support Groups Use of Accumulated
Well-Bab Care Sick Care Ilandbook. Sick Lease
*Dependent Care Assis- Breast Feeding +AP Earned Time-Off
lance Plan. MCAPsf on site Policies
Vouchers. I )iscounts *Sick Lease for Famil
Life Insurance for De- Illness
pendent.

Divorce *Garnishing Wages
Step-Children
*Cos erage in Nledical and

kntal Plans
Drsorced Spinise and
Dependents can con-
tinue Medical
Cos erage tOr up to .16
months (COBRA

Pre- paid I.egal
EAP

Personal Lease of
.Absence

Elder Care *I )C.A Ps

Longderm ( are tor
),Tendents

Respite Care

Adult Da Care
Pre-paid I .egal

Relerrals
*Seminars
Support Groups

Famil I.eave
l'fes,i ble Work Hours and

Job An angement,
*Use of Accumulated

Sick I .eas e
Earned Time-Off Policies

Retirement .11Y11`,Ir nfls

Retiree I lealth Dental
Care. late Instil:awe

I mutt Term Care
40 Irk r Plans and other
before \ Sas ings Plans

Pre-retirement
Cinmseling
Nes 'letters lin Retirees

Telephone I tothnes

Partdime Emploment
for Retnees

Death Spi fuse and ligible k
pendent, can continue
Medical Cowl agc

Benel l'eceise
1.11e InsIlrallee aid
0110 licnents

'11)1111se rt\T1Siu, ni
least 5ff. ol remaining

LAP Grief Counseling
through LAI'

Funcial I ease
Per sonal 1.cds

Absence
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by Susan Lambert, Ph.D.

One Company's Experience:
Fel-Pro Family Policies Pay Off

PTThe University or Chicago's school of
Social Service Administration and
Graduate School of Business conducted a
study of corporate family -responsive
policies at Fel-Pro. Inc.. a manufacturing
fin» located in Skokie, Illinois. Fel-Pro
provides many family-responsive policies
and programs. including an on-site child-
care center, an employee assistance
program. a dependent care resource and
referral service, a sick-child care service.
subsidized tutoring. a summer day camp.
and scholarships for employees' children.
The study focused on identifying the
conditions under which family-respon-
sive policies are translated into both good
work performance and personal and
family well-being. The study also tried to
determine the role that family-responsive
policies, in general. play in creating a
supportive work culture, a culture w hich
may make it easier for workers to
manage their \\ ork and Family responsi-
bilities. The conceptual expectation was
that fainily responsive policies lead
workers to percei \ c their organization as
supportive, as responsive to them as a
person. and that this is true \\ hether or
not workers actually use the benefits.
This sense of perceived organizational
support. 55 as anticipated to promote both
organizational and family well-being.

Methodology
The research combined survey data

ss ith data on worker perfonnance from
organizational records. A self-adminis-
tered questionnaire \\ as used to gather
inftwmation on employees' use and
appreciation of Fel-Pro's benetits. their
ji)b characteristics, their attitudes ((mad
supervisors and coworkers. their personal
problems and responsibilities. and the
quality of their parental and marital
relatitinships. Organization records
provided intOrmation on employee
demographics. absenteeism. disciplinary
actions, perfOnnance ratings. job
promotions, and participatioli in decision-
making. Questionnaiivs were distributed
to a total of 879 of Fel-Pro's 2000
enipltiyees. Random sampling techniques
were einpkiy ed RI sample \s ork groups,
headed by a first-loci super\ isor.
Because the responses to the survey were
ci infidential. but not anony mous.

8

responses of a worker to his or her
supervisor. and the responses of workers
in the same work group could be linked.
This allowed for the study of attitudes
and behaviors up and down the chain of
command. and could help identify the
role that work group norms play in
explaining workers' use of benefits.

The Fel-Pro workfOrce is a diverse
one. and the sample reflects this diver-
sity. The respondents represented a w ide
range of occupations. from assembly line
\\ orkers and clerical workers to engineers
and managers: 37'4 of the respondents
were women: 20'; or the respondents
were Hispanic: 121.1( \\ ere African-
American: and 601i were Caucasian. The
overall response rate was about 70
percent: 961 of the office workers. 521i
or the factor\ \\ orkers. and 80/i or the
super\ isors returned their completed
questionnaires. There was some -re-
sponse bias- in that Hispanics and
African Americans ha\ e a lower re-
sponse rate th:!ri V, hi te,.

Use of benefits
The data indicate that Fel-Pro employ-

ees make good use of the benefits
available to them. Employees were asked
to identify the benefits they have used
w hile working for Fel-Pro. Fully 72/4 or
the respondents ha\ c used at least one
benefit. Forty-one percent of respondents
Use as ailed theinsel \ es of psychokigi-
cal. substance abuse, or legal counseling;
541; has c participated in some kind of
health pninuition acti \ ity such as the on-
site fitness center, weight-loss program.
or smoke cessation program; 13/i ha\ c
been suppmed in their responsibilities
for taking care of an elderly family
ii lember. either through the remitirce and

0

referral service or by using the emer-
gency dependent care ser\ ice: 304 of
the respondents have gotten a tuition

. reimbursement from Fel-Pro. Among
workers with children. 26(4 have secured
summer employment at Fel-Pro for at
least one of their children; 24(4 have
received a scholarship for their child's
education; 15'4 have secured subsidized
tutoring for a child; and 40/4 have sent a
child to Fel-Pro's summer day camp.

Use by employee
characteristics

There is some variation as to who uses
which benefits the most. Supervisors and
office workers were more likely than
lower-level factory workers to have
gotten a tuition reimbursement, to have
received some kind of counseling. and to
have participated in some health promo-
tion program. But there are no diff.t:r-
ences between supervisors and workers
or between office and factory workers on
their use of supports tor their children.
Neither are there many differences in the
use of benefits by men and women.
although when we look at the use of
individual benefits. significantly more
women have used the on-site childcare
center and the summer camp.

The use of benefits by Fel-Pro's
ethnically di \ erse \\ orkforce has re \ ealed
interesting patterns, especially in
educational supports for children: 28/
of Caucasian respondents w ith children.
21'4 or Hispanic respondents. and 141i
of African-American respondents with
children have receised a scholarship frolll
Fel-Pro for their child's post-high school
education. Of respondents \\ ith children.
I-lei of Caucasian employees.19Q t of
Hispanic respondents. and 9/.4 of African
American respondents ha\ e taken
ad \ antage of I:el- Pni*,,
tutoring migrant kw at least one 01 their
children.

Benefit satisfaction
Fel-Pro employees not only use inany

a the benefi ts available to them. they
place a high \ alue on them as well: 92(e
of those responding to the stir\ ey agreed
or strongly agreed with the statement -If
I had to pay lOr them myself. I ctmldn't



afford most of the benefits and ser\ ices
Fel-Pro provides:- 91 disagreed with
the statement that "Fel-Pro wastes its
money by offering all the benefits it
does:" Indeed 63( disagreed with the
statement: "I'd rather have more profit-
sharing and fewer benefits:- TN agreed
that one of the major reasons they
continue to work for Fel-Pro is that
another company might not match the
overall benefits they have. What have
Fel-Pro's benefits helped \\ orkers to do?
Ninety percent agreed that Fel-Pro's
benefits have made it easier for them to
"balance their work and personal life:-
75(4 said that Fel-Pro's benefits have
helped them through some bad times.
And 70(,i of respondents with children
agreed that Fel-Pro's benefits have
helped their children "do things they
wouldn't have been able to do other-
wise.- In summary, the data indicate that
Fel-Pro's family-responsive benefits are a
real strength of the company. People use
them, and in general. appreciate them.

Perceived organizational
support

The findings seem to indicate that the
more benefits workers use, and the more
they value those benefits, the more
supportive they perceive Fel-Pro to be in
general. This is true no matter what kind
of job they hold, how long they have
been at Fel-Pro, and or what their gender
or race. Also. the more supporti \ e the
supervisor and cohesive the work group.
the more workers percei \ e Fel-Pro as
supportive. But it is not just how inuch
workers like their supervisor and
coworkers, it is also how supportive
supervisors and coworkers are when

orkers have personal and family
plobler-.. Nearly a quarter of the
respondents rep(irted that they regularly
approach their supervisor for help with
personal and fantily problems. Eighty-
(me percent (if workers said their
supervisor is helpful when they have
family emergencies or when the y. have
niutine pers(mal or family matters to
attend to. And ahnost three-kmrths of all
super\ isors (72'; ) rep(wted that workers
c:mc to them with personal or family
prof lents during the past year. The
prelin.inary results suggest that \\ hen

workers perceive their organization as
supportive, they.. in turn, are supportive
of the organifation. and this presumably
affects their work performance.

Summary
Although these are preliminary results.

they seem to hold some important
implications for compaMes and individu-
als interested in de \ eloping more
responsive workplaces. First. the results
suggest that although the majority of
workers may not use any one benefit.
w hen workers are provided with a menu
of supports. they use \\ hat is appropriate
and useful for them. Thus a company
should think of providing multiple
supp(wts which meet the various needs of
workers with different characteristics and
in (Iifferent stages of the life cycle.
Second, these results suggest that ha\ ing
sumirti \ e (irgani/ational policies is mit
enough; other factors in a workplace may
have to change as well kir workers to feel
their organi/ation is a supportive one.
Companies need super\ isms who are

(1

supportive and flexible when workers
have personal and family problems. They
need .ork groups which have positive
attitudes about the seeking and offering
of help in the workplace. and jobs which
do not overwhelm workers with ambigu-
ous and conflicting responsibilities.

The study's final report. which will he
disseminated t) the business community
and policymakers. will examine the use
and appreciation of family-responsi \ e
policies and how these relate to w(wk
perfOrmance in traditkmal and non-
traditional ways. That report will also
discuss in greater detail how benefit use
n.slates to workers' mental and physical
health, and to the quality of their marital
and parental relationships.
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by Dana E. Friedman

Corporate Funds Build Resources for
Working Families

In the past two years, IBM. AT&T. .

NYNEX. Levi Strauss & Co.. and Pacific
Bell have together contributed more than
S42 million dollars to childcare and
eldercare programs to benefit their
employees and local communities. The
strategy used is the "Fund." the newest
fonn of corporate support which desig-
nates a sum or money fOr investment in
the improvement or community services.
While the Funds have specific guidelines
and goals, as well as formal procedures
for releasing corporate dollars. many
more companies have developed "set-
asides" for specific childcare and
eldercare initiatives that are less highly
structured. A new form of corporate
funding that provides a direct benefit for
the contributing company. while improv-
ing the overall supply and quality of
services in the community seems to be
emerging.

Why the Fund?
The concept of the Fund is a natural

next step for companies that have already
responded to other childcare and
eldercare needs of their employees. Most
employers help their employees find or
pay for services through resource and
referral programs. vouchers and Depen-
dent Care Assistance Plans (DCAPs).
The effectiveness of these elThrts
depends on the adequacy of services in
the community. If services are in short
supply or they are of low quality, then
employees will be absent or tardy while
conducting a lengthy search or looking
for backup arrangements when the
service breaks down. They may become
distracted at work due to worry about the
care their dependents are receiving. The
Fund is a way to help improve the supply
and quality of services so that other
corporate efforts can yiekl their intended
effects.

Another attraction of the Fund is the
way it improves relations with the
community. R. Michelle Green of
NYNEX talks of the "warmth" that the
Fund creates between services and her
company, . Community relationships are
particularly important w hen a company
downsizing or lay offs negatively affect
the local economy.

For multisite companies. the Fund
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offers a very flexible strategy for meeting
a variety of needs in a variety of commu-
nities. "It's a perfect application of'
equity." says Michelle Green of
NYNEX. "We're telling our employees.
'You're important whether you're at
headquarters or in Podunk.

Some companies feel that the Fund is a
more visible way to make community
investments than foundation grants.
Given the novelty of the approach, it is
the new darling of the media. In addition,
employees may be more aware of Fund
efforts because of priority enrollment or
other direct benefits they receive. The
Fund offers a doable, flexible alternative
that can he adapted to a wide variety of
situations.

How do Funds work?
There are two basic models of Fund

activity, with some variations on those
themes. First is the employee sponsor
model that requires employees of the
company to recommend worthwhile
community programs for funding. The
other mode is the targeted approach
which involves an assessment of
community needs and the dissemination
of a Request for Proposals for local
organizations to meet those needs.

The biggest advantage of the employee
sponsor model is that it gets employees
involved and educated, which may lead
to further advocacy of work-family
policies internally. This seems to be a
prefeffed model for heavily unionized
companies. The biggest disadvantage is
tha it is extremely labor-intensive,
requiring significant communications
efforts, thorough research of proposals to
make sure they meet a real need among
employees or the comnmnity. and a
Board structure for review.

The greatest advantage of the targeted
model is the assurance that the funded
program meets a real need in the
community. Most assessments and the
RH' process are contracted out, so that
the labor effort is not borne by the
company. The biggest disadvantage is its
top-dow n orientation and less involve-
ment by employees.

Both models require significant start-
up time and communication efforts, but
the employee sponsor model requires

kj,

greater effort before grants are made (to
stimulate employee sponsorship). where
the targeted model requires more
communication after grants are made (to
assure that employees are aware of the
newly funded programs in the commu-
nity). According the Mary Kay' Leonard
of Work/Family Directions, which
administers several targeted Funds, the
employee sponsor and targeted models
"work best together." This is the direc-
tion that AT&T has taken. Its initiative.
along with those of several other
corporations, are described below:

AT&T: The Family Care Development
Fund was created as a result of bargain-
ing between management and the unions
(Communication Workers of America
ICWA1 and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers IIBEWI). A
commitment of SI() million was made for
a three-year period for childcare and
eldercare initiatives. Begun in January.
1990 with assistance from the Families
and Work Institute. FCDF has disbursed
approximately $8 million as of June.
1992. with a commitment of S15 million
over the next three years.

The Fund is administered by two
Boardsone for programs that benefit
union members and one for management.
A staff reviews those applications
submitted by,' employee sponsors and the
Boards make final funding decisions.
Work/Family Directions helps AT&T
with its targeted funding in specific
communities where AT&T has a large
presence. A specific set-aside of
$300,000 has been made to help
childcare programs used by AT&T
employees to become accredited by. the
National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC). Approxi-
mately 2,0(X) employees have requested
information about the accreditation grants
and 268 programs have applied to go
through the process. Besides improving
the quality of childcare program. this
strategy also helps employees to become
educated about what constitutes program
quality.

IBM: Also begun in January. 1990.
IBM's Fund plans to make $25 million
worth of grantsS22 million for



chiklcare and S3 million kw eldercare.
IBM uses the targeted approach exclu-
sively, and works with Work/Family
Directions to assist in the identification of
community needs and in the RIP
process. During 1990 am. 1991. IBM
funded 149 projects ( 129 in childcare, 20
in eldercare). providing S9.6 million and
ley eraging it with approximately 53.5
million of other companies' funding.

Like AT&T. IBM has made a commit-
ment to NAEYC to help centers used by
employees to go through the accredita-
tion process. They also have a focus On
after-school care, creating new programs
through the schools in Danbury and
Southbury. Connecticut and Brewster,
New York, and through the YMCA in
Burlington. Vermont.

In San Francisco. II3M funded a
computer learning center for senior
citizens.

IBM w ill use its fund to create
community collaborations. This elTort,
called the "American Business Collabo-
ration for Quality Dependent Care" will
enable IBM to fund projects in smaller
communities where they are not the
major employer.

NYNEX: Begun in September, 1991. the
Dependent Care Development Fund has a
comnlitment to spend 56 million over
four years tbr childcare and eldercare
services. The Fund was the re:,ult of
collective bargaining and is administered
by joint labor-management committees.
One of the most positive aspects of the
Fund has been the sound working
relationships developed between labor
and management staff responsible for the
Fund's administration. Relying on the
employee sponsor model, applications
arc reviewed by Local Work-Family
Committees in each of the five operating
companies that make up NYNEX. A
Regional Work-Fmraly Committee
makes final decisions based on recom-
mendations from the Local Committees.
In the first year of the Fund's operations.
S1.8 million has been granted to 66
organizations-52 childcare. 11
eklercare. and 3 intergenerational.

Levi Strauss & Co.: The I.ey i's Child
Care Fund is part of a long-term strategy
developed by the comany's Work/Family
Task Force. Launched in January, 1992.
in lour pilot communities. the Fund is
unique in that grants are madc with
charitable dollars and administered by
community affairs. This means that only
non-pnifit progrants can be funded and
there can be no direct benefit to I.evi's.
This does not nlean that the needs of

Levi's employees don't affect funding
decisions. Levi's is often the largest
employer at its plant sites, and therefore
any improvement in services will
ultimately benefit Levi's employees.
While the Levi's Fund nlay follow more
of the targeted model, grants are driven
by employees' needs identified through
fbcus groups and surveys. In 1992, it is
anticipated that 5500.000 in grants will
be made.

Knowing that half of their employees'
children were between the ages of 6 and
12, Levi's concentrated on school-age
children and summer programs. For
instance. in Fayetteville. Arkansas, a
541,000 grant created 20 new slots in a
summer program. allowed the program to
open 20 nlinutes earlier to conform with
the hours of the plant. provided transpor-
tation so that children could be picked up
at the plant and taken to the pn)gram. and
improved program quality with new
equipment. In Warsaw. Virginia. a
550,000 Levi's grant helped stabilize a
non-profit childcare center.

Pacific Bell: This is one of the few Funds
devoted exclusively to school-age
childcare. 1989 bargaining made the
Fund possible. A survey of eniployees
indicated the presence or more school-
age children than preschoolers. Accord-
ing to Emily Bassman w.ho administers
the Fund, "We decided to have a large
impact on a single issue, rather than a
small iinpact on lots of issues."

Pacific Bell and Coniniunication
Workers of Anierica representatives
selected seven sites where it had a
concentration of employees and hired
Work/Fatnily Directions to assess needs
and develop RI:Ps kw funding. They
hay e made 10 grants. funding I 8
programs in multiple locations. Tlw
merage size of the grant has been
520,000-530,000. depending on whether

',..

funding is for start-up or expansion.
Pacific Bell employees receive priority
enrollment in funded programs, and
about 100 employees have benefitted
from the initiative thus far.

Recommendations for Other
Employers

One of the most important ingredients
for the success of a Fund is to he pan of
an overall work-faniily strategy. Re-
source and referral services are critical to
the success of Funds because they
provide a means of community needs
assessment and a way to offer ongoing
information to employees. Also, as
empk)yees become better educated about
dependent care issues because of the
Fund, they may feel "safer" voicing their
concerns. The company should be
prepared to respond to new demands.

Communication is critical. As Merle
Law rence of Levi's said. "The idea may
come from the top. but you need time to
communicate to the bottom." It is also
inlportant to have clear goals for the
Fund and a strategy for measuring
success. These will help justify continued
funding.

While some of the largest companies
in Anierica pioneered the Fund concept.
it is clear that smaller sums of money can
make a difference. particularly in small
or rural comnlunities. According to
Deborah Stahl of AT&T, "It doesn't have
to be 510 million...A company can do a
lot in one community with 520.000."
Community groups should consider
recommending this option to employers
and be ready to advise them about
community needs if the idea of a Fund is
pursued.
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by Christine Vogel

Program Providers' Roundtable
on Work and Family Issues

Family Support
Programs
Richmond, Virginia
Sally Zierden, Education and
Training Supervisor
Established: 1934
Organizational structure:
outgrowth of primary preven-
tion programs of Memorial
Child Guidance Clinic
Funding: United Way,
corporate contracts, grants,
fees-for-service
Fees: none for direct service .

employees, sliding scale for
community residents
Accessibility: extended
evening hours, work-site
programming tor employees,
program site services, commu-
nity site programming
Population served: 25,000
direct service via 5 corporate
contracts, indirect services to
another 15-20 companies
Direct Employee Services:

parent education workshops
*parent support groups
outpatient mental health
services
24-hour warmline (KIDTAUg
for parents and childcare
providers

Services to employers:
*employee needs assess

ments
consultations re: family
policies and benefits
managerial training
employer roundtable discus-
sions on childcare issues
customized program design

Additional services:
*technical support for commu-

nity programs
resource center and toy
equipment library
provider recruitment and
training
referrals for childcare, camp,
community resources

I
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Many community-based service
providers focus their programming and
services on ways to help parents and
children better meet the often over-
whelming demands of work and family
life. Some provide an array of resources
to employers to assist them in supporting
working families and in developing and
retaining a productive workforce.

Recently, we talked with the directors
ef five such programs. Based on input
from a work/family survey conducted by
the Family Resource Coalition in late
1991, we selected these programs
because of the comprehensiveness of tho
services they offer employers, employees
and family members in the communities
they serve. They differ in their locations.
organizational structures, and sources of
funding.

1See sidebars for details.I
In our discussion, we were particularly

interested in how these program provid-
ers work with employers: how they
address the special needs of lower-
income employees: how they address
family and cultural diversity: and w hat
they see as the major differences between
employee and employer needs when it
comes to work and family issues.

C. 1

Family Resource Coalition: liqua sorts
of services do xvn pimide low-income
employees:'

Sally Zierden (Educational and
Training Supervisor, Family Support
Programs): We adapt the content of our
parent education workshops to meet the
needs of lower income parents. many of
whom have a lower literacy rate. For
instance, we might go into a settlement
house to present a program and use
videotapes or games. instead of the hook
we might use with another group of
attendees. We also offer our technical
services at no charge to people lin the
community I who are developing literacy
programs.

Kathy Palamara (Director, Center for
Kids & Family): We offer our parenting
programs at a aridly of levels and we'll
present them at our own site or at the
worksite, as requested by the employer.

We also work with many parevts
who've been referred by the courts or by
the Department of Youth and Family
Services, and we've developed some of
our programs in direct response to the
needs of those parents.

Rae Goodell Simpson, Director, (MIT
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Parenting Programs): Because MIT has
such a diverse populatim we've done
special needs assessments of the "hidden
employees- who are less likely to seek
Out help. We do a lot of networking and
listen carefully to what we hear from the
medical and human sers ices communities
here, as well as from the office of union
relations.

If we ofir a program that attracts
people we has en't seen before, we follow
up to get their evaluation. We're also
aware that some employees who aren't
comfmahle with classroom learning may
also be uncomfortable with workshop
formats. We're currently exploring
alternate ways to reach those employees
and NA e have formed a parent advisory
committee to help us with overall
planning.

Mary Dooley Burns, (Director, Work
& Family Spectrum): Our noontime
brown bag lunch seminars focus on
issues of work and family balance.
We've found that nearly 60 percent of
those who attend these downtown
seminars are support employees.

We work ss ith the community, public
schools and area colleges, and they offer
numerous programs for low-income
families. For instance, the technical
college system sponsors the "Discos er-
program. which is designed to help low-
income and displaced homemakers
explore non-traditional career paths. We
work with the time management and
parenting ski'Is portion of the program.

FRC': Itlhat about program keA?

Palamara: When we do charge fees,
such as for multi-session parent educa-
tion classes, they're structured to match
with the hospital's sliding Scale. We offer
scholarships for our latchkey and
children's programs. When state agencies
refer parents to us for required parent
education classes, they pay the fees:
families don't have to pay at all.

Joan Hoskins (Director, Work and
Family Resource Center): We don't
charge fees to anyone, but \se are able to
spend more time with parents and family
members who are emploees of compa-
nies with st hom we has e direct service
contracts.

Zierden: We're able to offer all our
outpatient psychiatric services on it
sliding scale. A flat $15 lee es ery six
months gives community parents who
aren't employees of the companies with
ss hich we contract access to a current

detailed listing of all the childcare
providers in their zip code area. We can
adjust this, as well as the fee for our
parent education classes if parents
indicate they can't afford to pay. We've
gotten grant monies to provide parent
education services to high-risk parents
and children. Onc of the ways we use
this money is to make an Isubcontractorl
arrangement with another agency, like
Big Brothers or Big Sisters, to run parent
education classes for them. The service is
free to the families tl.y serve.

Simpson: We used to charge five to ten
dollars for a workshop series, mainly to
cover copying costs. But now all of our
workshops and seminars are free. We
also offer no-cost confidential individual
consultations and group briefings about
childcare. (Alen focusing on affordability
issues. to MIT employees. We see about
500 parents a year for that service, which
isn't available to the general community.
And we tend to see even wider ethnic and
economic diversity here than in our
public workshops.

Burns: We charge S3 for our noontime
seminars. For people who are unable to
pay for other services, the Minneapolis
schools have an initiative that provides
scholarship monies to the underserved
population in the community, such as
high-risk parents or those who are in
work-readinesss programs.

FRC. How are family diversity and
clelnind dilvrAny culdwssed in your
programs?

Palamara: We work closely with local
cultural associations and offer on-site
progranls in their own support areas.
individualizing our programs to meet
their needs. We's e set up outreach
programs and opened satellite centers on
behalf of local icial service agencies.
and we've done our best to sensitize local
social service agencies and businesses
about the different cultural pockets in the
county.

Not long ago. we ran a four-week
culwral awareness pri)gram in one of the
schools which had a high percentage of
low-income. poorly educated parents. We
brought parents from that community in
as a way of strengthening their connec-
tion with the school and we focused on
oivini the staff communication tools
which would help them work more

erfectivelY with thk Population.

Simpson: Family diversity is a given at

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology (MM
Parenting Programs
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Rae Goodell Simpson, Director
Established: 1972
Organization: part of the
university's Office of Special
Community Services
Funding: rvin-

Fees: none for MIT employ-
ees; workshops and seminars
free to non-MIT employees
Accessibility: on campus
Population served: 20,000 MIT
employees, students, and their
families
Direct Employee
SeMces:

parent education work-
shops

*ongoing support groups
referrals for childcare,
eldercare, camp

*school activities
individual consultations
for childcare referrals

Services to employers:
*employee needs assess-

ments
*consultation on family

policies and benefits
referrals to community
resources

*development of collabor-
ative community relation-
ships with city of
Cambridge

Additional Services: work-
shops and seminars open to
community on-campus
resource library

M IT. We have first-time parents who
range in age from their teens to their
forties. We run support groups for
divorced plirents. working mothers, dual
income parents. Recently, we offered a
program on gay and lesbian parenting.

We're very sensitive to cultural issues
because N11'1' is such an international
cinnmunity. We've dime parenting
programs on raising children for a

. IA; I NI:, 13



Work & Family
Spectrum
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mary Dooley Burns, Director
Established: 1987
Organizational structure:
cooperative sponsorship
between Minneapolis public
schools and downtown
employers Corporate advisory
board
Funding: Minneapolis public
schools and some business
donations
Fees: $3noontime seminars,
public school initative provides
scholarship monies for
underserved population
Accessibility: 3 downtown
locations flexible worksite
programs
Population served: 100
downtown employers and
employees (3,000); students,
unemployed, elders, homeless,
in downtown area (1,000)
Direct employee services:
*workshops, seminars

support groups
individual consultations

childcare, eldercare referrals
Services to employers:

employee needs assess-
ments
on-site programs
managerial awareness,
training seminars

Additional services:
resource library
downtown information kiosk
mobile information kiosk

nmIticultural world: raising bicultural
children: and the challenges of mixed-
faith holiday celebratkins.

We're also sensitive to the fact that
ditThrent cultural groups respond
differently to family support. Many of
our Asian lamilies, for example. feel
shame about seeking help outside the
immediate family : they also ha\ e a fear
of authority . \\ hich includes MIT itself.
We try to get to know these families in
social settings first.

1 4

Hoskins: We ha\ e pR)grams and
qualified staff to focus on issues of ethnic
and cultural diversity . and w hat that may
mean for employees in the workplace,
but we don't yet get many requests for
these programs from the companies \\ e
work with. Many, still view work and
family zts "soft- issues, totally separate
from bottom-line concerns about profit
and productivity.

Burns: We've found diversity to be a
real "hot button- in the corporate sector
right now . So we ofThr a wide range of'
programs that address these issues
raising children w ithout bias, racial
awareness. living in step-families.
success for single parenting, non-
custodial parenting. and grandparenting.

We've developed a series of programs
that look at diversity through the eyes of
a child and we use them when we work
directly with companies who are
exploring these issues. It's a basic
approach. but it helps them begin to meet
their goals.

FRC: How specifically do you uwrk with
employers to educate them about work
mid family ismtev and nu* impact on the
employee m Me workplace?

Hoskins: We focus on employee needs
assessments and on the critical impor-
tance of training managers and supervi-
sors to view employees holistically. Mid-
level and front-line management training
can realk change a company's opera-
tions. Of course. many companies are
concerned about spending money in this
economy, and if the company CEO
doesn't "get it.- programmatic sugges-
fions are hard to implement.

Burns: We offer cost-effecti \ e on-site
managers' awareness seminars. We
present "employee- case studies based on
a \ aridly of family and cultural contexts,
get managers to relate current company
policies to these issues and then explore
possible future practices. We've de\ el-
oped training and participant manuals for
several programs. Companies can
purchase the materials and run the
programs themselves or invite us in as
facilitators.

Simpson: I see our work as part of a
process that conveys information and
changes attitudes. I think the \ cry
presence of our program has established
the idea that thinking about work and
family issues and seeking infitrmation
and support is appropriate. The fact that
NIIT has established a wtwk and family
task liwee is e \ idence of their commit-

ment to view this issue as part of their
ongoing work as an institution.

Palarnara: Most of the employers in our
area use us for "by-the-way- referrals.
Say a mana)ler is talking with an
employee about excessive tardiness, and
the employee begins voicing concerns
that seem related to issues at home. The
manager can give the employee our
number: it gives him a chance to do
something active without being intrusive.

When we work directly with employ-
ers, our aim is to sensitim them to the
idea that family concerns affect on-the-
job performance. We also speak a lot
about balanceboth with companies and
with employees.

Zierden: When companies contract
directly with us. \\ e spend time educating
them about employee needs. getting them
to understand why we suggest particular
employee benefits, especially in the area
of childcare. We also provide them with
regular reports illustrating specific ways
employees benefit from new policies.

When FRC asked about the differences
between employer and employee needs.
the representatives of these programs all
gave similar responses. On the employee
side: flexibility. greater sensitivity on the
part of managers and supervisors, more
supportboth financial and informa-
tionalto meet family-related needs
(especially in the arca of childcare) and a
desire to feel that it's all right to be
concerned about family issues.

On the employer side: a feeling that
it's difficult to respond to all their
employees needs: some reluctance to
view their employees as other than "just
employees.- and some question about
how much they're willing to change their
corporate cultures w ith respect to family
values. As Sally Zierden observed:
'E\ en when companies address family
needs, I sometimes think it's because the
employees has e agitated for change. not
because they feel a sense of conviction.
And even if they have a real coininitment
on the national les el. it isn't always easy
to implement work and family policies

FR(' asked: Wiwi do yell UT
as nue directions ollfamily needs cuul
polnle.s and what does dutt mean JOr the
mirkplace and agemle.% 1011 a. your
own!

Burns: Families and child-rearing trends
ha\ c changed. My own daughter spends
more time in childcare in one week than I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



did during my entire childhood. Compa-
nies are looking more seriously at
benefits they might offer, such a.;
adoption assistance, childcare vouchers.
permanent part-time work arrangments
and "cafeteria benefits.-

Those who embrace work/family
policies increasingly see them as a way to
make cost-effective decisions, and our
availability makes us part or their overall
program for change.

Palamara: I see increasing stress placed
on families as well as a renewed empha-
sis on the iniRmtance of families.

Employers need to look seriously at
w hat alternatives the y. can provide
employees: employees need to recognize
that employers just can't do everything.

As dn agency. we need to he creative
and flexible and to maintain connections
with employers and employees after
we've provided services so they'll still
ha e a support systenl. And we need to
be part of educating young children, the
future work/family senitive employers
and employees.

Simpson: Families appreciate the
legitimacy being given to their concerns.
Our accessibility and support eases their
minds. We can't yet measure productiv-
ity. but we know it improves morale. rd
like to see a family center in every
community. as much a part of life as the
library or the post office.

Zierden: We've got to recognize that
tt)day's families need support: the
tradititinal sfructures are no longer there.
We need a national family policy which
recognizes the relationship between the
health of our families and the health of
our nation as a whole.

"Valuing families is more important
than 'family values'." concludes Joan
Hoskins, echoing the need for institution-
alized policies that promote that recogni-
timi. She points out that demands for
more quality family time are converging
with a corporate recognition of and
demand for total quality in productivity.
"Family concerns effect productivity and
that affects the bottom line. It's not a
mushy issue."

Chrisi 5t5i1 Her thr the
ReSOUIVe Coalln On.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Work & Family
Resource Center
Denver, Colorado
Joan V. Hoskins, Director

Established: 1990
Organizational structure:
program of the Community
College of Denver, Division of
Continuing Education

Funding: Community College
of Denver; corporate contracts;
state and federal grants,
foundations

Fees: none

Accessibility: Community
College site, worksite pro-
grams

Population served: 118
Denver metro-area companies

Direct employee services:
parent education workshops

enhanced childcare

referral services

access to provider database

Services to employers:
*employee needs assess-

ments

*customized program design

consultations on family

policies, benefits

Corporate Response Line

managerial training

Additional services:
provider recruitment

childcare tip sheets

provider training and assis-

tance

of:

Center for Kids &
Family
Toms River, New Jersey

Kathy Palamara, Director

Established: 1990

Organizational structure:
Department of Family and Senior

Services at Community Medical

Center

Funding: hospital, grants,
community donations

Fees: free or sliding scale,

scholarships for latchkey and
children's programs

Accessibility: program offices
in community settings, worksite
programs

Population served: "several
thousand" employees within
community

(no direct corporate contracts)

Direct services to
employees:

workshops, seminars

*childcare referrals

latchkey education

*eldercare

camp referrals

'sick child care
homework help

*college counseling

24-hour warmline

Services to employers:
needs assessment surveys

*consultation on family policies

*community resource

infon-nation

*managerial training workshops

*customized program design

Additional services:
*community consultation

serve on childcare taskforces

outreach: satellite centers on

behalf of social service

agencies
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by Lim Cramer

WORK AND FAMILY POLICY:
An International Perspective

4(941-

1MIMI

vrY,
Imagine this:
You're a woman who has been
orking for a number of years, and now

you \\ant to stall a family. You become
pregnant and receive all necessary
prenatal care at no cost to you. You take
a leave of six weeks before your baby is
due and remain at home for five more
months following your baby's birth.
During this time. your job is held for you.
and you receive 80'. of your salary to
help support your family while taking
care of your newborn. Once y'our child is
born. you also begin receis ;ng'a family
allowance for support of )our newly
enlarged family. You and your family
receive whatever medical care \ ou need
at no cost. You decide to return to work
part time so that you and your husband
can share childcare until your child is two
and a half years old. You receive a cash
benefit to partly compensate for your lost
earnings. At two and a half' years Of age.
y our child begins attending preschool.
\\ ilia is a\ ailable for all children Until
they reach scluiol age. and you return to
work. The cost of the childcare is
minimal and is based on \ our income. Of
course your family allow ance Vt ill
COM inue until your child finishes s:11(R)1.
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Sound unreal? Too good to he true?
Something from the 21st century?

Not at all. In Europe. ail families raise
their children knowing they can count on
these kinds of supports to help them.

European nations have supported
working families for many years. "Cash
benefits for employed women, as a
social-insurance benefit. were first
established by Otto Von Bismarck in
Germany more than 100 years ago. By
World War I several European countries.
including France. Italy and Britain. had
afready legislated some form of' national
maternity insurance for working
women.- Today. while there is some
diversity in specific length of leave or
percentage of salary paid during the
lea\ e. or as to whether fathers are eligible
for some of the leave benefits, all
!pothers in Europe know that their jobs
are guaranteed when they take a leave to
have a child. All families know that they
\\ ill receive income while on leave to
replace all or some of their pay while
they are at home with their newborn.2
l'urthermore. all families, whether the\
are working or at home, receive a family
allcm ance bir each child ( which in most
countries is tax-free.) AND rree medical
care. Finally, all families have access to
preschot)1 for their youngsters ages two

6

and a hall till school-age whether or not
parents are in the workforce.'

The big difference between the United
States and European nations is that in our
nation, concerns of working families are.
by and large. solely the responsibility of
families themselves. While a growing
number of companies are beginning to
address some work/family issues, they
are doing so to remain competitive. to
retain valued employees, and to enhance
their public image. There are few, if any.
legal mandates. (even a guaranteed,
unpaid family leave with promise ofjoh
upon return). and no social insurance to
assist companies in paying for the family
friendly benefits they offer their employ-
ees. Companies are on their own (just
like families) when it collies to investing
in their working families. Only federal
employers get assistance in pay ing for the
family supportive benefits they provide.
Our tax clollars pay for the leaves.
childcare assistance, and continuity of
medical care during lea\ es which most
federal employees enjoy.

In spite of this, today a small but
growing percentage of American families
work for companies which guarantee
their ability to have babies and return to
their jobs w ithin a short period of time



(8-12 weeks). But less. if any . families
receise pay other than that ss hick dies
has e earned. (such as sacation or sick
time) ss hile on lease. A sizeable number
of American families must pay their ow n
health insurance premiums while they are
on unpaid maternity or family lease to
assure contiuity of coverage of their
newborn and other (limits members.

Assistance in finding chiklcare or
eldercare has become more common for
families working in large national
companies. Resource and referral
services are more availahle generally for
parents of young children. However.
almost no family ehjoys free or highly
subsidized childcare. And infant care
continues to he extremely costly.

Finally. in the United States, no family
receives a "family allowance- to
supplement its earnings. The closest we
come to an allowance is the income tax
personal exemption which is 52.000 per
child per year trid the earned inconle
credit for low-income families (maxi-
mum EIC benefit. S953/s ear). The
standard dependent deduction has failed
to keep pace with inflation over the last
thirty y ears. 11' the personal exemption
had kept pace with inflation, and families
today slew compensated as were families
in the 1950's. the personal exemption
ssoukl he oser S(i.000 per child per year.'

In European countries. family issues
are a concern of the state. with law s
mandating employer compliance. Indeed.
as Sheila Kammerman and Alfred Kahn
ss rite: "These benefits are now ls idely
seen as a policy strategy or des ice in
which miciety shares in the econoinic
costs of rearing chiklren. just as it shares
ultiinatels in the ecomimic benefits Of a
healthy . pmductise adult, nurturant
parent and gocld citizen."'

They add. "The program compments
of the s\ stein inelude tin is ersai and
income-tested child Illossances or chikl
tax credits: child-suppto or ads anced
inaintenance pay ments. inaternity and
parental benefits (both cash and job-
phitecteof leases) housing allow ances:
paid sick leas es to caw for ill children:
and so forth. In addition, there are
important sers ice elements childcare, in

particular.--
'Family, allow ances are usually

financed out of general revenues or
through the contributions of employers.
and are administered as part of a
country's social-security system. These
benefits are almost always popular
wherever they are provided, and all who
can qualify take advantage of them.
About sixty-seven countries (including
all European countries) and every'
industrialized country except the United
States provide such benefits today.'

All the European benefits supplement
earned income rather than substitute for
it. While there are some benefits which
have income-eligibility guidelines, most
are universal (cash benefits to replace
income fiwegone at time of childbirth,
health insurance, guaranteed job protec-
tion. childcare for children over two and
a half years of age.)

In contrast. American family benefits
are defined hy income. Our "family
allowance- or Aid to Dependent Families
and Children is only partial support for
families with no other income. It is nor a
supplement for other earnings. Once
families begin to work at paying jobs.
most are expected to pay for the cost of.
(or fi nd a different source of support for)
chiklcare and health insurance within 12
to 18 months.

In the United States. our lack of
policies and programs to assist working
families contributes greatly to our high
and growing rate of child and family
pos my.' Our family poverty rate is the
highest of any industrialized country in
the world except Australia.'" Today. a
parent with two chiklren. nvrkilig fill
lime at minimum wage. still falls below
the pm erty loci. The United States has
fess p(dicies in place to assure that lower
55 age earners can afford to keep sk (irking.
Many of our poserty assistance benefits,
such as Medicaid. lOod stamps. Section 8
I lousing. and Title XX Chikl Care are
underfunded. The results are that a large
percentage of fainilies who are eligible
are unable to reccise the assistance.
'Mese pmgrams often has e eligibility
requirements ss Inch are intrusise if not
punitise. and are adminnistercd in a

"

demeaning. often stigmatizing way.
Many working families choose not to
subject themselves and their families to
this kind of "support-.

Just intagine what family allowances.
free medical care and paid maternity
leaves. job-guarantees for child birth and
universal preschool for children two and
a half years and up svould do in America
to help all familiesespecially those
earning hourly wagesto strengthen
themselves and raise healthy, capable.
well-cared-for children.

Luta Cmmer. i Director ol Promm
Development for the .Vanonal Re touree Center /or
Family Sappily Progrwas oldie Family Resouny,

Curreml.\. AL,. Cramer it developing on
annotated hihnography of parenting ( urricula aml

related linthi). support [duds. Siu' is also the
Prineirai (+whin' and eithar al the FRC-PACE
Parent Time Curriculum Guide.
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by Florence Glasser

Making State Government a Model Employer
Dramatic changes in American

families and in the American labor force
have been carefully documenteC Ind
reported by government agencies over
the past two decades. In North Carolina.
almost half (49%)of the labor force was
female as of 1990. The 1990 Census
reported that two thirds (66.8% of
mothers of preschool children and four
fifths (80%) of mothers of school-age
children in North Carolina work. An
estimated 20 to 30 percent of employees
in this country care for elderly relatives.
Seventy percent of men in the nation's
labor force have employed wives.

Recognizing the importance of this
data, government has called on private
sector employers to reevaluate their
personnel policies in the light of today's
new more diverse. more female labor
force. Some concerned companies have
become aware of the overlapping and
sometimes conflicting demands of work
and family life and have designed
innovative programs that are good for
families and good for employers.

But what has government done to help
its own employees manage the dual
demands of work and family? Go\ ern-
ment is the largest employer in the state
of North Carolina. If. in fact. government
wants to encourage the adoption of
family supportive personnel policies in
the private sector, should it not begin at
home, reevaluating its ow n policies and
programs and, as a model employer,
encourage the private sector to follow its
lead?

Little information existed as of 1992
about the prevalence of work-family
programs in government workplaces in
North Carolina. In an effort to promote
family-supponive personnel policies for
public sector employees. NC Equity
initiated The Government As Model
Employer Project. Foundation support
enabled NC Equity's Work and Family
Center to pursue die following goals:

( ) Survey public sector employers to
learn more about the status of work-
lamily programs in Niwth Carolina

(2) Creaw a computerized data base to
profile family-supportis e policies
ollered bypubli sector employers

(3) Identify and recotmize model
go\ ernment employer.,
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(4) Interview public sector employees to
learn more about their efforts to
juggle work and family
responsibilities

(5) Disseminate information on the
status of family supportive
personnel policies in North Carolina
government workplaces

(6) Recommend policies to make
government a model employer

Methodology
With the help of an advisory commit-

tee representing all sectors of govern-
ment. a survey was drafted and mailed to
personnel directors. Government
organizations were asked about fifty.
specific programs. practices. and policies
to help employees fulfill their family

"But what has govern-
ment done to help its own
employees manage
the dual demands of work
and family?"

responsibilities while remaining produc-
tive members of the workforce. They
were also asked about the availability and
utilization of family-supportive policies
in die following areas: information and
counseling: dependent care assistance:
flexible benefit progroms: flexible work
arrangements: and a variety of leave
policies. particularly parental lea\ e and
family illness leave. Two months of
telephone follow-up to the mailed survey
generated a final response tally. of 77
percent. or 555 completed survey s of the
711 that were mailed. NC Equity staff
also cimducted Iiicus groups and
individual inters iew s 55 ith go% ernment
eniployees to learn firsthand about
specific family problems and issues they
lace.

Findings
Personnel directors and employees alike

identify the follow ing as major or
significant issues resulting in stress and
contributing to kiss of productis ity
sk (irk: pr L. schmil ehikleare problems:

school-age childcare problems: sick-child
care and emergency childcare: marital or
family conflict: family financial prob-
lems: and burnout.
Women constituted the majority of

workers in five of the seven sectors of
government surveyed. Those sectors
were: county. region, state, school
districts, and community colleges. Only
municipalities and some public unis ersi-
ties employed 50 percent or fewer
women.

Government employers were motivated
to establish family supportise personnel
programs to respond to employee need
and to improve employee morale.

Private sectors employers cite the
use of work-family programs to recruit
new employees as a far more important
motivating factor than do go\ aliment
personnel directors.

In government workplaces. leave
policies are favored over all other family-
supportive initiatives offered by public
sector employers in North Carolina.

Childcare and eldercare programs are
the least popular family supportisc
initiatives offered by public sector
employers in North Carolina.

Future Plans
The publication of the fUll report is

scheduled for October. 1992.
Meanwhile NC Equity, in conjunction

with an advisory committee composed of
professionals from go\ ernment and from
the private sector, will solid4 an agenda
based on this report by the end of 1992.
NC Equity will hold a press conference
to award. reward. and recognize the 47
most family-friendly government
ss orkplaces to ads ance its agenda for
change. 'There are plans afoot to identify
someone in the personnel department of
each state government agency to promote
family-supportise personnel policies a,
well as sensitize supervisors on the need
for responding to the family needs of
employees. NC' Equity also plans to
testify before legislative and executise
coMIllittee,. at all levels of go\ eminent to
inrther its goal of nraking government a
model employer.
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by Judith David

ONE SMALL STEP:
A Community Response to Work and
Family Issues

0\ er the past decade. Northern
California's 13ay Arca, like most commu-
nities in the United States, has faced
major changes in its economy, familv
life. and labor force. The need for quality.
affordable and accessible childcare has
emerged as a critical concern for working
parents as well as their employers.
Members of the Nib\ boom generation
are caring for their elderly parents. often
at the same time as they are raising their
own children. Employers are realizing
that in order to attract and maintain a
high quality workforce. they must find
way s to help their employees balance
work and family responsibilities.

In 1986. One Sniall Step (initially
known as The Bay Area Employer Child
Care Coalition) w as convened by United
Way of the Bay Area to help local
employers address childcare issues in the
workplace. Earl y. discussions with local
business leaders revealed that many
businesses had no idea how to respond to
their employees' family needs. Employ-
ers were also unfamiliar with program
models from other companies that could
help influence strategies kw their own
llorkplaces.

The initial objectiy e of the Coalition's
foundersa group of fifteen public and
private sector representativeswas to
educate local employers about the wide
range of policy and program options
available to meet the needs of both
employees and businesses. In order to
join the Coalition. Bay Area employers
made a commitment to take at least "one
small step- to address the childcare needs
of their employees. The rationale for
building a membership association was to
pn wide empl(w ers in the community

ith a regular kwum to e \change
1111.0nuation. e \periences. and strategies.

The One Small Step Coalition has
been a great success in the Bay Area.
Tt)day. its membership has gmw n to
alniost 1(X) employers. and it scope has
C \ pandcd to other 'work and fa-gily-
issues (e.g.. members are Inm. addressing
eklercare as well as childcare issues). A
majority of participating empltlyers haYe

-,upportis C programs
slich as dependent care Ilesible spending

II
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accounts. family leave policies, regular
part-time work schedules, flextime
policies, and a wide variety of informa-
tional assistance in the form of brochures.
resource libraries, lunchtime seminars.
and resource fairs. Growing numbers of
employers in the Coalition are also
initiating job-share arrangements.
telecommuting programs. compressed
work weeks, resource and referral
programs. and training for managers to
sensitize them to the needs of working
parents and caregivers.

The members of One Small Step
represent a diverse spectrum of public
and private organizations of various sizes
and industries. Active participants
include, among others: Cho ron Corpora-
tion. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan. Levi
Strauss & Co., Pacific Gas & Electric
Company. Pacific Telesis Group,
Raychem Corporation. San Mateo
Count). Uniyersity of California. and
Wells Fargo Bank. Employer representa-
tives in One Small Step are typically
fr()m human resources departments and
responsible for designing and overseeing
work and family policies and programs.
One Small Step ()tiers participants

aritins networking and educational
services, including an annual conference.
quarted employer roundtables. issue-
Mcused subcommittees, publications. imd
special updates on curreut topics such as
the new California family leas e law . The
Coalition is primarily funded by annual
membership dues. in addition to assis-
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tance provided by United Way of the Bay
Area.

One of the greatest strengths of the
Coalition is its unique ability to coordi-
nate information and resources from
throughout the community to help
advance work and family initiatives. This
year, in an effort to build communication
among local employers and experts in the
childcare and eldercare fields, One Small
Step introduced an Affiliate Membership
composed of select service providers.
consultants, labor representatives.
university faculty, public policy advo-
cates. and research professionals. And the
Coalition has been able to facilitate
numerous innovative projects, including
a recently lormed Bay Area Back-up
Child Care Consortium.

The strategy of working with and
through employers to meet community
needs has proven to be particularly
effective because changes in organiza-
tions can affect significant numbers of
working parents and caregivers. Ulti-
mately, it is Bay Area families, and the
communities in which they live and
work, that benefit from the litiatives
taken by employers participating in One
Small Step.

Judah Oath! has served as hi,, ( 10( (1) Om Small
rep Ha% tinplas, Wan( and
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by Charles S. Rodgers, Ph.D. and Fran Sussner Rodgers

THE WORK & FAMILY AGENDA:
Not For Women Only?
The new programs and policy changes

which have developed in recent years to
address the work and family agenda
(including childcare. dependent adults
and eldercare, and workplace tlexihilitv
have been directed in theory towards
both women and men. Indeed for years.
virtually all corporate communications
about work and family activities, he they
pronouncements of senior management.
newspaper interviews, or internal memos
have stressed that work and family
concerns are not just women's issues.
This belief has been expressed so often
that it suggests a case of 'protesting too
much'.

Why do people feel so compelled to
defend the work and family agenda not
for women only? Weill, it clearly is true
that children and dependents are not just
the concern of women. Work and family
issues at the workplace primarily arise
out of a concern for productivity:
removine conf) icts between effective
work and family care helps employees to
contribute their best. Since the work and
family issue is one of productivity and
economic health, it is not just a concern
of women.

Another evlanation is the widespread
belief that these issues will not be
considered serious or important if the)
affect primarily the female half of the
population. It is reasoned that men in
power will only act in this area if they
think men are also affected. Many
women also fear that if the family issue is
seen as affecting men and women
differentls. that this will reinforce the old
stereotype that motherhood is incompat-
ible with a serious career.

Lastly, it is understood that men
becoming inure involved in the day-to-
day responsibilities of the home is a
critical ingredient to the success of
women. If the connection between work
and family is to he defined primarily as a
women's issue, that could kt men -off
the hook- from being more involved. The
1990 Virginia Slims/Roper l'oll showed
that 70(4 of w(irking mothers consider
more assistance from their husbands at
htime to he the single change that would
help them the most.

In our less, the politically correct
statement that work and family issues are
not just women's issues, while accurate.
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often obscures very important gender
differences. After two decades of
examining family issues in dozens of
workplaces. we know that the changing
family has widespread consequences for
productivity, economics, and society. But
we are also struck by how much the care
of family members still resides with
females and how much more family
responsibilities have an impact on the
work lives and careers of women.

The major gender differences
The world has changed less than we

are led to believe by the anecdotes in the
press on new roles for men. In fact.
gender roles are very slow to change and
it is useful to keep in mind the still-
profound diffiyences that separate men
and women. Women still hear the major
share of the responsibilities for the care
of children and the household. In our
own research, women continue to spend
twice as much time on household and
childcare tasks as do men, even in
families where the women are also
employed full time outside the home.
Married women with children have, on
average, over ten hours less leisure time
because of their dual roles at work and at
home than their male counterparts.

Partly as a result of this unequal
division of labor in the home, women are
far more likely to take advantage of
corporate policies that support parental
responsibilities. Employees who have
taken family leaves or who work part-
time are overwhelmingly female. Users
of dependent care programs are also
primarily female. And they are more
likely to be the ones who stay home
%Oen a child is sick, who go to teacher
conferences, or ss ho leave work to pick
up their child at a day care center.

Consequently. it is women 11 ho
overwhelmingly pay the price in slower
career progression. They are more likely
than men to refuse relocations or jobs
that require extensive travel or mertime.
These behaviors are still seen by most
companies as signs of seriousness about
one's career and are used as symbols of
productivity.

There is evidence, however, that men
are changing. There are signs of a
considerable shift in men's attitudes and

interest, which may signal future changes
in behavior. In surveys we have con-
ducted over the past ten years, the
percentage of inen who report feeling
increased stress from work and family
conflict and who are interested in policies
and programs to address these changes
has grown steadily. Men are far more
likely now than in the past to express
their frustrations with a work environ-
ment that discourages participation in the
lives of their families. But they report an
even more unforgiving culture than
women if they do act on their desires to
be more involved. The risks are still
perceived to be too high for many men to
use the policies which are in place.

Men and women arc a long way from
heing equal partners in the home, and the
consequences of this put women in the
forefront of discussions of corporate
family policies. Equal numbers of men
are not nowand are not likely to be in
the foreseeable futurewilling to make
the same trade-offs for their families as
women have. But a significant minority
of men are going to demand reasonable
workplace accommodations for family
responsibilities.

It is clear that businesses will not be
able to achieve diversity goals such as the
breaking of the glass ceiling and the
general advancement of women without
a strong work and family agenda in
place. The vast majority of women have
chikken during their working years and
most of them ssill be in families sk here
the father is either absent or a less than
equal partner in parenting. To take
advantage of the talents and education of
women. we must acknowledge this
reality. However, in the long run.
cre;iting workplaces where men feel free
to assume greater family roles, and where
all employees have a way of contributing
ss hich is consistent NA ith their personal
circumstances. w ill be the greatest
contribution of the work and family field.
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broadened to include the developmem of
flexibility guidelines, communication
etiorts. and even changing pefformance
appraisal systems to include how well the
supervisor handles the work-family
concerns of his or her subordinates.

One of the problems with current
ork-family management training efiorts

is their lack of coordination with
company diversity programs. Double
messages abound. Diversity programs
emphasize breaking the glass ceiling and
developing the career of employees. As
such, their messages emphasize moving
onto the fast track. In contrast, work-
family messages emphasize balance.
even taking time off. When these two
conflicting messages are given, employ-
ees feel safer listening to the those that
promote the development of their careers,
especially in a period of business
downturn.

One of the tasks of Stage III is to begin
trying to reconcile these two corporate
initiatives with each other. It is not a
simple matter to do so. howeser. because
different departments and different
constituencies are involved, and turf
issues often arise. Will work-family
issues he treated under diversity initia-
tives? Will these two areas begin to
collaborate more. and if so. how?

Work will be redefined in the coming
decade.

As the anytime. any place office
becomes more commonplace (faxes and
computer in the home. phones in cars).
and as the United States moves toward an
information-based economy, boundaries
between work and family will become
even more diffuse. Standards for
measuring performance are expected to
hinge less on duration (The number of
hours one works equals commitment and
productivity) and more on results. In
addition, the recession has led to reduc-
tions in middle management. greater
reliance on team approaches. and
different paths for promotions including
inore lateral nio es. These preconditions
are ideal for the inclusion of s ork-famil
concerns. At the present time. however.
the leaders discussing thc workplace of
the future are m)t thinking ()I these issues.
And it is alway s possible that the
workplace \Ail! continue to demand more
w(wk ()\ er longer hours.

As promising and exciting as the
emergence of business involement in
work-family issues has been, there are

limitations on how much employers can
change the work-family situation.

A concern: corporations alone
cannot solve societal problems.

The conservative political agenda
holds that government should do less and
that private enterprise should play the
major role in resolving social problems.
Some feel it is up to the business
community to voluntarily provide
parental leave, to promote quality in
childcare, and to offer supports for
employees struggling with work-family
responsibilities. If' one looks, however, at
the communities with the strongest
business response to work-family and
childcare problems. these are the
communities in which government has
built the strongest infrastructure. Compa-
nies are less likely to invest in commu-
nity ser ices that are of poor quality.
Thus, government involvement is a
precondition to business activity.

A concern: the involvement of
business may widen the gap between
the haves and the have nots.

If one notes the companies named in
this article as being the most family-
friendly, it is immediately apparent that
the most responsive companies are the
companies that employ the most privi-
leged workers. Not surprisingly, an
analysis of the predictors of family-
responsiveness in a four-state study we
conducted revealed that larger companies
and companies with a higher number of
professional employees were the most
likely to he family-friendly.' Thus.
those who are helped most by business
involvement are the havesemployees
who work for companies that already
provide good salaries and benclitsand
those who are not helped are the have
notsemployees who work for employ-
ers, which ofThr lower salaries, and
fewer. if any. benefits. Work-family
assistance could have the unintended
effect of creating a larger distance
between social classes.

A concern: companies are more
likely to provide work supports than
family supports.

Most of the assistance of business has
been aimed at reducing the obstacles to
employees coming to work. This is. of
course, a very important function. hut
from a family perspective. it is worri-
some that there is much less attention to
the provisi()11 of family supports,
pnigrains and policies that enable
employees to spend time with their
families.

A final concern: it is difficult to be
family-supportive.

In other studies, we have investigated
the predictors of being family supportive.
looking at the relationships between
parents and children's childcare provid-
ers. We have found numerous obstacles.
For example, we have found that
differences of race, income, and educa-
tion between parents and staff are
predictive of poorer relationships
between them. Likewise, we have found
that attitudinal difference are important.
Teachers who believe that mothers
shouldn't work (and one in four feels this
way) are less likely to he supportive of
employed parents.

All of this suggests that change is not
easy. It requires altering attitudes as well
as behavior, and that takes time. It is
hard, in corporate parlance. to get from
here to where we are going. But it
crucially important to do so for the sake
of the families of today and tomorrow.12

Olen Caliasky is Co-Pwsidem al flu' hamihes and
Work Inslinae. $30 Seventh Avenue. Nett' York- NY
10001. 212/465-2044. She is a fanner board
inenthee al the Reantree
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IN THIS ISSUE
eAs we go to press, the timeliness

of the focus of thi, issueWork and
Familyis forcefully impressed. At
the national level, the presidential
candidates revive the familiar debate
about a national family leave policy
which would guarantee workers up
to 12 weeks of unpaid leave to care
for a new baby or a severely ill
family member.

The American Business Collabo-
ration for Quality Dependent Care
an alliance of 111 companies in 44
citieslast month announced that it
will spend S25.4 million to improve
childcare and eldercare options for
their employees. And Working
Mother Magazine released its newest
list of the IGO most family-friendly
firms in the nation. The pace of
progress is the work-family arena is
increasing.

In this FRC Report we provide
diverse perspectives on work and
family. It contains insights from
some of the fbremost leaders in this
field. Ellen Galinsky, Co-President
of Families and Work Institute (and
former FRC board member) guided
the planning of the issue. Her article
provides an overview of the topic of
work and family as we know it and
raises important concerns which will
need to be addressed as the field
grows.

Following Ellen. we profile Levi
Strauss. an exemplary corporate
work and family program. We ask
Arlene Johnson to reflect on her ten
years of experience developing a
sound framework for employers to
implement work and family programs.

The Family Resource Coalition
200 South Michigan Avenue
Suite 1520
Chicago. II 60604

312..341 0900
FAX 312 341 9361

Next, Susan Lambert, Ph.D.
reports on the findings of her research
regarding family-friendly policies
and the pay-off for both the company
and the families at FEL-PRO. Inc.

And Dana Friedman writes about
corporate funds, a new strategy to
improve the quality and supply of
services for employees.

The centerpiece of this issue is an
FRC interview with the directors of
five community-based work/family
programs, building dialogue about
work with employers and employees.

Atter this, we move to questions of
strategy for promoting the work/
family agenda. The piece I contrib-
uted compares American and
European policies which affect
working families. And there are
reports from two regional organiza-
tions regarding their efforts to help
the field grow.

Fran and Charles Rodgers
address the issue of gender and work/
family issues.

Finally. there's a Resource File at
the end of this Report to help you
advance the agenda of work and
family in your workplace. We hope
you enjoy the issue and we welcome
your comments.

4v/g-
Una Cramer
Director of Program Development
National Resource Center for
Family Support Programs
Family Resource Coalition
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IN THIS ISSUE
This is an eclectic issue of the FRC

Reporn we've included a range of
articles. mostly written by practitioners
for other fellow practitioners. which
describe their programs. evaluation
methods. and strategies for success. In
issues not devoted to a single theme.
our priority is to give you. our members
practical. current information you can
usc, regardless of your particular
concentration W ithin the field.

What could be more important than
getting the money needed to run
programs? Hedy Chang and Cecelia
Leong of California Tomorrow lead off
this issue with a detailed description of
the varieties of sources of public
funding: how they differ. how to
approach them, what to watch out for.

Betty Cooke, Ph.D.. of Minnesota's
Early Chiklhood and Family Education
Program (vv hich operates in every
school district in the state) presents the
methods and results of ECFE's recent
evaluation effort. Elizabeth Sandell,
Ph.D.. outlines the questions which
guided her Minnesota school district in
planning for its family resource centers.

hich supplement LCI-E there. Ted
Bowman, Senior Trainer at the Wilder
I.oundati(ni and member of the Minne-
sota Fathering Alliance. writes about
involving fathers in Imily support
programs. Bess Kypros, Ed.D.. argues
that using the principles of adult educa-

iI
tion and theories of adult learning styles
can help family support professionals
develop and maintain partnerships with
parents. And we introduce a regular
column on computer technical assistance
in which Paul Deane of the FRC' s
National Resource Center describes the
basics of E-mail and electronic bulletin
boards: how these can be useful tools for
those in the field of family support. and
what you need to make use of them.

Many of the programs profiled in this
issue target families in special circum-
stances: this reflects the growth and
diversity of the family support field.
Ten years ago, family resource centers
were primarily private. not-for-profit.
community-based sites to w hich parents
came by and large for support and parent
education. The field of family support
was created in the conviction that all
families need and deserve support. But
the initial successes were achieved
serv ing middle-class families. Increas-
ingly. family support principles and
practices (such as treating parents as
partners: building on strengths: under-
standing the cultural, physical, and
community contexts of families: dealing

ith the entire family as a unit, not just
an individual or a specific problem:
11)cusing on prevention) are being
incorporated into the broader delivery ()I'
human services with an emphasis on
designing supportive programs hir at-risk

and multiple-need families.
We realize that stress factors combine,

overlap, and reinforce each other: there is
therefore a trend toward collaborating or
coordinating efforts to provide compre-
hensive services for families with many
needs. Many programs. agencies. and
collaborating teams are building services
around the principles of family support
and thereby improving outcomes for
families.

For example. in this issue, you'll see
how family support is offered to
families with developmental disabilities
in Indiana. to families dealing with
AIDS in the Bronx. to formerly home-
less families in New York City. and to
families enmeshed in the child protec-
tion system because or repeated
incidences of abuse. You'll also read
about the evolving field of family-
centered care as described by the
founders of the Institute for Family-
Centered Care in Bethesda. Mary land.
We hope that learning about these
diverse effOrts will convey the myriad
ways that family support is helping
make a difference for families around
the country.

Kathy Goetz
Editor

I he FRC Report is puhlislwd quarterly in the public interest by the ramly Resource Coalition a fax exempt. non profit oroanwation Membership to lie Coalition

Iniltith'S l',ulx,cription lo the FRC Report Readers are encouraged to c.opy arid share content we request you credit the 1aunul y Resource Coalit.on as the

oriipnal source ol information For a copy of guidelines for authors, write to Kathy Goeli Publications DirKtor Family Resource Coalition 200 S Micolgan Avenue

Siete 1520. Chicago Idioms 60604 Manuscripts will not be returned
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by Hedy Chang and Cecelia Leong

Finding Sources of Public Funding for
Your Family Resource Program

As family support programs grow in
number. mo\ Mg. beyond isolated
demonstration projects. prt)gram
administrators have become increas-
ingly interested in funding activities
through public dollars. Because most
public funding sources do not recognize
and value family q.Ipport programs and
principles, this new direction presents a
challenge for the family support
movement. And now, Competition for
shrinking federal and state monies is
more intense than ever. Yet. to overlook
public finds is to ignore a vast source of
funding for services to families.

Family suppiwt programs can and
has e utilized a variety of creatk e
stnnegies to obtain or increase the level
of support the y. receise from public
funding. Hoss ever, the success of such
strategies requires program administra-
tors ss ho hike an entrepreneurial spirit.
are willing to pursue resources aggres-
sk ely. and. it' necessary. athocate for
the creation of Iless funding sources or a
re-allocation of how public monies are
spent. The Ilse main strategies de-
scribed bel(m. range from those which
increase funding for family support
programs by working w ithin the system
as it is currentb, structured to those
ss hich ins ol e re-conliguring the s
of public funding.

Getting Funded via Family
Support Initiatives

The first. and most ohs ions strategy
is to obtain public funding through an
initiatk e which specifically sets aside
money for family support prograins.
Connecticut. Mary land. Nlinnesota.
New Jersey. Oklahonla. Vennont. and
Wisconsin are among the stales that
have done so.' Typically. these initia-
us k.!,. begin as small appropriations kir

pilot programs w hich then expand in
subsequent years as the funded pro-
grams demonstrate effectkeness. For
example. w hen Connecticut tunded ten
Patent Education and Suppiwt Centers
in January 1987, it became one of the
fit st stales to pro\ ide famil support
ser ices. including parent education. to a

non-targeted population. Administered
by the Department of Children and
Youth Services, funding has been
expanded to fifteen sites.=

Though difficult to obtain and
maintain, this type of funding is often
the most flexible. Such funding.
I ow ever, is not assured from year to
year and tends to function as "core
support- or "seed- dollars. Programs
need to supplement these funds with
additional resources.

Administrators with experience
operating family support programs can
play a key role in developing state'
initiatives. By. working closely with

treat an identified problem. For example:

In 1990. the California Office of
Child Abuse Prevention invited
nonprofit organizations and institutions
of higher education working closely
with schools to submit proposals for
three-year demonstration projects which
would provide child neglect prevention
and intervention services to children
ages five through eight and their
families. Entitled LEARN ( Local
Efforts to Address and Reduce Neglect).
its goals were to improve coordination
between schools and service providers.
increase family functioning and self-

This article is excerpted from "Obtaining Public Funding
for Programs to Strengthen Families" in Keeping the
Lights On: Fundraising for Family Support Programs, now
available through the Family Resource Coalition.

legislators o er time. administrators can
educate policymakers about the need for
an initiative and then work with
legislative staff to ensure that the
resulting legislation incorporates family
support principles and allocates the
necessary resources.' Especially during
times of fiscal scarcity, program
administrators may need public support
and athocacv coalitions in order to
establish or preset-se funding for such
initiatis es.

Targeted Grant Programs
A second, less straightforward.

strategy is to seek funding under a state
or federal grant pri)gram w Inch ad-
dresses a tvlated issue such as substance
abuse. teen pregnancy, or children at
risk of child abuse. Such grants typi-
cally Rind a selected nuntber of
demonstration sites. often for a kinked
period of tiine. Though lainily support
may not be the primary objectk e of the
giant. a pmgram which ads ocates
fainily support principles may be able to
quail() for l'unds because this sers ice
delis ery approach is a successful way tO
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esteem and reduce the number of
children referred to county welfare
departments for neglect.

One LEARN program is a joint effort
of a non-profit agency. the Los Angeles
Children's Bureau. the Ocean View
School District and the Orange ('ounty
Social Service Agency.. Operating al
two elementary school sites, the project
offers families a broad array of services
including: parent education classes and
support groups, transportation. Parents as
Teachers training, day care. self-esteem
groups for children. an( nealth screening.
To meet the needs of the largely Latino
student population. most of the
program's direct sers ice pro iders are
bilingual and bicultural.

A guiding principle of the project is
f amily invokement and empowerment:
the progratn is structured to im ol e
parents at many levels.

1.ess than one year aller this pn)ject
began. Inoney was lound to expand
sers ice eligibility Innri the miginal
target group of chiklren aged fi e to eight
and their families to all families attending
the two elementary schools. This new

;',4 I W 1 3



money was obtained through a new
statewide initiatix e know n as Healthy
Start. Its primary objective is to improxe
outcomes for children and families by
encouraging the development of a
comprehensive range of serx ices
accessible through the schools.

Expanding Services through
Strategic Partnerships

Collaboration or the development of
strong partnerships between family
support programs and other family-
serx ing agencies is a third strategy. In
this case, the family support program
does not directly seek monies for its
ow n activities. but makes arrangements
for another agency which receives
public support and shares common
goals or clients to provide a needed
service. Agencies interested in jointly
providing serx ices engage in a number
of arrangements which range from
des eloping refeiTal procedures to
collocating services at a single site to
arnmging to share staff.

The East Bay Perinatal Council's
Oakland Birth to School project
illustrates the advantages of collocating
sers ices. Birth to School incorporates
three separate programs under one roof:
the Oakland Parent Child Center which
provides services for children aged birth
to three; the Oakland Head Start
program w hich is funded through the
federal Head Start pmgrain: and the
Comprehensive Perinatal Services
Program w hich is funded through Medi-
Cal (('alifornia Medicaid) reimburse-
ments. Core funding for Birth to School
comes from private foundations.
('ollocation. despite the extensise time
it takes to develop agreements between
the different partners, is a powerful
strategy since it alkm s gremps to share
overhead costs (e.g. rent. telephone.
support staff. etc.) and pros ides clients
ss ith access to comprehensive services.

Nlaking collaboratise arrangements,
how es er. is not an easy process and the
difficulties inveilsed should not be
underestimated. Agencies often have
differences in appri tach. philosophy.
and organi/ational pnwocol. Many
differences can he traced directly to
restrictions placed on the agencies by
their funding sources. particularly xx hen
the nuinies flow from a federal or state
categorical program.

Tapping Categorical
Funding Streams

Programs engaged in family support

4
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can seek funding directly from federal
and state categorical funding streams.
Such funding streams typically offer
support for specific types of services to
individuals who meet set eligibility
requirements: these funds are contingent
upon state or local matches. Examples
of these categorical funds are monies
available through Title XIX of the
Social Security Act (Medicaid). Title IV-
E of the Act's Job Opportunity and Basic
Skills (JOBS). the Indixiduals with
Disabilities Education Act (Public Law
99-457). Chapter 1 (Elementary and
Secondary Education Act). and Even
Start. Because this strategy requires
extensive work with state policymakers
and strong knowledge of federal pro-
grams. it is the most difficult. However.
these programs represent the largest
potential sources of fundim2..

In recent years, shrinking state funds
for human services have compelled a
groys ing number of state policymakers
to increase the extent to which existim,.
or proposed new services (including
family support type services) are funded
hy kderal categorical programs.

Although such a strategy relies
heavily upon negotiations between state
and federal officials. program adminis-
tratews need to be ow are of and ins olved
in these efforts. First. if a state embarks
upon this strategy it may provide family
support pft)grams with the opportunity
to gain access to ledetal funds. Second.
program adntinistrators' in \ olvement
can be critical in ensuring that such
plans take into account the iinpact
complex eligibility . pros ider status, and
reimbursement categories requirements
have on a migrant built around prin-
ciples of fatuity suppewt. Consideqic.i.

experience of Charlene Clemens. the
Director of the San Francisco Teenage
Pregnancy and Parenting Program.

Founded in 1981. TAPP is a joint
effort of the departments of social
services and public health. the Univer-
sity of California at San Francisco, the
school district and two nonprofit child
and family service agencies. An
interagency comprehensive sers ice
delivery system. TAPP employs case
managers (called continuous counsel-
ors) to serve pregnant and parenting
adolescents up to age 17. Embedded
within the TAPP program are strong
family support principles. Staff actively
seek to involve members of the client's
family iccluding parents. guardians.
siblings or grandparents and strive to help
adolescent mothers and fathers define
their concerns, identify alternative
courses of action, maintain their motiva-
tion. and obtain needed services.' Initial
funding for TAPP came through a federal
demonstration program. Its immediate
impact led to the creation of the ('alifor-
nia Adolescent Family Life Program
(AFLP). which funds similar efforts
throughout the state.

Most recently. Charlene Clemens. the
current project director, has been
invoked in discussions held by the state
to determine how federal Medicaid
dollars could he used to maintain and
expand AFLP services. They are
specifically considering whether TAPP
case management is reimbui.sable
thremgh fxledicaid. Such reimbursement
would have the benefit of funding
services through a more stable funding
stream. In addition. since Nledicakl is
an entitlement program. then: is no cap
on the number of eligible aikilescents



ss ho can receive Medicaid reimbursahle
services. While supportise of this effort.
Clemens is concerned about the impact
or using Medicaid. She does not V. ant her
progranls's mission and activities to be
compromised by the restrictions of a
particular funding source.sIssues nil sed
by this proposal are:

Time: Medicaid hilling and account-
ing can be a tiine-consuming process. Is
it worth the hassle ins olsed?

Eligibility: TAPP can onls he
reimbursed for certain sers ices pros ided
to Medicaid-eligibie indis iduals.
Currently TAPP serves any one ss ho
ss alks in the door. including adole.eent

fathers.

Quality: Can TAPP maintain the
sante quality of sen ices under Nledicaid?

Nledicaid reimbursement categories
separate case management from direct
Nen ices. Would this drise a wedge
between case managemem and direct
services?

Mission: Is Medicaid consistent with
the mission of the organization"! This is
the most trtitibling question r Clemens.

While Medicaid case management is
based on a medical model of sers ice
pros ision. TAPP case management is a

s en different psyehosocial. educational .
and health model ss hich seeks to address

many other non-medical facets of a

client's needs.

Changing the Nature of
Public Funding

As the discussion ahout Medicaid
res cals. most public monies are categori-
cal. meaning that they can only be used
for specified sers ices or clearly defined
target populatitms. This funding approach

makes pros iding coinprehensise services
to families extremely difficult. Some
ads ocates belies e that infusing family
suppirt principles into our system of
secs ice delis cry requileS Iiindamenta I

changes in the nature of public funding.
Specifically . many are arguing for
decategorizat ion. Decategorization is the
effort to create gt eater funding discretion

reinos ing categorical program
requirements such as income, resideocy .
or age limitations. This radical approach

is far from easy to accol iplish. particu-
larly because it demands such strong
commitment to change from Nlicy
makers and requires die establishment of
a dillet ent sy stein of accountability .

It is. In metheley, being tried on a

limited scale. One example is the three-
y ear decategorization experiment.
started in I 9i9. being conducted in two
counties in loss a. The Iowa General
Assembly passed legislation which
allowed the counties to kild a number of
categorical program." into a single child
ss elfare fund ss hich could be used to

finance services pan ided under a more
client-centered system.

Challenges in Funding
Seeking public funding poses many

challenges for program administrators.
It is difficult to simply keep abreast of
potential funding sources and major
efforts to reconfigure the sy stem of
public funding. In order to stay current.
progrant administrators must continu-
ally seek out inkirmation on funding.
One important information-gathering
technique is keeping in contact ss ith
departments likely to fund family
support actis ities. particularly those
actis ides ss hich respond to major public
concerns such as tne need for childcare.
substance abuse pre\ ention. and family
preservation. Such information is also
available through published sources of
infOrmation such as The Federal
Register, which describes all federal
grants, or through electronic bulletin
hciards and databases. such as Dialog or
Lexis/Nexis. which maintain informa-
tion on federal. state, and local grants.-
Administrators ma\ also find out ahout
important nos- initiatives bs contacting
related professional and advocacy
organizations such as the Child Welfare
League of America. the American
Public Welfare Association. the
Children's Defense Fund. and the
Family Resource Coalition.

Identifying a potential public funding
source is .just the first step in the
process. In addition to assessing the

impact of the funding on her organiza-
tion. the administrattir must create aild
impleinent a successful strategy to
obtain funding. The assessment process
is one in which the administrator
cit'ef nIh weighs the costs and benefits
of pursuing an identified source of
funding: during this process, the
ulininistrati)r 'Mist jtIdge 55 hether the
costs of ineeting reporting requirements
outweigh the benefits of additional
flInding or il poigram changes required
h the funding source ss titild compro-
mise her organizatiim's missitm. The
assessinent should also include a
realistic appraisal of the energ that s ill
he required. At tittles. ohlaining federal.
state, and local grant monies can depend

t,

Li"N , 0

as much on the ability of the program
administrator to exercise political clout as
on a high quality proposal.

Ultimately. in order to make public
funding ss ideiy as ailable for family
support programs. individuals and
organizations ins olved in family.
support must work together to develop a
clear agenda and strategy for public
funding. Tapping the largest funding
sources and reconfiguring the current
system of funding require negotiations
at the state and national les cis. Program
administrators working alone cannot
influence these high-level negotiations.
Before coming to the table. however.
those who ads ocate increased public
support must agree upon a strategy. for
pursuing public support. Should it be its
own separate categorical funding
stream? Should it he blended or
decategorized funding? Should family
support ads ocates \4, ork toward gener-
ally reconfiguring the system of public
funding? A consensus is crucial: famils
support ads ()dales must compete ss ith

other organizations for a share of
increasingly scarce public lunds.
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by Toni Porter

PARTNERS FOR SUCCESS:
Family Support for Formerly Homeless Families

In the late I980s, the shortage of
affordable rental housing in New York
City reached near-critical levels. The
Cit y. was housing more than 5000
families a night in barracks-style
shelters where families slept on cots
crammed alzainst each other or in

elfare hotels rife Sk ith drugs and
crime.

The City's response was an ambitious
housing plan w hose stated aim was to
rehabilitate I &MOO apartments in
hundreds of buildings that had been
abandoned by their landlords or taken
over fw the City' for nonpayment of
taxes during the 1970s and early 80s.
When the renovations

the plan called for some of the buildings
to be turned over to not-for-profit
housing sponsors w ho would collect the
rent and manage the properties.

Most 01 this housing w as located in
the South Bronx or Central Harlem.
w here w hole blocks had been aban-
doned during the 1970's. The burned or
boarded-up shells of buiklings stood
amidst lots strew n with used tires and
garbage. Crack dealers and prostitutes
had taken o er storefronts and street
corners. There were few services of any
kind, public or private. The publicly
funded services that remained day-
care centers. hospital clinics. sch,iols.
adult basic education programs were
overcrowded and overburdened.

These were the neighborhoods where
the city intended to relocate families
%Silo lis ed in the shelter system. The
ast majority were headed by single

w omen in their mid-twenties, who had
dropped out of high school: litany had
little or no work experience and were on
welfare. More than half had chiklren
under six, many under three.

The prospects for these families and
the healthy des elopment of their

young children in the new housing were
grim. The potential for failure w as
significant.

Could Family Support Help?
lhese were the mon ations for

Partner\ for Success, a demonstration
program de \ igned to attempt lamily
suppiwt as an approach to helping
formerly honteless families inake a

6

successful
transition to
permanent
housing. A three-
year effort,
Partners !Or
Success is a
collaboration of
Bank Street
College of
Education.
community-based
organiiations.
and the Edna
McConnell Clark
Foundation,
which funds the
efron.

Partners'
objectives are to
strengthen
families by
enabling them to
help themselves: to help parents foster
their children's development and to
achieve their own personal goals: and to
strengthen communities where the social
fabric has been weakened.

Partners began in 1989 when the Clark
Foundation made a grant to Bank Street's
Division of Continuing liAcation to
des clop a family supp(wt program for
formerly homeless familie \. The first task
was to select the community-based
organi/ations which would participate.

An REP (request for proposals) ss as
used for the selection process. Participat-
ing agencies were expected to sers e a
mix of fonneily homeless families ss ith
children under six and other families Stith
young children who had not Used in the
shelter sy stem, to avoid stigmatiting the
formerly homeless families. Second. the
agencies would he given the choice of
using an existing family support imidel or
des eloping their ow n approach. To help
them decide. ('lark sponsored a showcase
of three programs Missouri's Parents as
Teachers pi ogram (PAT). the Israel i-
do eloped HIPPY. and the Kenan Fannly
1.iteracy migrant. And. third. the
agencies were expected to collabonite
SS it hi Bank Street. Ss hich scis ed as the
ctimlinator ol the entire Partners for
sueee\s project.

After an intense
process. live
agencies were
selected. Three
were located in
the South Bronx:
Community
School District (0
(the program is
now sponsored by
the New York
City Fund for
Public Educa-
tion): the
Highbridge
Community
Center. a grass
Riots organi/ation
olTering a variety
of sers ices: and
TApcApp. a
child welfare

agency that worked with teen parents. A
fourth, Graham Windham Family and
Children's Services. one of the oldest
child welfare agencies in the City. is
located in Central Harlem. CANIBA. a
community des elopment agency that
specialites in adult literacy programs, is
located in Brooklyn. Together. the
Partners agencies were supposed to serse
a total of approximately 250 families,
ranging from 25 to 60 families per
agency .

Partner Agencies Develop
Service Plans

Of the Ilse initial Partners agencies.
three decided to use an existing model.
TA PCAPP and Graham Windham ehose
PAT. w Inch calls for monthl home s kits
by trained parent educators to help
parents f(ister their clii Id en 's des clop-
inent. Each said they planned to adapt the
PAT model to meet the needs of the
families. Based on its experience with
adult basic education. CAMBA chose the
Kenan Family Literacy model. It

planned to ofler the litert:.:y classes, early
childhood actitis ies. and parent-child
interactions. the basic cinnponents of this
model at its ite in a church basement in
Flatbush, a neighborhood in central
Brooklyn.

Athena and I lighbridge decided to



de clop their ow n approaches. Athena's
model drew from some elements in
Mar\ land's Friends of The Family . To
be close to the newly relocated families.
it intended to use an apartment in one of
six rehabilitated buiklings on a single
block as the site lOr its pnigram.

Like Athena, Highbridge's program
was to he located in the housing to
shich l'annlies had mos ed from the
shelters. Unlike Athena, it did not intend
to use a single apartnlent as its site.
Rather, it woukl organi/e clusters of
eight families in each of four rehabili-
tated buildings to meet together on a
weekly basis in each other's homes for a
26-week period.

Bank Street's Role
A, the coordinator of the pnigram.

Bank Street has played several roles.
From the outset, the school has seen its
primary function as that of a facilitator,
modeling family support principles and
approaches with the Partners agencies'
staff. Just as they were to build on
family strengths to empower their
families. Bank Street attempted to build
on the strengths of the agencies to
empower them to become family
suppiwt program..

Thai means monthly meetings on
topics chosen by the staff. Visiting
\ perts are brought at the stalfs

request. It also means that staff learn
froni and suppcirt each other. Monthly
meetings include time for pnthlem-
solving and sharing. w hich ranges from
exchanges of information about free
activities or new City policies that mav
alIcel the ramifies to workshops by
indi \ idual Partners agencies on sucessful
elements of their programs.

Bank Street also helps the Partners
agencies document and assess the
results of the joint effons between the
fis e agencies and the school. For
example. along with theni. Bank Street
has des ehiped participant registration
ftwins. ithinthlv participation status
forms, and a semi-annual pn Tress
report limn; and is currently engaged in
des eloping measures for assessing
outcoines by designing and testing its
oss n inters icw instrument w hich the
Partners .talf vs ill administer. tabulate,
and analy /e.

Bank Street also offers technical
assistance and training in child des el-
opment and parenting education, two
acas in w Inch it has a history of exper-
tise. This aspect of the whi)ol's role has
been crucial. because the Nuttier. agency
staff did not, for the most part. have

experience in early childhood, and many.
of them, while strong on working with
parents as adults. did not ha \ e formal
experience ss ith working with adults as
parents.

Much of the technical assistance has
focused on helping the Partners staff
design and develop the early childhood
components of their programs and took
the fiirm or consultations with the
indis idual Partners agencies at their
sites. 13y contrast, most of the training
occured as supplements to the regular
Partners meetings.

When it was suggested that Partners
devel )p its own curriculum to meet the
needs of the families. the staff re-
sponded enthusiastically and a parenting
education curriculum for formerly
homeless families based on these
programs' experience is being devel-
oped collaborati \ ely.

What Are the Results?
During the past two and a half \ ears,

Partners has evolved from a group of
agencies hound together by the common
goal to a tight network with a strong
belief in the effectiveness of the family
support approach. While each of the
Partners has retained indiv idual
characteristics, all now offer a common
set of core activities. Each program okrs
parenting education workshops. early
childhood activities in spaces that are
appropriately equipped to meet children's
developmental needs, and access to
literacy. adult haste education. and joh
training.

Equally itnportant, Partners appears to
have succeeded in its goal of being a
demonstration of the effectiveness of
family support for formerly homeless
families. Between October. 1990 and
July 1992. it served an average of 220
families a month. With the exception of
one family, all were African-American
or I.atino. Fight of ten were headed by
single mothers. most of \\ hom had been
homeless. During this period. fewer
than three per cent has e returned to the
shelter sy stem. At an average annual
cost of 53.000 per family compared to S
30.000 in the shelter sy stem. Partners
seems to be w orth the investment.

Concerning the goal of adult de \ elop-
ment, the program also seems to he
vs (irking. In nine out of ten of the
families for \\ hom data were renorted,
the parenUsi had not gone beyond high
school: six of ten did not ha \ e a high
school degree. Almost all of them \\ cre
uneniployed and dependent on public
a.sist..nce. 13y May . 1q92. approxi-

mately 63'.4 or participants had been
referred to educational or joh training
programs. Seven had found jobs.

The programs also appear to have had
some success in helping parents foster
their children's development. This
summer inters iews were conducted with
a 20'4 sample of the participants to
explore the irnpact in this area.

The interviews revealed that many
participants regarded puenting educa-
tion as their favorite component of the
program. that it had helped them to
conmlunicate with their children and to
understand them better, and that they
had learned better ways to discipline.

To what elements of our programs
should these indications of success be
attributed'? Based on the interviews it
appears that the staff play a vital role in
the effectiveness of the programs.
Across the Partners agencies. partici-
pants repeatedly mentioned the warmth.
responsis eness. and non-judgmental
attitudes of the staff as key factors in
their growing confidence in themselves,
their ability to support their children,
and their decisions to make changes in
their lives. It also appears that the
location of the programs in the neigh-
borhoods where families live. and, in
some cases. in their buildings, makes a
.ignficant difference in enabling
families to develop supports which are
important for all families. hut especially
for those who have stirs ived the trauma
of being homeless. In addition. our
interview s seem to indicate that the
basic aspects of Partners' programs
parenting education, early childhood
services. family activities. and access to
education and job trainingare the sery
features that attract and keep fitmilies.

Partners has also taught an important
lesson. When the program began,
es ery one was skeptical about the
potential of family support. Three years
later, all those ins olved have become
believers in its power to enable families
to support themselves. From experience.
it has been learned that the results can
extend far beyond the short-term impact
of helping families ss ho have been
homeless succeed in their new commu-
nities to the longer-term outcome of
helping families make positis e changes
in their lives and those of their children.
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by Bett Cooke, Ph. D.

Fatly Childhood Family Education
(1-('FF) is a statew ide public. school
pioga am foi all Minnesota !anti I tes \
child! en between the ages ol ()nth and
kindei gal ten C'uo ently oil ci ed in the
397 sdiool dist; icts and foul nibal
schools in 'Minnesota. LC! E. is aLLes-
'able to 98( 01 families ith \ oung
childien in the state Mote than 220 000
young childien and then patents
paincipated in the piogtam dui ing the
199 I -92 school y eat ,\ ommatel \
1/4,10 million in state and local le\ emie is
cuoently allocated lot the piogiam It is
the oldest and laigest tainily education
and suppoit piogiam in the counny

Early Childhood Family Education
pnigrams meet the needs of in
their communities in a \ ariety or w.a s.
Nlost programs include the follow ing
components: parent discussion groups:
play. and learning actis ities for children:
parent-child interaction :led\ ities:
special es ents for the entire family:
home isits:early screening for
children's health and de\ elopmental
problems: information on other commu-
nity resources for families and young
children: libraries of hooks, toys. and
other learning inaterials.

Series of \ arious types aild intensities
or sers ices are offered. and lamilies
ehilose the ones most appropriate ror
them. Ty pically. a family attends a
weekly two-hour session which includes
parent-child interaction time and
additional learning opportunities for the
children while the parents participate in
a parent discussion. Families needing
more or dilierent sers ices may receise
home isits and other more specialiied
program.. Special services ale also
offered lOr single parents. teen parents,
parents of children ss ith disabilities.
employed pareh ts. and others. Program
actk ities are pros ided by licensed
parent educators and early childhood
teachers at schools. shopping centers,
apartment buildings, homeless shelters.
churches, and other community sites.

The Evaluation Proccss
Staff from a states\ ide sainple or 24

WEL programs 'A 01.1. ed ss ith a nation-
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ally-known and widely-published
pmgrant es aluator. Michael Q. Patton.
and Nlinnesota Department of Education
ECFE program specialists on an
es aluation project to study the effects of
the program on parent participants. A
key purpose of the study was to make
the evaluation process part of the
regular program and to invoke [trogram
staff in data collection and anal\ sis.
Patton wiwked ss ith local program staff
to des elop a set of interview questions
to be asked of parents nes\ to the
program pritir to and at the end of
participation during the 199(1-91 school
year. Questions focused on core
elements of change likely to occur for
parents in ECFE programs across the
state. Program staff were trained to
conduct the intersiews and to analsie
the data from 1X3 parents (156 in
general parem groups. 16 in single
parem groups. and 11 in teen parent
groups ) s ho completed pre- and post-
program inter\ loss. Analy sis insols ed
identify ing changes in the pai.ents'
responses aker participation in the
program tor one year. The participatory
es aluation process served to -connect
program staff to participants in ways
that expanded their understanding of
participants perspectis es and experi-
ences.-1 and also to make the stall leel
moie insolsed and insested. This
increascd the likelihood that recom-
mended program changes clerked trom
the process ssmIld actually be reali/ed.

3

,

The Evaluation Outcomes
Each parent's complete response to

each inters iew question was coded and
counted. The majority of coded parent
responses reflected significant changes
in the ways the parents saw thenisels es
and behased as parents after a year of
participation in an Early Childhood
Family Education program. Among the
general parent group. 61(i of their
responses showed change. while 67'
of the single parents responses. and
59't of the teen parents' responses
indicated change.

Eke overall change themes were
es ident in the responses of all parents:

I. Increased reelinp of supp(wt from
others, know they -are ill)t
that other par::nts has e similar problems
and concerns. feelings and experiences:

2. Enhanced confidence and self-
esteem as a parent:

3. Increased knowledge. awareness.
understanding of children and child
de\ elopment and of the parental role in
relation to child dc. ..iopment:

and

4. Changed perceptions and expecta-
tions for themsels es as parents and tor
their ehildren lxised on this increased
loam ledge, ilsarencss, ;mil understand-
ing: and

5. Changes in bchas ior based on



increased feelings of support from others,
increased sell -confidence. increased
knowledge. and changed perceptions and
expectations of their children and
themsehes.

Specific examples of types of
behavior change indicated by parents
included more frequently:

Stopping to obsers e. listen, and think
before acting w ith their children. a
!lime from immediate reaction
in situations to forethought bel'ore
action:

Incorporating their children's
perspectk es in their responses to the
children, becoming mon, attuned and
sensithe to their children's needs and
point of view:

Giving time and attention to their
chiklren:

Offering choices to their children:

Encouraging their children to explore
and to sok e problems. rather than
doing things for them:

Modeling new ham iors:

Talking about and explaining
situations to their children:

Allow ing their children to express
feelings, including anger:

Redirecting their children's behm ior
w hen needed:

"emo ing theinsek es or their
children from challenging situatiims
to regain composure:

[mot\ ing another adult when needed.

Nlany parents. after a year of program
participation. indicated a larger.reper-
toire of developmentally appropriate
interaction strategies and more options
or alternatk es for resptmding to and
interacting w ith their children. Siime
parents described a decrease in such
behasiors as yelling. hitting, and
spanking. and a reduction in feelings of
inadequacy and guilt.

0\ es three-fourtbs of the parei
indicated that they obsened a flu ..iher
Of changes in their children which they
associated w ith program participation.
These included:

Imponed social imeractitni and re
lationships. des elopment of social
skills:

111111..,

An increased sense of self-confidence
and self-esteem:

Language development and increased
communication skills: and

Greater expression of feelings.

All of these are commtmly recog-
ni/ed elements df school readiness.

Recommendations
Early Childhood Family Education

program staff in\ olved in data analysis
identified the f(illow ing recommenda-
tions for ECFE curriculum and program
des elopment based on study results.

Ensure that all actisities broaden
parents know ledge of child des clop-
ment and parent-child and family
relations:

2. Provide regular opportunities to
address parental concerns related to
guidance of children:

3. Einphasiie the imptwtance of familie,
acquiring suppoo and resources:

4. Increase recognitioi. of the salue and
OW of parent-child interaction:

Clearly communicate the program's
g(tals to parents:

6, Continue to emphasiie parent self-
esteem and parent self-care as being ol

rl ^

I
value both to parents personally and to
their families:

7. More explicitly incomorate develop-
ment or family communication and
problem-solvinu skills into program
content:

8. Provide opportunities for parents to
become ins oh ed with the program on a
short- or long-term basis:

9. Increase im ohs ement of both parents:

10. Encourage and continue to create
ways tOr famil members to spend more
tinle to.ether.
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by Elizabeth J. Sandell, Ph. D.

SO YOU'RE PLANNING A FAMILY RESOURCE
CENTER: Considerations to Guide the Process
During the

past eighteen
years. Indepen-
dent School
District 625 in
St. Paul.
Minnesota has
heen very
supportive of
early education
and parent
in \ ol \ ement.
Minnesota's
state pmgram
Early. Childhood
Family Educa-
tion (ECFE) has
been widely
implemented
with state and
local funding.
since 1988. the
625 District staff
ha\ e viewed
family resource centers as a \ tiriation on
the ECFE theme which can promote
equity and diversity in education and
contribute to school readiness. Three
such centers have already been estab-
lished with a combination or ECFE and
grant funding. Eventually the school
district hopes to create :t network of
centers, one in each neighborhood
(meaning approximately eight to ten
throughout the city ).

In setting up such a system :if family
resource centers. the District 625 public
school staff members and ad \ isory
councils ha\ e de\ eloped a set of ques-
tions to guide policy and program design
decisions 11ir new \ established family
resource centers. 'The responses to these
questkms help decision-makers tailor
such programs to the unique concerns,
needs, and strengths of individual city
neighb(Wh(iods. Planners in other are&
will lind their own criteria, realities, and
priorities. Examining the issues and
thought processes which helped form the
SI. Paul network tnay help other commu-
nities in their eff(ms10 design successlul
centers to strengthen fantilies.

Establishing Basic Principles
Why is a family resource center

necessary? What needs of families

10

motivate this program? What impels the
collimunity to plan such a program'?

Replies to these questions will begin to
define the scope and specificity for a
family resource center. The centers in St.
Paul are based on the premise that all
parents benefit from information and
support for their parenting roles. Some
parents may be more isolated from
positive assistance. Some families are
less likely to seek substantial informal or
formal help from individuals or commu-
nity. programs. Meanwhile, low- income
conditions may cause higher rates or
family chaos and stress. The resource
center staff work to help parents gain
access to informal and formal support
systems w ithin their neighborhood and
community.

Roles of Participants
What relationship (1',s the tinnily ha N. e

to the cimmitinity? What relationship
does the family have to the professionals?

Responses to these questions will
identify the roles of participating families
as they relate to staff members in a
family resource center. The traditional
medical model presupposes a hieraivhical
professional-client relationship. In such a
delicit-based model, the staff member
diagnoses the need and prescribes

(1

services. The
professional assesses
the client, establishes
the goals. and
evaluates progress.
Help flows from the
proles-sional to the
client.

District 625
ceoters are develop-
ing around the more
conteniporary
consumer model.
which presupposes a
collaborative
partnership between
project staff mem-
bers and family
members. In this
-parent as expert.'
model, decisions arc
made jointly and are
hased on an ex-
change or informa-

tion and experiences. Families are seen as
resourceful and cimipetent in shaping the
content and tone of services. Together.
parents and professionals organi/e.
iinplement. and evaluate. Project staff
members find that they experience
change, too. when they are open to new
ideas and influences. The St. Paul family
resource centers were designed with the
involvement of community residents who
were interested in pro\ iding educational
and support services to parents and

oung children. Parents provide input
through advisor\ councils, setting family
goals and describing strategies for
tichie\ ing thtise gt)als. and participating
in project evaluation effiirts.

Target Population
Who will be eligible for ser\ ices.

according to geographical botindari(ss.
income le\ els. family situations. and
educational levels?

Decisions about \\ ho will he recei \ ing
the direct and referral services help
deterniine exactly which pRigram
comptments to provide. The centers in St.
Paul are identified by city planning areas,

hich are generally correspond to groups
of neighhorhoods. Although there are no
income eligibility guidelines for indi-
\ idual families. the first three family



resource centers have been located in
lower income neighborhoods. Because
the funding sources are oriented toward
health and school readiness, services are
available to expectant parents and
families with at least one child between
birth and kindergarten.

Evaluating Needs & Results
What are the needs of families

involved in the tlimily resource center?
How will we decide which services to
offer? How will we evalLate the impact
of the family resource center services?

In the planning phase for each
District 625 center. formal demo-
graphic data was collected including
information on economics, race or
ethnic group, and educational
background of neighborhood resi-
dents. and on the services and
resources already available to the
community. With resident involve-
ment. informal data was collected on
community social patterns, identities
of informal community leaders. and
where neighborhood residents would
usually go for advi.T.

Parent and community input may
help assess family strengths. resource-
fulness. current functioning. coping
strategies. and parent-child interaction
styles. This information can help
parents and staff together to develop
individualized family plans for
programming. Aggregate information can
help staff members design program
components and report to funding
s()urces. Funding sources require
accountability, so some formal evalua-
tion process may be necessary.

Which Components?
Is the purpose of the centers general

or specific? Wili the program be
single- or multiple-focus?

Funding sources dictated that family
centers in District 625 be directed to
providing parent education. preventing
child abuse, school readiness, neighbor-
hood development, and health care.
Consequently, these centers have been
established as multiple-tbcus programs:
they offer early childhood and parent
education, positive parent-child
interaction opportunities, and they try to
strengthen the connections that families
have with community agencies.

What components will the program
include? How will services be delivered'?
Will family resource centers provide
direct services'? Will they coordinate or
collaborate with other agencies'? Engage
in advocacy?

The St. Paul centers incorporate a
variety of direct services, along with
referral and coordination with commu-
nity services. Because of their focus on
families with young children, all
District 625 centers include at least
home-based parent education and drop-
in parent-child interaction experiences.

The St. Paul family resource centers
have been designed with the flexibility
to move beyond a traditional, targeted.
information-based approach to parent
education and toward a comprehensive,
ecological approach to family support.

Therefore. depending on thc concerns
and goals expressed by neighborhood
families and on funding available, the
centers may also incorporate other
programming, such as family literacy
and English as a Second Language
programs. health care information and
education. family special events and
field trips, clothing exchanges. emer-
gency food shelves, transportation to
appointments, health screening. lending
library, nutritional services, employ-
ment counseling and training, and
mental health counseling and referral.
The variety of components offered may
be determined by the level of existing
community collaboration among
agencies and providers.

Location
Will the family resource centers be tied

to any single agency'? Where will thcy
be located'?

For the three original family resource
centers, the St. Paul District acted as
sponsor and fiscal agent. This worked
because the public school system already
had the image of serving all children and
families without regard to income or

Q
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family situation. An affiliation with the
schools reinforces the relationship of
student school achievement with family
and child well-being.

Because of funding and space avail-
ability. two of the three St. Paul centers
were located in neighborhood storefronts
and one was located in a school building.
The storefronts proved more accessible to
many families with transportation
limitations or who were uncomfortable in
school settings. The family resource
center which was located in a school
building is not on a bus route and does

not have easy pedestrian access found
location to be a liability. Planners
should think carefully availability and
accessibility when deciding on
location.

Staffing
What role will staff members take

with families: friend or teacher, social
worker, facilitator or problem-solver.
expert or collaborator, decision-maker
or negotiator'? At what level will staff
members be hired and paid?

Since the District 625 family
resource centers are based on a
consumer model, staff members are
take the roles of facilitator, collabora-
tor. and negotiator. according to the
tasks at hand. Weekly staff meetings
in larrle and small groups help staff
members maintain a consistent

approach and ethical boundaries.
Service delivery to diverse populations

is often a cross-cultural experience.
Typically. in a medical, hierarchical
model. professionals are licensed and
experienced middle-class people. and
clients have less education and represent
diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds.
For family resource centers. however.
hiring staff members from within the
community facilitates the delivery of
services. Staff members may be chosen
to approximate the ethnic, cultural. or
class backgrounds of the participating
population. In St. Paul. this has meant
creating a paraprofessional level of home
visitors and community outreach workers
who are hired from within the commu-
nity. Each home visitor contacts about 10
to 13 families each week. Home visitors
have weekly individual consultations
with a licer .ed supervisor and attend
weekly sta,t oevelopment meetings.

Elizabeth J. Sandell, Ph.D.. is Division
Manager for Early Childhood Family Education
with Independent School District 625 in St. Paul,
Minriesora. Contact her at: P.O. Box 13725. St.
Paul. MN 55113-0725.6121293.5275.
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by Janice L. Hanson, Ph.D., Elizabeth S. Jeppson, Ph.D., Beverley H. Johnson, B.S.N.

Promoting Family-Centered Services in Health
Care and Beyond
In recent years. families and professionals such as physicians. teachers. and psychologists who are working together to
provide services for children have moved in the direction of a family-centered approach to services. This strategy recog-
nizes the importance of collaborative relationships between tainily members and professionals and the importance of
shaping services for families according to family-identified needs. perspectives, and choices.

Table 1

Key Elements of Family-Centered
Services

Recognizing that the family is the constant in a child's
life, while the service systems and personnel within
those systems fluctuate
Facilitar'rig family/professional collaboration
in the care of individual children:
in program development, implementation. and

evaluation:
and in the formulation of policy
Honoring the racial, ethnic, cultural, religious, and
socioeconomic diversity of families
Recognizing family strengths and individuality and
respecting differing methods of coping
Sharing with families, on a continuing basis and in a
supportive manner, complete and unbiased information
Encouraging and facilitating family-to-family support
and networking
Understanding and incorporating the developmental
needs of infants, children, and adolescents and their
families into service systems
Implementing comprehensive policies and programs
that provide emotional and financial support to meet the
needs of families
Designing accessible service systems that are flexible,
culturally competent. and responsive to family-
identified needs

Source: National Center for Family-Centered Care. (1990). What is
family-centered care? (brochure). Washington. DC: ACCH.

Family-centered care is an approach to service deliveiy that
emphasizes family/professional partnerships and sensitivity to
families' unique strengths. priorities, and preferences. Table I
delineates the key elements of family-centered services. Family-
centered services arise from a respectful. collaborative relation-
ship with families. These elements help families and profession-
als plan and evaluate services.

A family-centered approach to services entails rethinking
attitudes about families. professionals. and service delivery, and
re-exatnining the assumptions by which we operate. Implement-
ing family-centered services requires all of us who provide care
and smice for childrenfamilies and professionalsto engage
in individual and institutional reassessments in order to translate
these principles into daily attitudes and practices and to allow
our attitudes and expectations to evolve.
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The Institute for Family-Centered Care
The Institute for Family-Centered Care, based in Bethesda.

Maryland. is a newly-formed organization of nationally recog-
nized leaders in child health, early intervention, education, and
child and family advocacy. In partnership with families and
professionals from many disciplines, the Institute promotes
understanding and practice of family-centered services. The
Institute seeks to promote principles of family-centered services
in systems providing care and support to children and families.
including health. education, mental health, and social service.
The Institute pursues its work through materials development.
consultation and training. intbrmation dissemination, research.
and public policy initiatives.

History and Evolution of Family-
Centered Care

The basic elements of family-centered care were originally
articulated in relation to health care. specifically in relation to
families of children with special health care needs. Awareness
soon developed that the principles of a family-centered approach
also applied to other systems of care. such as education, mental
health and social services (Jeppson. 1988). Although the
language and articulation of the elements of family-centered care
(also termed family-centered services) came from the health
field, parallel movements with different language, but similar
principles, arose simultaneously in other fields.

As families and protessionals have worked together to
implement and understand family-centered care. the language of
the key elements has been repned. One example of this develop-
ment, since the main ideas were first set forth in 1987 in Family
Centered Care for Children with Special Health Care Needs is
cultural competence. Although the intent from the beginning
was for family-centered care to encompass culturally appropriate
understanding and practice. the need to state this explicitly
became more obvious over time. One important change.
therefore, involved adding a ninth element and modifying
wording to highlight the importance of honoring the racial.
ethnic, cultural, religious, and socioeconomic diversity of
families. Learning how to design and deliver appropriate,
sensitive, and effective services to families from a wide variety
of backgrounds remains a pressing need in implementing the
principles of family-centered care.

A second example of a change in understanding is an evolving
view of the nature of the partnership between family members
and professionals. In the early thinking about family-centered
services, families were considered equal partners with profes-
sionals. Over time it has become clear that this is not an equal
partnership: family perspectives and choices must take prece-
dence over those of professionals. Families retain the right to
make choices and decisions for their children, :Nen when their
choices differ from the choices of professionals.



"Over time it has become clear that this is not an equalpartnership:
family perspectives and choices must take precedence over those of professionals.

Thoughts about Further Implementation
The challenge and fulfillment of family-centered care come in

evaluating existing services and looking for ways to more
effectively involve and respond to families. As we look to the
future, several areas deserve special attention in implementation.
One, as stated above, is cultural competence; if services are to be
truly family-centered, they must respond to family diversity and
values. A second area deserving attention is family/professional
partnerships, and finding ways to promote family/professional
dialogue at the individual program level and in activities for
developing policy. Tables 2 and 3 provide checklists that
programs might use to evaluate their services in the areas of
cultural competence.and family/professional nannerchin,

Table 2
Honoring Family Diversity and Values
A Checklist for Family-Centered
Services

Do we . . .

learn who is included in the aimily and who needs or
wants to be involved?

learn what supports the family wants?

lind out each family's customs or preferences regarding
language. religion, health practices. kinship, food, and
holidays?

honor family values, customs, and choices?

help families identify and use their preferred support
networks?

assist families to use their preferred spiritual resources'?

recruit staff who share the language and ethnicity of
communities surrounding the program'?

provide information and services in the languages of
the surrounding communities?

Adapted from: Johnson, Bit. Jeppson. E.S.. & Redburn, L.(1992).
Caring for children and families: Guidelines for hospitals. p. 196.

Bethe.sda. MD: ACCW.
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Table 3
Promoting Dialogue and Partnerships
A Checklist for Family-Centered Services

Do we . . .

demonstrate our respect for families as experts on their
children?

involve families as equal partners in all aspects of
service?

assure that family priorities and choices guide services?

identify a single individual who will coordinate services
with the family?

make sure staff members introduce themselves and
explain their roles and functions?

assure that clear, useful. and comprehensive information
is shared with families'?

learn about families' unanswered questions or concerns?

offer choices for family participation?

ask about family satisfaction with services?

offer a variety of ways for families to request changes or
express dissatisfaction'?

honor family requests for exceptions to policies and
procedures'?

help staff and family find common ground when dis-
agreements occur?

analyze, with families, problems that occur to see what
can be learned to improve communication and service?

Adapted front: Johnson, 13.11.. Jeppson. E.S.. & Redhurn, L. (1992).

Caring for children and families: Guidelines for hospitals. p.196.

Bethesda. MD: ACCH.

As we seek to implement culturally competent, family-
centered services, it is important to increase both the number
and diversity of the parents and other family members who
serve in advisory and consulting roles. Table 4 provides a
checklist to help programs increase family participation in
advisory roles. To be successful in this, we need to be flexible
and develop innovative approaches to seeking input. Partici-
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pating in ongoing advisory committees is an effective way for
Nome families to share in development of practices and policies.
For other families, attending a meeting once, advising by phone.
or sharing thoughts in informal community settings may be more
valuable.

Family-centered care is a set of dynamic, evolving concepts.

Table 4
incorporating Family Expertise at All Levels
A Checklist for Family-Centered Services

Do we ...

arrange timely and regular feedback from families about
policies, programs, and practices?

respond to recommendations from families?

include families in program-level decisionmaking?

hire experienced family members as consultants or
advisors?

include families as teachers for staff in-service training
sessions?

compensate families for their time. expertise, and ex-
penses when they serve as consultants. advisers, and
teachers?

make experienced family members available as a source
of information and support for other families?

offer all families regular referrals to a variety of family-to-
family support and networking groups?

Adapted from: Johnson. Jeppson. ES.. & Redburn. L (1992).
Caring for chikken and families: G. . :or hospitals. p. 197.

Bethesda. MD: ACCH

and the evolution of family-centered understanding and pro-
grains will continue. This shift in perspective and practice holds
the potential to produce a broad-based revolution in stategies for
service delivery.
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For further information on resources for families
coping with HIV contact:

National Pediatric HIV Resource Center
Children's Hospital of New Jersey
15 South 9th Street
Newark, NJ 07107
201/268-8251

A non-protit organization that scrves professionals who
care for children and famililies with HIV infection and
AIDS. The Center was founded in 1990 and offers
consultation, technical assistance and training for
medical, social service. and planning personnel. NPHRC
promotes family-centered. comprehensive. community-
based systems of healthcare and is dedicated to assuring
the delivery of care that is caring, competent. and
culturally sensitive.

NPHRC is developing a national network of service
delivery systems which can meet the needs of children.
women and families with HIV infection and AIDS.
Currently. it provides complete information on 30 direct
service demonstration project sites operating in 18 states,
the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. These sit.:s.
which ar-, part of a 1988 pediatric/family HIV healthcare
demonstration grant established by Congress. are
coordinating their activities with those of other public and
private agencies to develop comprehensive, family-
centered coordinatedservices

National AIDS Clearinghouse
Atlanta, Georgia
800/458-5231

Located within the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
the Clearinghouse serves as a central information network
on AIDS and HIV infection.

Pediatric AIDS Foundation
Santa Monica, California
310/395-9051

Founded by Elizabeth Glaser, the Foundation provid,--
funding for research on pediatric AIDS and HIV infec-
tion, offers emergency assistance funding for programs.
and sponsors several "think tanks" annually on pediatric
AIDS and HIV infection.
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II by Christine Vogel

COMPREHENSIVE AIDS FAMILY CARE CENTER:
A Model Treatment Program in the Bronx

A diagnosis of AIDS hits all families hard. But it's especially
difficult for families who have lived with loss. poverty, and a sense of
depression and hopelessness even before the HIV or AIDS diaenosis.
Additional problems of single parent families, widespread drue use.
and the fact that many of the children may also suffer from cancer or
hemophilia (if they acquired HIV from contaminated blood products)
present program providers with a complex ranee of issues that must be
addressed, both medically and throutth supportive efforts on behalf of
the families.

In 1981. Dr. Arye Rubinstein. Director of Allergy and Immunology,
at Yeshiva University's Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the
Bronx. New York, diaenosed the first suspected case of pediatric
AIDS in the United States. Three years later. he established the
nation's first pediatric AIDS center. And later, the Comprehensive
AIDS Family Care Center developed as the complexities of dealing

ith both the medical and psycho-social issues associated with
pediatric AIDS became manifest. A coordinated team effort among
pediatric immunologists. social workers, nurses, and health planners.
the family-centered program has been recognized as a model for the
care of AIDS-affected families.

As of October. 1992. there were 242.146 diagnosed cases of AIDS
nationwide, according to the Center for Disease Control: 4.051 of these
were among children under the age of 13. The number of people
estimated to be HIV-infected is about four times that number nearly

one million.
The number of HIV-positive newborns is the highest in the country

in the Bronx. where the AIDS Family Care Center is located. Defining
family members as "anyone who has close social contact with an HIV-
infected woman or child.- the Center treats patients referred by all the
surrounding hospitals and community agencies.

To date. the Center has treated more than 3,)Y 00 HIV-diagnosed
individuals. Currently. there are 350 children in treatment at the
Center. as well as 150 pregnant women involved in federally spon-
sored experimental drug trials (since 1989. the Center has housed the
National Institute of Health's AIDS Clinical Trial Group).

A child with AIDS signals an entire family at risk. says Anita
Septimus. M '.W.. the Center's Director of Social Services.

Intravenous drug use is associated with over 709k of the families.
many of whom are at the poverty level: 80% are from minority
backgrounds. When an HIV-positive infant is identified, the mother
often simultaneously discovers that she is also infected, and that she
has infected her child. Sometimes, the adults are as sick or sicker than
their children. The Center offers them all coordinated care under one
roof, provided by a consistent group of professionals with whom they
may be able to build some level of trust.

"People are reluctant to divulge the fact that they have AIDS. as
they might be willing to do if they had cancer,- says Septimus. The
stigma associated with an AIDS diagnosis breeds isolation among a
group that is already isolated and vulnerable. "A family-centered
approach helps minimize isolation, and the continuity of treatment
providers is crucial the same doctor. nurse and social worker may
serve the entire family. These families don't want to have to repeat
their stories over and over again."

The Family Center's multidisciplinary staff consists of an adminis-
trator ( Septimus): 8 pediatric immunologists: 6 nurses: 4 social
workers: a pregnancy study coordinator and three support staff.
Because the Center serves a multi-cultural community. Septimus
strives for the sante diversity in the staff and as many bilingual health
professionals as possible. "Wc arc sensitive to cultural issues, and that
helps us serve the community better," shc says.

ta;

The Center's family support component consists of eight major
service areas:

Information and referral services identify the appropriate medical
and mental health care treatments for a family.

Psychosocial assessments evaluate the type and number of mental
health care services a family may need.

Crisis intervention provides immediate services for suicidal patients.
help I'm emergency shelter needs, and grief counseling.

Weekly support groups provide mothers, primary caregivers, and
siolings with support and problem-solvine techniques.

Family therapy is designed to help families improve communication
and develop adaptive ways of operating as a unit. It helps families to
restructure themselves, while respectine the prevailing kinship
system, sibline roles, and generational hierarchy.

Outreach and advocacy programs help families negotiate public
assistance agencies. and provide school advocates, legal interven-
tions, substance abuse outreach, protective and foster care, and
necessary social and financial supports .

Treatment coordination insures that patients will keep their medical
appointments and followups.

The Center also organizes summer camp proerams: arranges for
members of the hospital's Clown Care Unit to Nisit weekly the
inpatient children who are receiving IV Gamma Globulin treatments:
takes part in funerals and memorial services: and organizes holiday
celebrations. These efforts help both patients and health professionals
to see one another as people.

Spending time together also gives the professionals more opportu-
nity to educate parents and caregivers in the complex tasks of helping
their children maintain optimal health.

Septimus emphasizes some key issues to consider concerning
support for AIDS-affected families. "We need to pay particular
attention to non-infected siblings, since they're going to lose a brother
or sister and a parent. They're the future orphans of AIDS." She also
points to the need to provide emotional (and in-home) support for the
grandmothers "who are supporting both a dying daughter and
grandchild. That way, they'll be more prepared when the time comes,"
says Septimus.

The Comprehensive AIDS Family Care Center charges no service
tees. Most patients are on Medicaid or receive aid through a variety of
social services in the community (the state Human Resource Adminis-
tration. for example, provides housing entitlements for individuals with
AIDS). The Center receives funding from a number of federal, state
and city sources, including the New York State Department of Health.
the National Institute of Health, and COBRA, a case management
refund program. In New York City, AIDS has become the leading
cause of death for women aced 25 to 35. Since women are more likely
to contract AIDS heterosexually than men, the overall implications for
the future of pediatric AIDS are alarming. Septimus urges counseling
and AIDS awareness. "An effort must be made to lessen the stigma so
people can seek the care they need. We can't afford the luxury of
ignoring AIDS."

Christine VoKel is Atalf writer for the Family Resource Coalition.
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by Margot Ann Sabato

IN-PACT: Indiana's Family Support Program for
People with Developmental Disabilities

INIPPACT
In the summer of 1990. the Indiana

Governor's Planning Council for People
with Developmental DisrMities circu-
lated a Request for Proposals to develop
family support/crisis intervention models
for urban and rural areas around the state.
At that time, there was no formal state-
funded support service for families with
tnembers with developmental disabilities
who chose to reside in their natural
homes. In-Pact, a social service agency in
Crown Point, Indiana was awarded a
grant to develop a family support pilot
project in an urban area.

In-Pact was established approximately
10 years ago in response to the needs of
people with autism. The agency is now
considered the area's leading provider of
services to people with autism and other
developmental disabilities. Some of the
services In-Pact provides in the commu-
nity include residential group homes for
:hildren and adults. alternative family
placement. epilepsy support, and summer
programs.

Through years of providing services to
the community. In-Pact recognized a
tremendous need for services to families
who choose to keep their children with
developmental disabilities at home
instead of seeking residential placement.
With the grant from the Governor's
Planning Council, the Family Support
Program of In-Pact opened its doors in
December of 1990. The basic objective
of the program was to develop a new
service delivery system for families with
children with developmental disabilities.
It sought to provide training and support
mechanisms to help keep the families
intact and every family member fully
integrated into the community.

The ultimate goal was to lessen the

need for these families to seek out-of-
home placement for their children. This
would greatly reduce the amount of
money that the State of Indiana would
required to provide to maintain these
children outside of their families homes.

In-Pact's Family Support Program
completed its second year in September
of 1991 and in those two years. it has
provided some form of service and
support to over 30 families, and helped
60 others with referrals. Of those 30
families. over 60% said that their
involvement in the Program has delayed
or prevented a possible out of home
placement. Information compiled in the
first year of the project showed that the
Family Support Program spent an
average of $3,400.00 per family on
individualized training and support.
When this sum is compared to the cost of
maintaining one child in a state-funded
residential facility (between S40.000.00
to $80.000.00 and more per year). it is
easy to see that a substantial savings can
be realized by providing the necessary
supports to the family.

But the question of whether or not to
develop an encompassing state wide
family support program should not be
reduced simply to an economic feasibility
study. Most families do not want to give
up the care and nurturing of one of their
children to an outside agency. This is a
heart-wrenching decision from which
many parents and children never fully
recover. A preferable practice is to give
the families what they need so that they
can best care for their children in their
own home.

In-Pact's Family Support Program is
family- and consumer-driven. When the
family first meets with the Program staff.
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a detailed case history is taken. Over the
course of the next few weeks, the staff
and the family work to develop a list of
objectives based on what the family feels
are its greate:A strengths and needs.
Based on these objectives and on what
each family feels it needs to maintain the
family unit, a service plan is developed.
Because family dynamics differ. so too
do family plans. The amount of program
intervention varies according to the
family's needs.

Some families' needs are small, such
as a referral to an appropriate social
service agency, or perhaps a quality
respite care worker so that the parents
can go on their first vacation in years
without the children. Some parents need
training in basic behavioral management
such as reinforcing only their children's
appropriate behaviors. Using techniques
such as role playing and modelling, and
through videotaping, the staff help the
family learn new and proper ways of
dealing with their children's more
challenging behaviors. Whenever
possible. existing community services are
utilized first. so that available services in
the community are not duplicated.

One single father needed slmeone to
watch his son who has autism ai;.7r
school while the father worked. Instead
of providing a respite care worker for that
period of time, which would have been
the typical response to such a
problem.the Program arranged for the
boy to attend the local grade school's
latchkey program. The school was
hesitant to provide such service to the
boy because of his disability, so the
Program agreed to have one of their staff
supervise for as long as it would take for
the school staff and thc boy to feel



comfortable ith the arrangement. This
supervision was only necessary for ten

days. arrangement represented a
substantial savings in respite care costs.

hile putting the child in a much more
appropriate situation for a child of his
age.

()ther families' needs are greater.
necessitating a greater expenditure in
funds and staff tinie. And the needs of a
family are never static. As the children
and the parents grow older, new situa-
tions present themsels es continually..

The Family Support Program was
des eloped to es olse with the families.
and to pros ide them with the necessary
training and suppons throughout their
lis es. The Program has pro\ ided in-honie
therapies (as an adjunct to forinal
therapies such as pity sical.(WcIllxitional.
and speech). behas ior management
techniques, ads ocacy sers ices to schools

and workshops. summer camps. adap-
ti \ e-behas ior and pre-educational-skills
training. respite care funding and
w(wkers. ens ironmental modifications.
and speciali/ed equipment. The Program
also pro\ ides many pro-active services.
such as parents' support groups. in-
sers ice and educational conferences, a
monthl \ newsletter, social es ents. and a

computeriied bulletin board network to
provide information for and about people
ss ith disabilities.

As the Family Support Pnigram begins
its third year. new funding sources are
being sought. The State of Indiana has
recently begun its Home and Commu-
nits -Based Wai \ er Programs through
Nledicaid. and it is anticipated that this
s\ ill be the major funding simrce lOr such
programs for the next less years. Also.
based on the work of the pilot projects of
the initial grant through the Gosentor's
Planninii Council. tsso bills ss ill be
presented to the General Assembly this
Januar\ . The goal of these bills is to
pros ide a secure funding source to
establish family support programs
tlintuglunit the state. Together w ith the

Nlcdicaid cr Prtigram. and the
possible new legislation, the future of
l-amily Support for people ss ith disabili-
ties is beginning to look \ er positise in
the Slate or Indiana.
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by Ted Bowman

INCLUDING FATHERS IN FAMILY WORK:
Now It's More Than Just Talk

Talking about working on parenting
issues with fathers has become more
common than actually working with
fathers. Strange as it may sound. this
represents progress. Twenty-four years

L the father, was not allowed to be
present at the birth of my child, a policy
reminiscent of the comment attributed
to Margaret Mead that fathers are a
biological necessity but a social
accident. Seven years later. Michael
Lamb described fathers as the forgotten
contributors to child development.
(Lamb. 1975). This transition l'rom
sarcasm and inattention to inclusion in
most family education programs is
indeed pn)gress. There is. however.
much to he done if this talk is ;o he
translated into effective work w ith
fathers. w hether in the workplace or at
another communik site.

In this brief article. suggestions for
orking ith fathers in ielation to

balancing work and family issues w ill
he ofThred. They are offered to stimulate
y our thinking about options and
approaches w hich enhance the quality
and \ ()tunic of sen ices utilized bx
fathers.

Be wary of biases alx)ut lathers and
parenting. Much of w hat's written is
negatk e and blames fathers for avoid-
ing household responsiblities. not
paying child support. lack of e-

ment in parent education. etc. Strong
father-child relationships may not he as

idely publicized. Presume that fathers
\\ ant quality relationships with their
children. On the other ht.nd. deal with
the reality. of fathers, nil an inlagined
ideal. Be open to a range ur fathering
experiences, attitudes, and methods.

2. listen to the specific desires and
needs of working fathers as you plan
and execute your program. 1.et them
guide pal in choosing topics for
attention. flere are some possibilities
not ty pical to all parent support pro-
grams:

Long-distance dads and steplathers
Rights of non-custodial fathers
Com ey Mg values
Dads and their traditions

Rites of passage
Becoming the father I neer had
Telling my story to my child

Such topics as these complement
traditional themes, such as communica-
tion. discipline, school readiness. and
relationship-building, which are also of
interest to fathers. (see Johnson and
Palm. 1991).

3. Be open to \arieties of meeting
schedules. Working parents of both
genders are time conscious. Conunit-
ment to a six to eight week group may-
be unrealistic and out-of-sync with
men's wishes. Single sessions can have
more impact than no meetings at all. Be

illing to modify your typical standards
or approaches to reach a population that
may desire ser ices but in a different
format than you have typically pro-
\ ided. fathers' advisory committee
could help in making these decisions.

4. Use both indirect and direct educa-
tional tools. For example. men may be
w of self-disclosure in the work-
place environment. i.ise case studies.
ignettes. fictional stories as \vays of
getting at real issues without requiring
men to talk about themsek es.

5. Appeal to fathers' values and
commitments. -What do you want your
children to remember most about or
from y ou? What's the one message you
for sure w ant them to hme learned from
your

("). Draw on the workplace for analogies,
yet be ready to help men to see differ-
ences hem cell child-rearing skills and
thow of being an effective worker. "All
of us developed pictures of work and its
place in a man's life as we grew up. I'd
be interested in hearing sonic of those
early messages and in exploring
similarities and difThrences between
workplace alms and parent-chikl
Ales.- In other words, be pro\ ocati\ C.

I. w men's experiences as an entry into
parent-child I naterial.

7. Find champions w ith influence.
director of an ir Force Family Support

Center told me that when his base
commander left meetings to pick up his
children from day care. work-family
programs took on new prominence. Use
your advisory committee or other
connections to find key people in union
or management ranks who can chart.-
pion your program.

The time is ripe for attention to
fatherhood concerns. Seize the moment
in traditional and innovative ways.
Family resource and support programs
can he. indeed must be, father resource
programs. Then, fathers, mothers. and.
most all. children will benefit.

For perspectives on men. families and
work. the following books contain
materials useful to family educators.
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by Bess Kypros, Ed.D.

Understanding Adults' Education and Learning
Styles Helps Build Partnerships with Parents

Professionals who work with families
often seek ways to develop their
partnership with parents. This article
will treat several principles a adult
education and theories of adult learning
sty les v hich if undo stood and applied
may aid the formation and continuation
of a strong parent-agency partnerships.

Adult Education
Malcolm Knowles (1980). an expert

in the field of adult education, states
that andragogy, the art and science of
teaching aJults, differs rrorn pedagog\
in the following wa \ ) adults desire
immediate application of their learning
experiences. 2) adults know ss hat the\
need or desire to learn. 3) adults come
to learning situations ss ith many past
experience, to draw upon to facilitate
education. and 4) adults come to
learning situations read\ to learn.

It is also important that parents lime
positke aspirations for their children
and are thereftwe usually keenly
motisated to act for their chiklren's
\\ elfare. Because of this moti \
parents come to family-oriented
agencies ready to learn. Know ing \\ hat
they need to learn, they come ready to
buikl on their past positive experiences.
Perhpas they I Ilac. unpleasant experi-
ences ss ith agencies in the past and
need to he cons inced that working in
partnership ss ith an agency will indeed
benefit their children. These parent.
may find it difficult to believe that the
institution is interested in their imolve-
ment tw that this in\ ol \ ement ss ill mean
greater success for their children.
Apprehensise parents can often be
encouraged to attend if the\ can be
con\ inced that their child ss ill benelit
[ruin their participation at a center.
Sonic parents \\ ill need a follow -up
telephtme call. E\ ery thing than can be
dtme slumld be done to make it poSsible
kw parents to attend including pros iding
transpoitation. uid chiklcare.

Once parents c(mie to the agency, the
adult educator can Nelcome them to a
phy sical ens ininment and ii emotional
climate that are relaxed and -threat-
free,- lay Mg the ground work lOr adult
educator is one of lacilitator rather than
a minsmitter ()I information, As an expert
in the process 4,1education. the adult
educator connects w ith the parents by

validating the parents' importance. lay ing
the foundation for partnership.

When parents respond. a partnership
begins. Parents, experts on their own
children, join with professionals. w ho
are experts in their field. Together they
work lOr the benefit of the children.

The following quest,ons can be used
to help set goals: What qualities or
characteristics would you like your
child to possess \\ hen he/she reaches
age eighteen'? What will your child need
to learn in order to fulfill these goals?
What skills would \ ou like him/ner to
learn or master this \ ear? What ss ill
ou do to help him/her? What would
like the agency to do to help him/her?
What other groups play a role in this
skill and character development (school.
scouts. church. I.ittle League)? What do
you expect (If' them? (Kypros. 1990)

Once the goals has e been set and
each partner recognizes the part sIte or
he ss ill contribute to the welfare a the
child. resources and strategies are
brought in in order to reach the long-
and short-term gtrals. Parents and
professionals meet periodically to asse,,
pnlgress and to oiler stippt wt to each
other. Hach can share known procedures
and materials: books. S ideos. lectures,
diselission groups. and acti \ ities can he
suggested to help parent; l mutate
goals.Parents may also want to meet

ith other ixtrents to share remulrees
and experiences.

Adult Learning Styles
The same strategies and materials

\\ ill not be useful for all parents. pas ill
Kolb (197()) researched adult learning
sty les and identified Ituir grtuips: the
thinker. ss ho prefers to learn through

n

abstract conceptualization: the feeler.
who prefers reflective observation: the
intuitor. who prefers active experimen-
tation: and the sensor, who prefers
concrete experiences. A careful match of
Kolb's learning styles can be helpful
when teaching parents.

Parents who tit into Kolb's Thinker
sty lc will respond to lectures. talking-
head videos, and reading materials.
These parents enjoy hearing the advice
of' experts. Feelers enjoy meeting in
small groups to share experiences and to
give one another mutual support. They
can make use of didactic approaches.
but the y. learn best by processing the
information in small groups. Sensors
learn best with a "hands on approach.
They enjoy involvement that requires
working together with other parents.
Building educational props or preparing
materials gives them pleasure. Intuitors
are usually talented in the visual or
performing arts. Thes are not enthusi-
asts for group participation hut enjoy
sharing their talent sometimes. Structure
and plans ma\ turn them off, so they
should be used as soon as they volun-
teer. A questionnaire gi \ m out early in
the formation of the partnership can
help professionals can determine the
learning sty les of parents. After
assessing the goals and learning sty les
of parents. professionals begin planning
actis ities that match the needs and
learning sty les of parents.

Understanding adult education and
learning styles helps professionals
facilitate communication. Fannlies ss in
ss hen parents and agencies work
together.
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by Teresa By land, M.S.,

U-Turn: Promoting Healthy Changes in Families
with Chronic Child Protection Problems

The U-Turn Program in Rochester.
Minnesota. offers a comprehenske
array of ser\ ices on One site to set-se
families who hike continuing history of
contact w ith child protection ser\ ices.
Olmsted County Community Ser\ ices
operates U-Turn from its Child Ser\ ices
Unit, in collaboration \\ ith several
comiriunity non-profit agencies.

How U-Turn Developed
The sense of a "need for something

better- emerged from the Child Services
stairs feeling that Rochester lacked a
cohesive package of services for
families classified as chronic child
protection cases. Services were frag-
mented and sporadic. scattered in
different kications around the city.
Man\ obstacles were conftonted b\
parents struggling with low incomes and
chaotic lifestyles. Often they did not
possess reliable transportation. to be
able to keep appointments for parenting
classes. support groups. supervised child
\ isitation, and other services in loca-
tions throughout Rochester.

U-Turn was designed to remove as
many obstacles as possible and gke the
fatnilies in\ olved in the program the
best chance of success. Social workers
in the Child Services Unit approached
the agency's administration s ith the
idea of de\ eloping a comprehensise
parenting program. Representatives
from Child Ser\ ices. Corrections. Law
Enforcement. the School District. Earl\
Childhood Family Education. Child
Care Resource and Referral. the
Judiciary. prk ate agencies. and the
Guardian ad litem Program attended
numthly meetings thioughout 1990 to
plan the program. Requests for Propos-
als went out in the fall of 1990. Agen-
cies resp(inding could oiler a proposal
on the program as a \\ hole or On just a
single component. All proposals
submitted \\ ere lOr single coniptillents.
I. 1-.RIrn stalled providing scr\ ices on
April 29. IN ,

Values and Goals
The core \ alue of U-Turn is that

es ery child has the right to a safe.
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secure. and nurturing en \ ironment.
Secondary values include: that the
family unit shou ld be the primary kieus
1(w planning for chiklren: that ser\ ices
should reflect respect for families and
should assist the elop()Werment ()I'
parents: that U-Turn reflect the impor-
tance of children and I'm:Hies to
communities.

l'-Turn's goals are: to provide an
indis iduali/ed parenting plan through
assessing each fainily's needs and
parenting skills: to educate and support
parents to help them provide a 'sale.
nurturing ens ironment for their chil-
dren: to collaborate \\ ith and/or
coordinate e\isting community re-
sources: to piontote family reunification
and permanency planning for children:
and to assist adult pailicipants to
des clop and accomplish personal goals.

1.-Turn's pi unary eoncern is the best

interests children. although services are
for parents. In most cases, the best
interests of the child and the parent will
be the same. In (he small number of
cases in which interests are not klentical
(because the parents cannot make the
changes necessary to provide a sale
en\ ironnlent fOr the child) [-Turn
ad\ ocates for pemianency planning.

Service Delivery
[-Turn Operates from 9ain to 3pin on

NIonday s. Wednesdays. and l.riday s and
has fke comp(ments:

Parenting LabChildivn ti-e brought
to the Lah to spend an hour-- part
structulvd and part 1111-trucgired. ss ith
their parents. In families w ith more than
one child. onl one chiikl at a time
comes to Lab. Sch()ol-age chiklren
attend I ab during the summer but not



dur'flig the school year. Toys, books, and
an supplies are available. Parent Educa-

/tors ar,.:7 present to provide guidance and
support. and when Court-mandated,
superv ision

Parenting classesParents attend
two classes each day. Taught hy the
parent educators, these follow a
cufficulum which lOcuses on the bask.
needs or a chikk and guidance. disci-
pline. behas ior managem,:nt and
punishment.

Lik Skills Class--This class is mueht
by a counselor from a priv;tte agency
and focuses on coping with the chal-
lenges of daily life. The training cos ers
a wide range of issues: from healthy
sexuality to balanciag a checkbook.
Guest speakers frequently take part in
this component of U-Turn.

Support GroupA licensed psy-
chologist leads the Support Group.
Sometimes a topic is planned. but more
often participants talk about their
concerns. The supnort group is closed to
anyone except the parents. the facilita-
tor. and sometimes, student interns.

Home VisitsEach family has a tw 0-
hour home S isit v eekly with the parent
educator assigned to them. These visits
usually take place at the home hut are
sometimes held at U-Turn when the
parent does not have a suitable environ-
ment for the visit, such as when the
children are in placement. or the parents
are stay ing with several different friends
or with a known perpetrator. All of the
children in the family are present during
home visits. Sometimes, this S isit
takes the place of a visit by a child
protection caseworker. Parents whose
children are in flister care generally
has e more contact w ith their children
through Parenting I..ab and home 5 sits
than if they. were not in U-Turn.

Progressing through the
Program

There are three phases to complete U-
Turn. Each phase has a contract whose
ternis must be !net before mos ing on to
the nem phase. When the third phase
has been completed. the participant
graduates from the migrant. Poigres
self-paced and time for completion has
ranged between lis e and cies en months.

Daring Phase i. v Inch is designed to
be completed in thirty days, issues to be
addressed are identi lied and tasks which

connect to the parent's schedule and
needs are defined. Each parent is
assigned a Parent Educator who will
stay 'A ith the parent throughout his or
her participation in U-Tuni, making
botne 5 isits, helping to define goals. and
writing the contract for each phase.

Phase II of U-Turn is open-ended in
length. There are six Parenting Goals.
Examples of Parenting Goals include
communication skills. setting limits and
discipline. The participant is required to
demonstrate both an aw.areness of the
importance of. and an ability to put into
practice, a skill or concept in a setting
with the children. Goals for the Parent-
ing Lab, include planning and directing
a Lab activity and practicing the newly
learned skills. Finally. participants
address the development of a support
system and a Life Plan.

Phase III of U-Turn is also open-
ended in length Goals of Phase Ill
include applying skills learned in the
pn,gram and preparing an aftercare
plan. so that services and support are in
place when the client leaves the
progrant. The Life Plan continues to be
des eloped during Phase III.

After a client graduates from U-Turn.
home visits continue for a two-month
period, at a frequency determined by
the staff and the chikl protection
worker. Parents may attend the Support
Group for as long as they like.

The maximum capacity of U-Turn is
nine parents. Staff consists of three
parent educators. a licensed psychtilo-
gist. a counselor, and a coordinator.

ho is a Senior Social Worker in the
Olmsted County Child Services Unit.
The Coordinator is the only County
employee at U-Turn. All other U-Tura
staff are employees of private agencies
under contract ss ith the County. Student
interns from area colleges are an
integral part of the progratth

Evaluating U-Turn's
Effectiveness

Number and ages of children. age of
Parent. reason for child protection
sers ices. IOC! of education. employ-
ment status, and disabilitk.s of the
parent are recorded as parents enter the
program. A parenting pre-k'st and post-
test are also conducted. using the Adult-
Adolescent Parenting Ins entory
des eloped by Stephen J. Ras olek, Ph.d.
(the post-test is not tat.en by those ss ho
lease the program ss ithotil graduating).
Longitudinal data is gathered on
progratn graduates as well as on those

G., j

who leave without finishing. tracking
subsequent placement of children in
foster care and substantiated reports to
child protection agencies.

Successful outcomes have been
defined in two ways. First. the program
is considered to have been successful if
a participant graduates and the children
have been returned to the home or never
had to he removed. The family is
followed for two years and substantiated
reports to child protection authorities
will indicate that the outcome was not
in fact successful. An alternate kind of
success occurs when the parent is
unable to complete the program and
reunification does not take place: many
services are concentrated into each
week. and the decision is accelerated.
This is better for the chiklren invols ed.

During its first twelve months. U-
Turn served 22 parents and 37 children.
Fourteen parents svere discharged. of
which five successfully graduated. Four
of the nine unsuccessfUl discharges
resulted in permanency proceedings.
which makes for nine successful
outcomes out of the fourteen discharges.
This is a "success rate" of 654. This
rate is expected to decrease over time,
as some of the graduates are expected to
have subsequent substantiated child
protection sers ices reports which will
surface in the longitudinal analysis.

Conclusion
The U-Turn Program IA as des eloped

to provide benefits to its participants
and to the community . The program
essentially seeks to assist families in
learning he I hia,t...er ways to function.
This is obviously beneficial to the
family. but it also benefits the social
service system and the community
because children ss ill stas in foster care
for shorter periods and family
reunifications will be more successful.
Demands on the foster care sy stem, and
caseloads in child protection services
and in the courts will he lessened ii
cases can he brought to resolution
faster. Pnwiding the county's most
difficult. chronic child protection clients
with the sers ices of the U-Turn Program
gist's them the best possible chance for
success, and it reflects the value sshich
the Ri)chester community places on the
wellare of children.
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by Paul Deane

First in a Series

Using Current Telecommunications Technology:
A Guide for Family Support Professbnals
E-Mail and Electronic Bulletin Boards

One of the main goals of the National
Resource Center for Family Support
Programs is to "enhance information
flow networking and collaboration
among local programs-. Mimy informa-
tion resources Are available through the
NRC or from local groups. It will be of
great benefit for family support organi-
/ations and professionals to become
familiar with the most up-to-date
methods of information retries al and
electronic communication.

We are in the midst of a fundamental
revolution in the way informiaion is
processed and exchanged. The com-
puter with modem is just beginning to
have as much of an impact on the
process of information storage. access.
and pmcessing as did the printing press.
the telephone, and most recently the fax
machine. 1he inedical and scientific.
communities were the first to apprecizue
and incorporate these changes. The
business communits adopted them -oon
after. bringing large economies of scale.
We are now seeing the incorporation (if
computers and telecommunications into
the fields of the social sciences and
family suppiwt and the non-prolit sector.

There are three rela:ed tools central
to the new telecommunication technol-
ogy: I ) electronie mail, 2) electronic

boards. and 3) database storage
and retrieval of information. This series
of articles will describe each of these
tools and ways to access them at the
local les el or through the National
Resource Center. This article focusses
on electronic inail and electronic
bulletin Niards.

E-MaH
In almost all fields of endeas or. the

priinary source of infitrmation and
knowledge is the grapes ine. Indis iduals
usually first seek the know-hciw and
experience of their colleagues or experts
in the field ss hen they haw a problem to
solve. Electronic 'nail is the primary
way to expand and enhance the grape-
s ine usine computer and telecommuni-
cation technology. It is a system for
exchanging notes, memos, letters and
other short d(icuments rapidly . Some
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electronic mail systems also allow the
transmittal of long documents and other
computer files. An electronic mail
sy stem consists of a central computer
that maintains the program and
stores the "mail- to he accessed hy
individual computers or workstations.
These connections may be "hard-
wired.- that is, directly connected by
cables or wiring of some sort: or
available as a dial-in secs ice Os er
telephone wires. Typically, these can be
accessed sin a local phone call or an
800 number for between S6 iuki SI() an
hour. much cheaper than long distance
rates. An indisidual "logs in.- or
connects to the central computer and
identifies hint/herself with a code name
and a security password. A program on
the central computer checks to sec if
there is am new mail and notifies the
individual. An individual may dial in
from any or numerous computers to
access his or her files.

Once in the system. an indis idual
may read new messages, recall okl
messages that has e been sas ed. "down-
load- messages or files to one's
personal computer or disk, or send a
message to someone else in the net-
work. Frequently. messages are ty ped
on a word processor prior to logging
into the system and simply "uploaded"
or incised into the E-mail prtigram.
These E-mail systems range from two
pei-sonal computers ss ired nigether in an
office to large nmintrame computers
that has c hundreds of thou:ands or
suhscribers \SIM Itig-in from all over the
world. Electi-imic inail is an alternatise
competing w ith the telephone and the
fax. Each has advantages.

Some of the ads amages of E-mail
are: I . You do not hase to
wait to directly contact another indi-

Tpically. one can enter an E-
ntail s\stem at any time of the day. The
mail is held until the recipient is ready .

2) The written word is often less easy to
confuse than the spoken word. A
recipient can carefully lead, add
comments or questions and respond in
an attachinent to the original document.
Documents are also s ery easily copied

(-N

or forwarded to others on the 3)
A third ads antage or E-mail, especially
when compared to a faxed document, is
that of being able to receise nt ss-toes in. .

a format that is easily accepted by your
particular Word processor. changed and
printed as needed. 4) Cost savings. A
long document .:an he sent much more
rapidly. usually with a local phone call.
than could the same document sent by
fitx ia a long distance phone call or
Federal Express. Documents can also be
sent to many people with one transmis-
sion while many fax machines still
require transmittals to be sent one at a
time with accompansing labor and
telephone costs.

There are disadsantages. First. the
written word does not have the same
immediacy as talking with someone.
And. E-mail requires that someone
check the system es cry day, perhaps
several times a day. In some cases this
becomes tedious, especially in large
networks. where already junk mail has
hecome a problem. Thirdly. savings are
sometimes offset by subscription rates
to outside providers of the service.
Howes er. the biggest disadvantage is
that E-mail systems are so new that they
are not as vs idely distributed zis the
phone or the fax. Today es eryone has
access in some form to a fax Machine.
es en if it around the corner at the local
copy shop or drug store. There are many
different E-mail systems and not
es ersone know s how to access them.
This is changing. Prices are dropping.

sendors are speciali/ing and
developing "gateway s" or links that
make it easier to reach those that you
need. In tis e \ ears, E-m-til systems svill
he as pre\ alent in offices and homes as
the lax machine is today .

Electronic Bulletin Boards
13ulletin Board systems are the public

sersion of E-mail. A bulletin board
sy stem consists of a central comptiter
ss Inch maintains the bulletin hoard
st mftware. and information tiles that can
be accessed by individual computers or
workstations. An individual logs in or
connects to the central computer and



identifies him/herself with a code name
and a security password. Once in the
system, a sequence of message storage
areas are available to the user.

"Bulletin Board" is used as a visual
metaphor to help understand how the
system works. Envision a bulletin
board that is divided into several
sections. In each section individuals
have posted messages relating to the
topic for that section. Most of us used
such boards in college to connect with
rides home, roommates wanted, items
for sale, etc. Usually, there is someone
in charge of the bulletin board who
comes by occasionally to discard out-
of-date and irrelevant notes. A com-
puter bulletin board works the same
way. An inter-office bulletin board
might contain sections (forums. areas,
groups) such as personnel, news,
policies, meetings and suggestion box.
Each section might be further sub-
divided. for example, several different
types of meetings or months when
meetings will occur. However many
levels exist, at the base there will be
notices, messages. documents that are
relative to the subject. Each user is
responsible for learning to navigate the
system, and finds information as s/he
needs it.

Most bulletin boards have a monitor
who may be responsible for erasing or
archiving old messages; for gathering.
editing. and posting information to the
board: and/or for maintaining security if
a bulletin board is open only to a
particular group.

"Navigation" varies from bulletin
board to bulletin board. Some have a
set of menus to choose from, while
others present you with a blank screen
that expects you to know the commands
which run the system. Most BBs have
some sort of question-and-answer
section. Users are allowed to post
questions and responses to questions.
usually associated by some large
category of subject. Some advanced
question and answer sections are live,
letting individuals interact with each
other in the manner of a meeting.
These live meeting range from formal
lectures with a question and answer
period at the end to lively "bull"
sessions. As with E-mail, bulletin board
systems range from small office systems
to large networks with hundreds of
thousands of subscribers from all over
the world,

The advantages of using bulletin
board systems are similar to the
advantages of E-mail. In fact. tney are
usually offered together as a nackage

service. Costs vary from many free
boards to those that require modest ($20
a month) subscription fees. This modest
investment may be a real advantage,
especially when compared with the
costs of alternative research methods.

On the downside, bulletin boards get
cluttered and may take a long time to
read. Just when you have an important
project that you need information to
finish, your board (and your mail!) will
be full of repetitive responses to
questions (listing all previous responses)
or notes from people using them to
socialize or express themselves rather
then to exchange information (the
graffiti aspect). Some take time to learn.
But, soon, bulletin boards will be a
dominate information source.

Getting Connected
How do you go about starting? You

need a computer, telephone line, and
modem. Almost any computer can be
used to access most bulletin boards. A
good modem is the most crucial piece
of equipment. Modems have different
speeds and compatibilities. Your dealer
can help you decide which modem is
for you. but make sure that ou buy a
modem with a minimum top speed of
2400 baud. To use your modem once it
is installed, you need software.

Software for communication is
varied. Three relatively inexpensive.
popular commercial products are
Pro Comm Plus. Smart Comm and Cross
Talk. Several good communication
packages are also available as
shareware. including Pro Comm. if you
have a local computer user's group.
Tiy to find software that has X, Y,
Kermit. and ASCII communication
protocols.

The following are two E-mail and
bulletin board services of special
interest to Family Support Centers:

Hands Net
20195 Stevens
Creek Blvd, Suite 120
Cupertino, CA 95014
408-257-4500

Hands Net is a national network of
individuals and organizations working
for social change. It has over 2,200
members interested in housing, legal
services, poverty, health, rural and
family issues. There is a forum now
being developed that will be dedicated
to family and children issues. It will
contain document, news, grant an-
nouncement, a calendar of events,
discussion and many other areas.

C)
Li 4.0

Hands Net is perhaps the most user-
friendly of all the E-mail & bulletin
board systems. Because of this, it
requires several extras in terms of
hardware and software. Your computer
should be at least a 386 with 2 (prefer-
ably 4) mgs of RAM memory, have a
mouse, and run Windows software. A
color monitor is helpful although not
necessary. Hands Net costs $100 for the
software and $25 a month for a sub-
scription, plus a telecommunications
usage fee of $12 an hour each month to
another company. Hands Net provides
technical support and will coach you
through any start-up or other problems.

Internet
Available from:
Cooperative Library Agency for
Systems and Services (CLASS)
1415 Koll Circle, Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112-4698
1-800-488-4559

Inter Net is the largest of the E-mail and
bulletin board systems. It is actually
many networks that have been con-
nected into one giant worldwide
telecommunications network. Universi-
ties, government agencies, research
organizations, and defense agencies
make up the backbone of the system.
Internet is heavily focused on research
and academic interests and information.

Most academic and research institu-
tions have access and can give you a
password. If you do not have an
affiliation that can provide access, there
are many organizations that can as a
service to membership for a nominal
annual fee and minimal telecommunica-
tion usage fees. The National Resource
Center for Family Support Programs is
a member of CLASS which charges
$150 for an initial password and $50 for
each additional password. It also
charges $10 an hour telecommunication
fee for an 800 number. Any computer
with a modem and your choice of
communication software can be used to
access the network. Be warned!
Internet is difficul: to use and will
require a computer literate person many
hours and some study to learn to
navigate.

Paul Deane is Diremor of Information Services at
the Family Resource Coalition's National
Resource Center for Family Support Programs.
200 S. Michigan Ave.. Ste. 1520, Chicago. IL
60604. 312/341-0900.
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Resources To Help You Grow
The Family Resource Coalition, a not-for-profit member-

ship organization, is the national leader in the family support
field. Its mission is to build support and resources within
communities to strengthen and empower families, enhance
the capacities of parents, and foster the optimal development
of children and youth.

The FRC Report is the Coalition's primary tool for spread-
ing the word about family support. Whether eclectic or
focused on a single topic, each issue of the Report concretely
illustrates the principles that guide family resource and
support programs and policies. Look for the list of available
back issues on the card inside this issue. A subscription to
the Report is one of the benefits of FRC membership.

The Family Resource Coalition houses the National
Resource Center for Family Support Programs, which
collects and disseminates information on family resource
and support programs and publishes related material.

To receive a 1993 Catalog of Publications and Services,
contact the Publications Department of the Family Resource
Coalition (address below.)

The Family Resource Coalition
200 South Michigan Avenue
Suite 1520
Chicago, IL 60604

312/341-0900
FAX 312/341-9361
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